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IN THE CHAIR: MR S:PtNALE 
President 
(The sitting was opened at 4.30 p.m.) 
President. - The sitting is open. 
1. Resumption of the session 
President. - I declare resumed the se&Sion of 
the European Parliament adjourned on 17 Octo-
ber 1975. 
by Mr Willi Muller, on behalf of the 
Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment (Doc. 339/75): 
Mr Willi Muller, rapporteur . . . . . . . . 11 
Mr Springorum, on behalf of tke 
Christian-Democratic Group; Mr 
Meintz, on behalf of the Liberal and 
Allies Group; Mr Nyborg, on. behalf of 
the Grqup of European Progressive 
Democrats; Mr Spicer on behalf of the 
European Conservative Group; Mr 
Gundelach, member of the Commis-
sion 14 
Adoption of resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22 
13. Directive on the maximum level of 
erucic ~cid - Report drawn . up by 
Mrs Orth, on behalf of the Committee 
on Public Health and the Environment 
(Doc. 327175): 
Mr Mattens, deputy rapporteur, and 
on. behalf of the Christian-Democratic 
Group ·............................ 22 
Mr Spicer, on behalf of the European 
Conservative Group; Mr Gundelach, 
member of the Commission; Sir Bran-
don Rhfls Williams; Mr Gundelach . . 23 
Adoption of resolution ............. . 24 
14. Agenda for next sitting ........... . 24 
2. Apologies 
President. - Mrs Orth sends her apologies for 
being unable to attend this part-session. 
The chairman of the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats and other Members have 
informed me that because of the commemoration 
services of 11 November, many Members will 
not be able to attend the debate on the budget. 
While I appreciate the reasons preventing these 
Members ftom being present in Luxembourg for 
the general debate on the budget, I must confirm 
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that the time-limits for the budgetary procedure 
are such that the enlarged Bureau was unable 
to propose changing the date of the debate. 
I cal'l Mr Houdet for a procedural motion. 
Mr Boudet. - (F) After what you have just 
said, Mr President, please allow me to state on 
behalf of all members of the French delegation 
that we deeply and sincerely regret the deci- · 
sion still to hold the general debate on the 1976 
budget on 11 November. 
As you stated, we are aware that the timetable 
is a pressing one, and we all wish to confonn 
to it in order to defend our Parliament's bud-
getary powers. However, as you are we'll aware, 
all my French colleagues, with a few rare 
exceptions, will be present . in their towns or 
villages tomorrow to attend the ceremonies 
organized in memory of our dead. 
I would therefore ask that when the agenda 
for next year's November part-session is fixed 
account should be taken of our obligations on 
11 November. 
President. ·- I call Mr Radoux. 
Mr Radoux. - (F) Mr President, following what 
Mr Houdet has just said, I would like to point 
out to him that my country is in the same posi-
tion as his. As a result, the Belgian delegates 
are in the same position as their French col-
leagues. I share Mr Houdet's feelings on tomor-
row's events and consider that tomorrow is 
not the only case. It is precisely in order to 
prevent such extremely annoying inconve-
niences that we try in this Parliament to con-
firm and implement our decisions in such a way 
that everyone can be present when necessary. 
We note that Mr Houdet asks for the dates to 
be changed next year, but I think that it would 
be illogical for us to deplore the consequences 
of the double mandate: If it were necessary to 
take into account all circumstances, such as 
those outlined by Mr Houdet, for all the Member 
States, there would be many occasion on which 
certain Members were unable to be present! 
To sum up, Mr Houdet, I share your feelings 
but cannot share your conclusions. 
3. Documents received 
President. - Since the session was adjourned I 
have received the following documents: 
(a) from the Council of the European Com-
munities, requests for an opinion on: 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation suspending application 
·of the condition governing the import 
into the Community of fresh lemons 
originating in Cyprus, Spain, Israel, 
Morocco, Egypt, Tunisia and Turkey in 
accordance with the agreements in force 
between the European Economic Com-
munitY on the one hand and each of 
these countries on the other (Doc. 318/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions as the committee responsible and to 
the Committee on Agriculture and the 
Associations Committee for their opin-
ions; 
- the Communication from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the 
Council on an action programme for 
the European aeronautical sector (Doc. 
319175). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport for its opinion; 
- the proposals from the Commissipn of 
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil on consolidated texts relating to the 
fishing sector (Doc. 320/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Legal Affairs Committee. 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation on Community transit 
(Doc. 321/75). · 
This document has peen referred to the 
Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on External Economic 
Relations and the Committee on Budgets 
for their opinions; · 
- the proposals from the Commission of 
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for · 
I. a directive on the estabUshment of 
common rules for certain types of 
carriage of goods by road between 
Member States 
II. a regulation on the Community 
quota for the carriage of goods by 
road between Member States 
III. a directive on access to the occu-
pation of carrier of goods or of 
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passengers by waterway in national 
and international transport 
IV. a directive aiming at the mutual 
recognition of diplomas, certificates 
and other evidence of formal quali-
fications for ·road or waterway 
passenger transport and goods hau-
lage operators,' including measures 
intended to encourage these oper-
ators effectively to exercise their 
right to freedom of establishment 
V. a regulation concerning· the fixing 
of rates for international goods 
transport by rail 
VI. a regulation amending Council 
Regulation (EEC) ·No 3255i74 of 
19 December 1974 extending and 
amending Council Regulation 
(EEC) No 1174/68 of 30 July 1968 
on the introduction of a system of 
bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road between Member 
States 
VII. a· regulation on a system of 
reference tariffs for the carriage 
of goods by road between Member 
States· 
VIII. a regulation concerning a system 
for monitoring the markets for the 
carriage of goods by rail, road and 
inland waterway between Member 
States 
(Doc. 324/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport, as the committee responsible, 
and to the Committee on Economic and 
MonetarY' Affairs for its opinion on 
proposals I, III, IV, V, VII, VIII. 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation on the establishment of 
a European Community Institute for 
economic analysis and research (Doc. 
325175). . 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Budgets for its 
opinion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation ~mending the financial 
regulation as regards transfers between 
the 'food aid' chapter and the European 
AgriCultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund, 'Guarantee' Section (Doc. 329/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Budgets as the committee 
respOnsible and to the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation for its 
opinion; 
- a proposal for transfers of appropriations 
from· one chapter to another iii Section 
III-Commission-of the general budget 
of the ·European Communities for the 
1975 financial year (Doc. 330/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Com-mittee on Budgets; 
- the 'proposal from the Commission of the 
Eurppean Communities to the Council 
for a decision on European Social Fund 
measures to aid vocational adaptation 
operations (Doc. 331/75). ' 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Budgets for its 
opinion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a decision in regard to the interven-
tion of the European Social Fund in 
favour of persons occupied in the textile 
and clothing sectors (Doc. 332/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment .as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Budgets for its 
opinion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation on the granting of a 
conversion premium in the wine sector 
(Doc. 333/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Agriculture as the com-
mittee responsible and to the Committee 
on Budgets for its opmion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
concerning the annual report on the 
eoonomic situation in the Community 
(Doc. 334/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
c;ommittee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the···council 
Debates of the lluropean Parlilment 
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for a regulation on the allocation for 
1975 of appropriations from the Guidance 
Section of the European Agricultural 
Guidance and Guarantee Fund and 
deferring certain final dates for the 
years 1975 and 19'76 (Doc. 335/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Agriculture as the com-
mittee responsi!ble and to the Committee 
on Budgets for its opinion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation temporarily suspending 
the autonomous Common Customs Tariff 
duties on a certain number of agri-
cultural products (Doc. 352/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Agriculture as the Com-
mittee responsible and to the Committee 
on External Economic Relations for its 
opinion; 
- the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation on the financial provi-
sions applying to the European Centre 
for the Development of Vocational 
Training and to the European Foun-
dation for the Improvement of Living 
and Working Conditions (Doc. 353/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Budgets; 
- the proposal from the Commi-.ion of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a directive on reciprocal recognition 
of navigability licences for inland water-
way vessels (Doc. 355/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport; 
- the proposal from the Comtnission of the 
European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation amending Council Regu-
lation (EEC) No 517172 of 28 February 
1972 on the introduction of common rules 
for regular and special regular services 
by coach and bus between Member 
States (Doc. 368/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport; 
- the proposal for transfers of appro-
priations from one Chapter to another in 
Secti'On ill-Commission-of the general 
budget for the 1975 financial year (Doc. 
369/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Budgets; 
(b) the following oral questions: 
- oral question with debate by Miss 
Boothroyd, Mrs Orth and Mr Fellermaier 
on behalf of the Socialist Group to the 
Council of the European Communities 
on policy in the field of consumer pro-
tection (Doc. 344/75); 
- oral question with debate by the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment 
to the ·Council of the European Com-
munities on mass dismissals in two multi-
national undertakings (Doc. 345/75); 
- oral question with debate by the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport 
to the Commission of the European Com-
munities on joint ·action in the field of 
air ~affic safety (Doc. 346/75); 
- oral question with debate by the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport 
to the Council of the European Com-
munities on joint action in the field of 
air traffic safety (Doc. 347/75); 
...:... oral question with debate by Mr Couste 
on behalf of the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats to the Commis-
sion of the European Communities on 
protectionist measures taken or planned 
by the United States (Doc. 348/75); 
- oral questions by Mr Bordu, Mr Leo-
nardi, Mr Dykes, Mr Leenhardt, Mr Ter-
renoire, Mr Hamilton, Mr Harzschel, Mr 
Dalyell, Mr Scott-Hopkins, Lord Glad-
wyn, Mr Cointat, Mr Noe, Mr Spicer, 
Mr Dondelinger, Mr Zeller, Mr Marras 
and Mr Couste, pursuant to Rule 47A 
of the Rules of Procedure, for Question 
Time on 12 November 1975 (Doc. 360/75). 
(c) from the committee, the following reports: 
- report by Mr Albertsen oo behalf of the 
Environment on ·the proposal from the 
Committee on Public Health and the 
Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Couneil for a directive 
amending ior the fourth time Directilve 
No 73/241/EEC on the approximation 
of the laws of the Member States relating 
to cocoa and chocolate products intended 
for human consumption (Doc. 322/75); 
- report by Mr Mitterdorfer on behalf of 
the Committee on Economic and Mone-
tary Affairs on the proposal from the 
CommiMion of the European Com-
muni.ties to the Council for a regulation 
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amendi:ng Regulation (EEC) No 542/69 
on Community transit (Doc. 323/75); 
- report by Mr Glinne on behalf of the 
Committee on Develo.pment and Coope-
ration on the outcome of the World Flood 
Cooference (Rome, 5-15 November 1974) 
and on the Community's position a.s 
regards a world food policy (Doc. 
326/75); 
- report by Mrs Orth on behalf of the 
Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Councm for a directive 
fixing the maximum level of erucic acid 
in fats and oil and margarine for food 
(Doc. 327/75); 
- report by Mr J ahn on behaJf of the Com-
mittee on Public Health ·and the Environ-
ment on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the 
Council for a multiannual environmental 
research and development programme 
of the European Economic Community 
-indirect action (1976-1980)-(Doc. 328/ 
75); 
- report by Mr Meintz on behalf of the 
Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Commun-
ities to the Council fur a multiannual 
Community research programme on 
biology and health protection for the 
period 1976-1980 (Doc. 336/75); 
- report by Mr Terrenoire on behalf of 
the Associations Committee on the addi-
tional protocol to the Association Agree-
ment between the European Economic 
Community and Greece consequent on 
the accession of new Member States to 
the Community (Doc. 87/75HDoc. 337/ 
75); 
- report by Mr Pintat on behalf of the 
Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a regulation 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1056/72 
on notifying the Commission of invest-
ment projects of interest to ·the Com-
munity in the ·petroleum, natural gas and 
electricity sectors (Doc. 338/75); 
- report by Mr Willi Muller on behalf of 
the Committee on Public Health and the 
Enviranment on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a directive on the 
approximation of the laws of the Mem-
ber States relating to the composition 
of petrol--.problem of the lead content 
of petrol (Doc. 339/75); 
- report by Mr Bourdelles on behalf of the 
Committee on Agriculture on the pro-
posal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the CoUJD.cil for a 
regulation modifying Council Regulation 
No 464175/EEC of 27 February 1975 
establishing systems of premiums for the 
producers of bovine animals (Doc. 340/ 
75); 
- report by Mr Bermani on behalf of the 
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the. European Communities to the 
Council far a regulation amending Regu-
lations (EEC) No 1059/69, (EEC) No 1060/ 
69, (EEC) No 2682/72, No 120/67/EEC, 
(EEC) No 3330/74, (EEC) No 765/68 and 
(EEC) No 950/68 as regards the classifi-
cation in the Common Customs Tariff of 
certain types of sonbitol (Doc. 341/75); 
- report by Mr Corrie on behalf of the 
Associations Committee on the proposal 
from the Commission of the EurQPean 
Communities to the Council for a regu-
lation totally or partially suspending 
Common Customs Tariff duties on 
certain products fallipg within Chapters 
1 .to 24 of the Common Customs TarLff 
and originating in Malta (1976)-(Doc. 
342/75); 
- report by Mr Mitterdorfer on behaJf of 
the Committee on Economic and Mooe-
tary Affairs on the proposals from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council on the elimination of 
technical barriers to trade, with parti-
cular reference to 
- ihe proposals for directives con-
cerning the hannonization of the laws 
of the Member States on 
- taximeters 
- lifting and mechanical handling appli-
ances and electrically operated lifts 
- fruit jam, jellies and marmalades, and 
chestnut puree (Doc. 343/75); 
- report by Mr Schwabe on behalf of the 
Committee on Regional Policy · and 
Tr~sport on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to 
the Council for a regulation to amend 
Regulation (EEC) No 3255/74 of the 
Council of 19 December 1974 extending 
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and amending Council Regulation (EEC) 
No 1174/68 of 30 July 1968 on the intro-
ducHon of a system of br.acket tariffs 
for the carriage of goods by road 
between Member States (Doc. 349/75); 
- report by Mr Giraud on behalf of the 
Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities 
to the Council for a regulation on the 
Community quota fo:t: the carriage of 
goods by road between· Member States 
(Doc. 350/75); 
- report by Mr Corterier on behalf of the 
Associations Committee on the recom-
mendations of the EEC-Greece Joint 
Parliamentary Committee adopted in 
Athens on 27 June 1975 (Doc. 351/75); 
- report by Mr Doooelinger on behalf of 
the Committee im Social Mfairs and 
Employment on the proposal from the 
Co~mission of the European Communi-
ti~ to the Council for a regulation 
amending Regulation (EEC) ·No 1612/68 
as regards the extension of trade union 
rights in favour of the workers who 
move within the Community (Doc. 
354/75); 
- report by Mr Laudrin on behalf of the 
Committee on Social Alifairs and 
Employment on. th~ proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a regulation 
amending Regulations (EEC) No 1408/71 
and No 574/72 <>n the application of 
social security schemes to employed 
persons and their families moving within 
the Community (Doc. 356/75); 
- report by Mr A-dams on behalf of 
the Committee on SQciaJ M·fairs and 
Employment on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a decision on 
European Social Fund measures to aid 
vocational adaptation operations (Doc. 
357/75); 
-- report by Mr .Mfred Bertrand on behalf 
of the Committee on Social Affairrs and 
Employment on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Cotmcil for a decision in 
regard to the intervention of the Euro-
pean Social Fund in favour of persons 
occupied in the textile and clothing 
sectors (Doc. 358/'15); 
- report by Mr Gerlach on behalf of the 
Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport on the proposal fr()IIl the Com-
mission of the European Communities 
to the Council for a. directive on reci-
procal recognition of navigability licen-
ces for inland waterway vessels (Doc. 
359/75); 
- report by Mr Cointat on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets on the draft 
general budget of the European Com-
munities for the financial year 1976 (Doc. 
361/75); 
- report by Mr Artzinger on behalf of the · 
Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affadrs on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to 
the Council concerning the annual report 
on the economic situation in the Com-
munity (Doc. 362/75); 
- report by Mr Osborn on behalf of the 
Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology on the proposal from the 
Commission of the European Communi-
ties to the Council for a multiannual 
researeh and development programme of 
the European Economic Community on 
reference materiaJ.s and methods-indi-
rect action (1976-1978)-(Doc. 363/75); 
- report by Mr Aigner on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets on the draft 
amending and supplementary budget 
No 3 of" the European Communities for 
the 1975 financial year (Doc. 364/75); 
- report by Mr Gerlach on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets on the giving of a 
discharge to the Commission of the Euro-
pean Com.munities in respect of the 
Eqropean Communities budget for the 
financial year 1971 on the basis of the 
report of the Audit Board (Doc. 365/75); 
- report by Miss Flesch on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets on the corrections 
to Parliament's estimates of revenue and 
expenditure for the 1976 financial year 
(Section I of the draft general budget of 
the European CommunitiesHJ)oc. 366/ 
75); 
- report by Miss Flesch on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets on Section II 
-Council-and Section IV-Court of 
Justice-of the draft general budget of 
the European Communities for the 
financial year 1976 (Doc. 367/75); 
- report by Mr Howell on beha:lf of the 
Committee on Agriculture on the pro-
posal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a 
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regulation temporarily suspending the 
autonomous Common Customs Tariff 
duties on a certain number of agricul-
tural products (Doc. 370/75); 
- report by Mr Dykes, on behalf of the 
Committee on External Economic Rela~ 
tions, on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the 
Council for a decision accepting the 
Customs Cooperation Council's recom-
mendation of 1 January 1975 (SI'I'C/BTN 
Rev. 2)-(Doc. 372175); 
- report by Mr Dykes, on behalf of the 
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions, on the recommendation from the 
Commission of the European Economic 
Cominunities to the Council for a deci-
sion accepting, on behalf of the Com-
. munity, several annexes to the Inter-
national Convention on the simplification 
and harmonization of customs procedures 
(Doc. 373/75); 
(d) from the Council of the Eu.ropean Com-
munities, a letter of amendment to the draft 
general budget of the European Communi-
ties for the financial year 1976, submitted 
by the Council (Doc. 371/7!)). 
4. Texts of treaties forwarded by the Council 
President. - I have received certified true 
copies of the following documents: 
- Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic of Zambia on 
the supply of common wheat as food atd; 
- Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters renewing the Agreement on trade and 
technical cooperation betw~en the European 
Economic Community and the Member States 
of the one part, and -the Lebanese Republic, 
of the other part; 
- Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Republic· of India on 
trade in textile products; 
- Agreement between the European Economic 
Community and the Islamic Republic of 
Pakistan on trade in textile products. 
These documents will be placed in the archives 
of the European Parliament. 
5. Decision on urgent procedure 
President. - I propose that Parliament deal by 
urgent procedure with reports not submitted 
within the time-limits laid down in the rules of 
11 May 1967. 
Are there any objections? 
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed. 
6. Limit on speaking time 
President. -:- In accordance with · the usual 
practice and pursuant to Rule 31 of the Rules 
of Procedure, I propose that speaking time be 
allocated as follows: 
Reports: 
- 15 minutes for the rapporteur and 1 speaker 
for each political group; 
- 10 minutes for other speakers; 
- 5 minutes for speakers on amendments. 
Ooral questions with debate: 
- 10 minutes for the author of the question; 
- 5 minutes for other speakers. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
7. Order of business 
President. - The next item is the order of 
business. At its meeting of 21 October 1975 and 
pursuant to Rule 12(1) of the Rules of Procedure, 
the enlarged Bureau prepared the draft agenda 
which has been distributed. 
Since then, the reports by Mr N otenboom on a 
financial mechanism, by Mr Della BriQtta on the 
wine sector, by Mr Gibbons on sheepmeat and 
by Mr Liogier on the EAGGF have been with-
drawn. 
The report by Mr Schwabe on bracket tariffs 
and by Mr Bermani on sorbitol will be voted 
without debate, while the reports by Mr Adams 
and Mr Bertrand on certain aspects of the Social 
Fund will be voted with debate. 
The Committee on External Economic Relations 
has also asked for a vote without debate on the 
following ·reports: 
- report QY Mr Dykes on the Customs Coopera-
tion Co-prtcil (Doc. 372175); 
- report by Mr Dykes on the simplification and 
harmo:n.i.zation of customs procedures (Doc. 
373/75). 
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These two reports could be included in the 
agenda for Friday. 
· Finally, the Commission has informed me that 
it is unfortunately not in a position to give the 
statement on action taken on the opinions and 
proposals of the European Parliament which was 
planned for today. 
I call Mr Gerlach. 
Mr Gerlach. -(D) Mr President, on behalf of 
the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port ·I would ask you to put the report on the 
proposal from the Commission to the Council 
for a regulation on reciprocal recognition of 
navigation licences for inland waterway vessels 
on Friday's agenda so that it can be adopted 
without debate after ~r Schwabe's report. 
President.- I call Mr Muller. 
Mr Willi MOHer.- (D) On behalf of the Com-
mittee on Public Health and the Environment 
I request that the report by Mr Mitterdorfer, 
Doc. 343/75, be put back until the December 
part-session because our ~mmittee and the 
draftsman of its opinion have not yet been able 
to discuss the matter. 
President. - I call Mr Houdet. 
Mr Houdet. - (F) Mr President, I request the 
inclusion in the agenda of the report drawn 
up on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture 
by Mr Howell on the temporary suspension of 
Common Customs TarUf duties on certain 
agricultural products. 
President.- I call Mr Notenboom. 
Mr Notenboom.- (NL) Mr President, as acting 
chairman ·of the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs I would like to request that, 
if at all possible, the Mitterdorfer report should 
be kept on the agenda. This report concerns the 
removal of technical barriers to trade which is 
basically a technical issue. With the agreement 
of Parliament we have decided to apply the 
simplified procedure on this report. The Com-
mission cannot proceed any further as long 
as Parliament postpones its consideration of the 
report. If, however, the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environtnent has not yet had 
time to study this matter thoroughly, it could 
perhaps draw up an o~-initiative report. But 
it seems to us that the abolition of technical 
barriers to trade is the main issue, and this is 
the aspect on which the Committee on Economic 
and Monetary Affairs has concentrated its atten-
tion. It has tried to avoid going into unnecessary 
detail and believes that Parliament should adopt 
the same approach. Although we fully under-
stand the views of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment, we request that 
this item be kept on the agenda. 
President. - I call Mr Miiller. 
Mr Willi Mflller.- (D) Mr President, I thought, 
and this is what the Committee on Public Health 
and the Environment suggested, that the whole 
item should be· deleted from the agenda. One 
possibility would be to compromise by excluding 
the Commission's proposal, Doc. 235/75, on fruit 
jams, jellies and marmalades and chestnut puree 
so that the committee has a chance to give its 
opinion. As you know, a number of amend-
ments have been tabled on this proposal, which 
is not the case with the other proposals included 
in this item. I therefore request that considera-
tion be given to the exclusion of this proposal, 
Doc. 235/75. 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelaeh, member of the Commission. -
Mr President, I would very much like, on behalf 
of the Commission, to plead with the European 
Parliament to deal with this whole item at this 
session. It is basically, as Mr Notenboom has 
indicated, a matter of technical barriers to trade. 
If we do not hear the Parliament's views on the 
proposals at this part-session, it will mean that 
the Council cannot deal with this subject as 
foreseen before the beginning of the new year. 
It would have serious practical consequences for 
the way we are running our internal market, 
and I really therefore must ask you to deal 
with this item at this session. 
President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins.- Would it not be possible, 
Mr President, for the first two items, that is, 
taximeters and lifting and mechanical handling 
appliances, and electrically operated lifts to be 
dealt with by Mr Mitterdorfer. ·The other item 
on fruit jams, jellies, marmalades and so on, 
on which the committee is awaiting an opinion 
from the Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment; could be postponed because the 
latter committee, as I understand it, has not 
yet come to any conclusions itself. Perhaps that 
would help Mr Gundelach if the two important 
issues were dealt with on Thursday and not the 
other one. 
President. - Ladies and gentlemen, we have 
a proposal fro~ Mr Miiller, seconded by Mr 
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Scott-Hopkins and which I see Mr Gundelach 
also supports. The proposal is to withdraw from 
the· debate on the Mitterdorfer report that 
section dealing with fruit jam, jellies and mar-
malades and chestnut puree (Doc. 235/75). 
In view of the arguments put forward, I think 
we should support this proposal. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
The order of business is therefore as follows: 
This afternoon: 
The statement by the Commission on action 
taken on the opinions of Parliament has been 
withdrawn from the agenda. 
- Willi Muller report on laws relating to the 
composition of petrol; 
- Orth report on the maximum level of erucic 
acid; 
Tuesday, 11 Novembe,. 1975 
10.00 a.m., 3.00 p.m. and possibly 9.00 p.m.: 
- Introduction of and debate on the Cointat 
report on the draft general budget of the 
Communities for 1976; 
- Inttoduction of and debate on the Flesch 
report on the estimates of Parliament for 
1976; 
- Introduction of and debate on the Flesch 
report on Sections II and IV of the draft 
general budget of the Communities for 1976; 
- Introduction of and debate on the Aigner 
report on the draft amending and supple-
mentary budget No 3 of the Communities 
for 1975; 
- Gerlach report on the giving of a discharge 
io the Commission in respect of the 1971 
budget. 
Wednesday, 12 November 1975 
10.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.: 
- Question Time; 
- Corterier report on the recommendations of 
the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Com-
mittee adopted on 27 June 1975; 
- Terrenoire report on the Additional Protocol 
to the EEC-Greece Association Agreement; 
-Joint debate on two oral questions with 
debate concerning air traffic safety; 
- Oral question with debate on consumer 
protection; 
- Oral question with debate on US protectionist 
measures; 
- Oral question with debate on mass dismissals 
in two multinational undertakings; 
- Dondelinger report on the extension of trade 
union rights. 
Thursday, 13 Novembe,. 1975 
10.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m.: 
- Vote on the motion for a resolution contained 
in the Aigner report on the draft amending 
and supplementary budget No 3 of the Com-
munities for 1975; 
- Vote on the motion for a resolution contained 
in the Flesch report on Parliament's estimates 
for 1976; 
- Vote on the motion for a resolution contained 
in the Flesch report on Sections II and IV 
of the draft general budget of the Com-
munities for 1976; 
- Vote on the draft general budget of the 
Communities for 1976 and on the motion for 
a resolution contained in the Cointat report; 
- Artzinger report on the annual report on the 
economic situation in the Community; 
- Schwabe report on a system of bracket tariffs 
for the carriage of goods (without debate); 
- Giraud report on the Community quota for 
the carriage of goods; 
- Carettoni Romagnoli report on the education 
of migrant children; 
- Mitterdorfer report on Community transit; 
- Mitterdorfer report on the elimination of 
technical barriers to trade (only the proposals 
for directives relating to taximeters and 
lifting and mechanical handling appliances 
and electrically operated lifts); 
- Pintat report on investment projects of 
interest to the Community. 
Friday, 14 Novembe,. 1975 
9.30 a.m. to 12 noon: 
- Possibly, continuation of Thursday's agenda; 
- J ahn report on an environmental research 
programme; 
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- Meintz report on a research programme on 
biology and health protection; 
- Osborn report on a research programme for 
reference materials and methods; 
- Laudrin report on social security schemes; 
- Adams report on vocational adaptation opera-
tions; 
- Alfred Bertrand report on the textile and 
clothing sectors; 
- Glinne report on the World Food Conference 
(5-15 November 1974); 
- Bourdelles report on premiums for the 
producers of bovine animals; 
- Bermani report on certain types of sorbitol 
(without debate); 
- Corrie report on the suspension of duties on 
certain products originating in Malta; 
- Albertsen report on the approximation of 
laws relating to cocoa and chocolate· (without 
debate); 
- Dykes report on the Customs Cooperation 
Council (without debate); 
- Dykes report on the simplification and 
harmonization of customs procedures (without 
debate); 
- Howell report on the suspension of CCT 
duties on certain agricultural products; 
- Gerlach report on inland waterway vessels 
(without debate). 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I would draw your attention to the fact that 
Wednesday's sitting will finish at 7.15 p.m. 
because members of the enlarged Bureau have a 
very important engagement. On Wednesday 
evening a dinner will be · given in honour of 
Their Royal Highnessess, the Grand Duke and 
Grand Duchess of Luxembourg who have kindly 
accepted Parliament's invitation. 
8. Time-limit for tq.bling amendments to the 
draft supplementary budget No 3 for 1975 
and the draft general budget for 1976 
President. - I would remind the House that, 
pursuant to the internal Rules of Procedure for 
consideration of the draft general budget, I am 
required to fix the time-limit for the submission 
of draft amendments, proposed modifications 
and proposals for rejection of the budget as a 
whole, and the · time-limit for tabling draft 
amendments and proposed modifications ·for the 
draft supplementary budget No 3. · 
After lengthy discuss.ion with the group chair-
men, I have set the time-limit for 1 p.m. on 
Tuesday, 11 November. 
9. Organization of the budget debate 
President. - A meeting was held this afternoon 
with the chairmen of the political groups and 
the two rapporteurs, to organize the arrange-
ments for the debate and vote on the general 
budget of the European Communities for· 1976. 
At this meeting it was first agreed that tomor-
row's sitting, which will include a night sitting 
if necessary, will be devoted to the general 
debate and the presentation of and debate on 
the draft amendments and proposed modifica-
tions. 
In. this connection .. I would point out that it 
would be useful if the authors of amendments 
which have been adopted, in one form or 
another, by the Committee on Budgets, or on 
which the latter has -delivered a favourable 
opinion, would not move these amendments 
during the debate. 
The group chairmen have agreed to allocate 
speaking time as follows: 
- 60 minutes for the rapporteur of the Commit-
tee on Budgets on the· draft general budget, 
Mr Cointat, who may divide this speaking 
time as he thinks fit between his introductory 
remarks, any interventions in the debate and 
his reply at the end of the debate; 
- 15 minutes for Miss Flesch, rapporteur for 
the Committee on Budgets on Sections I, II 
and IV of the draft general.budget; 
- 85 minutes for the ~speaker ·on behalf of and 
the members of the Socialist Group; 
- 70 minutes for the speaker on behalf of and 
the members. of the Christian-Democratic 
Group; 
- 45 minutes for the speaker on behalf of and 
the members of the Liberal and Allies Group; 
- 40 minutes for the speaker on behalf of and 
the members of the European Conservative 
Group; 
- 40 minutes for the speaker on behalf of and 
· the members of the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats; 
- 40 minutes for the speaker on behalf of and 
the members of the Communist · and Allies 
Group; 
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- 15 minutes for non-attached members; 
- 5 minutes for each of the draftsmen of 
opinions. 
It is estimated that the President-in-Office of 
the Council and the Commission member . 
responsible will speak for 90 minutes during this 
important debate. 
The debate will therefore last about 9 hours, 
and speeches should be as full, precise and 
succinct as possible. In accordance with the 
wishes of the group chairmen, and on my own 
behalf, I would ask all speakers to ensure that 
we have a useful debate by freely accepting 
voluntary discipline. 
In that way we shall be able tomorrow not only 
to complete the general debate but also the 
presentation of and debate on the draft amend-
ments and proposed modifications. 
I and the group chairmen would thus like to be 
able to start the vote on the budget at 10 a.m. 
on Thursday morning, when there will be no 
presentation of draft amendmehts or proposed 
modifications but simply the vote. Only the 
rapporteur will have the right to speak briefly 
to indicate the position of the Committee on 
Budgets. I wo\,\ld therefore ask Members who 
still intend to table further amendments, to 
submit them as soon as possible, and in any case 
before 1 o' clock tomorrow, and to move them 
tomorrow during the general debate. 
In view of the extra work which this budget 
debate involves for our staff, there is no question 
of a night sitting on Thursday. Thursday's sitting 
must therefore finish at 8.30 p.m. Items which 
have not been dealt with by then will be placed 
at the beginning of the agenda for Friday. 
Those are the internal arrangements which I 
am proposing, hoping that in this way, in spite 
of the difficult working conditions, we can 
carry out efficiently and within the time-limits 
the budgetary powers which we exercise. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
As regards the vote on Thursday, 13 November, 
I would draw your attention once again to the 
fact that as many Members of the European 
Parliament as possible should participate. Under 
the provisions of Article 203 of the EEC Treaty 
and the corresponding Articles of the Euratom 
and ECSC Treaties, Parliament has the right to 
amend the draft budget by a majority of its 
Members. Having regard to the present member-
ship of our Assembly, the majority is 100 votes. 
10. Time-limit for entering names on the list 
of speakers for the budget debate 
President. - I propose that the list of speakers 
for the budget debate should be closed at 10 a.m., 
tomorrow, Tuesday, 11 November 1975. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
11. Welcoming of various personalities 
President. --:- Ladies and gentlemen, I am par-
ticularly happy to welcome the presence, in the 
official gallery, of a delegation from the 
Constituent Assembly of the Republic of Por-
tugal. 
In accepting the invitation sent to them o:q. 
be~alf of the enlarged Bureau, the Constituent 
Assembly of Portugal demonstrates its interest 
in our common aims: the construction of a 
Europe united in democracy and peace. 
The presence amongst us of our colleagues from 
the Portug~ese Constituent Assembly is, at the 
same time, proof of a political will based on 
respect for the principles of democratic pluralism 
and an act of faith in the future of the construc-
tion of Europe. I am sure that I echo the senti-
ments of Parliament in expressing the hope that 
the efforts of our Portuguese friends to achieve 
integration into the European Community will 
be crowned with success and, with this in view, 
I am happy to assure them of the unstinted sup-
port of our Instltution. 
(Loud applause) 
12. Directi-ve on the approximation of the laws 
relating to the composition of petrol 
President. - The next item is the debate on the 
report drawn up by Mr Willi Muller, on behalf 
of the Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment, on the proposal from the. Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the Council 
concerning the approximation of the laws of the 
Member States relating to the composition of 
petrol-problem of the lead content of petrol 
(Doc. 339/75). 
I call Mr Muller. 
Mr Willi Muller, rapporteur. - (D) Mr Pre-
sident, ladies and gentlemen, as rapporteur for 
the Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment, I should like to inform the House 
of the conclusions reached during the discus-
sions of the Commission's proposal for a 
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directive concerning the approximation of the 
laws of the Member States relating to the com-
position of petrol, or more accurately the lead 
content of petrol. 
The committee generally agrees with the purpose 
of the Commission's proposal, but has made 
considerable changes as regards detail. My 
presentation will provide the explanations for 
this. 
The fact that considerable time has passed since 
the submission of the proposal for a directive by 
the Commission until the debate on it today in 
Parliament shows what difficulties it presented. 
In the conflict between what is necessary from 
a health policy point of view and what is possible 
from an economic point of view, obstacles were 
encountered which could not be surmounted 
without difficulty. Our discussions proceeded 
from the idea that an attempt should be made 
to consider all possible problems thoroughly and 
exhaustively. The consequences of the energy 
crisis that has occurred in the meantime, have 
done nothing to ease the situation. 
I will not suppress, but rather emphasize the 
fact that the implementation of environmentill 
policy-and European environmental policy at 
that-has not become easier, but harder now 
that obtaining supplies of energy is more dif-
ficult ahd growth rates are on the decline. Added 
to this, curbing growth and saving energy are 
not concepts out of which a policy likely to 
improve the environment can grow. This is what 
the Club of Rome discovered, and none of us 
will be spared the rethinking that is entailed. 
Quite generally, but also with regard to this 
proposal for a directive, it can be said that 
between ceremonial announcements and well-
meant declarations of intent and their trans-
formation into everyday practice, there is a 
yawning gap that can seldom be closed without 
a special effort, if at all. 
From the first programme of action of the Euro-
pean Communities on the environment to the 
realization of the individual projects it includes, 
there has been a tendency to replace the search 
for an overall solution, which everyone wants, 
by a piecemeal approach. In this the Council 
has assumed the role of the baker, guided by his 
own interests, who removes the remaining cur-
rants from a cake which is already low on 
ingredients. What is then left over in the way 
of rules and regulations on the environment that 
are binding throughout the Community cannot 
satisfy those in Europe who are conscious of the 
environment and also imposes-and I should like 
to stress this-on future generations obligations 
which can hardly be met. 
The proposal for a directive, which I shall call 
the 'lead in petrol directive' for short, is one 
of the principal components of the European 
environmental action programme. It corresponds 
to the principles· of the programme, which I 
should like to recall here. The programme states: 
'The best environment policy consists in prevent-
ing the creation of pollution or nuisances at 
source, rather than subsequently trying to 
counteract their effects'; and again: 'the Com-
munity environment policy is aimed, as far as 
possible, at the coordinated and harmonized 
progress of national policies without, however, 
hampering potential or actual progress at the 
national level. However, the latter should be 
carried out in such a way as does not jeopardize 
the satisfactory operation of the common 
market.' 
The conclusions which can be drawn as regards 
this directive and which link it to the principles 
I have just mentioned, can be summarized as 
follows: 
1. The directive meets the principle of preven-
tion. 
2. It attempts to guide a tendency which is 
characterized by extreme arrangements at 
national level and might lead to distortions 
of competition. 
Fundamentally, the directive is in line with the 
programme of action of the European Com-
munities on the environment approved by the 
Council. 
Even though the discussion continues as to 
whether and to what extent it can be proved 
that man and his environment suffer as a result 
of lead in petrol, the thought behind the 
directive is that precautions should be taken to 
prevent possible risks before they occur. Since, 
moreover, the toxicity of lead is undisputed, it 
would be glossing over the situation in a com-
pletely inappropriate manner to await conclusive 
evidence, in other words to remain inactive 
until, as it were, the horse has bolted. 
At this point I would refer the House to the 
more detailed explanatory statement contained 
in the report. 
By proposing that the lead content of petrol 
used in spark ignition engines should be subject 
to certain limits, the Commission is acting in 
accordance with the appeal for harmonization, 
which is also to be found in the programme. I 
should like to go into this in greater detail 
because some· quite serious objections might be 
made in this respect. It is not that I want to 
pay greater attention to the economic aspect-
that would be counter to the discussions held 
in committee-than it deserves, compared with 
the significance of the directive on the health 
policy point of view. 
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The need for harmonization stems from the fol-
lowing facts: 
The average lead content of fuels in normal 
use in the Community is, as things now stand, 
about 0.55 grammes per litre of petrol This 
average is derived from the following figures-
and with your approval, Mr President, I will 
refrain from stating· grammes, lead and litres of 
petrol in each case: 
United Kingdom 
Netherlands 
Belgium 
Denmark 
France 
Italy 
Federal Republic of Germany 
0.55 
0.64 
0.84 
0.84 
0.64 
0.64 
0.40 
There- is no limit in Luxembourg or Ireland, 
while there is a tax concession in Italy on fuel 
containing 0.40 grammes of lead per litre of 
petrol. In addition, legislation will come into 
force on 1 January 1976 in the Federal Republic 
of Germany-although there will be a transi-
tional period-reducing the lead content of 
petrol to 0.15 grammes per litre. 
AIJ things now stand, the gap between the lowest 
and the highest figures is 0.44 grammes of lead 
· per litre of petrol, and there is a danger the gap 
will widen. The fears the Commission has in 
this regard and the consequences it foresees 
cannot simply be ignored. The Commission has 
proposed that the lead content of petrol should 
be reduced in two stages: from 1 January 1976 
to- 0.40 grammes of lead per litre, and from 
1 January 1978 to 0.15 in the case of regular 
petrol, with 0.40 grammes per litre maintained 
for premium petrol. For the ensuing period fin~ 
proposals for solving the overall problem are 
. to be submitted on the basis of the results of 
scientific research. The deadline set for this 
was to be 1 January 1980. 
Due to the long time taken over discussions it 
was understandably not possible to observe the 
deadlines set out in the proposal. Furthermore, 
the committee agreed. to a number of amend-
ments to the proposed directive, which I, as 
rapporteur, would like to briefly take up and 
which are also referred to in the motion f r a 
resolution and more fully explained in the 
explanatory statement. The Committee on lie 
Health and the Environment stresses that it p-
ports the principle of health protection un er-
lined by the Commission. 
The first stage of the directive is to enter · to 
force on 1 January 1977. Other dates depen ent 
on this will be put back accordingly. A s nd 
stage provided for in the directive canno be 
considered until experience has been gained as 
to the effects of the first stage and until the 
results of current investigations are available. 
A request is made for the Commission to submit 
a general report and a proposal for a supple-
mentary directive by 1 January 1979. 
It will still be possible for the countries of the 
Community to reduce the lead content before 
1 January 1M7. 
The possibiUtY of Member States assuming a 
pilot function by reducing the lead ~tent fur-
ther than provided for in the first stage, if they 
meet specific requirements, is not excluded. 
In. addition, ~e committee ~uests th~ Commis-
sion to submit a proposal for a directive on 
further reductions of motor vehicle exhaust 
gases and to_ begin an investigation into the 
possibilities of using filtration systems. 
I owe the House an explanation as to why the 
committee rejected the introduction of a second 
stage. The discussions we had finally produced 
the result yoU now have before you. 
The reduction of the lead content in the first 
stage to 0.40 grammes per litre of petrol can 
be achieved without the oil industry making 
additional itl.vestments. Nor will the users of 
motor vehicles be faced with an increase in 
costs. The car manufacturers do not need to 
make any epcpensive alterations to engines and 
exhaust systems. The engines of motor vehicles 
already registered will not suffer any damage. 
That we have not made this all up as we went 
along in an attempt to mollify can be seen from. 
the example of the Federal Republic of Germany 
and the experience that has been gained there. 
Notwithst~ing these considerations, it seems 
to the committee to be of considerable impor-
tance that a compulsory limit of the lead content 
to 0.40 grammes of lea:d per litre of petrol in 
all countries of the Community means the 
discharge c1l. lead into the atmosphere will be 
reduced by about 2'/G/o. Even if a probable 
increase in car traffic is included in the calcula-
tion, there would be a permanent improvement 
a8 regards the environment and health in the 
long term. If account is also taken of the con-
tinuing trend towards the manufacture of small 
cars with lbw petrol consumption, the effect of 
the first stage of the directive will be con-
siderable. 
However, the introduction of a second stage 
under the directive at the present time met with 
insurmountable opposition in the committee. It 
was said that a further reduction of the lead 
content of petrol to a level below 0.40 grammes 
would involve the industry in substanti.al invest-
ment, which would have an effect on the con-
I 
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sumer, and the possible· increase in the con-
sumption of fuel would be a burden on an 
already strained petroleum supply sector. 
Since these objections could not be refuted, the 
committee preferred to require the Commission 
to postpone the introduction of the second stage 
of the lead in petrol directive fo~ the time being. 
Instead, the Commission is urged to submit a 
general report containing a supplementary con-
cept for the solution of the problem by 1 January 
~979, which will mean a negligible delay. 
';l'he committee took its decisions by large 
majorities in each case. A minority advanced 
the view that the proposals on which decisions 
now have to be reached, did not go far enough, 
and the regulations in the Federal Republic of 
Germany were quoted as an example. The 
opinion of the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs was taken into account, even 
though, Mr President, its conception that it 
should be responsible for all proposals for 
directives aimed at eliminating technical 
obstacles, had to be rejected. The committee felt 
that that would mean subordinating environ-
mental requirements to economic interests in 
every case. 
I am personally convinced that ·what was 
achieved in our discussions was the only 
thing that could be done. There is no point in 
having our heads in the clouds when making 
requests: the possibilities open to Europe, and 
this is not ·only in the field of environmental pro-
tection, just happen to be down-t~arth and 
sometimes very sobering. This is something I 
learnt to my sorrow in the discussions on this 
proposal for a directive. 
Despite numerous reservations, my appraisal of 
the amended proposal is that it upholds the 
obligation towards the public to do everything 
with all reasonable means available to achieve 
improvements in one area of environmental 
protection. With a clear conscience, even though 
not completely satisfied, I feel that this proposal 
in its amended form can be approved. 
As rapporteur, wfth the backing of the vote 
taken by the Committee on PubUc Health and 
the Environment, I request the House to approve 
the proposal, the amendments and the motion for 
a resolution. I also make this request on behalf 
of the Socialist Group. 
In conclusion, I should like to thank the members 
of the committee and the staff of its secretariat 
for their excellent and fair cooperation. 
Turning to the Commission, I would once again 
respectfully say, Mr Gundelach, that the discus-
sions with the Commission, and with you, were 
not always free of tension, but this concerned 
the matter itself. 
I should like to say a particular word of thank.s 
to the technical services of our ParUament, who 
have made it possible for us to deal with this 
subject today, thus satisfying a ·request made' by 
the Commission. It was very difficult to get all 
this translated. 
I should also Uke to thank you, Mr President, 
and the members of Parli.ament for the attention 
and patience with which you have listened to 
my statement. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAffi: MR SANTER 
Vice-President 
President. - I call Mr Springorum to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Springorum.- (D) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, I should Uke to begin by addressing 
a few words of thanks and recognition to the 
rapporteur. He has dealt with this difficult 
material with so much expertise that we all 
came to look on him as the speciali.st. His 
propQsal to the committee initially met with 
opposition, but then, due to his intensive work, 
was accepted almost Unanimously. 
The problem of adding lead to petrol is that 
various questions have to be settled, that of 
environmental protection, that of energy require-
ments and finally the very important ·question 
of the Common Market. Each had to be con-
sidered in relationship to the others because 
none of them is decisive in itself. Our committee 
found it depressing that some of the information 
it had conflicted with other figures provided. 
Although the Commission fully accepts the 
danger of adding lead to petrol, we received a 
different opinion and different findings from the 
German government. From what the Federal 
Government describes as a danger to health, it is 
very surprising that, for example, policemen on 
traffic duty and refuse disposal people can Uve 
despite the enormous riSks, according to the 
Federal. Government, of · breathing in air con-
taining lead. On the other hand, we do not know 
if the Commission has in fact carried out com-
prehensive investigations or whether there was 
simply no coordination between the German 
Government and the Commission. As politicians 
we are in a poor position in this, since we 
cannot judge how great the danger really is 
to human beings. 
The question ·of the Common Market was, of 
course, also extremely important for us. We 
know that reducing the amount of lead added 
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also .leads to a reduction· of the octane numb r. 
L believe the complete omission of lead leads to 
a drop of between 5 and 100/o, which is c n-
siderable. This can be partly compens~ted by he 
addition of aromatic hydrocarbons, but then, of 
course, the difficult question again arises as 
to what is in fact more dangerous for mari cl 
his environment, aromatic hydrocarbons or 1 ad 
emissions. I personally do not know. Nor d I 
know if the Commission can provide a c n-
clusive answer to this question. we would be 
extremely interested to hear its answer beca e 
here again the information we received vari d: 
the German Government thinks it would not be 
so dangerous or s.o toxic. But, of course, it is 
impossible to be absolutely certain what c n-
stitutes toxicity. 
The Federal Government says that it belie es 
lead to be a thousand times more toxic t an 
hydrocarbons, but hydrocarbons have a ar 
greater carcinogenic and mutagenic effect t ·an 
lead in the respiratory tract. Lead is prima ily 
dangerous when ingt!sted with food. 
This reduction in the octane number does of 
course mean that it will be difficult for ars 
with high-compression engines to cross front ers 
in our Community unless the reduction is 
ried out progressively in all countries i 
uniform manner. 
With its proposal the Commission has tri to 
reach a compromise to the extent that it as 
said we will reduce the lead content of reg ar 
petrol to 0.4 grammes per litre and two y ars 
later_ to 0.15 grammes, while in the case of 
premium petrol it is to stay at 0.40, a c m-
promise that the Commission felt would be 
acceptable to all the countries. It also real zed 
that it would be best not to go too far, bee use 
then- a consensus was unlikely ever to be fo nd 
in the Council. The Common Market will 
counter problems only if individual coun 
step out of line. 
This is the case with the Fedez:al Republic, w ich 
originally planned to reduce the lead con ent 
of premium fuel to 0.15 grammes per Utre f om 
1 January 1976. In the me~time, the Fe ral 
Government has proposed a IJ:lOdification, w ich, 
as far as I know, the Bundestag has unanimo sly 
-approved, which will allow premium petr to 
be sold for two years with varying lead cont nts, 
that is 0.4, 0.25 and 0.15 grammes. I feel hat 
this solution would be in accordance with the 
Commission's directive and that there is t 
fore no conflict here. However, this modific 
is limited to two years. 
At this point I should like to ask the Com 
sion if it does not feel it should not take · 
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to ensure this modification applies for a longer 
period. 
The rapporteur· -an!d the Committee on Public 
Health and 'the Environment have attempted to 
eliminate So.urce of the differences between the 
Cominunity or the Commission on the one hand 
and the Federal Republic of · Ger.many on the 
other, since ·the committee was aware that a 
more progressive ruling on lead m petrol must 
not be ·wrecked and was in fact basically 
acceptable a.S long as it did not disturb the Com-
mon Market. That is why the committee pro-
poses that countries should be ·allowed to push 
ahead if the he·alth situation requires and as 
long as the smooth functioning of the Common 
Market is not disturbed as a result. · 
I feel that tPis provides a link which the Com-
mission might also use. I know that it will not 
find this easy. I would ask the Commission if it 
can imagine other countries in the Conununity 
resorting to this possibility. I know that the 
Commission. once advanced. the view that if the 
proposed arrangement was not a.ccepted, there 
would not be one at all, and that would be the 
worst thing_ for us all. 
I also' feel that an attempt should be made to 
make distinctions not from country to country, 
but from area to area. The situation in Rome 
is different from that in Sicily, Brussels is dif.:. 
ferent from Schleswig-Holstein. Trying to treat 
everyone alike is really nonsense, especially as 
there is in fact no substitute at the moment for 
lead if the present quality of engine performance 
is to be maintained. 
My group agrees with the proposal made by the 
committee, since it considers it is feasible, and 
would therefore request the House to give its 
approval. 
(Applause) 
.. 
President. - I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf 
of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Meintz. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, I too would like to begin by con-
gratulating the rapporteur on behalf of my 
group on the ability and care ·with whk:h he 
ha.s drawn up his report. 
I shall be very brief, because Mr Muller has 
really covered· everything in his introduction. 
Mr Springorum, who is also an expert on this 
subject, w.~ also very complete .. 
It goes without saying that our group supports 
this proposal for a directive in principle, even 
though the Commission· seems to have set 
greater store by reaching a compromise tha.n 
by seeking the most Community-minded solu-
tion or, at all events, the most progressive. 
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It seems to me that the aim of haxmonizing the 
various national legislations is not an easy one 
in view of the discrepancies to which Mr Miiller 
referred in his introduction. The aim of this 
directive is, however a vital one, since it has 
been reaffirmed that in large cities an excessive 
accumulation of lead .has been detected in the 
human system, particularly in the blood and 
in the kidneys. It is obvious that those who, by 
virtue of their profession, are in direct contact 
with motor traffic and motor mechanics are 
affected the mo8t. 
This House recently adopted guidelines for a 
Community Programme for safety, hygiene and 
health protection at work. We must also ensure 
that the wol"k. of traffic policemen, motor 
mechanics and all those who have just ·been 
mentioned by Mr Springorum is included in 
these guidelines. That applies not only to certain 
professions, but also to children, pedestrians 
and all other road-users, since in the long term 
this aocuinulation of lead may involve grave 
risks. 
Moreover, as the experts' conclusions are not 
always in agreement, the implementation 
throughout the Community of thiB directive 
would allow them consider the advantages and 
disadvantages in a much more concrete manner, 
the results of which would be comparable and 
which could show us once and for all the 
influence of this lead level. The fact that a 
government has been able to propose more 
restrictive measures shows that more restrictive 
legislation is possible. We therefore approve the 
wording of paragraph 5 of Mr Miiller's motion 
for a resolution, which allows Member States to 
reduce the lead content of petrol to a greater· 
extent than provided for in the directive. 
We also considered whether it was advisable to 
provide for the alteration of the composition of 
petrol, given the present economic situation, 
":hich is one of recession and unemployment, in 
v1ew of the cost of such a measure in the various 
Member States. This ~ does not seem to be 
justified. The Commission representative assured 
us that the refining process did not lead to 
substantially higher costs. 
Another solution besides the reduction of the 
lead content of petrol has been proposed, parti-
cularly by our British colleagues: that of 
mechanical filters. Certain reservations have, 
however, been ex.pressed, partU:ularly with 
regard to the period of effectiveness and the 
amount of lead extracted from the exhaust 
f~es by these filters. This directive, I repeat, 
will enable the various experts to arrive at 
comparable results in their research. 
Our group will therefore vote in favour of the 
motion for a resolution contained in Mr .MiiJler's 
report. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Nyborg to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, like the 
previous speaker I have to admit that there ·is 
little to add to what the rapporteur and Mr 
Springorum have already said on this subiect 
on which they are clearly experts; but I do ha~ 
some general observations. The Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Democrats is very much in 
favour of any environmental protection or anti-
pollution measure, and therefore welcomes Mr 
Willi Miiller's report 
However, in this case we are faced with a 
number of uncertainties which should in our 
opinion lead Parliament to act with caution and 
not too stringently. Unfortunately we have no 
watertight indication of how far it will be neces-
sary to reduce the lead content of pet:rol to 
comply with reasonable health requirements. It 
seems probable that in areas with heavy indus-
trial pollution and little wind, health risks can 
be cut down by reducing the .lead content of 
exhaust gases emitted by petrol combustion 
engines. 
Similarly, it -seems probable that in country 
areas with some wind and only light traffic 
the lead content of exhaust gases has little or no 
effect on the environment. Conditions therefore 
vary greatly not only from country to country, 
but also from district to district. 
We know for certain that a drastic reduction in 
the lead content of petrol would make great 
demands ·on our economies and our currency 
reserves since it would ·incur an increase of 
about 250/o in crude oil imports and add 
thousands of millions of units of accounts to 
present oil prices. And in addition to this there 
is the cost of developing new engines if there 
is to be a consider~ble reduction of lead content 
since the car engine we have today cannot 
operate on :Low-lead petrol. We must therefore 
recommend continuation of intensive research 
into this subject, including an examination of 
alternative solutions such as the exhaust filters 
mentioned by our British colleague Mr Spicer. 
In view of what I have said, it will hardly come 
as a surprise that our Group supports Mr Willi 
Muller's report, while at the time requesting 
that the directive should be formulated le&s 
bluntly. 
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I would like to conclude by thMking Mr Wi li 
Miiller for the considerable amount of work e 
,has put into this report. 
President. - I call Mr Spicer to speak on beh If 
of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Spicer. - Mr President, may I begin 
echoing the thanks of other people who serve n 
the Committee on Public Health and the En 
ronment to Mr Muller for all the tremendo 
work that he has put into his report. It has· 
a very frustrating time for him; he has ma 
changes a.nd adjustments in his report which 
know personally, have caused him a great d al 
of anguish, but he has outwardly at least, bo e 
it with stoicism and has carried the mater 
through to wha.t must be for him a very s 
cessful conclusion. Having said that, Mr P 
· dent, may I now go on to say that the 
vative Group will<be voting against the prop 
for a directive, and I .should like to explain in 
some detail exactly why we intend to so. 
Voting for this proposed directive constitutes in 
our view a commitment to that directive, en 
though it may be a compromise as it stands at. 
·the moment. We are not a.t all certain that at 
commitment shoul be entered into at this · e. 
Many of us here are, of course, laymen who do 
not have the facts fully at our fingertips; we 
have to rely upon experts to give us the f cts 
we need, and, as we all mow, if you gat er 
only two economists together you may .re 
diametricaJ.ly opposite views. This is prec· ely 
the situaticm that obtains in this particular f: ld 
when one is judging the economic consequ~ ces 
of a measure such as this. May I there :re 
initially take issue with MT Muller on the 
economic consequences of a directive based on 
the cuttent proposals? He has said tha.t ere 
will be no overall cost in reducing the 
content of petrol to 0.40 g/1. My i.nformatio is 
exactly the contrary to that. If I may give ou 
the United Kingdom example, we only hav to 
go down from a lead content of 0.55_ to 0.40, but 
that will cost us £32 million a year in of 
capital investment, £40 million a year in c de 
oil imports 81Ild £30 million a year to our 
motorist. In support of that statement, m y I 
read a very brief extract from a speech ade 
by Mr Denis Howell in the House of Com ons 
on 11 April 1975. 
'If lead is removed from petrol, more oil is n d-
ed to produce the same degree of efficiency. For 
balance-of-payments reasons, llie Gove ent 
are not able to proceed with the next s of 
the .programme of reduction from 0.55 to 0.40 
grammes per litre. Such a reduction would cost 
us £20 million per annum, provided th at 
current market prices all the other by-products 
of crude oil could be sold. I am told that it is 
far from likely that if more oil were imported 
to be processed, we should be able to sell off 
all the by-products. If that were the case, the 
cost to the country of the further reduction 
would be about £60 million. Therefore between 
£20 million and £60 million is the best estimate 
that I can give of the cost of the further reduc-
tion of the lead content of petrol' 
May I come back to the point that Mr Miiller 
made about the present levels of lead content 
in the other member countries of the Commun-
ity, because this is the very important economic 
point that everyone here would do well to 
remember. In the United Kingdom-and I have 
given you :ijgures for the cost to us in this 
respect-we are at present at 0.55, while the 
Netherlands stand at 0.64, Belgium at 0.84, 
Denmark at 0.84, France at 0.64, Italy at 0.64 
and Ireland has no limit at all. It is therefore 
fOT individual members here to judge what the 
economic cotrt would be for their own country 
and for the CoJ;Iliilunity as a whole. The estimate 
that I have of the total cost of these changes 
for the Community would be a capital cost of 
some $160 billion a year and an 'annual cost of 
$80 billion a year .in addition to that. 
Now, having said that Mr President, may I say 
that our Group, as everyone else in this Parlia-
ment, would willingly accept for environment~ 
and public-health purposes the change that lS 
required, and the economic sacrifice that Mr 
Springorum referred to when he was speaking, 
if the case had been proven that the lead con-
tent in petrol has any bearing whatsoever upon 
public health. Now here again you can find two 
entirely different views being put forward.- In 
our view, these proposals are really based upon 
an arbitrary judgment and not upon proven 
scientific fact. May I draw the attention of 
Parliament to one particular thing that struck 
me in the proposal for a Council directive in 
the third recital on Page 7: 
'Whereas, since in the present state of scientific 
· knowledg~ there is no evidence to prove that 
existing co.ncentrations of lead in the atmosphere 
do not constitute a danger to public health ... ' 
Mr President, if we take this view .~n every-
thing that we look at, where _do we end up? We 
in the United Kingdom might wel,l finish U:Ir-
1 d~ not JP.eari to inject humour into a very 
serious su~ject, but I will do so briefly-by 
saying th~ since there is no evidence that there 
is not a Loch Ne8s monster, we shall ban boats 
from Loch Ness in case they should suffer 
damage as a result of there eventually . being 
proved that there is a Loch Ness monster, which 
might cause damage to the boats. 
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You see, if we start by saying there is not a 
proven case, where will we end up? We, within 
the Committee on Publie Health and the 
Environment in particular, could carry the argu-
ment forward on those lines to the point of 
absurdity. 
To lend weight to what I said about the environ-
mental aspect of this, can I just very briefly give 
you one or two additional quotes from sources 
which bear out the fact that there no case has 
as yet been proven in this respect. First of all, 
the EEC Commission draft directive on lead in 
petrol says there is no evidence to prove that 
existing concentrations of lead in the atmosphere 
constitute a danger to public health. Secondly, 
the United Kingdom Pollution Paper No 2 says 
there is no evidence of harm to health from 
present concentrations of lead in urban air. 
From France, the High Committee of the Envi-
ronment, reporting on pollution by lead and its 
derivatives, said that despite a great deal of 
information on the effect of lead in air, it is 
at the moment impossible to prove that the use 
of lead in petrol has increased our body burden, 
of that it represents a danger to human health. 
Finally, it is reported from the United States 
that lead attributable to emission and dispersion 
into the air has not known harmful effects. 
To add to the case that I am trying to build up, 
may I quote Mr Gundelach himself, when he 
came and spoke to our committee on 26 and 
27 May. We had one or two rather interesting 
exchanges at that committee meeting, as you 
will remember, sir. During the course of those 
exchanges you did make one or two points very 
strongly. You said that there was no clear scien-
tific evidence about the effect on humans of lead 
in the atmosphere from motor exhausts. You 
went on to say that of course lead-reduced 
petrol would be more expensive. I have spoken 
about that and I am dealing only with the harm-
ful effects of lead in the atmosphere. What did 
worry me, in particular, was the point you 
made about other additives, because if the lead 
content is reduced, then you have to have other 
additives in its place. On low-lead petrol as a 
whole, the Commissioner expressed the view 
that additives which would have to' be .used to 
replace lead might well be as dangerous as lead 
itself. Now, I could go on. Mr President, but I 
know time is pressing on this particular matter, 
and I think I have produced enough evidence 
to say that there is a very great deal of doubt 
on this matter and this doubt shoUld be weighed 
very carefully in the balance be!ore people vote. 
A final factor which I would mention, is that, 
whereas in 1973, when this was first being 
discussed within the Community, there was the 
expectation that there would be a massive in-
crease in the number of cars on the road within 
the Community, conditions have changed tre-
mendously since then, and, indeed, in the United 
Kingdom, in August of this year, the consump-
tion of petrol actually fell by 70fo compared with 
the preceding year, and the preceding year 
showed a fall compared with the year before 
that. I think that factor alone adds a certain 
amount of weight to the case that I am putting 
forward. 
We would, as a group, Mr President, support the 
idea of a constant watching brief on this situ-
ation. We would support, with all the force at 
our command, further research and develop-
ment, not only of exhaust systems but of lead 
filters. But my final point is that withill this 
Community, as elsewhere in the world, we must 
establish a clear list of priorities for public 
health and the environment. When we went re-
cently to meet the officials of the German 
Ministry of the Environment in Berlin, they 
made the point very forcibly to us that they had 
to try to get their priorities right and they said 
we must weigh the public health aspect against 
the economic consequences. · 
What I have tried to do today is to do just that. 
On balance, given the present economic situ-
ation within the Community, given the uncer-
tainties about the danger from the lead content 
in petrol, I would say that it can well argued 
that we should not take a step which is a com-
mitment on all the member countries of the 
Community, a commitment from which they 
cannot escape. In my view, Mr President, any-
body who is committed to this should not be 
saying in his heart, that perhaps, we can drag 
our feet on this one, perhaps we can add a year 
here or two years there, and perhaps in three 
or four years, the Commissioner will have dis-
appeared and people will have forgotten about 
it. That is not the right way to go about it. If 
we are going to vote on this, we must vote for 
what we believe to be right, both in the .interests 
of public health and in the interests of the Com-
munity. And so may I once again say, in our 
view, the case has not been proved and we 
shall be voting against,· Mr President. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelach, member of the Commission. -
It seems useful to emphasize that the Commis-
sion has always attached great importance to 
the problem of air pollution, and not least to 
pollution created by motor vehicles. In fact, one 
of the first directives it proposed in the context 
of technical barriers was Directive No 70/220/ 
EEC dealing with carbon monoxide, as well as 
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unburnt hydrocarbons. However, the Commi 
sion never felt that this was the final soluti n 
to pollution in the automobile field. Not o y 
was this directive made stricter some years , 
but the Commission has continued its resear h 
into other pollutants contained in exhaust gas 
Then Commission activities in this field su -
denly had to concentrate on the lead content f 
petrol, since one Member State in particular w s 
about to adopt legislation in this field. Af r 
careful examination, the Commission su -
sequently presented a draft directive on t e 
lead content of petrol to the Council, a directi e 
which, so the Commission believes, attaches d e 
importance to the environmental aspects 
well as to technical feasibility and econo 
costs. As far as the two latter points are c -
cerned, the Commission's proposal of a ma i-
mum limit of 0.40 grammes per litre, wh · st 
constituting a considerable decrease in the I d 
content then prevaling in most Member Sta 
presented neither major technical obstacles or 
economic implications that would be unbeara le 
for the manufacturer or consumers involv . 
commission felt a that time that for regu ar 
petrol the lead content might go down as ar 
as 0.15 g/1 if a few years' adjustment pe od 
were to be allowed. I should like at this · t 
to say that I do not agree with paragraph 2 of 
the motion or with the proposal to de te 
Article 2{2) of the proposed directive: the st 
of taking this addional step is marginal, and he 
general interests served are consequently m ch 
more important. 
Before saying something about the econo c 
costs entailed in carrying out the Commissi n's 
proposal-! think the Parliament is entitl to 
know the cost and I notice that it is not in y ur 
papers-! should like to elaborate a little on the 
points I have just been making and in so d ing 
try to answer the comments which have n 
made and which, as you will have obser ed, 
have been tending in quite different directi ns. 
On the one hand, Mr Springorum asks whe her 
the Commission has really examined as f lly 
as possible everything pertinent to this se, 
whether it has really secured the best ex ert 
opinion as to the harmful effects of the exist nee 
in the air of certain quantities of lead, refer · g 
to the fact that there seems to be a diffe ent 
view emanating from one of our Member St tes, 
the Federal Republic of Germany. 
This same question is raised ·by Mr Spicer, 
asks whether it has really been suffici 
proved that it is necessary to take steps 
after all will cost a good deal of money 
whether it is really necessary to go as f as 
the Commission is suggesting-which, by the 
way, falls considerably short of the me 
which the Federal Government of Germa y is 
about to introduce on 1 January 1976. Mr Presi-
dent, it is quite evident that there is not one 
scientific, foolproof answer to these questions. If 
there had been such an answer, you would by 
now have received it and you would have felt 
more confident when discussing the matter here 
today. And it is no one's fault, neither that of 
the Commission nor that of the Federal Republic 
of Germany, which seems to be our co-actor in 
this drama, that precise, unquestionable figures 
do not exist. They do not exist, and what does 
not exist cannot be provided. We have done a 
great deal of research, we have gone as far as 
we possibly could within our means to carry out 
tests on our own and study tests being carried 
out elsewhere, and our proposals are built to the 
best of our or anyone else's ability on the proba-
bilities presented by these studies-! say 'prob-
abilities' because nothing beyond that exists, 
neither here nor a few hundred kilometres away 
in the Federal Republic of Germany. There is a 
decision to be made by politicians, and it will 
not help to ask for more information, to back 
away from making that, which is, after all the 
responsibility of any politician. If it could all 
be worked out by computers, maybe neither I 
nor you ought to be here; but we are here, 
precisely because at a certain point, on the basis 
of what information is available, politically 
responsible people must take the risk and must 
make a decision: that is the situation with which 
we are confronted. The proposal we have put 
forward to you is, as I have tried to say, based 
on the best 'possible information available. It is 
therefore, on the one hand, not based on full 
scientific proof: that I admit to Mr Spicer, and 
we have stated the fact in our third recital, which, 
by the way, the Committee on Public Health 
and the Environment wants to change. There 
is no scientific proof but on the other hand 
there is a probability, because we do know that 
lead is a poisonous substance and a sufficient 
probability has therefore been established that 
damage will occur to human health if the con-
tent of lead in the atmosphere continues to 
increase. I would therefore like to draw your 
attention, Mr Spicer, to the fact that in the third 
recital and in my earlier speech to the Commit-. 
tee on Public Health- and the Environment I 
used the words 'prove that existing concentra-
tions of lead in the atmosphere do not consti-
tute .. .' and so forth, which means that an 
increased concentration of ~ead in the atmos-
phere, given ·the fact that lead is a poisonous 
material, might very well lead to a dangerous 
situation for public health. As responsible 
politicians, we must therefore aim at a reasol).-
able degree of prevention, and .in the judgment 
of the Commission the proposals we have put 
forward contain, as nearly as man can judge, 
that reasonable degree of prevention required in 
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view of a possible, or even a probable, deteriora-
tion in our atmosphere through lead emission 
which might prove unacceptable from the point 
of view of health. We have done our best to 
find, on the basis of the existing information, 
a reasonable balance for the years immediately 
ahead. If the Commission's proposals were car-
ried out by the Council, even with a further 
increase in automobile traffic, we would find 
in the next few years, not an increase but a not 
inconsiderable decrease in the lead content in 
the atmosphere, we would have carried out a 
reasonable, commonsense policy of prevention. 
But we are equally convinced that so far it 
has not been demonstrated by anybody, includ-
ing the Federal Republic of Germany, that for 
these purposes, the careful man's purposes, it 
is necessary to go any further. The Commission 
has therefore hesitated to put forward proposals 
which went' beyond what we have put on the 
table, mindful that in not doing so we are 
pursuing a collision course with one af our 
Member States as regards European cohesion in 
environmental affairs and our internal com-
mercial policy. In view of the cost involved, 
and in view of the lack of convincing grounds 
for going further, it would not have been right 
of us to put forward proposals which went 
further than those we have in fact tabled. 
In this connection there are two points which 
must be taken into account. One of these has 
been recognized in the report, and I am happy 
that. this has been referred to not only by the 
rapporteur but also by Mr Spicer, who referred 
to a speech I made in the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment. This first point is 
that when we are dealing with exhaust gases 
from motor vehicles we cannot confine ourselves 
to lead, because there are other substances com-
ing out of a motor vehicle which· may be just 
as dangerous as lead and in some cases even 
more so. We must also ensure that the diminu-
tion of the lead content in petrol is not achieved 
at the cost of a higher concentration of other 
anti-knock materials in petrol which are equally, 
or even more poisonous. On this point, Mr 
Springorum, I am not advancing a hypothesis 
but am speaking on the basis of what, in this 
case, comes close to proven scientific fact. 
Another point that has been raised is whether 
in densely populated areas this danger might not 
be bigger than in less densely populated areas. 
This is an interesting point, and one which I 
think we must bear in mind as we continue 
down this road, because what we are putting 
forward is not a final solution but the beginning 
of a solution. But I would like to draw your· 
attention to the fact that, if there is a regional 
problem, then it is· a regional problem, which 
cuts across national frontiers. Do not, come and 
te:n me that there are only certain Member 
States with highly populated areas while others 
have none. This is not a matter of national 
frontiers. This is a matter of a possible differ-
ence in effect in certain highly populated areas 
in all Member States, and must be approached 
not by special derogations granted to member 
nations but by special derogations granted, if 
necessary, to regions. And here I think both 
you and I as representing a European construc-
tion must be extremely careful how we deal 
with this particular problem. 
In regard to the economic costs of what we are 
suggesting, the proposal of the Commission, if 
accepted without amendment, would imply an 
add~ capital investment-that means, refinery 
equipment-of roughly $ 300 million. The annual 
costs of production would be increased by $ 150 
million. Crude oil imports would increase by 
8 000 tonnes a year. If a programme was carried 
out, on a Community basis, which went the 
whole way down to 0.15 g/1 for all types of 
petrol, then all these figures would be consider-
ably increased namely, to $ 650 million, $ 350 
million and 25 000 tonnes a year respectively. 
I admit these are rough figures, but they give 
the order of magnitude. The first figure 
obviously is a one-time expenditure, the two 
others are not. These are the economic realities 
to whi~h I referred when I spoke about the 
balanced nature of the Commission's proposal. 
Mr President, the proposal of the Commission 
was sent to the European Parliament by the 
President of the Council of Ministers on 
19 December 1973 for consultation in accordmce 
with Article 100 of the Rome Treaty. Since that 
time, your Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment has held many meetings, to which 
reference is made in the report, and it is quite 
easy to see that the committee went seriously 
into the complex problem covered by the draft 
directive, and I, in my turn, would like to con-
gratulate the committee and its rapporteur for 
its admirable work. But, Mr President, one can 
also see from the dates I mentioned, that it took 
the committee a considerable time to arrive at 
its final report and motion for a resolution. That 
means that it will, in fact, no longer be possible 
to obtain a Council decision on the propos& 
before 1 January 1976, a date on which, in at 
least one Member State, legal prQvisions will 
enter into force which deviate from the contents 
af this draft directive. As is generally known, 
the . Council dpeS not as a rUle commence its 
deliberations on draft directives until Parlia-
ment has. given its opinion. Needless to say,. I 
would have greatly preferred'the Counci!l to be 
in a position to start examining the proposals 
without this complicating factor looming over 
the discussions. 
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Be that as it may, I would lllOW like to fi 
by taking up some of the specific points co -
tained in the documents, havU,.g already rna e 
my position clear in regard to the proposal o 
delete Article 2(2). I would like to maint 
the position of the Commission on this questi n 
of the next stage. The change of the dates s 
proposed in paragraph 1 of the motion and su -
sequently in Article 2 of the draft directive i f 
are, in the light of what I have already sta , 
logical and consequently acceptable. I have mo e 
difficulty with paragraphs 4 and 5 of the moti n 
for a resolution, despite the comments rna e 
in this regard by Mr Springorum, and in par i-
cular the changes proposed in Article 4(2) a d 
4(3) of the draft directive. Sub-paragraphs a) 
and (b) of Article 4(3) seem to be, on the o e 
hand, redundant and, on the other hand, co -
tradictory. I shall try to explain this point whi h 
is obviously of considerable importance. w· 
respect to Article 4(3) (a) of the proposed dir -
tive, in fact, a Member State can always devi te 
from the provisions of the directive, if it c 
establish that an urgent and important probl m 
of public health has arisen, even though this is 
not spelled out in detail by the directive. T at 
is why I am saying this clause is redunda t. 
As for Article 4(3) (b), it is obvious that s h 
deviation will practically always interfere th 
the smooth running of the common market, 
it willl be up to that Member State, if the de 
tion is justified, to find, in consultation with e 
Commission, the proper ways and means to k ep 
this interference down to a strict minimum d 
apply the measure concerned no longer tha is 
strictly necessary. Consequently, I am not c n-
vinced that the proposed amendment is re y 
solving a problem. 
Like Mr Springorum, I am not convinced of 
expediency of the law in Germany introduc g 
a transitional period of two years during wh" h, 
on certain conditions, petrol with a 0.4 g/1 I ad 
content can still be used. We have still not b en 
notified of the contents of this legislation, ut 
from what we have heard, the conditions s 
to be rather contrary to the principles of 
common market and in contradiction 
Article 30 of the Treaty, but we shall hav to 
refer to this matter again when we have b en 
properly notified by the German Governmen . 
As far as paragraph 2 of the motion for a r lu-
tion is concerned, I am certainly sympath i.e 
to the underlying idea of continuing the pr ess 
of diminishing the lead content in the 
atmosphere, for reasons I have already sta . 
The question arises, however, whether a fur er 
reduction of lead in petrol would be necessa "ly 
the most appropriate solution, or whether o er 
technical solutions will be found at a lower ost 
or with less complications in their applica on. 
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I . would therefore suggest that the relevant 
amendment to Article 2(4) of the draft dlrective 
should not be adopted since, in any case, the 
solution proposed by the rapporteur will cer-
, tainly be one of the solutions that the Commis-
sion will examine, but not the only one. These 
amendments could be acceptable to the Commis-
sion if the text referred not only to the reduc-
tion of lead in petrol but to air pollution caused 
by motor vehicles in general. 
I can be very brief with paragraphs 6, 7 and 
8 of the motion for a resolution in that I have 
no difficu>J.ty in accepting them, but there are 
two proposed amendments to the draft directive 
both of which cover the same point and on 
which I would like to present my views. The 
points in question are the amendments to 
Article 2(4)' and Article 3 and they deal with 
information to be submitted to the European 
Parliament. As to Article 2(4), the Commission 
can certainly agree to send its report not only 
to ·the Council but also the Parliament. As to 
Article 3, the Commission will transmit to 
Member States, at the earliest opportunity, the 
request that the European Parliament has made 
in the context of this Article. 
Mr President, in concluding, whilst I am, as you 
understand, not in a position to accept on behalf 
of the Commission some of the amendments 
which have been suggested by the Committee 
on Public Health and the Environment, I would 
nevertheless like to underline that, particularly 
when one reads the comments in the report by 
Mr Muller, the difference of view and the dif-
ference of fundamental approach between us 
is indeed very small and that we both recognize 
that this directive is a first step, that further 
studies, further experience must be collected 
and in the iight of those we must see what is 
further to be done. I cannot avoid ending my 
intervention-since the possible conflicts on this 
matter between our Member States have been 
referred to in the course of the debate-by 
expressing my deep desire to find a European 
solution frQYil an environmental and from an 
economic point of view, even if it means regional 
derogations. 
I am afraid, that for a long time we have been 
sliding towards national solutions. I am afraid 
that we have not done too much this afternoon 
in this House to stop this process. Hence my 
inability to accept certain of the proposals which 
you put fol'Ward, which, as a. representative of 
the Commission, I must consider in their present 
setting a:s a threat to the still remaining pos-
sibilities, hbwever slim they are, for finding a 
European solution to what is after all a Euro-
pean problem. 
(Applause) 
• 
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President. - As no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
13. Directive on the maximum level 
of erucic acid 
President. - The next item is the debate on 
the report drawn up by Mrs Orth, on behalf 
of the Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment, on the proposal from the Commis-
sion of the European Communities to the Council 
for a directive fixing the maximum level of 
erucic acid in fats· and oil and margarine for 
food (Doc. 327/75). 
I call Mr. Martens to present the report and to 
speak on behalf of the Christian-Democratic 
Group. 
Mr Martens, deputy rapporteur. - (NL) Mr 
President, in the absence of Mrs Orth and also 
of the chairman of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment, Mr Della Briotta, 
I would like to give a brief introduction to the 
proposal from the Commission of the European 
Communities. It is particulavly unfortunate that 
Mrs Orth is unable to present her report herself; 
she would certainly be able to do it much better 
than I can. I would however like to thank her 
for her report and the trouble she has always 
taken upon herself when matters have arisen 
which are of interest to consumers, and 
especially when they are connected with public 
health. 
The content of the present proposal is very 
similar to the one we have just been dealing 
with. Erucic acid and lead content, food and 
petrol, both are indeed concerned with the 
health of the human being. 
The present issue was raised once before, on 
18 April 1972, by Mr Vredeling in an oral 
question in which he asked whether the Com-
mission did not consider the intensification of 
investigations into the effects of the processing 
of rapeseed oils in food to be absolutely neces-
sary. He also asked whether the Commission 
considered 6.5°/o erucic acid represented a maxi-
mum safe level, and whether there were good 
prospects for the cultivation of rapeseed varie-
ties virtually free from erucic acid. 
The Commission's answer read as follows: 
'Additional investigations into the effects of the 
processing of rapeseed oils in food are in progress 
in several countries. 
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On the basis of available scientific knowledge 
the Commission is not in a position to comment 
on the question of the fixing of a maximum 
level of erucic acid. 
On the basis of work carried out in one Member 
State it will soon be possible to make available 
varieties of rapeseed virtually free from erucic 
acid.' 
It is regrettable that, three years after the 
Commission gave this reply to Mr Vredeling's 
question, research has still not been able to 
provide a clear answer. In that respect we are 
still at the same stage as for the lead ·content 
of petrol. Animals have been given large doses 
of erucic acids which have shown that there 
are side-effects, but no such tests have been 
carried out on human beings, and the conclu-
sions are consequently still not clear. There has 
been some success recorded in the search for 
varieties of rapeseed with a low erucic acid 
content: some varieties have been discovered 
which have a distinctly lower content. lndeed 
we spoke some months ago about the desirability 
of supporting the cultivation of such varieties. 
The problem has therefore, been raised; there 
are grave suspicions but there is as yet no 
proof. 
The content of the proposal is very simple. Pend-
ing further findings, the erucic acid content is 
to be reduced to 15°/o as from 1 July 1976, and 
to 100/o one year later. Your committee would 
like to see an even greater reduction soon after 
that. The Commission agrees with this after 
the recent objection that the requirement of a 
lower erucic acid content was notified only after 
the rapeseed sowing season and it remains to 
be seen whether the envisaged reduction can 
be implemented at the time laid down. 
I would like to conclude my introduction, Mr 
President, by requesting Parliament to adopt 
the motion for a resolution submitted by the 
Committee on Public Health and the Environ-
ment. 
On my own behalf, and as spokesman for the 
Christian-Democratic Group I would like, 
however, to draw attention to the urgent need 
to intensify research in areas affecting public 
health. Today's debates in this House have 
revealed two important issues on which this 
research has failed to provide an answer so far. 
At the same time, I would like to stress that 
better analysis methods must be worked out in 
order to make control more effective. 
This reproach is in no way addressed to the 
Commission: I know to what extent it is 
dependent on agreement between scientists and 
experience has shown that agreement between 
scientists is more difficult to attain than agree-
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ment between politicians. At all events it ·s 
necessary to encourage research, and to wo k 
out and apply good analysis methods. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Spicer to speak on beh lf 
of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Spicer.- Mr President, I think Mr Marte s 
has already stated the case that, quite obvio 
I will present, based on exactly the same a 
ments as for the last proposal on the lead conte t 
of petrol. 
If I may say so, there is almost an element f 
farce involved in this proposal. Over the years t e 
Community has quite rightly encouraged t e 
production of rapeseed oil, and,- as a result f 
that, and because it is a temperate crop whi h 
we can grow within the Community without t 
much trouble, production has increased eno 
ously. And then suddenly, out of the blue, th e 
arises exactly the same problem, where tests 
carried out which show all sorts of things 
· sound very dangerous indeed. 
These tests have, as Mr Martens said, been c r-
ried out on animals and they show three thin s, 
in particular. The first one is a slow-down in 
growth, the second one is lesions in the he rt 
muscle, both things which I think we sho ld 
all be very worried about. But then the t · d 
effect which the tests show in animals is n 
increase in longevity. So you can take y r 
choice: you can live longer and at the same ti 
suffer probable damage to heart muscles a 
also a slow-down in growth. 
But these tests have only been carried out 
animals. What is now being said is that the o us 
of carrying these tests further and provid · 
proof of the harmful effects on human be' gs 
lies with the producers and the manufactur 
No relevant tests have been carried out d 
therefore the proposals now put forward by he 
Commission are precautionary to a very, v ry 
marked degree indeed. 
At the same time, there has been a changeo er 
within the Community to rapeseed with a lo er 
erucic acid content, and in the United Kingd m, 
in France and in Germany, the change to t at 
type of rapeseed has been proceeding apac . I 
would like to ask Mr Gundelach whether e 
could not in some way-as I think Mrs 0 h 
indicated in paragraph 7 of the explanatory 
tement-hasten that changeover by g~ving 
small financial encouragement to produ rs 
within the Community. If we did that, Mr Pr si-
dent, it is the view of the Conservative Gr p, 
that this proposal would become unnece 
We are dealing with a hypothetical situation; no 
tests have been carried out in relation to human 
beings and it seems to us that when the time 
comes for us to get the level down to the 5•/o 
proposed by the Commission, we could have 
switched over completely to the new rape seed, 
which would make all this quite unnecessary. 
Therefore, as Mr Martens anticipated, and bear-
ing in mind that our job is to look after the 
public health and to deal with facts as they 
really are, our group will be voting against this 
proposal from the Commission. 
President.- I call Mr Gundelach.-
Mr Gundelacib, member of the Commission. -
Mr President, I would like to congratulate the 
rapporteur on the report. Mr Martens is natural-
ly quite right when he says that the problems 
with which we are faced here are similar to 
those we were discussing at some length in 
regard to lead in petrol. As in the case of lead 
in petrol, we must conclude that unfortunately 
we do not have the necessary scientific informa-
tion to be able, as a matter of routine, to decide 
what the right levels are. We can once again 
only deal with probabilities and the Commission 
is convinced that the proposals it has put for-
ward, everything considered, are of the right 
type and constitute the correct precautionarY" 
measures to be taken at this particular juncture. 
I note that as far as this main trend is concerned, 
the Committee on Public Health and the En-
vironment approves of· the line which we are 
taking. 
There are various specific proposals made in the 
reflort which we will naturally study, although 
I am not able to give a firm opinion on them this 
evening. There is in particular the question of 
whether or not incentives could be given to change 
production to other varieties of rape seed. I 
would answer that question in the affirmative. 
That would not solve the problem but at least 
it would ease the solution of the problem. 
Another suggestion made in the report is that 
our proposal should go further. 
I must say that to go further, would in actual 
fact cause technical problems and economic 
problems and, whilst not ruling out such moves 
later, when hopefully we have more scientific 
information, I still in this case do not believe 
that we will ever get full scientific proof, be-
cause it is not that kind of a problem. Such 
further steps could be considered, but for the 
moment we are quite convinced that what we 
are suggesting constitute the necessary precau-
tionary measures. 
(Applause) 
President. -· I call Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. 
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Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. - I would like to 
ask the Commissioner if he could say something 
about the attitude of the Commission in regard 
to proposals such as this, which, appear simply 
to concern matters of public health and not to 
have any economic relevance at all. I do not 
think that in this proposal there is any rationa-
lizing production. There are no economic impli-
cations at all, I t}Wlk, in this measure. That leadS 
~e to ask whether. it is really wise, or even 
if it is an aspect of the CommiSsion's work under 
the Rome Treaty, to become involved in the 
intensely technical and difficult matters of this 
kind, connected with the controversies over the 
effects of long-chain fatty acids. When there is 
so much to be done, does the Commissioner think 
it right that··we should give so much time and 
eUort in endeavouring to legislate in an area 
which seems to be purely a matter of health 
and not a matter of the·integration of the Com-
munity's economy at all? 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelach, member of the Com7:T1-ission. -
Mr President, I would certainly .like to answer 
this one, even though ·we are dealing with a 
matter of agriculture which is not, as yet, one 
of my responsibilities in the Commission. 
I ·will answer in this way: we have a common 
agricUltural policy which, as you know, gives 
certain guarantees to farmers who produce all 
kinds of thinks including rapeseed. These 
guarantees we give are price guarantees and 
they cost mone~, so it is an economic question. 
We spend money on producing something, 
production goes up and up, and the economic 
responsibility which we are taking on becomes 
bigger and bigger. Then we read in the news-
paper that this product is becoming more and 
more dangerous. So, we are taking on an increas-
ing economic responsibility, via the common 
agricultural policy, for a commodity which, ac-
cording to the newspapers, is a dangerous sub-
stance- which people should not eat. So it is an 
economic problem because we have an agricul-
tural policy which is different from our in-
dustrial policy. We take an economic responsibil-
ity for what is produced and, when we are told 
that some substance is unhealthy, that makes 
us wonder whether we should go· on taking 
economic ·responsibility for such a product. 
That is the way I see it and there is sufficient 
proof to indicate that it is not such a good idea 
to go on increasing the production of this parti-
cular variety. Therefore I answer in the affir-
mative to one of our friends who suggests that 
a possible solution would be to have different 
varieties produced which do not cause the 'Same 
health problem. But there is an economic side 
tO' it as well. 
President. - AB no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
• As the result of the show of hands is not clear, 
a fresh vote' will be taken by sitting and stand-
ing. · 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
14. Agenda for next sitting 
President. - The next sitting will be held 
tomorrow, Tuesday 11 November, at 10 a.m., 
3 p.m., and possibly 9 p.m., with the following 
agenda: 
- introduction of and debate on the Cointat 
report on the draft general budget of the 
Communities for 1976 
- introduction of and debate on the Flesch 
report on Parliament's estimates for 1976 
- introduction of and debate on the Flesch 
report on sections II and IV of the draft 
general budget of the Communities for 1976 
- introduction of and debate on the Aigner 
report on the draft amending and supple-
mentary budget No 3 of the Communities for 
1975 
- Gerlach report on the giving of a discharge to 
the Commission in respect of the budget for 
1971. . 
The sitting is closed. 
(The sitting was closed at 6.30 p.m.) 
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President 
(The sitting was opened at 10.05 a.m.) 
President. - The sitting is open. 
1. _Approval of the minutes 
99 
President. - The minutes of proceedings of 
yesterday's sitting have been distributed. 
Are there any comments? 
The minutes of proceedings are approved. 
2. General budget of the Communities 
for 1976 (joint debate) 
President. - The next item is the debate on the 
report drawn up by Mr Cointat, on behalf of 
the Committee on Budgets, on the draft general 
budget of the European Communities for 1976 
(Doc. 361/75) and the reports by Miss Flesch on 
the corrections to the European Parliament's 
estimates of revenue and expenditure for the 
1976 financial year (section I of the draft 
general budget of the European Communities) 
(Doc. 366./75) and on sections II and IV of the 
draft general budget of the European Commu-
nities for the financial year 1976 relating to the 
Council and Court of Justice of the Community 
(Doc. 367.175). 
I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, it is today that the debate 
on the European budget for 1976 effectively 
begins. For a few weeks the European Parlia-
ment will really exist, for this is the second 
time, and the second year, that it has budgetary 
powers. At our last part-session, in October, I 
had the honour of presenting the main lines of 
the Community's budget for next year and 
defining the basic options adopted by your Com-
mittee on Budgets. 
Very briefly, I shall recall these basic options. 
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Firstly, your committee was pleased to find that 
the presentation of the budget had improved 
and included a first attempt at triennial fore-
casts. There was some satisfaction, therefore, 
as regards the form. Unfortunately, as far as 
the substance is concerned, the budget is very 
disappointing. It does not constitute the fore-
casting instrument we were hoping for. There is 
no feeling of political will, of progress in the 
construction of Europe, or of enthusiasm, in 
this budget. Thorny problems are put off or 
evaded, and new activities are practically ex-
cluded. The development of earlier activities is 
slowed down. The budget presents a package of 
juxtaposed Community activities, in some ways 
unbalanced, with no link between them and 
lacking any precise line of policy. This 1976 
budget has more the look of a plain tool of 
management enabling things to be kept running 
in the Community. Its only noteworthy featurE! 
is its stagnation. It gives the impression that 
the Council was obsessed solely by a no doubt 
praiseworthy concern for economy and austerity 
but without any precise programme and no poli-
tical aim. 
Your Committee on Budgets has been severe 
in this regard and has said, I repeat, that this 
budget was intended for cashiers and not politi-
cians. Let us hope that between the first and 
second reading, the dialogue between the Coun-
cil and the European Parliament will improve 
the look of the text, because at the moment the 
draft budget is unacceptable. This explains the 
many amendments and the many proposed mod-
ifications that have been put forward by the 
specialized committees and espoused by the 
Committee on Budgets. 
Among the general policy directions defined by 
your Committee on Budgets I would recall the 
following: the need to institute Community 
VAT, abolition of the hateful habit of too many 
supplementary budgets, revision of the budget-
ary nomenclature to make the budget more 
transparent, and more frequent recourse to loans, 
provided they are at least partially budget-
ized in order to give Parliament the means of 
exercising effective control. Similarly, for the 
various funds e.g. the EDF, a definition is 
required of the notion of commitments for 
medium-term activities, which might be des-
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cribed as appropriations that_ may be carri d 
forward from one year to the next. Lastly the e 
is the need to improve the budgetary tim.etab e. 
The Committee on Budgets would hope that a 
large-scale debate on general budget poli y 
might be held before the summer, before 5 
July, for the ne:lct financial year. 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, you 
find these main lines of action defining n 
overall budgetary policy in the motion for a 
resolution submitted for your approval and in 
the amendments drawn up by your Commit ee 
on Budgets. 
I would like to add a further comment on e 
budgetary procedure itself. The preparat ry 
'trialogue' for which the Council, Commiss· n 
and a parliamentary delegation met around e 
same table, proved two things, firstly that he 
system of expenditure classification and rna i-
mum rate of increase was not standing up to 
the test of time, that its quality of compro · se 
no longer had any virtue and that the syst m 
deserved to sink slowly into disuse. It 
showed, as a consequence, that compliance 
the Treaties implied considerable flexibility 
much pragmatism. The Council wisely left 
door open for future discussion. It fixed no 
maximum rate, classified expenditure with ut 
saying too much about it and accepted Par ia-
ment's margin of manoeuvre in all cases. is 
is the only ray of sunshine in this cloud-rid en 
draft budget and this is why I had to pass his 
comment. 
Your Committee on Budgets thought that it ad 
to act with the same restraint and the s me 
realism as the Council. This explains why he 
explanatory statement and the motion fo a 
resolution are surprisingly silent with regar to 
these problems. The budget contains so m ny 
differences of view and so many criticisms at 
it appears necessary to cling to the frie dly 
atmosphere of the 'trialogue', the only h pe 
of arriving at an improved text and the app ov-
al of the budget at the end of December. 
Put briefly, the Commission had propose a 
preliminary draft budget amounting to 8 000 
million u.a. The Council shortened the r ge 
and lowered the total for the draft to 7 400 il-
lion u.a. Also, since then, it has added t 
letters of amendment, the first regarding the 
EAGGF total (kept at the same level), the 
second concerning aid to Portugal and the t ird, 
officially received yesterday, regarding an 
increase of 3.5 million u.a. in favour of the 
developing countries. 
In total, this draft budget represents an incr ase 
of over 1!JO/o compared with the 1975 bu get, 
which is not very much when one allows for 
monetary erosion. 
The cuts amounting to 600 million u.a. were 
made to the Social Fund, the Regional Fund, 
research, and aid to the developing countries, 
and on average all these chapters were reduced 
by some 240/o. 
57°/o of revenue consists of own resources 
proper and 4~/o consists of contributions from 
Member States. But it should be noted that 
customs duties, levies and other taxes are show-
ing no growth and increasing very little whereas 
the contributions from Member States have 
jumped 40°/o over the figure for last year. This 
explains the urgent request to institute Com-
munity VAT to obviate any misunderstanding 
about the contributions made by the different 
States and to avoid the criticism that the Com-
munity is costing Europe too much. 
In this budget, as in previous ones, agriculture 
is the biggest sector, accounting for some 74°/o 
of the budget total, and the question that arises 
for us, as it 1arose for the Commissioner respon-
sible for the budget, is whether this 74°/o is due 
to the fact that agriculture spends and costs 
too much or whether, on the contrary, the 
reason lies in the fact that there is no common 
policy in the other sectors. Your Committee on 
Budgets opted for this latter answer but I shall 
come back to this later. 
As regards operating expenditure, this amounts 
to about 50/o of the total but I would make the 
point that one third of staff costs is accounted 
for by linguists. I have a great respect for'lin-
guists but I must say that our Community, from 
this point of view, is becoming a sort of tower 
of Babel and this point is certainly a matter of 
concern for the future. 
Other operational expenditure 1s m the neigh-
bourhood of 140/o but we note that whereas the 
Regional Fund goes up from 2.40/o in 1975 to 
4'0/o for the following year, all the other sectors 
-the Social Fund, research, energy and devel-
opment cooperation-are in decline. This real-
ization is not, of course, very encouraging for 
the development and strengthening of Europe. 
Let us now, if you will, consider the broad 
budgetary sectors and the amendments and pro-
posed modifications that have been discussed 
by your committee. 
In this second part of my address, I shall of 
course restrict myself to section three, concern-
ing the Commission's appropriations, since Miss 
Flesch will shortly be dealing with the appro-
priations for the Council, the Court of Justice 
and the European Parliament. 
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First sector: staff and operating expenditure. 
A few amendments have been accepted designed 
to give the Commission the necessary resources 
to carry out the new tasks entrusted to it and 
in particular with regard to the Convention of 
Lome, the appropriations for which go up from 
1 000 to 3 000 million u.a. Some amendments 
have also been tabled to provide the staff of 
our Community with the opportunity for normal 
career development. There are also, in fact, 
some special appropriations proposed for opera-
tion. 
In this connection, the Committee on Budgets 
has decided for only those appropriations that 
it considers to be indispensable and against the 
others, in order to maintain the character of 
austerity in the text. 
Research is a second sector. Overall, the Com-
mittee on Budgets has adopted the proposals 
of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology. It wants an increase in appropria-
tions but it lays most stress on an increase in 
commitments. For uranium prospecting and 
hydrocarbons, we propose that, between them, 
payments be increased by only 44 million u.a. 
In the field of education, some increases in 
appropriations proposed by the Committee on 
Cultural Affairs and Youth have been accepted, 
but have been frozen in the budget; e.g. 800 000 
u.a. in Chapter 392 for the education of the 
children of migrant workers, environment and 
European schools. 
I make this point because the Committee on 
Budgets has repeatedly used this system for 
freeling items in order to submit expenditure 
proposals for decision by the budgetary author-
ity without pointlessly overloading a Chapter 
98 which, in theory, is not intended for this 
purpose. 
Third sector: the Soci~ Fund. Our first aim 
has been to give this fund greater budgetary 
clarity and secondly to furnish it with sufficient 
resources to cope with a worrying socio-
economic situation. The Social Fund should be 
an instrument for economic recovery and it is 
difficult to understand why the Council has 
chopped the Commission's initial proposals at 
a time when unemployment is growing in the 
Community. 
We therefore propose to create the notion of 
'Commitment appropriations' and to make the 
extra effort relate to these commitments in 
order to allow the Commission to set the opera-
tions co~cerned in motion; in return the Com-
mittee on Budgets has been more modest as 
far as increasing the payment appropriations is 
concerned. In total, the Committee on Budgets 
proposes that the payment appropriations 
. should be increased by some 70 million u.a. for 
Articles IV and V of the Social Fund. 
We now come to the fourth sector, the Regional 
Fund. Council reduced the initial figure of 450 
million u.a. to 300 million u.a. in payment 
appropriations. But at the time, the Council did 
not have the balance sheet of activities for 1975 
and no expenditure had yet been incurred. How-
ever, we now have this balance sheet and we 
know that, today, 85 million u.a. have already 
been spent and that a total expenditure of 
95 million is forecast by 31 December; in other 
words, out of the total 150 million in payments 
for this year, only 55 million u.a. will be carried 
forward instead of 150 as had been foreseen 
at the time of the debate in the Council. Italy 
and Ireland have already reached their quota 
in regard to the Regional Fund. Today, there-
fore, it is reasonable to suppose that this appro-
priation of 300 million u.a. will probably be 
insufficient for 1976. Moreover the Council had 
admitted this possibility and had said that if 
the appropriation was not enough, it would 
increase it in a supplementary budget. In order 
to avoid a supplementary budget, the Committee 
on Budgets suggests that the 150 million be 
reinstated, bringing the figure back to the 450 
that the Commission had proposed, but to 
include them in Chapter 98. They would there-
fore become frozen appropriations, so that the 
necessary decision might be taken by the 
budgetary authority as the need arose and 
without any supplementary budget. 
Let us now move on to the EAGGF, firstly the 
Guarantee Section and next the Guidance 
Section. 
The debate on the EAGGF Guarantee Section 
was, as you can imagine, the longer, the more 
difficult and the more important of the two. 
We found ourselves in the presence of five dif-
ferent approaches which I will endeavour to 
summarize for you. Firstly there was a technical 
approach, that of the Committee on Agriculture. 
This was that certain chapters should be reduced 
and certain others increased in order to arrive 
at a satisfactory result. In all, ·the Committee 
on Agriculture's proposals, technically speaking, 
amounted to an increase in appropriations of 
7 million u.a., which is very slight, and the 
transfer of 45.3 million u.a. from the Guidance 
Section to the Guarantee Section for restocking 
premiums. This was the first approach, a tech-
nical one. 
Then we had four other approaches, four lines 
of thinking that were far more a question of 
policy. The first consisted in arguing that, as 
things were, we should limit the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section to the 1975 appropriation 
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total and transfer all or part of the differen 
to Chapter 98. The case made for this was s 
follows: the Council has reduced all t e 
budgetary appropriations except the agricultu e 
appropriations. It is difficult to see why t e 
agriculture appropriations should not be cho -
ped in the same way, but of course all or pa t 
of these appropriations would be transferred o 
Chapter 98 where they can be released as t e 
need arises. · 
The second aproach was somewhat similar b t 
was more linear in nature. It consisted in t e 
proposed reduction of all the EAGGF Guaran e 
appropriations by 15•/o and the transfer of t e 
whole of this 151'/o to Chapter 98 for the sa e 
reasons as already given. 
The third approach, more symbolic in natu , 
was to propose a token cut of 1 u.a. in t e 
EAGGF appropriations in order to draw t e 
attention of the Council to this problem of ag i-
culture and to the coherence of the budget. 
The last approach, the opposite to the thr e 
preceding approaches, consisted in propos· g 
that all the EAGGF Guarantee appropriatio s 
should be maintained. 
Various reasons were invoked. Firstly comp 1-
sory expenditure was involved and Parliame t 
does not have the sanle power of amendme t 
as for non-compulsory expenditure. The Coun il 
should therefore be left to shoulder its respo s-
ibilities in this important sector. If the Coun il 
wants Parliament to shoulder responsibility s 
well, then it should declare that Parliament h s 
full budgetary powers regardless of expendit e 
classification: 
The second reason is that a cut in appropr· -
tions, even by only 1 u.a., could well be ve y 
badly received by the agricultural world wh e 
earnings have increased less than in the ot r 
sectors. 
Lastly, so it was said, this EAGGF budget is n 
artificial one, it makes no provision for a revi w 
of agricultural prices for 1976, it even takes o 
account of the 1975 harvests, and any atte pt 
to change it would make it more artificial s ill 
and would prompt the Council to have e n 
greater recourse to supplementary budg s, 
which would run counter to the opinions expr s-
sed by the Parliament. 
After a very long and thorough discussion, y ur 
Committee on Budgets decided to adopt a po i-
tion of principle, namely to pass the EA F 
Guarantee appropriations without change. 1 
the other amendments, therefore, have b en 
thrown out by the Committee on Budgets. 
On Thursday, Mr President, in an endeav ur 
to make your task easier and because we h ve 
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a very large number of amendments, I shall ask 
to speak prior to the consideration of the amend-
ments to titleS 6 and 7 in order to draw Parlia-
ment's attention once again to this problem and 
in order, I hope, to enable a general position to 
be taken which would simplify consideration 
of all the amendments that have been tabled. 
With regard to the EAGGF Guidance Section, 
the Committee on Budgets has expressed its 
regret that the 325 million u.a. ceiling is un-
changed. It has expressed the wish that the 1972 
directives, which constitute the European policy 
on structures, should be applied as quickly as 
possible, since it thinks that a real policy on 
structures is the only possible way, in the long 
term, of reducing EAGGF Guarantee Section 
expenditure. 
I now come to the last main chapter of the 
budget: development aid. Practically speaking 
~ your Committee on Budgets has accepted the 
proposals of the Committee on Development 
and Cooperation in this sector and has gone 
even further. 
We must help the underdeveloped nations and 
we believe that this is one way to guarantee 
the peace of the world. 
In addition, we have considerable food stocks 
and we should not skimp on assistance to the 
hungry. For example, the Council proposes 
55 000 tonnes of milk powder for food aid, 
whereas the developing countries are at present 
asking for 180 000 tonnes. Without going this 
far we believe that we should do the very best 
we can and the world would find it difficult to 
understand ~hy we prefer to downgrade the 
milk powder, of which we have a surplus of 
1 million toqnes (for pig feed) and not to send 
this milk powder to undernourished people, 
when the difference in price between denaturing 
and food aid fluctuates between 15°/o and 200/o 
of the total price. 
On the othE!r hand we believe that food aid 
should not be just a convenient way of getting 
rid of our surpluses and that a generous policy 
should be followed in this field even if we have 
no surplus. 
Mr President, without prejudice to new amend-
ments that may still be tabled, the Committee 
on Budgets proposes that the payment appro-
priations should be increased 1by a total of 
432 546 100 u.a. including about 120 million for 
compulsory expenditure, i.e. food aid, and the 
remainder for non-compulsory expenditure. 
Taking into account yesterday's latest letter of 
amendment, this represents an increase of 
5.8SO/o on the budget total, but if we take away 
from this increase the sums entered in Chapter 
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98--which are in fact frozen and can be released 
only by the budgetary authority-we arrive, in 
round figures, at an increase of only 280 million 
u.a., or 3.8gtll/o. Lastly if we include in these 
figures only those appropriations that are 
directly operational-in other words those made 
·immediately available to the Commission and 
not calling for any ministerial decision-we 
have an increase of only 204 million u.a., i.e. 
2.77G/o of the budget. I think these figures are 
eloquent testimony that the work of the ·various 
committees, particularly the Committee on 
Budgets, has been reasonable and has been done 
in an extremely serious frame of mind. 
Of course, once you have passed the first read-
ing, it will be a question of going to the Council 
again in order to decide what has to be done, 
·and in particular to ask the Council what it can 
itself accept directly in the budget under the 
heading of increased expenditure. This is impor-
tant and even fundamental, so that Parliament 
may then decide on the appropriations it wishes 
to include in its margin of manoeuvre. 
Mr President I am now at the end of my 
remarks. The budget presented for 1976 is the 
target of many criticisms, and it does not exactly 
correspond with what we have a right to expect. 
Incomplete and truncated, it does not cover all 
the foreseeable requirements. Research is post-
poned, the Regional Fund has an inadequate 
appropriation, and the Social Fund does not 
constitute an instrument of economic recovery. 
What is more, the budget is often artificial and 
sometimes even hardly forwardlooking, the 
agricultural sector being a typical example. 
This draft budget is not, therefore, a basic policy 
instrument. It calls for considerable adjustment 
and many changes to put some teeth in it and 
to give it some real life. This is what your 
Committee on Budgets, having taken the opinion 
of the specialized committees, suggests you 
should realize. 
Lastly, the resolution draws your attention and 
that of the Council and of the Commission to 
two other points. 
Firstly, to give the budget its real interest, 
future triennial forecasts, today's being the first 
attempt, should be formulated through a more 
political approach, as laid down by the decision 
of 21 April 1970, and should not be limited to a 
review of technical data on the one hand and 
of the few new but already familiar policy 
actions on the other. These forecasts should be 
an ideal fresco for the next three years; they 
should, if you will allow me to say so, be a kind 
of European profession of faith. 
Secondly, in 1978, the European Parliament 
ought in principle to be elected by universal 
suffrage and it is therefore important that this 
Parliament should have full budgetary powers 
before then. A last revision of the Treaties is 
therefore necessary and this means, if the time-
table is to be kept to, that the revision needs to 
be carried out before 31 December 1976. The 
Committee on Budgets is insistent in stressing 
this vital problem. Before taking my seat again, 
Mr President, for I have finished this rough 
outline of the draft budget, I would like to 
express two hopes: the first is that the Euro-
pean Parliament will kindly approve th.e· pro-
posals of the Committee on Budgets, which I 
recommend, ladies and gentlemen, to your 
wisdom and the second is that, if this should 
be so, the Council will carefully weigh their 
content and consider all their effects in order 
to pave the way for final approval of the budget 
in accordance with the timetable laid down. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Miss Flesch. 
Miss Flesch, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, after Mr Cointat's general 
and political presentation of the general budget 
of the Communities, what I have to say will be 
much more technical and administrative. In my 
capacity as rapporteur on the estimates of 
revenue and expenditure of the Parliament, I 
shall confine myself to a brief explanation of 
the few amendments that need to be made to 
our budget compared with the figures we had 
approved on 19 June last. These changes are 
the subject of six draft amendments. Three of 
these are in the nature of rectifications and 
amount to a reduction of the figures entered 
last spring. They are, to some extent, automatic 
adjustments because they relate firstly to the 
appropriations for the Communities Audit Board 
and the ECSC Auditor, half of which are entered 
in Parliament's estimates and half in the Coun-
cil's estimates, and secondly to the application 
by all the institutions of a common method for 
calculating staff expenditure. These three rectif-
ications call for reductions of 3 894 u.a., 3 653 
u.a. and 322 390 u.a. respectively. I even wonder 
whether, for these three · draft amendments, 
numbered 80, 75 and 76, it is really necessary 
to vote in accordance with the procedures laid 
down in our regulations because they relate 
merely to technical adjustments. 
A number of decisions to increase appropria-
tions have been taken by the Committee on 
Budgets. Generally speaking, however, the Com-
mittee did not feel that it could go along with 
the proposed increases submitted by Parlia-
ment's secretariat, although there were no doubt 
grounds for them since, when all is said and 
done, the figures entered in the budget adopted 
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on 19 June often relate to evalutions going bac 
to the first quarter of this year. Neverthele , 
the Committee on Budgets did not think th t 
it could decide for a major increase in appr -
priations for reasons of principle. Firstly, Pa -
liament will have to give its final decision · 
November on the Parliament budget adopt d 
in June. Secondly, Parliament had alrea y 
decided last June that its line of conduct shou d 
be in conformity with an austerity policy whi h 
it intended to keep to, even at the cost f 
management difficulties that might arise duri g 
the year for posts where the appropriations h d 
possibly been set too tight. 
Again in accordance with this policy, the Co -
mittee on Budgets prefers forecasts to 
closecut and to be as near as possible to t e 
foreseeable spending. Should the case arise, if 
expenditures prove to be bigger than the pro i-
sion made for them, it will always be possib e 
to deal with them by transfer within the budg t 
itself. 
The increases proposed by the committee rela e 
to the Official Journal appropriations and tho e 
for general publications. The Official Jour I 
appropriations have been increased to the es i-
mated level of real expenditure in 1975. T is 
increase, which therefore remains within caref 
limits, is inevitable in view of Parliamen 's 
present obligations with regard to the Co -
munity texts to appear in the Official Journ . 
As an illustration I would refer to the printi g 
of the budget and the supplementary budg ts 
which is now a Parliamentary responsibili y. 
We shall also increase the appropriations f r 
general publications by 100 000 u.a. but t is 
amount will be entered in Chapter 98 ('No -
allocated provisional appropriations') and tra -
ferred to item 2710 ('General Publication ') 
solely to meet real needs. 
Finally, the Committee on Budgets consider d 
the problems of creating item 4191 ('Subsid'es 
towards costs incurred in receiving import t 
visitors from the Member States'). It had dec' -
ed in favour of creating this item but has ot 
proposed any appropriation until Parliament as 
worked out an overall concept of the progra -
mes. Neither has our committee changed ur 
decision taken in June regarding the pro-for a 
inclusion of an appropriation of 740 643 u.a. or 
the services of the Office for Official Publi a-
tions. The fact is that, apart from the legal if-
ficulties which have been raised in vari us 
quarters and the difficulties which, incidenta y, 
will have to be solved next year probably by 
changes to the regulations, the Committee c n-
sidered that this entry should remain pro-for a 
because, under the existing provisions, any ot 
decision would have the effect of artifici 
inflating the budgets of certain institutions. 
To conclude, Mr President, we might note that 
there has been no change in the establishment 
plan of the European Parliament. The Commit-
tee on Budgets is convinced that, even for 
urgent requests, use should primarily be made 
of the items already available. 
As regards the sections of the draft general 
budget relating to the Council and Court of 
Justice, I can be even more brief in what I have 
to say. With one exception, the Committee on 
Budgets had no special comments to make on 
the estimates ior these two institutions. It never-
theless found that, in spite of the concern for 
budgetary austerity that certainly guided the 
Council and the Court, these estimates too 
exceeded the rate of increase of non-compulsory 
expenditure stated by the Commission under 
the first and second sub-paragraphs of para~ 
graph 8 of Article 203 of the Treaty. 
The Committee on Budgets felt that it had to 
give its consent to a request to change the 
establishment plan of the Economic and Social 
Committee. This request relates to two conver-
sions of LA 4 to LA 3 posts, two conversions 
from A5./4 to A3 posts, and lastly one conversion 
of a C to B technical 5/4 post. These changes 
were studied at length. There is no question 
that the increase in the work of the Economic 
and Social Committee calls for certain adjust-
ments in the structure of its secretariat. It may 
also be said that the number of conversions 
requested by the committee is, all in all, fairly 
limited. They do not, moreover, call for any 
change ih appropriations because the decisions 
with regard to the filling of these positions will 
not be taken by the Economic and Social Com-
mittee until the end of next year. 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I will, in 
order to save the time of our Assembly, limit 
myself to these few, very general, comments. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Fabbri. 
Mr Fabbri, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I 
must first make my apologies to you, Mr Presi-
dent, and to the Assembly for the lateness of 
my arrival at this debate, the reasons for which 
were outside my control being due to the con-
tinuance of a strike which had begun yesterday. 
At this point in the debate, I do not think it is 
necessary for the Council to intervene in order 
to present the draft budget since Mr Rumor, 
President-in-Office of the Council for the 
October part-session gave a full explanation to 
the Parliament of. the political reasons that had 
guided the Council in drawing up this draft. 
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I would therefore have nothing to add to what 
has already been said by Mr Rumor, except to 
re-emphasize the particularly difficult situation 
in which the Council then was and still is in 
drawing up a draft budget meeting a two-fold 
and contradictory requirement: providing the 
Council and the Commission with all the neces-
sary resources to carry out the tasks assigned 
to the Communities and at the same time keep-
ing expenditure within the limits of strict 
economy, in vie:w of the general economic situa-
tion and the well-known necessity for all 
Member States to operate in a climate of finan-
cial austerity. The Council has therefore had 
to make political choices and I am sure that, in 
considering the draft budget, Parliament will 
exercise its own functions and make its own 
choices in full awareness of the responsibility 
incumbent on all of us and the vital need not 
to depart from these criteria of austerity. to 
which I have referred. 
In Rome, I had the honour to attend part of the 
work of the Committee on Budgets and I was 
able, on that occasion, to clarify the position of 
the Council on a number of questions concerning 
the main sectors and the big items of the budget 
that had been brought up in the Parliamentary 
debate. With your consent, Mr President, I 
would like to speak during the debate or, better, 
at the end of the debate itself, both in order to 
reply to any questions that may have been put 
by honourable Members, and to make a number 
of comments concerning the main amendments 
and proposed modifications that may be tabled. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. 
(F) Mr President, at this stage the Commission 
will confine itself to a number of general com-
ments of a political nature, ·reserving what it 
has to say about the main amendments-which 
will be commented on by one of its· members-
until the various parts of the budget are con-
sidered. 
Mr President, Parliament is today entering a 
vital stage in the development of the Com-
munity institutions and also in the approach to 
the budget. This approach is of considerable 
importance at a time when direct elections to 
Parliament are in the wind and when the Com-
mission is asked to tighten up its management 
methods and at the same time to undertake 
certain actions as defined in the budget. 
The structure of the Community institutions 
was consolidated when this budget was being 
prepared, as the :r:apporteur has very rightly 
stressed, in a fruitful dialogue between the three 
institutions. The Commission has played its part 
in the meetings of the parliamentary commit-
tees and in this Assembly itself where, as you 
will see, I shall not be the only member to 
speak, some of my colleagues having wished 
themselves to present briefly the policies that 
underlie the Commission's proposals. 
But the most striking thing about the prepara-
tion of this budget is the remarkable work that 
has been done in the parliamentary framework, 
in the various committees and in the Committee 
on Budgets which, under the chairmanship of 
Mr Lange and with the benefit of Mr Cointat's 
dynamic activity, sent the Council and the Com-
mission a very long and very soundly based 
questionnaire before spending many hours on 
discussing the budget. 
Thus it is that we have a precise, critical and 
constructive report, drafted by Mr Cointat, a 
quite remarkable document which the Commis-
sion hails with great admiration. 
Very thorough study of the preliminary draft 
and the draft budget proved to the Council and 
to the Parliament that the present timetable 
laid down by the Treaty was too tight. As you 
know this is also the conviction of the Commis-
sion which, in March this year, proposed a new 
timetable allowing for an additional 45 days to 
be split between the two institutions. We ho~ 
that this proposal will soon be adopted in order 
that the next budget may be considered in 
easier conditions as regards the pressure of time. 
Whilst, therefore, the preparation of the 1976 
budget has formed a stage in the consolidation 
of the institutions, it has also for the first time 
-and the Commission wishes to record its satis-
faction on this score-brought forth an exact 
evaluation of the dimension that the budget 
should have. 
This budget has to be the basis for the Com-
mission's management and control activities car-
ried out under the responsibility of Parliament. 
In the Commission, over the last few months, 
we have considerably altered the conditions of 
budgetary management and control. Not only 
are there controls, as before, on the proper 
implementation of the budget that is adopted 
and of the decisions that are taken but also, 
through the budgetary units set up in the 
ordering services, we are better able to keep 
. watch on the budget, foresee its course during 
the year and analyse any deviations from the 
initial forecasts. Similarly our control proce-
dures have been strengthened by the flying 
squads you are familiar with-these flying 
squads that have been referred to several times 
in this House. 
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But it is also necessary that the budget be 
forecasting instrument, the tool of the Co 
mission and the expression of its commitme 
to certain policies. As the rapporteur has wri 
ten, it has to be a document of fundament 
policy, a coherent document, a· complete doc -
ment, a democratic document. 
The Commission has committed itself to 
path and is resolved to confirm it by assumin 
all its responsibilities. It insists that budgeta 
forecasting must be transparent, exact and co -
plete. As regards transparency, I am gratef 
to the rapporteur and to the Committee o 
Budgets for the reference in the motion for a 
resolution to the effort made by the Commissio 
in Volume 7 accompanying the prelimina 
draft budget and setting out the policies th t 
we are putting forward in support of our bu -
getary forecasts. We shall go further alo g 
this path. I am also grateful to the rapporte r 
for having stressed, in the fifth part of 
report, the place given to the triennial for -
casts, and for having recommended that thee 
forecasts should be the subjecrt of a separa e 
debate in Parliament-a debate to which e 
attach much importance. With· regard to tran -
parency, the rapporteur has done well to ins" t 
that commitment appropriations be enter d 
alongside payment appropriations, in cas s 
where activities are spread over several yea s. 
This is a new formula which should be adopt d 
without robbing Parliament of the right to fin 1 
det:ision on the payment appropriations in t e 
framework of the financial regulations. As I 
reminded Mr Shaw, who insisted on this t e 
other day, we are sorry that the Council shou , 
at the moment, maintain its opposition in pri -
ciple, as we have pointed out in the explanato y 
memorandum. We also think that some oth r 
points, other subjects and other changes 1 
help to improve the transparency of the bud t 
and that, in particular, the distinction betwe 
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure 
to use the words of the rapporteur, arbitra y 
and ambiguous. 
But the most imp9rtant condition that has to 
be met if we want this budget to be rea y 
a forecasting instrument and the expression of 
the Commission's commitment, is that it m t 
be complete. It must be complete in its 'Re 
nue' part. In this connection, the Commissi n 
confirms the position it has already tak n, 
namely that loans should be included in t e 
budget and be subject to Parliamentary contr 1. 
It should also be complete in its 'Expendi e' 
part. The Commission will not take up 
argument again regarding supplementary b 
gets; this has been done to perfection in e 
report of the Committee on Budgets. Suff ce 
it to say that, with the quantitative importa ce 
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they· have now acquired because of the new 
habits that the Council has fallen into, they 
constitute a factor of confusion in the bud-
get, making it more opaque and robbing the 
budgetary exercise of some of its value. We are 
sorry that the Council's explanatory memo-
randum already foresees four supplementary 
budgets for agriculture, the Regional Fund, 
research and development aid. Supplementary 
budgets should arise only when something 
comes up dttting the course of the year that, 
by its nature, could not be forecast, or in the . 
case of a decision that is wholly new in spirit 
and form. Conversely any new decision by the 
Council should be taken at the same time as 
its financial and budgetary implications are 
taken into account. I believe that it would be 
difficult, in the history of many democracies, 
to find examples where this requirement is not 
met. In this Community we are forming a pre-
cedent that, for my part, I deplore. 
Mr President, still confining myself to general 
comments, I would like to go back over some 
of the points made by the rapporteur and the 
terms of the report and the motion for a resolu-
tion on the 1976 budget in its present form. 
The Commission had tabled a preliminary draft 
budget totalling 7 900 million u.a.,_ an increase 
of 28.90/o co~pared with the budget adopted 
last year or 1~/o before adding the sums carried 
forward. 
The Council has reduced our proposals by 
600 million u.a., or more exactly 570 u.a. because 
we gave up :30 million u.a. during the course 
of the discwision with the Council. This cut, 
in itself, may appear to be highly praiseworthy. 
Unfortunately its result-and the report is bril-
liantly clear on this point-is to introduce a 
growing imbalance, a continually worsening 
lack of balance in our Community activities. 
Whilst the Commission wished to reduce the 
percentage of the budget going to agriculture 
from 72JJ'.l/o (as in 1975) to 689/o, what the 
Council has done is to increase this percentage. 
There has been no support for our wish to give 
the social, regional and development aid sectors 
more importance in the Community budget. 
What, however, are these three sectors? They 
are sectors in which inen are suffering. They 
are the hti.man sectors of our policies. They 
are the sectors that each of our governments 
has highlighted and developed in its national 
budget. 
The contradiction between what is being done 
at national level and what we are . doing at 
Community · level is surprising, particularly 
since, as the· Council itself points out in a reply 
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to Mr Cointat's questionnaire, the Community 
budget represents 'only 0,57G/o of GNP of the 
nine Member States and 2.04°/o of the combined 
national budgets'. And it is therefore in the 
framework of this sum of limited effect-the 
Council says-that the imbalance shows up 
and that the contradiction between what 
governments do at home and what they do in 
the framework of the Community appears so 
clearly. But, as the rapporteur points out, the 
Community appropriations are more directly 
. operational than others, in some fields-and in 
particular those I have referred to-they con-
stitute a saving for national budgets, and they 
reflect the Community's will for development, 
more necessary than ever when there is a crisis 
to be faced up to, to use Mr Cointat's expres-
sion. 
The Commission has been criticized and accused 
of. being irresponsible for putting forward a 
preliminary budget which provided for a con-
siderable increase in. the social, regional and 
development sectors. We do not ·accept this ac-
cusation of irresponsibility. Moreover, we 
observe that the Committee on Budgets, after 
very serious and sober work has recommended 
that 410 million u.a. out of the 570 million which 
the Council wishes to cut back should be re-
instated. It surprises us that the cuts made by 
the Council should lead to a total budget that 
is 18.20fo up on that for last year but in which 
the appropriations for agriculture are increased 
by 200/o, whereas those for the social activities, 
the human activities, are increased by only 15°/o. 
Mr President, we think that as an inst~ument of 
policy, the budget should be an occasion for 
thinking about policy. Why is there such a con-
tradiction between the decisions taken by the 
Council and the actions undertaken at national 
level by our governments? Would the reason not 
be that there is in fact no Community policy but 
an accumulation of sectoral activities with no 
relation to one another-! am quoting Mr 
Cointat's report. Yes, I think that since the 
Treaty of Rome, this Community has progressed 
by a series of separate sectoral activities 
divorced from one another. In some fields, 
technical progress has been brilliant, in some it 
has been slow, but these developments are not 
parts of an overall policy, they correspond to a 
sectoral will expressed in a technical manner in 
each sector. On this basis our structures become 
clear and evident; we can understand better how 
the Council breaks down into a series of Coun-
cils and how, sometimes, the Commission may 
and should be criticized for the watertight 
separation of its individual general directives. 
Europe has developed by means of sectoral 
activities and so far without the driving force 
of a political will, a Community will, a will to 
build up an overall policy in which each sectoral 
activity would form part of the political will and 
be considered not only for itself but also in rela-
tion to its effects and implications for other 
sectors, and other regions, those which are not 
the direct beneficiaries. 
This is the conclusion of the study and discus-
sion of this budget; this is what, Mr President, it 
appears difficult to accept in the future, because 
in a period of crisis it is no longer possible to 
leave the problem of covering the sectors that 
we do not cover just to general prosperity. I 
think, therefore, that this year's budget debate 
should lead to thoughtful consideration going 
far beyond the budget itself and to a determina-
tion once again to undertake activities where 
they are needed, in sectors that are not yet 
covered. 
The Commission was not, therefore, irresponsible 
in proposing 1°/o for new activities and 200fo 
for developing the old ones. For my part, I am 
convinced, and it is with some sadness that I 
read the comments which a man like the 
rapporteur for the Committee on Budgets, who 
does not use particularly exaggerated language, 
felt himself obliged to make when he spoke of 
stagnation, imbalance, irritation and retreat. If 
the budget has become an important exercise, 
since this Parliament now has budgetary powers, 
then this debate should show up this imbalance 
but also the determination to remedy it in the 
months and in the years to come. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Lange to speak on behalf 
of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, it is in some ways difficult to speak 
for a group in the conditions prevailing at the 
moment. During the first reading, when the 
Council's draft was debated here, we said very 
clearly that in it, i.e. in the Council's budget, we 
could see no positive approaches towards the 
further development of the Community; instead 
we saw that factors or political sectors, which 
would become Community policy to a far greater 
extent in the future or would have to be pro-
moted by Community policies, were given too 
little attention or even none at all. 
Now we have likewise been told here in 
plenary session that we must strive to give 
expression to Parliament's political will. This 
political will of the Parliament will not be 
established until Parliament has finished voting 
on the draft budget. What the Committee on 
Budgets proposes-and the Socialist Group goes 
along with the main lines of these proposals-
gives a different weighting from that intended 
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by the Council and I believe that this othe 
weighting, which was also, originally, in th 
intention of the Commission, is supporte 
without the Committee on Budgets, or eve 
the Socialist Group, identifying fully with eve 
detail of what is intended. 
Individual speakers in this group will therefor 
be speaking on specific subjects. But what i 
clear and what needs to be underlined is th 
desire for greater budgetary clarity and trut . 
It is my personal conviction and, I believe I rna 
say, the conviction of my group as well, that thi 
is conditional on a different outward presenta 
tion of the budget and not just the shy attempt 
of the Committee on Budgets to achieve a mor 
detailed and intensive breakdown of some title 
or chapters in order to improve transparenc . 
Thus, in future, the Committee on Budgets, a 
the Socialist Group sees it, will have the tas 
of considering the outward form of the budge . 
A further point to which the Socialist Grou 
gives its unqualified support is the fact th t 
we should have in this budget, or in associatio 
with this budget, a financial forecast coverin 
a number of years, with the corollary that th s 
financial forecast, this medium-term forecast I 
would like to call it, must naturally-and he 
the Group agrees with the Committee o 
Budgets-prefigure the Community's polic 
lines. 
Further, the Socialist Group supports the vie 
that the Committee on Budgets has also expre -
sed that greater use be made of the tool of co -
mitment appropriations than before in conne -
tion with the medium-term financial foreca , 
though we are aware of the fact that, ·n 
accordance with the Commission's proposals, e 
shall still have to decide, in detail, on the e 
commitment appropriations. But we have tak n 
some possible commitment appropriations in o 
the budget on the basis of the budget regulatio s 
applicable up to now. To that extent this al o 
has our support, although we are fully awa e 
of the fact that the commitment appropriatio s, 
in other words the postdating of cheques, mu t 
not threaten, in any way, the present freedo 
of decision of the Community and, in this ca e, 
of an organ of the Community, namely Parli -
ment. 
To this extent we must also be aware of t e 
limits to commitment appropriations, because a 
certain degree of restriction on man<euvre a d 
decision is in fact introduced if too much is 
decided with regard to the future in cases whe e 
we are, at the same time, unable to forec st 
developments in the individual policy fields. 
this extent we must always conserve the 
portunity and possibility of correction. To me, 
therefore, this seems important. 
Another point, ladies and gentlemen, to which 
the Socialist Group gives its unqualified support 
is the budgetizing of loans, the other source of 
finance open to us. The discussions on this with 
the Commission were fairly long and we shall 
probably have discussions on this subject with 
the Council. This is therefore our view and we 
have submitted the corresponding proposals 
through the Committee on Budgets which we 
also support as Socialists. 
There is, of course, a very, very big question 
in this connection. The way in which the Council 
has dealt with the budget proves, and this has 
already been said here by different speakers, 
the questionable value of classifying expenditure 
in different categories. It also shows the ques-
tionable value of Parliament's present budgetary 
powers. I use the words questionable value 
in a positive sense, not a negative sense. 
Parliament has been given powers with 
regard to expenditure. But Parliament has not 
yet been brought in with regard to revenue and 
I think that it is necessary for this to be done 
to a greater extent in the future. This is simply 
the own-resources issue and the Committee on 
Budgets has expressed opinions along these lines 
in its resolution. We emphatically support these 
opinions. 
The question of revenue must also be attributed 
extraordinary importance by this Parliament. 
The fact is that when we have our own resources 
in the form of percentages of turnover tax, or 
value added tax as it is wrongly called, we 
shall then, as Parliament and in accordance 
with the amendments to the Treaties, be really 
enabled to take part in deciding how high is to 
be the contribution frqm the tax yield, which 
depends on the assessment basis. Parliament and 
the Council once passed the resolution that it can 
be up to 1°/o of ·the assessment basis. From 
experience up to now it looks as though we 
would be at a figure of only 0.45 or 0.5°/o of 
the assessment basis, so that, for the future, we 
have a relatively large margin of man<euvre. 
This Parliament must therefore be concerned-
and this, in our opinion, should also be one of 
the subjects for discussion -with the Council 
when we have disposed of the budget durin'g this 
part-session-to make sure that it can also (and 
for this the consent of the Council has to be 
obtained) deal with the question of revenue. 
Only then can Parliament exercise its respons-
ibility, its political responsibility, to the full 
extent in this matter. 
Another way of giving Parliament's political 
responsibility greater significance is the use of 
Chapter 98. During the course of the debate 
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there will be further reference to the Agri-
cultural Fund; the question will certainly be put 
once again whether the collaboration of Parlia-
ment may be strengthened through consultation 
with regard to Chapter 98, so that this matter 
too, in one way or another, will be a subject 
for dialogue with the Council. 
We must now, or so at least I think I can say 
on behalf of my Group, concern ourselves with 
the individual chapters and then with the 
individual problems. On these subjects other 
members in my group will be speaking. To me 
falls the task of stating once again, and insist-
ently, on behalf of the Socialist Group, that it 
attaches considerable importance to being fully 
involved in budget policy decisions and not just 
in parts of these decisions. This, I repeat; must 
therefore also be one of the subjects of the 
dialogue with the Council during the consulta-
tion on this budget. 
It is · to be deplored that, in relation to the 
EAGGF~ the Committee on Budgets should have 
agreed to or decided upon the decision which it 
has in fact taken in accordance with the pro-
posals of Mr Coiniat. ~ut that too constiiutes 
grounds for discussing the question with the 
Coun-cil in the appropriate manner, though we 
shall certainly not let pass the opportunity of 
bringing Chapter 98 back on the table in this 
debate and in the decision on Thursday and 
urging Parliament to take up a position on this 
matter. 
We are of the opinion that account has to some 
degree been taken of the political will to which 
expression was given in the first reading, 
namely to strengthen the policy sectors · of 
importance to the future. I must, however, say 
that, as a Parliament, we must consider very 
carefully whether the procedure that we have 
begun within Parliament in connection with the 
treatment of the 1976 budget, is to be maintained 
or not, because in fact it does not enable us to 
deal with basic questions beforehand in the 
Committee on Budgets and because, according to 
the agenda, the individual amendments from 
other committees have to be dealt with without 
the overall view being maintained with regard 
to such things as compulsory and non-com-
pulsory expenditure, as they are still determined 
in legally binding manner at the present time. 
There is, however, one other possibility and it is 
a possibility that the Socialist Group would like 
to stress. We have certainly considerably 
increased the percentage of the non-contro-
versial non-compulsory expenditure. The figures 
have been given by Mr Cointat and ·I do not 
therefore need to repeat them. We can very 
well propose this increase as Parliament, even 
if we go beyond the rate of 7.6541/o that is ours 
to apply, if we obtain the agreement of Council 
in this field. To that extent this is a further 
crucial point for concertation. 
In addition we have increased our support in 
some other sections, items-if I may so call 
them-of external relations, i.e; the items con-
cerning· relations with the non-associated coun-
tries and those which relate to food aid, in 
other words direct assistance to the hungry in 
the Third and Fourth Worlds. This too has 
been passed by us without refer~nce to classifica-
tion in the Committee on Budgets and also 
with the support of the Socialist Group, so that 
we therefore have plenty of material for the. 
dialogue with the Council and, properly speak- · 
ing, we shall have the really decisive discussion 
here in this House after the concertation with 
the Council has taken place and the budget 
has had its reading in the Council, and the 
Parliament will have to consider, once again, 
the position taken by the Council, so that-let 
it be said once again-the final and decisive 
discussions and the final resolutions can basic-
ally be taken during the December part-session. 
In this connection I must put to Parliament the 
question-a~d this is the position of the Socialist 
Group-of whether it values its own positions, 
in other words its own politicai positions, mor~ 
highly than the political positions of the CounciL 
If it does the former, in other words if it values 
its own positionS more highly, then this Parlia-
ment will have to take some relatively difficult 
decisions during the second reading irt 
December. On behalf of my group I wished to 
point to the need for facing up to all the possible 
eventualities during subsequent discussions with 
the Council. 
Mr President, this is what I wanted to say 
and I am grateful to this House for its patient 
attention. I hope that we can, as has happened in 
the past and, I must say, with frankness and 
fairness despite all the differences of opinion, 
similarly conduct this debate too with the same 
frankness and fairness. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Aigner to speak on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, it is not merely out of politeness that 
I wish to congratulate Mr Cointat on behalf of 
my group on his report, which strikes us as a 
remarkable piece of work. Although different 
groups hold different political views, it is pleas-
ing to note that there are two objectives which, 
transcending all political groups, bring us closer 
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together than would perhaps be possible in our 
national parliaments. 
The first of these objectives is the fundamental 
and, in some cases, even passionate determina-
tion of the majority of this Assembly to achieve 
at all costs the unification of this continent and 
a common policy. Even when our own work is 
being criticized we should not underestimate this 
fact. 
Our second common objective, as most of you 
are aware, cannot be achieved without certain 
insitutional improvements. This applies to all 
three institutions, the Council, Commission and 
Parliament, but more particularly to us, as this 
budget debate has shown. It is absolutely 
essential that more power of decision be 
transferred from the isolated national plane to 
the Community plane. 
However, since power cannot prevail in a free 
community without democratic foundations and 
democratic control, Parliament must be given 
the possibility to exercise this control at least 
for the duration of a parliamentary term. 
In debating this budget we are fighting in ac-
cordance with the wishes of our peoples for 
greater unity and more action at European level. 
Mr President, on behalf of my group I should 
like to make another prelimi_nary remark as 
regards the procedure for this budget debate. 
I agree with the Commission that Parliament 
cannot be expected to take decisions overnight 
on so important a matter as an 8 000 million u.a. 
budget. There are at least 100 amendments 
to deal with and for this we need more time. 
Since the Council, too, suffers from this manner 
of rushing through things, we simply must 
establish new ways of proceeding and above all 
new time-limits; I hope that this too will be 
discussed in the dialogue with the Council. As 
far as we_ as a Parliament are concerned, the 
possibility should be examined of introducing 
the system of reports drawn up by the various 
committees for general rapporteur on the 
budget, as it is applied in the national parlia-
m~nts for a term or at least for a period of 
several years. The dialogue with the Council 
represents more or less a new system which is 
nc,>t without its dangers. I have no doubt that 
we shall be bringing up so:t;ne very interesting 
points for discussion in the dialogue with the 
Council. 
Mr President, in view of the short time available 
to us, I do not intend to repeat our general 
objections to the Council's draft, which we 
already expressed at the first reading; I wish 
only to make a few remarks. 
Firstly, I find it intolerable that the budget 
debate in the Council is still dominated by the 
decisions previously taken by national parlia-
ments. The Constitution of the Communities 
recognizes only the triangle of the Commission, 
Council and Parliament. What point is there for 
instance in concertation between the Council 
and Parliament if the Council's decisions have 
already been taken beforehand in Rome, Paris, 
Bonn, London etc? Under the circumstances the 
institutional dialogue no longer serves any 
purpose. This .is why it is absolutely indispens-
able for the Community's financial sovereignty, 
as accepted without reservations by all Member 
States in the Luxembourg Treaty, to be finally 
established. We shall be discussing this point in 
more detail in connection with the third sup-
plementary budget. 
Mr President, direct European elections will be 
held in 1978 ·as promised because our peoples 
want these ~ections. Until then, however, the 
decision-making process as defined at Commun-
ity level by the provisions of the Treaties must 
be applied in this Parliament too. 
And now to the budget itself. The fact that 
well over 100 amendments have been tabled 
indicates clearly that no single committee or 
pohtical group of this Parliament is satisfied 
with the 1976 draft budget submitted by the 
Council. The Council's draft is in my opinion 
an indictment of those governments which, even 
in the present difficult financial situation, 
apparently lack the courage to cut down on 
national -projects in favour of Community pro-
jects, which are cheaper to implement, and so 
utilize appropriations more effectively. 
On this policy, and the possibilities of changing 
it, my group's views are the following: our 
influence on national parliaments is too slight, 
and because of the various interests involved, 
it is difficult to bring about a change in the 
attitude of national governments through the 
national parliaments. Our own powers of deci-
sion, within whose scope we can outvote the 
nine financial ministers of the Member States, 
are insufficient to enforce such Community 
action. As you know, we have the power of 
decision ove:r some 80m u.a. This is a sizeable 
sum, yet certainly not enough to make the 
Council change its mind. All we can do, as my 
group decided in spite of numerous reservations, 
is to follow the path chosen by Mr Cointat, on 
the understanding, however, that we could 
reject the budget as a whole if the dialogue with 
the Council were not productive. I agree whole-
heartedly with Mr Cheysson when he said on 
behalf of the Commission that we must secure 
a serious discussion on all the main fields of 
action and establish a political dialogue with 
the Council at this stage in the proceedings. 
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Mr President, to protect the Community's future 
development, we demand at the very least more 
intensive action in the field of the joint research 
policy, the development cooperation policy, the 
fight against unemployment and the regional 
policy. Those who do not give the Community's 
solidarity priority and if necessary make sacri-
fices for it will soon discover that no account 
is being taken of them in a different kind of 
solidarity, an ideological one that has been 
forced on them. I should like to make it quite 
clear to the Council that my group is not pre-
pared to use our own limited powers of decision 
to finance already at this stage the supple-
mentary budgets announced by the Council. 
This is certainly one of the most important 
points which we shall have to discuss with the 
Council. 
I have a few remarks to make concerning the 
principal element of this budget, that is the 
agricultural side. Although we, like the Com-
mission today and like the public at large, are 
not happy with the fact that the agricultural 
budget by itself accounts for more than 700/o 
of total expenditure, my group has decided after 
considerable soul-searching not to propose any 
changes. Of course certain adjustments cou.ld 
be made in the individual chapters, but on the 
whole, no cuts are possible. The incomes of 
farmers in all Member States are lower than 
the incomes in other professions. The difficult 
food situation in the world today does not 
permit any reduction in the degree of self-
sufficiency of the European Communities. 
In our society it is imperative that we supply 
our citizens with the basic foodstuffs. Taking 
everything into account, a national agricultural 
policy would certainly not be cheaper, but more 
expensive. In fact, I do not think that it would 
be a feasible proposition, in view of the present 
interlocking of world trade. 
This means that the agricultural policy of this 
Community represents a stable factor for 
Europe itself. A modern industrialized State 
such as the Community, however, cannot and 
should not aspire to complete self-sufficiency 
as far as foodstuffs are concerned; neither 
should it be totally dependent on third coun-
tries. Self-sufficiency is not compatible with the 
concept of a healthy economy dependent on 
mutual trade exchanges. What we must, how-
ever, strive jointly to ensure is that consumers 
are not left without protection against the fre-
quently sharp fluctuations in world prices or 
against worldwide speculation. This is all the 
more important at a time when we are all 
aware that international solidarity is still a long 
way off. 
.Your committee and likewise my group there-
fore felt that any adjustments which might 
prove necessary should be made when the time 
comes, possibly by means of an amending bud-
get, in the appropriations themselves; in this 
connection, I should like to stress what Mr 
Lange has already said: we too feel that no 
matter what form the agricultural budget final-
ly takes, any changes in appropriations should 
be made jointly by the Council and Parliament. 
We recognize the imperative need to adapt 
production to the market as closely as possible, 
but this is a task for the agricultural ministers 
and not the financial ministers. 
I should like to say a few words concerning 
development cooperation policy. Europe will 
certainly never be created on the basis of what 
is opportune, but as the final result of the 
performance of set tasks. But which European 
State is in a position to answer the increasingly 
pressing call for a new economic order if 
Europe itself does not act as a viable and 
coherent unit? The limited means available to 
the Member States for these tasks could be used 
with far greater effect if they were devoted 
to Community projects. To strengtheh the Com-
munity in this sector means making not more 
means but more effective means available. But 
here of course we run up against the sensitivity 
of our ministers on this point. None of them 
wish to see their sphere of action reduced. 
As regards the social and regional policy, Mr 
President, he who rightly demands solidarity 
vis-a-vis the Third World must also realize that 
he owes at least the same solidarity to the 
Community. In all Member States we are 
undeniably on the eve of a very i!nteresting 
development. Nearly all Member States have 
reached the threshold of the Welfare State. 
We earn 100 marks and spend 120. Harmoniz-
ation in this field can only be achieved if those 
Member States whose social budgets have 
reached the highest level in relation to the 
national product help the others, since other-
wise there will be no harmonization and if 
there is no harmonization in this sector there 
can be no common market. What I have said 
with regard to the social policy applies also to 
the regional policy. 
I should like to say one last word concerning 
the research and energy policy. Mr President, 
my group is more than a little surprised that 
the Council has postponed on allegedly formal 
grounds Community projects which it admitted 
itself were necessary. 
Ladies and gentlemen, there must be no inter-
ruption of the Community's work in the field 
of plasma physics, uranium and oil prospection, 
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nuclear physics, industrial policy and environ-
mental protection. Every year, the Soviet Union 
robs us of approximately 100 OOOm u.a. by 
means of industrial espionage. We ourselves 
cannot move to other markets, the Community 
and all its Member States are dependent on 
their own inventiveness. He who interrupts 
work in these sectors not only destroys our 
economy but also our national and social heri-
tage. My group therefore urges that the Com-
munity should introduce a borrowing policy of 
its own and thereby avoid unnecessary parallel 
expenditure in the Member States and make 
our Community a truly viable one; like Mr 
Lange, I believe that we shall make no pro-
gress in this field without a sound Community 
borrowing policy; this makes the question of 
commitment appropriations a vital factor in 
the Community's future development. 
On behalf of my group, Mr President, I there-
fore endorse without amendment the draft gen-
eral budget as proposed by the Committee on 
Budgets for the 1976 financial year. Only one 
amendment has been tabled to our own budget, 
and my group supports this too. 
Mr President, on behalf of my group I should 
like to express the hope that as a result of the 
debate in this House, this second reading and 
a genuine dialogue with the Council, an impro-
vement can be achieved in the Council's draft 
for the 1976 financial year. Surely, Mr Fabbri, 
the instrument of the majority decision applies 
not only to the agricultural budget but to the 
budget as a whole; he who says no to Com-
munity projects in our present difficult financial 
situation is not economizing but is wasting 
money in the Community. Recognition of this 
fact, however, IYir President, can be inspired not 
only by the Holy Ghost, but by political deter- , 
mination and strength. My group hopes that the 
Council and Parliament will find this political 
strength together. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Bangemann to speak on 
behalf of the Uberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Bangemann.- (D) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, the general rapporteur of the Com-
mittee on Budgets was right in saying that this 
budget was indicative of the Community's stag-
nation. We all recognize that his criticism, and 
our agreement with it, are intended in a con-
structive sense and that we wish to overcome 
thrs stagnation. However, it must be remember-
ed that any number of political critics are pre-
pared to echo this criticism in an entirely dif-
ferent sense and with different intentions. It 
is up to us to show, not only by the amendments 
which we will be tabling, but also by our 
debates, that this Parliament, and in particular 
my group, is not responsible for this stagnation 
and does not want it, and that everything 
which we propose to change in this budget 
must contribute towards maintaining the Com-
munity's development. 
The criticism often voiced by some of us here 
with regard to the Community's development is 
basically hypocritical, since the critics them-
selves could easily contribute towards the Com-
munity's development. The pattern is nearly 
always the same. For instance, the Commission's 
bureaucracy is criticized without the critics 
acknowledging, however, that they could them-
selves eliminate this bureaucracy by giving the 
institutions, i.e. the Commission and Parliament, 
greater political responsibilities, thereby setting 
a process in motion which would lead away 
from decisions influenced by bureaucratic requi-
rements. It is unfair to criticize what one could 
change oneself. In connection with the budget 
debates, I should like to point out that although 
relations between the Parliament and the Coun-
cil have certainly improved over the last few 
months and in the past two years with regard 
to the dialogue on the budgets which we have 
adopted, these relations have not yet acquired 
the same degree of trust as that which exists 
in Parliament's relations with the Commission. 
On behalf of my group, I wish to expressly 
defend the Commission against all the attacks 
which have been made upon it recently. I 
believe that those who have attacked the Com-
mission have in actual fact betrayed their own 
inability to help the Community to evolve. 
(Applause) 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the word 
'economize' has been used by the Council in 
particular like a guillotine in order to axe a 
number of sound Community activities. In view 
of the financial situation facing the Member 
States, economy is undeniably necessary and 
we shall see that what Parliament itself sug-
gests in the way of amendments certainly indi-
cates an awareness that without economizing 
we cannot manage with the limited means cur-
rently avaijable. But economizing sensibly is 
one thing and economizing for the sake of eco-
nomizing or because one wishes to prevent 
sound activities is another. We can in fact, as 
Mr Aigner pointed out, economize by encourag-
ing a number of Community projects, albeit 
only if we are prepared to give up national 
projects in exchange. 
However, here we come up against the same 
barrier as that which is currently impeding the 
development of Europe: This barrier consists 
simply of the fact that many national politi-
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cians, parties and governments are constantly 
advocating the construction of Europe in words, 
but never follow these words up with action; 
this is noticeable too in the case of economy 
measures. 
A word on the question of saving on staff · 
expenditure. Here too, well-meaning advice ·has 
been forthcoming ·from politicians from national 
Member States as to possible ways of drastical-
ly reducing staff expenditure. I shall not speak 
of the more drastic suggestions, but only of a 
proposal for an overall reduction in the appro-
priations available to us for staff expenditure. 
My group does not agree with this proposal 
for a number of reasons. 
An overall reduction of these appropriations by 
a certain percentage, say 10 or 200/o, would 
more or less imply the admission that we can 
really manage without these 10 or 20°/o, and 
this I feel is uncalled for. Such overall reduc-
tion, moreover, would mean not doing some-
thing which is very necessary, namely checking 
each estimate individually in order to eco-
nomize on estimates which are unreasonable or 
have no purpose. When dealing with a number 
of amendments which we shall be considering 
later, the Committee on Budgets observed that 
some of the requests for additional staff expen-
diture submitted among others by the Com-
mission were by no means justified, and some 
were even absurd. If we say on the one hand 
that there is a structural imbalance in the 
establishment plan, that there are too many 
A posts ·and too few B and C posts, and the 
very next amendment involves upgrading cer-
tain B posts to A posts and C posts to B posts, 
this is indeed a strange way of proceeding since 
the following year the resulting imbalance 
would continue to exist. As we already observed 
in connection with the efforts of the Commis-
sion, and the Committee on Budgets with regard 
to the transfer of staff to the Directorate-Gen-
eral concerned with development policy, con-
siderable savings can be made by means of 
individual measures, such as checking the trans-
fer . of staff, without having to resort to an 
overall reduction. 
I wish to emphasize on behalf of my group 
that we by no means agree with a reduction in 
what Mr Cheysson has called the human expen-
diture of the Community and what we could 
perhaps in: this connection really call the Com-
munity's expenditure for the future. The 
reasons are twofold. 
The first is the important nature of this expen-
diture. We cannot make cuts in the social or 
regional sector, the research, technology and 
energy sector or the development aid sector for 
practical reasons. These practical reasons vary, 
but they are all equally valid as my predeces-
sors have indicated. · 
The second reason for me as a member of the 
Liberal Group of this Parliament is that if 
what Mr Cheysson says is right, and I believe 
it is right, the Community is moving forward 
only in certain sectors, in spite of all promises 
of institutional improvement. It is these very 
sectors with which we are concerned and in 
which cuts are to be made that make the 
Community's progress possible, both inside and 
outside it. The development process of the 
Community is not only the result of objectives 
set by the Community itself from within, but 
also the consequence of tqe Community's actions 
on the outside: the common stand adopted by 
the Community on various questions of foreign 
policy in the CSCE negotiations, the common 
position of the Community as regards the deve-
lopment policy, all these have external effects 
which have repercussions on the Community's 
development and help it to progress perhaps 
far more than any internal factor. 
This is why the Liberal Group will support 
unreservedly the draft amendments tabled by 
the Committee on Budgets. We do not consider 
that budget debates are the right occasion to 
discuss economy measures in the financing of 
the agricultural policy. 
Ladies and gentlemen, the structural imbalance 
which we find in this budget is unfortunately 
a result of our agricultural policy, and I think 
it would be pointless to try to make cuts at 
this stage instead of turning to the agricultural 
policy itself to make the necessary changes and 
improvements. This is why we do not propose 
any changes in the estimates. 
My Group supports every effort to give the 
Community· powers as regards revenue, parti-
cularly by giving it a share in value added tax 
revenue. Such a possibility would help to des-
troy the Community's current image which 
represents it as living off the Member States, 
and might also remove the temptation for cer-
tain national politicians to complain about 
increasing Community expenditure. My group 
feels in particular that, having already in prin-
ciple reached agreement with the Council as 
regards the introduction of direct elections, 
Parliament must follow this move through to 
its logical conclusion and obtain the same bud-
getary powers as those held by every national 
parliament. 
This is _in fact still the crux of the matter; the 
Council's attitude does not correspond entirely 
to our expectations and on behalf of my group 
I really must ask for a more positive attitude 
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towards direct elections at the December part-
session, since all our justified complaints ~on­
earning the lack of clarity of the budgetary 
procedure stem from the fact that Parliament 
has until now never held sufficient powers. 
If such a budget is drawn up within an admin-
istration, certain things can be left unclear since 
the most important aspect is the implement-
ation. If a budget is formulated in a dialogue 
with a parliament, however, nothing must 
remain unclear because Parliament can only 
face up to its political responsibilities if every-
thing is clear. This is why we must break down 
general headings which are not sufficiently bro-
ken down. This is why we must separate activ-
ities which have been grouped together illogi-
cally, to achieve greater clarity. 
Our discussions on payment and commitment 
appropriations and compulsory and non-com-
pulsory expenditure are a further indication of 
the lack of clarity in this budget. 
How-this is my last question, Mr President-
how to find a path _to the future which we 
can all follow? It is true that this Parliament, 
in spite of differences in political opinions, is 
united in wanting the development of the Com-
munity; on this point we are all agreed. But as 
soon as we have the powers in question, Mr 
Aigner, the wrangling will start inside and out-
side the groups. This will be an important 
moment since it will constitute a test of this 
Parliament's sense of political responsibility. 
Fortunately, we have known each other for long 
enough to be assured that this conflict will take 
place at least in a civilized fashion. 
If we want these powers to be transferred to 
Parliament, we must use all the means avail-
able to us to make it politically clear to public 
opinion that the Community institutions which 
impede or wish to impede the Community's 
development are not the Parliament or the 
Commission. I wish to make it quite clear that 
my group holds the view that only the develop-
ment of the Community institutions _can lead 
to the development of Europe. A dialogue be-
tween national governments might of course be 
useful to clear up certain points. But a dialogue 
between national governments cannot replace 
a Community institution, and a return to dia-
logues between national governments will not 
give us the Europe which the Liberal Group 
would like to see. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Yeats to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Yeats. - Mr President, I should like at the 
start to say how much we all owe to the rap-
porteur for his report on the budget. I think 
it is fair to say that the discussion on the annual 
budget is always difficult, and we are grateful 
for the exceedingly clear and efficient way in 
which the rapporteur has written his report 
and the clarity with which he has presented 
it to us today. 
As regards the discussions so far this year 
my group welcomes the businesslike way that 
Parliament, acting through its Committee on 
Budgets, has tackled the problem of this year's 
budget. We have seen how the financial and 
economic crisis .'from which our whole Commun-
ity is suffering. has, during the past couple of 
months, had the effect of causing very severe 
cuts in the Commission's draft budget proposals. 
One can undemtand and even welcome_ the 
desire of certain Member States to effect eco-
nomies in expenditure, particularly under the 
present very difficult circumstances. However, 
a number of the cuts demanded by the Council 
are not justified and could not be justified by 
any conception of the real needs of the situation. 
My group feels that, in some instances' at least, 
cuts w~re imposed in an unthinking and 
arbitrary way an,d prfmarily, perhaps, for 
reasons related mainly to domestic political con-
siderations. As I have mentioned, the Committee 
on Budgets in considering these matters, has 
dealt with them in a sensible and businesslike 
way. 
In giving its views on the various cuts that 
have been made in the budget by the Council, 
the committee has made a clear distinction 
between cuts that do perhaps genuinely repre-
sent economies and those other cuts in expen-
diture that can only lead to a weakening of the 
very structure of our Community institutions. 
The budget of the European Economic COlll-
munity ought surely to be dynamic and pro-
gressive, reflecting the developing nature of 
the Community. At the same time, we can agree, 
of course, that waste must be eliminated. It 
would appear that some Member ·States take 
the opposite viewpoibt, laying emphasis on the 
supposed need to run the Community on the 
cheap, with the accent on the sums that may 
be saved rather than:on the importance for all 
our countries of the ~velopment and expansion 
of policies at Community level. But in the short 
time at its disposal Parliament has, through its 
Committee on Budgets; acted wisely with regard 
to the 1976 Community budget, especially when 
one considers the universal economic difficulties 
that have almost become permanent features 
of our time. It is extremely important, I feel, 
for the future of this institution that public 
opinion should see that European integration 
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and the future of the European Economic Com-
munity are being put before the essentially 
short-sighted preoccupations of some Member 
States. While eliminating waste so far as is 
possible, Parliament, my group feels, must try 
to ensure that a better balance in the Com-
munity's budget is maintained. In the coming 
months and in this debate we must therefore 
restore provisions for essential areas in the 
Community's activities, particularly with regard 
to the Social Fund. 
The EAGGF, Mr President, surely represents 
the powerhouse of the only concrete achieve-
ment so far of the European Economic Com-
munity, that is the common agricultural policy. 
It is vital, therefore, that we afford every pro-
tection to our farming communities, especially 
when one considers that the living standards of 
our farmers have year by year in all parts 
of the Community risen very much more 
slowly than they have in other economic sec-
tors. Instead of endangering, in the frantic 
effort to economize, the only true common 
policy that exists in the European Economic 
Community, our energies would be much better 
employed in embarking on common policies in 
other sectors, such as the energy, transport and 
regional policies. 
My group cannot therefore accept the amend-
ments which apparently have now been tabled 
by the Socialist Group. We cannot accept them 
for reasons of serious principle. And indeed, Mr 
President, I was quite surprised to see Mr 
Lange's proposed modifications, which were 
rejected by the Committee on Budgets, reap-
pearing here almost unchanged as proposed 
modifications tabled by the Socialist Group. It 
can only be regretted that the Committee on 
Budgets will now apparently have to give its 
opinion twice on the same set of modifications. 
Our group does, of course, accept that agri-
culture accounts for an unduly large proportion 
of the budget. And we regret in particular that 
one effect of the cuts imposed this year by the 
Council, has been to increase still further the 
percentage of total expenditure that is devoted 
to agriculture. But we must insist that reality 
and common sense combine to demonstrate that 
the fault lies not with agriculture or with the 
farmers of the Community, but with the lapses 
in the Community institutions themselves. As 
we know, the common -agricultural policy is the 
only real Community policy in existence. But 
the proportion of the budget spent on agri-
culture would be far less, were there other 
Community policies in existence, such as the 
common energy and transport policies, and were 
really adequate provision made for such matters 
as the Regional and Social Funds. 
The Council's treatment of the 1976 budget has 
been on the· whole haphazard and must be 
unacceptable. One has only to compare the clear 
and factual presentation of Volume ·7 of the 
Commission's draft budget with the totally 
inadequate explanation put forward by the 
Council for the cuts that it has made, to realize 
that the budget has little concern for the growth 
of the Community. The budget should surely 
be a political instrument concerning expenditure 
likely to arise over the years ahead and the cost 
of financing Community decisions. This is not 
the case, as the drastic cuts that have been made 
by the Council have, to a large extent, made 
it meaningless. The budgetary procedure set in 
motion by the Luxembourg Treaty is funda-
mental to the emergence of this institution as 
a truly democratic body repr~sentative of the 
peoples of Europe. However, the division of 
power between the budgetary authorities is un-
fortunately neither clear nor precise. Further-
more, the criteria applied in distinguishing 
compulsory and non-compulsory expenditure 
are neither practical nor satisfactory. The adop-
tion of new criteria, therefore, is imperative, 
and in this respect my group is happy to note 
that a consensus appears to be approaching 
with regard to the abolition of this classifica-
tion. In effect, this classification determines the 
budgetary control that this Parliament can 
exercise, and while we are aware of the diffi-
culties that arise from classifying expenditure 
into one category or another, unless the situa-
tion is in fact rectified, then certain contradic-
tions will uhdoubtedly continue. In effect, the 
appropriations for which Parliament is ulti-
mately responsible, if placed under Chapter 98, 
cannot be touched, as the decision to transfer 
Chapter 98 appropriations to a budgetary head-
ing rests with the Council. We must therefore 
either give more powers to Parliament with 
regard to appropriations in Chapter 98, giving 
the Council co-decision in this respect, or else 
increase the margin of manoeuvre that Parlia-
ment has with regard to the budget. 
My group, Mr President, welcomes the pro-
posals put forward by the Committee on 
Budgets to widen the system of commitment 
appropriations to cover the social sector and 
also the energy sector. The inauguration of an 
adequate Regional Fund has been one of the 
highest priorities of all the activities of the EEC. 
The aim of the Regional Development Fund 
has been and is to remedy the most serious 
regional imbalances and enable the Community 
to maintain an interest in problems of daily 
life and the safeguarding of employment in the 
regions concerned. Once again, unfortunately, 
the Council has turned a blind eye to rectifying 
the inequalities in living standards between dif-
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ferent regions of the Community and has shown, 
to say the least, a lack of goodwill towards a 
fund that is still in its infancy. And indeed, this 
situation can only be a matter of the most 
grievous disappointment to those areas of our 
Community which have never to date been able 
to benefit from the economic developments that 
have taken place in the more prosperous areas. 
My group tabled an amendment seeking to 
increase the payment appropriations for 1976 
by 150m u.a. Our amendment has, in fact, 
permitted the Committee on Budgets to propose 
a substantial increase in the payment appropria-
tions by inserting 150m u.a. under Chapter 98. 
As a result my group has achieved its objective, 
and we are withdrawing our amendment in 
favour of that of the Committee on Budgets. 
My group is also particularly disturbed at the 
very severe cuts that have been made in the 
expenditure in the social sector. The explanation 
for these cuts would appear to be that because 
there is an economic crisis and a consequent 
massive rise in unemployment, there must 
therefore be less money spent on social needs. 
Surely this is a senseless and indeed a quite 
extraordinary attitude to take. Social policy, 
which in previous years was seen perhaps by 
some· as a mere stop-gap to make up for the 
inadequacies of other Community policies, has 
only comparatively recently begun to have a 
real life and an importance of its own. Social 
policy is and certainly should be one of the most 
important pillars of the European Economic 
Community, and it is the only means by which 
we can give Europe a more down-to-earth and 
a more human face from the point of view of 
the ordinary man in the street. A number of 
amendments have therefore been tabled by my 
group seeking to strengthen the Social Fund 
through the provision of considerably increased 
resources. My colleague Mr Couste will deal 
later on in detail with these on behalf of my 
group. 
With regard to development and cooperation, 
my group welcomes the Council decision con-
cerning financial and technical cooperation with 
non-associated developing countries. To neglect 
the developing countries, who have suffered far 
more than we have as a result of the present 
economic crisis, would be in fact a most retro-
grade step. Europe, if it is to establish itself as 
an entity in the international body politic, must 
surely be outward looking. It is only by cement-
ing our relations on the basis of partnership 
with the developing countries that we will forge 
a lasting link with the Third World and in so 
doing, contribute towards the easing of world 
tensions. 
In conclusion, Mr President, the cuts made by 
the Council in the budget were based, it would 
appear, in the main, on a concept of penny-
pinching economies that is quite foreign to the 
real spirit of our Community. But even on the 
basis of that rather unworthy concept; the 
budgetary policy of recent weeks would appear 
to be an effective one. In practice, the real loss 
to the peoples of the EEC must be very much 
greater than any theoretical money-savings that 
may be made. That is why, as has already been 
pointed out in the course of this debate, there is, 
I think, not one single political group, and 
certainly not our own, that would be prepared 
to support this budget in its present form. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR: 
SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS 
Vice-President 
President. - I call Mr Notenboom to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Notenboom.- (NL) Mr President, on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group I wish to 
comment briefly on the reports by Miss Flesch; 
I shall in fact confine my remarks to the budget 
of our European Parliament. 
The budget shows a considerable increase of 
some 25 Ofo, but our Parliament places high re-
quirements on its own work. If we are to do 
more and show the European presence in many 
parts of the world, that costs money. The result 
is that in some third countries Europe is better 
known than in certain quarters in the nine 
Member States, but this may be important for 
Europe's position in the world. 
The fact that Parliament does not have a per-
manent meeting place and seat also entails high 
costs and leads to a great deal of inefficiency. 
This has often been observed but I wish to repeat 
it now. 
Now that the substantial enlargement of our 
Parliament is already almost three years behind 
us, an efficiency study must be carried out into 
the way in which our services function. After a 
discussion in the Committee on Budgets it was 
decided some time ago to carry out an efficiency 
study of this kind. In the first instance it will 
be an internal study. I have heard that a report 
may be presented on the matter next month in 
December, and I hope it will be an important 
report enabling the Parliament, and first of all 
the Committee on Budgets, to draw conclusions 
regarding the operation of our services. 
I hope it will be possible to draw these conclu-
sions on the basis of an objective study. If that 
• 
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is not the case or not possible for certain depart-
ments, it may then be necessary to decide on an 
external efficiency study of individual depart-
ments or of the entire secretariat by an inde-
pendent efficiency office. 
Mr President, I emphasize efficiency because we 
are concerned at the rapid growth of our secre-
tariat which has considerable advantages but 
also brings with it the risk of inefficiency. We 
consider an expert study into the working of 
our services basically more important than a 
straight cut in personnel expenditure, for 
example by lopping off a given percentage. 
Perhaps in the long run it may be necessary to 
make sweeping cuts if the results of the effi-
ciency study do not in fact lead to an effective 
reorganization. 
On behalf of my group I wish to thank the rap-
porteur on this matter, Miss Flesch, for her 
work. The Committee on Budgets adopted a 
reserved attitude on certain requests which were 
put forward. I consider that this reserve is quite 
right and I did my best to contribute to it. There 
is no real difficulty in putting forward argu-
ments to emphasize the desirability or even the 
neceSsity of further expenditure on a number of 
useful projects which might be said to further 
European unification. But unless a brake is 
applied, even though in some particular instances 
it may seem unreasonable, we shall be fanning 
the flames of inflation. We have therefore been 
reserved and sometimes harder than we should · 
really have liked. As a Parliament we must show 
overall restraint, confident that, under the 
leadership of reasonable persons, solutions can 
be found to attain in p~actice an optimum distri-
bution of our staff between the different tasks 
through internal transfers and movements as the 
work demands. 
In this connection I emphatically support on be-
half of my group the request that the Secretary-
General of our Parliament should find someone 
who can help. the Schuijt Fund to achieve its 
aims from among the present personnel and 
not by making a staff increase. It seems that 
this initiative, which originated from our Par-
liament, will come to nothing unless a few-
they need not be many-enthusiastic persons 
can be found to perform the corresponding 
activities. And I hope that our Secretary-General 
will be able to find rapidly among his staff an 
enthusiastic colleague able to ensure the success 
of an activity designed to make Europe, the 
European Community and our European Parlia-
ment better known among leading young Ame-
ricans. 
In general it will be sufficient for me to say that 
a great majority of members of our Group sup-
port all the amendments and the opinion of the 
Committee on Budgets on the Parliament and 
Council., Under the leadership of Mr Aigner an 
initiative has even been taken by a majority 
with a view to tabling jointly with the other 
groups an amendment to obtain rather higher 
appropriations for visitors' groups with a view 
to the forthcoming direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament. This point seems to be given 
too little attention but the matter will be con-
sidered in further detail when this amendment 
is called. 
I would like to add a personal comment on 
expenditure on publications. I personally did not 
vote in favour of the increase in appropriations 
for publications because I considex: that we 
should be very cautious about publishing 
expensive books while we are still in a state of 
flux. Consideration is for example now being 
given to the publication of a handbook on Par-
liamentary procedure. But our Parliamentary 
procedure is still changing from year to year. 
This year's procedure differs from· last year's 
and we hope-this point was raised earlier today 
-that our procedure and certainly our budgeta-
ry procedure will be further improved next year 
as Parliament gains an increasingly important 
role. 
Well, Mr President, as we are making progress 
each year in developing our powers, and hence 
also in changing our procedures, we must not 
in my view publish expensive books which then 
simply have to be revised again and only remain 
as decoration on bookshelves because a number 
of pages are no longer up-to-date next year. I 
therefore recommend that Parliament should 
show· the necessary reserve in ·committing 
expenditure. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lord Bessborough to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Lord Bessborough. - Mr President, Mr Michael 
Shaw will be principal spokesman for the Euro-
pean Conservative Group, but I have been asked 
to follow up in this general section of the debate 
what I said in plenary sitting on 15 October in 
regard to concertation with the Council of Bud-
getary Ministers, since by chance I led Parlia-
ment's delegation at that meeting. I hope Mr 
President that the good relations established by 
Mr Aigner, Mr Cointat, Miss Flesch and myself 
on 22 September will continue, and that there 
will be further frank and fruitful discussions 
with the Council after our part-session here this 
week. Indeed, I might add in parentheses that I 
would hope that the precedent of meeting with 
the Council of Budgetary Ministers might be 
extended to Coimcil meetings of other ministers 
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and that two or three Members of Parliament 
who are specialists, say, in agriculture, energy, 
social or regional affairs or aid should regularly 
be entitled to attend, at least as observers, the 
relevant Council meetings which might continue 
to take place in private or even perhaps at some 
time in public. This suggestion regarding Council 
meetings may be fairly revolutionary, but I hope 
Mr Fabbri will discuss the idea with his col-
leagues. I thought it worked reasonably well so 
far · as regards the budget, and I feel sure it 
would lead to closer and more amicable relations 
with the Council in the long term. 
I should like to add that I was very happy last 
week to hear British Ministers in both Houses of 
the British Parliament say they hoped that this 
Parliament would use its margin of manoeuvre 
to reinstate cuts in the Social Fund. I would 
certainly support that, as I would many of the 
other amendments and modifications reinstating 
funds in other sectors, and especially in research 
and development. As a member of the Commit-
tee on Energy, Research and Technology I regard 
some of the cuts in regard to fusion and other 
alternative energy sources, which resulted in 
one case in retaining only the staff, but allocat-
ing no funds to the projects so that we would be 
paying qualified scientists to do nothing, as 
somewhat ludicrous. As a member of that com-
mittee I would support all the amendments 
which Mr Springorum has put forward and 
which Mr Aigner supports. I would particularly 
refer to the amendment on exploration for ura-
nium within the Community, for which the Com-
mission allocated quite a modest sum. 
Thete is very little waste or slack in the budget 
of the Communities. We here are all aware of 
this. However, there are many citizens of the 
member countries who from impressions gained 
f.rom the newspapers consider that irregularities 
and frauds have reached substantial proportions. 
To set their minds at ease and to ensure proper 
control of expenditure, there is, I think, need for 
a committee of the public accounts type to 
scrutinize the implementation of the budget of 
the Communities. This would be a most worth-
while function and would be likely to pay off 
in terms of greater readiness on the part of the 
public to support the finances ·of the Commu-
nities in the knowledge that money was well 
spent. This is a matter which has been given 
increasing prominence of late and is one which 
should not be neglected I think in this debate. 
The Court· of Auditors will of course fulfil a 
vital role. I feel however that this House should 
give the work of the Court a political dimension. 
To this end a separate public accounts commit-
tee, always advocated by my group, would be 
a useful adjunct. In r~gard to the Court of Au-
ditors I hope that all fdember States will ratify 
the Treaty setting it up as soon as possible. 
One must deplore the fact, as Mr Cointat has 
said, that the draft budget is not a coherent 
political document containing a set of forecasts, 
but an .accounting record intended for cashiers 
rather than politicians. We know how this came 
about, and we regret the hasty and ill-judged 
cutbacks in vital areas of Community expend-
iture, which have led to the emergence of a 
financial document which cannot be held to be 
a real budget. Unfortunately, it is also a fact 
that, because of the limited scope for manoeuvre 
available to us and because of hardened attitudes 
in certain quarters, everything cannot be set 
right. One must hope that the arbitrary and, I 
believe, short-sighted cuts made by the Council 
will not erode public confidence in the Com-
munity and cause lasting damage to the 
prospects of real policies emerging in key areas. 
When certain changes need to be made in the 
budget, the work should be put in train almost, 
I think, a year in advance to ensure that deli-
berate examination is given to the implications. 
The new timetable is therefore of some urgency. 
The time to start getting the 1977 budget right 
will be the spring of next year. As soon as we 
can we should examine the ravaged policies-! 
can only describe them as · such-which the 
Council saw fit to set back, and try to put 
together a coherent and comprehensive guide-
line for the year after next. 
Finally, Mr President, I think I should say that I 
consider that the Council have been timid in 
their approach to the 1976 budget. They have 
underestimated the maturity of European tax-
payers and their readiness to shoulder burdens 
that well-designed policies imply in the short 
run. The Council should have been more cou-
rageous in facing up to the challenge of Europe. 
In this general area of the budget I believe that 
multi-annual budgeting has a major role to play. 
It would set the annual budget in the context 
of thE! longer-term perspective and highlight the 
damage to the coherence of the basic policies 
that would result from over-rapid pruning for 
what might appear to be short-term gains, but 
would involve us in further avoidable supple-
mentary budgets. 
One word about compulsory and non-compulso-
ry expenditure, to which Mr Lange and others 
have referred. This distinction between the two 
types of expenditure is, Mr President, entirely 
artificial and must be eliminated as soon as pos-
sible. Even the Council inust be coming round 
to this way of thinking, to judge by the tone of 
their recent communications. For once I feel I 
must be really tough and say that unless steps 
are speedily taken to get rid of this anomaly, I 
shall not be able to advise my group next year 
to vote· for the budget as a whole. 
(Applause) 
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President. - I call Mr Fabbrini to speak on 
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Fabbrini. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, as was the case in previous years, we 
in this Assembly are celebrating the old budgeta-
ry ritual which is renewed every year: the Com-
mission proposes; the Council inevitably makes 
cuts and the European Parliament through its 
modifications and amendments, then tends to 
re-enter in the budget the expenditure deleted 
by the Council. The European Parliament, 
lacking the powers we have been requesting for 
so many years without success, is still a prisoner 
in the same vicious circle. And our Parliament 
will certainly remain in this impasse at least 
until it manages to break out from the position 
of inferiority in which it is placed within the 
institutional structure of the Community. 
While the cuts made to the budgets of previous 
years were serious and sweeping, the cuts made 
by the Council in the 1976 budget are even more 
far-reaching because of the economic and social 
crisis which the Community countries are all 
now experiencing. The essential elements of this 
economic and social crisis are well known but I 
should like to summarize them briefly here. The 
inflationary process which is rightly causing 
concern to the Community governments is con-
tinuing; the rate of productive investments 
almost everywhere in the nine Community 
countries, which was already weak in previous 
years, is not rising and remains well below the 
current needs. Unemployment has reached an 
alarming level and is now in all the nine Mem-
ber States the fundamental problem to whose 
solution a substantial proportion of the available 
resources must be committed, especially as the 
prospect of a general economic upturn is becom-
ing more remote, or at least is not as immediate 
as some supposed a few months ago. 
We are therefore facing an extremely difficult 
and complex economic and social situation which 
requires and will continue to require next year 
bold and energetic measures, to borrow a phrase 
used in Mr Cointat's report, of economic revival; 
these measures are being considered and to some 
extent implemented by certain national govern-
ments who are taking up a position in this area, 
sometimes in the context of the drafting and 
discussion of the national budgets. 
This being the situation the first question which 
arises for our Assembly is as follows: is the 
budget of the Communities and more particular-
ly the operational budget of the Commission in 
the form proposed by the Council of Ministers 
equal to the most urgent tasks which the situa-
tion now imposes on all of us? Does this budget 
meet the priority requirement of helping, always 
with 'n the limits of what is possible, to combat 
the rious phenomenon of unemployment which, 
aid, has reached extremely high levels? 
In view the budget must be judged against 
the ckground of that situation and our answers 
to th questions I have just raised are absolutely 
nega ·ve. In our view this Community budget 
falls jwell short of the strategy and content of 
the ational budgets; it reflects a policy of 
stag tion instead of the dynamic policy which 
was illed for. The Council itself does not hide 
this . ct since it explicitly states, in justification 
of t cuts made in the budget, that it was 
guid . by the principle of austerity; it also states 
that !t will try as far as possible to make other 
savi~~s. even before the budget is finally 
adOPfd· 
,, 
We ~1 know what the result of the Council's 
spirit I of austerity has been; but I must remind 
you o~ it here: the appropriations for the EAGGF 
subm~tted by the Commission are the only ones 
whicij have not been reduced and have been 
main!ined in full by the Council. But these 
appr riations-I said this last time and wish 
to re eat it in this second debate--are an im-
porta t source of wastage and if savings are to 
be ef~l'!cted they should be made above all where 
there *s wastage. But the Council has not touched 
these !:appropriations. In this connection I per-
sonall!y view seriously the attitude followed by 
the mmittee on Budgets when it considered 
the v ious amendments and proposed modifica-
tions. !I'he Committee on Budgets, hiding behind 
the xcuse of leaving the entire political 
sibility for this agricultural budget to the 
, and not wishing to assume any responsi-
n dealing with the Community's agricul-
roducers, refused to examine in detail the 
ments tabled by the Committee on Agri-
. and certain parliamentarians, thus 
g in substance, for reasons which to my 
re not convincing, the same position as 
neil which considered that the appropria-
tions . r agricultural policy could not be touched. 
I hop that these amendments which were not 
consid red by the Committee on Budgets will be 
put f ward again here, so that .our Assembly 
can u them as a point of departure for a con-
cret~ ebate on the merits of the appropriations 
prov1 . d for the EAGGF. Under these condi-
tions, bile maintaining the appropriations for 
the ag, icultural sector unchanged and since the 
Counc ~ished definitely to make savings, it 
. v1table that the axe of austerity, as we 
say m y country, would fall on the other items 
of ope ational expenditure. The results of this 
we ha e already seen but it is worth returning 
to the above all to show, in the spirit I refer-
red to :earlier, the need for a dynamic budget, 
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instead of a budget of stagnation, to highlight 
the contrast which exists between the policy 
adopted by the Council and the needs of the 
Communities. 
The axe has fallen on the social sector where the 
political and human sensitivity of the Council 
members and· of our parliamentarians should 
have led to an increase in appropriations, pre-
cisely because the workers of the Community 
pay the highest price in the crisis we are 
experiencing, for which in my judgment they 
are not responsible. 
The axe has fallen on the research and energy 
sector which, in my view, is the most delicate 
sector of all and also the most important to the 
future of the Community. I would like you not 
to forget the statement made last February in 
this very Chamber by President Ortoli. He then 
criticized a decline in the independence and au-
tonomy of the Community and appealed to all 
those who believe in Europe to do everything 
possible to at least make up the lost ground. 
I thought it worth recalling President Ortoli's 
words because if it is true that there can be no 
autonomy without a serious research policy and 
a serious energy policy, the cuts made in this 
sector by the Council, if they are not made good 
and if at the very least the appropriations 
provided by the Commission are not restored, 
will inevitably lead to a further decline in our 
autonomy and independence becaJUse, as I have 
said, there can be no real autonomy or inde-
pendence without a serious research and energy 
policy. 
A substantial cut has been made in the Regional 
Fund on the grounds that the governments 
would have had difficulty in using the appro-
priations originally entered; and this was done 
at the very time when concrete decisions were 
being taken to call for the 1975 contributions 
under the fund and when the governments most 
interested in this fund were demonstrating their 
wish to move rapidly in utilizing these resources 
and at a time when they were finding it neces-
sary to stimulate economic development and 
would inevitably resort to the appropriations 
made available for 1976. 
This reduction is therefore not justified; Parlia-
ment will restore part of the appropriation but 
I think that unless the Council accepts this 
partial re-entry, justice not be done to the 
requirement to use in full the resources made 
available by the Regional Fund. 
A further serious cut, against which the com-
mittee directly concerned as well as the Com-
mittee on Budgets have already reacted, con-
cerns aid to the developing countries. This cut 
contrasts with the undertakings entered into by 
the Council, Commission, and Parliament 
towards the developing countries and is being 
made at a time when these countries have even 
greater need for aid because, like the workers 
in the nine Community Member countries, they 
are suffering extremely serious consequences of 
the current economic and social crisis, whose 
main aspects I have already recalled. 
For these basic reasons our Parliament cannot 
accept the Council's draft budget. Before con-
cluding, I wish to make a few remarks on the 
motion for a resolution drafted by the rappor-
teur, Mr Cointat, and approved by a majority of 
members of the Committee on Budgets. 
I appreciated the effort of criticism made by the 
draftsman and endorse above all the content of 
paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution which 
reads: 'considers that the draft budget submitted 
to it is not a coherent political document con-
taining a set of forecasts but an accounting 
record intended for cashiers· rather than for 
politicians', and we of course are all politicians. 
I must admit that I also amused myself a litttle 
by counting up the commonest words in the 
resolution. I found for example that this resolu-
tion, which is not so very long deplores at least 
six times, or maybe seven in the latest version, 
the Council's attitude. I have read a great many 
resolutions and it seems to me that the verb 
'to deplore' is surely the one used most com-
monly in this Parliament because there are no 
resolutions adopted by us which do not deplore 
something or other repeatedly as in the present 
case. The word 'inadequacy' is used at least three 
or four times while the behaviour of the Council 
is described as 'inadmissible' at least twice. 
It follows that if we wish to draw a conclusion 
from this resolution, which in paragraph 3 
defines the budget as a document for cashiers 
and not for a political assembly such as ours, 
in addition to deploring the Council's attitude 
and speaking of inadequacies and inadmissible 
aspects we should reach the conclusion, which 
I consider logical enough, that this budget can-
not and should not be approved by our Assem-
bly. Despite these critical aspects the resolution 
concludes on the contrary by saying that Parlia-
ment hopes that the Council will take account 
of Parliament's proposed modifications and draft 
amendments. 
I must say at once that my group does not share 
this hope; we view the entire budget as unsatis-
factory, not only for the reasons that I have 
outlined today but also for those I enumerated 
in the previous debate; we shall try as far as 
we can to improve the budget by approving 
those amendments which comply with the aims 
to which I have referred above. Nevertheless 
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even if the budget adopted at this stage at least 
by Parliament resembles that drafted by the 
Col}lmission, we shall not be able to vote in 
favour, because a budget of this kind remains 
still profoundly unbalanced and there is nothing 
to suggest that a far-reaching review will be 
made. While indicating that we shall vote 
against the budget, in particular the section 
referring to the Commission, I wish to point 
out now that we shall vote in favour of the 
internal budget of our own Parliament. 
(Applause from the benches of the Communist 
and Allies Group) 
,President. - I call Mr De Sanctis. 
Mr De Sanctis. - (I) Mr President, in the 
liturgy Qf this Paruiament I do not represent 
a duly constituted political group but I must say 
at once that this will not make my position in 
today's debate any less committed; this is a 
delicate point in our history and a difficult 
problem, a.nd moreover I must .reflect the think-
ing of my colleagues, Mr RomuaJ.di and Mr 
Covelli, who belong to the same national political 
group as I do: not because that national political 
group wishes to assert a particular individuality 
here, but because in our present parliamentary 
situation I represent their votes as well. 
Since in this debate on the budget we are 
examining from the short and long term ·angle 
not only the role and functions of our P8Jl"lia-
ment- but also its way of acting and operating, I 
believe I can publicly express my own gratitude, 
and that of the colleagues I have just named, to 
President Spenale and to the entire Bureau for 
the way in which •this year a basis has begun 
gradually to be established for the position of 
the Members who are still not attached, even 
though our final objective of eliminating all 
disparity of treatment as far as our own position 
is concerned has not yet been reached. I wish 
to acknowledge the civic and democratic spirit 
and commitment with which President Spenale 
has enabled many of our requirements in this 
respect to be met and this public expression of 
appreciation also extends to our colleagues in 
the other groups who have helped to overcome 
some of our difficulties. 
But it is time for me to come to the substaa1ce 
of my speech on the general aspect of the budget, 
although I regret that it cannot form part of 
a group position on which other colleagues 
could also speak on other aspects. We wish to 
refer to the general aspect of this debate and 
I would point out, Mr President, without a.ny 
further preamble, that as happens in the delbate 
on any budget in this Parliament and in the 
national parliaments, the problem to be resolved 
' 
her! is one of a disconcerting banality. The 
pro em is one of the alternative between how 
mu is being or should be spent and how it 
should be spent. The problepi is at one and the 
sami time extremely easy to formulate and 
diffi . ult to solve in an attempt to harmonize the 
two ~horns of the dilemma, because while they 
are he horns of a dilemma they must also be 
the~· etermining factor in a harmonious overall 
rela onship and a general political choice in 
ter , first of overall strategy and then of detail. 
In die logic of the situation characterizing the 
Ciunity institutions today-and I share the 
vie of those who have sa.id that there is 
n ng new today in comparison with the 
deb · last year or two years ago, except the 
accettuation of a trend which we consider 
ext~mely serious-in the context of this logic 
then ·i the Council, or at least so it seems to me, 
is th' body which is concerned solely with how 
muc is being or should be spent; the Parliament 
is ti1.ing to determine how the available money 
shou be spent; and the Commission in the 
mid e is trying to obtain for itself the ability 
to taJte certain action which would derive from 
hazn1ionization of the two factors I have 
indilted. 
I do P,ot wish to make the problem seem banal 
but · would add to the comments of other 
coli ues the equally obvious remark that this 
bud t deserves criticism from the general aspect 
of t lack of a basic political choice. We know 
the individual national forces are repre-
in the Council; it is a forum made up of 
repr entives .of the individual countries where 
the mmunity aims and spirit, which are some-
exalted rather rhetorically by summit 
nces, become more indistinct, confused 
eneral in practical terms than is the case 
r Parliament. 
the problem which must 
be o.' ercome if we are to avoid the risk of 
fall~ into an incurable contradiction. It is no 
use, entlemen of the Council, Mr President, 
to s ak of the political prospect of progress 
tow ,ds European Union and of direct elections 
in 1978, which might be no more than a mytho-
logicil and unreal reference if matters within 
the ropean Community are arranged on the 
basis iof a dialectic between the institutions, a 
point1which other speakers have criticized before 
me a'-d which I too would like to stress. It is no 
use ~inking of the powers and functions not 
only lin the budgetary sphere but also in the 
matt«:~r of freedom to take decisions, powers of 
contr~l and immediate action of the European 
Parli.ment, meaning a European Parliament 
direc1!ly elected by universal suffrage, unless in 
the ~an time the existing system is changed, and 
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there is no point in cur welcoming the prospect 
of an event which would only become more and 
more remote without such change if indeed it can 
be realized a.t all; without change it would only 
result in further confusion and failures. 
We must overcome our doubts and break away 
from this strange dialectic which seems on the 
surface to resemble a myth, and myths in politics 
are always more dangerous than they a.re in 
philosophy or religion. We do of course need to 
refer to something in the nature of a spiritual 
aim or a guiding idea, namely the princiiple of 
Europe and the principle of a European identity 
which we must all assert in our modest daily 
dealings. 
At a delicate time like this the budget of the 
Community, which is such a fundamental docu-
ment must not-as others have said-become 
a mere accounting record without political 
significance 'and content. Gentlemen of the 
Council and Commission, fellow Members, the 
problem is one of a political choice and of poli-
tical resolve. Is this rhetoric? No! It simply 
reflects a growing expectation on the part of the 
general population of our Member States, while 
on the other hand we have an excessively 
negative approach based on negation, negligence 
ap.d stagnation, as other colleagues have said, 
which cannot meet our hopes or help our day-to-
day activities. 
Adopting, from a real sense of responsibility, the 
attitude of awaiting the results of the debate 
which will be held later in the day and therefore 
reserving our position on the general or detailed 
approval of the budget according to the outcome 
of this debate, we must say that our concern 
centres-as other colleagues pointed out this 
morning but which we must underline in even 
more severe terms-on the proposals made by 
the Council which have been partly opposed by 
. the Commission and strongly opposed by Parlia-
ment in the area of social policy. 
Why do I concentrate on this aspect? Not so 
much through my predilection for problems of 
this kind but because in the Community context 
at a time when a battle must be fought against 
the general European re¢ession and the recession 
in the Member States of the Community, denial 
that social policy must represent one of the focal 
points of progress in Europe and that it must 
help to solve the ·basic problems, implies a lack 
of conviction or of any political choice which 
oould give our Community a meaning a.nd con-
tent. Hence my real concern which does not 
stem from demagogy or a sectoral approach but 
is explained by the general crisis Europe is 
e~periencing at the time of our debate. 
I would base a second observation on the 
splendid report by Mr Cointatt, whom I too wish 
to thank publicly, when he stresses that in the 
context of the common agricuLtural policy {which 
has so far been one of the guiding features of 
our general economic activity) social investments 
have been overlooked, further cut or limited, 
thus denying the reality of whlllt we see as one 
of the basic mea.ns of overcoming now and in 
the future the crisis in the area of full employ-
ment, anti-inflation policy and policy against 
the recession in general if Europe is to move and 
move forward. This is the fact which underlines 
the inadequacy of the Council's approach in 
comparison with the attitude of our Parliament, 
regardless of how the final vote turns out, and 
shows also how the Council is unable to live up 
to the expectations of European public opinion 
which is looking not only for respect for its 
legitimate interests but also for compliance with 
certain specific subjective rights, to use a legal 
phrase, whose importance and scope we cannot 
possibly overlook. 
What then must be done tht;ough this debate 
for today, for tomorrow and for the more distant 
future? We must strike a harmonious balance 
between the two aspects of the dilemma between 
how much is spent and how it is spent. The 
actual amount of expenditure is not as important 
in this context as the political resolve with 
which expenditure is committed. 
A previous speaker criticized just now the 
validity, for a.n organization such as ours, of the 
distinction between compulsory and non-com-
pulsory expenditure. This distinction also exists 
in our country and so I shall not reproach anyone 
in this connection but in our country too it is 
criticized. In fact, when choices have to be 
made regarding the essential growth of a society 
it is impossible to understand why a.ny difference 
should be made in the area of public expenditure 
between what is necessary and what may be 
described as voluntary, which seems basically 
to be the distinction, from the moral a.ngle too, 
between compulsory and non-compulsory ex-
penditure. The Cointat report also criticizes the 
present structure of the budget which presup-
poses the submission of supplementary budgets; 
the report calls for organic muilti-annual estim-
ates. 
Individual states sometimes manage with grea.t 
difficulty to draw up such estimates. Our coun-
try, if I may speak for a moment among ltalians, 
Mr President of the Council of Ministers, 
cannot claim to set an example to others in this 
respect. But in our Community, multi-annual 
estimates are essential to the organic construc-
tion of a Europe which is more than a mere 
day-to-day concern but the Europe of direct 
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elections in 1978 and the Europe of the 1980s; 
that is why we need a moral rather than legal 
and political commitment and in failing to call 
for that commitment we should be betraying our 
conviction as Europeans, which I hope is shared 
by all of us. 
(Applause) 
President. - The proceedings will now be sus-
pended until 3 p.m. 
(The sitting was suspended at 1.10 p.m. and 
resumed at 3.05 p.m.) 
IN THE CHAffi: MR SPENALE 
President 
President. - The sitting is resumed. 
The next item is the resumption of the debate 
on the draft general budget of the Communities 
for 1976. 
I am happy to welcome along with Mr Fabbri, 
Mr Poncelet, member of the Council, whose 
important contribution to our budget debate in 
1974 was highly appreciated by Parliament. In 
dec1ding to attend the budget debate again this 
year, Mr Poncelet proves once again his com-
mitment to Europe and his awareness of the 
increasingly important role which Parliament is 
to assume. 
I call Mr Hansen to speak on behalf of the 
Soci~list Group. 
Mr Hansen. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, the Socialist Group keenly ap-
preciates the excellent work done by the Com-
mittee on Budgets and in particular by its 
outstanding rapporteur, Miss Flesch. 
ClearJy, in the prevailing economic and social 
situation, an operational budget could only be 
established in a spirit of some austerity. In that 
same spirit the Committee on Budgets confirmed 
its guideline which led Parliament to reduce by 
500/o increases due to cost rises in 21 articles or 
items in its estimates in section 1 of the draft 
general budget of the European Communities. 
The committee has only accepted those increases 
in appropriations which are absolutely essential 
for the operation of the institutions. It will now 
be for the responsible authorities in these institu-
tions to consider in detail how personnel can be 
used most rationally as a function of the financial 
resources allocated to obtain maximum efficiency 
in action; that efficiency certainly cannot be 
reduced now in face of the ever-widening tasks 
the C~mmunity is called upon to accomplish. 
Cleady too the devoted staff" of the institutions 
must not be alone in bearing the brunt of this 
austerity and the right of these officials to 
equitable increases in their saJ.ary taking a.coount 
of the rising cost of living, cannot be questioned. 
The Socialist Group sees no difficulty in accept-
ing the amendments proposed by the Committee 
on Buqgets. It wishes, however, to commend to 
the attention of this Assembly the amendment to 
be tabled by several group cha.irme~, including 
Mr Fellepnaier, with a view to obtaining further 
appropriations to enable various groups of the 
European population to enter into contact with 
the European Parliament which, af.ter all, repre-
sents the peoples of Europe. This small additional 
sum is designed in particular to compensate the 
increase in the cost of transport. 
The Socialist Group has no special observations 
to make on sections 2 and 4 relating to the 
Council and Court of Justice. 
Mr President, allow me to conclude by expressing 
the personal hope that the economic situation 
will enable the Parliament to grant the institu-
tions next year all the technical resources a.nd 
personnel they may need to intensify the effort 
of Community integration., 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Fabbrini to speak on 
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Fabbrini. - (I) Mr President, I am deputizing 
for Mr Bordu the first signatory of the amend-
ment who has been detained, like other French 
Members, by the commemoration services in 
France today. 
The amendment is clearly formulated. It is a 
proposal designed to establish all the local staff 
employed by the Community institutions so as 
to avoid any disparity between the local staff 
members who have already been established 
and other local staff. This amendment submitted 
by our group does not involve any expenditure 
additional to that foreseen in the budget and I 
therefore hope that the Assembly will vote in 
favour of it. 
President. - I call Mr Couste to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Couste. - (F) Mr President, we tabled 
Amendment No 36. The Committee on Budgets 
adopted the principle of this amendment, 
namely that we wished to enter in the budget / 
a new item entitled 'subsidies for the cost of 
visits by leading figures from the Members 
States'. 
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The Committee on Budgets is also tabling an 
amendment, No 77, which provides for a token 
entry against this new budget item. 
We are pleased to note that our Amendment 
No 36 has enabled a new item to be created, 
thus filling a gap which, as you, Mr President, 
know better than anyone else, existed in the 
functioning of our Parliamentary institution. 
That is why we have decided-and I would like 
the Assembly to note this-to withdraw Amend-
ment No 36 and vote in favour of Amendment 
No 77 tabled by the Committee on Budgets. 
President. - I call Mr Shaw to speak on behalf 
of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Shaw.- Mr President, first of all I would 
like, on behalf of my group, to congratulate 
Mr Cointat on this report. He has given us not 
only a first-class presentation, but a first-class 
report as well. I believe that those of us who 
have studied the report will find that it contains 
everything that we could possibly wish for from 
the point of vie'Y of information, purpose, and 
tables, of all kinds and I believe that it is a 
document that every Member of this Parliament 
should consider with the very closest attention. 
I would also like to thank, as a member of the 
Committee on Budgets, Mr Lange, our chair-
man, for a very difficult and demanding task 
successfully carried through. Instead of the 
usual two meetings, we have had four, and some 
went on until midnight. I believe that he is .to 
be congratulated on faithfully guiding us 
through the discussion, at the same time allow-
ing us to have, within the confines of the debate, 
a general discussion on certain important prin- · 
ciples which I found personally one of the most 
interesting I have taken part in since I became 
a Member of this Parliament. 
I would also like to say, Mr President, that the 
chief cause for satisfaction, as I see it, in the 
way that the budget procedure has been applied 
this year, has been the way in which the dia-
logue between the Council and the delegation 
from Parliament led by Lord Bessborough was 
conducted. 
That success will, I hope, give an even greater 
significance to the wise words he gave us this 
morning and also to the warning that went with 
them. I, too, am glad to notice that Mr Poincelet 
has joined Mr Fabbri in listening to our discus-
sions today. Perhaps, who knows, next year we 
may have three wise men sitting with us in 
our deliberations of the budget. I believe this 
in itself shows a greater interest in and sympa-
thy with our deliberations, and I am sure we all 
welcome it. 
We are today considering a budget that began 
as a figure recommended by the Commission of 
some 8 OOOm u.a. That has been reduced by the 
Council to some 7 500m u.a., a reduction in detail 
of 601m. Large though those figures are, merit-
ing every seriousness on our part, it is right that 
we should remember that they do represent 
only 0.6V/o of the total GNP of the EEC coun-
tries, and if we look at it in terms of the total 
budget of the Community countries, just over 
2'0fo of those budgets. In examining these figures, 
we must remember that in the present economic 
climate it is natural that the Council should be 
seeking, as indeed all national governments are, 
to cut back on commitments. But having said 
that, I think we also ought to remember that 
the Community budget is no ordinary budget, 
since it consists largely of expenditure in the 
agricultural sector, and for the rest, much of 
the expenditure is on on-going programmes 
connected with the social, the regional and the 
research policies that we have. 
So far as the agricultural Guarantee and Guid-
ance Sections are concerned, the Council has 
left the Commission figures as they were, 
because they felt that expenditure was in no 
way foreseeable, so that no purpose would be 
served by adjusting those figures. The Commit-
tee on Budgets also felt that any specific altera-
tions to these figures would be lacking in reality 
and, indeed, possibly misleading, and I am 
bound to say that I support that view. We are, 
however, as a group very strongly of the view 
that it is regrettable that the desire for economy 
which is expressed by the Council in its treat-
ment of other sectors of the budget, is not in 
some way shown to be felt by the Council with 
regard to the agricultural sector, and I hope 
that we shall receive firm reassurances on this 
point from the Council today. 
Whilst the rapporteur-rightly in my view-
refuses to enter into detailed amendments of 
the Guarantee Section, because we lack the 
necessary knowledge to make such amendments 
meaningful, I should perhaps say why I myself 
am against the situation that we should seek 
to have appropriations entered in the general 
reserve, that is to say, in Chapter 98, so that we 
can then later make transfers if and when it 
is claimed that this money is required. My 
explanation is a simple one: under the unsatis-
factory Financial Regulation we have as a 
Parliament virtually no powers over transfers. 
Parliament has only the right to be consulted, 
and in an emergency not even that power. 
So much for the agricultural sector. What of 
the rest? Clearly the Council is right to seek 
economies, as I have already said, wherever it 
can. Yet, equally clearly such economies should 
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only be made if the Council can show that the 
Commission has got its sums wrong, or that it 
is including appropriations relating to decisions 
which the Council has not yet taken, for as we 
all know, there are two schools of thought as 
to what should be included in the budget: that 
of the Council and that of the rest of us. 
I would therefore ask the Commission some 
simple, straightforward questions. The first 
concerns the Social Fund, which has been 
reduced by some lOOm u.a.-40m as a means of 
general financial stringency, 60m which relates 
to anti-crisis measures that have not yet been 
put forward. Does the Commission still believe 
that this sum of 60m u.a. will be required? 
My second question concerns the regional sector. 
The Council has felt that the requirement of 
450m u.a. for 1976 was too large, and it has put 
in a figure of some 300m u.a. It also claims that 
no payment has yet been made for the year 
1975. It may not have been made when the 
budget was drawn up, but payments were 
authorized in October amounting to 93.9m u.a., 
and further authorizations will, we understand, 
be made in December. And so, as the rapporteur 
has said, most of the requirements of this year 
will in fact have been taken up. The question 
is therefore: Does the Commission still adhere 
to its original figure of 450m u.a. or does it 
now admit that this was an overestimation? 
The third question is: if the Council does in fact 
take the decisions anticipated of it by the Com-
mission in drawing up the appropriations for 
research and technology and for development 
and cooperation, does the Commission still stand 
by its figures? · 
I ask these questions, Mr President, because if 
the Commission does hold to its figures, then 
I must say that the basis on which the Council 
has acted succeeds in removing any real mean-
ing from this budget. Of course, I accept that 
after all we shall only make progress if we 
really try to understand the problems of all the 
institutions and not just of our own. I fully 
accept that the Council itself has its own dif-
ficulties in reaching agreement within itself, but 
if we are determined to take the budget seri-
ously, we must embody within it both serious 
policy and serious transparency. The impression, 
I am bound to say, that has been given to Par-
liament is that the cuts made by the Council 
do not in the main signify substantial economies 
in the end. They are paper cuts arising from a 
system which is adopted by the Council, but 
which is not supported by the Treaty, by the 
Financial Regulation, by the Commission or by 
Parliament, or, it must be said, by the Council 
itself in the past. 
We must stress once again the need for the 
inclusion of all foreseeable expenditure ih the 
budget for any year. Supplementary budgets, 
I believe, will always be inevitable in certain 
cases, but they must be reduced to a minimum 
if our budgetary considerations are to have any 
meaning. I believe that as we move in to a 
system of own-resource financing, with the 
desire to get rid of supplementary budgets, we 
shall have to consider very seriously changing 
the financial year of the Community, because 
the financial year at the moment begins befo:re 
the agricultural review and some nine months 
before the results of the harvest are known. This 
makes accurate forecasting in the agricultural 
field almost impossible, and I am bound to say 
that I believe a summer budget would be a 
much more realistic budget than one starting 
in January as it does at present. 
In spite of all the drawbacks in the practical 
issues I have raised, I would genuinely like to 
welcome the wider discussion between the insti-
tutions that has taken place. I would like _to 
welcome the promise of further alterations in 
the Financial Regulation, which we hQpe to see 
made next year and which will not only . make 
the budget better to regulate, but will also 
better represent our authority in its expansion. 
Finally, may I once again congratulate Mr ,Coin-
tat on a remarkable budget presentation. I 
believe this in itself shows how sei-iously we 
take the procedures of this Parliament. 
(.A-pplause) 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. - (F) 
Mr President, after the Council had considered 
the Commission's preliminary draft, only one 
major difficulty remained under titles 1 and 2, 
namely the problem of our establishment. 
I wish to thank the Committee on Budgets for 
having considered this problem objectively and 
with an open mind; it adopted a· constructive 
position on two of our requests, namely our 
specific needs, and in particular the needs 
resulting from the application of the Lome 
Convention, and the development of our policy 
of aid to the Third World. 
On the other hand the Commission regrets that 
the rapporteur's proposals relating to our struc-
tural requirements and the conversion of certain 
posts were not adopted. 
On the subject of the structural requirements, 
allow me to point out that the recent progress 
made by the Community and the increase in 
its executive responsibilities creates the objec-
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tive need for a growing number of executive 
posts alongside general administrative posts. In 
this area there seems to be an internal difficulty 
in the administrative organization of the Com-
mission to which we would draw Parliament's 
attention. 
As to the remainder of the operating budget, I 
note that the Council, despite its efforts, found 
no room for further cuts, which confirms the 
fact that we had already made -them in the 
Commission. 
I would, however, point out that the Committee 
on Budgets recommends the re-entry of the 
appropriation for building loans. 
Finally we are extremely pleased that the Com-
mittee on Budgets is recommending Parliament 
to adopt an appropriation for prior consultation 
of the unions. In the period we are now entering, 
constant consultation of the workers' represen-
tatives is an imperative requirement. This can-
not always be done when regulations have been 
finalized and in many cases must be carried out 
while we are still in the initial stage of our 
consideration. Hence the Commission's proposal 
for early consultation of the unions. We are 
therefore also grateful to the Committee on 
Budgets for proposing the restoration of half-
unfortunately not more--of the appropriation 
which we proposed originally. 
President. - I call Mr Couste to speak on behalf 
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. 
Mr Couste.- (F) Mr President, Mr Cheysson has 
just pointed out that there were structural needs 
over and above the staff requirements for appli-
cation of the Lome Convention. Our group has 
tabled two amendments, Nos 89 and 90, in an 
attempt to meet the Commission's wishes and 
I hope that both the Parliament and the Council 
will support these two amendments. 
Amendment No 89 seeks to alter the establish-
ment plan by conversions of posts in categories 
A, B, C, and D. This will make it necessary to 
increase the Commission's expenditure by 
225 000 units of account and to increase revenue 
correspondingly. Amendment No 89 seeks to 
ensure reasonable promotion prospects for the 
Commission's staff in 1976. As the system stands 
at present, promotion possibilities can only arise 
from the vacancy of a new post created in the 
budget, a post released by the departure of the 
incumbent (death or retirement) or a conversion 
of post authorized by the budgetary authority. 
Since the average age of officials is very low 
at present, following operations to release posts 
when the Communities were enlarged, and since 
the Commission did not request new posts in 
1974 and 1975-except for the technical and 
linguistic sectors-there will clearly be few, if 
any, promotions in 1976 unless the Parliament 
takes over the Commission's proposals which it 
had put forward in its preliminary draft budget 
on the progress of the careers of its officials. I 
hope our Amendment No 89 will be accepted in 
this spirit. 
Amendment No 90 again concerns staff and 
seeks-this is a direct reply to the appeal by 
Mr Cheysson-to add 40 C grade posts to the 
Commission's establishment plan to make good 
the structural deficit. 
This involves increasing the Commission's 
expenditure by 550 000 u.a. and raising revenue 
accordingly. By this amendment we are seeking 
to restore partially-! stress the word partially 
-the appropriations requested by the Commis-
sion in its preliminary draft budget for 1976 
for B grade staff intended to make good the 
structural deficit in the Commission's establish-
ment. 
These requests are based on the development of 
the Commission's administrative activities and 
on the application of the plurilingual system in 
the Commission's departments. The present 
situation is all the more disturbing as the struc-
ture of the Commission's establishment is inap-
propriate. The quantitative imbalance between 
the administrative staff in category A and the 
executive and clerical staff in categories B, C, 
and D leads to a constant devaluation and a 
substantial loss of output and a redtiction in the 
quality of the work done by A grade staff. 
According to the Commission of the Communi-
ties the posts should be distributed as follows: 
5 C1, 30 C3/C2, and 5 C5/4. 
The percentage distribution of staff on the basis 
of our tables would therefore be modified and 
I hope that this amendment will be supported 
by our Assembly; I also hope that both amend-
ments will meet with the Council's approval, 
thus complying with the justified request made 
by Mr Cheysson, the Commissioner responsible 
for the 1976 budget of the Commission. ' 
President. - I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, in 
my capacity as rapporteur it is my· duty to faith-
fully interpret the views of the Committee on 
Budgets and not to express my own opinions. 
The committee adopted a position of austerity 
in the staff sector which means that it rejected 
a number of amendments, including those that 
Mr Couste has just outlined. It will reconsider 
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them tomorrow to give its opinion but I must 
point out that the Committee on Budgets did 
not refuse all the amendments; it only accepted 
those which it considered essential and a matter 
of priority. 
The Committee on Budgets is well aware that 
there are three important types of problem in 
the personnel sphere. The first is the structural 
deficit, which means that in general there are 
far more officers than ordinary soldiers and a 
shortage of C grade staff in relation to B and A 
grades, but the Committee on Budgets wondered 
whether this was because there are not enough 
C grade staff or too many A grades. It simply 
wishes to draw the attention of the Commission 
and Council to this point so that the situation 
can be normalized. 
The second problem concerns the additional 
staff the Commission needs to carry out its 
tasks, in particular the new tasks under the 
Lome Convention or c6ntrol activities under the 
EAGGF. On this point the Committee on 
Budgets agreed with the Commission; it felt that 
the Council had been a little too severe and 
asks it to adjust its position slightly. 
Finally there is a third problem, that of con-
verting posts so that our personnel are able to 
have a normal career; there is no doubt that 
in a young administration like the European 
Community there are bound to be bottlenecks 
and promotion may be blocked for many years 
without any possible remedy except that of 
arranging promotions which do not accord enti-
rely with th~ Staff Regulations. 
The Committee on Budgets gives a negative 
answer on this point in its amendment but con-
siders that studies must be speeded up on the 
Staff Regulations of European officials; we hope 
this will enable the difficulties to be resolved. 
Meanwhile, the Committee considers that 
recruitment should centre on young staff so as 
to better organize or normalize as far as possible 
the age pyramid and avoid bottlenecks. 
There remains a further problem which is not 
t:be subject of an amendment but to which I 
believe the Council's attention should be drawn, 
namely ,that of the technical B grades who seem 
to be blocked in their careers and should be able 
to gain access to grade A. This is a problem 
which has not been the subject of positive deci-
sions but I believe it warrants special attention. 
Mr President, I wanted to put these additional 
ideas and explanations to Parliament. 
President. - I call Mr Bangemann to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Bangemann.- (D) Mr President, this is the 
very point on which I said earlier today that 
there were inconsistencies. 
Unfortunately I have not yet received draft 
Amendments No 86 and No 90 to which Mr 
Couste referred. I assume, however, in view of 
his remarks that these are the same requests 
which the Committee on Budgets has already 
refused. I really cannot understand his justifica-
tion then. Let me explain the situation: draft 
Amendment No 4 which I have before me con-
tains a request which we considered in the 
Committee on Budgets to create five new B 
posts and fifty new C posts with the justification 
that this is a structural improvement because 
there are too many A posts in comparison with 
B and C posts. 
This could have been a matter for discussion, 
but in draft Amendment No 2 the same authors 
request the creation of 7 new A posts without 
asking for the corresponding B and C posts. In 
my view this is an inconsistency. On the one 
hand new A posts are being created and/or B 
posts upgraded to A thus creating an imbalance 
in the personnel structure; sul:;>sequently new C 
posts are requested on the grounds that the 
structure must be brought into balance again. 
In my view this is not a genuine justification 
and I am therefore sorry to say on behalf of 
my group that I cannot accept these new appli-
cations by Mr Couste, just as I could not accept 
them in the Committee on Budgets because I 
cannot see their objective justification. 
My reasoning does not extend ·to requests for 
new posts for which there is a material justifica-
tion. I and my group are perfectly willing to 
create new posts or upgrade existing posts if 
there is an objective justification for doing so. 
The term structural deficit can be used to justify 
anything. This is also apparent from the philo-
sophy of structuralism in France. It can be used 
to justify Marxism, Liberalism, or Conservatism. 
You can always find a structural deficit. You 
simply need to look around and you will see a 
justification; economy measures are necessary 
now and this approach does not seem acceptable 
to us. 
President. - Ladies and gentlemen, since Mr 
Cointat mentioned the matter of revision of the 
Staff Regulations, I should like to draw the 
attention of the Council to one particular aspect 
of the subject, namely that both the staff and 
the administration of our Institution definitely 
want to be properly represented in the discus-
sions concerning staff matters. 
There are two specific reasons for this: the first 
is that our Assembly is a budgetary authority; 
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the second is that decisions taken without the 
participation of our Assembly have repercus-
sions on relations between the Assembly and its 
staff. I hope that we can be given an answer 
on this matter presently. 
I call Mr Brunner. 
Mr Brunner, member of the Commission.- (D) 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall be 
considering the budget estimates for energy 
policy and research. I believe it is appropriate 
for these two policies to be considered jointly 
because research policy forms part of the Com-
munity's energy strategy, secondly because the 
two aspects are so closely related as is apparent 
in the budget, and thirdly because these sectors 
do not lend themselves to false economies. In 
dealing with this subject we must bear in mind 
the long-term effect of the funds made avail-
able. We cannot make short-term savings at the 
wrong place simply because we have a recession 
and thus endanger our future. 
You were therefore quite right in re-entering 
the appropriations for these titles. The Commis-
sion is grateful to you for doing so and parti-
cularly welcomes the fact that commitment 
authorizations are being entered in the budget 
alongside the payment authorizations. This will 
enable plans to be made beyond the year 1976. 
I come now to research policy. Let me recall a 
few facts. Firstly, Community expenditure on 
research amounts to only 1°/o of the public funds 
spent on research in the Community Member 
States. Secondly, research expenditure repre-
sents only 2.50fo of the total budget of our Com-
munity. As you can see, the figures are very 
modest. This is the minimum needed if we are 
to acquire the necessary experience to develop 
joint standards in the Community. 
I am therefore particularly grateful to the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology for 
re-entering these appropriations. I am also 
grateful to the Committee on Budgets for 
endorsing this view. 
Y.ou have transferred commitment authoriza-
tions and payment authorizations for Title IX 
to Title VIII and in so doing strengthened the 
research substance of the Joint Research Centre. 
Because you have taken this bold step I should 
like to say a word about the future programme 
of the Joint Research Centre. 
We wish to focus our activity on two areas, 
namely energy research and environmental 
research. In the area of energy research we are 
primarily concerned with reactor safety. The 
reason for this is obvious. Citizens of this Com-
munity are rightly calling for the risks of 
nuclear energy to be cut to a tolerable mtm-
mum. Unless we in the Community develop joint 
safety standards, we shall not be able to meet 
this demand on the part of the citizens of 
Europe. We must therefore meet our task here 
and our citizens are entitled to expect us to do 
so. For that reason alone you were quite right 
in re-entering these appropriations. It would 
have been irresponsible to follow the Council's 
recommendation here. 
In the research sector we are particularly con-
cerned with the indirect research actions includ-
ing fusion. The other actions concerned are 
biology and health protection, reference mate-
rials and reference methods, environmental pro-
tection and the Dragon Agreement. In all these 
cases the Commission has proposed that the 
Council should continue current research work. 
We believe that these research programmes 
were a success and we hope they are worth 
continuing. 
There is no need for me to tell you how impor-
tant fumon research is among these projects. 
Fusion energy has great advantages; it is not 
harmful to the environment. Unlimited quanti-
ties of the fuels deuterium and tritium are con-
tained in water. They are therefore cheap and 
we can become independent of other energy 
sources if we develop this form of energy. 
We are fortunate in that our research is general-
ly recognized to lead the field here. As the 
central feature of our new fusion programme 
we have provided for the construction of a large 
plasma machine, the Joint European Torus or 
JET. I believe you have considerab1y facilitated 
by your decision the work of the research min-
isters who will be meeting on 4 December to 
decide on these programmes. In the 1976 draft 
budget the Commission entered 57.4 million 
units of account by way of payment authoriza-
tions for the new programmes. The Council 
deleted the bulk of these appropriations and 
only approved 8.4 million units of account for 
personnel expenditure. There is no need for me 
to explain to you how paradoxical it is to 
approve personnel expenditure while at the 
same time not granting the research staff the 
means of carrying on their work. 
You have altered the Council's decision and 
enabled these research workers to continue their 
activities. 
The path followed by the Council was also 
misguided from the budgetary policy angle. It 
would have made it necessary for the Com-
munity to resort to a supplementary budget and 
as you know it will be very difficult to have 
supplementary budgets in 1976. We should also 
have needed to interrupt the current program-
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mes and this would have meant throwing money 
out of the window. Finally, interruption of 
the programmes would have harmed all the 
work done in this connection in the national 
research establishments. These programmes are 
at one and the same time Community and 
national programmes. We should have had to 
break off in mid-stream a great deal of the 
work in which 4 000 persons are engaged, includ-
ing 1 200 research workers. 
I am most grateful that you have endorsed 
our arguments. I am also very pleased that you 
have given us in this way valuable guidance 
for establishing these titles of the budget. I 
believe that Parliament has discharged its task 
in the research and energy sector in an exem-
plary manner. The Commission is grateful to 
you for doing so. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAffi: MR MARTENS 
Vice-President 
President. - I call Mr Springorum, draftsman 
of the opinion of the Committee on Energy, 
Research and Technology. 
Mr Springorum. - (D) Mr President, ladies 
and gentlemen, I am very pleased that Mr 
Brunner was able to be here to address us. 
In so doing he has spared me the need to 
explain to you our concern when we heard of 
the Council's intention to delete substantial 
parts of the Commission's research and energy 
programme. I should like here to address a 
word of thanks to the Committee on Budgets 
and to its rapporteur who helped a great deal, 
after some discussion and clarification of cer-
tain points, in restoring the budget to a shape 
which is essential for a healthy research policy. 
I would like to quote an example to show how 
dangerous it may be to make savings in the 
wrong places. Mr Brunner spoke of nuclear 
fusion. My views do not coincide entirely with 
his regarding the harmlessness of fusion reactors 
to the environment; but fusion reactors have 
the enormous advantage of not generating 
nuclear waste. And it is vitally important to 
all of us to design as soon as possible a fusion 
reactor which operates economically so as to 
prevent polluting the environment with nuclear 
waste from fission reactors, since even if this 
waste can be kept safely in salt mines it will 
still be a burden on our environment. 
The need here is for us to save time. It does 
not matter how long it will take to develop an 
economically viable fusion reactor-whether 
this happens in the year 2005 or 2015; we must 
lose no time because in so doing we can reduce 
perhaps the period during which nuclear waste 
is generated which causes such concern to us 
and will surely do so to the next generation. 
I am also pleased that funds are being made 
available again for energy research and in the 
sphere of the Community development of 
hydrocarbons. It is simply impossible for the 
Council to make available 25 million units of 
account in one year as in this case for tech-
nical development in the hydrocarbon sector, 
and then to delete those funds next year despite 
the fact that this is research which must be 
carried on over an extended period and where 
it is quite impossible to work on the stop-go 
principle, ceasing activities at one point and 
starting them·up again at another. 
I believe that the money which is lacking for 
Community expenditure leads basically to the 
greatest possible waste of resources because this 
intermittent work will be more expensive and 
last longer than if there is an uninterrupted 
flow of funds. Mr Brunner was quite right in 
his observation that a saving here effectively 
endangers our future and I believe that the 
Council should pay more heed to the European 
Parliament on this. 
The Council should also be grateful for the 
budgetary powers of this Parliament. An initial 
parliamentary debate is held here which enables 
the Council to set priorities clearly in the 
national parliaments and those priorities are 
necessary. I believe that the Council should 
endorse our proposals and I should be par-
ticularly grateful if the funds now requested 
for energy research and environmental pro-
tection research were not included in the Par-
liament's margin for manoeuvre but in the 
ordinary budget, so that there will be no pros-
pect of supplementary budgets which bring with 
them the risk of further delay. 
(Loud applause) 
President. - I call Mr Suck, drafstman of the 
opinion of the Committee on Cultural Affairs 
and Youth. 
Mr Suek. - (D) Mr President, the Committee 
on Cultural Affairs and Youth is grateful that 
the measures requested have been for the most 
part approved. Firstly, we welcome the fact 
that 800 000 units of account have now been 
approved by the Committee on Budgets for 
educational activities as against the 1.5 million 
originally requested by the Commission. We 
consider that even if the corresponding article 
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is still blocked and can only be released when 
corresponding proposals have been submitted, 
it is particularly important for the appropriate 
measures to be possible in the education sector. 
We all realize the importance of measures to 
educate the children of migrant workers and 
above all of incentives to educate this sector 
of the population in the area of environmental 
protection. 
We also consider that promotion of the idea and 
system of European schools is important and 
we should always be ready to niake available 
the necessary funds for this purpose. It is, how-
ever, regrettable in this context that the appro-
priations for universities, in respect of which 
96 000 units of account were requested, have 
been cut by the Council by 10 000 u.a.; however, 
ih view of the fact that the amendment tabled 
by Mr Vandewiele and others requesting 
38 000 units of account for the Bruges Institute 
has been approved, we believe that the tasks 
arising under these titles can be fulfilled 
because Bruges will in future have a total of 
50 000 u.a. available to it. 
The appropriations for information of the public 
and participation in public events for which 
the Commission requested 5 600 000 units of 
account and which we believe necessary to 
enable the Commission to carry out its work in 
this sector, have unfortunately been cut by 
400 000 u.a. We discussed at great length 
Whether we should accept this cut and could 
justify it. Considering that the corresponding 
programmes have not yet been presented, we 
believe that 5 200 000 units of account will be 
sufficient. 
On the whole, then, I am grateful that our 
requests have been for the most part accepted 
and I believe and hope that this will enable 
our tasks to be carried out. 
(Applause) 
~resident. - I call Mr Frehsee to speak on 
b~half of the Committee on Agriculture. 
Mr Frehsee.- (D) Mr President, I have asked 
t~ speak on behalf of the Committee on Agri-
culture on Amendment No 16 relating to the 
j~int research programme "Biology - Health 
Protection" and in particular the adaptation of 
nuclear methods to agricultural and medical 
research. With this draft amendment, Mr Pres-
i<lent, we in the Committee on Agriculture 
a.j;ked for the appropriations to be increased by 
1~, 313 728 units of account. I wish to draw 
ybur attention to this point for one particular 
rbson. We also have a draft Amendment No 84 
tabled by the Committee on Energy, Research 
and Technology and also requesting funds for 
the continuation of research programmes of 
special interest to agriculture. For this reason, 
the request by the Committee on Agriculture 
has become superfluous since the request made 
by the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology enters the funds necessary for all 
the common research activities to finance the 
multi-year programmes in six different areas; 
the wishes of the Committee on Agriculture 
reflected in Amendment No 16 are therefore 
respected. Mr President this means that Amend-
ment No 16 will be superfluous if Amendment 
No 84 is approved on Thursday. 
President. - I call Mr Normanton to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Normanton. - Mr President, I propose to 
speak to the budget and the references in it to 
energy, research and development, and to do so 
as briefly as possible. 
In principle, I simply cannot support those 
parliamentarians who deplore the smallness of 
this budget: The halcyon days of parliamentary 
democracy, I believe, were those when the 
finance ministers lived within their incomes 
and without mine; we have gone a long way 
since those days, and many of our economic 
ills in the Community and particularly in some 
Member States are due to public spending 
having got completely out of governmental con-
trol. What the Community needs is not bigger 
budgets but better spending, and that means 
financial control, both before, during, and after 
the actual expenditure; we can set up agencies 
and institutions galore to do this, but this must 
be, and continue to be, the ultimate responsibil-
ity of the Members of this Parliament. 
The budget relating to energy, even if spent 
with maximum economy, is however, most 
unsatisfactory. It displays, I believe, a lamen-
table inability on the part of the Council to see 
beyond their political noses. Our economic dis-
tress is, we must recogtiize, due to the Com-
munity's having had no energy policy during 
the last 10 years; had there been such a policy, 
which would have included a significant ele-
ment for research and development, including 
the sourcing of energy, we should never have 
exposed ourselves to the political blackMail of 
the period since September 1973. We must 
maximize now, urgently, the discovery of more 
oil and more gas, and that means in the deeper, 
more inaccessible waters of the Continental 
shelf. For the longer term, we must ensure 
continuity of fuel supplies for our nuclear 
power stations, and that means uranium. We 
must find it in Europe, or establish joint oper-
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ations abroad and perhaps include Canada. We 
must reach out for a new source of energy and, 
as Commissioner Brunner has indicated, that 
means thermonuclear fusion. For all these deve-
lopments, and more, the Commission has made 
provisions in its draft budget proposals. These 
have been slashed by the Council. Should the 
Community once again face a crisis of energy, 
the Council will be responsible once again for 
all the consequences which will flow there-
from: no energy policy, no forward planning, 
and now no financial support, or at least 
inadequate financial support, in this particular 
area. And lastly, the item on finance for pro-
moting the expansion of nuclear power stations. 
The budget clearly recognizes the need for 
financial support. It makes some provision for 
it, but I am very far from satisfied with the 
inference which I and many of my colleagues 
draw from this entry, namely that it will be 
the Commission which raises the money and 
which will negotiate the lending of it to those 
who are going to build the plants. I share with 
many colleagues in this House the firm con-
viction that the raising of loans and the making 
of loans is a banking operation, a highly spe-
cialized discipline, a highly specialized function. 
It is not an administrative one. We will continue 
to press this view at every level and on every 
conceivable occasion. As parliamentarians, we 
should have the evidence clearly before us in 
our own administrative and governmental 
departments of the way in which administrative 
mechanisms have an insatiable appetite for 
public monies. Loans, yes, but on banking terms 
and accountable in each and every case to the 
scrutiny of this Parliament or Members of it. 
I hope the Council of Ministers will rethink 
their decisions in the light of this debate and of 
the views so forcibly and clearly expressed by 
Commissioner Brunner, and I hope that from 
this we can look forward to the certainty that 
we are not going to be exposed to another 
economic and energy crisis such as that we are 
still suffering from and will be suffering from 
for some time. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr FHimig to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Fliimig. - (D) Mr President, the Socialist 
Group welcomes the fact that the Committee 
on Budgets has followed a suggestion made by 
the Committee on Energy, Research and Tech-
nology and restored the original appropriation 
of 40 000 000 units of account. These are multi-
year research programmes which would all have 
expired at the end of this year and which, as 
the previous speakers have stated and as we too 
believe, must be continued because research 
cannot be switched on and off like an electric 
light; research is a matter of continuity. 
We are rather surprised by the Council's atti-
tude and fail to understand it. The Council 
has not after all rejected the programmes 
because it believes there is no need for research 
any longer, but because these programmes have 
not been formally adopted; it stated that the 
appropriations could still be inserted if neces-
sary in a supplementary budget. 
Mr President, all of us who have been sitting 
in this House for some years know what dif-
ficulties this entails and that the interruption 
may not only be one of six months but may 
last a good deal longer. 
Let me now comment on Mr Brunner's remarks. 
The Socialist Group agrees with you, Mr Brun-
ner, that energy research and environmental 
research are highly topical and if priority is 
given to these two points that can only be 
welcomed. We agree with you that no research 
can be done if the funds are inadequate and as 
socialists we maintain that every unit of account 
earmarked for research creates and helps to 
maintain jobs in the future. Ladies and gentle-
men, we are often engaged in spending money 
to compensate for errors and problems which 
make their effects felt after the event. We must 
become more accustomed to thinking in terms 
of the future, and research does just that; we 
have heard comments about nuclear fusion, to 
which I have nothing to add except perhaps a 
warning against excessive optimism because the 
impression is sometimes created in European 
newspapers and' periodicals that there is no 
point in spending a great deal of money on 
nuclear fission research because nuclear fusion 
will solve all the problems. In the foreseeable 
future we shall be discussing the JET pro-
gramme in this House in a debate on research. 
But it can already be stated at this stage that 
the generation of electricity with the aid of 
fusion reactors can scarcely be expeCted this 
century; however work should be continued in 
this area. 
I come now to my final remark, Mr Brunner. 
You know that if we engage in fusion research 
we certainly do not consider that everything 
has already been done in the area of the fuel 
cycle and nuclear fission research. There. are 
two reactor generations which bring problems 
that still have to be solved in Europe. These 
problems not only arise with the fast breeder 
reactor; as we have only recently heard from 
America, very real difficulties which will also 
affect us are being experienced with high-tern· 
perature reactors. High-temperature reactors-
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which have not been mentioned up to now-
are extremely interesting to all of us in the 
European Community because they offer the 
best possibility of using the process heat and 
at the same time generating electricity. The 
work done in this area in America is discourag-
ing but this is not because of a recognition that 
the technology of these reactors is unusable; it 
is simply a reflection of poor engineering, if I 
may put it like that; and I should therefore like 
you, as the Commissioner responsible for 
research, to consider this question too. Whatever 
our concern for the distant future we must 
first solve the present problems. 
On behalf of the Socialist Group I also wish to 
thank those who have shown understanding for 
our position and I hope that the Council will 
follow our suggestion and enable research to 
continue in the six areas of indirect action. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Hillery. 
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I am 
grateful to Parliament's political groups and 
committees for their unanimous recognition that 
it would be incomprehensible in the present 
social and economic situation to cut the budget 
proposals put forward by the Commission for 
action in the social field, particularly through 
the work of the Social Fund. In a Community 
where almost five million people are unemploy-
ed, it just would not make sense to reduce 
the effectiveness of what is recognized every-
where as the most valuable instrument of 
employment policy at the disposal of the Com-
munity. Apart from the immediate need to 
create new jobs, it is urgent and important that 
workers should be trained for vacancies that 
remain unfilled, as they do even in a time of 
unemployment. Looking ahead, it is also vital 
that industry should be poised to take advantage 
of any upturn in the world economy. The 
training effort supported by the Social Fund is, 
in this respect, a particularly valuable invest-
ment in the future. There is no short or long-
term gain for anyone or any other justification 
for cutting the appropriations for the European 
Social Fund. 
I would like to comment on some of the amend-
ments which have been tabled. I can under-
stand Parliament's interest in looking for ways 
to improve its budgetary powers and political 
control where the Social Fund is concerned, 
and there are, in the amendments before us, 
both ideas I would welcome and ideas against 
which I would argue The Commission would 
welcome the introduction in the Social Fund 
budget of a distinction between commitment 
appropriations and payment appropriations. 
This would certainly help in giving a clearer 
view of the financial management of the fund 
and consequently would facilitate the budgetary 
management by the national authorities and by 
the Commission. If the idea of making a dis-
tinction between commitment appropriations 
and payment appropriations is accepted by Par-
liament, the Commission could agree with the 
figures proposed by the Committee on Budgets, 
that is, 740m u.a. for commitment appropri-
ations and 470m u.a. for payment appropriations. 
If this idea is not accepted, the Commission 
would wish to maintain the restoration of its 
initial demand, that is, 220m u.a. for Article 4 
and 280m u.a. for Article 5. 
Another idea put forward with the same inten-
tion as the proposed new classification of appro-
priations is that the two main chapters of the 
Social Fund budget should be subdivided into 
items. The Commission understands the point 
of this suggestion, which seems intended to 
tighten up the functioning of the Social Fund. 
This could be accepted by the Commission as 
long as the Commission's existing power to 
make transfers from one article to another is 
maintained. In any operation like the Social 
Fund, a fair degree of flexibility is important. 
While the Commission can accept the sugges-
tions I have referred to, may I add that the 
Commission would also welcome the inclusion 
in the resolution of a paragraph underlining the 
importance of such flexibility. What Parliament 
and the Commission are, I think, trying to 
achieve is a combination of accountability and 
flexibility. In this respect, I think that the pre-
sent format of the annual Social Fund report 
which the Commission submits to Council and 
Parliament on the activities of the fund during 
the financial year and on developments expect-
ed in the next three years, provides all the 
information the Europe·an Parliament requires 
to exercise political control and budgetary 
authority vis-a-vis the European Social Fund. 
Following its publication in March 1975, there 
has been a great deal of interest in the Marjolin 
report on progress towards Economic and Mone-
tary Union. One of the amendments takes up 
the idea put forward in this report of a Com-
munity unemployment fund. While, broadly 
speaking, the Commission welcomes every idea 
likely to make further Community resources 
available for action in the employment field, I 
must indicate some reservations about taking 
up the Marjolin proposal in this way and at 
this time. It is possible, for example, that the 
setting up of a new fund would take valuable 
time and resources from areas of activity of 
known and proved effectiveness, such as the 
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Social Fund. Again, we may be tempted to 
move into new territory without adequate 
information. We are all aware of the difficulty 
in forecasting how the present unemployment 
picture will evolve. If extra funds can be found 
for employment, the Commission would urge 
that they be devoted to existing instruments 
such as the Social Fund. Parliament is aware, 
for example, that there is a new opening in 
the fund to help young people and that there 
will be a further opening to help people employ-
ed in the sectors most affected by the reces-
sion. The amendment which, in effect, asks us 
to consider the Marjolin proposal suggests an 
initial Community appropriation of 40m u.a. 
In my view, funds of that order would make 
a valuable contribution to the general impact 
of the Social Fund and the new initiatives 1 
have just mentioned. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. 
(F) Mr President, we must all welcome the 
fact that the Regional Fund is· getting off the 
ground, as several speakers have said. As you 
know, 300m u.a. were earmarked by way of 
commitment appropriations and 150m u.a. by 
way of payment appropriations in 1975. The 
first series of decisions taken-665 decisions-
involved the commitment of 160m u.a. and the 
payments scheduled for this year will total 
90m u.a. out of the 150m u.a., while all the 
appropriations entered in the 1975 budget will 
be committed. 
The situation is therefore clear for next year; 
it is all the more clear in the light of the report 
which has just been forwarded to you and I 
shall refer to the observations made by the 
rapporteur. In the 1976 budget we shall have 
commitment appropriations of 500m u.a. enabl-
ing us to continue this policy which, it should 
be recognized, is getting under way more 
quickly than some of us had expected. 
As far as payment appropriations are con-
cerned, the Commission had proposed 450m u.a.; 
the Council, which was rather pessimistic about 
our possibility of paying as a function of com-
mitments with which it is not arguing, pro-
posed a reduction to 300m u.a. The Commission 
-here I am answering Mr Shaw's question-
considers these 300m u.a. inadequate. It would 
therefore be pleased if Amendment No 37 enter-
ing a supplem~ntary appropriation blocked in 
Chapter 98 could be accepted; however, it does 
not exclude the possibility, as the rapporteur 
proposed in the body of his report, of the appro-
priation additional to that decided by the Coun-
cil not reaching the full 150m u.a. but being 
fixed at a rather lower level. 
President. - I call Mr Bertrand, draftsman of 
the opinion of the Committee on Social Affairs 
and Employment. 
Mr. A. Bertrand.- (NL) Mr President, I have 
just listened with interest to the statement by 
Mr Hillery, defending the financial resources 
for the Social Fund. I must say that I was 
rather surprised when he said that 40m u.a. 
could be the ideal 8lliil for an increase which 
would enable the commitments of the Social 
Fund to be met. He said that Parliament knows 
how the Social Fund functions. Perhaps Parlia-
ment does not realize that the requests made 
by the Member States for appropriations to 
combat unemployment among young people, 
amounting to 200m u.a., already exceed the 
capabilities of the European Social Fund. 
It is very surprising that the Member States 
are reticent about making resources available 
for the European Social Fund while at the 
same time submitting applications which exceed 
the available resources by hundreds of millions. 
How can you expect the Council's statement 
that it means business with social policy to be 
taken seriously, if it suggests at the same time 
that the appropriations can be reduced. And 
the Social Fund is after all the only Community 
instrument available to pursue a social policy 
which must absorb the consequences for those 
persons in the Community who are most 
seriously affected by the economic crisis and 
also help to finance certain structural measures 
for certain industries. Everyone realizes that 
far-reaching structural reforms are necessary. 
I am thinking of the textile and clothing indus-
tries. In the textile industry the number of 
workers has fallen by 320 000 in four years 
and 125 000 in the clothing industry. Everyone 
knows this is a structural phenomenon and not 
a conjunctural matter. And now that the Com-
mission is submitting a new proposal to the 
Council, which is to be discussed in December 
this year, with a view to extending for an 
unlimited period the validity of Article 4 of the 
Social Fund Regulation which was originally 
valid for only three years while also adding 
the clothing industry to the -textile industry, 
and with a view to extending the applicability 
of this article to self-employed persons who 
have to leave this sector of industry as well as 
wage-earners, at this very time how can there 
be any idea of reducing the appropriations? 
That is just not credible! Unless of course truth 
is distorted out of a desire not -to raise the 
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appropriations of the European Social Fund 
to an appropriate level but to allow the burden 
to be borne by the national governments, thus 
giving a misguided impression and returning 
to national egoism at a time when everyone 
knows that the individual Member States are 
quite unable to solve these problems on their 
own. 
For these reasons the Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment recommends restoring 
the appropriations of 220m and 280m u.a. as 
requested by the Commission in its first pro-
posal. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Albers, draftsman of 
the opinion of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport, to speak on behalf of the Soci-
alist Group. 
Mr Albers.---= (NL) Mr President, the Committee 
on Regional Policy and Transport discussed the 
Regional Fund budget at its meeting of 21 and 
22 October on the basis of an opinion to the 
Committee on Budgets drawn up by the rap-
porteur, Mr Delmotte, for whom I am deputizing 
at this sitting. 
The members of the committee expressed their 
disappointment that the start of the fund's 
activities had been considerably delayed because 
differences of opinion existeq for some time on 
the extent of the appropriations made available. 
In this connection the Committee on Regional 
Policy and Transport studied the position 
regarding the Regional Fund and in particular 
examined the proposals made by the Commis-
sion on the amount considered necessary by way 
of payment appropriations for 1976. 
The figure of 450m u.a. entered in the draft 
budget was seen as a logical consequence of the 
fact that the commitment appropriations for 
1975, 1976 and 1977 amount to 300m, 500m and 
again 500m u.a. respectively. In 1975, 500/o of 
the commitment appropriation, namely · 150m 
u.a., will be made available as payment appro-
priations; it therefore seemed obvious that the 
Commission should raise the percentage for 
1976 to 600/o of the commitment appropriations 
of 500m, i.e. 300m u.a. plus the 150m u.a. 
remaining from 1975, giving a total of 450m u.a. 
by way of payment appropriations. 
The decision of the Council of Ministers to cut 
the payment appropriations proposed by the 
Commission from 450m to 300m u.a. was in 
direct contradiction to this logical reasoning. 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port gave particular consideration to this con-
tradiction. Of great importance here were the 
data to be provided by the Commission on the 
number of projects submitted by the Member 
States in the areas of infrastructure in general 
and of weak agricultural areas in particular, 
and projects with a direct bearing on the deve-
lopment of employment opportunities in indus-
try, trade and the service sector. 
It was noted with satisfaction that by mid-
October 94m u.a. in all could be allocated, 
while it was anticipated that the remainder of 
the available credits would be earmarked by 
December. It must be noted here that the offi-
,cials concerned have had to work under high 
pressure to study a total of 750 projects, 448 of 
which relate to infrastructure measures, 95 to 
weak agricultural areas and 207 to industry, 
trade and the service sector, the aim being in 
the latter case to secure 36 000 jobs. 
With the 160m u.a. made available by the 
Community the Member States will be spend-
ing 1 254m u.a. Having regard to these figures 
made available by the Commission, the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport reach-
ed the conclusion that the reduction in payment 
appropriations of 150m u.a. proposed by the 
Council is too high. It seems likely that under 
the pressure of the poor economic situation 
the Member States will be obliged to accelerate 
their structural measures. So far only a few 
Member States have submitted projects claim-
ing all the appropriations made available to 
them. Only one country has not yet submitted 
a single project. In the light of these facts and 
on the basis of forecasts founded on statistical 
data which became available only recently, the 
Committee on Regional Policy and Transport' 
unanimously considered it necessary to table 
an amendment designed to raise the available 
payment appropriation to 375m u.a. or 75m u.a. 
more than in the Council's decision. 
In this way 45°/o of the commitment appro-
priations of 500m u.a. will be available for 
spending, or 225m plus a· further 150m u.a. still 
available from 1975 making a total of 375m u.a. 
In addition, the Committee on Regional Poli~y 
and Transport proposes entering 75m u.a. in 
Chapter 98, an amount which could be entered 
with the Parliament's approval. In the Com-
mission's view it will then not be necessary to 
deal with supplementary budgets as expected by 
the Council. We must avoid a situation in which 
the Member States may hesitate to finance 
certain projects because it takes too long for 
the money to be made available from the Com-
munity's budget. 
Our aim must be to adapt the rhythm of pay-
ments as far as possible to the extent to which 
the commitment appropriations become avail-
able. 
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On behalf of the Committee on Regional 
Policy and Transport I wish to state that this 
was our aim in tabling the amendments; let 
me draw your attention once again to the fact 
that all the members of the committee present 
were able to agree to this approach. Clearly 
the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port regrets the fact that the Committee on 
Budgets did not endorse this view and took a 
decision approving 300m u.a. as payment appro-
priations and entering 150m u.a. in Chapter 98. 
Mr President, I now wish to speak briefly on 
the same subject on behalf of my group. The 
Socialist Group is not happy with the time 
taken to get the European Regional Fund off 
the ground. In a society developing in a soci-
alist direction we see an increasing influence 
exerted on the level of investments and the 
place at which they are effected. In the view 
of our group the days are definitely over in 
which entrepreneurs and investors could deter-
mine in complete freedom where and how they 
would invest available funds. In the different 
Member States of the European Community, 
programmes are being developed aimed at giv-
ing a new chance to areas which have fallen 
behind in their infrastructures and are thus 
suffering from structural unemployment, the 
aim being to gradually remedy their underpri-
vileged status. 
To achieve this aim, industries are being 
encouraged by investment premiums to set up 
in these areas, civil service agencies are estab-
lished in these areas as a matter of priority or 
transferred to them and investments in new 
plant or extensions of existing facilities in the 
congested areas are inhibited by charging special 
levies, by special area planning provisions or by 
environmental legislation; at the same time, the 
public authorities expend considerable sums on 
improving the road system and public transport 
facilities and on developing well equipped 
industrial sites. 
Mr President, now that the economic cr1s1s is 
causing unemployment to rise in the European 
Community so that it has now reached a figure 
of 5 000 000, the heaviest burden has to be 
borne by the weakest regions, exactly as in 
previous periods of recession. Even in those 
countries whose economic growth is still reason-
able in comparison with that of other Member 
States, in some parts of the country unemploy-
ment has reached 10 to 200/o of the active 
population and its nature now represents a 
structural problem. Precisely in times of eco-
nomic difficulty there is a serious risk that each 
government will try to reduce its own dif-
ficulties as far as possible without regard to 
the much greater disparities in the European 
Community as such. With a view to the furt}ler 
development of the European Community, we 
are convinced that aid must be offered in the 
form of projects designed to combat the worst 
phenomena of poverty, to develop employment 
and eliminate social and cultural handicaps. 
These projects must be given high priority and 
in the view of the Socialist Group the Euro-
pean Regional Fund should play a decisive role. 
If this is not possible it seems likely that the 
differences in the development of the Euro-
pean Community will merely worsen and pro-
jects which are financially supported and can 
thus be implemented in the Member States will 
merely help to reduce the differences between 
given areas of individual Member States with 
the secondary effect that the sharp contrasts 
between regions of the Community as such 
will merely be heightened to the detriment of 
European integration. 
My group noted with great interest the sum-
mary of the number of projects ·and amounts 
allocated. It is striking that France has managed 
to create 22 0"00 jobs with 121 projects distribut-
ed between 19 regions. France is thus clearly 
in the lead, followed at a distance by Italy 
with 25 projects and 8 000 jobs, and Ireland 
with 40 projects and 4 000 jobs. 
Our group would now like better information 
on the total number of projects. In our view 
we are having to base our judgment about the 
desirability of making· funds available too much 
on overall summaries without having the pos-
sibility of testing the proposals against our 
political views and without any clarity as to 
whether the choice of projects is judicious and 
the distribution scale used correct. Our doubts 
are heightened by the statement by the Direc-
torate concerned that only a limited number 
of expert officials are available to work through 
the mass of requests. 
What happens in practice? When the available 
payment appropriations are higher, should the 
standards relating to the projects offered be 
lowered so that money can be made available 
more quickly? What is the politicql influence 
of varying amounts of appropriations on the 
attempt to meet a particular objective? More 
information would be desirable to enable the 
Parliament to hold a debate based on the real 
facts with a possibility of choice between 
alternatives. 
Against this background it is understandable 
-and because to understand is also to forgive-
forgivable that the Committee on Budgets, per-
haps at its wits' end, decided by a majority 
and with the support of some of my political 
friends, to maintain the amount of 300m u.a. 
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proposed by the Council and to enter 150m u.a. 
in Chapter 98 in the hope and firm expectation 
that it will have an opportunity in the course 
of this year to discuss in this Parliament pro-
posals for new amounts to be added to the 
payment appropriations. This decision of the 
Committee on Budgets shows the strong resolve 
and political determination of the European 
Parliament to play an informed part in the 
decisions on the direction to be taken by the 
Community's regional policy. I consider this to 
be of great importance, if only to refute the 
tall stories which are going around in news-
paper articles about misguided luxury projects 
supposedly financed by the Regional Fund. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Couste to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Couste. - (F) Mr President, in Title III 
I should like to comment on the five amend-
ments tabled by our group in the social sector, 
beginning with Amendments Nos 31, 38 and 85 
relating to Article 4 of the new Social Fund or 
under the budgetary nomenclature, Chapter 50. 
Through our Amendment No 31, here I am 
echoing other concerns expressed just now, we 
are seeking to restore the appropriations 
requested by the Commission by giving back 
to it the 70m u.a. deleted by the Council. The 
Committee on Budgets favoured an increase of 
only 40m u.a. The 70m u.a. we are asking for 
would therefore have to be distributed between· 
the new articles, namely 500 to 504. 
Amendment No 38 concerns the commitment 
appropriations. Our group has obtained some 
satisfaction, thanks to the Committee on Budgets 
which favoured the restol'ation of the commit-
ment appropriations requested by the Commis-
sion for 1977 and 1978. However, having regard 
to the fact that the amounts of the 1976 payment 
appropriations must be added, the Committee 
on Budgets has fixed the total amount of the 
commitment appropriations at 310m u.a. Our 
group therefore hopes that the 30m u.a. which 
were not restored as payment appropriations 
for 1976 will be entered as commitment appro-
priations. That is why we have tabled an amend-
ment designed to increase to 340m u.a. the com-
mitment appropriations assigned to Article 4 of 
the new Social Funa. Consequently we with-
draw Amendment No 38, which will please the 
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, and 
maintain Amendment No 85 whose justification 
and extent I believe I have clearly explained 
to this Parliament. 
We have tabled two other amendments, Nos 32 
and 33, to Article 5 of the European Social Fund-
or Articles 510 and 511 of the budgetary nomen-
clature. 
The purpose of Amendment No 32 is to give the 
Commission the payment appropriatiol)s it needs 
for its action by increasing by 30m u.a. the 
amount of the appropriations decided by the 
Council for chapter 50-I repeat 250m u.a. This 
amendment received the support of the Com-
mittee on Budgets, which distributed the amount 
of 280m u.a. (250 + 30) obtained in this way 
between the new Articles 510 and 511 in its 
Amend~ents No 72 und No 73, We shall there-
fore support Amendments. Nos 72 and 73 tabled 
by the Committee on Budgets. 
Amendment No 33 relates to the commitment 
appropriations. Our group hopes that the Com-
mission will have a sufficient body of commit-
ment appropriations to face the present econo-
mic situation and I am grateful to the Commis-
sion for the new arguments it has just put 
forward on the same lines. Our amendment is 
designed to increase to 150m u.a. the commitment 
appropriations made available to the Commis-
sion. I would remind you that the Committee 
on Budgets supported our amendment and 
incorporated it in Amendments No 72 and No 73 
for formal reasons and also because of the cre-
ation of a new item. 
The creation of a commitment column for the 
Social Fund requires the entry of the commit-
ment appropriations in this column and the addi-
tion to the 150m u.a. by way of commitment 
appropriations provided for 1977 and 1978 of the 
amount of the payment appropriations provided 
for 1976, namely 280m u.a. Clearly no payments 
can be made unless the corresponding funds 
have been committed. That is why the total 
commitment appropriation amounts to 280m u.a. 
plus 150 or to be perfectly clear, Mr President, 
an overall total of 430m u.a. That is the pur-
pose of our amendments and of the proposals 
made by the Commit~ on Budgets; we are 
convinced that Parliament will approve our 
proposals. · 
(AppLause) 
President. - I call Mr Albertsen to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Albertsen. - (DK) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, if we look at the figures for the 
budget item we are discussing we will see that 
only a small part of the Community budget is 
concerned, at the most 5 to fiG/o. If we look at 
what these amounts are to be used for we will 
see that the action involved concerns Commun-
ity citizens that are hardest hit: the handicap-
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ped, the unemployed, migrant workers and 
other weak groups in the Member States. But 
when we know what the main topic of this and 
possibly other similar debates in preceding years 
has been, we cannot but express disappointment 
and some regret. Since the amounts we are 
discussing are very small indeed, we would 
obviously expect in precisely this situation /of 
marked unemployment and inflation, which we 
recently spent a whole day discussing, that the 
institutions that have to adopt a position on 
the low figures the Commission has proposed 
would in any case not reduce them. There has 
also been some growth, but it is very small and 
is hardly to be measured if we take inflation 
and the size of the task into consideration. 
Of what use is it to set ourselves grand object-
ives such as conducting a progressive and 
humane policy towards migrant workers and 
their children if we do not have the means 
necessary for attaining those objectives? Of 
what use is it to acknowledge that unemploy-
ment especially affects the young generation 
for whom we all feel a special responsibility if 
we are not willing to make the sacrifices neces- · 
sary to cope with the tasks incumbent upon us? 
In my opinion, this budget item, no matter 
how small it is, is perhaps the item which to 
the outside world and to the peoples of the 
Community is the most important and the one 
we should discuss most seriously. It is to be 
particularly welcomed that a large majority 
in the Committee on Budgets is in favour of 
most of the appropriations under discussion, so 
that the Commission's original proposal is being 
accepted to a large extent. We have seen 
however that we had to give the Commission 
the possibility of using funds for the coming 
financial year that it has not had the strength 
or efficiency to use during the year for which 
they were in fact granted. I am 10()'0/o sure that 
we will not experience a similar situation when 
we approach the end of the financial year now 
starting, otherwise there is no meaning in the 
objectives we have set; if the appropriations are 
reduced, the objectives •cannot be achieved. 
In our present situation we must realise that 
it is mainly the lowest paid, those with the least 
education and the young that have to pay for 
our economic difficulties because of increased 
unemployment and all the economic and human 
tragedies it entails. We also. know that these 
problems hit the least-developed regions of the 
Member States hardest; regions which even in 
periods of normal economic growth need extra 
economic help to promote trade. I therefore 
believe that our reaction to the proposals before 
us will prove whether we live up to our obliga-
tions. There is in fact reason for people to put 
forward the opinion that Parliament does not 
perhaps always meet its responsibilities because 
it.is relatively free of responsibility. But it seems 
to me that such talk is, unreasonable and unfair 
and that it is Parliament-and we have the opi-
nion of the Committee on Budgets on this point 
-that is showing responsibility for the tasks 
involved. I hope today's discussion and the at-
titude and material presented by the Committee 
on Budgets as the basis for our discussion will 
have an influence on those who have to achieve 
the objectives we set and on those who will 
finally adopt them, namely the Council. Grand 
statements at summit conferences and fine 
speeches by prominent statesmen do not help so 
much. There is no question of ensuring that 
everyone has a colour television, a car or a 
luxury villa. It is a question of ensuring that 
young people have an education and a decent 
standard of living and that people who have 
no hope should have their hopes revived 
through the attitude and the levelheadedness we 
are demonstrating. 
As regards Mr Couste's summary of the various 
proposed amendments, I shall merely say that 
we agree with. them. There is only. one area 
in which we in the Socialist Group want to 
go slightly further than the Committee on 
Budgets, namely, the appropriations for consul-
tations with trade unions. We consider such 
consultations to be so important that they must 
have a working basis to ensure that something 
actually comes out of them-although we are 
well aware that there will be a series of discus-
sions in Brussels in the coming wee},t on this 
subject. We are of the opinion that if the work 
of ensuring full employment, which for the 
Socialist Group is a basic long-term aim, is to 
succeed, it can only do so through cooperation 
with the organizations concerned, which in our 
opinion are mainly, the trade organizations but 
also other sectors of the labour market. We com-
pletely disagree with the view the Council has 
reached so far that one should conduct a policy 
of status quo as regards social expenditure. We 
do not think that it is a question of saving but 
of getting priorities right and we feel that it 
is very important to give priority to people even 
though it means that others have to contribute 
to improving the status of less fortunate groups. 
We therefore recommend that the appropria-
tions approved by a majority of the Committee 
on Budgets for this area should be approved 
by Parliament. We want the appropriations for 
consultation with trade unions to be maintain-
ed, particularly the appropriation mentioned 
again in Article 256. I have noted Mr Cheysson's 
speech in this connection and I acknowledge 
that he was positive, but I also believe that he, 
with his positive attitude, can accept an ap-
propriation of 200 thousand u.a. 
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On behalf of the Socialist Group I recommend 
these appropriations and suggest that a token 
entry be made under Article 307. We are quite 
well aware that the possibility of achieving 
anything in this area is very small, but to 
demonstrate a positive attitude we suggest that 
such a token entry would be reasonable and 
correct. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Dalyell to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Dalyell. - I have two questions to ask Mr 
Cheysson on what he said this morning. Could 
he expand on the results that the Commission 
has obtained from its system of spot checks in 
national administrations and controls designed 
to bring to light fraud or maladministration in 
the CAP undertaken by the specialist flying 
squads acting in the individual Member States 
in liaison with national administrations. Some 
of us think that the sums of money involved 
in abuse of the CAP may be equivalent to a 
good part of the amount we are discussing in 
the Social Fund. 
My second question is a genuine question, and 
not a rhetorical one. I want to ask what the 
basis is for the regulation on the establishment 
of a European Community institute for economic 
analysis and research. This is not exactly small 
beer, because twenty-one A posts are involved. 
The question that some of us are asking is why 
such work is not done within the Commission. 
J?o we really need to set up yet another inde-
pendent institute, and anyhow would this kind 
of work not be better done in the universities of 
our different countries? 
The cuts proposed by the Council in the social 
sector are, I must say frankly to the Council, 
scarcely defended in the documents that they 
have provided. The commentaries that accom-
pany the budget presentation in Volume 4 
simply take up those already made by the Com-
mission in its preliminary draft with only the 
figures changed. In Volume 7, which is the 
explanatory memorandum, a very cursory refer-
ence is made to the changes adopted by the 
Council, involving a 12.670/o increase over and 
above the appropriations ·for 1975, without any 
justification provided for the cuts made in the 
Commissions's preliminary draft. I say to the 
Council that this is exceedingly unsatisfactory, 
and it is for this kind of reason that some mode-
rate men, of whom I am one, may next year 
be persuaded to vote against the total budget 
if this kind of thing goes on. Indeed, had one 
not first seen the Commission's preliminary 
draft, one really would be under the impression 
that the Council was supporting a perfectly 
normal development of the fund. This is in fact 
not at all the case. An increase of 12.67% in the 
appropriation for the two principle items in the 
budget for the Social Fund is scarcely sufficient 
to keep up with the rate of inflation, and cer-
tainly not the rate of inflation in a number of 
our Member States. So at best we have a prop-
osal for a Social Fund that -is static at a time 
when the needs for social action are vastly 
expanded, as Mr Albertsen emphasized. As a 
demonstration of lack of seriousness, it would 
be hard to find a better example than the 
Council's commentary on page 21 of Volume 7, 
where it says in reference to the appropriations 
under Article 500, 
'this extension of the scope o:f Article 500 to young • 
workers shows the Council's will to tackle the 
problems of a category of workers most seriously 
affected by employment difficulties.' 
This does not amount to very much in fact. 
Whilst we can fully agree that the question of 
young unemployed has become a priority of 
priorities, with a special claim on any increase 
in budgetary appropriations, it is patently 
clear that the small increase in appropriations 
envisaged by the Council in comparison with 
the 1975 expenditure, would almost entirely be 
swallowed up by inflation and would enable no 
Community contribution to be made to the solu-
tion of the chronic problem of youth unemploy-
ment within the Community. 
To double expenditure on Article 4 of the Social 
Fund and largely to implement the Council's 
decision of 17 June in favour of the young 
unemployed, but also to increase the aid for 
workers leaving agriculture, for the handicapped 
and for migrant workers, a smaller increase for 
expenditure under Article 5 of the Social Fund, 
particularly in favour of those unemployed due 
to lack of qualifications required by technical 
progress, showed at least that the Commission 
was making an imaginative effort to enable the 
Community to share .the burdens with the 
IVLember States during this period of recession. 
-At a time when the Member States are trying 
to trim their budgets, economies in the budget 
of the Communities for the social sector are 
false economies and must be denounced as such. 
If the Council had its way the proportion of 
Community Spending in the social sector in 
comparison with the agricultural spending under 
the EAGGF would actually fall. How is the 
Community and how are we going to explain 
this to our public? We must have a certain con-
fidence in the Commission's estimates that the 
appropriations envisaged could be usefully spent 
in 1976, and we already know that in terms of 
cost effectiveness, spending in the social sector 
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by the Community fares well in comparison 
with other sectors. Why limit Community action 
in this sphere? It brings us back to the very 
question that Mr Cheysson asked in his speech 
this morning: Do we have a Community policy? 
And this is a classic case of the contrast between 
Community policy and national policy, and 
some of us believe what Mr Cheysson said was 
absolutely right and the Council has an obliga-
tion to do something about it. 
The proposals made by the Committee on 
Budgets in its draft amendments take into 
account the need for restaint in Community 
spending but go a long way towards putting 
back into the budget the money that the Com-
mission proposed. Instead of the 500m u.a. for 
• the two articles proposed by the Commission, 
the Committee on Budgets is putting forward 
a total of 470m u.a., a total increase of 70m u.a. 
above the Council's proposal and 115m u.a. 
above the expenditure already in the budget for 
1975. This seems to us sufficient to enable the 
Community to play a greater role in avoiding 
unemployment in 1976. I do not put it any 
higher than a greater role'. Furthermore, by 
regrouping all the commitment appropriations 
in the 1976 budget and enabling the Commis-
sion to undertake commitments for 1976 totalling 
740m for the two articles, the Community can 
take action now when it is most needed rather 
than postponing it until a later date when the 
situation may have radically altered. We believe 
that this is the minimum contribution that the 
Community can make at this time. In terms of 
expenditure, I would remind the House that the 
total we envisage under Articles 4 and 5 of the 
new Social Fund, is still less than half the 
expenditure the Council proposes for the milk 
product sector under the EAGGF. I am bearing 
in mind what some of our colleagues have said 
about agriculture being sacrosanct. I hope that 
if the Council goes away with anything from 
this debate, it will be the feeling that next year 
agriculture is no longer-and we are not 
attacking agriculture-a sacred cow. To reduce 
expediture even further would make a nonsen~e 
of a Community social policy and the radical 
imbalance in the budget even more difficult to 
explain away. As Mr Albertsen said, we in 
Parliament have a responsibility in this matter. 
I happen to agree with Mr Hillery that the idea 
of a new fund has certain disadvantages. I 
accept that. But in relation to the Social Fund, 
we have an obligation, and I repeat that if what 
has happened this year is repeated, some very 
moderate people who like to think that in po-
litical matters our feet are on the ground, will 
vote against the entire budget next year. I ask 
the Council to heed this warning. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE 
President 
President.- I call Mr Yeats to speak on behalf 
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. 
Mr Yeats. - Mr President, we have heard a 
number of speeches in which speakers from all 
sides of the House expressed the sense of outrage 
that affects us all at these savage cuts which 
have been made by the Council this year in the 
Commission's original proposals for the Social 
Fund. I think thip very genuine and very justi-
fied sense of outrage ought not to allow us to 
forget that there have been equally savage and 
equally unreasonable cuts made by the Council 
in the Regional Fund for the coming year. This 
inexplicable decision of the Council has had the 
effect of generating a great sense of disappoint-
ment in many of the regions of our Community, 
regions which have not over the years bene-
fitted from Community policy to anything like 
the extent of the more prosperous areas, and 
regions, indeed, which in a number of cases, 
have an average income per head of only some 
400/o of the Community average. 
We must always remember that these regional 
imbalances which exist to such an extent in 
our Community have a double effect. In the 
first place, they result in a continuing and some-
times increasing impoverishment of the poorer 
areas such as the south of Italy, the west of 
Ireland, parts of l3ritain and of many other 
member countries; indeed all the member coun-
tries have areas which to one extent or another 
have failed to benefit as richer areas have from 
our policies. Over quite extensive areas, we 
have pockets of unemployment of 10, 15, 200/o, 
not just in this year, when we are all suffering 
from an economic crises, but always, year after 
year after year, generation after generation. In 
these areas you have problems such as this. 
You have very low living standards. And you 
have above all enormous levels of emigration. 
It seems altogether extraordinary that in our 
Community today there should be millions of 
workers who have had to leave their families 
and friends, the places where they were born 
and were brought up, in order to find work in 
crowded cities. 
This brings me to the second problem caused 
by regional imbalances-that of excessive con-
centration in cities in the richer areas of the 
Community. It is not merely that these imbal-
ances cause poverty in certain areas and a con-
tinuing drain on manpower; in the industrial 
areas you have overcrowding, excessive traffic, 
pollution of all kinds, and a general lack of 
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space and amenities. Now these are the kind of 
problems which from the inception of the Com-
munity it has been hoped to deal with by 
regional policy, and that is why it is so tragic 
to have, year after year and particularly again 
in this budget, disappointed hopes, because the 
Regional Fund, which from the very first was 
far too small to make more than a marginal 
difference in these areas, has now in this budget 
been cut still further. One wonders whether 
we are serious at all. One wonders whether 
there is any real intention in the Community, 
any real intention in the minds of the Council, 
to do anything practical to remedy the regional 
deficiencies in our midst, to remedy these 
enormous levels of unemployment, to bring 
work to people in their own regions rather than 
have millions of migrants living in poor housing 
conditions with no proper education for their 
children, with all kinds of language problems, 
living among strangers in overcrowded cities. 
Is there any real intention to deal with these 
matters? Or is this budget before us a sign that 
we do not really care? The money therefore 
must be restored, and, as I have already men-
tioned on behalf of our group, it is satisfactory 
to see that the Committee on Budgets has recom-
-mended that the 150m u.a. be put into Chapter 
98 in order that they can be used in the coming 
year if the Council so decides, but when taking 
this decision, I think we should at least be clear 
in our minds that this is merely restoring the 
Regional Fund to its original condition as it 
left the Commission, but that it will not be suf-
ficient, that even if this sum is restored, we may 
in coming years see very little relative improve-
ment in the position. One may hope that the 
difference, which is already so large, between 
the rich and the poor areas will not grow 
greater; one fears that it will not grow less. 
In any case, the very least that we must do is 
to endorse this recommendation by the Commit-
tee on Budgets and restore this money which was 
so unreasonably and indeed outrageously remov-
ed by the Council. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Poncelet. 
Mr Poncelet, member of the Council. - (F) 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, allow a 
European speaking to other Europeans to say 
in all simplicity and sincerity that my presence 
here reflects first of all the excellent relation-
ship established between all the Ministers of 
the Council of the European Communities, and 
more particularly the relations which I would 
describe as friendly established between our 
President, Mr Fabbri, and myself, as I am 
pleased to state in public here. 
Furthermore it is appropriate to confirm the 
new and important powers which the European 
Parliament now has in the budgetary sphere; 
as you may guess, the Council in its entirety 
therefore takes an especial interest in your work 
which it intends to follow closely. Allow me to 
say at once how pleased I am to be in this 
Chamber again to be able to engage in a 
dialogue-all too short-with you the Members 
of the European Parliament. I am therefore 
most grateful to President Fabbri for the gener-
ous understanding he has shown in agreeing to 
allow me to speak for a moment. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I am most grateful to 
your President, Mr Spl'male, for the kind words 
he addressed to me at the beginning of our sit-
ting this afternoon; I was particularly touched 
by his words which went straight to my heart, 
as did the observations addressed to me by a 
number of other Members. Ladies and gentlemen, 
I have an excellent memory of the discussions 
which it was my honour to lead last year when 
I was President of the Council of the Commu-
nities and defended our budget. 
I am convinced also that most of my colleagues, 
or indeed all of them, would have liked to attend 
your budgetary session if only briefly as I am 
doing. But, as you know, major obligations 
and a heavy timetable prevented them from 
being with you. They are sorry they could not 
be here and I would ask you to accept their 
apologies. 
I noted with great interest, and if you will 
pardon me saying so with satisfaction, the excel-
lent report drafted and brilliantly presented by 
your rapporteur, Mr Cointat. I would say at 
once that I do not agree with some of his 
remarks and some of his suggestions. But I 
recognize that he has performed an important 
task which does honour to your Assembly. I 
am therefore happy to address my warm con-
gratulations to him. 
This year it is not my task to defend the 
Council's budget. Mr Fabbri will be doing so 
in due course with the commitment and com-
petence which we all recognize in the Council. 
Allow me to express my best wishes to him 
for the success of his undertaking. 
I should, however, now like to make a few short 
general remarks on our dialogue. I wanted to 
be here today to familiarize myself with the 
different points of view expressed by your 
Assembly without waiting for the parliamentary 
delegation you will be appointing to come to 
outline them as is now traditional to the Council. 
I realize that the present procedure is taking 
place under more difficult conditions than last 
year, as Mr Cheysson pointed out during his 
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speech. This does not surprise me because the 
situation is the same in our Member States 
because of the financial difficulties confronting 
us all. It also does not surprise me because I 
know that the treaty we have to apply is rich 
in resources for those who are adept in legal 
subtleties. However, for my part I am pro-
foundly convinced that our dialogue can only 
be conducted satisfactorily if the questions are 
approached-and it is normal for me to say 
this-in a political rather than procedural spirit. 
From time to time the procedure must be left 
to our excellent colleagues and our approach 
given a political dimension. If we do not do this 
who can? 
In this spirit I was most gratified to note that 
on 22 September the Council-and I am speaking 
here in the presence of those who attended our 
discussions-was able to give the parliamentary 
delegation an assurance that the Treaty would 
not be interpreted in an abnormally restrictive 
manner as regards the effective powers of your 
Assembly. I wish to give you an assurance that 
in the second stage of our dialogue I personally 
shall be committed to the same aim. 
I said a moment ago that we were facing diffi-
culties. That is true. A French author once wrote 
that man is an apprentice and that no man knows 
himself until he has suffered. Far from demoral-
izing us and weakening our convictions, the dif-
ficulties and constraints now facing us must forge 
the links of our European unity. The 'solidity of 
our convictions will be measured in adversity. We 
share our convictions: yes, we want Europe. We 
must build it stone by stone. That is a difficult 
task; each of us must try to pull in the same 
direction and at the same time; in this way we 
shall be able to construct the European edifice 
and ensure by our action that Europe will no 
longer have to celebrate the ends of conflicts 
whose dates some of us remember today, the 
end of conflicts in which Europeans engaged in 
fratricidal combats. Then at long last the lan-
guage of love and help between all men first in 
Europe and afterwards throughout the world 
may be heard. 
(Applause) 
President. - Mr Poncelet, the reaction of the 
House shows you how much your voluntary and 
therefore all the more significant contribution to 
our work has been appreciated. 
We hope, Mr Poncelet, that your contribution 
will have practical results and that the French 
delegation, which you are leading to the Council 
of Finance Ministers, will prove to be all the 
more discerning, in the spirit which you yourself 
have demonstrated that is, it will pay more 
attention to fundamental and political decisions 
than to procedures and possible obstacles. We 
thank you in advance. 
(Applause) 
I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission: - (F) 
Mr President, the Commission has three series 
of observations to make on this important set 
of figures and titles. 
First of all, it wishes to thank the Committee 
on Agriculture and the Committee on Budgets 
for adopting a number of proposals relating to 
agricultural research and certain types of action 
not covered by the EAGGF. 
On this point we are sorry that our proposals 
to strengthen the Foot and Mouth Disease 
Research Institute in Ankara and to set up an 
emergency veterinary fund were not adopted. 
We are afraid that these savings may prove very 
costly if a new epidemic were to threaten us. 
Secondly, as regards the Guidance Section of the 
EAGGF the amount of 325m u.a. is of course 
fixed by the regulation. We are sorry that the 
joint actions which have a genuine guidance 
effect are not developing more quickly. 138.5m 
u.a. are entered in our bud~et for this year-
as everyone knows-to which may be added 
45.3m u.a., depending on whether the Parlia-
ment and Council agree to the premiums for 
reconstitution of herds being shared betw.een 
the Guidance and Guarantee Sections of the 
EAGGF. The remainder will go to specific 
actions; once again it deserves to be stressed that 
these are not genuine structural operations of 
the kind on which the definition of the guidance 
policy was based. 
We come now to the essential aspect, namely 
the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. The Com-
mission is proposing, and the Council in its draft 
has confirmed, a total appropriation of 5 160m 
u.a. as against 4 570m available to us in 1975 
after carrying forward and transferring appro-
priations. This is a large sum. Perhaps it is 
enough for me to say that this sum is calculated 
by application of the regulations which have 
been adopted by the Community institutions and 
therefore represent an obligation for the Com-
munity which no Community institution can 
overrule as long as the regulations exist. 
I might also stress that these sums were examin-
ed by a committee of experts of the governments 
of the Member States. Their calculations are 
based not only on the evaluations of the Com-
mission but also on those of the EAGGF Com-
mittee and I would remind you that in this area 
we have an instrument for verification-which 
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is justified in view of the size of the amounts 
involved-before the amounts are proposed to 
the budgetary institutions and this provision 
does not exist for any other section of our bud-
get. 
I would remind you that the rise in these ap-
propriations is due to climatic factors and world 
prices. This element in our policy is sensitive to 
fluctuations more than any other, but we shall 
have occasion to return to this point in con-
nection with the supplementary budget later on. 
For the time being I shall simply point out that 
sugar alone accounts for a substantial increase 
in our expenditure but the increase bears no 
relation to what the cost of sugar would have 
been if the Community did not have a common 
agricultural policy. Let me add that the entire 
agricultural budget for 1975 would not have been 
sufficient to pay the additional sums which our 
housewives would have to expend to purchase 
their sugar at world rates if there had not been 
a common agricultural policy. 
I might also say that the EAGGF guarantee 
appropriations represent at present a constant 
share of our gross national product: 0.480/o in 
1976 in the proposal put forward by the Commis-
sion and Council as in 1975 against 0.330fo in 
1974 and 0.470fo in 1973. The share of GNP 
devoted to agriculture remains constant. 
The most important point to stress is, as the 
rapporteur of the Committee on Budgets has 
done, that if the common agricultural policy is 
the most expensive the reason is that it is the 
most advanced and because this is the sector in 
which the governments have already transferred 
to the Community a part of their responsibilities 
and charges. It is therefore a sector which cannot 
be compared with the others. I made this obser-
vation in my general introduction a short while 
ago, when I stressed the present imbalance in 
the budget. We in the Commission criticize the 
Council for having prevented a restoration of 
the balance by not insisting sufficiently, as it 
seems to us, especially in the present crisis, on 
the development of the other policies, the human 
policies. But this criticism does not apply to 
the common agricultural policy where, I repeat, 
in the context of the existing regulations and 
responsibilities entrusted to us the amounts do 
not seem open to discussion in our view. 
Let us examine this increase of 590m u.a. First 
of all, it must be remembered that the substan-
tial sums earmarked for the Guarantee Section 
of the EAGGF include amounts linked with the 
effects of monetary instability: first of all, there 
are the temporary compensatory amounts on 
accession which will disappear in 1978 at the 
end of the transitional period but total 262m u.a. 
in 1976. Then there are the abnormal amounts 
which result from our present monetary disorder 
and the fluctuations in the value of our 
respective currencies in relation to one another 
. ' 1.e. 260m u.a. by way of compensatory amounts 
for trade both between Member States and with 
third countries and 319m, a considerable sum, 
resulting from the two rates of the unit of 
account for agricultural and budgetary purposes, 
both of which rates are artificial. • 
The remainder of the increase is due to the milk 
stocks-in this area we are in a situation of 
over-production in Europe at present-and to 
delays in payment in the olive oil and hard 
wheat sector. In some quarters there is a tempta-
tion to reduce these amounts. The Commission 
wishes to do so before anyone else in view of 
its real responsibilities in this area, which are 
much greater than the responsibilities of many 
of those who speak of a cost reduction. That is 
why, between our first estimates and the preli-
minary draft budget which we submitted to the 
Council and Parliament, we made a reduction 
of 140m u.a.; this was possible as a result of 
some. measure of stabilization. 
Will a· further reduction be possible? That 
depends in large measure on the decisions taken 
by the Council when it considers the stocktaking 
of the common agricultural policy and on the 
decisions which will be taken at our recom-
mendation to prevent the monetary disorder 
from having too great an effect on the finances 
of the Community. When the Commission is 
convinced that such savings are possible it will 
propose them. What form will this proposal 
take? Probably that of a supplementary budget 
if our conclusions are only reached at the be-
ginning of next year, because there is an un-
foreseeable aspect here which would justify a 
proposal to reduce the budget. If we could have 
made proposals immediately we should have 
done so. When we do submit our proposals we 
shalll~k at the criticisms made to us for failing 
to adopt a position on the review of the normal 
budget when the agricultural prices are adapted: 
there is indeed a weakness here in the Com-
mission's presentation and I recognize the validi-
ty of the criticism made by the Committee on 
Budgets. 
Mr President, I have made a few remarks on 
the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. We are 
concerned more than anyone else by the im-
balance in the budget. We think it is attributable 
to the fact that the Council, the Governments, 
and the Community have not shown the courage 
necessary in other areas: we do not believe it is 
possible to deprive farmers of their due unless-
but here I am straying from the subject of this 
debate-agricultural policy is changed. 
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President. - I call Mr Kofoed, draftsman of the 
opinion of the Committee on Agriculture. 
Mr Kofoed. - (DK) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, the Committee on Agriculture has 
been critical of the 1976 budget for agriculture. 
Some of its criticism is directed mainly at the 
procedure used in 1975 which we deeply regret. 
' But before I summarize the committee's criti-
cisms I would like to answer those who think 
that the EAGGF appropriations are far too large. 
It is correct that the common agricultural policy 
takes up two-thirds of the Community's budget 
but this is, as everybody knows, merely because 
of the lack of developments in the common po-
licy in other areas. I cite for instance the Re-
gional and Social Fund. Seen in relation to total 
funds and the advantages achieved, the expend-
iture must be regarded as low. If we take into 
account incomes from the common agricultural 
policy which Mr Cheysson mentioned, then 
expenditure on the Guarantee Section amounts 
to only 0.48% of the gross national product and 
only 2.07G/o of total consumer expenditure on 
foodstuffs in Europe. That is the price paid to 
ensure that food is available to all Community 
consumers at stable prices, and that in a world 
of inflation in which the price of basic products 
such as wheat and sugar has increased to a level 
that is higher than Community prices. We can 
thus see that the common agricultural policy is 
a stabilizing factor, not merely in the Communi-
ty, but in the world as a whole. 
Of even greater importance is a fact that many 
people forget: the common agricultural policy 
accounts for·only one-third of total expenditure 
on agriculture within the Community; the 
remammg two-thirds are purely national 
expenditure. Reducing the Community budget 
for the common agricultural policy would not 
mean any real savings for the European tax-
payer. National budgets would instead be in-
creased. The result would merely be an increase 
in total expenditure to the detriment of the only 
common policy that exists in the Community. 
As national aid arrangements became more 
comprehensive, the common agricultural policy 
would disintegrate, and who in this Assembly 
can guarantee that we would be able to draw 
up a new common policy that would require a 
very great effort? 
I should also like to draw Members' attention 
to the fact that the EAGGF budget has been 
increased above its normal limits because of 
costs that in all essentials cannot be considered 
as agricultural. We have just heard of the 262m 
u.a. for accession arrangements and of between 
170 and 200m u.a. to reduce the effect on con-
sumers of national currency fluctuations. In 
1975 the Guarantee Fund was involved in addi-
tional expenditure for importing sugar to ensure 
adequate supplies for consumers, and I could 
mention other measures. In any case the amount 
involved is between 600 and 700m u.a.; it is not 
for the benefit of agriculture but is in fact a 
measure on behalf of consumers, which should 
not involve Guarantee Section expenditure, and 
which is caused by the fact that is has not been 
possible to pursue a rational economic policy in 
Europe and the fact that policies in other areas 
have been neglected. 
It is certainly the Council that has most respon-
sibility for this. The required courage has been 
lacking. We should therefore tell people who 
criticize the Guarantee Fund and the agricul-
tural policy that the Community agricultural 
policy pays for some things that do not concern 
agriculture. 
We in the Committee on Agriculture have put 
forward certain criticisms. We are for instance 
somewhat critical of the idea of denaturing 
premiums. We think they should be brought to 
an end. We do not think that the world grain 
situation is such that we can defend the de-
naturing of foodstuffs. When we know that 
there is not enough food for the world's popula-
tion and when we know that people are starving 
it is a bad thing that we continue to have de-
naturing premiums for wheat. 
We also doubt whether it is wise at the present 
time for the Commission to propose reducing 
expenditure in the beef and veal sector compared 
with 1975. But that is of course a matter of 
opinion. For instance, as regards aid in the beef 
and veal sector, it is perhaps necessary to main-
tain the social _measures because we must also 
take account of less fortunate social groups in 
the Community. 
There is also the question of the fisheries sector. 
Mr Lardinois stated during a debate in Parlia-
ment that new proposals would be put forward 
for aiding this hard-pressed sector. And the 
fishery crisis continues. It is therefore quite 
incomprehensible that it is proposed to reduce 
the budget compared with 1975. I think that at 
this time the Commission and the Council should 
be able to see that this is not possible if we are 
to live up to our intentions. I also support the 
debate there has been on the imbalance between 
the Guarantee Section and the Guidance Sec-
tion. We in the Committee on Agriculture feel 
it is important to ensure that the Guidance 
Section can expand. That is what is needed if we 
are to have an agricultural policy and if we are 
to have an agricultural sector that works in 
Europe. 
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May I turn to the question of the Guarantee 
Section and beef and veal producers. We in the 
Committee on Agriculture feel that it is wrong 
to let these calf premiums affect the Guidance 
Section. We remember that when this aid was 
approved in February 1975 it was aimed at 
supporting agricultural incomes and it cannot 
therefore come under the Guidance Section; it 
should come under the Guarantee Section. That, 
in any case, was the Council's political decision 
in February, and we cannot therefore manipulate 
or conduct the agricultural policy with the bud-
get as it now stands. 
I should like to make one last remark to the 
Members of Parliament, especially those from 
certain Member States that want the agricultural 
budget to be reduced in one fell swoop. 
Firstly, the expenditure is a result of existing 
regulations, and every reduction will affect the 
common organization of the market. If we really 
want to see the agricultural budget reduced we 
must ensure that the improvements and reforms 
adopted and approved even in Parliament are 
a reality. 
Secondly, I repeat that if we agree that the 
agricultural budget should cover the whole of 
the agricultural policy, and if we reduce the 
agricultural budget, then we know that it will 
be replaced by national aid arrangements. By 
doing so we will have provided the basis for the 
disintegration of the common agricultural policy 
and therefore of a common Europe. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Friih to speak on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Friih.- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I wish to outline the views of the Christian-
Democratic Group on the agricultural budget 
which is always a matter for keen discussion. 
Opinions on this matter differ very widely. They 
range from the view expressed in a committee 
that methodical disorder is being created here, 
to praise of agricultural policy, although such 
praise is very rare and is not often found even 
among farmers. But one point must to my mind 
be made quite clearly: agricultural policy is the 
only integrated policy, in this Community and 
I hope that this is a matter of satisfaction in 
this House and to all politicians who genuinely 
want to see Europe built, and not a criticism 
despite all the attendant difficulties. 
But then of course there is the provocative 
figure, namely that the agricultural budget is to 
swallow up ,00/o of the entire Community budget 
which many people say is creating a top-heavy 
imbalance which cannot be accepted for much 
longer. 
The previous speaker already pointed out that 
some of the criticisms levied at our agricultural 
policy have no foundation in fact. Allow me to 
mention a few points. It represents 700/o of the 
overall budget simply because regional policy 
has not yet got off the ground and the little 
that has been done in that sector was largely 
financed from the Mansholt reserve; until we 
have a rational regional policy, agricultural po-
licy is unfortunately obliged to take over certain 
duties of regional policy in various sectors. 
Sometimes this affects wine, at other times olive 
oil. At first sight there is indeed a great dis-
equilibrium if the agricultural budget is com-
pared with the Social Fund. 
Mr Dalyell just said that this was the last time 
he could vote in favour of such an imbalance. 
I too feel that it is astonishing at first sight to 
note that a fraction of the Community budget 
goes to the Social Fund while 7fll/o is spent on 
the agricultural policy; this might lead people 
to wonder whether the EEC is an agricultural 
Community or anything else besides. 
But I think this view requires some correction, 
namely that the national budgets must be seen 
here in conjunction with the EEC budget. I am 
convinced that as long as the social budget is 
catered for in the national budgets to the extent 
shown in the social report of the Federal Govern-
ment, it is quite clear that few resources will 
remain for the common social policy. Let me quote 
one figure. The social budget in Germany alone 
amounts to 268 OOOm DM as shown in the 
social report and I am the last person to criticize 
this fact. Presumably these appropriations are 
urgently necessary. But this social budget of a 
single Member State is ten times larger than the 
overall budget of our Community. I think it is 
so difficult to pursue a social policy in the Com-
munity because many national governments with 
their small majorities-and this is readily un-
derstandable-preferred to distribute social wel-
fare themselves and not pass through the chan-
nel of the Community. 
If we consider on the other hand that not a 
single penny is spent nationally to support milk 
-a product which has been compared with the 
Social Fund-and that all this expenditure has 
been shifted to the EAGGF I believe we should 
put the whole matter in the proper perspective 
again and say that greater Community action is 
necessary in those sectors in which the EEC falls 
short but at the same time the national budgets 
also fall short or are even stagnating, as the 
agricultural budget has been stagnating for five 
years in Germany, in those sectors in which 
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the most important functions have been trans-
ferred to the EEC. 
I could continue this example by referring to the 
other budgets of energy research and develop-
ment aid but I shall not do so. 
I wish to add a second point namely that this 
agricultural budget has in fact grown to such 
an extent because, if I may put it in these terms, 
it has flourished and grown strong under the 
E~C regulations. 
Now as far as I know if a particular sector fol-
lows the regulations .and the Treaty provisions 
it cannot be ~riticized for doing so. And it was 
also necessary for this sector to grow strong 
beeause, as the Council representative confirmed 
a short while ago, it has become the cement of 
this Community and must remain strong. This 
agricultural policy has to bear a heavy burden 
which is not connected directly with agricultural 
policy alone but also with monetary- policy, mo-
netary union and the enlargement of the EEC, 
etc. The sharp rise in the agricultural budget in 
the last four years has come in for sharp cri-
ticism. But of course the EEC has also been 
enlarged. Agricultural policy now caters for the 
needs of 260m instead of 180m consumers. In 
addition this common agricultural policy has to 
bear further political burdens. Allow me to 
mention New Zealand and Mediterranean Policy. 
Everything on which the Member States cannot 
agree is simply added to the burden of agri-
cultural policy. 
Allow me to make one final remark on the subject 
of the imbalance in the agricultural budgets but 
also on the imbalance between certain claims on 
the budget of the Community and the imbalance 
in the national budgets. I cannot quite under-
stand why the EEC budget and in particular the 
agricultural budget which forms the central 
core of it, should be such an intolerable burden 
on the national budgets as we repeatedly hear 
from certain quarters, at least in Germany 
from our governments and public opinion. 
If this budget, and here I quote Mr Cheysson's 
figures, represents 0.570/o of our gross domestic 
product, I fail to understand how governments 
which, for example, in the past five years have 
increased their own demand on their national 
product from 37 to 47G/o' can be placed in a dif-
ficult position by such a minimum demand on 
their gross domestic product. · 
In conclusion, after these observations, my group 
endorses Mr Cointat's views on this budget and 
I should like to express our warm appreciation 
to him on behalf of our group for his excellent 
report. I would' like to add one point not simply 
for the attention of this House but also for 
public opinion. People who become heated about 
the agricultural budget-as is only too easy be-
cause it is a happy hunting ground for demago-
gy, for claims that surpluses are being produced, 
stored, destroyed, given away and bartered-
should retnember that the agricultural budget 
has so far also had to perform a function of 
integration for other sectors. Perhaps it would 
be better for the critics to search their own 
conscience and consider how they might faci-
litate by their attitude the achievement of a 
reasonable agricultural policy and enable the 
difficult busineSs of agricultural policy to be 
made smoother. 
One thing has been achieved with this agricul-
tural policy even if it is not altogether satisfac-
tory: namely and increase in the productivity of 
agriculture and the provision of supplies to con-
sumers at reasonable prices despite constant 
movements in world market prices, as well as 
an improvement of the incomes of our farmers; 
these after all are the objectives of agricultural 
policy laid down in the Treaty. Therefore, 
despite all the justified criticism, I hope that the 
other sectors will imitate agricultural policy and 
mobilize political resolve so that greater progress 
can be made towards European unification, the 
brunt of which has been borne for years by 
agricultural policy. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Espersen to speak on · 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Espersen. - (DK) During the budget debate 
in October, I, on behalf of the Socialist Group, 
criticized the common agricultural policy. Our 
group criticized the fact that there were large 
reductions in other important areas while agri-
cultural expenditure was allowed to increase 
without any criticism. Mr Brunner said today 
that it was a question of re~ponsible reductions 
in various areas such as the energy sector and 
our group agrees that this criticism, even though 
hard, is justified. But nothing was to happen in 
the agricultural sector. Other speakers agreed 
with me that the agricultural policy should not 
be regarded as something sacrosanct and Mr 
Cheysson said· today that the agricultural sector 
is not one in which the population is suffering. 
This is not something I am saying merely to 
express a wish for reductions; I am expressing 
a wish that things be seen in proportion. 
But the will to see things in proportion and the 
will to insist on new ways which was apparent 
in October has not prevailed in the Committee 
on Budgets. The opinion of the Coiilmittee on 
Agriculture is critical in various respects and 
Mr Kofoed has repeated them today. We are 
reminded of the two detailed communications 
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from the Commission in 1973 and 1975 on the 
reform of the common agricultural policy. 
May I remind you of the main points of those 
proposals: a reduction of the disequilibrium in 
some agricultural markets, especially dairy pro-
ducts and wine; and a reduction in EAGGF 
Gu~rantee Section expenditure for the benefit 
of the effective introduction of a dynamic, so-
cially just structural policy. 
Apparently all this was approved by the Com-
mittee on Agriculture but we saw that it was a 
long time before it discussed the subject; it has 
still not done so-and the same applies to the 
Committee on Budgets. Apparently they do not 
want to do anything of real importance. The 
Socialist Group regrets this. We must obviously 
take this into account but we should like to 
take this opportunity to point out that the 
Council is largely responsible for the fact that 
consideration and assessment of the common 
agricultural policy has not led to concrete deci-
sions. 
If the Heads of State and of Government do not 
succeed in December in providing the inspiration 
for speedy changes and a new way of thinking 
to ensure that the comm.on agricultural policy 
continues to be the cornerstone of Community 
cooperation that it has been so far then the 
agricultural policy may very well become a 
disintegrating instead of an integrating factor. 
Then we could very well be faced with the result 
that Mr Friih said he feared a moment ago. We 
know that many farmers are dissatisfied with 
a policy that provides real income advantages for 
only a minority. The European consumer orga-
nizations will repeat what our group has said 
in a report to be published shortly. They will 
say that the common agricultural policy has 
without doubt been of advantage to European 
consumers in recent years but has nevertheless 
had some unfortunate consequences, especially 
in the form of large surpluses of wine and 
powdered milk. 
These unfortunate consequences have to be 
rectified so that the situation which is mainly 
due to a wrong structure, can be improv~d. More 
funds must therefore be provided for the 
Guidance Section and fewer funds for the 
Guarantee Section. Middlemen's profits must 
also be investigated closely to ensure as cheap 
a distribution as possible. This is also something 
the consumer organizations say and it is a point 
of view that we in the Socialist Group support. 
The Council of Ministers and the European 
Council should know that we regard it as abso-
lutely essential for agreement to be reached this 
year on a revision of the agricultural policy as 
requested by Parliament and the Commission. 
The consumers expect such a revision and the 
consumers as we know are all of us. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, it was indeed 
very gratifying to find that we had two Ministers 
present during this debate and it has been 
extremely interesting to hear Mr Poncelet and 
we shall look forward to further interventions 
from him. I was particularly struck when he 
said he would personally take it on his shoulders 
to represent the interests of the Community and 
the interests of this Parliament at the next joint 
meeting in order to get something really worth-
while moving. One hopes that when he inter-
venes later on in this debate, as I hope he will, 
he will be able to give us more of his ideas on 
the Social Fund, for instance, and on the various 
other points made by Members .from all parts 
of the House, and on the question of research 
and development and energy. We did not really 
hear much from him on those issues which are, 
of course, of prime importance to us. But I am 
sure we shall before we finish this debate this 
evening. 
Turning to the agricultural sector, may I give 
my congratulations, as everyone else has, to our 
rapporteur, Mr Cointat; he presented the agri-
cultural problem with great clarity, as indeed one 
would expect from a former Minister of Agri-
culture, and put starkly the decisions that we 
have to take as a House, and I do not think there 
can be any doubt in people's minds as to which 
way we should go on this particular issue. Last 
year was the first occasion, for instance, that the 
Commission, in presenting the estimates, tried 
to estimate closely the expenditure for 1975. They 
got it wrong, as indeed the Commission will 
always do when they are trying to estimate 
future expenditure accurately in the agricultural 
sector. The vagaries of weather, of the farmers 
themselves, world trade, are too difficult to 
allow close estimating, as every national govern-
ment, every national Minister has found over the 
ages. But the result is that because expenditure 
was closely budgeted last year and because the 
Council unwisely allowed no margin of flex-
ibility, no reserve in Chapter 98, we now have 
later on tonight a debate on the supplementary 
budget. We have also got to go through the 
farce of the transfer from chapter to chapter of 
expenditure for 1975. 
Can one say now that in 1975 the Commission 
have learnt from their mistakes, if one can put 
it as crudely as that, which they made last year? 
I think to a certain extent they have. In the 
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forward estimates for the EAGGF, in partic\llar 
in the Guarantee Section, they have gone back 
half way to the older habits of previous years 
when they overestimated in order to give them-
selves some flexibility, because once again the 
Council have not been prepared to give them 
any reserves. There are all the climatic changes 
ahead of us, as Mr Cointat pointed out, there are 
all the effects of the existing harvest, which 
were not taken into account when these esti-
mates were made, and what is more important, 
there is the annual price review of the Commu-
nity within the next two months. Who knows 
what the results of that will be? Inflation has 
increased the import costs of agriculture, farm 
wages have gone up, and· although there have 
been adjustments in world prices, nevertheless 
there is inevitably going to be in increase in the 
Guarantee Section. And yet there is apparently 
no provision, no flexibility allowed by the 
Council for this inevitable increase. What will 
happen, therefore, Mr President, is that some 
time during next year there will be yet another 
supplementary budget on agriculture, there will 
be yet more transfers between chapters under 
this heading. Mr Espersen has just made the 
point about possible overestimation' in the milk 
sector, or in the cereal sector, but the balances 
will be used in other sectors and so we shall 
be back to round about the same level of expend-
iture we have now. 
The net result of this effort by the Commission 
to build flexibility into their estimates is, of 
course, that our constituents, our governments 
are all saying-and indeed many Members today 
are saying-that the percentage for agriculture 
is too high. There is, against this, the arguments 
already put forward by Mr Friih and others, 
that the rest of the expenditure in the Commun-
ity is too low. If one raises this other expenditure 
of course, one gets a better relative proportion. 
I hope sincerely that this is exactly what will 
happen in the coming year, through supplemen-
tary budgets. If the Council refuse the very 
reasonable amendments which we are putting 
forward in the social field, the energy field and 
the development field, then supplementary 
budgets will probably be necessary. But if the 
Council accepts them, then the percentage 
allocated to agriculture will be lowered propor-
tionally, and that is what I hope will indeed 
happen. 
But I submit that the Council was right not to 
change the Commission's figures. I regret the fact 
that the Council did not build in a reserve, 
because they are going to need it, but my group 
will certainly support our rapporteur when we 
come to the voting. An~ change now is only 
yet another estimate and what I think is 
dangerous is that we are perhaps going to give 
to outside people, who have not followed our 
debates and do not follow these matters all 
that carefully, a false impression that we re~lly 
know exactly what we are talking about when 
we propose to reduce the cereal estimates by so 
many million units of account or increase the 
beef sector. We are no more accurate than the 
Commission are or where last year,. and this is 
something which we must bear in mind. 
Mr President, there are various very small points 
which I think need mentioning. Everyone knows 
that what the world wants today b; food prod-
uced in abundance, food produced efficiently, not 
at excessive cost. We, in this Community, are 
ideally placed to produce the maximum amount 
of food from our land. What we are not very 
clever at doing is distributing that food. The 
distribution side is not as good as it should be, 
and this is why I regret, as Mr Cheysson said 
himself, that the Guidance Section has not 
received enough emphasis. We need to improve 
not only the structure on the land but the 
structure of marketing, the distribution of the 
produce from the land to the consumer, whether 
that consumer is in the Community or outside it. 
This is where we need the great improvement 
and I sincerely hope that will happen. 
There are finally two quick points which I wish 
to mention, Mr President. The first one was 
mentioned by Mr Cheysson as well, and is the 
fact that within the EAGGF we have the monet-
ary compensatory amounts. I have always failed 
to see-since this has become a large item-
how and why this should remain within the 
EAGGF expenditure. It is under no control what-
ever by the agricultural sector. There is nothing 
whatever we can do to influence it. Surely, it 
should not be under that particular heading. It 
should be under a separate heading and it should 
be separately accounted for. I sincerely hope that 
this will be taken into account and something 
will be done about it. We have been saying 
this now, Heaven knows, for three years. 
My last point is one which has been made by 
many Members, namely that there have been 
and are misapplications of the funds in the agri-
cultural sector, the one sector which is the basis 
of the Community's cohesion, and I sincerely 
hope that, in the coming year, a Court of 
Auditors will be established and I hope that there 
will be established by this House a form of 
supervisory committee, perhaps along the lines 
of the Public Accounts Committee, which will 
be able to supervise the work not only of the 
Court of Auditors but also the Commission's 
work on expenditure. I think this is absolutely 
vital, so that our constituents in all our member 
countries can have the confidence that the money 
which is spent, not only in the agricultural 
sector but in other sectors as well, is properly 
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spent, in the way the Council and this House 
have decided, and not misapplied in any way. 
The sooner the Council and the Commission 
authorize the establishment of this Court of 
Auditors, the better it will be for this House and 
indeed for all the institutions of the Community. 
And so, Mr President I hope that we shall go 
along with our rapporteur in the voting on 
Thursday, and that we shall say to the Com-
mission that we think their estimates are prob-
ably wrong but to change them now would be 
also wrong, and we want the other cuts to a 
large extent restored, which will change the 
balance which at the moment excessively favours 
the EAGGF. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lord Bruce of Donington. 
Lord Bruce of Donington.- Mr President, since 
I hope to have the opportunity, at the close of 
this debate, of speaking on behalf of my group, 
I shall confine my present remarks to a very 
small time indeed. 
A number of us who have been a little worried 
about the general scope of the EAGGF have put 
down a series of proposed modifications that will 
be called during the vote on Thursday. The 
object of these proposed modifications is to take 
out of Titles 6 and 7 the increas proposed this 
year in certain chapters and transfer them to 
Chapter 98. It is important, Mr President, that 
the House should realize that there is no inten-
tion on our part to challenge the basis of the 
common agricultural policy prior to the 
structural enquiries now being carried on by the 
Commission. Our sole purpose in tabling the 
proposed modifications is to invite the House to 
support a greater degree of control over expend-
iture under the EAGGF. The purpose is not to 
vote against any increase in it, but merely to 
ensure, by the transfer to Chapter 98, that the 
increases proposed during the curent year do 
come under the closer supervision of Parliament. 
We are assured by both the Council and the 
Commission that there is nothing they desire 
more than an increase in the powers of Parlia-
ment, an increase in the control exercised by 
Parliament over the activities of the Community, 
and I would invite the House to remember the 
support given by it this afternoon to the observa-
tions that fell from the lips of Mr Normanton, 
who indeed was pressing for a far greater degree 
of control over all the expenditure of the Com-
munity. 
When the amendments are called on Thursday, I 
hope they will command support from all P.arts 
of the House. 
Thank you, Mr President. 
Presiden . - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Chey son, member of the Commission. - (F) 
Mr Pr ·dent, my remarks on Chapter 9 will 
be very rief, not because that chapter is un-
importan but because it is extremely clear. 
This is a chapter which has been reduced since 
,1975: a eduction in food aid and aid to non-
associate countries. I am aware that most of our 
activities take place outside the budget, under 
the agre ments concluded in Lome. We have 
provided for payments of about 430m u.a. in 
1976 to t e signatories of the Lome Convention, 
which is not included in the budget. 
In the udget, however it is incredible and 
unaccept ble--as stated in the motion for a 
resolutio -for the Community, which is always 
congratu ating itself on its Third World policy, 
to come forward with reductions in all areas. 
There is no point, I feel, in making any further 
commen s of a general nature, but on behalf of 
the Com ission I would like to say to the As-
sembly t at I hope it will approve the proposals 
of the C mmittee on Development and Coopera-
tion, su ported by the Committee on Budgets, 
with re ard to food aid. These proposals go 
further an the Commission's proposals on milk 
powder, since it is probably better to send the 
milk po der to poor countries than to process 
it for pi feed. 
hope that the Assembly will support 
sal of the Committee on Budgets con-
first attempt at cooperation with non-
govern ental organizations; even if the sum set 
aside fo this purpose is lower than that which 
proposed, we can at least make a 
start. 
With re ard to aid to non-associated developing 
countrie , the Committee on Budgets, supporting 
the pro osal from the Committee on Develop-
ment a d Cooperation, suggests 40m u.a. This 
seems t us to be a low figure in comparison 
with th lOOm u.a. which we proposed to the 
ents, but at least the principle is 
ed. 
mission warmly recommends that the 
Assemb adopt the proposals of the Committee 
on Bud ets on all points. 
(Appla e) 
Preside t. - I call Lord Reay, draftsman of the 
opinion of the Committee on Development and 
Cooper ion. 
Lord R ay. - Mr President, of all the sectors 
in the udget, development policy is that which 
has be n worst hit by the cuts made by the 
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Council to the Commission's preliminary draft 
budget: out of a total of some 600m u.a. which 
have been cut from that budget, more than 
200m-more than one-third-have come out of 
this sector. 
I should like to make a destinction here between 
complusory and non-compulsory items, insofar 
as the cuts are concerried and insofar as the 
amendments are concerned, which the Com-
mit~ee on Development and Cooperation wishes 
to introduce to this Parliament. 
Under non-compulsory expenditure, the prin-
cipal item is the aid to non-associated developing 
countries. Here the Commission proposed the 
sum of lOOm u.a. and this was cut but the 
Council to nothing, and the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation wishes to see 
this restored to a figure of 40m u.a. Now the 
Commissioner has just said that this sum is 
lower than that originally proposed by the com-
mittee, but in view of the very limited degree 
of control which this Parliament has over the 
budget, and the very narrow range of the 
margin of manoeuvre, we felt that it was better 
to bring this down in the hope that in the end 
some part of it at least might be included in 
the margin over which this Parliament has 
control. When this Parliament adopted the 
Harzschel report on 14 July this year, we went 
so far as to express the opinion that even the 
figure of lOOm u.a. was too modest for a policy 
such as this, while of course we welcomed the 
inauguration of the policy; we were able to do 
this because the figure of lOOm had already 
been proposed by the Commission in April as a 
sum with which this policy might be started. 
The Council had already accepted that there 
should be a policy, a common policy of aid to 
non-associated developing countries, but has not 
yet been able to agree a sum. We believe that 
we should write in a sum for 1976, and that 
40m u.a., which is modest enough in ·all 
conscience, would at least enable a common 
policy to be started. 
The second amendment which the Committee 
on Development and Cooperation has down in 
the field of non-compulsory expenditure is 
Amendment No 24, where we would like to put 
in a sum of 2.5m u.a. in place of the figure 
of 5m u.a. originally proposed by the Commis-
sion, and as suggested by the Council, for aid to 
non-governmental organizations. This is a field 
where the European Parliament in the past has 
urged the Commission to formulate proposals 
and is something which is very dear to many 
Members of this Parliament. 
The third amendment in this field which the 
committee had tabled, Amendment No 23, can 
be withdrawn in the light of the amendment 
which the Council has itself made to the budget, 
and of which we were informed by letter 
yesterday. This was the amendment to put in 
3.5m u.a. by way of trade promotion with. non-
associated countries. 
If you add up therefore the sums ojr the amend-
ments in the non-compulsory field, where the 
and Cooperation Committee on Development 
seeks to amend the budget, you will find a total 
figure of 42.5m u.a. 
In the field of compulsory expenditure, in four 
separate proposed modifications, the committee 
has sought to restore the full amount of the 
cuts made by the Council in the food aid pro-
gramme. Here for reasons which are spelt out 
in the justification to proposed . modifica~ion 
No 6 and also in the report from the Committee 
on Development and Cooperation itself, the 
committee believes that for the Community to 
remain faithful to· what it has repeatedly 
promised in international forums--for example, 
at · the session recently held in the United 
Nations-and for this Parliament itself to 
remain consistent with the resolutions it has 
adopted here, where repeatedly in the past we 
have expressed the wish that the Community 
should considerably extend its food aid policy, 
we think that we really have no alternative but 
to ask for these cuts to be restored to their full 
degree. 
There is one instance in which the· Committee 
on Budgets, which accepted all the proposed 
modifications from the Committee on Develop-
ment and Cooperation, supported a EPD Group 
proposed modification which went farther than 
the corresponding one from the Cc,mlhittee on 
Development and Cooperation. 
This is a proposal to put in an amount of 50m 
u.a. for aid in skimmed milk powder to the 
developing countries. The figure which our com-
mittee put forward was only 17m u.a.; but I 
would recommend that Parliament aecept the 
proposed modification put forward by the EPD 
Group, although we have retained our own 
proposed modification, which has been circu-
lated separately in case that of the EPD Group 
should not be accepted. As Mr Cointat pointed 
out in his speech this morning, with the Com-
mission having received requests from develop-
ing countries amounting to 180 000 tons of skim-
med milk powder and with the Community 
stocks standing at the moment at more than· a 
million tonnes, it is beyond the comprehension 
of our committee why. the Counc:il, · without 
explanation, should have cut the programme 
from one of 80 000 tonnes, as proposed by the 
Commission, to one of 55 000 tonnt~s. Because 
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we do not understand the logic of this, we would 
like to see the EPD Group proposal supported; 
in fact, the amount that they propose would 
pay for something of the order of 135 000 tonnes. 
Mr President, I hope that this Parliament will 
support the amendments and the proposed 
modifications in this sector. If the time comes 
when this Parliament will have to make a 
serious choice of what it is to put into its own 
margin of manoeuvre, I sincerely hope that this 
will be done in a balanced manner and therefore 
that a sizeable sum will be included for develop-
ment policy. Only in this way can the Parlia-
ment show that it looks outward and does not 
only concern itself with the welfare of the 
people living within the Community. To quote 
from Mr Cointat's report: 'Facing the crisis ... 
requires ... an increase in Community aid; with-
drawal into isolation would be particularly 
inappropriate on the part of a Europe which 
professes its faith in world solidarity and has 
set up ambitious aid mechanisms. Assistance 
to the developing countries has become part 
and parcel of the Community's activities and 
in some measure conditions its image in the 
world at large.' 
President. - I call Mr Broeksz to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Broeksz. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, may I start by thanking the rap-
porteur of the Committee on Development and 
Cooperation, Lord Reay. What he has said and 
defended here has the full agreement of our 
group, as does what he noted regarding the 
amendment from the European Progressive 
Democrats. 
When, at the part-session in October, we 
discussed the Commission proposals to the 
Council regarding tariff preferences for the 
non-associated countries, our group expressed 
its disappointment at the fact that in 1976 there 
was no progress over the preceding year. In 
that respect the Commission referred to the 
unfavourable economic situation in the countries 
of the Nine. However, it must be taken as read 
that, as regards both tariff preferences and 
food aid which is one of the things we are 
discussing today, the economic situation in· the 
EEC, though worse than in preceding years, 
still looks very rosy by comparison with the 
situation in the Third World. Our group regards 
the aid to the Third World as not only our 
most important moral duty but also as the first 
priority for our Parliament. · 
Certainly there are thousands of people in the 
nine Member States who should be helped, but 
none of them as· badly off as the hundreds of 
thousands in the countries that are to be 
provided with food aid at the moment. The 
attitude adopted here by the Commission and 
particularly by the Council contrasts sharply 
with the attitude of the Member States to the 
countries that are party to the Lome Convention 
and those given equal treatment. We regret all 
this particularJy, because this parsimonious 
handout is intended for countries. that are 
among the most densely populated and the 
poorest in the world. 
Though we may have criticisms of the Com-
mission regarding tariff preferences, it is never-
theless due praise for having in one way or 
another taken a rather wider view regarding 
food aid. That is why the Council's attitude 
regarding food aid is doubly disappointing, to 
put it mildly. How is it possible for ministers of 
countries which, though they may be facing 
economic difficulties now, are nonetheless rich, 
to decide not to help in a way the Commission 
considers possible the poorest countries in the 
world where many are starving? For us that is 
simply a riddle! The most shameful aspect is 
probably the reduction of food aid in the form 
of skimmed milk powder. At the moment the 
Member states simply do not know what to do 
with their stocks of milk powder. There is 
eleven hundred thousand tonnes in the EEC. 
Normally stocks are around 500 thousand ton-
nes, so that at the moment there is a 600 
thousand tonne surplus. Some can of course 
be sold at a minimum price to Russia... But 
it is almost certainly cheaper to give that skim-
med milk powder as food aid to undernourished 
people in 1976 than to continue to store it or 
to use it to feed pigs. The Council rejected the 
Commission's proposals out of hand, with, we 
feel, insufficient justification. Our group said 
last month that the EEC is not capable of 
shouldering the whole burden of aid to the 
non-associated countries. But now that Canada, 
America, Sweden, .Australia and even Saudi 
Arabia have set a good example with food aid 
in the form of grain, the contrast with the 
Council's attitude is particularly unfavourable. 
Is there really in the Community a single 
member of the Council, a single minister, who 
believes that the 200m u.a. that the Council 
wants to economize in aid will be able· to make 
any improvement at all to the economic situa-
tion in the countries of the Nine? In our group 
nobody believes that. We hope that the Council 
will still come to see the error of its ways. We 
strongly urge the Council to do so, and we 
hope that if these amendments are adopted by 
Parliament, the Council may yet make them its 
own and be a bit less pennypinching with aid 
to the Third World. 
(Applause) 
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President. - I call Mr Deschamps to speak 
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Deschamps.- (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, on behalf of the Christian-Democra-
tic Group I would like to thank the Committee 
on Budgets for approving all the amendments 
proposed by the Committee on Development and 
Cooperation. 
As a result, the basic guidelines of our coopera-
tion policy are no longer the affair of a few 
experts meeting in that committee. They are 
really the policy of the whole of the European 
Parliament, which remains consistent with its 
basic positions on this subject and, in particular, 
the unanimous approval which it gave on 20 
May last to the report by Mr Bersani on the 
general Community development cooperation 
P<;~licy. 
Turning to the Council, I would urge it to follow 
Parliament's example and to remain consistent 
with its own statements, since the very credibil-
ity of the Community in international relations 
is at stake. 
As Lord Reay pointed out in his opinion-and I 
would warmly congratUlate him on the way in 
which he has represented the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation in this matter-
the Council has recently made formal statements 
to the United Nations Assembly and to the 
World Food Conference. A drastic reduction in 
funds for cooperation, which the Council 
d~ires and is carrying out, is therefore a formal 
contradiction of the positive statements by which 
the Council and the Community are bound in 
the eyes of the world. 
Gentlemen of the Council, we cannot speak in 
two different and conflicting languages, one 
within the United Nations and international 
bodies and the other in discussions in the Council. 
I repeat that the question goes further than the 
financial implications. As in any large-scale bud-
getary debate, the discussion is on of fundamen-
tal policy. Mr Poncelet pointed this out just 
now, and asked us to consider questions on this 
political basis. You cannot reverse your decision 
by refusing to allow the Commission the funds 
to pursue the policy which you have proclaimed 
in this extremely important sector. However, 
that is what we are afraid you are going to do. 
Like you, we are perfectly aware of the fact 
that the present economic situation in each of 
the Community countries does not allow us to 
achieve every objective we would have liked to 
achieve. The Commission, too, has realized this, 
since it has agreed to make proposals which are 
quite different from the initial ones. The Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation, while 
emphatically reaffirming that the share of co-
operation funds in those sacrifices which have 
proved necessary had been too great, never-
theless showed what I consider exemplary 
wisdom. 
I would inform the Council that we consider the 
amended proposals approved by the Committee 
on Budgets as a strict minimum, and we would 
ask it, in the inevitable fixing of priorities, to 
take account of the opinions of th«~ Committee 
on Development and Cooperation. 
I would like to refer to two specific points which 
are of particular importance to mE~ and to the 
Christian-Democratic Group. First of all, I am 
pleased that other groups share our feelings--
Mr Broeksz has just mentioned this--but I think 
we must be insistent on the question of milk. 
The policy of reducing Community aid given in 
the form of this product or of refusing to in-
crease it-as the Commission proposes--is not 
only absurd from a financial point of view-we 
have over a million metric tons in storage, which 
is costing us a great deal-but is also deplorable 
if we consider that powdered milk is rich in 
proteins. To refuse this protein to the children 
of the Third World is to destroy aU ihe action 
which we are taking elsewhere in the matter of 
development cooperation, to make ilt impossible 
for these children-and these men of tomorrow 
-to benefit to the full from all the technical aid 
which we are giving. That is why we in the 
Christian-Democratic Group, shar:ing the in-
sistence of Lord Reay and the Socialist Group, 
will support the amendment tabled in this con-
nection by the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Finally, a word about subsidies to non-govern-
mental organizations. The Commission asked for 
5 million, we finally get 2.5 million. That is 
better than nothing! We should be pleased that 
this form of aid has been recognized in principle. 
I do regret, however, that some people gave in 
so soon rather than press for the 5 million. When 
we see the day-to-day running of the coopera-
tion policy and consider all that non-governmen~ 
tal organizations alone, with their flexibility 
and speed, can offer in certain projects which 
are essential to developing countries, we must 
hope that this entry will be raised to a more 
reasonable level in the next budget, whatever 
circumstances may prevail. 
I shall.conclude, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, by repeating the appeal to the Council 
which I made just now. It must act in a con-
sistent manner. It has approved the cooperation 
policy laid down and ratified by this Parlia-
ment. Let it therefore give the Commission the 
funds to implement it, and it will find that 
Parliament supports it in its task. · 
(Applause) 
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President. - I call Mr Couste to speak on behalf 
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. 
Mr Couste. - (F) Mr President, our Assembly 
has just heard an appeal from Mr Cheysson 
concerning not only food aid but also the funds 
necessary for non-associated developing coun-
tries. 
I believe, Mr President, that the three amend-
ments which we are defending here-and in 
particular the one which Mr Deschamps has 
just mentioned-will re-establish an indispens-
able equilibrium in the budget. 
The first amendment, No 10, to which Mr 
Deschamps has just referred, concerns food aid, 
and we hope that this revenue will be increased 
by 50m u.a. It is true that the Community has 
stocks of over a million tonnes of skimmed milk 
powder, whereas the absorption capacity of the 
world market is almost nil, with the exception, 
of course, of Russia's request for about a 
hundred thousand tonnes. In any event, the sel-
ling of 100 or 120 thousand tonnes of skimmed 
milk powder to Russia at a very low price would 
by no means solve the problems posed by this 
enormous quantity which we have in storage. 
It would therefore be a good idea, instead of 
spending quite substantial sums for a minimum 
of profit by trasforming this milk powder into 
animal feed-which, incidentally, is what the 
Russians would probably do-for the Commu-
nity to step up its programme of food aid in the 
form of dairy products and to distribute this 
milk powder to those who are hungry. We urge 
that this should be done, since if our amend-
ment were to be adopted-Lord Reay referred 
to this earlier on-the 130 thousand tonnes could 
be spread throughout the world as food aid. 
The second amendment, No 11, tabled on behalf 
of our group, seeks to improve the organization 
of financial and technical cooperation with the 
Maghreb countries and Malta. Of course, Malta 
is an associated country, but for reasons of con-
venience and because we are dealing with 
Article 910, we are making our proposal in the 
form of a single amendment and hope that 
financial and technical cooperation with the 
Maghreb countries and Malta will be introduced 
a new action. The Commission has also intro-
duced a new chapter, Chapter 91, for financial 
and technical cooperation with the Maghreb coun-
tries and Malta, and made a budgetar-y entry 
of 10m u.a. The aim of our amendment is to 
reintroduce what the Council deleted; the in-
clusion of a token entry in the 1976 budget 
would at least show the political determination 
of the Community to aid not only Algeria, 
. Tunisia and Morocco, but also Malta. As we 
know, that would in no way affect later develop-
ments in the actions undertaken. 
The third amendment, Mr President, is No 86. 
Its aim is to raise appropriations by 2.5m u.a. 
Why? It refers to Chapter 98. In its resolution 
of 15 July 1975, the Council decided in favour 
of Community guidelines for policies to promote 
date-processing in the Community, and on 
5 March 1975 the Commission submitted the 
first proposals for priority actions, costing of 
a total of 4m u.a. for 1976. On the same subject, 
and on the basis of a report drawn up by myself, 
Parliament decided almost unanimously on 
23 September to approve these proposals for 
priority actions. Consequently, the Commission 
logically proposed in the preliminary draft 
budget that an entry of 4m u.a. should be made. 
However, the Council did not accept this pro-
posals and made a token entry under Item 
3211 and a reserve of 1.5m u.a. under Chapter 
98. We wonder why the figure should be 1.5m 
u.a., since that is an arbitrary sum. But the 
essential point of Amendment No 86 is that 
although we accept the use of Chapter 98, the 
figure fixed by the Council seems to us to be 
both inadequate and unjustified; in this amend-
ment, we therefore propose that the sum of 
4m u.a. proposed by the Commission should 
be re-established in the budget as amended by 
the Council, an increase of 2.5m u.a., so that 
priority action in the field of data-processing 
aimed at introducing a real European data-
processing policy should not remain a mere in-
tention but should become a desirable and urgent 
fact. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Gerlach to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Gerlach. - (D) Mr President, in view of 
the keen interest and the animation with which 
the public service, and in particular European 
officialdom, is being discussed by our citizens, 
I have taken the liberty of submitting to this 
Assembly an amendment to the motion for a 
resolution, and I feel that it is not possible for 
the European Parliament, particularly in its 
deliberations on the budget, to ignore such a 
topical matter, which, in the German Federal 
Republic at least, has given rise to a discussion 
that has been unprecedented in its zeal for and 
commitment to European ideals. 
I refer to the whole problem of the administra-
tion and the officials of the European Com-
munities, the so-called malaise of European tech-
nocracy. At the same time we are also wit-
nessing the eruption of long pent-up resentments 
against the whole idea of Europe. And one thing 
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that we can be sure of in the case of sponta-
neous reactions of this kind is that they are an 
articulation of murmurs and whisperings that 
have been muffled for a long time. 
That brings me to my first question: why has 
there never yet been, at least to my knowledge, 
a wide-:-ranging debate in this Parliament on the 
whole subject of European officials, their living 
and working conditions in the widest sense and 
their staff regulations, which are far from being 
as dry and abstract as one might think? I am 
afraid that we have been guilty of some neglect 
in this matter. I should like to put my position 
on this matter in a nutshell: we must not 
neglect, as we have hitherto done, the admin-
istrative problems of European politics. There 
is absolutely no danger that we will devote too 
much time and space to these problems. 
Having set out the problem in this manner my 
second question is as follows: who is to blame 
in this matter? Of course, one sometimes gets 
the impression that the whole discussion is 
dominated by this consideration of who is to 
blame. That, naturally, would be wrong. That 
is not at all the prime consideration. It is use-
'leliS to point the finger of blame at anyone or 
at any institution, whether Council, Parliament 
or Commission. It seems to me that all have 
been somewhat at fault in this matter. There 
was always something more urgent and some-
thing more important to do than to deal with 
the technical problems of giving the European 
officials sound structures and organizations for 
themselves and for their administrative work. 
Each institution dealt with this matter in a 
bureaucratic way, issuing statutes and regula-
tions, drawing up new schedules, passing budget 
appropriations, taking transitional organiza-
tional measures, etc. 
While all these individual steps were being 
taken, no attempt was made to get down to 
fundamental issues, and thus it is that we now 
see, on the one hand, clear evidence of disarray, 
frustration, even uncertainty a:m,ongst the offi-
cials in Brussels and Luxembourg, while on the 
other hand, and it is not only in the German 
Federal Republic that this is true, we find that 
people are only beginning to appreciate the 
problem for the first time, with the result that 
their reactions are inevitably coloured by pre-
judices of every kind. 
My third question is whether we are not faced 
here with a phenomenon of a general nature. 
For some time now. national policy with regard 
to the Civil Service has been followed and 
discussed with particularly keen interest in our 
Member States. For the moment, however, 
Brussels and the Commission seem to be largely 
unaffected by this trend. Should this fact, Mr 
President, not give us some food for thought? 
There are many factors at national level leading 
to this state of affairs, for instance, the rapid 
increase in the number of those employed in 
the public service, the increasing demands being 
made on the public purse in the Me~mber States 
in the form of salary and wage rises, which 
cut the amount of money available for badly-
needed investments in the many infrastructural 
sectors and in the general struggle to maintain 
a good standard of living for all citizens. 
In spite of the drastically altered situation in 
regard to employment and the changing picture 
with regard to real incomes for our citizens, 
all the matters we have mentioned seem to 
have had hardly any impact at Community 
level. 
In the face of all this, can Europe's institutions, 
the Commission, the Council and also this Par-
liament, act as if nothing whatever had hap-
pened? I think this is hardly possible. Indeed, 
in this debate we must try to BeE~ to it that 
these matters are not simply dealt with in the 
Member States and ignored in the European 
Parliament, because it is our duty, and indeed 
our responsibility, to face up to the grounds-
well of criticism tha thas been so lo~:~g held back 
and is now bursting forth. We, the parliamen-
tarians of Europe, are surely the people best 
qualified to judge as to what criticism is justi-
fied of the less acceptable features of European 
administration and the major structural prob-
lems of the public service iil tht~ European 
Community. I agree that European officials are 
<:ertainly not an untouchable caste, but on the 
other hand, we are well aware, from our daily 
dealings with them their high motivation, their 
zeal and industry at all levels and their crea-
tive and imaginative approach are an indispen-
sable leaven for European integration and w.ill 
always remain so. 
However, all this does not change the fact that 
it may possibly now be the right time to ask 
whether changes should not· be made in certain 
areas. There is no area of life in which some 
mistakes have not been made and in which 
there are not some unacceptable features, but 
given this fact, it is also true to say that we 
must give deep thought to possiblE~ structural 
changes. It seems to me that it would be a fit-
ting task for this Assembly to get to grips with 
this problem' straight away. It is obvious that 
the trade unions would also have to be involved 
in any attempt to tackle this problt-.m, because 
they would have to set out for us th•~ir interests 
and their solutions. In this way, a genuine 
dialogue could be initiated. There is clearly 
no point in sweeping these unpleasant truths 
under the carpet, because nothing w.ill be. 
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achieved by closing our eyes to changing real-
ities. However, I have the distinct impression 
that the trade unions, having got over their 
initial surprise and shock, will see the entire 
problem clearly and in a forthright manner. 
Before I conclude my remarks on this topic, 
I will ask a few questions that seem to me to 
be important. Perhaps they will help to put the 
whole matter in a clearer perspective. 
In all our deliberations, do we give sufficient 
thought to the unique legislative powers of the. 
Community? Do we not tend imperceptibly to 
centralize at European level the implementation 
of Community decisions? Is there not some truth 
in what I am saying? If there is, then we are 
transgressing agains the principle of the divi-
sion of labour along sensible lines, which in 
turn leads to a loss of energy and efficiency, 
both politically and materially. In particular, it 
will mean that the next time European decisions 
have to be taken, the Member States wi;Ll take 
a very cautious approach, having burnt their 
fingers before, and will tend to have implement-
ing measures delegated to the Member States, 
wherever possible. 
My second point is that the achievements of the 
administrations of all our European institutions 
deserve the highest tributes. It is to be hoped 
that history will yet record our appreciation of 
the stupendous achievements of officials from 
the European Member States over the last 
twenty years, particularly in the 50's and 60's 
when Europe was founded. It would seem as 
if something of the pioneering spirit of these 
great years has inevitably been lost. 
Thirdly, I do not wish to overlook the important 
problem of officials' salaries. Is it right that 
the new system that has just been arranged 
between Council, Commission and staff repre-
sentatives with regard to the harmonization of 
the remuneration of officials should have been 
decided upon without Parliament being involved? 
Does this not feed fuel to the flames of criticism 
of bureaucratic methods? Does not the fact that 
there was no public debate on this matter arouse 
at least some feelings of uneasiness? In their 
efforts to resolve some technical inadequacies 
of the system that had been followed hitherto, 
the government experts seem to have achieved 
no more than making European offici~s a very 
privileged class. We should look into all these 
matters very carefully. 
I feel, Mr President, that I am justified in asking 
whether the present salary structure corresponds 
to the actual needs? Is it necessary to rethink 
the present method of determining salaries and 
to give up the old system of a uniform per-
centual gradation for all categories and grades? 
Please do not misunderstand me, I am not 
opposed to the setting up of a special staff 
regulation, whatever kind it may be. 
On the contrary, what is needed is greater 
flexibility, and that would only be hindered by 
any measures of this kind. 
I hope, Mr President, that my remarks here will 
serve to awaken Parliament to its full respon-
sibility in these matters. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lord Bruce of Donington. 
Lord Bruce of Donington. - Mr President, 
members of all groups in this House have paid 
the Commission and the Council the compliment 
of giving very serious study indeed to the pro-
posals that have been put forward to Parlia-
ment, and no one has devoted more time and· 
trouble than our distinguished rapporteur on the 
Committee on Budgets, Mr Cointat, to whom 
I would like to pay my personal tribute for the 
clarity and indeed the brilliance of his report. 
Mr President, the tributes to the Council and 
to the Commission are not deserved. The budget 
that has been produced by the Commission and 
then by the Council is little more than a puny 
political mouse. When Mr Cointat presented his 
report, he emphasized that the total resources 
in the budget, the total income and expenditure, 
amounted to 0.60/o of the gross national product 
of the nine countries of the Community. Mr 
President, this is far below the ordinary mathe-
matical estimating tolerance that is given to 
those that assess the gross national product. He 
also indicated-quite correctly, as emphasized 
by Mr Michel Shaw-that the total resources of 
the Community available through its budget 
represented rather less than 2°/o of the aggregate 
national budgets of the nine members of the 
Community. 
But we have not been talking about total 
amounts today. We have been talking about 
increases and decreases, and when one looks at 
the increases in the budget for 1976 above those 
for 1975, including the supplemen~ary estimates, 
we find that the increases about which we have 
been arguing represent 0.064CI/o of the gross 
national product of the Community, or altern-
atively 0.21CI/o of the total aggregate budget of 
the nine countries of the Community. 
Mr President, the Council in its wisdom saw 
fit to reduce the estimates put forward by the 
Commission, diminutive though they were, by 
601m u.a.; and it made a great song of this, as 
though it was a world-shattering event that was 
only forced upon them by the austerities which 
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were being endured by the Member States. In 
point of fact, the cuts that they have made and 
sought to justify represent 0.0481'/o of the gross 
national product of the Community and 0.16°/o 
of their total gross budgets. 
These are the things about which they have 
been making a fuss. These are the things upon 
which they say the economies of the Member 
States hang. They complain that in this time of 
austerity we have to cut the Social Fund by so 
much, we have to cut the Regional Fund by 
so much, we have to cut the Reserve Fund 
by so much. It is unlikely that these items, taken 
together, have any effect whatsoever on the 
economies of the Member States by whom the 
contributions will be made. In fact they will 
have very little effect on the net contribution 
when the refunds or the benefits come back. 
So the whole case put forward by the Council 
is by inference a completely bogus one. It has 
no foundation in logic whatsoever, and when 
one comes to consider that the total food-aid, 
research, Regional Fund and Social Fund appro-
priations under the revised budget only amount 
to 0.08511/o of the Community's gross national 
product, and that if you trebled the existing 
budget it would only amount to 0.2550/o of the 
Community's GNP, then one sees the kind of 
charade that the Council and, to a lesser extent, 
the Commission, have put Members of Parlia-
ment through. Mr President, what is at issue is 
not the individual cuts that have been made, 
deplorable as these may be. The question is not 
even one of the imbalance between the EAGGF 
side and the remainder, which has been referred 
to by honourable Members in all parts of this 
House and which has been underlined by Mr 
Cheysson. The real question at issue, bearing in 
mind the trivial quantity comprised in the Com-
munity budget we are now supposed to be con-
sidering, is whether that really represents suf-
ficient to constitute the budget as a serious 
political instrument. The question that I have 
to ask, and the question many of us will be 
asking in the days that lie ahead is: Do the 
Council really try and tell Members of this 
House, and do the Commission support it in 
putting forward the suggestion, that the budget, 
aside from the benefit it brings to agriculture, 
plays any serious part whatsoever in the poli-
tical life of the Community? This is the question 
we have to ask when we are considering this 
derisory budget. I repeat that, if the expenditure 
on the social side, the regional side, the research 
side, the food-aid side, were trebled, it would 
still not raise the expenditure of this Com-
munity to the level of statistical tolerance that 
is normally applied by economists when making 
forecasts, and can have no effect whatsoever 
upon the economies of Europe. 
Let us see what is going to happen in 1976 when 
the -effects of this budget, minuscule as they 
may be, will come into operation. The Commis-
sion issued on October 15, its forecast for the 
year 1975-76, and sent" a copy to the Council. 
What did it say? Did it spell out the gloom and 
doom that has laden all the Council's replies 
to the questions .put to it by Mr Cointat? Did it 
justify the more pessimistic observations made 
by the Commission in the course of the pro-
ceedings of the Committee on Budgets? No! The 
report in the hands of the Council and presently 
to be in the hands of Parliament shows, it says, 
'the likehood of a considerable upturn in the 
economies in the spring of this year' -and that, 
Mr President. I am happy to inform you, 
includes my own country. So even though the 
effects may be marginal, they will still, in 1976, 
not be justified. · 
Mr President, I close, on behalf of my group, 
by saying this: on the basis of the present facts, 
my group is not satisfied that the budget repre-
sents a serious endeavour by both Commission 
and Council to make it a political instrument in 
the forging of a new Europe. My group expects 
that, when the amendments that have been 
made are put to the Council and the Commis-
sion, they will be accepted without argument, 
because otherwise there is no seriousness in the 
budget at all. Mr President, members of the 
Socialist Group, like other honourable Members, 
are not in the European Community or the 
European Parliament for fun. They are in it 
because they want to see established on the 
continent of Europe a far fairer, a far juster 
and a far more equitable society, and they 
require to be satisfied by the meeting that takes 
place next December that the Council and the 
Commission have the will to do the job that 
ought to be done. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Coin tat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, as 
we close this debate, which in my opinion has 
been a great debate, well organized, disciplined, 
and extremely interesting, I feel that it is my 
duty to speak again to put a few more points 
to Parliament. 
First of all, I would like to address Mr Norman-
ton. He raised a problem which worries me, 
that of loans, in particular Euratom loans. I am 
worried at the position which he adopted by 
recommending that these loans should not be 
included in the budget, in part or in full. I hope 
he will allow me to point out that there was 
an anomaly in the preliminary draft budget 
submitted by the Commission: Euratom loans 
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were included, being given a token entry, 
whereas the Community loan was not. We must 
be consistent! In the Council's draft budget, 
there was another anomaly: the Council deleted 
the budgetary entry for Euratom loans, but sent 
a letter in respect of the loan to Portugal, 
entering it in the budget. The Council, too, must 
be consistent. We must choose either to enter 
all loans in the budget or to enter none at all. 
The Committee on Budgets has made its choice: 
it opted for inclusion in the budget, subject to 
procedures yet to be fixed. In particular, it did 
so because current loans accounted for 4 200m 
u.a. or 570/o of the budget, and it was not accep-
table that such a sum should not be subject to 
any form of parliamentary control. I hope, Mr 
Normanton, that I have convinced you that the 
proposal of the Committee on Budgets is a 
well-founded one. 
However, I wo~ld also like to say to Mr Cheys-
son that although I was very sad-and I was-
to have to speak of a stagnation budget, of a 
recession, because I believe that that is the true 
nature of affairs, I hope that it will be mod~fied 
and made more acceptable. 
In any case, I am grateful to you, Mr Commis-
sioner, for having satisfied Parliament with 
regard to a number of our preoccupations. In 
particular, you have confirmed-and Lord Bruce 
mentioned this just now-that this Community 
budget does not represent a large proportion 
of the Community's GNP: 0.57°/o or even, as 
compared with national budgets, 2.40fo. 
I would also like to thank you for having 
agreed, as the Commission representative, on 
many questions raised by the various commit-
tees and in the motion for a resolution, in 
particular with regard to agriculture. 
With regard to agriculture-and here I support 
the remarks made by Mr Kofoed on behalf of 
the Committee on Agriculture, which in my 
view were very reasonable-! would refer to 
two matters in particular: the first is that 
EAGGF expenditure, represented as a percen-
tage, remains constant in relation to the GNP, 
the second is that a balance must be restored 
between agricultural expenditure and that of 
other sectors in the Community. However, I put 
it to Parliament that if it follows the proposals 
of the Committee on Budgets, particularly by 
'improving' appropriations in other sectors, the 
agricultural share will be reduced from 74 to 
700/o. As a result, I can only approve Mr Cheys-
son's remarks, and I hop~ that President Fabbri 
will shortly put our minds at ease in a similar 
manner· and that there will be no more talk of 
accusations of irresponsibility in budgetary 
matters. 
If, next Thursday, the European Parliament acts 
as recommended by its Committee on Budgets 
and all those speakers who have approved the 
proposed modifications or draft amendments 
which have been adopted, I think our hopes 
will then lie in the dialogue between the 
Council and our institution. I believe in that 
dialogue and I am extremely grateful to Mr 
Poncelet for having confirmed this point just 
now. We are responsible people. Parliament-
Mr Aigner will agree with this-proved last 
year that it had rejected all financial demagogy 
by not using up completely its margin for 
manoeuvre. I hope that the same will happen 
this year. 
What is the pusition with regard to non-
compulsory expenditure? If we adopt all the 
amendments accepted by the Committee on 
Budgets, appropriations would increase by 
313m u.a., an increase of 30.61°/o in non-
compulsory expenditure. That may seem a lot, 
but let us examine the figure more closely. In 
fact, this figure of 313m u.a. includes many 
appropriations which are blocked or which are 
given only a provisional entry under Chapter 98. 
As a result, these appropriations are not directly 
utilizable. I therefqre feel justified in deducting 
them from the total. These appropriations come 
to about 151m u.a., including 150 million for the 
Regional Fund. This leaves an increase of 
162m u.a. in non-compulsory expenditure, or 
15.80fo. However, of these increases accepted by 
the Committee on Budgets which are available 
for use, a number of appropriations are not 
operational. 
These are appropriations connected with budget-
ary entries or actions on which the Council has 
not yet taken a decision. In other words, the 
Council has the last word, since no formal 
decision has been taken and the European Par-
liament has entered these appropriations only 
in order to avoid a supplementary budget. As 
a result, following this argument, this expendi-
ture too, which represents 77.5m u.a., and which, 
I repeat, is subject to a decision of the Council, 
can be deducted. As a result, only 84.5m u.a. 
remain truly operational and immediately avail-
able for the Commission to spend withput 
further formalities. Ladies and gentlemen, since 
we have a margin for manoeuvre, these 84.5m 
u;a. represent 8.27°/o. They are connected 
especially with the Social Fund, (70m u.a.) and 
development in the field of hydrocarbons 
(10m u.a.) 
If we accept this way of looking at the question, 
which on the face of it may surprise some, but 
which seems coherent from the pragmatic point 
of view if not in legal terms, it becomes appa-
rent that we may find a convenient solution 
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and that we can begin the dialogue between 
the Council, Parliament and Commission with 
a calm outlook and a great deal of confidence 
and optimism. That is what I hope for, Mr 
President, as I conclude my remarks at the close 
of this debate. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission, - (F) 
Mr President, after having listened to the two 
previous speakers I am tempted to let myself 
be carried away and to dream with Lord Bruce 
of what might be a really big European budget ... 
but I am aware of the difficulties which the 
Commission has had on each occasion that it 
has made a concrete proposal, particularly the 
moment it is translated into figures. I know-
- and I have counted them-how many months 
have then gone by. This is why I shall limit 
myself to the figures that we have put forward, 
which I recognize to be both general in nature 
and minute in scale, but which will neverthe-
less, it must be emphasized, have a real effect 
in ~he field to which they have been allocated, 
whether for food aid, regional development or 
the Social Fund. "' - . 
I too should like to join the rapporteur in a run 
around the mathematical garden which he has 
planted with such abandon, but I have already 
exceeded my speaking time so I shall be very 
d-qll and answer only the four questions which 
were put explicitly to the Commission during 
the debate. 
The chairman of the Committee on Budgets and 
Mr Shaw spoke about Article 98 and wanted 
to know the Commission's opinion on this 
matter. 
Like the Committee on Budgets-and this is 
nothing new-we believe in a procedure of 
entering all appropriations the need for which 
can be foreseen. But we do, of course, recognize 
that these appropriations may be blocked at the 
discretion of the Community institutions when 
the relevant rules have yet to be fully applied 
or have not entered into effect. These appropria-
tions can be blocked either by being entered in 
Chapter 98 or by a special mention in the form 
of a remark on a article or item of the budget. 
I would point out that this second possibility, 
which, incidentally, is not laid down in the 
Financial Regulation, but will henceforth be 
effectively applied, may on· some occasions be 
considered more reliable by Parliament, which 
can then insist that its formal agreement be 
given before the appropriations are unblocked 
and put to use. 
Mr President, Mr Bangemann and you yourself, 
during a very brief intervention concerning the 
Staff Regulations, referred to the problems 
of the staff. We were_ asked why we insisted 
upon this 'structural' condition. May I repeat in 
this connection something I have already said 
this morning, which is that the Commission, 
more and more, finds itself having to tackle a 
greater number of executive tasks quite apart 
from its function as initiator and proposer. If 
you have executive tasks you need executive 
staff. It is as simple as that. There is a lot one 
can do with generals, but you cannot have them 
type invoices and reports, let alone the accounts! 
The third question which I would like to answer 
was put by Mr Dalyell, who referred to the 
institute for economic analysis and research 
which we are at present proposing· to set up. 
The Commission's proposal in detail has just 
been forwarded to the Community institutions 
and you will see what its intention is. It struck 
us that there existed at the present nobody with 
the ability to look into the implications of a 
progressive communitization of the European 
economies and population. These things are any-
thing but simple. What is the effect of the 
development of Community policy on the 
effectiveness of national machinery? Can we be 
certain that imbalances are necessarily attenuat-
ed by the effects of Community procedures? We 
have discovered that sometimes the reverse is 
true. In some sectors the Community activities 
have increased the imbalances which already 
existed between the regions of the Community, 
particularly in some fields of activity. 
If then, as we said to you this morning, we want 
to move on from sectoral activities to a Com-
munity policy, we must have at our disposal 
more elaborate means for economic analysis, 
and it is this which gave us the idea of this 
institute. 
Finally, Mr Dalyell also asked me about the 
measures being undertaken by the Commission 
and its opinion on the control of the implemen-
tation of the budget, on the checking of expen-
diture and its regularity. This is a very impor-
tant point, because it is essential that the 
representatives of the peoples of Europe have 
confidence in the conditions under which the 
money is used. This confidence will be streng-
thened when the European Court of Auditors 
provides you with more effective external means 
of control and makes your Sub-Committee on 
the Budget of the Communities fully effective. 
Do not forget that 8QO/o of our expenditure is 
carried out through the intermediary of national 
administrations. Strengthened control proce-
dures thus implies a strengthening of the Com-
mission's internal means of control and of co-
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operation with the governments apd between 
the governments. As regards internal control, 
we have now set up teams to cover wide sectors, 
who have been trained and work on the spot in 
the various Member States in cooperation with 
the national governments and administrations. 
What is involved are either systematic spot 
checks or checks which arise as the result of 
rumours or problems in this or that sector. The 
latter are more or less doubling from one year 
to the next. This year we have had 325 days 
of checks compared with 170 last year. At 
present our activities are centered especially on 
beef, which seems likely to give rise to fraud 
of one kind or another. 
Cooperation with the governments of the 
Member States is an essential factor. This is why 
we have decided to hold joint training courses 
for the auditors of the governments of the 
Member States; this is why we are encouraging 
the administration to adopt the rapid direct 
information procedures which already exist 
between customs and excise services but have 
not yet been introduced between the other 
economic departments; this is why we are 
asking them to agree to provide on~ another 
with useful help and to help us. Nevertheless, 
it is a complex problem, because Community 
misdemeanours are not regarded in the same 
way by the various national laws; under the 
laws of some states a misdemeanour will give 
rise to a penalty, while under others· it results 
merely in notification being given to the Com-
mission, which is powerless to act. 
Our action so far in these fields has concerned 
the milk and olive oil sectors and is now con-
centrated on the beef sector. It is being managed 
by a special control committee made up of nine 
top government representatives who have 
directed us throughout this action, whether it 
was a matter of spot checks or intergovern-
mental cooperation. 58 cases of fraud have been 
discovered during the past six months, cases 
which certainly would not have been brought 
to light otherwise. This is not enough. However, 
it represents progress. We intend to apply the 
same procedures to the Social and Regional 
Funds as we have to the EAGGF. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Fabbri. 
Mr Fabbri, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen. I 
believe that at the end of this interesting, full, 
serious and responsible debate which-as Mem-
bers have pointed out-in certain ways pro-
duced some innovations compared with the 
debates on the budgets of previous years, the 
Council's first duty-and thiS is not merely a 
formality-is to extend heartfelt thanks to 
those responsible for the positive results of the 
debates, that is to say first of all the rapporteur 
Mr Cointat and his co-rapporteurs Miss Flesch 
and Mr Aigner, and then the chairmen of the 
various committees, in particular Mr Lange, 
chairman of the Committee on Budgets, and 
the 30 speakers who have taken part in today's 
debate. 
Today's debate is not an isolated event in the 
discussion of budgetary and economic problems 
in Community countries, because it links up 
with the debate held during the sitting of 14 
October, when discussions were held on the 
socio-economic conditions of the Community 
countries and the provisions to be adopted to 
meet the present difficult economic situation, 
and also because it comes within the frame-
work of the speech made here the following 
day by Mr Rumor. Moreover, the Committee on 
Budgets has devoted at least four meetings to 
it and this Assembly a whole day. I believe 
that if the representatives of European public 
opinion were present here today, they would 
be satisfied by progress made and by the sense 
of responsibility with which budgetary problems 
have been treated. 
I must also thank my colleague Mr Poncelet 
who, taking part on his own initiative-as the 
President of the Assembly pointed out-in 
t<xiay's debate, has brought to bear his valuable 
experience of the debate last year which he led 
with skill, wisdom and intelligence. I am con-
vinced that he will be a worthy ally in putting 
before the Council the problems discussed here, 
the requests and desires of the Assembly, which 
in practice come down to a desire for greater 
political weight to be given to the Assembly 
in its relations with the Council, and greater 
powers of consultation, investigation and deci-
sions for Parliament in relation to the Council. 
It has been stressed by some Members-! will 
mention by name Lord Bessborough, who led 
the Parliament delegation at the meeting with 
the Council-that the first approach, or con-
certation as it has been called, between Parlia-
ment and the Council was extremely success-
ful. And, perhaps because this first approach 
was so successful we believe that others should 
follow. If it were not too banal a comparison 
I could compare the situation to that of the 
child who after tasting the cake asks its mother 
for more. I realize this is a trivial example, 
but I also realize the necessity for Parliament 
to strengthen its relations with the Council and 
in this I can give my word that at the meeting 
to be held on 3 December, which will be pre-
ceded, as I said in the letter which I sent to 
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you today, Mr President, by a concertation 
meeting with representatives to be appointed 
by this Assembly, I will make every effort to 
establish new and more effective relations which 
will be of benefit to all and above all of benefit 
to Europe. 
In reply to the various speeches, I would first 
of all like to deal with some procedural matters 
which have been raised, in particular the quest-
ion of some importance concerning the time-
table. It was pointed out by the rapporteur that 
the very strict time-limits do not allow the 
thorough and serious consideration which is 
necessary. I can merely say here, without wish-
ing to anticipate, that the Council is in favour 
of facilitating meetings with Parliament and the 
Commission to decide on a new arrangement 
for the time-table which will make our work 
more effective and fruitful. 
Another procedural question of equal impor-
tance is that of the distinction between a simple 
budget or supplementary budgets, a problem 
which has been brought up in this Assembly 
and in the Commission several times and one 
on which the Council could limit itself to repeat-
ing the position which it has already expressed 
and which is well known. However, before 
answering the comments which have been made, 
I would like to make some preliminary remarks. 
My task at this moment, faced with the Assem-
bly's extremely critical approach to the Council, 
could be seen as either an easy or a difficult 
one. Easy, if I simply repeat the already well-
known position of the Council; difficult, if I 
try to answer in keeping with the seriousness 
and intensity of the debate and above all because 
the sometimes severe words-and there have 
many severe words heard today-against the 
Council, are motivated only by the desire to 
make the European institutions more effective. 
In the second case it becomes really difficult 
to reply, but in that spirit of cooperation which 
_ I asked for from this Assembly-and which 
will continue at the meeting of 3 December-
! think that we can find the stimulus to solve 
the problems facing us. I will not follow the 
easy road of giving the preordained answers 
and I will try, even if I rnay be accused of 
imprudence, to choose the more difficult route, 
that is to try to come to terms with the reasons 
for discontent expressed by Parliament and 
summarized in particular by the rapporteur 
Mr Cointat. 
As regards the supplementary budgets then, I 
must say that it is impossible to imagine supple-
mentary budgets ·being abolished. Even when 
the institutions have own resources available 
to them, such as the percentage of VAT, I 
believe that supplementary budgets will not be 
definitively abolished. I therefore appreciate 
greatly the wisdom of the remark made by 
Mr Shaw, when he said that supplementary 
budgets could not be definitively excluded. This 
is the Council's view too. It is a different matter 
if there are a whole series of supplementary 
budgets, but I think that abolishing the supple-
mentary budget is a step backwards, especially 
at times like this when the economic situation 
develops so rapidly and in which estimates 
in many sectors of economic activity often do 
not correspond to hard realities. 
In addition I feel that we should not prejudge 
decisions to be taken on new Community 
measures. To those who have said, perhaps over 
severely, that the 1976 budget presented by the 
Council is a mere accounting document and not 
the expression of political" will, I would like to 
ask whether this criticism rests on the fact that 
the 1976 budget registers the income and 
expediture deriving from Council decisions 
rather than reflecting a predetermined policy 
which includes these decisions. Personally I 
believe that it is not right to follow the second 
procedure. Entries in the budget, not only for 
accounting reasons, but for reasons of order, for 
reasons-! would suggest--of democracy too, 
should follow the decisions adopted by the 
executive' body, which is the Council. Only then, 
when decisions have been made, can this polit-
ical will expressed in the Council be trans-
formed into accounting facts. 
On the overall problem of all the amendments 
tabled by the Assembly I am perfectly. aware 
that, as Mr Cointat pointed out, the main aim 
of Parliament at this stage is to establish more 
effective dialogue with the Council on the 
structure of the budget. And the Council, I 
repeat, is not going to shirk this dialogue, and 
naturally hopes that it will be possible to arrive, 
within the provisions of the Treaty, at an ever 
closer understanding between our two institu-
tions. 
Coming now to the statement by the President 
of the A:ssembly, Mr Splmale, on the question 
of Parliament's representation at the discussion 
in the Council of the proposed amendments to 
the Staff Regulations, I can assure you that 
your letter to the Council a few days ago on 
this subject is a present being closely considered 
by the Council itself, and it will make its deci-
sion known very shortly. 
Having made these comments on the budget 
as a whole and on procedural questions, I would 
like now to deal with the main points mentioned 
in speeches by Members of Parliament. First 
of all, I think that one should not play down, 
but emphasize and re-affirm the importance of 
the decision made by the Council of Ministers 
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to the Community on aids to Portugal. It should 
also be recalled, in reply to the arguments on 
which Mr Cointat's speech was based, that the 
Council, on 6 November, transmitted the letter 
rectifying the draft budget on two sectors: 
aid to Portugal and development cooperation. 
Through the Em;opean Investment Bank, the 
Community · has decided to grant loans to 
Portugal, totalling 150m u.a. and, to reimburse 
the Bank for the interest reductions granted, it 
has decided to include in the budget a new 
appropriation of 12 million. Moreover, it has 
provided in the draft budget a sum, for the time 
being very small, of 3m u.a. to encourage trade 
between the Community and some non-
associated developing countries, who are not due 
to participate in the Lome Convention. These 
are in particular non-associated developing 
countries with which the Community has con-
cluded bilateral and cooperation agreements. 
On this subject, Mr Cointat said: 'What is 
happening here? You are using two different 
sets of standards. You are adopting the proce-
dure of a rectifying letter for Portugal, and not 
using it for the developing countries.' 
I should point out that rectifying letters, as 
Mr Cointat well knows, are sent to Parliament 
only when the Council has taken a decision 
on the subject concerned. This happened for 
Portugal, but did not happen for the other 
subject. And therefore, with the greatest respect, 
I must reject Mr Cointat's efforts at polite 
polemics. 
The budgetary problems discussed most have 
been: the Regional Fund, research, the Social 
Fund, energy policy (especially nuclear power 
stations), the structure of the EAGGF, Guidance 
and Guarantee Sections, and problems of devel-
opment aid. 
I must first make a personal statement. Mem-
bers of Parliament will certainly be aware-
since the press has freely published the positions 
of the representatives of the various countries 
in the Council of Ministers-what has been my 
country's position on these problems, especially 
as regards the Social Fund, since Italy believes 
that at a time of serious economic problems, 
such as the present, it is not logical to reduce 
or fail to grant a suitable increase in appropria-
tions to the Social Fund. The Commissioner 
Mr Cheysson, who dutifully said before this 
Assembly that he considered the appropriations 
absolutely inadequate and insufficient, can 
vouch for what I am saying. For this reason, 
and not for polemical reasons, but to re-establish 
a certain relationship, and the possibility of 
correcting any errors, if they still can be cor-
rected, I would like to ask Members of Parlia-
ment who spoke passionately here in favour 
of restoring the sum proposed by the Commis-
sion for the Social Fund, to approach their 
respective governments, if they were responsible 
for the reductions. 
It is known that decisions on the budget are 
adopted by a qualified majority and that Italy, 
together with other countries which certainly 
did not form a qualified majority, but rather 
a disqualified minority, was put into the posi-
tion of having to accept a verdict which they 
certainly did not agree with. And here I close 
these personal remarks and return to the various 
topics. 
The Regional Fund: the speeches by Mr Albers, 
Mr Aigner-whom I am obliged to quote several 
times, because his speech stretched like a second 
report over all the positions and problems which 
arose on the budget-and Mr Yeats, dealt at 
length with this subject. I must stress, in my 
official position as President-in-Office of the 
Council of Ministers for the budget, that the 
Council, in including in the draft budget the 
·commitment appropriations of 500m u.a. and 
payment appropriations of 300m u.a. did not 
intend to reduce the activities of the Regional 
Fund, much less did it intend to make a step 
backwards from the decisions taken by the 
Heads of Government in setting up this fund. 
The Council's decision, as has already been 
stated, means only that it is convinced that the 
total sums available for payments are adequate 
for 1976. Moreover the Council has committed 
itself, if these sums prove inadequate, to provide 
for a supplementary budget. I believe thereforE;!, 
that while accepting the spirit of the cri-
ticisms put forward in this respect, it should 
be admitted that the Council is right to believe 
that the appropriations included are adequate, 
and therefore it is pointless to add a sum which 
artificially expands the budget, without pro-
ducing any practical effects. However, if it 
happens, although I believe it unlikely, that the 
fund is inadequate, there will be a supplemen-
tary budget, which could be of approximately 
150m u.a. but possibly a little more or a little 
less, according to the needs that arise. 
As regards appropriations for research, the 
Council is perfectly aware of the new research 
programme proposed by the Commission, but 
unfortunately it has not yet taken a decision on 
that, and therefore it feels that it is not right 
to prejudge this decision by entering in the 
budget any sum, which does not result from 
a joint decision from the Council. The sum 
provided for in the amendment presented by 
Parliament is lower than that proposed by the 
Commission, and therefore in a certain sense 
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it prejudges the amount of appropriations which 
will actually be necessary to put the research 
programmes into practice. I therefore believe 
that in this case it would be wiser to wait until 
the Council adopts a policy, and only when the 
decision has been taken on these research pro-
grainmes will the financing be decided on the 
basis of a supplementary budget. And here 
again we have the usual questions of supple-
mentary budgets, which I think I have already 
dealt with. 
The distinction between commitment appropria-
tions and payment appropriations arises in con-
nection with various amendments put forward 
by Parliament and concerns in particular Com-
munity contracts for new industrial projects 
and for industrial development, other industrial 
development measures, and· the Social Fund. 
I would like to recall that the Commission has 
proposed an amendment to the Financial 
Regulation introducing as a general principle 
the distinction between commitment appropria-
tions and payment appropriations for multi-
annual operations. Parliament, consulted on 
this proposed amendment to the regulation, 
adopted a resolution in which it expressed the 
opinion that for the time being any decision 
on the introduction of such a distinction should 
be kept up-to-date, with the aim of studying 
the possibilities of including it, under certain 
fixed conditions, in a proposal for an overall 
revision of the Financial Regulation. 
I would like also to point out that, on the basis 
of the agreements between the Council and 
Parliament, the amendment to the Financial 
Regulation is also subject to the new concerta-
tion procedure established between Parliament 
and the Council; this means that if the Council 
intended, to take a hypothetical example, not 
to accept Parliament's opinion, it would have 
to seek agreement with Parliament itself under 
the concertation procedure. 
I therefore feel that it would be inappropriate 
and very unlikely for the Council to carry out 
an amendment to 1he Financial Regulation, for 
which the procedure I have just mentioned is 
necessary, through the simple approval of an 
amendment proposed by Parliament in the 
budgetary procedure. I therefore believe that 
this problem should be considered with the 
greatest attention both by the Council and by 
Parliament and I would ask Parliament to 
reflect on this. 
As regards the European Social Fund, I have 
already stated what the Commission's position 
has been, as repeated today; I listened very 
carefully to the criticisms made by Mr Bertrand, 
Mr Couste, or Mr Albertsen, Mr Dalyell, Mr 
Yeats; Mr Aigner and Mr Fabbrini; I have 
already stated what my own country's position 
is. I will tell you now what the Council's posi-
tion is. The Council, by inserting under Article 
50 the sum of 150m u.a. for expenditure 
mentioned in Article 4 and by inserting under 
Article 510 a further 250m u.a. for expenditure 
under Article 5, has permitted an increase of 
12.67°/o over the corresponding' appropriations 
for the previous year. It is easy to object that 
no account has been taken of inflation, of the 
loss of purchasing power of the currencies, 
~hich means that appropriations for 1976 remain 
the same or only a very little higher than those 
for 1975. I would however like to point out 
that the intention was to give priority to train-
ing programmes, and this meant that greater 
stress was laid on Article 4 than on Article 5. 
I should also point out that part of the appro-
priations entered under Article 500 were for 
a new measures decided upon by the Council 
to help young unemployed, that is to say young 
people below the age of 25 out of work or 
looking for their first job. The Council has also 
agreed to the commitments for which the Com-
mission has asked permission to enter into after 
reconsidering its own estimates, that is to say 
for 1977: 60m u.a. under Article 500 and 90m 
u.a. under Article 510, and, for 1978, 30m u.a. 
under Article 500 and 45m u.a. under Article 
510, and this represents a new way of approach-
ing the budget, that is to say through so-called 
multiannual appropriations. 
I am aware of the reasons which induced Parlia-
ment, in the present social and economic situ-
ation of the Community, to propose further 
increases to these approriations. I will certainly 
draw the attention of the Council to this, as 
will certainly be done also by the members of 
the delegation at the meeting of 3 December 
next. 
For Euratom loans for nuclear power stations, 
a token entry under Article 329 has been pro-
posed. I have to say that if the Council has 
not seen fit to create a special article for these 
loans it is because in effect it has not yet been 
able to take up a definitive position ·on them, 
and therefore it is not possible to authorize the 
Commission to issue Euratom loans, just ·as it 
is not possible to permit any entries in the 
budget for such loans. Besides, it appears to 
~e difficult for the Council, in conSidering the 
budget, to take such a decision which is already 
being considered in another context and under 
another procedure. I say this athough I am 
aware, as has been made vividly clear in the 
speeches by Mr Normanton, Mr Flami.g, Mr 
Springorum, Mr Frehsee, and Mr Aigner, that 
the energy problem is important at a time of 
the energy crisis which we are going through. 
'-_..,.. 
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We come then to the EAGGF, especially the 
Guarantee Section. It is known that the Council 
has declared its agreement to the total appro-
priations requested by the Commission for 
Titles 6 and 7 in its estimates for 1976, that is 
to say the sum of 5 000 million u.a.· approximate-
ly. To Mr Cointat, who in his reply seemed to 
be expressing doubts about this, I must say that 
these appropriations cannot be changed, in view 
of the information which we have at present 
available on the world economic situation. 
For the Guidance Section, as regards the annual 
endowment of 325 million u.a., the Council has 
given its agreement to the inclusion of a new 
heading, 8311, for premiums for preserving 
traditional farming areas, with appropriations 
of 45lhm u.a. 
This budgetary heading and the appropriations 
will nevertheless remain blocked until the 
Council has taken a decision on a proposal for 
a regulation on this and consultations between 
the Council and the Parliament are already 
under way. I noted the declaration made on 
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, 
requesting that this heading remain a part of 
the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF and not 
be charged against the Guidance Section. How-
ever, I would point out that if this expenditure 
were not charged against the Guidance Section, 
this would mean in reality that the endowment 
for the financing of individual projects would in 
effect be reduced by a corresponding amount, 
that is to say by 45Yzm u.a. 
A final point: problems of development aid, and 
here I paid great attention to the speeches by 
Lord Reay, Mr Deschamps, Mr Broeksz and 
Mr Couste. In. this field, too, we are facing 
practical difficulties on which the Council has 
not yet reached overall agreement. Financial 
cooperation with non-associated developing 
countries involves extremely important prob-
lems, and the Council has still to take a basic 
and definitive decision. It believed it right not 
to prejudge this decision by entering a heading 
in the budget, but it is clear that at the right 
time, in full agreement with the other institu-
tions, and therefore with this Parliament too, 
it will be ready to draw the budgetary conse-
quences which prove necessary from any deci-
sions it adopts. As regards cooperation with 
developing countries, entrusted to non-govern-
mental organizations, the Council has not 
included in the draft budget any heading for 
these since no proposals on the subject have 
yet been presented by the Commission. 
Finally, as regards financial and technical co-
operation with the Maghreb countries and with 
Malta, I should point out that, as is well known, 
negotiations with these countries are still under 
way and therefore it is not possible to adopt 
any decision or to provide for a decision giving 
rise to a budgetary heading. Here too, there-
fore, it appeared right to wait the conclusion 
of negotiations, before drawing any conse-
quences on a budgetary level. The appropriate 
decisions will be taken with a supplementary 
budget in this case also. 
Returning to the basic question which arose in 
the debate which I mentioned at length at the 
beginning of my speech, that is to say the desire 
expressed once more by Parliament to have 
greater decision-making power in its relations 
with the Council on the budget, I am prepared 
to try, within the framework of the Council of 
Ministers, to act not only as an ambassador for 
the Parliament, but also to express my own 
personal wish that this desire by Parliament will 
meet with comprehension on the part of the 
Council. We previously had a similar statement 
from Mr Poncelet, who will also be present, 
representing his country, at the meeting of the 
Council of Ministers of 3 December. There is 
therefore a strong hope that our work will be 
fruitful. 
I believe in any. ·case that the work on the 
budget has been fruitful. In spite of the criti-
cisms, perhaps too sever~as I have already 
said-made of the Council, it is aware that in 
the present situation it is difficult from an 
economic and social point of view, but it has 
done what it could. Therefore, even although I 
cannot conclude on the note of optimism which 
I expressed a few weeks ago in the debate on 
the economic and social situation in Community 
countries and the remedies to the present 
economic situation-an optimism which Mr 
Bertrand, if I am not mistaken, criticized me 
for, as he disagreed with my estimates of reco-
very by mid-1976-, I would say that we must 
at least express a cautious optimism about the 
spirit which has inspired discussions on the 
budget and the will expressed both by Parlia-
ment and the Commission. And as regards the 
peoples of Europe who are watching us, even 
when we are carrying out duties which may 
seem more technical than political-but which 
I personally believe are more political than 
technical-, I believe that if those people that 
we represent here today were watching us, they 
would certainly express satisfaction. 
This European public opinion, this opinion of .. 
the peoples of Europe, I believe has been validly 
defended here by the European Parliament. 
Europe is growing in the minds of free and 
democratic men. Our efforts must therefore 
constantly match the ever greater awareness 
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and expectations of people. Our action must be 
increasingly urgent and tenacious, even when 
it concerns questions such as those we have been 
discussing today, which may be of minor import-
ance but which if resolved with a spirit of co-
operation and desire for improvement, can help 
us to construct the Europe we are all working 
for. As regards the even more important ques-
tions which we have dealt with today, for 
example that of overcoming the shortcomings 
which have appeared at the interinstitutional 
level, if they are resolved with the desire to 
make progress we will be able to be proud to 
be worthy representatives of our people, and 
will have confidence that Europe's future will 
be a free and democratic future. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR: SIR GEOFFREY DE FREITAS 
Vice-president 
President. - The debate on the draft general 
budget for 1976 is closed. 
I would remind Members once again of what 
Parliament decided yesterday, namely that all 
draft amendments and proposed modifications 
are deemed to have been tabled and debated. 
On Thursday morning there will be a series of 
votes and no debate~ 
3. Amending and supplementary budget No 3 
for 1975 
President. - The next item is the introduction 
of and debate on the report by Mr Aigner on 
behalf of the Committee on Budgets on the draft 
amending and supplementary budget No 3 of 
the European Communities for the financial 
year 1975 (doc. 364/75). 
I call Mr Aigner. 
Mr Aigner, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, I wish to present to you 
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets my 
report and the accompanying resolution on the 
draft amending and supplementary budget No 3 
of the European Communities for the financial 
year 1975, and I would ask you to accept this 
resolution. 
·Mr President, I do not wish to go over the same 
ground that we have already covered in our 
debate on the first reading. I should only like 
to point out that the most important part of 
this supplementary budget concerns the 
EAGGF, and specifically the Guarantee Sec-
tion, and that the second part only is a cor-
rective budget, which calls for no new appro-
priations but makes them available by way 
of transfer from other chapters. This corrective 
budget proved to be necessary as a result of 
the Council decision of 26 June 1975 concerning 
the control and storage of radioactive wastes 
and the decisions of 22 and 25 August con-
cerning research in the field of energy with 
particular reference to standards and reference 
substances and in the area of high-temperature 
materials. 
Mr President, the principal part concerns the 
Agricultural Fund. In order to meet the finan-
cial obligations arising from the agricultural 
marketing regulations for the current year, the 
Commission needs total new resources to the 
tune of 591.5 million u.a. in excess of ·the figures 
in the 1975 general budget. Price rises, the 
economic recession and developments on the 
world market and in monetary affairs generally 
were the factors which caused the Commis-
sion's needs to be far in excess of its estimated 
expenditure. I may be allowed to quote the 
various headings once more. The highest expend-
itures were called for in the following sectors: 
for sugar, more than 119 million u.a.; for beef 
and veal, mainly as a result of decisions on 
prices, twice 200 million u.a., in other words, 
400 million u.a.; for wine, 105 million u.a.; for 
tobacco, 15 million u.a. and for the monetary 
compensatory amounts 100 million u.a.; for 
accession compensatory amounts, in other 
words, the amounts in intra-Community trade, 
another 213 million u.a. ·and for fish and other 
smaller headings a further 10 million u.a. 
As against that we have savings under the 
following headings: for rice minus 25 million 
u.a., for milk-this is an optimistic way of 
looking at it, because in reality expenditures 
are needed here which have been postponed 
until the New Year-in this year minus 400 mil-
lion u.a., for fats minus 217 million u.a., for 
pork minus 75 million u.a., for cereals minus 
30 million u.a. and for eggs and poultry and 
other headings of this kind minus 15 million 
u.a. 
Now, in order to observe a so-called political 
limit of 200 million u.a. for this supplementary 
budget, the Commission has submitted transfer 
proposals in what I would almost call a kind 
of acrobatic act. However much one may admire 
this intellectual and budgetary agility, I must 
put it on record, however, that this kind of 
acrobatics has very little to do with budget 
management and certainly cannot be directly 
reconciled with it. I must admit also, however, 
Mr President, that in view of the Council's 
attitude there was very little else left for the 
Commission to do, and I am very grateful to 
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the President-in-Office of the Council for going 
into such depths in giving us his position on 
supplementary budgets in his closing remarks. 
This shows quite clearly, Mr President, that 
our objections are not only of a theoretical 
nature but that they are real and well founded. 
In 1974-you will remember that I was rap-
porteur for the budget-we made the same 
proposals for 1975 as did the Commission, 
because we knew that as a result of decisions 
on agricultural prices and of various unknown 
quantities, such as developments on the world 
market, price trends, monetary developments 
and so on, we would need at least an additional 
reserve for the agricultural budget to the tune 
of 200 million u.a. We asked the Council to 
enter this sum in the budget, albeit blocked, 
in Chapter 98, but the Council refused, even 
though it was also aware of these factors and 
knew that a supplementary budget would be 
inevitable, if our argument was correct. 
Mr President-in-Office of the Council, I may 
remind you that it should be the goal of our 
joint endeavours to bring about full financial 
independence for the Community as soon as 
possible. However, when you have fixed the 
revenues for a particular year by means of the 
relevant decisions within the value added tax 
system, how do you propose to finance sup-
plementary budgets at all, since you cannot 
then approach the Member States for further 
contributions? This is the whole basis of our 
criticism of the policy of supplementary bud-
gets: we wish to see a radical change in the 
Council's political approach. I will give you a 
simple example of what I mean. If you make 
an entry today to cover the construction of a 
parliament building or a Council building, you 
cannot know what the final cost of that building 
is going to be, since you must wait until all 
the tenders are to hand. What you do then is 
to enter an estimated figure. That is a political 
approach, and this political approach, which is 
possible in national states, should, I feel, be 
possible also in our Member States, so that 
we can get away from our shopkeeper's method 
of drawing up our budget and achieve a real 
political approach to Community policy. 
Now I am prepared to admit that in view of 
the Council's attitude there was nothing else for 
it in 1975 but to resort to the manoeuvre carried 
out by the Commission in drawing up the 
budget. It is proposed by the Commission that 
there be a total transfer of appropriations to 
the tune of 825 million u.a. within the Guaran-
tee Section. 
Ladies and gentlemen, it is obvious that this 
is a kind of sidetrack, which is not worthy of 
a properly executed budget. 60 million u.a. were 
transferred from the food aid sector to the 
Guarantee Section· and 62.5 millions were simply 
taken from the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF, which legally were earmarked for the 
promotion and improvement of the beef and 
veal sector. The Committee on Agriculture quite 
rightly resisted the idea that this regulation 
should be implemented with the aid of resour-
ces from the Guidance Section of the EAGGF, 
and our Committee on Budgets associated itself 
in this House with this vote. 
A further 62 million u.a. were withheld from 
the Member States. I hope that the Community 
and the Commission will bend their energies 
fully to having this measure carried through. 
It is likely that they will have to face some 
lawsuits on this score. Taken together with the 
transferred appropriations and the newly 
applied for resources of 200 million u.a., the 
Agricultural Fund for 1975 would thus, accord-
ing to the Commission's proposal, amount to 
4 240.5 million u.a. 
I feel that this completely new shape to the 
agricultural budget may rightly be regarded as 
a second budget. Since, in the normal course 
of events, Parliament is often not even aware of 
amendments of this kind while the budgetary 
procedures are being carried out, it is with 
difficulty that one can speak of a democratic 
control of this 700/o share of our general bud-
get. And it is for this reason, Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, that we have attached 
certain reservations and conditions to our 
acceptance to this supplementary budget, and 
indeed we are asking the Council to make a 
declaration that these supplementary budgets 
will be done away with wherever possible. 
We realize, of course, that there will always 
be a need for the possibility of supplementary 
budgets in some area or another, but what we 
want is that having a policy of introducing 
supplementary budgets should finally be 
brought to an end. We want the Council to 
make a binding declaration of intent in the 
course of this procedure of adopting the bud-
get, and indeed, and I say this deliberately 
as a lawyer, we ask for this· as a conditio sine 
qua non for Parliament's acceptance, because 
we can then draw the necessary legal con-
sequences from it. 
I would even make a second condition, namely, 
that the Council should solemnly declare, and 
we are giving it enough time to do this, that 
before the budget deliberations of 1977 it will 
finally debate and adopt a sixth directive on 
the harmonization of common principles for 
the assessment of value added tax. I feel that 
if we are ever to acquire financial independ-
ence-and that is our joint task, it has been 
requested so often by this Parliament and has 
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been promised so often by all the institutions, 
including the Council-then· we must ask for 
this declaration as ~necessary precondition. 
This brings me, Mr President, to the decisive 
procedural point. We realize that we can impose 
such conditions only in the context of a second 
procedure. Mr Cheysson, I would ask you to 
consider this matter together with us here in 
this House. We cannot have this kind of con-
ditional agreement to a budget. We need an 
amendment therefore. We need an amendment, 
so that we can arrive at some degree of agree-
ment and that Parliament may be have the last 
word. And it is not only for the reasons I have 
given above but also for this procedural reason 
that I, as rapporteur for the committee, have 
tabled a proposal for an amendment concerning 
a new entry of 2.5 million u.a. for the old and 
well worn subject of beekeeping. 
Now, Mr Cheysson, I am well aware of the 
difficulties involved. We spoke about them 
already today. The CommiSsion fears, and 
rightly so, that if this procedure is not finalized 
within this year, it will not be able to pay its 
bills. But I would say to you, Mr Cheysson, 
that we have discussed this matter at great 
length in our committee and in all the com-
mittees, and we feel that without some pres-
sure from the Member States, which are oblig-
ed to go without their money for the first time, 
the kind of declaration that we want from the 
Council cannot be achieved. 
I have recently been accused of making too 
much play with parliamentary tricks. However, 
ladies and gentlemen, this is a matter in which 
we will get no second chance. The represent-
.atives of the Member States in the Council 
will soon feel for the very first time the con-
sequences of their acti9ns, if the Commission 
is no longer able to pay its bills in a few days' 
time. 
The Council and the Members of the Council 
can avert this unhappy state. of affairs straight 
away, if they make this renewed declaration 
of ·intent before tltis Parliament during these 
budgetary deliberations and procedures with a 
view to meeting the conditions being imposed 
by us and indeed this is nothing new, since 
they have given this declaration of intent often 
enough already. We feel that we would then 
be on a different legal footing in the coming 
years. 
To come back to the point at issue, I may say 
that this Parliament and all the committees 
that were concerned with the matter are more 
than disappointed that our Parliament was held 
up and obstructed for an entire year, and by 
the Commission at that. We were promised a 
regulation during the budgetary adoption pro-
cedures of 1975~ otherwise we would never ·have 
agreed to the abolition of the premiums for 
denaturing of sugar. The Council and the Com-
mission promised to submit a regulation to 
Parliament as quickly as possible, but this 
regulation has not been submitted up to the 
present time. Today I got a telex message from 
the Commission to say that a proposal of this 
kind is now being submitted after a further 
round of talks with the associations and organ-
izations concerned, probably with the Commit-
tee of Agricultural Organizations in the EEC. 
Mr President, if the Commission and the Coun-
cil make promises of this kind in the course 
of the budgetary procedure, then Parliament 
cannot be expected to wait for an entire year, 
especially in the present distressful situation, 
because everybody knows that it is not just a 
question of the bees-they are only of second-
ary importance-but that it is a matter that 
concerns the whole environment. You will be 
aware that 800/o of our entire growth and 
fertilization in the Community depends on pol-
lination by bees. The research institutes have 
addressed urgent appeals to the Commission 
and also ·to Parliament's committees to finally 
introduce a regulation on this matter, because 
today we are witnessing a drastic fall in the 
number of bees. 
Mr President, I believe and I hope that at its 
meeting tomorrow the Committee on Budgets-
! have almost finished, Mr President-will adopt 
a new form of resolution which will bridge 
things over for the Council and for the Com-
mission. 
It will then be the Council's move, however, 
and the Council must then give this declaration 
of intent .. I should like at this point only to 
suggest to the President-in-Office the wording 
that I would propose myself, so that this House 
and also' the Commission may know what way I 
myself would like to vote in the Committee on 
Budgets: Intends to adopt this supplementary 
budget, 'provided the Council makes a declar-
ation of intent to the delegation from Parlia-· 
ment at the next round of discussions at the 
very latest and that Parliament already author-
izes the President of the European Parliament, 
· subject to the reservations set out in paragraph 
3, to regard the budget as fixed when the time 
comes'. 
Mr President, if Parliament accepts this word-
ing, the Council and the Commission will be 
able to fulfil all the conditions required by the 
Parliament in this matter without any further 
delay, and the budget can then take effect in 
due time so that the Member States can also. 
get the moneys due to them. 
(Applause) 
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President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins, draftsman 
of the opinion of the Committee on Agriculture. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - I shall address myself 
exclusively and, I hope, briefly to that part 
of the supplementary budget which refers to the 
agricultural sector. 
There is no doubt, as I said in the earlier 
debate, that the reason for this supplementary 
budget stems from the refusal of the Council 
last year to give any reserve at all in Chapter 
98. There was obviously going to be a need 
in the autumn of 1974 for a certain amount 
of flexibility, because everybody knew at that 
time that prices were increasing rapidly in the 
agricultural sector, that there was going to be 
a price increase between January and March 
of 1975 and that that would have to be paid 
for during 1975; and that therefore the forward 
estimate which the Commission put forward 
about September for 1975 would obviously not 
be adequate, as the Council cut out the 200m 
u.a. which were meant to be a reserve for use 
should there be an increase, as inevitably there 
was going to be, in the price side of the Gua-
rantee Section. 
And so therefore this whole issue is really the 
fault of the Council. There can be no blame 
attached to the Commission for this. The figure 
of 200m u.a. became a figure that was fixed 
in everybody's mind, and I think the Com-
mission ought to be congratulated for the fact 
that they have stuck to this rather mystic figure 
of 200m u.a. in putting forward the supplement-
ary budget now. 
But the negative effect of this has been-and 
I hope that the House will realize this-that 
because of this arbitrary limit of 200 million 
u.a., because the Council refused to provide 
any flexibility, the hours we spent last year 
during the budgetary debate discussing the agri-
cultural sector were an absolute waste of time. 
If honourable Members will turn to page 17 
of the report, they will see the number of 
changes which have taken place in the agri-
cultural sector, from chapter to chapter, changes 
which the Commission are proposing now in 
order to try and balance up their books. All 
the debates we had last year were an absolute 
waste of time: the whole thing is now being 
changed out of necessity. The Commission have 
:rightly set themselves a limit of 200m u.a.; 
they have also got a situation where that is 
not enough, because they have got more deficits 
than they can cope with; and so they have to 
make a lot of transfers in order to cope with 
the situation. That is in itself an extremely 
unsatisfactory method of going about things, 
and it bears out the point that our rapporteur 
Mr Aigner has -made already. That is not all: 
the Commission unfortunately found that there 
was not enough flexibility even with the extra 
200m u.a. and so they had, as Mr Aigner has 
said, to indulge in some extremely dubious 
practices. Quite frankly, one rather doubts the 
legality of them, though I do not doubt that 
Mr Cheysson, when he comes to answer, will 
be able to justify what is being done without 
any problem at all. 
Nevertheless, what they have done is to transfer 
from the Guidance to the Guara,ntee Section a 
fairly high proportion of money in order to 
meet the deficit in the beef programme, and 
this is a change, as far as I can make out, in 
the legal basis of the regulation which is in 
force-No 464 of 1975. This is what they. are 
doing: they have transferred 62.5m u.a. from 
one section,. Guidance, to another, Guarantee. 
I doubt whether there is any legal basis for that. 
Again, I am sure Mr Cheysson will be able to 
justify this; but over and above that, they have 
transferred appropriations from outside the 
agricultural sector, although here there is a 
certain argument that part of this money which 
they have transferred from food aid to the 
Guarantee Section in point of fact would have 
been there anyhow. Here we are talking about 
34m u.a. which comes completely from outside 
and which undoubtedly should not have been 
transferred. As far as I can make out, it is a 
very dubious practice to be certainly depre-
cated and avoided in the future. · 
And so, Mr President, whilst one congratulates 
the Commission on their strict discipline in 
these difficult economic times of sticking to 
200m u.a., the net result of all these machin-
ations and changes from chapter to chapter is 
that what we were doing last year was a 
waste of time. What is more, with this kind 
of supplementary budget we do not have the 
opportunity of discussing, chapter by chapter, 
whether or not we approve of what is hap-
pening. It has happened, and I hope this will 
not be the position in which the Commission 
will find themselves in the future. I hope the 
Council will relent and will give them, for 
the 1976 budget, a reasonable amount of reserve 
and flexibility, because I am sure that this is 
necessary. 
In conclusion, I hope that the House will accept 
this supplementary budget whilst deprecating 
the metl).od in which it has been approved. 
Finally, may I ask the Commission and Mr 
Cheysson, the Commissioner, whether they are 
sure that this is enough? Because, in point of 
fact, this only goes up to the present, and they 
have got some bills to pay in the future. Are 
we going to have yet another four supplemen-
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tary budgets? Because if so, then I think this 
House will really get very angry with both 
the Council and the Commission. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Frehsee to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Frehsee. - (D) Mr President, on behalf 
of the Socialist Group I wisn to congratulate 
the rapporteur of the Committee on Budgets 
on both his written report and the passionate 
speech we have just heard, the substance of 
which I fully endorse. And I congratulate 
especially the draftsman of the opinion of the 
Committee on Agriculture for the ruthless crit-
icism he offers. I would recommend every 
Member of this House who is interested in the 
subject to make a thorough study of Mr Scott-
Hopkins' opinion. It is extremely important in 
the context of both budgetary policy in general 
and of agricultural policy in the 1976 budget, 
the debate on which we have just concluded, 
in particular. 
Not only does Mr Scott-Hopkins' opinion merci-
lessly criticize the agricultural budget, showing 
it up as the wretched instrument we know it 
to be; it also provides a striking exposure of 
the Council's budgetary policy and practices, 
and to some extent also those of the Commis-
sion-! make this point somewhat reluctantly, 
but it is a fact that the Commission has never 
sought our Council in connection with all these 
manipulations. 
We agree with Mr Scott-Hopkins when he 
speaks, as he does in the opinion, of budgetary 
sleights-of-hand which cannot be condoned and 
of the fact that this third supplementary bud-
get is making nonsense of the budget put for-
ward exactly a year ago for the 1975 financial 
year. Those are the words used in. the opinion, 
and we fully endorse them. And I would say 
to you, Mr Aigner, that it is much more than 
a mere acrobatic act, as you referred to it just 
now. Through this supplementary budget and 
what has been done in the course of the year, 
the 1975 budget which we adopted after pro-
longed and very thorough and responsible 
debate in this House, has been turned into a 
farce. 
I agree with the previous speakers that the 
Commission should be commended for its efforts 
to cover the deficit under the Guarantee Sec-
tion of the EAGGF from the available fund and 
to ask for an additional appropriation of only 
200 million u.a. but at the same time the huge 
scale of the transfers proposed within the 
EAGGF is frankly horrifying. We understand 
fully the need for some cushioning of the bud-
get, and that quite a large cushion may some-
times be required, but this shifting around of 
more than 20% of the entire fund is really too 
much of a good thing. With the best will in the 
world we cannot in all seriousness describe 
the 1975 budget as either truthful or clear. 
Whilst in some subsidy and intervention sectors 
for certain products over BOOm u.a. of the ear-
marked appropriations were not needed, in the 
case of other products we have a shortfall in 
excess of 1 OOOm u.a. 
It cannot seriously be claimed that totally 
unpredictable increases in costs occured in the 
case of sugar, beef and veal and wine. 
World market price.s for sugar, Mr Cheysson, 
were already high at the time when the 1975 
budget was submitted, and you were already 
aware then of the growing shortage, which 
would necessitate substantial imports involving 
large subsidies. It is the budgetary policy that 
I am criticizing, not the subsidies. 
Payment of the non-marketing subsidies for 
beef was at that time also in full swing, and 
the vast wine lake was likewise already there 
for everyone to see. And yet for these three 
products alone, it now turns out, additional 
appropriations of more than 500m u.a. were 
needed. 
Again, it is impossible to accept that additional 
spending on accession compensatory amounts, 
to the tune of over lOOm u.a. and monetary 
compensatory amounts, 230m u.a. were so total-
ly unpredictable. · 
Conversely, in the case of milk and milk pro-
ducts and fats and oils, it was predictable, and 
the Commissioner responsible Mr Lardinois, 
made such a forecast in public, that the change 
in the basis of assessment for milk, the very 
high assessment of milk protein at the expense 
of milk fat, would in future result in the 
replacement of butter mountains by powdered 
milk mountains that would be cheaper to 
finance. Quite simply, the 1975 budget was just 
not properly drawn up, and the two rapporteurs 
have rightly pointed out that this so-called 
third supplementary budget for 1975 is not a 
supplementary budget at all but represents a 
comprehensive revision of the 1975 agricultural 
budget as originally presented. It is to be 
interpreted that neither the Committee on Bud-
gets nor the Committee on Agriculture were 
informed, never mind consulted on these huge 
shifts in expenditure. Parliament's powers-
and they are in fact obligations-to supervise 
the budget have been considerably and unac-
ceptably reduced. The Socialist Group therefore 
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endorses the request made by the Committee 
on Budgets in the motion for a resolution, and 
in particular in paragraph 3. I shall refrain from 
quoting it so as to bring the debate to a speedier 
conclusion. 
I do not at this point propose, Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, to delve into the com-
plexities of supplementary budgets. Undoubt-
edly, market management cannot be divorced 
from the risk of market trends which, as we 
all know, it is impossible to forecast exactly, 
and the movement in the prices of sugar and 
cereals in 1974 provide fresh and convincing 
proof of that truth. It will not therefore in all 
cases be possible to avoid supplementary bud-
gets in the agricultural sector. All the same, 
it should only be considered as a last resort. 
And this condition was not fulfilled when the 
Council refused 1 year ago to accept the Com-
mission's request for a provision of 200m u.a. 
to be made for costs that were virtually cer-
tain to arise-Mr Aigner is right in pointing 
out that we had said so at the time-on the 
basis of expected market and agricultural price 
trends. It is regrettable that the Council reject-
ed Parliament's very clear recommendation in 
this regard. It is no good beating about the 
bush, for it is an established fact. 
The proposals in this so called supplementary 
budget call also for cutbacks in appropriations 
and transfers from other chapters outside the 
EAGGF, mainly chapters relating to food aid. 
This again amounts to falsification of the bud-
get and requires an amendment to the relevant 
legal provisions. We reject the transfer of 
appropriations from the Guidance to the Guar-
antee section, involving 62.5m u.a. for the 
financing of the system of premiums for beef 
producers. We suspect that the explanation put 
forward for this is little more than a pretext 
and that in fact someone is merely yielding to 
the temptation to use these funds to meet short-
ages in the budget for the Guarantee Section. 
We are categorically opposed to a cutback in 
the provision for the Guidance fund, which is 
in any case on the modest side. 
Like the rapporteurs; we feel that we ought to 
study whether the monetary compensatory 
amounts and accession compensatory amounts 
should· not in fact, as suggested in the reports, 
appear elsewhere in the general budget of the 
Communities, in other words outside the 
EAGGF. 
In conclusion, Mr President, I have to say that 
this third supplementary budget for 1975 relat-
ing to the EAGGF has strengthened the So-
cialist Group's scepticism with regard to the 
draft agricultural budget for 1976. This explains 
the proposal on the 1976 agricultural budget 
tabled by our group this afternoon, which will 
be considered the day after tomorrow. 
We shall vote for the adoption of this sup-
plementary budget for 1975. We shall do so 
recognizing the Commission's concern for thrift, 
but at the same time with considerable dismay 
at the horrifying lack of honesty in this budget. 
We also qualify our approval with a protest 
against the disregard for Parliament's budget-
ary rights and obligations, as brought out in 
this motion for a resolution drawn up by the 
Committee on Budgets by this entirely novel 
procedure, as explained a moment ago by Mr 
Aigner. We must, however, and I say this in 
all seriousness, warn against any future attempt 
to impose such a practice upon us. We must 
warn against the danger of our being forced 
one day to withhold our approval of a budget. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Notenboom to speak 
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, the 
Christian-Democratic Group also finds this 
document extremely unsatisfactory. The unjust-
ified reduction of last year's estimates may 
now even lead to a situation where the Com-
mission will not have the necessary financial 
resources to pay out certain amounts. That 
will not be the fault of the Commission, nor of 
the Parliament. In parentheses, I also wonder 
whether the reduction in the Guarantee 
amounts in the 1976 budget, that I gather the 
Socialist Group will propose tomorrow in 
amendments we have not yet received, is not 
a little illogical, since we are, and rightly too, 
reproaching the Council in this way. But that 
is merely an aside. 
The possibility or necessity of changes will 
always be inherent in these Guarantee amounts. 
That follows from their nature. That cannot 
be criticized as such. But the press and public 
opinion cannot understand this because so little 
explanation is given. It would perhaps, there-
fore, be a good idea to point once more to the 
suggestion made some time ago in the report 
by Mr Scott-Hopkins on the stocktaking of the 
common agricultural policy, namely the idea of 
a continuing multiannual forecast, which does 
not then need necessarily to be based entirely 
on hard figures. The changes from the forecast 
that would then prove necessaTy would then 
have an explanation regarding both price chan-
ges and the number of them. If we work that 
way from each year to the next, though the 
need for changes would remain, there would be 
greater clarity, and public opinion could be 
more easily satisfied. 
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Our group supports the rapporteur's proposal 
on aid for bee keepers; for its own sake. We 
have had to wait a year we did not want to. 
But we also support it because this fairly 
minor amendment nevertheless creates the 
necessity for consultation, so that this supple-
mentary budget is also important from the 
procedural point of view. 
The two conditions mentioned in paragraph 3, 
that the rapporteur, and we along with him, 
want to make our agreement dependent on, 
make this supplementary budget a very unusual 
one. I think this must be the first time that 
agreement has been linked to two such con-
ditions. But Parliament has every reason to 
react in an unusual way to the unsatifactory 
situation. 
If payment· difficulties arise, and I hope they do 
not, that is not Parliament's fault. We have 
delivered our opllllon rapidly and with 
resourcefulness. And I hope that a formula 
will be found tomorrow to avoid an empty cash-
box, to show during the consultations that the 
conditions are met. Our group is, however, par-
ticularly keen on keeping the conditions them-
selves in. 
(Applause] 
President. - I call Mr. Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. 
(F) Mr President, the Commission has been the 
object of all possible and imaginable criticism, 
and after having listened to the speakers I 
must say that I still do not understand very 
well what we are befng reproached for. This 
draft supplementary budget consists of two 
parts. There were no comments on the 'research' 
part; I therefore take it that, as the motion for 
a resolution says, there are no observations on 
this point. The other section concerns agri-
culture. Parliament's debate was based on the 
report by Mr Aigner and the opinion drafted 
by -Mr Scott-Hopkins, which went into all the 
factors which needed to be ~hlighted. 
First of all, this exercise is totally useless. I 
should like to address the President of the 
Council and recall, with the greatest respect, a 
statement he made a short time ago to the 
effect that it was difficult to forecast the exact 
amounts in the agricultural field. May I point 
out that in 1974 the Commission had proposed 
the entering of a blocked appropriation of 200 
million u.a. which is the subject of the sup-
plementary budget before . us and of a futile 
debate, a difficult dispute which, I feel, is likely 
to have extremely troublesome consequences. 
We had made a forecast, but when I just gave 
an indication of my inability to accept Mr 
Frehsee's thesis, it was because it was not pos-
sible, at the time we made it, to know how 
things would develop! May I remind the 
honourable gentlemen just when that forecast 
was made? It was in the month of May 1974. 
The budget was adopted at the end of 1974, it 
is true, but on the basis of a preliminary draft 
which had been tabled in June 1974. It is pre-
cisely for the reason that we discovered in 
1974, the lack of precision of forecasts made 
before the harvest, that, this year, we attempt-
ed-and it turned out to be a bad experience, 
as I recently mentioned-to make our fore-
cast after the harvest and to introduce it in 
the form of a rectifying letter in September. 
You reproached us, in the general budget, for 
having imposed an over-strict timetable and 
you are right. I have admitted this to Parlia-
ment on behalf of the Commission. But we have 
been forced ever since to make the agricultural 
forecast before the harvest, and may I say to 
you, Mr Frehsee, that if anyone had been able 
in spring 1974 to foresee the rise in the price 
of sugar, its fivefold rise, there would not have 
been the disasters we witnessed on the sugar 
market, to which a great many experts of 
undoubtedly far higher calibre than those of 
the Commission, who staked their entire for-
tunes and their positions, fell victim. Thus, if 
325 million instead of 135 million u.a. have been 
earmarked for the sugar chapter, it is because 
the world sugar price has shot through the 
roof and because, to meet the obligations we 
have to Great Britain to help it guarantee its 
imports, we have had to import sugar from 
outside the Community under conditions which 
were-and I say this quite categorically-com-
. pletely unpredictable in May or June 1974. 
And the same case could be made for wine 
and for meat. I recall that, in the case of meat, 
in spring 1974 the prognoses of the specialists 
were that we were still heading into shortage. 
Thus, at that time, there was absolutely no 
way of forecasting the massive intervention 
which was necessary on the meat market. 
Do not forget that was eighteen months ago! 
Very well, our forecast has proved to be incor-
rect, about 200/o in fact. I find that this margin 
of error is not too bad, if you take into account 
the development of world prices during this 
period, which rose fivefold in the case of sugar, 
and collapsed from by two-thirds in the case 
of meat. 
What remains for us to do? Certainly, we could 
have put forward a supplementary budget 
amounting to several hundred million u.a. We 
would have made economies in certain items, 
,. 
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which would have lead us to request carry overs 
to the end of this year: the appropriations 
would not have been utilized for valid reasons. 
On the other hand, we could have asked the 
governments for supplementary payments, or, 
rather, for a considerably increased share of 
own resources to cover the items for which the 
expenditure has risen as a result of objective 
and indisputable conditions. You would cer-
tainly have criticized us for poor management, 
because it would have been very bad manage-
ment to have made major economies in the 
framework of the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF for certain items without having taken 
them into account in the call for funds which 
we made to the governments. We have thus 
proposed transfers within the EAGGF, and this 
seems to be at the present time the only logical 
and reasonable solution. It appears that when 
it also made various economies in the remainder 
of the budget, some of them, it must be added, 
were not of a lasting nature. Thus, in the 
absence of the availability of appropriations 
commitment for food aid-we always return 
to the same problem-we are obliged to enter 
in the budget all commitments which we shall 
be making for food aid, when by definition 
the food aid which we grant in the months 
of January and February was not paid in the 
P,revious financial year. The appropriation was 
entered for the 1975 financial year, while the 
payment can, by definition, take place only in 
1976. We thus have 43 million u.a: committed 
as food aid which will be paid in January or 
February. Should we have asked you, should 
we have asked the governments for additional 
appropriations of 43 million u.a. and then pro-
pose a carry over of 43 million· u.a. in the 
amount of appropriations not used by 31 Decem-
ber, since this food aid cannot be granted before 
January or February? That would have been 
awful management! We thus borrow from the 
'Food Aid' heading, just as we have already 
done 3 times in the past-this is not a novelty; 
we did it 2 years ago, and twice before my 
arrival in the Commission-an unused appro-
priation... unused by definition, because since 
there is no appropriation for expenditure we 
were obliged to enter the total amount to be 
incurred-43 million u.a.-which will be 
returned as soon as possible after the begin-
ning of the new financial year. 
Apart from that, our management is extremely 
strict. We have established that certain appro-
priations granted in the framework of the 
EAGGF had been misused and we refuse to 
reimburse the Member States concerned the 
amounts involved. Are we going to be cri-
ticized for strictness; for discovering misuse of 
funds which may have been made by certain 
administrations and to sanction them in con-
sequence? I do not think so. We are saving 
some 62 million u.a. by refusing them to the 
Member States. 
A point which the two rapporteurs very cor-
rectly emphasized remains to be discussed: it 
concerns our proposal to pay half of the pre-
mium for building up livestock herds through 
the Guidance Section of the EAGGF. The bud-
getary authorities-Parliament and Council-
will decide. If they agree, as we are recom-
mending them, to adopt this procedure, the 
course of events is foreseeable. If they do not 
accept it, we shall run into difficulties in 
December, which can however be minimized 
in view of the size of our appropriations, and 
of course no supplementary request will be 
made to the governments. This then is what we 
have done: we have pursued complicated man-
agement tactics because of the need to be con-
cise: we have had a difficult year as regards 
the administration of the Guarantee Section 
of the EAGGF. Nevertheless, this method of 
handling things will appear to me to be normal 
as long as we do not want to ask for supple-
mentary contributions at a time when we still 
have on our books available funds for the 
end of this financial year. 
I come now to another point which, I do not 
deny, causes me some concern. The rapporteur 
reiterated various principles in paragraph 3 of 
the motion for a resolution, principles with 
which, as Parliament is aware, the Commission 
fully agrees. 
Certainly, we would like to see the basic VAT 
rate harmonized as soon as possible so that 
we can move on to a genuine system of own 
resources financed by a direct levy from the 
VAT. Indeed, we shoUld like this harmonization 
to take place before 1 January 1977. I do not 
want to repeat yet again that we are calling 
for all foreseeable and inevitable expenditure 
to be entered into the present budget. And I 
have just outlined our position as regards Chap-
ter 98: it corresponds exactly with the view of 
Parliament. But there is a legal problem-! 
must repeat here what I said to the Committee 
on Budgets the other day-which concerns the 
drafting of paragraph 5 of the resolution. 
The Treaty calls your approval, your amend-
ment or your proposed modification, or your 
rejection. It does not provide for any of these 
eventualities to be conditional. In other words, 
if at the end of the 45 day time-limit laid 
down by the Treaty, in this case 19 November, 
the Assembly has neither approved nor rejected 
nor amended it, the text is deemed to have 
been approved in the version as forwarded by 
the Council: 
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As much as I wish it were, the laying down of 
conditions is not legally possible. Parliament 
must, before the time-limit-and let us assume 
that it is indeed 19 November-make its deci-
sion according to one of the three methods I 
have mentioned. It cannot act otherwise. The 
Treaty makes no provisions for any reservation 
to be expressed by Parliament. 
I have emphasized this point, Mr President, 
not to undermine the value of the statement 
called for by the rapporteur and by the two 
political groups-for the Commission gives its 
full backing to this request-but to say that 
the formula used in paragraph 5 does cause us 
some concern. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Fabbri. 
Mr Fabbri, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, Mr 
Cheysson's speech, with which I agree, dispenses 
me from replying in detail to the speech by 
Mr Frehsee as I would have wished. 
Mr Cheysson, justifying the unforeseeable chan-
ges in agricultural prices and in general on the 
agricultural market, took the example of sugar, 
which I too was thinking of using to support 
the statement I made in my replies to the bud-
getary estimates for 1976. 
Mr Cheysson also dispenses me from stressing 
the other notion of the ways in which Parlia-
ment can react to drafts presented by the 
Council. These were explicitly stated on the 
legal level. 
I notice with the greatest attention the reso-
lution and the excellent report which Mr Aigner 
has presented. Subject to possible amendments, 
as mentioned by Mr Aigner, I believe that Par-
liament will understand that at this time I am 
not able to commit myself on behalf of the 
Council to follow the resolution which will be 
adopted by Parliament, if only because of a 
basic duty which I have to my colleagues in 
the Council to refer to them on what has been 
said here. I can however assure Parliament 
that this resolution will be immediately con-
sidered by the Council and when I refer it to 
the Council I will stress the most important 
aspects. 
In particular, I can state straight away that as 
regards the harmonization of the taxation basis 
for VAT, work is proceeding fast and a meeting 
is planned on this subject for 24 November. 
You are aware that the Italian presidency 
attributes great importance to the success of 
this work. 
As regards finally the effective participation of 
Parliament in drawing up the budget, I believe 
that the experience of the discussions in recent 
years demonstrates the Council's sincere desire 
to give the greatest value to increasingly active 
participation by Parliament, as I have already 
mentioned. I am sure that it will continue on 
this road, if necessary improving existing prac-
tices. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Aigner. 
Mr Aigner, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
I would not wish Mr Cheysson's remark to 
remain unanswered. I shall simply say this: I 
would ask him to attend the meeting of the 
Committee on Budgets tomorrow, when we can 
find a quite clear legal definition and so pro-
vide the bridge for the Commission and Coun-
cil. 
President.- I call Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, I was rather 
shocked by Mr Cheysson's answer concerning 
agriculture. He said that the estimates were 
drawn up in May 1974. Of course they were. But 
is he really telling me that he had no opportun-
ity to make changes when he was presenting 
them to the Council in the summer, when he 
was coming to the House here in the autumn, 
no opportunity of changing them in the light of 
the events that were taking place? My God, what 
was I talking about, what were we all talking 
about? In various debates we told him this was 
going to happen. And if the Commission and the 
Council between them cannot now, in the 
autumn, change the estimates they put forward, 
then the system is a mockery. 
President. - Does anyone else wish to speak? 
The general debate is closed. 
I remind the House that the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in this report and the draft 
amendments will be put to the vote on Thursday. 
4. Commission discharge in respect of the 1971 
budget 
President. - The last item on the agenda is the 
report drawn up by Mr Gerlach, on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets, on the giving of a 
discharge to the Commission of the European 
Communities in respect of the implementation 
of the European Communities' budget for the 
financial year 1971 on the basis of the report of 
the Audit Board (Doc. 365/75). 
I call Mr Gerlach. 
.. 
~~ -----------------
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Mr Gerlach, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
I have to submit a report that may evoke some 
nostalgia, in that we are now called upon to 
decide on the Commission's accounts for 1971, 
the Council having prevented a decision being 
taken earlier. 
On 19 June 1975, this House decided that the 
Commission could not be given a discharge in 
respect of the implementation of the budget of 
the European Communities for the 1971 financial 
year since the Council had not yet given its 
discharge. 
Today we are submitting the proposal for a 
decision for discharge in respect of the 1971 
financial year with the following qualification: 
the Council-and I would respectively ask you, 
Mr President of the Council, to note this point-
has, on the basis of the text before us, adopted 
decisions giving discharge that do not specifically 
employ the word 'discharge'. Consequently we 
make it clear in our motion for a resolution that 
we expect the Council in future to word its 
decisions on the giving of a discharge in readily 
intelligible terms. Mr President of the Council, 
I must at this point ask you, as the budgetary 
authority, to give this matter very serious 
thought. If you as the Council wish to work 
together with us in a spirit of cooperation then 
you must formulate your decisions clearly 
enough to enable us to come to a similarly clear 
decision. 
Mr President of the Council, we have decided 
to give the Commission a discharge in respect of 
the 1971 budget because you did not previously 
give a discharge. I should like to thank you for 
confirming ·that the last word on individual 
budgets lies with Parliament, and I therefore 
request that this decision be adopted. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. 
(F) Mr President, this matter was already raised 
in Parliament on 19 June 1975 at Mr Gerlach's 
initiative. The Commission then expressed its 
regret, together with the Parliament, that the 
compromise which it had been able to put for-
ward, and which Parliament wanted to adopt, 
did not result in a decision from the Council. 
We can now state that the Council re-examined 
the dossier and on 15 and 16 September pro-
posed to give a discharge. We therefore hope 
that this matter can be brought to a final con-
clusion. We have no objective reason to think 
that a difficulty of this kind is likely to arise 
again in future, since it was due to problems 
of a particular period which are, thank heaven, 
now past. We should like at this point to thank 
Parliament, and the rapporteur, Mr Gerlach, in 
particular, for having helped us to get out of 
the situation which was completely abnormal 
and which may have lead to doubts as to the 
proper administration of the accounts and their 
auditing. 
(Applause) 
President. - As no one else wishes to speak I 
put the proposal for a decision to the vote. 
The decision is adopted.1 
5. Agenda for next sitting 
President. - The next sitting will be held 
tomorrow, Wednesday, 12 November 1975, with 
the following agenda: 
10.00 a.m. and 3 p.m.: 
-Question Time; 
- Corterier report on the recommendations of 
the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Com-
mittee adopted on 27 June 1975; 
- Terrenoire report on the Additional Protocol 
to the EEC-Greece Association Agreement; 
- Joint debate on two oral questions with 
debate concerning air traffic safety; 
- Oral question with debate on consumer pro-
tection; 
- Oral question with debate on US protectionist 
measures; 
- Oral question with debate on mass dismissals 
in two multinational undertakings; 
- Dondelinger report on the extension of trade-
union rights. 
The sitting is closed. 
(The sitting was closed at 9.10 p.m.) 
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IN THE CHAIR: MR SPENALE 
President 
(The sitting was opened at 10.05 a.m.) 
President. - The sitting is open. 
1. Approval of minutes 
President. - The minutes of proceedings of 
yesterday's sitting have been distributed. 
Are there any comments? 
The minutes of proceedings are approved. 
2. Documents received 
President. - I have received from Mrs Caret-
toni Romagnoli, on behalf of the Committee 
on Cultural Affairs and Youth, a report on 
the proposal from the Commission of the Euro-
pean Communities to the Council for a directive 
on the education of the children of migrant 
workers (Doc. 375/75). 
3. Authorization of reports 
President. - Pursuant to Rule 38 of the Rules 
of Procedure, I have authorized various com-
mittees to draw up the following reports: 
- Legal Affairs Committee: 
Report on the future procedure of the Com-
mittees on Implementing Provisions; 
The Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment has been asked for its opinion. 
- Committee on Budgets: 
Report on general modifications to the 
Financial Regulation of the Communities. 
Leonardi, on behalf of the Communist 
and Allies Group; Mr Gundelach . . . . 159 
12. Change in the agenda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
13. Agenda for next sitting . . . . . . . . . . . . 167 
Annex : Questions which could not be 
answered during Question 
Time, with written answers. . 169 
4. Question Time 
President. - The next item on the agenda is 
Question Time, involving questions addressed 
to the Council and Commission of the European 
Communities respectively (Doc. 360/75), in ac-
cordance with the provisions of Rule 47 A, 
paragraph 1, of the Rules of Procedure. 
I would ask Members to observe strictly the 
procedure for the putting of questions. 
We shall deal first with questions addressed to 
the Council of the European Communities. I call 
upon the President-in-Office of the Council to 
answer these and any supplementary questions. 
I call Question No 1 by Mr Bordu. It is worded 
as follows: 
'Does the Council consider the law passed by the 
Bundestag discriminating between citizens in 
regard to employment in the civil service in the 
Federal Republic of Germany compatible with the 
EEC Treaty and the Final Act of the CSCE?' 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil. - (I) Mr President, I must reply to the 
honourable Member that, under the EEC Treaty, 
admission to the national civil services is not 
one of the subjects for which the Community is 
responsible, but continues to be the respon-
sibility of the individual Member States. The 
Council therefore feels that it is not competent 
to answer this question. 
Mr Bordu. - (F) Assuming that in due course 
the Community institutions - and hence Parlia-
ment - follow the Commission in adopting a 
basic act on human rights at Community level 
and decide that the protection of these rights 
is a Community responsibility, it will be neces-
sary also to incorporate in this act the principle 
that only States whose internal legal systems 
respect human rights may be members of the 
Union. 
In that case, what would be the position of the 
Federal Republic with regard to the Community? 
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Mr Battaglia.- (I) Mr Bordu, I welcome your 
keen interest in Europe, which I only wish 
might be extended to some other fields. How-
ever, I feel I can give no other answer. Once 
we have got that far, i.e. once the Commission 
has done what you mentioned and we are in 
an entirely new situation, we shall investigate 
which Western countries and, perhaps which 
Eastern countries may belong to the Community 
under the new rules. 
(Applause) 
Mr Ellis. - Does not the Council regard ques-
tions such as this an abuse of the procedures 
of Parliament in not only raising matters outside 
the competence of the Council and of Parlia-
ment, but also speciously purporting to have a 
concern with the legality of the actions of the 
government of a Member State which attempts 
legitimately to safeguard its people from the per-
verse influences of malign political groups? 
Furthermore, does not the Council consider the 
placing of such questions on the order paper 
to be detrimental to the policies of detente so 
assiduously pursued for so many years by the 
Government of the Federal Republic? 
(Loud applause) 
Mr .Battaglia. - (I) I have no right to express 
an opinion on the questions asked. I feel this 
is something for other authorities of this House 
to decide. 
President. - I agree that the President should 
discuss this matter with the Council. 
I call Question No 2 by Mr Leonardi. It is 
worded as follows: 
'How does the Council view the plan for the re-
organization of the Leyland-Innocenti multina-
tional, which in Italy has led to the threat of 
massive redundancies, and what measures, if any, 
does it intend to take?' 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil. - (I) Here again, Mr President, I am afraid 
it is not the Council's task to comment on a plan 
to reorganize a company, even a multinational 
one. In any case, this plan does not have to be 
submitted to the Council. 
This does not of course mean that the Council 
is not concerned at a general and even personal 
level about the possible consequences of this 
reorganization plan. However, the Council is not 
competent to discuss this problem. 
Mr Leonardi. - (I) I am sorry that the Council 
is so often forced to reveal its lack of compe-
tence in the field of political construction. Ley-
land-Innocenti is another example of a failed 
intra-Community merger, and these mergers 
represent a political choice taken with a view 
to creating a counterweight to the foreign multi-
nationals. Does the Council not now think that, 
after this series of failures, it would be better 
to reconsider this approach and draw the conse-
quences from the experience to date, perhaps 
on the basis of a document drawn up by the 
Commission, so that we can assess the value of 
this policy of encouragement which the Com-
munity institutions have consistently tried to 
give to intra-Community mergers, the results 
of which, however, have been largely disap-
pointing? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) A Commission report on 
this subject will always be welcome, Mr Leo-
nardi. Personally, however - I obviously cannot 
speak on behalf of the Council - I must point 
out that the policy of promoting mergers 
between European companies is not intrinsically 
wrong if we want to create a European indus-
trial structure possessing a minimum of homo-
geneity vis-a-vis a huge and continually expand-
ing international market. The case of Leyland-
Innocenti which you have raised is different, 
since it involves a sector - the motor industry 
- which is going through a crisis which is not 
cyclical, but structural, and which is the result 
of events with which we are all familiar. Thus 
any criticisms made of one case, of one parti-
cular feature - the mergers in the motor 
industry - need not apply to the whole policy 
of promoting mergers at European level, which 
serves, or could serve, to increase the homo-
geneity of the European industrial structure. 
The Council - and the Commission, too, if I am 
not mistaken - has even expressed the view 
that in the advanced technology sectors, in par-
ticular, mergers are extremely desirable, and 
I think this opinion is widely shared by this 
House. 
Mr Dalyell.. - As one who represents 6 000 
Leyland workers who are at the moment on a 
3-day week, could I ask the Council to go into 
further detail of their plans and ideas as to 
how the motor industry ought to be restructured. 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) I cannot make any proposals 
or give any facts, Mr Dalyell. If you want my 
personal opinion, I can give you it - even with 
lots of details- but I cannot make any propo-
sals as representative of the Council. 
Mr Normanton.- Would the Council not agree 
that the inclusion of the term 'multinational' 
in the question is quite irrelevant and that the 
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operation of any company must conform to 
national laws, a matter. which surely does not 
cause any dispute amongst us. In this context, 
therefore, would the President-in-Office of the 
Council press upon his colleagues the urgent 
need for reaching agreement on a Community 
policy on industrial aids? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) I would point out, first of 
all, that last year the Commission submitted a 
proposal on the control of mergers, and the 
Council will shortly be studying this. I might 
add that there may be useful indications in 
this field from the tripartite conference between 
governments, employers and trade unions which 
is due to open in Brussels on 18 November. I 
hope that this meeting will produce a more 
concrete answer to the questioner's concern. 
President. - I call Question No 3 by Mr Dykes. 
It is worded as follows: 
'When does the Council expect that Mr Tindemans 
will present his report on European Union?' 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil. - (I) According to the information avail-
able to the Council, Mr Tindemans' report will 
be completed and presented to the governments 
of the Member States within the period laid 
down in the communique issued at the close 
of the meeting of Heads of Government on 9 
and 10 December 1974. 
Mr Dykes. - Does the Council representative 
expect Mr Tindemans' report to contain very 
much about direct elections to the European 
Parliament, and will he confirm that the Coun-
cil of Ministers will be pressing ahead with their 
formulations for direct elections by 1978? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) I sincerely hope that Mr 
Tindemans does not make the same unfortunate 
mistake as the honourable Member does in con-
fusing the direct elections to Parliament by 
virtue of Article 138 of the Treaty, and the 
widening of the Treaty to cover the new struc-
tures of the European Union, which is the 
subject of his report. I hope Mr Tindemans' 
report says nothing about direct elections to 
the European Parliament, and that this prob-
lem can be settled even before Mr Tindemans 
presents his final report. 
I might also reply to Mr Dykes that one of 
the points on the Council's agenda reads 'Com-
munications from Mr Tindemans on the fulfil-
ment of the mandate given to him at last year's 
summit conference in Paris'. 
Mr Couste.- (F) I understand that the Tinde-
mans report will be on the agenda of the Euro-
pean Council meeting in Rome on 1 and 2 
December. This conflicts with what we have 
been told; I thought, like my colleague, that 
it was not going to be presented until January. 
What really is the position? 
Mr Battaglia.- (I) The agenda for the European 
Council includes the item I have just mentioned. 
As I said, therefore, according to the infor-
mation available to the Council, Mr Tindemans 
report will be completed and presented to the 
governments within the period laid down by the 
Paris Summit. I thus think everything is per-
fectly clear and logical. 
Mr Ra.doux. - (F) Mr Battaglia, everything 
would be clear and logical if you confilmed that 
the report will be presented on 1 and 2 De-
cember, i.e. that the report will be written by 
then. My question is thus very clear: has the 
report been written or has it not been written? 
If the latter, could you confirm that there will 
be an oral report and that the written report 
will be presented later? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) Mr Radoux, my own 
personal hope is that Mr Tindemans' report will 
be presented to the European Council, complete 
and1 in writing, on 1 December. This is my 
personal hope. If I have to give you the Council's 
view, I can only repeat that the report will 
be completed and submitted to the governments 
within the period laid down by the Paris Sum-
mit. I think I have made this sufficiently clear. 
I personally hope that it will be finished by 
1 December and presented to the governments 
on 1 December. As far as the Council knows, 
Mr Tindemans will present it within the period 
laid down in the communique of 10 December 
1974. 
Sir Geoffrey de Freitas. - Whenever the report 
is completed, may I ask the Council if they 
would consider finding out if the Commission 
and Parliament would agree to setting up a 
joiiilt, small ad hoc committee to study this 
report in conditions which would not in any way 
commit Parliament, the Council or the Com-
mission? 
Mr Battaglia.- (I) I cannot reply on behalf of 
the Council, but my own view is that setting up 
a committee to study this report would serve 
no useful purpose. It would, however, be useful 
-and again this is my own opinion-if the 
Council itself could examine this document and 
draw all the conclusions which need to be drawn 
from such a wide-ranging report. dealing with 
.,. 
< 
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the fundamental principles of the Community. 
The Council would have to do this in its capa-
city as the Council, not as an ad hoc committee, 
so as to avoid further delay in studying a 
problem as important as this one. 
Lord Gladwyn. - Am I to understand from 
what the President-in-Office said that the Min-
isters are likely to take a decision regarding 
direct elections to Parliament at their Summit 
Meeting on 12 December? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) I don't think I have made 
myself clear, Lord Gladwyn. 
(Laughter) 
One of the items on the agenda of the European 
Council is direct elections to the European Par-
liament. This item has nothing to do with the 
Tindemans report, which is concerned not with 
the problem of elections to the European Parlia-
ment, but with the problem of the achievement 
of European Union. I do of course hope that, on 
1 December in Rome, the Council-! refer to the 
European Council-will take all the decisions 
needed to ensure direct elections to the Euro-
pean Parliament as soon as possible. This is my 
own personal view and that of the Italian Pres-
idency. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Can the President of the 
Council say when this Parliament will have 
the opportunity of examining Mr Tindemans' 
report? 
Mr Battaglia. - (I) As soon as the Tindemans 
report has been submitted to the governments 
by the date laid down by the Paris Summit, 
i.e. 31 December 1975, it will be made public, 
and I assume that Parliament will then be 
able to study it. 
Mr Schmidt.- (D) Mr President-in-Office, when 
you say that you hope the Council will decide on 
direct elections to the European Parliament as 
soon as possible, does this mean that the 1978 
deadline set by the Council itself is again in 
doubt? 
Mr Battaglia.- (I) I hope the European Coun-
cil on 1 December will settle all the problems 
which need to be solved with regard to direct 
elections to the European Parliament. If I had 
to say what was the view most widely held 
by the nine Member States, I would draw 
attention to the statement made only last week 
in the House of Commons by Mr Hattersley, 
Minister of State for Foreign Affairs, who stated 
personally that the 1978 deadline was too opti-
mistic. I myself, however, do not consider 1978 
too optimistic, and I hope elections to the 
European Parliament will be held then. 
(Applause) 
However, neither I nor the President of this 
House-who attended the last joint meeting of 
Council and Parliament representatives-can 
guarantee that all nine Member States will be 
able to agree on this date. I personally hope 
that the European Council will reach a decision 
on 1 December, but I can give no assurance on 
the matter. 
President.- We turn now to questions to the 
Commission of the European Communities. I 
would ask the responsible Commission repre-
sentative to reply to these and any supplemen-
tary questions. 
I call Question No 4 by Mr Leenhardt. It is 
worded as follows: 
'Could the Commission explain why the request 
by the Swiss Confederation to have the Swiss 
Franc included in the 'snake' system has not yet 
been approved and what the obstacles are?' 
Mr Ortoli, President of the Commission. - (F) 
Mr President, the Economic and Finance Min-
isters of the Community studied the problem 
of the entry of the Swiss Franc into the snake 
at the Council meeting on 22 September. There 
has been no further meeting since then. 
At this meeting, there was basic agreement on 
the entry of the Swiss Franc, but the technical 
details have still to be examined, and these 
are now being studied by the Committee of 
the Governors of the Central Banks. They 
involve a number of complex problems, among 
them the conditions under which agreements 
might be made between central banks to improve 
the operation of the system, the general prob-
lem of the organization of the currency market 
etc. 
This report is being studied by the Council, 
which had planned to discuss the question again 
at its next meeting on 17 November. It will not 
bring it up then because the Council meeting 
will probably not be long enough to al~ow this, 
but the question will be studied-in full, I hope 
-at the following Council meeting in December. 
Mr de Ia Malene. - (F) Will the Commission 
representative continue to speak of the 'Com-
munity snake'? 
Mr Ortoli. - (F) A Community institution is 
allowed to cooperate with other institutions. 
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Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. - Has the Commis-
sion worked out an orderly method of bringing 
about changes in central rates for currencies 
within the snake when they come under pres-
sure, either because they have become too strong 
or because they have become too weak? 
Mr Ortoli.- (F) This is the fundamental prob-
lem of organizing the snake: to find the ma-
chinery, including swap agreements, to ensure 
that the differentials between the currencies 
are maintained and that the general develop-
ment of the snake is such that it does in fact 
meet our economic requirements. 
Mr Couste. - (F) The President of the Com-
mission omitted to mention one possible con-
dition-that a parity must be fixed for the 
Swiss Franc in relation to Community curren-
cies. I feel this is the essential point. 
Mr Ortoli.- (F) It is clear that once the Swiss 
Franc joined the snake-or rather, once it be-
came associated with it, since it would not really 
be part of the Community organization-this 
rate would have to be fixed. 
President. - With your permission, I shall call 
Question No 5 as soon as Mr Terrenoire, whose 
plane has just landed after being delayed by 
bad weather, has arrived. 
Since they deal with more or less the same sub-
ject, I call Question No 6 by Mr Hamilton, 
worded as follows: 
'What plans are envisaged in· the immediate future 
to give additional Community financial assistance 
for the alleviation of youth unemployment in the 
United Kingdom?' 
and Question No 7 by Mr Hiirzschel, worded 
as follows: 
'What has been the trend during the last two 
years in unemployment among young people in 
Community countries; what measures has the 
Commission introduced to date; how much has so 
far been spent from the Social Fund on the provi-
sion of training vacancies and what additional 
practical steps does the Commission intend to take 
to solve the problem of rising unemployment 
among young people?' 
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- Any Community contributions to alleviate 
youth unemployment in the United Kingdom 
must be made within the context of the diffi-
culties facing all Member States. There has been 
an upward trend in unemployment among young 
people in the Community since 1969. Last year 
the situation deteriorated sharply, the level of 
youth unemployment increasing by 490/o com-
pared with a rise of 250fo in the level· of adult 
unemployment. 
This year the upward trend has continued, and 
there was a further increase this autumn as 
school and university leavers began to look for 
jobs. More young people are now unemployed 
than at any time since the creation of the Com-
munity. Following a Commission initiative the 
Standing Committee on Employment has· set up 
two working parties consisting of government 
representatives and representatives of the social 
partners to consider proposals for action. Also 
on the proposal of the Commission, the Council 
decided in July last that actions specifically 
aimed to reduce unemployment among young 
people should be recognized for grants under 
Article 4 of the European Social Fund. Under 
the Council decision to which I have referred 
it has been decided to transfer 51m u.a. for 1975 
for specific projects aimed at reducing un-
employment among the young. The arrange-
ments for 1976 are at present being considered. 
The Commission believes that the extended use 
of the Social Fund will play a significant role 
in helping Member States to deal with youth 
unemployment in 1976. 
Unemployment affects most severely those 
young people who have -received the least educa-
tion and training. For this reason the Commis-
sion regards training as an important means 
of reducing youth unemployment. In addition 
to using the Social Fund the Commission is con-
sidering with the social partners the possibility 
of issuing a recommendation to Member States 
on a variety of aspects relating to practical 
training of the young unemployed. 
The Commission will also be exploring with the 
Standing Committee on Employment in Decem-
ber the need to improve the placement and 
vocational guidance services of the Member 
States as well as the possibilities in the field of 
job creation and work-sharing. 
Finally, since the Social Fund can support only 
recurrent expenditure, the Commission is con-
scious of its need to r-elate its intervention with 
that of other Community instruments, particu-
larly the capital investment programme of the 
European Regional Development Fund. 
Mr Hamilton. - I want to express my gratitude 
to the Commission for that detailed reply to a 
very important question. It was not meant to 
be as parochial as the wording might imply. 
I recognize that it is a world-wide problem, 
not merely a European problem. I hope the Com-
mission will agree that there are few problems 
more sad and socially damaging than that of 
youth unemployment, especially if it is pro-
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longed. I would like to ask the Commission 
whether it has any idea of what increases in 
expenditure it has in mind in the next year 
or two to expand training facilities for the 
young, because I gather that even in the world-
wide recession from which we are now suf-
fering, there is still a substantial shortage in 
certain sectors of industry throughout the Com-
munity, and certainly in the UK, of skilled 
labour. It is therefore imperative that we bend 
all our endeavours to increasing, and increasmg 
urgently and immediately, training facilities for 
young people. 
Mr Hillery.- Expenditure must, of course, be 
related to the decisions of Parliament on the 
budget, but the applications made under the 
recent opening of Article 4 are very much in 
excess of the resources available to the Commis-
sion. Nevertheless, we do hope to spend more 
in the coming year and the years ahead on this 
particular question than we have been able to 
do before the opening of Article 4. 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - While we accept that, 
as has been said, the rate of youth unemploy-
ment throughout the Community is very, very 
serious indeed, it is certainly not least serious 
in my own area, where there are 40 unemploy-
ed for every job vacancy. Will the Commission 
therefore urge the Council very strongly to 
restore the cuts in the Social Fund so that it 
may be able to play a much more positive role 
in solving this problem. Will the Commission 
also press the Council to keep a very close watch 
on the governments of the Member States so 
that the Regional Fund money supplied is used 
for the purpose of giving real additional help 
in the regions and not devoted to other expendi-
ture. May I just point out to the Commissioner, 
in view of the fact that he has mentioned that 
the unemployment is mainly confined to the less 
educated, that this is alas ceasing to be the case 
as many very highly educated young people are 
now feeling the pinch. It is therefore the train-
ing aspect which is so important, not the educa-
tional one. 
Mr Hillery.- This was answered in yesterday's 
debate on the budget here in Parliament: every 
effort is being made by the Commission and 
Parliament to have the cuts in the Social Fund 
budget restored. 
Mr Ellis. - Will the Commission bear in mind 
that many people in the peripheral regions of 
the Community, especially Socialists, have after 
40 years of futile political pleading, now aban-
doned any hope of achieving any economic equal-
ity with the richer central areas under the 
present nation state regime, a regime founded 
on capitalist aggrandizement and military con-
quest, and are looking to an effective European 
economic and regional policy based on a true 
union in a federal Europe for solutions to their 
so far intractable problems. 
(Applause from the Socialist Group) 
Mr HowelL - Would the Commissioner agree 
that we should rely less on measures that can 
be taken in the Community at the present time 
and realize that the problem of youth unemploy-
ment in Britain is largely due to our very high 
taxation and the fact that profits are restricted 
in such a way that new investment cannot be 
used to create jobs for the young? 
(Protests from the left) 
Mr Hillery. - I have no desire to get involved 
in the private battle going on between the 
British Members of Parliament. But I would 
say that there is a good case for Community 
measures for the problems facing us and par-
ticularly the problem of youth unemployment. 
Mr Burgbacber.- (D) Will the Commission give 
us statistics showing what percentage of un-
employed young people have not completed 
school education, what percentage have had no 
vocational training, and what percentage is 
unemployed in spite of having completed school 
education and had vocational training? I con-
sider these statistics to be absolutely essential 
if we are to know where to start. A good doctor 
treats the causes, not the symptoms, and these 
figures would show the causes. I therefore feel 
they are essential. I know some countries in the 
Community already have them, so they should 
not be too difficult to compile. 
Mr Hillery. - The figures I have been asked 
for do not exist in that form or in comparable 
form in all Member States, but I will try to 
get figures indicating in some way the break-
down of youth unemployment according to 
education, as asked for by the Member, but it 
will have to be at a later stage. 
Mr Osbom. - Will the Commission be careful 
to consult not only educational authorities, but 
industry itself on the employment of young 
people? There is a reluctance amongst young 
people, even in my city, Sheffield, to take on 
apprenticeships in light engineering, heavy 
engineering and plant engineering. There is an 
attitude of mind which is wrong and if the 
Commission can influence industry and educa-
tion authorities to change that in Britain and 
elsewhere, it will be to the advantage of youth 
employment. 
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Mr Hillery. -The nations setting up the new 
Social Fund in 1971 did not envisage aid to 
apprenticeships, and this seems to be a dis-
advantage. The Commission is at present trying 
to find ways in which the Social Fund can help 
in supporting apprenticeship training, but we 
have not yet found a method which would come 
within the regulation. 
Mr Noe. - (I) I, too, should like to ask the 
Commission for the statistics, as Mr Burgbacher 
has. done. I should like to ask whether, to be 
able to tackle this complex and serious problem 
more effectively, the Commission's study groups 
are compiling data for the last few years on the 
reduction or increase in employment in the agri-
cultural, industrial and services sectors, so that 
we can know the trends in these three sectors, 
so that we can see which of them might offer 
future employment opportunities and so that 
we can plan the training which has been called 
for here. It is all very well training young 
people, but for what kind of jobs? This is the 
problem, and these data could help to solve it. 
A study of this kind, which was carried out 
in the United States, gave an interesting pic-
ture: a reduction in the employment of young 
people in the agricultural sector-we are aware 
of this-, a reduction in the industrial field, but 
an enormous increase in the services sector, 
which is thus being examined. What is needed 
is a detailed analysis to see how many branch~ 
are included. 
Mr Hillery. - As I said, the statistics at my 
disposal will be made available to Parliament 
as soon as I can get them into a form which 
can be circulated. 
Mr Harzschel.- (D) May I first of all express 
my disappointment at not having received any 
precise statistics in reply to my question and 
then ask the Commission again: under what cir-
cumstances is aid now being granted? Could you 
tell Parliament this and also when we can 
expect the Commission to discuss these proposals 
with the governments of the Member States, so 
that something more can be done, and done in 
a coordinated fashion, at both Community and 
national level? I would ask you to give us a 
date, since I feel that this is an urgent problem 
and we do not have time to start lengthy studies. 
Mr Hillery. - First of all, Question Time does 
not allow the distribution of statistics. As 
regards taking action, Article 4 of the Social 
Fund has already been opened to Member States 
to make applications for projects for youth 
under 25 years of age seeking employment. As 
I say, there will have to be selectivity, because 
the applications already received total some-
thing.like 279m u.a., while the money available 
under Article 4 is very much smaller. With 
regard to other actions for youth unemploy-
ment, the Commission intends to submit to the 
Standing Committee on Employment documents 
making some proposals in this area in Decem-
ber. If a further debate were needed in Parlia-
ment and if Parliament could arrange it, the 
Commission would be very happy to participate. 
Lord Bruce of Donington. - In view of the 
Commissioner's indication to the House that to 
some extent his activities in the field of youth 
unemployment are inhibited by lack of funds, 
will he give the House the assurance that he 
will pluck up courage and go to the Council and 
make urgent representations for the augmenta-
tion of the Social Fund, which at the moment 
is at a derisory level. The Council had an op-
portunity yesterday of accounting for its action 
and was unable to do so. Will the Commis-
sioner really see that some energetic represen-
tations are made to the Council. 
Mr Hillery. - I cannot accept the suggestion 
that the lack of funds is solely due to the absence 
of the plucking up of courage. We need to pluck 
up some money, and I think Parliament can do 
this for us, as we debated here yesterday. But 
l do not know of anything more I can say to 
the Council, or about the Council, on this 
question. It is not a matter of courage, I can 
assure the Member, but certainly the Commis-
sion found the debate yesterday, which demon-
strated the support of Parliament for the Com-
mission's position, very encouraging. 
Mr Albers. - (NL) While there is a clear link 
between the level of training and unemployment 
among the young, it has also been shown that 
young migrant workers are relatively hardest 
hit by unemployment, and does the Commission 
therefore not feel that there should be an addi-
tional programme to avoid the danger of young 
and unemployed migrant workers being sent 
back to their home countries? 
Mr Hillery. - The young migrant worker be-
longs to two vulnerable groups, the young and 
the migrants, and so is in a worse position. The 
programme for migrants, which has already 
been forwarded to the Council, has been discus-
sed by Parliament, but it would be again of 
great help to have an expression of strong sup-
port from Parliament for this programme, which 
will be considered by the Council at its Decem-
ber meeting. It is true that young migrant 
workers form a vulnerable group, and if they 
happen to be female, they suffer a triple dis-
advantage. 
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Mr Laban. - (NL) Since the fight against the 
persistent evil of youth unemployment is pri-
marily a task for the national governments, and 
Community aid must be only supplementary, I 
should like to ask Mr Hillery whether he feels 
that the Member States themselves are doing 
enough to combat unemployment among the 
young? 
Mr Hillery. - Part of the consultative discus-
sions we have had with the social partners and 
the Member States has been aimed at finding 
schemes applied in some Member States which 
might be useful and could be adopted by other 
Member States. The meeting of the Standing 
Committee on Employment in· December may 
show that the adoption throughout the Com-
munity of useful projects which have been 
initiated in some Member States, has been of 
benefit. So I think it has been useful to bring 
the nine Member States together on this prob-
lem. It is also useful to seek to solve problems 
through the Community instruments. They can-
not solve all the problems, but they can guide 
the Member States in a direction which the 
Community, because of its special overall posi-
tion, can see is the most likely to succeed. 
President. - Ladies and gentlemen, please do 
not ask to speak on this question any more. It 
is certainly important, but we shall have had 
more than a dozen speakers. 
Mr Della Briotta. - (I) Does the representative 
of the Commission not feel that lowering the 
retirement age may at this stage be the only 
concrete measure likely to alleviate, if not 
reduce, unemployment among young people?· 
Mr Hillery. - Early retirement is one of the 
possible ways in which new employment can be 
made available to younger age groups, but there 
are other methods of work-sharing, and I do 
not think it would be fair to say that it is the 
only way. It is one of the ways which should 
be considered and will be considered with the 
social partners in the Member States next week. 
Mr Bordu. - (F) Each of us could talk at 
great length about the unemployment in his 
own country. One of the running sores in 
France, for instance, is the fact that it now has 
700 000 unemployed young people. Youth un-
employment is one of the dark spots in the 
European Community. 
In view of the importance of this problem, the 
discussion to which it has given rise, and what 
the President has just said, I propose that a 
debate be organized on it to allow us to go 
into greater detail than is possible during 
Question Time. 
President. - Mr Bordu, the President's office 
will get in touch with the Commission about 
organizing such a debate. 
Mr Giraud.- (F) I have two questions. 
Firstly: the matter of early retirement has just 
been raised, but does Mr Hillery not feel that, 
if the retirement age is lowered, the problem 
of simultaneous retirement and employment 
would have to be studied? There is no point 
in letting people retire early if they then take 
up a second job. 
Secondly: does the Commission not feel that 
apart from the problem of funds, which are of 
course important, one of the gravest questions 
is that of the inadequacy of vocational training 
and of the vacancies available? 
Mr Hillery. - Early retirement is one of the ' 
methods of work-sharing which would make it 
possible to distribute the work available more 
equally and, as I said, I think this is something 
which will be discussed with the social partners. 
The training services and the placement services 
in the nine Member States have not succeeded 
in filling all the available vacancies even at this 
time of unemployment. I think there may be 
half a million vacancies in the Community. So 
it is quite true to say that these services can, 
by their more precise action, reduce the un-
employment figures, even in the present situa-
tion, without creating any new employment. 
President. - I call Question No 8 by Dalyell. 
It is worded as follows: · 
'Will the Commission report on progress towards 
the objective of creating a European Data Bank 
Computer Industry, competitive with IBM?' 
Mr Spinelli, Member of the Commission. - (I) 
The number of data banks in both the public 
and private sectors is steadily rising. In the 
public sector of the Member States alone there 
are more than 120 data banks. To be precise, 
however, it is not possible to talk of a data bank 
computer industry. Data banks are systems 
which depend on software for their manage-
ment. In its document of 5 March last on priority 
actions in the data processing sector, the Com-
mission proposed that the Community set up a 
data bank for organ transplants so as to ensure 
blood group compatibility. In its second group 
of priority proposals, submitted to the Council 
in September, it called for a study to assess the 
data systems currently available to users, as 
well as for an information storage and research 
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project providing a specifically European solu-
tion to the main requirements in the fields of 
legal, scientific and economic documentation etc. 
If adopted by the Council, these proposals, 
which are intended to ensure interchangeability 
of the systems, should help to enable European 
industry to provide services which can compete 
with the systems offered by the American-based 
companies. As regards the European computer 
industry as a whole, the Commission stressed 
its concern in its replies to two written ques-
tions, and this concern has been vindicated by 
the subsequent break-up of the Unidata group. 
The Commission is at present drawing up an 
action programme involving suitable measures 
to restore the balance in the field of competition. 
Mr Dalyell. - What does Mr Spinelli suppose 
that he can usefully achieve with 27m u.a. that 
IBM cannot achieve with 2 200m dollars spent 
in 1974 on research alone? With one-seventieth 
of the resources is not Mr Spinelli in the position 
of Don Quixote tilting at windmills? To say in 
his answer that he can stand up well in com-
petition with American research is absolutely 
preposterous. Could the money not be more 
fruitfully spent either on the Social Fund or 
fusion research rather than on these fanciful 
schemes? 
(Applause from certain quarters on the left) 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) It is clear that we cannot yet 
compete with IBM with the modest funds 
requested, but they can enable us to initiate 
some research which will help our companies 
to develop. I agree with Mr Dalyell that the 
problem of the electronics industry must be 
tackled on a much broader basis, and I have 
already announced that the Commission intends 
to do this. I feel, however, that research of the 
kind we have proposed is extremely useful and, 
if I am not mistaken, Parliament yesterday 
reinstated the appropriations we had requested 
and which had been deleted by the Council. 
Mr Couste. - (F) After this affirmative reply, 
does Mr Spinelli not also think that a European-
based company may after all develop out of the 
current talks between CII and Honeywell Bull? 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) The question concerns comput-
ers for data banks, and not the computer indus-
try as a whole, which would obviously call for 
a much longer speech than I can make here in 
a brief one-minute reply to a specific question. 
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. - Is Mr Spinelli 
considering the implications for the computer 
industry of European Union and in particular 
the role of computers in providing an integrated 
Community system of direct personal taxation 
and social security? 
Mr Spinelli. -(I) The steps to be taken in the 
computer sector will all be submitted to Parlia-
ment, which will be able to discuss them in 
detail. At the moment, it is a bit difficult for 
me to reply on this particular aspect. 
Mr Noe. - (I) In view of the break-up of the 
Unidata group, does the Commissioner not think 
that it would be realistic and beneficial if, in 
addition to the moves he has just mentioned, 
and which I welcome because of the results 
they could have in many sectors, the Commis-
sion took steps to encourage major American 
companies such as IBM-which another Member 
has just mentioned-inter alia to combat the 
unemployment dealt with in the previous ques-
tion by increasing their activities in the fields 
of research and design, as they are already 
doing in Europe, since their considerable techno-
logical lead means that we can hardly expect 
to catch up with them within a few years? 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) This problem will be dealt 
with as part of the general study of the problem. 
Lord Bessborough. - I have two questions, since 
I have been invited by the Committee on Bud-
gets to give an opinion on the proposals of the 
Commission regarding the building up of a data 
processing network within Europe and indeed 
a European data processing industry. Could the 
Commission tell us whether these proposals 
have yet been considered by the Council or by 
one of the COREPER working parties? Secondly 
does the Commissioner know of any prospects 
of further crossfrontier mergers of firms within 
the Community? 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) In reply to the first part of 
the question, I can state that our proposals are 
being examined by COREPER, but this study 
is not yet at a very advanced stage, since, as 
you know, COREPER's working pace is largely 
outside the control and responsibility of the 
Commission. 
As far as the second part of the question is con-
cerned, we do not at present have any news 
on recent merger plans, only information about 
mergers completed some time ago. 
President. - I call Question No 9 by Mr Scott-
Hopkins. It is worded as follows: 
'What steps are the Commission taking to restore 
the level of trade in pineapples from Malaysia to 
its pre-1973 level in view of the serious decline 
which has taken place since 1973, and what steps 
will be taken to ensure that total trade between 
the EEC and Malaysia will not decline from its 
1974 level?' 
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Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission. -
Mr President, the first part of Mr Scott-Hopkins' 
question relates to imports of pineapples from 
Malaysia into the Community. The figures show 
in fact a considerable increase both in volume 
and in value during 1974 as compared with 
previous years. In 1972 these imports amounted 
to 12,000 tonnes with a value of 34m u.a., and 
in 1974 they amounted to 24,000 tonnes with 
the value more than doubled to 11.1m u.a. The 
1975 figures are obviously not yet complete, but 
in view of the world recession and its effects 
on trade, which are now unfortunately becoming 
quite marked, it is not unreasonable to expect 
something of a reduction this year in the level 
of these imports from both Malaysia and else-
where. Such reductions will not be due to 
phenomena like tariffs but, as will be clear 
from the second part of my answer, to the world 
recession. 
At this point I would like to underline that the 
prime concern of the Malaysian Government, 
and indeed of most other developing countries, 
is the continued low level of economic activity 
in the industrialized countries, including the 
European countries. No single factor is more 
important for the success of the development 
policies of the developing countries than the 
maintenance of a reasonably high and stable 
level of economic activity in the industrialized 
countries. 
The increase last year in the Community's 
imports of pineapples from Malaysia can reason-
ably be attributed to their inclusion for the first 
time in our generalized scheme of preferences. 
As for the future, the 1976 scheme will be fur-
ther improved to the benefit of Malaysia among 
others, in that the Council has approved in 
principle, at the proposal of the Commission, 
an increase in the duty-reduced quota for 
crushed pineapple from 20,000 to 30,000 tonnes. 
The Council has also agreed to open an entirely 
new duty-reduced quota of 28,000 tonnes of 
sliced pineapple. These quotas will, I trust, be 
opened. As Mr Scott-Hopkins knows, this tailor-
ing of the generalized scheme of preferences 
follows on from the joint declaration of intent 
in which the Community committed itself to 
an expansion of trade with the countries of the 
Asian Commonwealth. 
In respect of pineapples, Malaysia has been the 
prime beneficiary of the recent developments 
of the generalized scheme of preferences. Other 
products that have benefited are palm oil, palm 
kernel oil, palm coconut oil for industrial pur-
poses, paper, plywood and certain fish products. 
Moreover, to ensure that Malaysian businessmen 
are well placed to take advantage of the 
improved access they have thus gained to the 
Community market, the Commission has held 
two information seminars in Malaysia. We have 
also given technical and financial assistance to 
Malaysian exporters at a number of fairs and 
exhibitions with the Community, and the Com-
mission has organized study missions for Malay-
sian businessmen. 
I would like to finish by saying that relations 
with the countries grouped in ASEAN have been 
put on a firmer footing by the establishment in 
the summer of 1975 of a joint study group to go 
into all questions of trade and development 
which may arise between the Community and 
these countries. I am sorry to have gone into 
this at some length, but this is one of the areas 
where the Community has recently had some 
success. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - I am grateful to the Com-
missioner for the detailed reply he has given, 
and I am sure that it will go a long way to allay-
ing a great many of the fears which exist. 
Would he not accept that part of the difficulty 
has been that Malaysia and other countries in 
ASEAN have feared that following the Lome 
Convention, they would find their trade with 
Europe adversely affected. This trade may not 
be of great importance to us, but the export of 
pineapple and the other products he mentioned 
are of great importance to those countries' 
economies. 
Mr Gundelach. - These countries, including 
Malaysia, have indeed had these fears, and the 
methods to which I referred at some length-
which l think are important-have gone a long 
way to allaying those fears. And we will con-
tinue on that road, I hope with the support of 
this Parliament. 
President. - I call Question No 10 by Lord 
Gladwyn. It is worded as follows: 
'The Woollen and Worsted Trades Federation of 
Bradford, England, complain of unsocial produc-
tion methods and unfair marketing practices on 
the part of the woollen manufacturing industry 
of Prato, Tuscany. 
Does the Commission consider that these com-
plaints are wholly or partially justified and if so, 
what course is, in its view, open to the Bradford 
Federation in order to obtain redress?' 
I call Mr Hughes for a procedural motion. 
Mr Hughes. - Mr President, it would seem to 
me that the last question on pineapples and this 
question on the woollen industry in Tuscany 
and Bradford are not proper subjects for oral 
questions in this Parliament. I would ask you, 
Mr President, to use your good offices to see 
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that questions on such narrow matters be put 
as written questions and not take up the time 
of this House on an already overburdened Ques-
tion Time. 
(Applause from certain quarters on the left) 
President. - Your suggestion will be studied, 
Mr Hughes, but since the question is on today's 
agenda we must deal with it. 
Mr Spinelli, Member of the Commission. - (I) 
Mr President, in September 1975 the Woollen 
and Worsted Trades Federation of Bradford sub-
mitted to the Commission a complaint about the 
competition aspects of products of the Prato 
wool industry. 
After receiving earlier complaints the Commis-
. sion made a comparative study in 1970 of the 
cost structure of worsted in the Community of 
the Six. The report published after the enquiry 
came to the conclusion that production condi-
tions at Prato were extremely competitive and 
showed no abnormal features. Although there 
is a large number of wool mills in Prato, they 
are not organized into combines, and they 
receive no state subsidies. 
As far as the new complaint by the Trades 
Federation is concerned, an enquiry is at present 
being made, and once this has been completed, 
and at any rate before the end of the year, the 
Commission departments will be able to make 
a statement. 
Lord Gladwyn. - I take note of the Commis-
sioner's reply to this question. It will certainly 
be of interest to the citizens of Bradford, if not 
to some of my colleagues on the left of the 
Assembly. 
May I assume that as soon as the reinvestigation 
of this question by the Commission is completed, 
the federation will be informed of the results 
as soon as possible? 
Mr Normanton. - While recognizing the diffi-
culties facing a particular sector of the textile 
industry from unfair competition within the 
Community, may I remind the Commission that 
the European textile industry as a whole is much 
more concerned with unfair competition from 
outside the Community. Would the Commis-
sioner once again assure the House that the 
Commission and indeed the governments of the 
Member States are really taking this problem 
of unfair competition around the world seri-
ously. 
(Applause from certain quarters on the right) 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) It is certainly true that 
foreign competition represents the greatest 
danger to our textile industry. 
The Commission is following all these problems 
closely, and I would point out that we are by 
no means helpless, since we have a multifibre 
agreement which governs and lays down limits 
for this competition. 
Nevertheless, there measures must be compat-
ible with our general policy of ·support for 
industrial development in the developing coun-
tries, in view of the consequences for our own 
industry, and the need for certain changes which 
the textile sector is in any case now making. 
President.- I call Question No 11 by Mr Coin-
tat. It is worded as follows: 
'Are not the stocks of some one million tonnes 
of milk powder in the Community partly the 
result of a certain negligence by the Commission 
in the proper management of stocks in accordance 
with a coherent commercial policy and partly a 
reflection of ·their unwillingness to dispose of 
these stocks in 1975 for extremely short-term 
budgetary reasons?' 
Mr Hillery, Vice-President of the Commission. 
- Mr President, the present level of skimmed 
milk powder stocks in the EEC is the result of 
a number of factors which for the most part are 
not dependent on the market management in 
1975. The private stocks at the beginning of 
1975, about 220,000 tonnes, were progressively 
reduced and resulted in the transfer of the sur-
plus to the public sector. On the other hand, 
there was a continual reduction in the quantities 
of liquid skimmed milk returned to the farm. 
This has contributed to an increase in skimmed 
milk powder production of about 100,000 ton-
nes. The drop in the price of soya has contrib-
uted considerably to the reduction in the level 
of incorporation of skimmed milk powder in 
animal feedingstuffs. This situation has resulted, 
in 1975, in a reduction of 80,000 to 100,000 tonnes 
compared with the quantities used in 1974 for 
animal feed. Finally, the general situation in the 
world market has considerably changed since 
the previous year. 
Mr Cointat. - (F) Is it true that the carry-over 
as per 1 January 1975 was 580,000 tonnes of milk 
powder and, if so, can one therefore assume that 
the surplus in 1975 is lower than in 1974? 
Mr Hillery. - The carry-over in 1974-75 was 
in fact about 520,000 tonnes. The net increase 
in the 1975 stocks has been less than the carry-
over. We expect for 1975 a net increase of 
490,000 tonnes. 
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Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Could the Commissioner 
give us .any information about the disposal of 
these stocks of dried milk on the world market, 
about the quantities he hopes will be used as 
food aid in 1976 and about any other kind of 
arrangements that are being made at this 
moment. 
Mr Hillery. - I can give information on the 
arrangements for 1975, and we expect to do 
more in 1976. 70,000 tonnes have been supplied 
as food aid. Sales of skimmed milk powder at 
reduced prices to developing countries amount 
to 6,000 tonnes to date, and it is expected that 
further quantities will be sold before the end 
of the year. The Council agreed to the disposal 
of old skimmed milk powder for incorporation 
in feed. This will account for 40,000 tonnes on 
the internal market and 40,000 tonnes for 
export. Tenders will be opened this month for 
those sales. Aid to the private storage of skim-
med milk powder led to 52,000 tonnes being 
taken, and finally the Council decided on a 
temporary suspension of inward processing. 
Further proposals made by the Commission in 
July 1975 are still being discussed by the 
Council. 
Mr Frebsee. - (D) In view of Mr Hillery's 
remarks about the lack of opportunities for dis-
posing of the enormous milk-powder mountain 
and in view of the size of this mountain-it is 
now more than 1.1 million tonnes, which is more 
than twice the annual world demand-may I ask 
the Commission how old the oldest stocks 
actually are and for how long milk powder can 
in fact be stored? 
Mr Hillery. - The oldest stocks date back to 
the beginning of 1974, and I am advised that 
skimmed milk powder can be stored for two 
years without a change in quality. 
Mr Broeksz.- (NL) Does Mr Hillery not in fact 
think that the Commission's original proposals 
on food aid are too low and that there is every 
occasion now to increase food aid to the Third 
World still further? 
Mr Hillery.- We hope that more can be done 
in the coming year, but the figures I gave 
represent what could be achieved in 1975. 
Lord Walston. - What is the cost per annum 
of storing a thousand tonnes of dried milk? At 
what stage does it become more economical for 
the Community to give away the dried milk 
powder in order to save storage charges? 
Mr Hillery. - I know it costs more to give it 
away than to store it, but at the moment I do 
not have the figures asked for by the Member. 
Mr Martens. - (NL) Can Mr Hillery give us an 
idea of the effect of the embargo on . exports of 
cheese to the United States and the fall in pro-
duction of casein, since it was possible to process 
a lot of skimmed milk in these two ways? 
Mr Hillery.- 40,000 tonnes, which figure covers 
both the drop in casein production and exports. 
Mr Howell. - What prospects would there be 
for disposing of this surplus if there were no 
restrictions as to which country we sold it to? 
Mr Hillery. - There are no restrictions as 
regards countries in which there is a market 
for it. 
President.- I call Question No 5 by Mr Terre-
noire, which I had held back. It is worded as 
follows: 
'Following the last meeting of the 'Group of Nine' 
at the level of the Directors-General of the EEC 
railways, what measures does the Commission 
intend to put forward to speed up work to provide 
Europe· with a high-speed railway network?' 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) I have already stated on 
several occasions, both in this House and in · 
committee, that there is only one instrument 
available to us-the association agreement rati-
fied by the Council of Ministers in 1966. Al-
though it is an interesting agreement, it has no 
positive or practical consequences. I might add 
that I brought the problem up again at the last 
meeting of. the Council of Ministers. We are 
therefore studying how to improve the informa-
tion procedures so that the problem of infra-
structures really can become a topical Com-
munity matter. We are also studying various 
projects, among them the possibility of devel-
oping a high-speed railway network in the 
European Community. 
Mr Terrenoire. - (F) I would like to know when 
this network could be set up. If it had already 
existed I would not have been late. Nor would 
I have had to come by air, only to be delayed 
by fog. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. - (I) For the reasons 
I have already given, I do not have the slightest 
idea, since the Commission has no means of 
intervening. 
Mr Osbom. - Bearing in mind that the railways 
are so unprofitable these days and running at 
a loss and that there is a need to coordinate 
R & D in new fields, can the Commissioner 
indicate what steps are being taken to achieve 
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such coordination and, in this connection, use 
the advanced passenger train produced in the 
Derby railway research centre as well as the 
high-speed train. What type of train does he 
visualize will be the vehicle for this highspeed 
network? Will it necessarily be steel wheel on 
steel rail or some other type? 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza.- (I) There is a lot of 
research going on in this sector, but since we 
have no idea what a European railway network 
may look like, I cannot say what kind of train 
will be used. 
Mr Normanton. - Will the Commission take 
into account, in considering the development 
of the European network, the importance to 
Europe as a whole of establishing at the earliest 
possible ·date a Channel tunnel with a railway 
link built into it? 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. - (I) I have already 
made clear to this House my views on the 
tunnel. 
President.- I call Question No 12 by Mr Noe. 
It is worded as follows: 
'How does the Commission expect the problem 
of nuclear fuel reprocessing to be solved in the 
_ 1980s, since it appears that existing capacity will 
be insufficient to meet the demand when the 
programmes for building new nuclear power sta-
tions are implemented?' 
Mr Spinelli, Member of the Commission. - (I) 
Mr President, current estimates show that, by 
the start of the 1980s, we shall in fact be faced 
with a capacity shortfall for the reprocessing 
of irradiated nuclear fuel in the light-water 
power stations. To combat this situation in the 
short term, the authorities involved are plan-
ning to increase the capacity for fuel storage 
in swimming pools. The Commission is trying 
to help solve this problem with the means 
available to it under the Euratom Treaty. 
Firstly, as regards research and development 
and the protection of the environment, there 
are already Community programmes for treat-
ing nuclear waste and recycling plutonium, both 
of which are by-products of the reprocessing 
operations. 
As regards the funding of the investment which 
may be required, the Commission has submitted 
to the Council a proposal for Euratom loans in 
accordance with Article 172 of ~he Treaty. Final-
ly, as in 1971, the Commission intends to 
organize a meeting of the national represent-
atives before the end of the year to have a 
wide-ranging exchange of views on develop-
ments in the situation in the Community and 
in the world as a whole. 
Mr Noe. - (I) As regards the meeting of national 
representatives to be held before the end of the 
year, does the Commissioner not think that one 
of the objectives must be to arrive-in all the 
Member States and within a reasonable period 
of time-at an approach which will make it 
possible to build these power stations. 
I understand that, in the United States, which 
is further behind than we are in this field, years 
are being lost because of the lack of legislation 
on this subject. 
May I therefore ask Mr Spinelli what the Com-
munity can do to ensure that this legislation 
is passed, without which these power stations 
cannot be built in time. I would point out that 
storing irradiated fuel in swimming pools is a 
waste of money. We must oppose this solution 
and, instead, press on with the construction of 
power stations such as those at Windscale and 
La Hague, in which these operations are pos-
sible. 
Mr Spinelli.- (I) In reply to the first question, 
Mr Noe's suggestion will be put to this meeting. 
It is also planned to set up a working party 
on this subject as part of the Community pro-
gramme on radioactive waste. 
As far as storage in pools is concerned, the final 
answer must be to build large plants for repro-
cessing and treatment. You are aware that it 
would be in the Community's interest to have 
a few plants, but large ones. This however, is 
made difficult by the fact that, since the Com-
munity's sense of unity is not yet strong enough, 
public opinion in each country is against an· 
influx of material to be reprocessed in that 
country, so that, even in the medium term, it 
is not easy to find a solution to this problem. 
Mr Hamilton. - Is the Commission aware of the 
increasing public concern about the health 
hazards emanating from nuclear power produc-
tion and the processing of the waste? Any pro-
posals that I have heard of, as regards storage 
in tanks or deep oceans even, do not allay the 
anxieties of the public. Will the Commission 
use every endeavour to see to it that the public 
are informed about these dangers so that their 
fears might be allayed? Does the Commission 
not agree that there is conflicting scientific 
evidence as to the length of time during which 
nuclear waste remains radioactive? I urge the 
Commission to use all their endeavours to give 
the public throughout the Community and 
throughout the world maximum information, 
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because as long as countries like Japan see fit 
to try and get their waste reprocessed in the 
United Kingdom, there must be anxieties in the 
minds of the public that there is something 
fearful about these processes. 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) The Commission is aware of 
these hazards and of the need for an overall 
solution for the Community. I hope that the 
same awareness will be shown by the Council, 
to whom we have submitted proposals, and by 
the governments of the Member States, so that 
we really can give our Community a more solid 
framework. Until this awareness is translated 
into a political resolve, we can do nothing but 
regret the present state of affairs, that is all. 
Mr Springorum.- (D) What does the Commis-
sion think will be the price of regenerated fuel, 
and how does this price compare with the price 
of new fuel? Can the Commission state the ratio 
or even the actual costs for these two fuels? 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) Neither the Commission nor 
any company is at present able to calculate 
these prices. There is a figure of 100 to 200 dol-
lars per kilogram, but it very approximate. We 
have to reprocess the irradiated fuel and re-use 
it because it is dangerous to leave it in that 
state, but little is yet known about the costs. 
Mr Dalyell. - Perhaps Mr Spinelli is teasing 
the Parliament when he talks about, 'swimming 
pools'. I think there could be a different trans-
lation for the particular term that he used. 
On a more serious note, would he not endorse 
the action of the British Government in reach-
ing this agreement with Japan which, in con-
trast to what my friend Willy Hamilton says, 
is perhaps a very sensible agreement, because 
the truth is that the British have developed a 
process which is extremely impressive and 
frankly, it would be to our commercial advantage 
to do as much of the world's reprocessing as 
possible. All these newspaper headl:ines about 
the dumping of unwanted waste have very little 
basis in fact. Could the Commission just endorse 
the British process, which has had bad publicity 
but which in fact is technically highly advanced 
and evironmentally as sound as one can be in 
these matters. 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) Mr President, I appreciate 
that translating, in this case, the word 'piscine' 
as 'swimming pools' may well be 'teasing the 
Parliament', but these tanks are in fact usually 
called 'piscine' in Italy. 
As regards the agreement between Japan and 
the United Kingdom, it must be stressed that 
this is essentially a bilateral agreement between 
the two governments, and the Commission has 
no powers to prevent or allow it. It naturally 
has advantMes and disadvantages, as is usual 
in this sector of industry, but all this is some-
thing for the two countries involved. 
Mr Osborn. - Could Commissioner Spinelli 
perhaps consult with Commissioner Simonet, 
who in Strasbourg last month said there was 
no shortage or no fear of shortage of enriched 
fuel? Will he differentiate as between avail-
ability of fuel and reprocessing capacity in 
Europe, and can we have a reassessment as to 
what the position is, because there seems to be 
some difference of opinion within the Com-
mission? 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) The enriched fuel is what is 
put into the power reactor first of all; irradiated 
fuel is what comes out after use. The two are 
quite different. The lack of treatment capacity 
concerns the second type of fuel. 
Lord Bessborough. - Followj.ng on the com-
ments by Mr Dalyell, I would like to ask 
whether the Commissioner is aware that the 
managing director of British Nuclear Fuels 
Limited made a categorical statement in an 
article recently in the Daily Express to the 
effect that there was no danger whatever in 
the methods of storing waste at Windscale, 
whether Japanese waste or any other waste, 
and that we have in fact been storing such waste 
for many years, with no accidents and no danger 
to anyone's health. 
Mr Spinelli.- (I) Mr President, in this case it is 
up to the competent British authorities to com-
ment on the safety levels. 
Mr Giraud. - (F) To what extent and at what 
stage are the fuel reprocessing costs taken into 
account in the cost price per nuclear kilowatt? 
Mr Spinelli. -(I) As far as possible, these costs 
are included in the calculations, but their effect 
is relatively small, no more than 1.10/o. 
Mr Evans. - With regard to the very important 
point that has been raised by Mr Dalyell, does 
the Commissioner not agree that it is absolutely 
essential that the number of reprocessing plants 
around the world should be kept to an absolute 
minimum? Will the Commission not accept that 
we do not want reprocessing plants springing 
up in every country that has a nuclear power 
station, because of the obvious dangers of the 
manufacture of nuclear weapons that could 
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arise from that! situation. Surely it is better that 
we keep to a niinim.um the number of reproces--
sing plants and that we keep them in the hands 
of those who have the most technology in this 
field. 
Mr Spinelli. - (I) Yes, the number should be 
kept to a minimum, provided the various coun-
tries of the Corhmunity are able to reach agree-
ment on this. For some countries, this will mean 
irradiated fuel coming in from other countries. 
Essentially I agree completely with you, Mr 
Evans. 
President. - The time allocated for Question 
Time having I'llm out, Questions Nos 13, 15, 16 
and 17 will be answered in writing1 • Question 
No 14 has been withdrawn. 
Question Time is now closed: I should like to 
thank .the representatives of the Council and the 
Commission for their answers. 
• • I 
I call Mr Spicer for a procedural motion. 
·Mr Spieer. - · Mr President, there were only 
18 questions on the agenda today, and I think 
I speak for all those people who put Questions 
13; 15, 16 and 17 when I say that we would 
have expected to cover all these questions in the 
course of one and a half hours, I wonder if we 
could ask you, Mr President, to exercise your 
authority and limit the ·number of supplemen-
tary questions. I certainly take no pride in the 
fact that we can have as many as thirteen sup-
plementary questions on each question on the 
agenda. Could we leave that in your hands, Mr 
President? 
(Applause from certain quarters) 
President. - Mr Spicer, thank you for your 
remarks, which will support me in doing what 
you have requested. However, I would point out 
that I did limit the number of supplementary 
questions today, but perhaps I shall have to be 
even stricter. 
5. Change in the agenda 
President. - Ladies and gentlemen, in view of 
their subject, it would be logical to hold a joint 
debate on the !next two items on the agenda, 
namely the reports by Mr Corterier (Doc. 
351/75) and Mr Terrenoire (Doc. 337/75). 
Are there any objections to this proposal? 
That is agreed. 
1 See Annex. 
6. Recom~endations of the EEC-Greece Joint 
Parliamentary· Committee adopted on 27 June 
1975 - Additional protocol to the EEC-Greece 
Association Agreement 
President. - The next item is the joint debate 
on the report drawn up by Mr Corterier on 
behalf of the Associations Committee on the 
recommendations of the EEC-Greece Joint 
Parliamentary Committee adopted in Athens on 
27 June 1975 (Doc. 180/75) (Doc. 351/75) and the 
report drawn up by Mr Terrenoire on behalf 
of the same committee on the additional protocol 
to the Agreement establishing an association 
between the European Economic Community 
and Greece consequent on the accession of new 
Member States to the Community (Doc. 87/75) 
(Doc. 337/75). 
I call Mr Corterier. 
Mr Cortcm.er, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
.since Ambassador Stathatos is present today 
I should like first of all to take the opportunity 
of thanking him and his government very 
warmly for the valuable assistance they kindly 
gave us in our task. They greatly facilitated the 
cooperation between our delegation and our 
Greek colleagues in the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee. 
The ninth meeting of the Joint Parliamentary 
Committee, which took place in Athens between 
25 and 27 June 1975 and which is the subject 
of my report, was by its very nature an event 
of exceptional importance for all those who 
took part; it was the first meeting of the Parlia-
mentary body set up by the Association Treaty 
to take place after the long years of dictator-
ship during which relations between the EEC 
and Greece were 'frozen'. 
The application for accession to the Community, 
officially submitted by the Greek government 
on 12 June 1975, contributed ·further to the 
interest and relevance of the Committee's discus-
sions. 
Great attention was therefore paid to the pro-
ceedings of the Committee, . particularly in 
Greece, and this again demonstrated the interest 
which that country shows in the Community. 
At the meeting, the principal topic was the 
association of Greece with the European Com-
munity; in addition, some international political 
questions of mutual interest were discussed and 
finally also the political and economic effects 
of Greece's application for accession to the 
Community. 
I :;hould now like to make a few comments on 
the most important issues which were raised 
during those discussions. 
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Firstly, I should like to point out that the 12-
year transitional period laid down in· the Asso-
ciation Treaty expired on 1 November 1974. 
During that period Greece abolished most of the 
customs duties previously levied on industrial 
goods imported into Greece from the EEC. Since 
industrial goods imported into the Community 
were already free of customs duty, it can be said 
that, as from that date, the customs union 
between the EEC and Greece took effect in so 
far as most of the trade in industrial goods 
was concerned. 
Thus one of the principal aims of the Associ-
ation Treaty was achieved. The chief purpose 
of the Treaty, as you know, is the harmoniza-
tion of agricultural policy and the development 
of common policies in certain areas. 
However, since April 1967 the application of the 
Association Agreement had been frozen because 
of the political regime that came to power as 
a result of a coup d'etat. 
During that time the operation of the Associ-
ation Agreement was restricted to 'day-to-day' 
management', that is to say, since 1967 the only 
area in which the Association Agreement was 
in effect applied was in the dismantling of 
customs barriers. Between 1967 and today this 
agreement has therefore been only partly oper-
ativ~ and for many years this instrument, which 
should have made a key contribution to the 
economic development of Greece, could not 
achieve the results which both parties to the 
agreement had intended it should have when 
it was signed. 
If, after the tragic years of .the dictatorship, in 
which Greece was largely cut off from the 
international community and which left the 
Greek people with a bitter legacy, that country 
now turns to Europe, it is because it sees Europe 
as a partner with which it would be possible 
to establish close cooperation on the basis of 
common interests, and so strengthen its own 
democratic institutions, prevent any relapse into 
dictatorship and make more rapid social and 
economic progress. 
In view of some misleading press reports on 
this subject which appeared a few weeks ago, 
I feel it is necessary to state here quite clearly 
that the great majority of the European Parlia-
ment welcomes Greece's approach to the Euro-
pean Community and also the Greek application 
for membership. There will of course have to 
be very detailed discussions about the terms of 
accession, the time-scale for its implementation 
and about tlie economic, social and financial 
problems which the Greek application for acces-
sion raises for both parties. In my view, the 
time has not yet come for such comprehensive 
and detailed discussions, since one key docu-
ment is still lacking: the report. which the Com-
mission is preparing on the problems associated 
with the Greek application for membership. I 
should like to ask the Commission when we 
can expect this report to be completed and also 
ask it to make the document available as. soon 
as possible so that the European Parliament can 
consider the Greek application both in its com-
petent Committees and in a plenary session. 
In this connection, I should like to make one 
thing clear: no one should think that the acces-
sion of Greece to the Community would result 
in political and economic advantages for that 
country alone or that Greece in its application 
to the Community is cast in the role of peti-
tioner. The colonels' regime was a severe set-
back for democracy in Europe. If the accession 
of Greece to the Community makes it possible 
to safeguard democracy in that country and to 
strengthen democracy in Europe generally, then 
we must all have a political interest in that 
accession. 
From the economic point of view also, associa-
tion and full Greek membership at a future 
date are by no means of advantage to one side 
only. Industry in the Nine will acquire new 
trade outlets which will not be limited to the 
Greek market alone. 
By virtue of its age-old trade relations, its links 
with other peoples and its history, which is 
free of any colonial associations, Greece occupies 
a special place among the countries of the 
Eastern Mediterranean. It can therefore l;>e an 
ideal intermediary for a Europe which wishes to 
e:x;pand and strengthen its economic and trade 
relations with the countries in that area. A 
'geographical rapprochement'·of the Community 
to those countries, as a result of the accession 
of Greece, could only improve the economic and 
political standing of the Community in the 
Eastern Mediterranean. 
Allow me to comment briefly on some economic 
problems connected with the further develop-
ment of this association. In the immediate future 
the second Financial Protocol must be imple- • 
mented, the terms of which, according to the 
Commission of the European Communities, may 
be summarized as follows: a major part of the 
new European Investment Bank loans should be 
· used for structural improvements to Greek agri-
culture, and Community aid should also help to 
make possible the harmonization of agricultural 
policy, which is one of the most important aims 
of association in this initial phase. 
The purpose of these financial measures is to 
restructure Greek agriculture and to shape the 
pattern of production in such a· way that Greek 
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agriculture wiU be complementary to rather 
than competitive with that of the European 
Community. 
I think we can all support these aims. I should 
like to ask the Commission, however, whether 
the programme to be implemented on the basis 
of the second F"mancial Protocol could be put 
into effect fail'ly quickly, in a relatively short 
period, and what economic, technical and social 
problems the implementation of this programme 
can be expected. to raise. 
Before I finish, Mr President, might I stress 
that the Greek export trade and the Greek 
economy have 1 both made very gratifying pro-
gress in recent years. It is clear from the statis-
tics appended to my report that there has been 
a considerable 1increase in Greek exports to the 
Community as a result of the reduction in tariffs 
provided for in the Association Agreement. 
Moreover, the growth in gross national product, 
investment trends and the improvement in agri-
culture are evidence of the satisfactory upturn 
in the Greek economy as a whole. This has led 
to such a marked rise in the standard of living 
in Greece that the gap separating it from the 
Member States of the European Community no 
longer seems insuperable. 
I should like to sum up by stating that Greece 
and the Community should .be equally interested 
in safeguarding democracy in that country by 
strengthening its economic and social structure. 
As the association makes further progress and 
when Greece later becomes a full member, the 
Community will also have to make sacrifices. 
These sacrifices will have to be kept within 
limits which are tolerable to all the parties con-
cerned. That is something which we shall then 
have to discuss in detail. 
All in all, the association and the accession of 
a Greece restored to freedom and democracy 
will present new positive economic and political 
opportunities both for Greece and for the Com-
munity. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CRAIR: LORD BESSBOROUGH 
Vice-President 
President. - I call Mr Terrenoire. 
Mr Terrenoire1, rapporteur. - (F) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, the accession of 
Denmark, the United Kingdom and Ireland to 
the EEC necfssitated the preparation of an 
Additional PrOtocol to the Association Agree-
ment with Greece, extending it to include the 
new Member States of the European Com-
munity. In the light of the decisions taken by 
both parties on 5 May 1975, the Commiss~on 
submitted to the Council as a first step a Recom-
mendation for a Regulation on the conclusion 
of an Additional Protocol and a Recommend-
ation for Decision on the initiation of negoti-
ations for an interim agreement; this interim 
agreement, which entered into force on 1 July 
1975, was necessary in order to allow the 
advance application of the provisions on trade 
between the three new Member States and 
Greece until such time as the Protocol is ratified 
by the parties concerned. 
In view of the request by Greece for member-
ship and of the prospects of closer relations 
between the Community and Greece, it is now 
critically important that the Commission's pro-
posals to the Council be implemented. They 
will in effect open the way for the establish-
ment of the commercial and economic contacts 
which are an essential element in the transition 
from association status to accession. 
The Associations Committee, of which I have 
the honour to be the rapporteur, feels that it 
is absolutely necessary to make up as far as 
possible for the delay caused by the 'freezing' 
of the agreement. In fact, after the coup d'etat 
of 21 April 1967, the Community decided to 
restrict the operation of the agreement to 'day-
to-day management', that is to say, only those 
provisions were applied which were part of a 
precise automatic or semi-automatic time-table. 
Consequently, while the harmonization of 
policies, the development of joint measures and 
the financing of the Greek economy were put 
in abeyance, work continued on the dismantling 
of tariffs. This work went very well in fact 
and considerable progress was made in that 
field. 
Since 1 July 1968 Greek industrial products 
have been exempt from customs duties and 
from charges having an equivalent effect on 
importation into the Community as originally 
constituted. For its part, Greece, after succes-
sive reductions, abolished customs duties on 
industrial products and most agricultural prod-
ucts on 1 November 1974. These products 
account for approximately 700/o of Greek 
imports from the Six. 
Since 1 November 1974 Greece has been apply-
ing the full common customs tariff to products 
for which the tariff dismantling period was 
12 years. In effect, the association has only been 
partly operative. However, that has not pre-
vented the development of the Greek economy. 
Between 1963 and 1972, the overall gross 
national product, expressed in terms of constant 
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market prices, has increased on average at a 
rate of 8G/o per annum, which is a higher rate 
than in the six countries of the original Com-
munity, where it was 5G/o. 
In 1962, agriculture and fisheries accounted for 
almost 300/o of the gross national product in 
Greece, as against less than 100/o in the Six. 
In 1972, the primary sector accounted for 
only 160fo, but it should be noted that, despite 
the reduced role of , agriculture in the Greek 
economy, agricultural production increased at a 
much faster rate than in the countries of the 
European Community. Industrial production 
showed an even more striking advance, increas-
ing between 1963 and 1972 by a coefficient of 
2.5 whereas in the Nine the coefficient was 
only 1.5. 
With regard to trade, it should also be noted 
that annual imports into Greece from the Six 
have increased considerably, in absolute terms, 
even if as a percentage they have remained 
relatively stable at approximately 43°/o. 
During the same period, imports from EFI' A 
went down from 21G/o to 18G/o. On the other 
hand, as Mr Corterier has just pointed out, 
quite appositely, in his report, there was a 
sizable increase in exports from Greece to the 
Six, from 35 to 48G/o, as a consequence of the 
Six's progressive dismantling of tariffs on 
Greek products. 
Association has thus encouraged trade between 
the Community and Greece, and the entry into 
force on 1 July 1975 of the interim agreement, 
under which the three new Member States of 
the EEC reduce their customs duties on Greek 
imports by 600/o, will play a large part in 
reviving it. 
There can be no doubt that Greece and Europe 
·are joined by close bonds. Greece is turning to 
Europe to strengthen its industry and to find 
a market for its manufactured goods. It is also 
true that Greece could be-is already to some 
extent-an excellent springboard for Europe in 
its attempts to improve its trade with the coun-
tries of the southern Mediterranean, the Middle 
East and North Africa. 
Moreover, specialized export to Europe is a 
possibility since the Greek market is' too small 
to justify large competitive production units. 
Greece would therefore have to continue to 
export and at the same time provide for its 
own home consumption in order to avoid the 
dilemma of having an industrial apparatus too 
large for the home market but too small for 
the world market. To bridge the gap between 
that situation and one in which Greece could 
help to give a renewed impetus to a concept 
dear to the Brussels Commission, i.e. the cre-
ation of one huge community embracing Europe 
and Africa, only one link is required-belief 
in an economically independent area. 
The situation as I have just analyzed it shows 
a very considerable increase in Greek exports 
to the Community and a healthy Greek econ-
omy; the economic situation in Greece is now 
closer to that in our Community. 
These facts should make both sides more wil-
ling to accept the full and rapid integration 
of Greece into the Community. The Additional 
Protocol and the interim agreement must there-
fore be seen as indispensable aids without which 
the association could not function adequately. 
They may also be considered as a stage on the 
way to accession, since association is not an 
end in itself. We must not indeed forget that 
Article 72 of the Athens Agreement lays down 
that: 
'as soon as the operation of this Agreement 
has advanced far enough to justify envisaging 
full acceptance by Greece of the obligations 
arising out of the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, the Contracting 
Parties shall examine the possibility of the 
Accession of Greece to the Community'. 
It is in this spirit, Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, and in this hope that I present this 
report for your approval. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Scott-Hopkins, draftsman 
of the opinion of the Political Affairs Commit-
tee. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, the subject 
has been so well covered by both our rap-
porteurs, Mr Corterier and Mr Terrenoire, that 
there is little left for me to say. I should like 
to congratulate both our rapporteurs on the 
way they have presented their reports. 
I think it is extremely clear that the com-
mittees which they represent and the committee 
that I represent, the Political Affairs Committee, 
welcome the application of Greece for full 
membership of the Community. This is, of 
course, merely a preamble to the main debate; 
which will be taking place when we have 
heard the Commission's views. That will be the 
time, when the Commission has presented its 
views, for us to have detailed discussions on 
detailed issues. What we are really doing now, 
and what Mr Corterier has done extremely 
well not only in his report but in his speech 
just now, is laying the groundwork, exposing 
the issues which we are going to debate and 
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indeed some ~f the issues which cause us a 
certain amount of anxiety. But, in principle, 
there is absolutely no difference of opinion, as 
far as I can make out, amongst any of the 
committees or in this House. We all welcome 
profoundly the application of Greece for full 
membership, following on the very special rela"-
tionship that has been g!lverned by the Asso-
ciation Agree~ent signed in 1961. We should 
always remeD)ber, of course, that there is 
another country, as has already been ~en­
tioned, Turkey, which has an equally close 
relationship, im equally separate relationship 
with this Community, and when one is talking 
about accession, the future accession of Greece 
to the Community, it must also be borne in 
mind that it is to be hoped Turkey will in 
due course, when it is ready, be able to apply 
for membership and will receive the same 
favourable treatment from this House and the 
other institutions of the Community as is quite 
rightly being given to Greece at this moment. 
There are one or two small points I would 
like to raise, Vihich have not been dealt with 
in quite such detail up to now. Obviously, there 
is a certain amount of difficulty at the moment 
in the Mediterranean area. Greece is itself 
involved in problems over Cyprus. It is involved 
in arguments With the other associate member 
Turkey, and I. hope and your Political Affairs 
Committee ho~es, Mr President, that with 
Greece a member of the ·EEC, the close relation-
ship with the Community will help to ease the 
situation. 
The House will remember that during the years 
of negotiation .on the accession of my country 
and of Denmark and Ireland to the Community, 
a special relat~onship was set up so that there 
could be political consultations between the 
applicant countries and the Community of Six 
as it was then. I hope that the Commission 
and the Council will be abl~ to find some 
means whereby Greece during her negotiating 
period before ratification-and indeed Turkey 
as well, should she wish to do so, and I am 
sure she will-Lean have a closer relationship 
in the field of !political cooperation and foreign 
affairs. I envisage some form of ad hoc, loosely 
arranged machinery whereby both these coun-
tries can be much more closely associated in 
foreign affairs with the Community of Nine. 
This, I think, will also go some way to helping 
ease the tensio~. Anything that the Community, 
that we can db, Mr President, to help Greece 
or Turkey as far as the Cyprus situation is 
concerned, we ' must all of us surely look on 
as one of our main duties. 
The other point I want to make, one brought 
out by Mr Corterier in his report, is that whilst 
we welcome the application of Greece and 
hope that the negotiations with the Commis-
sion will take place at the earliest date, 
I hope also that we shall do what we can as 
a Community through the Association Agree-
ment to help Greek agriculture improve and 
advance from its existing state. When two part-
ners or two people are negotiating on closer 
relationships, there must be an advantage in it 
for both sides. One wants to see both the Com-
munity and Greece, the applicant, gain from 
the closer relationship which we hope will result 
from negotiations with the Commission. The 
figures Mr Corterier has given, figures we all 
know, leave us in no doubt as. to the state of 
agriculture in Greece. As things stand at pre-
sent, it' would be a burden on the Greek agri-
cultural economy and on Greece itself to become 
a full member of the Community. It is therefore 
to be hoped that in the interim period as much 
as possible is done to help advance Greece's 
agriculture, its infrastructure, the methods and 
so on, so that eventual full membership will 
be to the advantage of both Greece and the 
Communities. 
In conclusion, Mr President, your Political 
Affairs Committee, as I have said, has wel-
comed the application of Greece to join the 
Community .and the recommendations of the 
Joint Parliamentary Committee. We are grate-
ful to Mr Corterier for his report, and we hope 
sincerely that the negotiations which the Com-
mission will be undertaking in the near future 
will prove successful for both parties and be 
of mutual advantage to both, bearing in mind 
that one hopes the other country in a speeial 
position, Turkey, will not be forgotten and, 
should it apply for membership, will receive the 
same treatment. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Giraud to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Giraud.- (F) Mr President, in view of the 
excellent reports we have just heard from 
Messrs. Corterier, Terrenoire and Scott-Hop-
kins, the Socialist Group would perhaps have 
been justified in allowing the present debate 
to pass without participating, but the important 
part which our Group played in this Parliament 
during the period of dictatorship prompts me to 
contribute to today's proceedings. 
Firstly, I should like to remind members that 
the Socialist Group did not wait for the fall 
of the dictatorship before supporting the efforts 
of the Greek people to restore democracy. We 
find the collapse of the Greek dictatorship all 
the more gratifying in that it was followed by 
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a return to a sound and responsible parlia-
mentary system which adequately ensures the 
operation of stable democratic government 
while allowing for the opposition from political 
parties which is normal in democratic countries. 
This proves that the fall of a dictatorship need 
not be accompanied by disorder and disorganiz-
ation, but that it can instead lead to the estab-
lishment of a democr~tic regime with solid 
parliamentary foundations. · 
I should also like to make the point that our 
Parliament and Community should make up 
for the deliberate 'freezing' during the dictator-
ship by speeding up procedures and practices 
which would facilitate as far as possible the 
raising of the standard of living in Greece to a 
level consonant with full membership of our 
Community. I should also like to express agree-
ment with the view of the distinguished Greek 
Minister in charge of coordination that if we 
cannot agree on the question of tomato concen-
trate, we shall not be able to build Europe 
either. We must therefore help the Greeks 
to improve their economic situation. We must 
therefore help them to improve the 'real' situ-
ation of the entire population of the country 
for you know, Mr President, as I do, that the 
statistics for per caput income may, in the 
etymological sense of the word, 'enchant' us 
somewhat and that one l.arge shipowner is by 
himself 'worth many children of Piraeus .. .'. If 
our aid is to have the effect of improving the 
Greek economy therefore, it must be designed 
to produce a real improvement in the standard 
of living of the population in that country. As 
Mr Corterier said just now, we must help 
Greece to develop its economy so that, rather 
than compete with the economy of the Com-
munity, it may become complementary to it. 
However, we cannot limit our attention to the 
direct relationship between our Community and 
Greece. You are aware of the uncertainties 
which the Cyprus question raises for this sector 
of the Mediterranean. 
We have not expressed any opinion on the cons-
titution which that ~untry devised for itself 
or on the relatively satisfactory manner in 
which it operated for some years but we can-
not but note, alas, that the best possible cons-
titution has ended in a tragic situation in 
Cyprus. I should like to be certain that the 
Council and the Commission will spare no effort 
in their attempts to help all the interested 
parties to restore peace while respecting the 
sovereignty, independence and territorial integ-
rity of the island, to employ the usual formula. 
We believe that the good relations which we 
have with each of the parties concerned, i.e. 
Cyprus on the one hand, Turkey and Greece 
on the other, should contribute to the gradual 
implementation of an agreement based firstly 
on humanitarian and then on political consider-
ations and designed to establish a permanent 
solution. 
As a last point, Mr President, I should like 
to say a few words about the accession of 
Greece. It is clear from what the rapporteurs 
have just said that almost all the Members 
of this Parliament consider that the present 
association is merely a prelude to full mem-
bership, as provided for in the texts. We should 
like the Commission to supply us as soon as 
possible with sound information on the relation-
ship which at present exists between Greece 
and our Community and on any problems which 
may have to be solved in order to permit acces-
sion in the shortest possible time. 
I should like to point out, as several Members 
have already done, that the Socialist Group 
does not see the accession of Greece as any 
kind of obstacle to possible Turkish membership 
once that country and the Community both 
judge ·that the conditions for membership have 
been satisfied. Clearly, we have to keep a 
balance between all the countries which wish to 
join our Community, and a priority allocated 
to any country is not evidence of any kind of 
preference or discrimination in relation to a 
third country. 
Finally, Mr President, as a member of the EEC-
Greece Joint Parliamentary Committee, which 
held a most satisfactory meeting in Athens at 
the end of last June, I shbuld like once again 
to hail the rebirth of democracy in the country 
where it originated and to welcome today the 
results of the efforts which we made during 
the period of dictatorship to help the Greek 
people regain their freedom. We are certain 
that, loyal to its traditions and its history, the 
Greek people will now take its place in the 
European community of nations • which hold 
freedom as their ideal and in that Europe of 
which Greece was the fountainhead. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Boano to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Boano. -(I) Mr President, I should like to 
add a few comments to the carefully considered 
and lucid remarks made by the three rappor-
teurs, Mr Corterier, Mr Terrenoire and Mr 
Scott-Hopkins. 
When Mr Corterier's report was discussed by 
the Associations Committee I expressed my 
approval for two main reasons. The first was 
that it accurately reflects the extent and impor-
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tance of the obligations already arising from 
the implementation of the Association Treaty, 
which has only just begun to take real effect. 
We should not forget that Article 6 of the 
Athens Treaty provides for the establishment 
of a full customs union, which should have 
been established by 1973, and that Article 64 
gives the same deadline for a goal which is 
normally restricted to Member States, i.e. the 
coordination of the parties' commercial policies 
in relation to third countries. Nor should we 
forget that Article 33 of the same Treaty pro-
vides for harmonization of the agricultural 
policies of the Community and Greece by a date 
which may now be regarded as within the 
medium term, i.e. 1983. This harmonization is 
not, moreover, to be restricted to rules and 
regulations, but must also involve structural 
aspects, as witness the reference in the Athens 
Treaty to the fundamental Article 39 of the 
Treaty of Rome, which forms the basis of the 
common agricultural policy. 
Thus we are already faced with an undoubtedly 
vast and difficult task by virtue of the Associ-
ation Treaty, in view of the poor state of Greek 
agriculture and the fact that its organizational, 
structure is more fragmented than elsewhere 
in Western Europe and bears the marks of the 
historical and economic vicissitudes of thousands 
of years. Greek agriculture is in need of restruc-
turing and diversification-restructuring for 
obvious reasons, and diversification both in the 
interests of the Community, as it would mean 
that the present position of competition with 
the products of those Mediterranean countries 
belonging to the Community would alter 
increasingly in the direction of complementarity, 
and in the interests of Greece itself, which, by 
reducing imports of agricultural products not 
available on the domestic market could improve 
its balance of payments situation. This is why 
there must be as little delay as possible in 
applying the second financial protocol which 
was rightly represented in the communication 
from the Commission to the Council of 23 July 
as relating essentially to agriculture, since it 
deals with both the use of loans from the Euro-
pean Investment Bank on preferential terms 
and the proposed establishment of a Greek 
· agricultural fund. 
My second reason for approving Mr Corterier's 
report is that it is succinct but convincing on 
the question of accession, which, as the minis-
terial meeting of the Association Council also 
agreed last July, will form the backcloth to all 
future implementation of the Association 
Treaty. 
As Mr Scott-Hopkins has just stressed, we are 
all aware of the difficulties which the aim of 
accession involves for both parties, and para-
graph 5 of Mr Corterier's motion for a reso-
lution is a model of clarity in this respect. But 
we should not for this reason lose faith or relax 
our determination to achieve this goal, for the 
sake not only of the economic future of Greece, 
but also of its future historical and democratic 
development (it is, as Mr Giraud has just 
reminded us, the part of tJ:le world where the 
European ideal first showed its true face) by 
consolidating the reborn Greek democracy 
within the framework of the genuinely demo-
cratic institutions of the Community, in the 
interests of world peace--Greece is on the point 
of becoming the cornerstone of a system of 
peace and security in the Balkans-and in the 
interests of Europe. 
Unfortunate events of the recent past have 
reminded the people of Greece that Europe 
must not be a political entity complementary to 
another system, but must set about developing 
an identity and autonomy of its own. This is 
a challenge which could give the Community 
a new sense of purpose and one which it should 
therefore be glad to accept, particularly at this 
time when the EEC, which was originally char-
acterized by sincere and unselfish ideas of 
unity, is in danger of deteriorating into a sterile 
machinery consisting merely of a vast collection 
of rules, or even of collapsing in the face of 
the persistent emphasis on preponderantly 
national interests. This is an obligation which 
Europe will have to accept if Greece is to join 
the Community, but one which will neverthe:. 
less help Europe to gain new life and a renewed 
historical and political raison d'etre. 
Finally, I should like to make some very brief 
remarks on Mr Terrenoire's report which 
reflects, with commendable commitment and 
clarity, the same political aims as Mr Corterier's 
report. Mr Terrenoire stresses the need to place 
Greece's indefatigable and tenacious campaign 
for integration into the Community in the 
widest possible institutional framework with 
the minimum of delay. 
I should just like to make one further obser-
vation: although the process of association was 
'frozen' following the introduction of dictator-
ship in Greece, this in no way interrupted the 
automatic process of tariff dismantling, grad-
ually leading towards a customs union-i.e. 
that aspect of the Treaty which is mainly of 
benefit to the Community was practically un-
affected. On the other hand, however, it brought 
to a standstill the implementation of other 
aspects of the Athens Treaty, such as the har-
monization of agriculture or the economic and 
financial cooperation which would have been 
primarily advantageous to Greece. The rapid 
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adoption and implementation of the Additional 
Protocol and the Interim Agreement are thus 
fundamental to the re-establishment of normal 
relations between the two parties, and to an 
equitable sharing of the advantages and obliga-
tions. The two reports appear to be linked by a 
single guiding political principle, and for this 
reason the Christian-Democratic Group gives its 
wholehearted support to both. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr de Clercq to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr de Clercq.- (NL) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, I should first of all like to congra-
tulate Mr Corterier, Mr Terrenoire and Mr 
Scott-Hopkins on their extremely positive and 
substantial reports. 
Our debate on these reports, particularly the 
one by Mr Corterier on the recommendations 
of the EEC-Greece Joint Parliamentary Com-
mittee, gives me a good opportunity of making 
a number of comments on the problems arising 
from the association of Greece with the EEC 
and its future accession. 
When considering all the factors in favour of 
the accession of Greece, one must bear in mind, 
first and foremost, the recent political events 
in that country. 
If we are to give credit where it is due, we 
must recognize how resolute the people of 
Greece have been in achieving the introduction 
of a democratic system in the short space of a 
year after the fall of a dictatorship which had 
inflicted deep and painful wounds. I feel sure, 
therefore, that you will all agree when I say 
that the people of Greece have demonstrated 
their allegiance to the democratic principle, that 
they are striving for a political system based on 
justice and freedom and that in this they 
deserve our admiration and support. We must 
therefore look upon the difficulties which this 
nation has had to face in such a thorny and 
critical period of its history in a suitably friend-
ly. and objective manner. 
As regards internal politics, the most impor-
tant steps on the road to democracy have 
already been taken. I might remind you that 
immediately after the collapse of the colonels' 
regime, a government of national unity was 
set up, and on 18 November 1974 parliamentary 
elections were declared, even before a referen-
dum had been held in which the country voted 
in favour of a republic and received a new 
constitution. It is clear from all this that the 
people of Greece wish to see their country 
democratically governed. In the light of these 
facts we should, in my view, feel great admir-
ation for the spirit of the nation, which as 
its history shows, has been sorely tried. 
In the field of foreign policy Greece shows a 
certain degree of European thinking based on 
a positive outlook. The historical roots of 
Greece's wish to accede to the EEC go deeper 
than the problems currently facing the country. 
The European-mindedness of this country dates 
back to ancient times, whereas the current con-
flicts and problems are more transitory in 
nature. The resoluteness and unanimity with 
which all shades of political opinion in the coun-
try have registered their approval of future 
accession to the European Communities is also 
particularly noteworthy. 
As regards foreign policy, the Cyprus ques-
tion could, in my view, be solved more easily 
if the EEC did all in its. power to see that the 
resolutions of the General Assembly and the 
Security Council of the United Nations were 
applied, without acting as an intermediary, 
which in any case it has not been requested to 
do. 
It should be possible by negotiation to find a 
satisfactory solution to the main problem divid-
ing Greece and Turkey. A solution must be 
found for the 200 000 refugees on the island 
whereby they can be sure of the return of their 
property. This is a sine qua non for a lasting 
restoration of peace and justice in this conflict-
ridden corner of the Mediterranean, where the 
violence must finally be replaced by a spirit of 
cooperation. 
I have noticed that many people appear to be 
unclear regarding the 'dangers' which, it is 
claimed, would threaten the Community if it 
became involved in some of the conflicts be-
tween Greece and Turkey. 
In my view, these fears are based on assump-
tions which have yet to prove well founded. Is 
the Community to neglect the pursuit of the 
aims laid down in the preambles to the Treaty 
because of certain suspicions? The future acces-
sion of Greece would not, moreover, have any 
unfavourable consequences for Turkey, which 
is, after all, also associated with the EEC. At thE! 
ninth meeting of the EEC-Greece Joint Par-
liamentary Committee, moreover, Greece itself 
made a number of statements confirming the 
fact that it has no objections to other coun-
tries, such as Turkey, also becoming members 
of the Community. Turkish leaders, in parti-
cular the Minister of Foreign Affairs, have also 
issued statements to the ·effect that Turkey has 
no objections whatsoever to Greece member-
ship. 
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I should particularly like to make one more 
remark concerning the development of the 
Greek economy. The way in which the economy 
of Greece has revived since association began 
has already been so clearly brought out by 
Mr Corterier, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Scott-Hop-
kins in their reports that I am sure it is quite 
unnecessary to quote further figures to illus-
trate this fact. 
We can, however, conclude from what has 
been said that the association of Greece with the 
EEC has had significant · effects on the trade 
between the two partners, first and foremost 
a substantial increase in volume. One can also 
conclude that the steadily improving economic 
situation in Greece since the signing of the 
Association Agreement will gradually fall more 
and more into line with that of the Member· 
States of the Community-which should make 
a fuller and more rapid integration of Greece 
into the Community ea8ier for both parties. In 
addition, as the competent Government spokes-
men in Greece have repeatedly explained, 
·Greece is prepared when admitted to member-
ship to accept all the obligations laid down 
in the Treaty, together with. the regulations 
and conditions existing at the moment of acces-
sion. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt in my mind that 
Greece with its 9 million inhabitants will be 
able to take its place in the Community to the 
advantage of both parties, thanks to its efficient 
and rapidly developing industrial and general 
infrastructure, its dynamic trade, its raw mate-
rials and energy sources-the extent of which 
is, at the moment, difficult to estimate-and 
thanks to its merchant fleet which occupies a 
very important position in the world. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Rivierez to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Rivierez. -(F) Mr President, I should first 
of all like to say how glad the Group of Euro-
pean Progressive Demqerats is to be able, once 
~gain, to express its pleasure at the restoration 
of democracy in Greece and at the opportunities 
thus afforded to the Community and Greece for 
a common future. 
As you know, the task to which the Associations 
Committee devoted most attention was the 
examination of the application for membership 
and, in our view, the political importance of 
this application is an essential feature of the 
Greek case and should be treated as such. 
We repeat, emphatically, that everything must 
be done to ensure that in the near future Greece 
becomes the tenth State of the Community. 
No one could deny that Greece is historically, 
politically and economically oriented towards 
Europe. Its potential, in terms of modern organ-
izational processes and techniques, is consider-
able. 
It is only in the framework of ever closer 
cooperation with Western Europe that its democ-
racy can be safeguarded and, as we have 
already stressed, that is not the least important 
consideration. 
However, I too wish to say, on behalf of my 
Group, that we should also like Turkey to be 
able to join us in the near future. 
I should like to remind members that, accord-
ing to the Greek declaration, 'Greek member-
ship should in no way prejudice the subsequent 
accession of Turkey'. The Council of Ministers 
stated on 24 June that the Greek application 
for membership would not affect the develop-
ment of relations between the EEC and Turkey. 
If I might put it in another way, our hope is 
that the future membership of Greece \Vill 
affect the Situation in that it \Vill be looked 
on as an example and a first step on the road 
which Turkey too may take when the time 
comes. 
To refer again to the question of association, 
we note that during the freeze in EEC-Greek 
relations, the day-to-day management of the 
agreement resulted in a considerable increase 
in bilateral trade and also in a better pattern 
of exports, more of which were sent to the 
Community. 
It should not be forgotten that in spite of the 
freeze the progressive dismantling of tariffs 
has continued and the process will soon be 
completed. Finally, we note that the association 
has been reactivated and has undergone impor-
tant developments: a first step forward was 
the freeing of a 55 million Em loan assigned 
under the First Protocol; then came the entry 
into force of the interim agreement of 1 July 
1975, which is intended to facilitate the advance 
aj>plication of the trade provisions of the Addi-
tional Protocol extending the association to the 
three riew Member States of the Community. 
It can therefore be concluded that progress is 
being made, and it is in that spirit that the 
difficulties arising from the transition from 
ass9ciation towards accession must be resolved. 
The two main difficulties are the harmonization 
of agricultural policies, to which Mr Scott-
Hopkins has draw attention, and the negoti· 
ation of new financial pr9tocols concerning 
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which the Commission has addressed a draft 
decision to the Council. 
These two points arise in connection with the 
association, and work on them should not be 
delayed in any way by the 'accession' com-
ponent. It is natural that resources provided out 
of Community aid should be used to help solve 
the problems inherent in the harmonization of 
agricultural policies. This . is the aim of the 
Comrilission's proposal on financial assistance 
consisting of loans and grants, part of the loans 
being earmarked for infrastructure projects, 
especially in agriculture, and the grants being 
intended to reshape the pattern of Greek agri-
culture with, as has already been stressed, par-
ticular reference to research on improved dove-
tailing of Greek and Community production. 
This is a good way to make progress towards 
accession, towards a solution which will satisfy 
both parties, and we can find reassurance in 
the remarks of the Greek delegation. With 
regard to the concern shown by Mr Vetrone 
about the common agricultural policy, the 
Greek delegation stated: 
'The aims and objectives laid down in the 
Treaty must of course be maintained and res-
pected; with regard to the common agricultural 
policy, it appears to us that Italy and the 
other Member States have had to Jl!ake sacri-
fices. We shall do likewise. We wish to re-
organize in a Community spirit; in 1964 the 
harmonization of Greek agriculture was already 
under discussion. We should now like to see it 
become a reality.' 
We are not forgetful of the problems arising 
from the Cyprus situation, which are the sub-
ject of the second recommendation of the Par-
liamentary committee. We very much regret 
that they have not yet been settled in every 
respect and our Group will vote in favour of the 
amendment of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
I shall conclude, Mr President, by saying, on 
behalf of my Group, that we unreservedly sup-
port the accession of Greece as part of the 
policy of an independent Europe. Contrary to 
the view which seems to be held in some quar-
ters, Greece will not be the only party to 
benefit from its accession. It has already been 
established that, economically speaking, Europe 
also needs Greece. As Mr Terrenoire has rightly 
emphasized, it will become increasingly evident 
that, because of its situation in the Eastern 
Mediterranean, Greece is a springboard which 
will enable Europe to increase its trade with 
the countries of the Southern Mediterranean. 
In supporting the accession of Greece, we 
should not only fix our eyes on the situation 
as it is today, but we should also take into 
consideration the future opportunities its acces-
sion would provide for Europe. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lord Bethell to speak on 
behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Lord Bethell. - Mr President, I would like to 
join in congratulating the three rapporteurs 
and say how particularly gratified I am to note 
the unanimity that has prevailed in this debate 
both among the rapporteurs and among the 
other speakers, in particular on the question of 
the principle of Greek accession to the EEC. 
Many of us have read misleading press reports 
in recent weeks, which have seemed to imply 
that there were serious difficulties in this res-
pect, and these reports have been exaggerated 
in some newspapers in Athens. I trust that 
the same people who wrote misleading reports 
will pay attention to this debate and draw 
correct conclusions from it so that the people 
of Greece may be better informed about what 
is the real feeling in this Assembly. 
While admitting that there are no serious dis-
agreements among us, as far as I am aware, 
about the principle of Greek entry, there may 
·of course be complicated discussions and even 
perhaps some shades of opinion about the speed 
at which Greece can proceed towards full mem-
bership. The motion for a resolution in Mr 
Corterier's report refers to the procedure being 
speeded up. This, I think, is appropriate par-
ticularly since the Association Agreement was 
frozen for seven years because of the dictator-
ship of the colonels. It is clearly appropriate 
that we should do our best to make up for 
this lost time. But this is a difficult period 
for the. Community, consolidating three mem-
bers who recently joined, and I hope that our 
Greek friends will bear with us if the whole 
thing is gone into with very great care and 
will not interpret our caution and the care 
with which we study their application as un-
friendliness or lack of enthusiasm. Britain itself 
knows only too well what it is like to woo the 
European Community and to be rejected in a 
mood perhaps as difficult psychologically as that 
which Greece faces now. At the time of Brit-
ain's imperial decline we had the unfortunate 
experience of being-temporarily at least-
rejected. We therefore know how it feels if the 
Greek application does not go forward quite as 
fast as we would have wished. I can only say 
to our Greek friends that if they keep their 
cool and proceed slowly, they · will get there 
in the ~d. It may be that some of them wish 
to expedite the matter very quickly indeed. 
We understand the way many of them feel 
after those seven very difficult years, and par-
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ticularly after what they suffered in 1974 over 
the Cyprus tragedy. And, of course, from their 
position in the Eastern Mediterranean, with 
three neighbours who are non-democratic and a 
fourth with whom they are in conflict, and 
also not being on very good terms with either 
of the super powers, they clearly feel the 
need to develop this link with the EEC. I would 
simply urge them to make haste slowly in this 
matter and all, I think, will work out in the 
end. 
Several speakers have mentioned Turkey, which 
also has an Association Agreement with the 
Community and which is also proceeding 
towards full membership. I would like to ask 
Commissioner Gundelach whether he feels able 
to say anything which will reassure Turkey in 
this context. It may be a little illogical, but I 
think understandable, for Turkey to feel con-
cerned about the speeding up of the Greek 
application, but I do hope that the Commission 
will make it clear that trying to speed up this 
application and consider it with care is in no 
way to be construed as hostility towards Tur-
key, a country with which we also have good 
relations and links which I hope will be made 
even stronger. I ~lso hope that, in particular, the 
Commission will ask the Council whether closer 
links might be developed within the political 
coordination machinery for discussing political 
matters between Turkey and the Foreign Min-
isters of the Nine. I know that this machinery 
already exists and that discussions do take place 
from time to time, but as Greece presumably 
will come closer and closer to the Nine, I 
would like to think, and perhaps the Commis-
sioner can tell us, that Turkey will also make 
some progress in this field. This, I feel, would 
be appropriate and in the interest of both the 
Community and Turkey, and of Greece. 
I am very glad that Mr Corterier said that it is 
not simply in Greece's interest that this appli-
cation should go forward. It is in the Com-
munity's interest as well. All of us are aware 
of the progress that has been made in Greek 
industry in recent years and of the power of 
Greek business.·Some of us will have noted with 
particular interest how large numbers of impor-
tant international firms have been transferring 
their offices to Athens in recent weeks because 
of the troubles in Beirut, and I am informed, 
Mr President, that a number of these extremely 
powerful industrial concerns find their new 
home in Athens extremely convenient, 
extremely suitable, particularly in view of the 
good communications which Greece possesses 
and the very useful geographical position of 
Greece in the Eastern Mediterranean and parti-
cularly because of Greece's good relations-
very good relations-with the Arab world. I 
would suggest that the Community might be 
able to profit very considerably from Greece's 
special relationships with Arab countries. 
In the next few weeks, the Commission will be 
producing its first opinion, one which we all 
look forward to reading and await with great 
impatience. I foresee that it will emphasize the 
discussions that will have to take place over a 
period of several years no doubt and the prob-
lems that will have to be overcome. But I hope 
that people will appreciate that these prob-
lems are not insurmountable and that no one 
will lose heart from the vast number of dif-
ficult questions that clearly will have to be 
discussed. Greece has the advantage of being a 
small country, with a little more than 9 million 
people, with a democratic tradition and sound 
institutions which were not destroyed during 
the 7 years of dictatorship. It will be easier 
to absorb than several of the other countries 
which may perhaps join the EEC. There are 
problems, but they are not insurmountable, and 
I can say with confidence that they will be 
surmounted. There is, I believe, unanimous sup-
port among the main political parties in the 
Community for Greece's application. Certainly 
in Britain the two major parties have made it 
clear that they support it, and the new British 
Conservative spokesman on foreign affairs, Mr 
Reginald Maudling, said in his speech at Black-
pool on 9 October that a Europe without Greece 
was unthinkable. I hope that this Assembly will 
send this message loud and clear to our friends 
in Athens. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr D'Angelosante to speak 
on behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr D' Angelosante. - (I) Mr President, ladies 
and gentlemen, just a few brief remarks to 
repeat the general agreement with the three 
documents before us which we originally 
expressed in Athens when they were submit-
ted for approval by the Associations Committee. 
We expressed ourselves in favour of Greece's 
application for membership at that meeting and 
do so again now. This application was sup-
ported by all the Greek parties represented 
at the Athens meeting and was closely linked, as 
Mr Corterier has rightly reminded us, with 
the strongly felt need to consolidate the newly 
regained democracy, and with their fears of a 
return to dictatorship. 
The experience of Athens was one which we 
will not forget, since just as all the Greek 
representatives firmly supported Greece's 
accession to the Community, all of them, regard-
less of their place in the Greek political spec-
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trum, spoke out strongly and movingly against 
the experience which they had just been 
through, by which I mean a new Greek fas-
cism, the tragic nature of which we have per-
haps not always fully realized. 
Moreover, Greece's application for membership 
rests on a sound legal basis, i.e. the Association 
Agreement itself, and the objections which 
have been raised in various quarters run the 
risk of appearing transparent or, in some cases, 
even hypocritical. 
However, I will return to this matter in few 
minutes, when I speak about the economic prob-
lems involved in Greek.entry to the Community. 
For the time being, Mr President, I should just 
like to express, as I did on the occasion I have 
just mentioned, a certain bitterness and pro-
found dissatisfaction with the way in which 
what Mr Corterier calls in his report the 'com-
mon political problems' have been dealt with in 
recent months-and I am referring in particular 
to the relations between Greece and Turkey 
on the Cyprus question. 
In my view, the Community, and to a certain 
degree this Parliament too, are guilty of pro-
found hypocrisy in the way they have ap-
proached and are approaching this problem. We 
have concluded Association Agreements with two 
of the three countries concerned, i.e. Greece and 
Turkey, and a specific trade agreement with the 
sovereign state of Cyprus. Now, Mr President, 
none of us can expect the European Community 
to organize a crusade, to summon the Templars 
and Teutonic Knights from their tombs and com-
mand them to liberate territories which have 
suffered from military invasions in violation of 
the United Nations Charter and the most basic 
principles of the comity of nations. But, Mr 
President, the fact that we are incapable of 
making a clear statement, the fact that we do 
not have the courage to say who is the aggres-
sor and which party should withdraw its troops 
from the island, the fact that we do not have 
the nerve to do more than mutter vaguely and 
timidly about the refugees-these, if I may say 
so, are extremely grave matters. Our fear of 
offending the sensibilities of one of the countries 
involved is, to a certain extent, justified and has 
been evident in all of the speeches here today, 
particularly the last one by the representative 
of the Conservative Group. But it is obvious, Mr 
President, that what we are really trying to do, 
or ~ather what many of us are trying to do, in 
the face of an unjust partition of Cyprus in 
complete violation of all the principles of inter-
national law, is not to restore justice and the 
rule of law, but rather to avoid losing the 
friendship of the aggressor, who is strong in this 
part of the world and may be of assistance-
certain people like to believe-in other opera-
tions involving third parties. 
One of the fundamental strengths of this Com-
munity is its moral strength, which we have not 
exercised up to now, nor do we yet have a mili-
tary policy, and therefore we cannot afford to 
acquire a reputation as the selfish defender of 
interests which do not always merit respect or 
defence. 
Finally, Mr President, what can be said about 
the grave economic problems and; to put it 
plainly, the harm which it is feared the acces-
sion of Greece might cause to Mediterranean 
agriculture in the southern countries of the 
Community, one of which is my own? I happen 
to live in the south of Italy, i.e. the region which 
would be most severely threatened by Greek 
membership, just as it might suffer as a result . 
of the agreement with the Maghreb countries, 
and indeed has perhaps already suffered from 
the agreement with Israel. This region has, 
nevertheless, come through all these perils 
unscathed while at the same time it has been 
and still is put at a serious disadvantage by the 
fact that, in importing· countries of the Com-
munity, including some of those which joined 
most recently, certain Mediterranean products 
are subject to unacceptable customs duties which 
impede their free circulation. I do not think that 
the south of Italy and the south of France should 
worry so much about the limitations resulting 
from competition with similar products. What 
these areas should worry about is the fact that 
in other countries, such as the United Kingdom 
and Germany, imports of their wines are subject 
to unacceptable customs duties. This is the real 
danger facing the struggling agriculture of the 
south of Italy or other Mediterranean areas of 
the Community, not possible competition from 
Greek agriculture. The real danger is the in-
justice, the unfairness which has existed right 
from the outset and is continuing to become 
more firmly entrenched to the detriment of the 
poorer regions of the Community, and it is sheer 
hypocrisy to say that the danger lies in Morocco 
or Greece. The danger lies elsewhere and we 
must recognize it, combat it and eliminate it. 
Moreover, Mr President, the accession of Greece 
would not be the first accession to the Com-
munity. We have witnessed several others and 
no one here today has forgotten the amount of 
controversy they caused. We should not, there-
fore, worry about these minor difficulties when 
we have already overcome, or hope that we 
have overcome, other more serious ones. 
President. - I call Mr Premoli. 
I 
Mr Premoli. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, in view of the thoroughness of Mr 
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Corterier's report, I could perhaps have refrained 
from speaking in this debate. I felt, however, 
that I should add a few remarks to stress the 
political significance of our deliberations here 
today. 
This is the first time the European Parliament 
has discussed the problem of the association, and 
of the future accession of Greece since the 
restoration of parliamentary democracy in that 
country, which is linked to the·European Com-
munity by so many bonds.and ~ommon interests. 
I feel I should stress that tlie new-found demo-
cracy in Greece is an irreversible political fact of 
which we should be glad, particularly at this time when serious and complex problems are 
developing in the Mediterranean area. 
The rapporteur and Parliament's Associations 
. Committee were right to regard the affirmation 
of parliamentary democracy in Greece as a cen-
tral issue in the relations between that country 
and the Community. 
It is of vital interest to the Community, and, 
more generally, to the Western worlds as a 
whole, that Europe's eastern flank is governed 
by profoundly democratic forces. We need to be 
able to rely on Greece and its contribution to 
Community and Western policies and the policies 
of the world. This is the context in which we 
must consider the problem of Greece's applica-
tion for membership of the Community. It would, 
however, be absurd to pretend that this applica-
tion for accession does not pose serious problems 
for the Community, and I am not talking about 
conditions or political problems, since no one 
will deny that Greece has a full right to join 
the economic and political Community which 
we are endeavouring to build. The difficulties, 
as I see them, are of two kinds: on the one hand, 
there is the enormous effort which Greece will 
have to make in order to cope with the highly 
competitive Community market, i.e. not only 
will it have to reform its production and mar-
keting structures, but there will also need to be 
substantial changes in everyday life which will 
have to adapt to Ew:opean standards. On the 
other hand, the Community must not lose cohe-
sion as a result of the accession of another state. 
The accession of Greece to the Community there-
fore represents a challenge for, both parties: It 
is a challenge to the ability of the Community .to 
work its way out of its present state of stagna-
tion and-let us be frank-political shortsighted-
ness. It goes without saying that I am in favour 
of the accession of Greece, but I must stress 
that this feeling and conviction of mine should 
not be considered in isolation from the various 
problems which we will have to tackle and solve. 
The European Community cannot allow its 
activities and capacity for integration to become 
further fragmented. This would be harmful for 
the Community itself and would ultimately lead 
to the disillusionment of the peoples of the Com-
munity and of Greece. Might I therefore be al-
lowed to make a few remarks concerning the 
amendment which Mr Durieux and I have sub-
mitted to Parliament. This is an amendment to 
paragraph 7 of the motion for a resolution, 
stressing Parliament's concern with a peaceful 
and negotiated solution to the Cyprus problem. 
We cannot in my view merely take note of this 
problem, express our concern and hope for a 
solution. Cyprus is part of Europe and its prob-
lems are Europe's problems, and,· therefore, 
problems for the European Community. The 
Community should therefore take decisive action 
so that these problems will be solved in accord-
ance with the interests and aspirations of the 
people of Europe. 
Unfortunately, when the problems of Cyprus, 
Greece and Turkey are considered, solutions are 
always sought outside Europe in an agreement 
between the superpowers, i.e. in a non-European 
framework. How, then, can we ask the people 
we are called upon to represent, particularly the 
young, to believe in this Europe which is in-
capable of solving even those problems which 
affect it directly, and is ridiculously passive in 
the face of internal dangers? This is the point 
of our amendment. 
I should like very briefly to say that the Cyprus 
question should not be regarded as a criterion 
in the relations between the Community and 
Greece or Turkey. It would be very wrong to 
exaggerate the Cyprus problem to the extent of 
making it the crucial factor in the development 
of our relations with Greece and Turkey, but 
it would be equally ridiculous for the Communi-
ty, which is associated with Cyprus, as well as 
with Greece and Turkey-as we have been. re-
minded this morning-to continue to demon-
strate, as it has up to now, its inability to act 
independently and effectively. I might be per-
mitted to point out to the President of the 
Council that brief meetings with the repre-
sentatives of the nine Member States are not 
enough to establish faith in the efficacy of Com-
munity action. 
We hope that our amendment will receive the 
support of the vast majority of those present 
because it is intended, among other things, as a 
stimulus in the meetings of the Council and the 
Member States of our Community. In this way, 
we will be able to offer our Greek friends, and 
at the same time our Turkish and Cypriot 
friends, proof of our wish to work towards a 
solution to an essentially European problem. The 
negotiations on the accession of Greece will 
begin in the near future if, as we may justifiably 
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hope, the Commission fulfils its undertaking, of 
which we have been reminded this morning, to 
submit its official report, in accordance with the 
procedure provided for in Article 235 of the EEC 
Treaty, by the end of this year. This Parliament 
will then have to resume the debate on Greece's 
application for membership in greater depth 
with a view both to enlarging the Community, 
and above all-and this is important-streng-
thening the Community not only in the material 
and economic sense, but also morally and ideo-
logically. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Dykes. 
Mr Dykes. - I would like to add my voice to 
those who have expressed an earnest desire to 
see Greece join the European Economic Commu-
nity, and I would have thought that for those 
Greeks who may have had some doubts about 
the attitude of the European Parliament before, 
this has been a very welcome reiteration of the 
general enthusiasm of this Assembly for the idea 
of Greek membership. But, of course, that is 
merely a statement, and one then has to consider 
all the parameters of this problem. We must not 
try to wish away any of the problems of Greek 
membership, partly because it is a directive to 
Greece as well as to everybody in the Communi-
ty. 
I would like to congratulate Mr Corterier on the 
beautifully written report which he presented, 
containing, I think, a very balanced case for 
Greek membership; also Mr Terrenoire for what 
he said in the wider aspect of the three new 
Member States, and my own colleague, Mr Scott-
Hopkins, for having put a balanced picture on 
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee. 
Of the four 'suitable' possible future candidates 
for membership of which we think most fre-
quently, namely Spain, Portugal, Greece and 
Turkey, Spain is the most suitable in economic 
terms, but perhaps the least suitable in political 
terms. We will have to see what happens in 
that country in due course. Greece is undoubted-
ly the most acceptable politically, but it is really 
very fallacious indeed for anybody to wish away 
the very considerable economic problems which 
will arise with Greek membership. I was in 
Athens recently, and when one puts this view, 
which I think is a reasonable one, to Greek in-
dustrialists, businessmen and indeed politicians, 
then they are prepared to accept it. Undoubt· 
edly it is still true that if Greece were to become ' 
an industrial member of the Community over-
night, then Greek industry as it now exists 
would be annihilated. It is simply not strong 
enough to withstand the chill winds of Com-
munity competition and trade without any of 
the protective devices built into either an Asso-
ciations Agreement, as now, or into a suitable,-
long transitional period. 
A myth has developed that the European Con-
servative Group, and indeed other Conservatives, 
are against Greek membership. This is total 
mythology, it is simply not true, and it needs to 
be denied by us repeatedly in order to counteract 
the gross distortions that appeared in the press, 
both in Europe and- in Athens, because it was 
a good story. It was claimed that the Conser-
vatives said Greece should never be admitted. 
This is an outrageous distortion of the view of 
this group. I am not speaking on behalf of the 
group now, Mr President, but nonetheless it 
needs to be clearly stated that we believed, and 
we still believe, that by enunciating the prob-
lems that will face Greece on her accession to 
the Community, we are doing Greece a service, 
and a positive one at that. I was very glad and 
grateful that Lord Bethell made that point, too. 
An argument was put forward by Mr D'Angelo-
sante and others, and indeed the members of the 
French majority party, when they were grumbl-
ing several weeks ago about the apparent Con-
servative attitude towards Greek membership. 
They said that in the years before the United 
Kingdom joined the Community at long last in 
1973, we grumbled because we were not allowed 
in, as though conditions were being laid down. 
But those conditions were being established by 
the French Government, who said the United 
Kingdom needed to change geopolitically and 
internationally before it became suitable for 
membership of the European Community. So it 
is necessary Mr President, in my submission to 
stand that central argument on its head, it needs 
to be seen the other way round. The United 
Kingdom did change; it ceased to be a special 
ally and friend of the United States; it became 
a European power; it shed its other interests 
and then, to my mind, it became suitable for 
membership. 
There will be a long road of negotiations. There 
will be a long transitional period facing Greece. 
The whole question of European Union means 
that the Community must do justice to itself as 
regard future structures and its future arrange-
ments. None of these arguments are funda-
mentally directed against Greece. I believe this 
Parliament will say with one voice that we want 
Greece in, we welcome Greece, but do not forget 
that there are real and seemingly intractable 
industrial and agricultural problems before it 
becomes a full member. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Corrie. 
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Mr Corrie. - Mr President, might I say a very 
few personal words on these excellent reports 
·by Mr Corterier and Mr Terrenoire and the 
opinion expressed by Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
It has been suggested at various times, because 
of my cool approach to this matter, that in some 
way I am opposed to the entry of Greece into 
the Community. This is totally wrong and I 
utterly refute it, and, I along with everyone else, 
will warmly welcome our Greek friends into the 
Community when that time comes. Only good 
can come from such a move. Greece is part of 
Europe. But I openly admit that I have tried to 
cool down some of the exuberance shown by 
some of my European colleagues, because I feel 
it wrong to build up the _hopes of our Greek 
friends for a quick entry into the Community 
when there are so many problems to overcome. 
I do not necessarily mean problems between 
Greece and the Community: I mean problems 
within the Community. 
The Community has grown rapidly since its 
birth and the growing pains have been severe. 
The entry of my own country was a traumatic 
experience for the Community, as well as for 
the people of my country, and it is still showing 
the signs of strain. I simply feel personally ~hat 
the whole Community needs time to settle down, 
time for the present Member States to stabilize 
and sort out some of the mammoth problems that 
face us in the field of energy and agriculture, 
social services, the Regional Fund, etc. We wel-
come the chance that Greece is now taking to 
come into the Community, but we say that pos-
sibly this process of entry must be a little slower 
than many people hope. We have barely scraped 
the surface of harmonization within our own 
Member States, and I feel that if we try to grow 
too quickly before stabilizing our present posi-
tion, we will grow out of our skin like an over-
ripe fruit and destroy the very thing we are 
trying to set out to produce-a united enlarged 
Community. It is only for this reason that I have 
played it cool. 
In the near future the Commission will be pro-
ducing its report. They are the experts who are 
ruled by cold economic facts and statistics and 
not by exuberance of the heart. We as parlia-
mentarians should wait for that report before 
promising our Greek friends a speedy entry into 
the Community. Immense damage will have been 
done by those promising early entry, if the Com-
mission find that their time-scale is longer than 
some of our friends would hope for. Any dif-
ference of opinion I have is only on the time-
scale and not on the principle. I would say this 
for any country that was applying for entry at 
this moment. 
I warmly welcome these reports and when the 
time comes will warmly welcome our Greek 
friends into the Community. But should we-not 
try to improve what we have rather than en-
large too quickly and bring Greece into an 
unstable Community? 
(Applause from the right) 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelach, member of the Commission. -
Mr President, I first want to congratulate the 
rapporteurs on their excellent reports, which 
will naturally contribute material for the wQrk 
now to be undertaken by the Commission, as will 
indeed the debate which has taken place here 
today, of which I have taken full note. 
Mr President, it is a matter of gratification that 
political developments have been such that this 
Parliament can now discuss constructive, posi-
tive, further development in the relationship 
between the Community and Greece, takip.g into 
account naturally the interests of other countries 
with whom we are closely related in that area. 
Most of the debate has in fact concentrated on 
the question of the request by Greece for acces-
sion to the Communities. And I think it is with 
justice that a number of speakers have under-
lined that this has in a way been a preliminary 
debate, a warming-up to the debates in the Com-
munity institutions, which will take place when 
the Commission has fulfilled its obligation under 
the Treaty and has submitted to the Council the 
opinion which has been requested by the Coun-
cil. On this problem of the opinion, to which 
reference has been made by a number of 
speakers in the course of this morning, the House 
will undoubtedly understand that while we are 
still working on this opinion, it would be wrong 
for me to comment in any detail on the substance 
of it. That also means that I will refrain from 
commenting upon a number of points of sub-
stance or political significance which have been 
raised this morning, be it difficulties in the field 
of agriculture, be it the question of political 
cooperation, which indeed is a major issue, but 
not one which can be dealt with, as has been 
suggested in some reports, in accordance with 
models used in regard to other acceding coun-
tries, but only on its merits. I will not at this 
stage go further into these questions; they are 
for a later debate. It would be wrong, on the 
other hand, to pass over in silence a matter 
which is of the greatest importance and one of 
the most important challenges facing the Com-
munity in the coming months, namely, finding 
a fitting response to the courageous initiative 
which has been taken by the Greek Government. 
A word about the timing of our opinion, about 
which I have been asked. We are currently 
working hard on the complex task, and I see 
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no reason why we should not be able to meet 
the deadline we have set for ourselves for com-
pleting and putting forward this opinion, namely 
around the turn of the year. As I said I am 
naturally at this stage not in a position to go 
into the substance, but I would like to make it 
clear that, in addition to consideration of the 
inevitable technical and economic problems, in-
cluding analysis of a number of the questions 
that have been raised this morning, we will also 
have to address ourselves to certain issues of 
major political significance to which reference 
has also been made this morning, both with 
respect to the future internal development of the 
Community and to its external relations, includ-
ing the problem of relaxing the political tension 
in that area and taking into account our future 
attitude to other potential candidates. To give a 
concrete answer to a concrete question, naturally 
in this development nothing must be construed 
or seen as an adverse move towards such other 
countries including Turkey or Cyprus. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Corterier. 
Mr Corterier, rapporteur. - (D) I should just 
like to say how very satisfied I am that we 
have such broad agreement in principle. Of 
course there are also problems which we shall 
have to discuss. I am pleased that the Commis-
sion will clearly be able to deal with the report 
within the time-limit. This will be very impor-
tant for our further work on this question. 
President. - As no one else wishes to speak, 
the general debate is closed. 
We shall consider first the motion for a resolu-
tion included in the report by Mr Corterier. 
I put the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 6 to the 
vote. 
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 6 are adopted. 
On paragraph 7 I have Amendment No 2 tabled 
by Lord Bethell and Mr Corrie on behalf of the 
European Conservative Group aimed at adding 
the following to the end of this paragraph: 
'and reiterates its support for the statement by thtf 
Conference of Foreign Ministers of the Membert 
States of the Community adopted at its meeting! 
on 13 February.1975'. 
I call Lord Bethell. 
Lord Bethell. - Mr President, last February in 
Dublin the Council adopted a resolution that 
the two communities should consult together 
in an effort to solve the Cyprus problem. I 
think it goes without saying that it must be the 
two communities in Cyprus that eventually 
decide this problem. It has probably been the 
main difficulty in Cyprus that there has been 
too much interference from outside and the 
Greek Cypriots and the Turkish Cypriots have 
not been able to run their own affairs and that 
interference from Greece and from Turkey and 
from other countries has very often precluded 
their coming together. 
The nine Foreign Ministers have stated that 
they would like to do their best to hel,p in this 
matter. I hope that this will continue and I know 
that the Greek Cypriot side would welcome .the 
help of the Nine. Turkey, too, I believe, 
would like our assistance provided that we 
come as an intermediary between two friends 
that have quarrelled and not as the supporter 
of one side or the other. It would be inappro-
priate, I would suggest, for the Nine to inter-
vene as the clear supporter of one side or the 
other. Nevertheless, there is a role, I believe, 
which the Nine can play, which . the Council 
can play in speaking to the Greek side and the 
Turkish side in this dispute. 
President.- What is the rapporteur's position? 
Mr Corterier.- (D) I agree. 
President.- I put Amendment No 2 to the vote. 
The amendment is adopted. 
I put paragraph 7 so amended to the vote. 
Paragraph 7 is adopted. 
I now have Amendment No 1 tabled by Mr 
Durieux and Mr Premoli, which has already 
been moved, at the insertion of a new para-
graph as follows: 
'7a. Asks the Council and Commission of the 
Communities to intensify their efforts to find 
a negotiated solution to these problems on the 
basis of the United Nations resolution and 
respecting the sovereignty, independence and 
territorial integrity of Cyprus, an associated 
state of the Community in the same way as 
Greece and Turkey;' 
What is the rapporteur's position? 
Mr Corterier. - (D) I can also accept this 
amendment. 
President.·,--- I put Amendment No 1 to vote. 
The amendment is adopted. 
I put paragraphs 8 to 17 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 8 to 17 are adopted. 
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I put to the vote the motion for a resolution 
as a whole incorporating the amendments that 
have been adopted. 
The motion for a resolution so amended is 
adopted. 1 
We shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the report by Mr Terrenoire. 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
7. Change in the agenda 
President. - I have been requested by the 
Council of Ministers to suggest to Parliament 
the inversion of two items on this afternoon's 
agenda, taking the oral question to the Council 
on multinational undertakings before the oral 
question to the Commission on protectionist 
measures. The Council makes this request very 
reluctantly, but there is only one flight, which 
the Minister must take. The Group of European 
Progressive Democrats and the Commission have 
agreed to this. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
The proceedings will now be suspended until 
3 p.m. 
(The sitting was suspended at 1.30 p.m. and 
resumed at 3 p.m.) 
IN THE CHAIR: MR MARTENS 
Vice-Prelident 
a~ Oral questions with debate: Joint action in the 
field of air traffic Sllfety · 
President. - The next item is the joint debate 
on the following two oral queStions: 
Oral question to the Council With debate, pur-
suant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure, 
on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport 
Subject: Joint action in the field of air traffic 
safety 
1. How does the Council Intend to follow up the 
proposal made by the Commission in its com-
munication of October 1973 on the further 
development of the common transport policy 
1 OJ No C 280 of 8. 12. 1975. 
to include air transport within that policy's 
terms of reference? 
2. Does the Council feel that air traffic safety 
is an important aspect of a common air trans-
port policy and that the growing density and 
speed of air traffic give rise to greater hazards 
for passengers, crews and · residential areas 
flown over? 
3. Does the Council share the view that the 
division, for reasons of air traffic safety, into 
upper, lower, civil and military airspace is 
inappropriate, costly and dangerous, does not 
meet the requirements of modem air transport 
and prevents full use being made of latest 
techniques? 
4. Does the Council think that cooperation 
between the Member States of the Community 
in the field of air safety could have a positive 
effect on. the development of the European 
aeronautical and electronics industries? 
5. Is the Council aware that· difficulties have 
arisen within the Eurocontrol organization 
which may result in the adoption of decisions 
at the next meeting of the organization's Per-
manent Commission at the end of November 
1975 which could well involve considerable 
delays in the implementation of the proposals 
contained in the Convention of 13 December 
1960? 
6. Does the Council consider· that a C.ommunity 
initiative could help to resolve, or at least 
min,imize, the difficulties which Eurocontrol is 
at present experiencing? 
((Doc. 347/75) 
Oral Question to the Commission with debate, 
pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules of Procedure, 
on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport 
Subject: Joint action in the field of air traffic 
safety 
1. How does the Commission intend. to follow 
up its proposal to include air transport within 
the terms of ·reference of the common transport 
policy, a proposal it repeated in its communica-
tion of October 1973 to the Council on the 
further development of the conup.on transport 
policy? 
2. Does the Commission feel that air traffic safety 
is an. important aspect of a conunon· air 
transw.rt policy and that the growing density 
and sPeed of ~ tl"affic give lise to greater 
hazards for passengel"s, crews and residential 
areas fl(,lwn over? 
3. Does the Commission share the view that the 
division. for reasons of air traffic safety, into 
upper, lower, civil and military ·airspace is 
inappropriate, costly and .daqgerous, does not 
meet the requirements of modern air transpOrt 
and prevents full use being made of latest 
techniques? 
4. Does the Commission think that cooperation 
between, th~ Member States of the Community 
in the field of air safety could have a positive 
effect on the development of the Eurouean 
aeronautical and -electronics ihdustries? 
-------~ ----
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5. Is the Commission aware that difficulties have 
arisen within the Eurocontrol organization 
which may result in the adoption of decisions 
at the next meeting of the organization's Per-
manent Commission at the end of November 
1975 which could well involve considerable 
delays in the implementation of the proposals 
contained in the Convention of 13 December 
1960? 
6. Does the Commission consider that a Com-
munity initiative could help to resolve, or at 
least minimize, the difficulties which Euro-
control is at present experiencing? 
(Doc. 346/75) 
I call Mr N oe. 
Mr Noe.- (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Parliament's Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport will next week begin to discuss a 
document which it received a few days ago relat-
ing to an action programme on aeronautics in 
Europe. As the aeronautical problems examined 
in this document include those pertaining to 
traffic as well as those affecting the industry, 
it would perhaps have been logical to discuss 
the questions on today's agenda within that same 
context. 
Be that as it may, the Council of Ministers 
will discuss air traffic problems in its sesston 
of 20 November, which means that we must 
give our opinion today, after first, of course, 
hearing the Council and the Commission's ans-
wers to the question put by the Committee on 
Regional Policy and Transport. Therefore, Mr 
President, I shall attempt to outline the prob-
lem briefly, beginning with the aim which we 
intend to pursue in order to clarify a subject 
which although not in itself complex, can appear 
so at first sight owing to the fact that we are 
now at an intermediate stage. Our starting point 
was clear enough, but we are still far from our 
goal, which I shall now describe briefly. 
Our goal is to organize air control within 
the Community, broadly speaking, as follows: 
air control towers will ensure safety during the 
departure and arrival phases for a radius of a 
few dozen kilometres, while all the remaining 
air space, irrespective of state boundaries, will 
be in the hands of a single body which will 
define the procedures for crossing it. 
In reaching this goal-which is still very dil;tant, 
Mr President-we would be on a par with the 
USA where the pilot of a plane making a coast-
to-coast flight, e.g. from New York to Los 
Angeles, remains in contact with the control 
tower of the airport of departure for a few 
minutes only, i.e. until he leaves that airport's 
radius of action; thereafter, all the intermediate 
space between the two coasts being under the 
control of a single body-as could be done in 
Europe in the not too distant future-a secon-
dary radar on board the aircraft progressively 
transmits all information relating to the precise 
position of the aircraft in flight (longitude, lati-
tude and altitude) so that unless ·something 
out of the ordinary happens the pilot proceeds 
without receiving any further communications. 
Only if the data transmitted by the aircraft, 
when cornpared by the computing centre with 
incoming meteorological data and data trans-
mitted by other aircraft on a similar route-
point to a possible etnergency situation, e.g. 
collision, will the control centre contact the 
pilot and instruct him to change his flight path. 
For the future an even more sophisticated tech-
nique is envisaged, in which a small teleprinter 
will be placed on board enabling the pilot to 
read messages transmitted from the control cen-
tre. Once the crossing of the American continent 
is c·ompleted.......:.to return to our initial example-
and the aircraft has entered -the arrival airport's 
control secto:r, the pilot contacts the control 
tower to begin landing procedure. 
This_is the goal which,we should, in my opinion, 
set ourselves in order tq achieve the greater 
safety which, as we stated in our question, is 
desirable in view of the growing density and 
speed of air traffic. 
What measures have been adopted to tackle the 
problem which I have tried to outline briefly? 
The usefulness of setting up a body able to cope 
with this situation began to be discussed in 
1956 on the initiative of several airlines, and 
Ainally in 1960 the Eurocontrol Convention was 
drawn up, although it was not ratified until 
1963. It is a 20-year convention, due to expire 
in 1983. 
I say all this, Mr President, in order to make 
it dear that, as things stand, it will be difficult 
to change the situation before 1983. The political 
good will of all the Member States is needed; 
this is the only way to speed things up, and 
I hope it can be done. However, preparation 
is necessary because there is no doubt that we 
shall have to create a new situation in 1983. 
What are the activities of Eurocontrol? They 
can be divided into two groups. The first is 
training. In Luxembourg there is a school for 
training air traffic controllers, and in Bretigny 
in France there is a centre at which studies 
on this subject are carried out, to investigate 
in particular what will happen when the number 
of aircraft increases further and to establish 
whether by duly reinforcing the systems cur-
rently used it will be possible to cope with the 
increased traffic flow. Specific problems are 
also studied in Bretigny, such as the various fre-
quencies for contact between ground control and 
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aircraft, and so on. These are the two focuses 
of the training activities. In addition, a few · 
operational centres exist-and the number is 
destined to increase-the most important being 
in Maastricht. But before I describe its tasks, 
Mr President, allow me to stress that only 
seven of the nine countries represented here 
have signed the Convention. Tw~Italy and 
Denmark-have not Nevertheless, from an ope-
rational point of view only the Netherlands, 
Belgium, Luxembourg and the northern part of 
Germany have-though with some restrictions-
handed over the responsibility for their air 
traffic control to Eurocontrol. 
For instance, there are two restrictions which, 
in my humble opinion, ought to be eliminated 
before 1983, for they are incongruous, viz. those 
specified in Articles 1 and 2 of the Convention, 
which state that it is not compulsory for a 
Member State to hand over-control of the lower 
airspace (i.e. below an altitude of 6 OOOm) to 
Eurocontrol, so that a Member country is per-
fectly entitled to assume responsibility for this 
part of its o~ airspace. This is the first restric-
tion. The _second is ·stipulated in Article 3, ac-
cording to which only that part of military 
traffic flying according to ICAO (International 
Civil Aviation Orgaruzation) regulations is sub-
ject to this control. This means that a military 
aircraft carrying a VIP, and the pilot of which 
notifies that he will adhere to the ICAO flight 
regulations, is taken under control, whereas on 
all other occasions-manreuvres, training flights 
-it eludes such control. 
So there are these two gaps, one dependent 
on an altitude below 6 OOOm and the other 
on a given category of aircraft, i.e. military air-
craft which are particularly numerous in cer-
tain zones. In addition, two of the bigger Member 
States, France and the United Kingdom, and 
now Ireland as well, although they signed the 
Eurocontrol Convention, use their own control-
lers to operate at national level, even though the 
benefits of the studies carried out in Bretigny 
are at their disposal. We can therefore say 
that the situation is still very unsatisfactory. 
We are somewhat bewildered, Mr President, if 
not positively embittered, by this state of affairs. 
Last summer I read a report kindly provided by 
the Secretariat describing all the steps necessary 
to achieve the complete automation which I 
referred to earlier and I realized that enormous 
efforts were needed to reach the goal which 
I have outlined. All the data arriving at the 
centre-on meteorology, on the position and 
the speed of the aircraft-require extremely 
complicated processing, which, in our opinion, 
can only be justified if it leads to complete 
European control. 
That is why we deeply regret this trend towards 
isolationism. It is especially the vertical divi-
sions, i.e. those separating one state from ano-
ther, which make us somewhat sceptical about 
the chances of achievin,~; the desired result. We 
are convinced that autotrtatic data-processing is 
necessary, first of all in order to improve the 
capacity and the efficiency of control in compa-
rison with the manual method used in the 
early years. The difference in efficiency, in terms 
of safety and of speed, is so great that the 
growth in traffic density, in our opinion, makes 
this automation indispensable. Moreover, data-
processing can improve coordination between the 
various persons stationed at the same centre, e.g. 
civilian and military personnel. The two can 
coexist at the same centre more easily if the 
data which it furnishes are afterwards proces-
sed by a single computer. Finally, the applic-
ation of such a technology would release the 
controllers from routine duties such as collat-
ing data, a task which, at the beginning, con-
sisted of the direct visual reading and compa-
rison of incoming data; this undoubtedly requir-
ed considerable effort and a degree' of concen-
tration which the controllers can more usefully 
devote to the general tasks involved in controll-
ing flights in the airspace for which they are 
responsible. 
Naturally, all these plans must be sufficiently 
flexible, since, as everyone knows, the density 
of air traffic increased beyond all expectations 
until three years ago. Since then, there has been 
a period of stagnation. This clearly shows that 
all these programmes should be rather flexible 
in order to cater for these variations, which are 
not always easy to forecast. 
I shall end here, Mr President, but I reserve the 
right to say a few more words after hearing 
the replies to the Commission's questions. But 
in order to avoid misunderstandings, I would 
like to make it quite clear that while the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport is in 
favour of integrating all the work of air traffic 
control and appreciates Eurocontrol's achieve-
ments to date, it is nevertheless convinced that 
the Convention needs to be modified in order 
to give Eurocontrol all the ineans it requires 
if, as is likely, it is asked to continue its work, 
because otherwise we shall be forced to take a 
retrograde step, which would be deplorable. 
President.- I call Mr Battaglia. 
Mr Battaglia, President in Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, after noting the opinions 
of the European Parliament and of the Economic 
and Social Committee, as well as the Commis-
sion's report and communication, the Council 
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discussed the problem of integrating air trans-
port into the common policy on 15 October 
last. I must be quite frank and tell Parliament 
that the Council felt that great caution should 
be exercised in any action taken by the .Com-
munity in the field of both air and sea transport. 
Nevertheless, the Council expressed the hope that 
to begin with, some common policies can be 
worked out in this delicate sector. The Com-
mission, for its part, has stated that it will sub-
mit concrete proposals with regard to air trans-
port. 
As for the other part of the question, i.e. air 
traffic safety, I must say that the Council can-
not state an opinion because these problems are 
dealt with at present not by the Community, 
but-as Mr Noe has already stressed-by other 
international organizations, such as ICAO, Euro-
control and so on. Lastly, I would like to point 
out that Eurocontrol is not a Community organ-
ization and so the Council-unfortunately-has 
no right to interfere in its activities. 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozzza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, as long ago as October 1973, when 
it presented its communication on transport 
policy, the Commission emphasized that it was 
unthinkable to neglect the need to implement 
a transport policy. On that occasion, it stated 
that it would ask the Council to examine the 
possibility of applying Article 84 (2) of the EEC 
Treaty relating to the air and sea transport 
policy. I personally have taken it upon myself, 
on more than one occasion, to draw the ·Euro-
pean Parliament's attention to the fact that, 
given the complexity of the problems and the 
difficulty of reaching a unanimous decision in 
the Council, we would from time to time ask the 
Council to approve concrete proposals in accord-
ance with Article 84. 
The Commission has repeated its intention seve-
ral times and I must add that over the past few 
years I have personally discussed various prob-
lems with the chairmen of the national airlines 
while my assistants have had talks with airline 
and government experts on the issues for which 
the Community is responsible following last 
year's decision by the European Court of Justice 
on the liberalization of air transport. 
It is against this background that our work 
began, the communication of 1 October 1975 
which Mr Noe also referred to-and I would 
like to thank him and his colleagues personally 
and on behalf of the Commission for raising 
this matter-is proof that this resolve is un-
changed. This proposal, which generally relates 
to aeronautical problems, and consequently to 
research in this sector, also highlights air traffic 
problems, with particular reference to concrete 
proposals made on the basis of Article 84 (2) 
of the EEC Treaty. Thus against this background 
of goodwill and proposals, and within the con-
text of the general aims which I have outlined. 
due consideration must be given to the safety 
aspect, which is an element of capital import-
ance, especially as regards the adoption of Com-
munity initiatives likely to improve the effi-
ciency of the air control system. 
The Commission is convinced of the value of 
continuing to promote coordination of air traffic 
control at European level, but for the time being 
finds it difficult, in view of the technical and · 
practical problems involved, to give an opinion 
on the merits and shortcomings of the present 
organization of airspace control in which, as 
Mr Noe is well aware and as I think he himself 
confirmed, the Community has no say. 
The European electronic and computer indus-
tries would benefit greatly from cooperation 
between the Member States aimed at joint deve-
lopment of automated air traffic control systems, 
as these require mastery of new technologies 
and some of the most advanced real-time pro-
cessing and telecommunications techniques. 
Moreover, as the development of such systems 
calls for substantial investments which few 
countries in the world can independently afford, 
cooperation at European level would mean con-
siderable savings and, of course, benefits from 
advanced technologies which have already been 
successfully developed. 
For these reasons the Commission, in close col-
laboration with the national administrations and 
Eurocontrol, has submitted a priority proposal 
to the Council for a study project aimed at 
defining the requirements of the next genera-
tion of automated control systems which the 
Community will need in the coming decade. 
The Commission is also aware of the difficulties 
which have arisen with respect to the organiz-
ation of Eurocontrol. However, as I have already 
said, the membership of this body means that 
the Community has no control over it. The Com-
mission feels that the setting up of Eurocontrol 
was a considerable step towards European inte-
gration of air traffic control systems as a means 
of overcoming national bound'aries, and there-
fore hopes that the present difficulties may be 
resolved and that the will to continue along 
the road to integration and well-organized and 
reliable control systems better geared to the 
need of modern air traffic may be reafirmed. 
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Bearing in mind the lack of necessary specific 
powers, the extremely technical nature of the 
subject combined with the military consider-
ations involved in airspace control, and the com-
plexity of the political problems, the Commis-
sion considers it premature at present to commit 
itself to specific actions in this field. At the 
same time, however, the Commission hopes 
that the Eurocontrol authorities will take full 
account of any European interests which might 
be jeopardized by their decisions. 
In short, Mr President, the Commission has 
committed itself to presenting proposals con-
cerning air traffic in the near future. On the 
other hand the situation as regards Eurocontrol 
is much more delicate, in that, while we hope 
. that Eurocontrol may overcome its difficulties 
and are ready to do all we can to help, the 
very nature of Eurocontrol means that we can-
not undertake to present specific proposals in 
the short term. 
President. - I call Mr Seefeld to speak on behalf 
of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Seefeld.- (D) Mr President, ladies and gen-
tlemen, the questions put by the Committee on 
Regional Policy and Transport were divided 
into two parts. 
The first part concerned air transport policy in 
general and whether it should be included 
within the terms of reference of the common 
transport policy. The answer which the Council 
has provided was lame and disappointing. I find 
it difficult to accept the fact that after the 
announcement as long ago as October 1973 of the 
need to incorporate this policy in the European 
transport policy, it is now being said that this 
step should be approached with the utmost 
caution. I must register my disappointment at 
this statement. 
The second part, i.e. questions 2 to 6, concerned 
air traffic safety. Now in this area, ladies and 
gentlemen, questions have been asked which 
the Council has not answered. Noone asked 
whether the Council is competent in this area. 
The President-in-Office of the Council is com-
petent in this area. The President-in-Office of 
the Council said that he could not give an 
opinion since it was not a policy which fell 
within the purview of the European Commu-
nity, but within that of another organization; 
but what we asked was whether the division 
into upper, lower, civil and military airspace 
was not dangerous for the European Community. 
No answer! The only reply we get is, we are 
not competent, it is the business of another 
organization. Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, such an answer is not just unsatisfactory, 
it is downright outrageous. Here we have a 
problem in which safety is at stake and the 
Council says it is not competent to deal with 
it. One question was whether the Member States 
could entertain the idea of action being taken 
tn this area. No reply to this either! The Council 
was asked whether it is aware of the difficulties 
within Eurocontrol. No answer! Another organ-
ization! We are not competent. 
Mr President, we simply cannot get away with 
saying: we agree that these problems affect our 
countries, but we are not competent to deal with 
them, they are the business of another organiza-
tion or another institution. If only the President-
in-Office had gone on to say that the nine coun-
tries of our Community are concerned about 
these problems and would cooperate to devise 
solutions, this would at least have been evidence 
of goodwill. 
The last debate in this House on Eurocontrol and 
air safety took place in May and a great deal 
of things were. said then which it is not worth 
repeating today. It is, however, undeniable that 
the large number of airmisses which have occur-
red in the meantime, involving, in particular 
unknown (because uncontrolled) military aero-
planes, could drop if the traffic were properly 
organized. In my country, the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the figure for airmisses is greater 
than it has ever been, and in the first nine 
months of this year alone over 300 airmisses 
were reported. 
This is not surprising since in Germany alone 
there are sevent different airforces which have 
to come to terms with one another. In addition 
to these, there are, if we consider the Frankfurt 
area alone, a very large number of civil aircraft 
taking off and landing there. Military aircraft 
-are particularly dangerous · since no advance 
warning is given of their arrival. They do not 
appear in the radar system until very late and 
I have been told by experts, by pilots, that the 
most dangerous situation in Europe is to be 
found in German airspace. 
Now, on 20 November seven of the nine coun-
tries which make up our Community, the seven 
which belong to Eurocontrol, will be meeting 
again in their Council of Ministers to resume 
their discussions on what is to be done. I would 
appeal to these countries not to dissOlve Euro-
control or to allow any retrograde step, and to 
seek to achieve a national solution and cooper-
ation, ~f benefit to us; it must be remembered 
that many of the requirements imposed by the 
national air safety authorities are uneconomic 
for the airlines. These involve the crews in time 
and energy consuming manoeuvres. The avoid-
ance of bad weather areas and turbulences is 
rendered more difficult or even impossible by 
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complicat€<1 coordination procedures, and the 
pilot cannot 3lways act in good time to prevent 
harm ti) passengers and aircraft. Complex 
control methods represent an easily avoidable 
hazard. 
Channelling has made the feeding of aircraft 
from the lower airspace extremely difficult. An 
aeroplane must often fly hundreds of kilometres 
at low altitude in adverse weather conditions 
and with higher fuel consumption, before it is 
possible to send it up into other flight-level 
bands, as they are called. Similarly, aircraft are 
compelled to remain at a particular altitude 
until just before the civil airport, where they 
are fed down at a higher rate of descent. For 
aircraft of the size of the Boeing 747 or the 
DC 10, for example, this is not an unhazardous 
manoeuvre and even for other types of aircraft 
it constitutes a danger· rather than a contribu-
tion to greater safety. 
Allow me, Mr President, to draw your attention 
to the following. 
In the German Bundestag and in other parlia-
ments too discussions are taking place about 
better cooperation, better coordination. Some · 
changes must be made to the present system and 
we in the Committee on Transport believe that 
we should not tinker with a good organization 
like Eurocontrol. Two different solutions have 
been submitted to the Council of Ministers of 
Eurocontrol, solution C and solution D. Time 
does not allow me to go into details, but it is 
my belief that solution C is the better one as it 
would ensure that we would have greater safety 
in Europe, that Eurocontrol would not be 
dismantled, that no national solutions will be 
accepted and that this long-established organ-
ization will remain in existence. 
A motion for a resolution has been tabled by 
certain Members on this. I am one of the 
signatories of this motion and I would be glad, 
Mr President, if you would grant me another 
minute to make one or two further points. 
My Group was not able to adopt an opinion 
on this motion for a resolution because it was 
tabled only a short time ago. I tabled it with 
other members of the Committee on Transport. 
Its general tenor, however, has been welcomed 
by the Socialist Group. I am therefore tempted 
to assume that my fellow Socialists agree with 
me on this. 
In conclusion I would say this: firstly, the air 
transport policy must be included within the 
terms of reference of the European transport 
policy. I cannot believe that the Council will 
be able to avoid facing up to this much longer; 
the Commission and Parliament are of the same 
opinion in this matter. Since we are only at the 
beginnings of a European transport policy, it is 
not yet too late to take a decision to this effect. 
Secondly, the question of air traffic safety must 
not be left to chance. It is vital to ensure the 
greatest possible degree of cooperation, and to 
develop and consolidate efCisting achievements, 
and we believe that Eurocontrol is a particularly 
suitable organization for this purpose. I urge 
you, ladies and gentlemen, to appeal to our 
governments not to break up this organization 
but to provide for its expansion and thus con-
tribute to greater air traffic safety. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scholten to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Scholten. - (NL) Mr President, for various 
reasons my Group is worried about develop-
ments in air traffic safety. We are worried about 
the facts of the situation, on which. Mr Seefeld 
has just commented, but we are even more 
worried about the position of Eurocontrol, both 
because of the attitude of certain governments 
and in view of what we have been told by the 
Council this morning. · 
I fully share Mr Seefeld's criticism of the 
answer supplied by the Council. The Vice-
President of the Commission, Mr Scarascia 
Mugnozza, hit the nail right on the head. The 
safety of human beings is at stake and any 
amateurism in this area is reprehensible, any 
predominance of national sentiments is repre-
hensible and finally any indifference is rep-
rehensible too. But I am afraid that the answer 
which we have had from the Council this morn- -
ing testifies, in my view, to a certain amount 
of indifference towards this problem, and I 
strongly protest against it. It is of the utmost 
importance that the Council, of aU institutions, 
should pay great attention to this matter. I am 
compelled to observe that the dev~lopment of 
Eurocontrol is coming up against more ~d mor~ 
problenis, and that is not something I ~e 
pleasure in saying. -
The large countries are not the only ones to 
blame for these difficulties. True, the Nether-
lands Minister of Transport, Water Control and 
Construction announced to the Netherlands 
Parliament in a letter of 26 May of this year 
that three Member States have voiced the 
opinion that the idea of a general obligation to 
transfer the actual exercise of traffic control to 
a large central organization had been overtaken: 
by events. But the attitude of my country to 
Eurocontrol also gives me cause for anxiety 
because it has emerged from recent correspond-
ence and discussions in my national Parliament 
that there, too, increasingly greater emphasis is 
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being laid on organizational and financial prob-
lems. Of course, I am not saying that such 
problems do not exist. I realize that in view 
of technical developments and developments in 
air transport certain of the assumptions which 
· in 1960 and 1963 led to the decision to set up 
Eurocontrol perhaps no longer apply. 
However, I am unfortunately compelled to 
observe that the political determination to 
achieve unity on this matter has slowly faded 
and instead national feelings have gained the 
upper hand. I wish to state my Group's opinion 
on this trend quite clearly in this debate. The 
millions that have been invested in past years 
in building up this organization cannot be writ-
ten off just like that. I would therefore very 
much appreciate it if the Commission, and the 
Council too, would state unequivocally today 
that they still fully subscribe to the funda-
mental, original objectives for which Euro-
control was set up. I should like to ask the 
Commission whether it agrees with the Nether-
lands Minister of Transport, Water Control and 
Construction that current technical problems 
can be overcome with a little goodwill. I would 
also ask the Council and the Commission wheth-
er they are willing here and now to do every-
thing in their power to support efforts directed 
at achieving uniform control in the interests of 
air traffic safety· over Europe, taking into ac-
count the requirements of expediency and sound 
financial policy. 
Mr President, human beings are at stake in this 
issue. And since the safety of human beings is 
at stake my Group believes that it is of the 
utmost importance that any uncertainty as to 
_political standpoints should be dispelled. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Krall to speak on behalf 
of the Liberal and the Allies Group. 
Mr Krall.- (D) Yes, Mr President,. ladies and 
gentlemen, as far as the first part of the question 
on the common air transport policy is concerned, 
I fully support the criticism voiced by the 
previous speakers, Mr Seefeld and Mr Scholten. 
I too fail to understand how the Council can 
dodge this vital issue. 
I should like to concentrate on the second part 
of the question, however, and say on behalf of 
my Group, the Liberal Group, that we support 
the demand of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport for common action in the field 
of safety in military and ci'vil aviation. The 
causes of collisions involving military and civil 
aircraft in Japan, France and the USA, which 
have so far resulted in 244 deaths, lie basically 
in the absence of coordination between civil and 
military air traffic control. 
Now, Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, the reason is not 
that coordination is not yet technologically pos-
sible. Civil aviation is properly organized and 
its technology is reliable; aircraft are guided 
from continent to continent in controlled air-
space, usually without any particular difficulty. 
I repeat quite categorically that the problem 
here is insufficient coordination between civil 
and military aviation. Mr Seefeld has just told 
us that in the first ten months of this year 
alone there were over 300 near misses. 
On 31 October only the swift reaction of a Luft-
hansa pilot prevented the collision of two air-
craft over Frankfurt. Several passengers were 
injured by the emergency manoeuvre. 
This disturbing incident has, for example, led 
the Liberal Group in the German Bundestag 
to request a hearing on air traffic safety in the 
Federal Republic of Germany before the Trans-
port and Defence Committee of the German 
Bundestag in order to obtain a true picture of 
the current situation in Federal airspace and 
to draw the necessary conclusions. 
Ladies and gentlemen, the European Parliament 
· cannot remain silent on this extremely serious 
issue either. We must not wait until further air 
disasters occur. When human life is at stake, 
the introduction of radical measures cannot be 
abandoned because of the necessary increase in 
manpower or equipment and the associated cost. 
As the previous speakers have already pointed 
out, a way out of this vicious circle was found 
in the shape of the arrangement agreed on in 
1960 by seven European countries. I refer to the 
creation of a uniform air traffic control author-
ity responsible for both civil and military avia-
tion at European, not national, level, namely 
Eurocontrol. But with the withdrawal of France 
and the United Kingdom from this common air 
traffic control authority the 1960 Eurocontrol 
agreement has become practically inoperative. 
We thus have an unsolved problem on our hands. 
However, ladies and gentlemen, I should like 
to state quite clearly at this point that the 
coordination of civil and military air traffic 
control is possible on both a multilateral and 
a national basis. Everyone must realize this. It 
is all perfectly feasible. The only thing required 
now is a sense of political purpose. First and 
foremost this involves-we must be frank about 
this-overcoming the reluctance of the military 
authorities-for example NATO-to permit the 
pilots of their aircraft to be subjected to con-
tinuous civil control. This issue simply has to 
be raised if we are to be realistic about things. 
Now, the Community's Transport Ministers, and 
in particular the Permanent Commission, which 
was in fact appointed by the Council of Ministers 
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of Eurocontrol, will shortly have the opportu-
nity of discussing this problem. As Liberals we 
demand that due account be taken of the re-
quirements of the present situation. On behalf 
of my Group I hope that these discussions will 
cover not only already controlled airspace but 
areas beyond it too. In this connection I would 
add a comment based on painful personal 
experience. In the uncontrolled airspace above 
our Community there are private pilots, flying 
for business or pleasure, military helicopters 
and, most important of all, low-flying NATO 
jets whizzing around without any proper con-
trol over them. I hope this situation will not 
persist, and on behalf of my Group I hope that 
the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port will not drop the matter of air traffic 
control and, more particularly, the problems to 
which it gives rise, but will continue to issue 
warnings to the Council and the Commission, 
and I urge the House to support this committee 
in order that a mutually satisfactory solution 
can be found for this difficult problem. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Nyborg to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, I should just 
like to say a few words on behalf of the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats. May I first 
of all deplore the fact that we are allowed only 
five minutes to speak on such an important sub-
ject as this. It is not enough for us to discuss 
is it sufficient detail, but we appear to have no 
choice. 
I should like to start by thanking Mr Noe for 
his, as usual, knowledgeable and excellent pre-
sentation of the subject. I shoW,d also like to 
say that I agree with what has been said by 
Mr Seefeld, Mr Scholten and Mr Krall. I cannot 
claim that I am disappointed at the Council's 
answer-rather I am disappointed at the lack 
of an answer from the Council, since I do not 
think we have been given any reply at all. On 
the other hand, I must express my satisfaction 
that the Commission has adopted such a positive 
attitude to this question. 
Although the subject of the debate is expressed 
in general terms-joint action on air traffic 
safety-there is no doubt that it concerns chiefly 
the problems of Eurocontrol. In past years, Euro-
control has achieved results in and coordinated 
air traffic safety in the European airspace. The 
organization has also operated an experimental 
centre in France and a training centre in Luxem-
bourg. There is now a danger that all these 
activities, which have been carried out by 
cooperation at European level, may have to be 
stopped because of an increasing desire on the 
part of certain Member States to undertake 
their own air traffic control on a national basis. 
The arguments for having a body such as Euro-
control are just as valid now as they were 
when 1t.e organization was set up in 1963. Wide-
ranging cooperation across national frontiers is 
essential if we are to have the greatest possible 
protection against collisions. Human lives are 
at stake. European airspace is among the busiest 
in the world, and to ensure maximum safety 
we must co-operate as much as possible. The 
best way of achieving this is to hand over air 
traffic control to an international organization 
such as Eurocontrol. Apart from having devel-
oped new procedures and system for the im-
provement and automation of air t~:~affic control, 
Eurocontrol has by its very existence led to 
considerable investment in air traffic facilities. 
If there were to be no cooperation in this sector, 
the individual countries would have to spend 
considerable sums on setting up equivalent 
installations. It is more than likely that the 
smaller countries would not do this because of 
the costs involved. In the case of the larger 
countries, which would have the necessary funds 
available, there would probably be overlapping 
installations and money would be wasted. Co-
operation in this sector must be regarded as 
valuable not only because the price to be paid 
is small compared to the high standard of air 
traffic safety it ensures but also because it saves 
many lives. 
On behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats and as a cosignatory of this 
motion for a resolution which, among other 
things, draws attention to the need to include 
the organizations involved in this sector in the 
establishment of safety requirements, I recom-
mend that this motion for a resolution be 
adopted: 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Osborn to speak on 
behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Osborn. - Mr President, I find that this is 
a very complex subject and becomes more com-
plicated the more I look into it, but the hard 
fact is that aeroplanes are flying faster than 
they used to, and we are concerned with air 
traffic safety. Perhaps we should direct our 
minds to this, and I congratulate Mr Noe on 
introducing the subject. 
Going back into history, there was a 1944 
Chicago convention giving rise to ICAO, and in 
1960 there was the creation of Eurocontrol, the 
articles of which I have here, and they are 
fascinating: an excellent concept. I do find, 
however, that the Council and the Commis-
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sioner have shown a detached independence 
which perhaps is not justified, because in the 
near future we shall be discussing Document 
319/75, where on page 5 there is mention of 
'rationalization of the route structures' and 
'optimizing international routes ~nd services'. 
If that does not include the control of aircraft, 
I do not know what does. Then in 1973 there 
was reference to the study of air transport 
relating to the improvement of services, con-
certation of traffic policy, etc. 
So I do not believe the Council of Ministers or 
the Commission are right in showing such dis-
interest. 
I agree, of course, that Eurocontrol is inde-
pendent and has its own ministers, and that 
tiiat presents problems for us. I also accept that 
the airlines hold the view that Eurocontrol is 
costly and has not achieved its objective, and 
we should all consider how that objective can 
be achieved within Eurocontrol or something 
else. Perhaps we should accept that as a line. 
The · failure of Eurocontrol is twofold. It is 
nonsense to have national control of the lower 
airspace and international control of the upper 
airspace, and it is nonsense to have military and 
civil air routes as per Article 3, which confines 
Eurocontrol to civil aviation in separate hands. 
In Britain, France and other countries it is in 
the same hands. But, of course, the problem is 
in Europe: not all European countries have a 
common defence policy and are members of 
NATO. They do not necessarily belong to 
Western European Union, and therefore until 
we have a European Union that includes some 
coordination, military operations will be inde-
pendent of civil. This is something civil airlines 
have to live with, and we as politicians would 
be wrong in asking them not to live within this 
reality. Therefore, the national air lines and 
lATA are not too happy :with Eurocontrol. They 
have to pay for it, and Eurocontrol seems to be 
running itself rather independently. 
Mr Noe spoke about the United States of 
America. I have seen how the Federal Aviation 
Agency works, I have been in traffic control 
centres there, I have seen the equipment, I have 
flown across Europe and America as acting 
second pilot-1 am not a navigator or a pilot, 
I can assure the honourable Members here, but 
I have been interested in the procedures in both 
countries-and I am aware of what the equip-
ment can and cannot do. There is a need for 
common standards and uniformity, and in 
Europe, where we have different languages, 
there is a need to overcome the language prob-
lem. lATA have had representatives here and 
have put their case to me, because airlines 
express their views through lATA. 
I would suggest, Mr President, that this issue 
should be looked at not only by the Committee 
on Regional Policy and Transport but by the 
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology, 
as it is a highly complex technological subject. 
It could well be that the honourable Members 
interested in this should come together in an 
ad hoc group to see the Commission, the Council, 
lATA, the Airline Pilots' Federation, Euro-
control and the national airlines to achieve a 
better understanding of the political, economic 
and administrative problems, particularly those 
facing airlines and air pilots. On the other hand, 
EEC ministers and the ministers of all European 
governments have an important role to play, 
and I very much hope that we shall have a 
sensible report that politicans of Europe, both 
within the Community and outside, can look at. 
I was very impressed two years ago when the 
Western European Union had a conference at 
which aircraft manufacturers, airlines, civil 
aviation authorities and airport authorities came 
together. Perhaps, Mr President, this is where 
this body could take the initiative so that this 
complex problem could be looked at by an who 
have an interest in this problem. 
The problem is one of communication and under-
standing, and to me the essential question is 
what has to be done to improve and accelerate 
the flow of air traffic throughout Europe with 
the maximum of safety and efficiency. It affects 
this Assembly, the governments of all those rep-
resented here and everyone throughout Europe 
and therefore the members of the Council of 
Europe as well. In the first instance it behoves 
us in this Assembly to influence the ministers 
of our governments to take more positive action. 
I commend the resolution that Mr Noe has put 
out and feel that the airlines, who have to pay 
for this, should have a say in what is achieved. 
But the electronics and other computer indus-
tries also have an important role to play, and 
above all the Council of Ministers of the Com-
munity must be a good deal more positive than 
it has been so far. I admit that this is a difficult 
subject, but if we are going to talk about trans-
port policy and policy for the aircraft industry, 
it is a subject that affects all of us in this 
Assembly. I very much hope that honourable 
Members will support this resolution and that 
Ministers will act. 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, having listened 
with great interest to what the various speakers 
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have said, I would like to stress two further 
points. Parliament will receive the Commis-
sion's proposals on air traffic problems in the 
coming months, but for the time being we are 
not in a position to submit useful proposals on 
problems concerning safety. As I have already 
stated, we are prepared to back any action in 
support of Eurocontrol, but, unfortunately, we 
callllot intervene directly in this organization. 
I have had occasion to say this before and to 
take the matter up with the lATA, and I believe 
that it was following my meeting with the 
lATA that Mr Noe was able to obtain data which 
may be useful for a more thorough study of the 
problem of Eurocontrol. Unfortunately, no 
decision we may take can be absolutely water-
tight, given our position vis-a-vis Eurocontrol. 
Nevertheless, we think it useful for the Trans-
port · Committee to be able to carry out the 
study mentioned earlier on the situation of Euro-
control and we shall make every effort to ensure 
that at least the achievements to date in the 
field of air traffic safety are further consolidated 
in the future. In this connection, the Commis-
sion undertakes to submit concrete proposals to 
the Council as soon as conditions prove more 
propitious to Community action. 
President.- I call Mr Battaglia. 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, I have very little to add to 
what I said in my first speech, since the Com-
mission representative has just expressed admi-
rably what I should have wished to stress: so I 
shall avoid repeating what he said. 
There is just one personal point which I would 
like to raise, Mr President. I have not taken part 
in many parliamentary debates during the past 
six months, but on each occasion-and today 
is no exception- I have been surprised at the 
number of high-flown adjectives used in this 
Parliament and which are almost invariably 
directed at the Council benches. There has been 
a stream, indeed a torrent of adjectives describ-
ing replies as lame, disgraceful, outrageous and 
disappointing. Today, for exemple, it seems 
almost as if the Council were opposed to air 
traffic safety and were perversely bent on mak-
ing aircraft collide in mid-air over Europe. 
This is of course not the case, and I would like 
to suggest that greater moderation in making 
judgements is in the interests of reciprocal com-
prehension between Council and Parliament. 
For example, we obviously share Mr Scholten's 
opinion that all forms of · nationalism and 
national dissension must be banned. We agree 
completely on these problems which are so 
important to Europe as a whole, but I imagine 
that Mr Scholten will have heard of the Coun-
cil's voting rules and will have realized that the 
outcome of Council votes depends on legislative 
provisionS, on the positions and on the consist-
ency of the reasons upheld in each Member 
State: all these factors are reflected in the 
stands taken by the Council. 
Mr Seefeld complains that the Council refuses to 
adopt a position on problems concerning safety, 
but my reply to this is the same as the Commis-
sion's: this matter lies outside the Council's 
competence. Unfortunately, there are many 
very important problems in life which lie out-
side the Council's competence. Take, for example, 
the health of the members of the Commission, 
of the Council and of this Parliament: this is 
certainly a problem of great importance and it 
would be desirable for the Council to be able 
to take positive action on this matter. Unfortu-
nately, it does not lie within the Council's com-
petence, so a polemic on the subject with bom-
bastic and insulting adjectives is pointless when 
it is clear that there is no basis for discussion 
where the necessary competence is lacking. 
However, if I have understood correctly, Parlia-
ment will adopt a motion inviting the Commis-
sion to submit concrete proposals to the Council. 
Thus the Commission will submit concrete pro-
posals to the Council and the Council will then 
examine them. 
President. - I call Mr Noe. 
Mr Noe. -(I) Mr President, before illustrating 
very briefly the motion for a resolution on 
which we have to vote, I would like to make 
an observation, perhaps avoiding the use of 
adjectives as far as possible. I, too, was dis-
appointed by the replies which we have heard, 
especially the Council's. When Mr Battaglia, 
the President-in-Office of the Council, stated 
that Eurocontrol was not a Community organ-
ization, he could not fail to disappoint me. His 
reply pinpointed the only major problem to be 
tackled~all the others can be cleared up-and 
no progress is possible if it is· left unsolved. 
Eurocontrol can work only if the Member States, 
following suitable action by the Council, can 
create the situation referred to in paragraph 1 
of our motion for a resolution, in which all the 
airspace is placed in the hands of a single body 
irrespective of any vertical or horizontal division 
of it. 
Eurocontrol cannot work efficiently before this 
is done in view of its extremely limited possibil-
ities, of which we are all aware. 
In addition, I would like to draw attention to 
an important consideration which frequently 
crops up during the various arguments on the 
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subject: at present, Eurocontrol is somewhat 
expensive inasmuch as it involves duplication of 
effort in some sectors. Nevertheless, this draw-
back will be eliminated when its field of applica-
tion is extended, in other words, when the 
general running costs are borne by the whole 
of Europe: this is the tricky problem which we 
have to solve. 
The essential point of the motion under con-
sideration is paragraph 1, which I mentioned a 
few moments ago and in which we ask the 
Commission to submit to the Council a proposal 
for bringing the entire airspace under the con-
trol of a single body. The resolution also refers 
back to the text approved by Parliament on 13 
May 1975 during a debate on the role of Euro-
control. 
Lastly, Mr President, paragraph 3 of this motion 
for a resolution contains an element not included 
in previous texts on this subject: in it we express 
the hope that the lATA and the IFALPA will 
be consulted whenever an important decision 
is to be taken. It has never ceased to amaze me 
that the IFALPA, i.e. the association grouping 
the persons most qualified to judge the ef-
fectiveness of measures taken in this field, is 
not consulted officially. 
The motion under consideration is very short, 
because, as I said at the beginning, Parliament 
will again deal with this subject when it comes 
to discuss the action programme in the field of 
aeronautics in Europe. 
President. - I call Mr Seefeld. 
Mr Seefeld.- (D) Mr President, I shall be very 
brief. I am merely prompted to comment on the 
answer which the President-in-Office has just 
given. 
He complained that critical adjectives were used 
to describe the Council's attitude and had rained 
down on him like a torrent. But he cannot blame 
us for that, Mr President, he has only himself 
to blame. 
We asked specific questions and these specific 
questions have not been answered. Mr President, 
when Mr Battaglia says we appear to believe 
that the Council is not in favour of safety I must 
point out that a question was asked on this 
matter. We wanted to know whether the Council 
considered it necessary to divide up airspace and 
whether it considered it necessary to improve 
cooperation between the Member States, whether 
it regarded Eurocontrol as a suitable organiza-
tion and whether it considered that appropriate 
steps needed to be taken. The Council's repre-
sentative could have said yes on all counts. 
Instead of that, he said that the Council could 
not give an opinion, that it was not the business 
of the European Community but of another or-
ganization. 
Mr President, as long as this House allows itself 
to be treated by the Council in the way in which 
it has just been treated by Mr Battaglia, I, and 
no doubt other Members too, shall not hesitate 
to make critical statements, such as 'the Council 
has disappointed us today', to describe ·the 
answer given by the Council's representative. 
(Applause) 
President. - Does anyone else wish to speak? 
I have received from Mr Noe, Mr Nyborg, Mr 
Osborn, Mr Schwabe and Mr Seefeld a motion 
for a resolution following this debate. 
This motion for a resolution has been printed 
and distributed as Doc. 374/75. 
Pursuant to Rule 47(4) of the Rules of Procedure, 
the authors of this motion for a resolution have 
requested an immediate vote without reference 
to committee. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I would remind the House that only explanations 
of vote are permitted. 
Since no one else wishes to speak, I put the 
motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
9. Oral question with debate: 
Consumer protection 
President. - The next item is the oral question 
with debate put by Mrs Boothroyd, Mrs Orth 
and Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist 
Group to the Council of the European Com-
munities (Doc. 344/75): 
Subject: Policy in the field of consumer protec-
tion 
On the basis of several provisions of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community 
the Community's highest authorities have on 
various occasions pointed out the need for the 
Community institutions to strengthen and co-
ordinate measures to protect and inform con-
sumers. The European Parliament, the Commis-
sion and the Economic and Social Committee have 
often drawn attention to this necessity. In 1972 
the Heads of State and Government made a state-
ment to the same effect and called for an action 
programme which was adopted by the Council 
on 14 April1975. 
1 OJ No c 280 of a. 12. 1975. 
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The Council is therefore asked the following 
questions which concern important problems of 
consumer protection. 
1. The Council has before it a number of Com-
mission proposals-some of which date back to 
1968/69-which include consumer protection 
measures. These propo~ls chiefly concern the 
following sectors: 
- pesticides 
-wines 
- fruit juices 
- fertilizers 
-cosmetics 
Could the Council explain why it has not 
yet taken action on these proposals and state 
the prospects of legislation being adopted in 
these fields? 
2. Why has the Council not acted on the proposal 
submitted by the Commission in 1972 con-
cerning motor vehicle safety glass? Does the 
Council not agree that adoption of this regula-
tion would make an effective contribution 
towards improving road safety? 
3. As regards food products of agricultural origin, 
could the Council state what proportion of 
consumer prices is attributable to processing, 
packing and distributing food products, i.e. the 
margin between producer and consumer prices? 
I call Mrs Boothroyd. 
Miss Boothroyd. - I joined this Parliament 
five months ago, and since then I have spent 
a great deal of my energy in fighting various 
departments of it to try and retain my single 
status. It may be very flattering to be called 
'Mrs' but I would prefer, if I have to have a 
style and title, it to be just 'Miss', which is what 
it is, as a matter of fact. 
We have had a lot of debates here and in our 
own Parliament about agriculture. Yesterday we 
had a debate on this subject and again this 
morning it was touched upon in some detail. I 
have no pretentions of being an agricultural 
expert or, indeed, of knowing very much about 
the technicalities of the common agricultural 
policy. I approach this problem as a consumer, a 
very small part of an enormous force, th.e con-
sumer of the European Community. As a con-
sumer, obviously I want enough food to eat, 
and I want to be assured of its supply, and nat-
urally, as a woman, I want it as cheap as pos-
sible. But I do not want it produced so cheaply 
that those who earn their living on the land 
do not get a fair return for the work they do. 
I accept, too, that modern agriculture is highly 
capital-intensive and that it is only by using 
modern methods that consumer prices can be 
kept down. If farmers are going to invest the 
capital that is necessary for efficiency, and if 
the makers of machinery and fertilizers and all 
the other things that modern farming demands 
today are going to invest the money in research, 
then there must be long-term planning for the 
industry. And consumers will benefit from this 
just as farmers will. But what, as a consumer, 
I do not want is that farmers should feel that 
they have the right to go on producing in 
exactly the same pattf•ms as they did ten, 
twenty, thirty years ago, regardless of whether 
consumers want the resulting products or not. 
There must be planning and forecasting based 
on consumer needs rather than on producer 
desires. Of course there must be a balance 
between the two, but first of all I want to look 
at consumer needs. 
As I see it, the major task must be to work out 
how much food is required within our Com-
munity. In other words, to work out, perhaps 
over a period of years-we cannot do this year 
by year, it has got to be done over a long period 
of time-what the requirements of the Com-
munity consumer might be and how much of 
this can be reasonably produced within our own 
society. The consumer wants secure·supplies and 
it would only be prudent to allow for margins 
over what we are actually likely to be able to 
consume. I know this is difficult. I am sure I 
will be told how this problem has been con-
sidered many times and how difficult it is and 
that we have to proceed with caution in all 
these things. But without this long-term plan-
ning, the consumer will experience periods of 
shortage and periods of surplus and glut. The 
consumer will have a right to be critical of the 
price support policy because, after all, it is 
every consumer in the Community that has to 
foot the bill in the long run. Even with this 
greater degree of planning which I am talking 
about, there will inevitably be surpluses, but I 
believe that those surpluses will take the form 
of manageable molehills rather than immovable 
mountains, and consumers cannot complain 
about them so long as they are kept within 
bounds. Indeed, we should look on planned 
surpluses as a type of insurance policy against 
shortages. You know, Mr President, few house-
holders complain when, having paid their insur-
ance premium, their home is not destroyed by 
fire. So consumers cannot complain of a system 
which insures them against shortages in hard 
times. 
But I believe that consumers are justified in 
their criticism of unwanted surpluses, and their 
criticism is certainly justified in regard to the 
way in which these surpluses are disposed of, 
namely at well below the economic price to 
wealthy industrialized nations. Priority in the 
absorption of these surpluses should go to all of 
us in the Community, and for any economists 
or officials to argue that such methods of 
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disposal would upset the balance of market 
forces in the Community is to underestimate the 
housewife, it is to misi.tnderstand her totally. That 
argument has about as much of a chance of 
success with the housewife as a snowball in hell! 
I do not look favourably on the system which 
gets rid of these embarrassing gluts on a means 
test basis, but until ftindamental changes can 
be made, the consumer has an absolute right to 
demand that unwanted produce go through 
welfare agencies to those most in need within · 
our own Community. 
Mr President, may I be allowed to digress here 
to say that I do not believe that the Community 
consumer is concerned solely with providing 
enough food for his or her own table. I have 
never believed that we should merely supply 
the Third. World with what is left over from 
our table in good years. I believe we should take 
a learl in developing a world food plan, not 
simply giving away what we cannot use our-
selves at certain times, but finding out in 
advance the needs of those worse off. Let us 
plan for the needs of those people who are worse 
off :ID that by so arranging our society, we can 
endeavour to px:ovide them on a regular basis 
with their basic food needs. 
Meeting the needs of the consumer at home in 
the Member States and meeting the needs of 
others overseas may mean the restructuring of 
agriculture and perhaps some hardship to farm-
ers and to farmworkers. In any restructuring, 
the consumer is again involved as a taxpayer. 
Agricultural policy must go hand-in-hand with 
regional policy and with social policy, too, so 
that these two types of policy can be fully im-
plemented to cushion farmers and farmworkers 
against any hardships they encounter at times 
of change. 
But never let us forget that the cost of food to 
the consumer is not simply the price that is paid 
to the producer. For every 100 francs that I 
spend as a consumer in a shop, the. producer gets 
something like 30 or 40 francs. The remainder 
goes to wholesalers, retailers and on storage. If 
the consumer is to be properly protected, this 
chain must also be carefully watched. We would 
be foolish indeed to devote our resources and 
our energies to seeing that the producer gets 
what he deserves, but no more than he deserves, 
for a good day's work, only to find that in-
ordinate profits were made by these middle-
men who provide the service from the farmgate 
to the table. And to my mind the stocktaking 
document is rather disappointing in that it pays 
insufficient attention to this aspect. This morn-
ing we talked about the storage of skimmed 
milk, and whether it costs more to store or more 
to dispose of, and it was not a very precise 
argument. But precise information about such 
matters must be made available to this Parlia-
ment and to consumers. 
Finally, Mr President, let me say that consumer 
involvement is, I know, relatively new, and I 
am sad to say I think it is inadequate within our 
Community. The Consumer Consultative Com-
mittee was established a little more than 12 
months ago. Its task is to provide the Com-
mission with information either on its own ini-
tiative or at the request of the CoJ:Ilmission, but 
it has no influence on decision-making. It cannot 
mount a pressure group; it cannot run a pub-
licity campaign against Community decisions. 
This has to be done by associations within the 
Member States. The Economic and Social Com-
mittee is the instrument by which consumers 
can vent their concern about Community deci-
sions, but they can only do so after the decisions 
have been made. And this committee has only 
six consumer representatives on it, out of a total 
membership of something like 150. 
No longer is conSumer involvement limited to 
questions of food quality and of hygiene. A 
couple of weeks ago the Secretary of State for 
consumer affairs from my own country ap-
peared lor the first time at a meeting of agri-
cultural ministers. I hope that it will not be the 
last and that other Member States will appoint 
secretaries of state dealing with consumer af-
fairs who will also discuss with agricultural 
ministers, because the largest single item in the 
Community budget is that which goes to agri-
culture. The consumer meets the cost of this, and 
consumers have the right to be involved in deci-
sions concerning food production, the cost of 
the policy, the disposal of surpluses and storage 
policy as well as the price paid in the shops. I 
ask the Commission not to drag its feet any 
longer on this, but to give consumers an op-
portunity to partake in the decision-making pro-
cess a tall levels of policy. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Battaglia. 
Mr ~ttaglia, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, Miss Boothr.oyd has il-
lustrated this question by means of a series of 
very convincing arguments, to many of which 
I personally subscribe. 
Using her question as a starting-point, she dealt 
with all the aspects of the common agricultural 
policy, a very broad subject which has been 
often discussed and, I fear, will go on being 
discussed, and on which I, too, would like to say 
a few words at the end of this reply. 
I have specifically prepared my answer today, 
and I would therefore ask Miss Boothroyd to 
understand that I would prefer first to reply to 
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the precise questions put to me. Let me state 
immediately that the Council is in complete 
agreement that the sectors mentioned by the 
honourable Members are of prime importance 
for the protection of consumer health and safety. 
However, it lis plain that we are faced with 
difficult problems. On the one hand we must 
take into account the highly technical and scien-
tific nature of the provisions proposed; on the 
other, we must remember that the provisions to 
be harmonized are the result of the experience 
peculiar to each of our Member States and are 
based on very divergent production and con-
sumption structures and different ways of life. 
It is clear that when the bases can vary so much 
from one Member State to another, very detailed 
study and sometimes considerable efforts at ad-
justment are necessary; it takes time and pa-
tience to solve such complex problems, even if 
the time needed, which can sometimes be very 
long, breeds impatience. 
With particular regard to pesticides, the Council 
has received a proposal from the Commission 
for the fixing of maximum levels concerning 
pesticide residues on and in fruits and vegetables. 
The Council is currently working on these pro-
posals and is aiming at a definition of principles 
for common rules in this sector, which I hope 
can be agreed on before long. 
The Council has also received a proposal on the 
classification, packaging and labelling of pesti-
cides. The European Parliament and the Econo-
mic and Social Committee recently gave their 
opinions and the experts began their work at 
the Council last September on the basis of the 
Commission proposals. 
In the case of cosmetics-which I realize must 
be at a price women can afford and, above all, 
must not be dangerous-one of two alternatives 
must be chosen: either a directive of limited 
scope must be adopted as rapidly as possible in 
order to forestall greater divergences in national 
laws, or else the directive must be made as com-
prehensive as possible from the time of its adop-
tion. The latter solution will inevitably take 
longer to achieve. 
By 15 November, the experts will inform the 
Council whether agreement can be reached on 
certain particularly important aspects of this 
problem, so that a sufficiently broad and, at the 
same time, important directive can be adopted. 
The Council has in particular called for agree-
ment, on the compilation of comprehensive lists 
of colouring agents and cosmetics. We should 
therefore know within the next few days-on 
15 November-the progress made so far. 
As regards consumer protection in the wine 
sector, the Council is currently examining 
various proposals for directives harmonizing the 
use of substances such as additives, preser-
vatives, etc. This is a difficult matter since one 
comes up against local customs and practices of 
long-standing in each country. However, the 
Council hopes to r-each a conclusion soon. 
On the other hand, Miss Boothroyd, there is 
good news as regards fruit juices and fertilizers, 
because work in this area is approaching com-
pletion. On a more general note, I would like to 
point out to Parliament that eleven directives 
designed to protect the health and safety of con-
sumers have already been adopted. 
In point 2 of their question the honourable 
Members raise the matter of safety glass to be 
fitted in motor vehicles. It has not so far been 
poss~ble to reach total agreement on this proposal: 
the question of whether the use of laminated 
glass for vehicle windscreens should be mac;le 
compulsory is still outstanding. Work is continu-
ing in an effort to reach an agreement guarantee-
ing a maximum degree of safety. 
As for the problem of consumer prices, which 
seems to me the central element of Miss Booth-
royd's question, I would like to refer first of 
all to the data which the Commission submitted 
to Parliament on 14 and 15 October last in its 
communication on the stocktaking of the com-
mon agricultural policy, and in particular to 
paragraphs 54, 55 and 56. I should especially 
like to add that of the three factors which go 
to make up the consumer price of foodstuffs, i.e. 
distribution, processing and production, the last 
has less impact than the other two taken to-
gether. 
This very important point deserves close atten-
tion. The portion of production costs in the con-
sumer price has been falling for a long time and 
amounts to no more than a third of the total 
consumer price of the foodstuffs which families 
buy on the market. Take an example: consider-
ing the proportion of the typical family budget 
taken up by the food bill, should there be a 
1Q4l/o increase in agricultural prices and should 
this be completely reflected in consumers prices 
-which is rarely the case-the impact of this 
increase would only add about 1.90/o-20/o to the 
total family food bill. 
Let me give another example: between 1967 and 
1973 the price of bread in France rose by 1430fo, 
while wheat for bread went up by only 2SG/o. 
This means that there is a huge disproportion 
between the increase in consumer prices and the 
increase in production prices. 
Having said _this, I should like to add a few 
general remarks on Miss Boothroyd's question, 
in which she referred not only to specific prob-
lems but also to difficult problems of a general 
nature. This matter of consumer prices and the 
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effect of production prices on consumption is 
only one aspect-an important one, admittedly, 
but, nevertheless, still only one aspect-of the 
general stocktaking of the common agricultural 
policy which, in my opinion reveals a number of 
serious and glaring anomalies. 
One of these anomalies is the relationship 
between the modest level of producers' incomes 
and the very high retail prices. This is one of 
the factors on which we ought to concentrate 
in order to achieve the comprehensive review 
of the common agricultural policy which, Miss 
Boothroyd, the Council of Agricultural Ministers 
began just yesterday or the day before, and 
which will be debated, albeit in general terms, 
at the European Council in Rome on 1 and 2 
December next. 
I personally hope that despite the ·understand-
able objections voiced in certain quarters this 
review will be comprehensive, and that it will 
improve both the lot of the farmer and consumer 
protection: these two apparently conflicting inter-
ests can, in the complex reality of the European 
economy, join forces to combat the distortions 
and speculative manoeuvring which are ulti-
mately detrimental to both consumers and pro-
ducers of agricultural products. 
This is my personal opinion, which I wanted to 
add in explanation of the other points. 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, I am very 
grateful to you for allowing me to speak. In 
fact, I had not intended to participate in this 
debate, but I think it would be useful if I en-
lightened Miss Boothroyd on the Consumer Con-
sultative Committee, as I have the impression 
that her information on this subject is not en-
tirely accurate. Unless I am mistaken, Miss 
Boothroyd said that when Commission proposals 
on consumer policy come before Parliament or 
the Economic and Social Committee, the con-
sumers themselves have not yet been consulted. 
In fact, the Consumer Consultative Committee, 
for which no provision was made in any article 
of the Treaties or any commitment by Heads of 
State or Government, was set up a year and a 
half ago by the Commission at my suggestion. 
Why did we set up a consultative committee? 
Because we wanted the voices of the consumers 
to be heard in the Commission departments 
when the Commission was still formulating its 
policies. The Committee consists of 25 members 
representing the trade unions, national organi-
zations and experts. It is consulted on all pro-
posals relating to consumer policy which the 
Commission submits first to the Council and 
then to the Economic and Social Committee and 
the European Parliament for their opinions. 
The work of the Consumer Consultative Com-
mittee has turned out to be so interesting that, 
although it is obviously still in its infancy the 
Committee was last year consulted, at my 
request, by Mr Lardinois before the Commis-
sion took any decisions on agricultural prices, 
and this year has prepared a paper on the 
stocktaking of the agricultural policy which we 
have considered and which I have forwarded to 
all my colleagues in the Commission for their 
consideration. 
That, Mr President, is the explanatio;p which I 
wanted to give. I would like to assure the 
questioner that our purpose in setting up the 
Consumer Consultative Committee was to gather 
the opinions and the advice of the consumers 
before finalizing our policies and therefore be-
fore submitting our proposals. We believe that 
in this way, thanks to a system which we think 
should be given a chance to work, consumers can 
have an increasing say in matters which con-
cern them so that Commission proposals can be 
improved and better tailored to consumer needs 
right from the start. 
President. - The Group spokesmen may now 
speak. I would remind the House that speaking 
time is limited to five minutes and ask the 
speakers to respect this time-limit. 
I call Mr Frehsee to speak on behalf of the So-
cialist Group. 
Mr Frehsee. - (D) Thank you, Mr President, 
we really have to watch the seconds rather than 
the minutes. 
Mr President, at the risk of causing the honour-
able President of the Council, Mr Battaglia, to 
express dismay and complain bitterly about the 
adjectives and adverbs used in the European 
Parliament, I am compelled to state, as Mr See-
feld has just done in relation to the other oral 
question, that the answer in this case is not 
satisfactory either. 
I say that very reluctantly, but the phrasing of 
the question shows a sense of anxiety; it has 
been submitted by the appointed representatives 
of the peoples of the nine Member States of the 
European Community because that anxiety 
exists and because it must be expressed. We 
naturally expect that the answers provided by 
the competent Community authority should go 
some way towards relieving it. Unfortunately 
this answer has not done so either. 
So we now have a magnificent consumer protec-
tion programme. It has only been in operation 
for six months. We considered that our en-
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deavours had been crowned with success when, 
three years ago, work first began on the pro-
gramme and, in September 1972, we had the 
major debate on consumer policy. We were very 
pleased that the summit conference in Paris 
acceded to the European Parliament's request 
and set a programme in motion. But now, after 
three years, we have to admit that the results 
are negligible. There is plenty of oratory, and 
it is all very well for Mr Battaglia to say that 
he agrees with all the arguments which Miss 
Boothroyd put forward when introducing this 
important question. However, we have heard 
enough words, let us finally see some action! 
With reference to point 1 of the question, Mr 
Battaglia had very little to say, except that 
eleven directives have been issued, that the long-
awaited directive on fruit juioes and fertilizers 
would indeed shortly be ready, that considerable 
effort was being devoted to cosmetics and that 
something was initiated two months ago. We are 
considering a period of three years, however, 
and I must say on behalf of my party, Mr Pres-
ident, that the conclusion to be drawn from this 
answer is that the Community spirit apparently 
leaves much to be desired and that the divergen-
cies to which Mr Battaglia referred possibly 
dwarf it. It is regrettable that such relatively 
innocuous sectors, which are to be harmonized, 
should take up so much time. We must voice 
our concern at the situation, that is our duty. 
It is also really lamentable, Mr President, to be 
told here that it has not been possible to reach 
agreement on safety glass for motor vehicles, 
while large car manufacturers, on their own 
initiative, and before any Community directive 
is issued, fit it in their dearer cars. This was 
therefore an act of surrender, an admission of 
bankruptcy. It is all very regrettable. 
Let me now come to the third point, the Com-
mon Agricultural Policy, Mr President, since I 
must be so brief, I shall make only a few com-
ments and come straight to the point. Reference 
has been made to a rise of one or two percent 
in the prices of food products if we decide on a 
100/o rise in agricultural prices; this is a highly 
theoretical figure. Surely the increases in food 
prices are of quite a different order from 1/10 
or 100fo of the agricultural price increase which 
we decide on here. 
Further, as regards the relationship between 
GATT and the Common Agricultural Policy or 
the part played by GATT in the framework of 
our Common Agricultural Policy, it should be 
pointed out that it is becoming clear how dif-
ficult it is to apply Article 39, which demands 
the simplest of solutions, if price policy is to be 
used as a means of simultaneously achieving an 
adequate income for agricultural producers and 
adequate supplies for consumers at reasonable 
prices. The Council must therefore be clear 
about the relationship between these two aspira-
tions. 
And now let me repeat quite categorically: the 
consumer organizations, which do more or less 
represent consumers, say that our policy is 
biased against consumers. The consumers say 
that the agricultural prices policy results in 
consumer subsidies which were only introduced 
in order to make the agricultural prices policy 
feasible. 
Is it true, ladies and gentlemen, that the con-
sumers have already shown us a very negative 
reaction in the case of beef, veal and milk? There 
has been a fall in consumption. Consumers al-
ready have an effect on the policies we formu-
late. This is further evidence of their concern 
over the Common Agricultural Policy. It has 
been said with great emphasis that world prices 
for sugar, cereals and rice were higher for a full 
year than our prices. That was the case for one 
year only, but we have been operating the 
Common Agricultural Policy for 10 years. Rather 
too much emphasis was placed on that one year, 
and consumers are now perhaps not entirely in 
the wrong if they interpret the attitude and 
mentality behind that emphasis as a sign of bias 
against the consumer. In any case, they do think 
of it in that way, and we must here take account 
of the fact that they do so. They say that others 
eat cheaper butter, to the production of which 
they have contributed by means of the high 
butter prices which they pay and in the form of 
the considerable sums they have to pay as tax-
payers. This butter is available more cheaply 
to consumers outside the Community than here 
inside it. 
The same is true of wine. High quantities of 
wine have been exported at prices lower than 
those which consumers here pay for their own 
wine which they have already financed by 
means of subsidies, etc. Denaturing is another 
case in point. Fortunately we have succeeded in 
removing from the draft budget for 1976 the 
sums which had once again been included in 
it for denaturing. The denaturing of fruit and 
vegetables! Now there is talk of the need to 
destroy the excess production of apples. Now, 
what will consumers say when they learn that 
millions of hectolitres of wine are being distilled 
and turned into fuel? I will mention only those 
few examples. In the short time available I can 
do no more. 
Mr President, the institutions of the Community 
must draw the logical conclusions from this 
situation. If, as a result of our brief discussion 
on this question, the Council and Commission 
show themselves to be more ready to consider 
/ 
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consequences, the purpose of this question will 
have been served. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Friih to speak on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Friih.- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I fully agree with the view expressed 
by Mr Frehsee that the five-minute time limit 
imposed on speakers is quite intolerable, partic-
ularly when such a question is being dealt 
with and when the general principles of the 
agricultural policy are being touched upon into 
the bargain. I should have thought that after 
yesterday's debate on the agricultural policy 
and having discussed it here for hours on end, 
we in this House would be in no doubt as to 
whether the consumer is being fleeced by the 
agricultural policy or whether he is benefiting 
from it. If I am not mistaken, the feeling in 
this House is that, despite the figures which 
have been quoted, he has benefited, and I would 
now ask the Commission, iil order to help dispose 
of this matter, to make it known publicly that 
the number of minutes the consumer in the 
Community has to work - and that is a realistic 
yardstick - in order to purchase food of con-
stantly improving quality is steadily being re-
duced. It is only in this way that we can finally 
put an end to this emotional and, I might 
even say, rather demagogic debate. Otherwise 
we shall make no progress. Please excuse this 
introduction, which is really not related to the 
question of consumer protection, but I think 
it was necessary in view of the remarks of the 
previous speakers. 
With regard to item 1 concerning pesticides, 
fruit juices, fertilizers, etc., I think we all 
realize that our agriculture has to be modern 
since otherwise we cannot achieve the necessary 
level of productivity. Modern agriculture cannot 
do without technical aids, even if we sometimes 
feel uneasy about them, and I would venture 
to make the following point. As a fruit grower, 
I too feel uneasy when it is necessary to use 
sprays. I would not use them if there were 
any other way to avoid being penalized by the 
consumer. If I brought a maggoty plum to 
market, I would even be penalized by my co-
operative and I would have to take it back. 
I would willingly go back to the old natural 
method of putting sticky bands round the trees, 
a job which would be due now, in November, 
if I could find someone I could pay to do it. 
No one does that work any more, so the pressure 
to use modern methods arises from shortage of 
labour too. The same is true of apples. I don't 
need to argue the point: however nice an apple 
is to eat, its appeal to the eye helps it to sell. 
Hence the pressure on producers, if they wish 
to do well on the market. 
I would therefore make one request: we should 
make it clear to consumers, and here consumer 
associations could make an important contribu-
tion, that we could work with smaller quantities 
of such things as sprays, but that there would 
then be a -considerable risk of destruction of 
the entire crop by pests; or the consumer should 
be asked to consider, if he continues to call for 
imports, and thinks that this would provide an 
answer, that he would have no say whatsoever 
in the type of pesticides used. 
I need make no comment concerning fertilizers. 
I believe that everyone in this House who under-
stands anything about the subject knows what 
Liebig has done for modern agriculture, and I 
would say that research into the pollution of 
Lake Constance with phosphorus, etc. has made 
it quite clear that there are other factors-! am 
thinking of washing machines and the lik~ 
which give much more cause for concern than 
the use of fertilizer. 
Like you, Mr Frehsee, I have to look at the 
clock, and I must hurry on to the second point. 
I should like to say this: I naturally regret, as 
you do, Mr Frehsee, that we cannot agree on 
this subject. I would, however, ask you a 
simple question: is it essential for us always 
to look for agreement by way of regulations 
etc., or could we not also simply ask the con-
sumer to give his preference to the safest car 
and to the firm which fits safety belts, thereby 
allowing the market to regulate. My reason for 
saying that is that I am slightly sceptical about 
this matter. The more regulations and orders we 
have, the more complaints we shall receive from 
many governments. We would end up by issuing 
3 000 regulations, etc., and would interfere with 
this process of self-regulation. 
And now a very brief comment on the third 
point. I am grateful that the Council's answer 
makes it clear that the wide gap between pro-
ducer and consumer prices is accounted for by 
processing, packaging and distribution. As to 
the ideas mentioned by Miss Boothroyd--excess-
ive profits and similar considerations-agree-
ment on this is, of course, quickly reached: the 
producers are dissatisfied and consumers are dis-
satisfied. What is the explanation? The producer 
earns too little; the consumer has to pay too 
much; so let us gang up on the man in the,.. 
middle. 
I can only add this: we must of course have 
rationalized distribution and processing systems. 
But just consider the example of the dairies, 
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whose costs are constantly nsmg because of 
increased prices for water and power, and the 
very high expenses with which they are faced, 
charges for environmental protection, water 
purification, etc. 
Or consider current increases in transport costs! 
Consider the rising wage rates! Think of the 
requirements to be met, of the variety of goods 
on offer!. .. 
Mr President, I have almost finished. We should 
stop playing producers and consumers off against 
each other. We should try, by means of healthy 
competition, to find a short cut in the ever-
growing packing and distributing processes and 
thus narrow the price gap: buf it may not be 
feasible. We have looked into several distribu-
tion sectors and I can show you large rational-
ized undertakings which are operating at a loss. 
President. - I call Mrs Kruchow to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mrs Kruchow. - (DK) In principle, the Liberal 
and Allies Group also would like to see the 
action programme of 14 April last implemented, 
and I should like to thank Mr Battaglia for the 
hopeful aspects of his reply. We feel that the 
consumer is particularly interested in informa-
tion on the contents of products, but in the 
case of the price of food products of agricultural 
origin the consumers are entitled not only to 
information but also to a policy which-just 
as Mr Battaglia said-rectifies the anomalies 
in producer prices and the prices paid by the 
households. · 
I also agree with Miss Boothroyd about the 
objectionable way in which surplus stocks are 
disposed of, some of them being destroyed, and 
some of them being sold to other wealthy indus-
trial countries at prices far below cost price. 
Whatever we do, however, I hope we manage 
to find a consumer policy which does not involve 
a substantial increase in public spending on the 
policy in the Member States. 
President. - I call Mr Laudrin to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Laudrin.- (F) Mr President, in this debate 
I am deputizing for Mr Krieg who has lost his 
voice due to the influence of the mists of the 
Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. Parisians are not 
as accustomed to this climate as Bretons are 
and that explains my presence here. 
I should like both to congratulate Miss Booth-
royd on the interesting document she presented 
and also to say that I cannot agree with her 
conclusions: in particular, I cannot accept the 
criticism she makes of the foodstuffs sector and 
by extension of the agricultural sector, a criti-
cism which just now led to a violent contest-
ation of the common market in agriculture. 
I think that the minister today representing 
the Council told you in his reply that the food 
bill was only 1&'/o of a family's budget. We 
should not exaggerate; even though the English 
were once invited to fire first, that is no reason 
why now, when they have only just arrived, 
they should destroy the only common agri-
cultural market there is, the only form of Com-
munity activity which is really operational and 
has been so for some time. 
I remember that the Commission stated that the 
Community policy on cereals and meat would 
give Europe lower prices that in the rest of the 
world. It was stated openly-and I beg Miss 
Boothroyd to note this-that we were right 
to continue with this policy, if only in the 
interest of consumers. 
May I add, Miss Boothroyd, that there is indeed 
a peasant population! You should not forget 
that! It is not simply by cutting the cost of 
the Common Agricultural Policy and by allow-
ing the economic position of our peasant farmers 
to deteriorate that you will solve the labour 
and unemployment problems of Europe gener-
ally. 
You should think of the stabilizing influence 
which tthe Common Agricultural Policy has in 
economic and even in political terms and you 
should be cautious in the criticisms you make. 
Moreover, you are not unaware that the Com-
mon Market has brought consumers considerable 
advantages: the abolition of tariff duties, the 
intensification of competition, and specialization 
and rationalization of production and distribu-
tion have widened the range of the products 
available, moderated price increases and speeded 
the economic growth rate. 
However-and on this point we are in agree-
ment-it is essential to make some progress in 
the consumer organization. 
Firstly-and our group has always been ada-
mant on this point-we thought that more atten-
tion should have been paid to machinery bring-
ing consumer representatives and qualified 
experts into the decision-making process even 
at an earlier stage than the development of 
goods and services. 
Secondly, speaking more generally1 we thought 
that the form of the Community programme 
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was too complicated. It seemed to be presented 
in a way which made it difficult for the con-
sumer to grasp and could provide an excuse 
for delays. 
We are therefore not surprised at the difficulties 
encountered in implementing the consumer pro-
tection programme. 
With reference to the third point raised by our 
colleagues, i.e. better information on distribution 
profit margins, I would draw their attention 
to the fact that the Statistical Office of the 
European Communities, in cooperation with the 
national statistical offices, carried out annual 
surveys on retail prices. It is clear from those 
surveys that, even now, prices for the same 
product, on sale at the same time and in the 
same type of shop, vary widely in the different 
Community countries. With particular reference 
to the question concerning Council delays in 
adopting certain proposals on pesticides, wines, 
fruit juices, fertilizers, cosmetics or safety glass 
for motor vehicles, we share the feelings of 
concern that have been expressed. Producers, 
when planning new products, should be obliged 
to take account of the real needs expressed 
by consumer organizations. We would say to the 
Council that such requirements can be imposed 
and that it should therefore take action to ensure 
that more attention is paid to consumer interests 
when evaluating the advantages and the dis-
advantages involved in the manufacture of a 
new product. 
I will not add anything further, Mr President, 
as I wish to stay within my time limit. As a 
final comment I would say that, while I dis-
agreed with Miss Bopthroyd on certain points, 
I was however very pleased to hear her say 
that she wished to go on using the title 'Miss'. 
Perhaps, with other members of this Assembly, 
we could form a group of hardened bachelors. 
IN THE CHAffi: MR YEATS 
Vice-president 
President. - I call Mr Normanton to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Normanton. - Mr President, I know the 
House will be grateful to Miss Boothroyd for 
having attached her name to, and presented, 
this question for debate this afternoon. And I 
am equally aware that the House appreciates 
the comments which have been forthcoming 
from the President-in-Office of the Council and 
from the Commission on the subject. But having 
said this, I think there are just a few points 
which may still be usefully either said or under-
lined. 
I do not think sufficient recognition has been 
~ven to the extent and indeed the ways in 
which industry itself recognizes-if indeed it is 
not dominated by-the need to be cautious, 
careful and considerate as far as its products 
and their reception by the consumer are con-
cerned. There are agencies set up by industry, 
those set up by governments and above all-and 
I am sure we will all, as parliamentarians, 
welcome them-those institutions which are set 
up by the consumers themselves. 
My second point is that whatever these insti-
tutions do, I am quite confident that their chief 
concern is how they can guide, alert and make 
the consumer aware of all the technical and 
scientific facts which are relevant to their inter-
ests. In other words, their role is to inform 
the public about the facts and then to leave 
it to the public to make its final decision. 
One or two aspects of this I think are worth 
commenting upon. Firstly, labelling. I cannot 
help but feel that however insistent Community 
or Member States' legislation may be on label-
ling, here we have two great problems. We have 
the need to put the facts onto the labels in a 
manner which provides the consumer with all 
relevant information on the basis of which he, 
or usually she, will make the choice, and second-
ly, in labelling, in packaging and, indeed, in all 
aspects of consumer protection, we have a very 
real problem in the Community in trying to 
abolish one of a very large number of non-tariff 
barriers in the path of trade. As far as packag-
ing is concerned, I do feel that the Community 
has an important role to play insofar as pack-
aging is deemed used by the producers and 
vendors of goods as a means of misrepresenta-
tion, creating a false impression, a false sense . 
of values. But again I am bound to say that 
industry and industrial organizations throughout 
the Community are conscious of public criticism 
in this connection, and I hope parliamentarians 
right across this room will ada their views and 
their voice to that criticism where and insofar 
it ever does apply. 
Miss Boothroyd did, of course, extend her criti-
cism to the question of food production policy. 
Far be it from me, as a non-agriculturist, to 
comment upon that. Other comments have been 
forthcoming and will continue to be so. But 
I do feel we should be ill-advised to ignore this 
rising demand on the part of the consumer 
to exercise her-and it is her--choice of con-
venience packaging-and convenience foods are 
high-priced because of packaging. I never 
thought ten years ago that potatoes, as an 
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example, would ever be bought by my own 
wife, never mind other wives, pre-packed, at an 
infinitely high price, but the fact is that whether 
it is my wife or your wives, it is their choice ; 
they make it, and no amount of government 
regulation, whether it be Member States' or the 
Comunity's, should in my opinion intervene be-
tween the consumer and her choice. The role 
of the Community, the role of legislation, is to 
make her aware of the facts. As far as I am 
concerned, it should be the consumer, not the 
politician, who should be the final arbiter on this 
question of choice of goods. 
(Applause) 
President. - I have no further speakers listed, 
and no motion for a resolution on this debate. 
The debate is closed. 
10. Oral question with debate: Mass dismissals 
in two multinational undertakings 
President. - The next item on the agenda is 
the oral question, with debate, pursuant to Rule 
47 of the Rules of Procedure, on behalf of the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
to the Council of the European Communities 
(Doc. 345/75): 
Subject: Mass dismissals at two multinational 
undertakings 
1. Is the Council prepared, in view of the present 
social and economic situation and with par-
ticular reference to the threats of massive 
redundancies at AKZO and Philips, to ask 
the Commission soon to submit proposals for 
reducing the period of two years provided in 
Directive No 75/129/EEC, Article 6 (1) 1? 
2. For the same reasons, is the Council further 
prepared to ask the Commission soon to submit 
proposals for supplementary instruments offer-
ing a possibility of direct Community influence 
in cases of threatened mass redundancies in 
firms with establishments in more than one 
Member State? 
3. Does the Council consider that the existing 
possibilities at Community level, particularly 
those provided by the European Social Fund, in 
the areas of vocational training, retraining and 
the like are adequate to cope with the present 
difficulties on the labour market, and if not, is 
the Council prepared to take the necessary 
steps to bring about an improvement!? 
(Doc. 345/75) 
I call Mr Albers. 
Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, I believe it is 
the intention that I should speak on this matter 
1 OJ No L 48, 22 February 1975, p. 29. 
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs 
and Employment as its Chairman is absent. 
During the October part-session in Strasbourg 
we exchanged opinions with Mr Hillery regard-
ing the threats of mass dismissals at AKZO and 
Philips. Mr Hillery said on this occasion that 
it would be extremely useful in situations of 
this kind if the Directive on collective redun-
dancies had already come into force in the 
Member States, which is not in fact true in 
all cases. The directive would undoubtedly pro-
vide more protection for employees involved 
in mass dismissals, although, as Mr Hillery said, 
the differences from country to country would 
remain to a certain extent since social legislation 
in the various countries has not yet been har-
monized. It would, however, provide a sort of 
minimum protection with respect to mass dis-
missals such as those which are taking place or 
are threatened at the present time. 
Everyone shares the view that this directive, 
issued under the Social Action Programme of 
21 January 1974, should already be in force, 
particularly as Article 2 provides for preventive 
action by means of consultation with a view to 
reducing the number of workers affected and 
mitigating the consequences if collective redun-
dancy is inevitable. 
Article 3 of the Directive stipulates that the 
competent public authority shall be provided 
with all relevant information concerning the 
collective redundancies, and this is naturally an 
important point since it is quite clear even now 
that in the case of the present threats the rea-
sons for certain reorganizational measures and 
dismissals are shrouded in mystery. 
In addition, the Member States must in accord-
ance with the Directive, indicate within two 
years the extent to which the directive has 
been complied with. We therefore proposed that 
the two-year period be reduced. The Commis-
sioner replied that it was not necessary for the 
Member States to wait until the two years had 
expired, and our question to the Council, there-
fore, is whether it will urge the governments of 
the Member States to implement this directive 
more swiftly. I should like to draw attention 
to this request once more; there are reasons for 
it, particularly in connection with the question 
of AKZO and its subsidiary ENKA-Glanzstoff. 
I should add that the company itself appears to 
be prepared to take account of the timing and to 
take part in consultation. This, however, gives 
rise to new questions, such as whether the 
directive is not excessively geared to the prob-
lems of national undertakings. Is there not a 
possibility that there might nevertheless be a 
breakdown in communications between the trade 
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unions and the undertakings, because of unwil-
lingness of the latter to enter into consultation 
with the international trade union movement, 
the cause being a tendency when faced with 
reorganizations to settle too much at national 
level for each individual company. I may say 
in this connection that the international trade 
union movement is in the dark regarding the 
reasons underlying the reorganization which the 
management feels necessary. There is a 
McKinsey report based on 1975, and the trade 
unions feel that 1975 was a poor choice as a 
model on which to base medium-term forecasts. 
Further, details of the undertaking as a whole 
were not included in the information submitted. 
While information relating to ENKA-Glanzstoff 
has been provided, no information has been 
given on AKZO International, the company 
which makes the same products in other parts 
of the world as would be subject to cutbacks 
within the EEC. Naturally therefore, the trade 
unions want further information on what is 
being done in the undertaking as a whole, i.e. by 
AKZO International, on this point. The inter-
national trade union movement discussed this 
matter on 7 October and declared that it was 
amazed at ~ reorganization of this kind taking 
place in a production sector within the EEC for 
which there was still a growing market. Within 
the international movement it was therefore 
concluded that this reorganization was merely 
aimed at cutting production costs at the expense 
of employment. 
I should point out, incidentally, that the impres-
sion that 6 500 jobs at ENKA-Glanzstoff are 
what is at stake is in fact mistaken. In reality 
many more jobs would be involved since the 
developments over the longer term are as fol-
lows: in 1970 ENKA-Glanzstoff employed 49 500 
people. Now in 1975 the number has already 
dropped to 43 000 and in 1978 the figure is 
expected to have dropped to a mere 34 000. What 
we have is thus a 300/e reduction in jobs in the 
ENKA-Glanzstoff subsidiary within the Euro-
pean Community: My first question, therefore, is 
whether the directive has not been drawn up 
too much in terms of national enterprises and 
whether it would not be better to devote more 
attention to studying the development of inter-
national organizations, i.e. the multinationals. 
My second question is whether the Council 
shares the view that the international trade 
union movement should be involved in this mat-
ter and whether it feels that the national trade 
unions' request for this matter to be dealt with 
at international level should be supported. I am 
firmly convinced, and I have the impression 
that the members of the Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment share my view, that 
such a vast issue, involving, as it does, jobs in 
the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium, is not 
a matter for the national trade unions repre-
sented in the subsidiary, but should really be 
dealt with by the internationl trade union move-
ment. I even feel that events of this kind in such 
a large enterprise are not .a matter for national 
governments, but rather for the European Eco-
nomic Community since it is so closely con-
nected with the economic development of the 
Community as a whole. I therefore feel that the 
other partners in the consultations with this 
major international undertaking should be the 
European Economic Community and the inter-
national trade union movement and I should 
be happy to hear whether the Council shares this 
view. 
I should point out that in principle the inter-
national trade union movement is not opposed 
to the internationalization of production. The 
trade unions have no wish to prevent certain 
manufactures in countries with low employment, 
which-as is practically always the case-are 
also the countries with low wages. The trade 
unions realize that there must be certain shifts 
in employment if the employment situation in 
the world as a whole is to develop more 
harmoniously. They are, however, justified in 
my view in insisting on the right to participate 
in the discussions whenever changes of this kind 
are taking place. We agree with them, but on 
certain conditions. And if conditions are being 
discussed, the Council must be able to play an 
important part in assessing them and giving 
guidelines. 
Finally, I should like to make a third point on 
behalf of the Committee for Social Affairs and 
Employment. If we feel that the European Com-
munity has a part to play in the consultation, 
it should also be involved to a considerable 
extent in the consequences arising from such 
reorganization and reduction of the number of 
jobs as may prove necessary in certain branches 
of industry. 
Then, of course, there is a question of whether 
the Council has taken sufficient account of 
known developments when deciding upon the 
appropriations for the various funds. Is the 
money available in the Social Fund and the 
Regional Fund really adequate for retraining, 
for conducting an efficient labour market policy 
and for coping with the consequences of mass 
dismissals. I think we may have reasonable 
doubts, particularly after the detailed discus-
sions we had yesterday. I also wonder how, in 
a situation of this kind, it is possible to reduce 
the appropriations which the Commission feels 
must be made avaHable for the consultation with 
the trade unions, i.e. for the establishment of 
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a trade union institution with an international 
mandate. How can the Council defend sueh an 
action? I should be grateful for an answer to 
this question too. I ask this with particular 
urgency since, in my view, the way in which the 
European Community acts in such cases might 
determine whether or not we are faced with 
extremely serious labour conflicts with far-
reaching effects on our economy. 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, the Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment has asked three pre-
cise questions to which I would like to give 
three precise answers. 
As regards the first question, I would recall 
that on 14 October 1975 Mr Hillery, on behalf of 
the Commission, explained to this Parliament 
that the Commission was considering measures 
to speed up the procedure for the application 
of the Council Directive on collective redun-
dancies. I can assure you that the Council will 
examine the Commission proposals as soon as 
it receives them. 
As regards the second question, the Council 
considers that it is for the Commission to sub-
mit, if considered expedient, any proposals for 
the creation of additional instruments designed 
to exert direct Community influence. 
In all honesty, however, I must add that the 
current difficult financial situation, of which 
you are well aware, having recently discussed 
the Community budget, makes it difficult for 
me to visualize such measures being adopted, 
even assuming that proposals were submitted by 
the Commission. 
As regards the existing possibilities at Com-
munity level for vocational training and re-
training-and this is the third question-it is to 
be anticipated that the means from the Social 
Fund may prove inadequate to cope with the 
grave difficulties currently facing us, i.e. the 
wave of dismissals which has brought the num-
ber of unemployed in Europe to over 5 million. 
The main function of the available Community 
means is to provide stimulus and assistance to 
Member States, particularly in areas to which 
they and the Community accord priority. The 
Community funds are not designed to provide 
the entire means for the Member States. In 
fact, within the Community, the responsibility 
for economic policy, financial policy and employ-
ment policy, lies of course, with the individual 
Member States. The Community can endeavour 
to coordinate and harmonize these policies as 
much as possible. 
It is clear that the current economic recession 
is greatly reducing the effectiveness of the 
Council and the Commission in this field. The 
Council will definitely bear in mind Mr Albers' 
request that the trade unions should be allowed 
to voice their opinions on these matters, and I 
think that at the conference of the employers, 
trades unions and Member States on 18 Novem-
ber there will be detailed discussion of the 
economic and social situation which may permit 
useful conclusions to be drawn concerning pos-
sible Community action. I do not, however, think 
that it would be useful to set up a trade union 
institution within the Community. There is 
already an Economic and Social Committee on 
which the trade unions are represented, and 
I do not think it is necessary to set up other 
bodies. 
President. - I call Mr Van der Gun to speak 
on behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Vander Gun.- (NL) Mr President, I must 
say that it is a little difficult for me to thank 
the Council on behalf of the Christian-Democrat-
ic Group for the explanatory statement we 
have just heard. I must honestly say that treat-
ment of this kind is, in my view, just not in 
keeping with the importance of the issues .under 
discussion here today. I am sorry to put it so 
bluntly, but one of the reasons for my saying 
this is a general impression I have of complete 
evasiveness on the part of Europe regarding cer-
tain aspects in this field, although the actual 
state of affairs at a given moment is perfectly 
clear. 
I should like to remind you that in our debate 
last October we stated quite categorically that 
the events at AKZO and Philips were nothing 
new. We had, after all, already discussed the 
matter in great detail three years previously. It 
was agreed at that time that an enquiry should 
be conducted since it was known that the fibres 
industry had an overcapacity of more than 25°/o. 
All we see now is that nothing has been done. 
We and the management of AKZO and Philips 
must confess that we are deeply disappointed 
with what has been done at European level to 
solve this problem. 
I therefore think that if we are not prepared 
or not able to discuss this matter in a more 
radical manner than we have done hitherto, the 
time could be used much more usefully in other 
ways. Here we are again talking about various 
measures which would have to be applied in 
practice once a state of emergency has arisen. 
As I said in October, and on previous occasions, 
prevention is better than cure. 
One of the reasons for the problems is that 
there is quite simply no contact in the case of 
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multinationals, that there is no real basis for 
participation, that there is no consultation and 
that there is conflict on the question of whether 
consultation should be conducted at national or 
European level. This is again the great bone of 
contention. 
What is to prevent the Council at a given mo-
ment from considering a directive setting out 
firm guidelines for consultation within the mul-
tinationals? This is indeed a task for Europe 
alone; the Member States cannot undertake it. 
Sooner or later a European effort in a world 
context will be necessary. 
There must be participation at the decision-
making levels, and such participation can only 
be brought about at a level above that of nation-
al legislation. That is a task for the Council 
and the Commission. They must intervene. A 
directive of this kind could also lay down how 
consultation at the national level concerning the 
implementation of the decisions, etc. taken at 
supra-national level should be conducted. These 
are the major practical issues. I therefore urge 
the representative of the Council not to continue 
making do with some ad hoc measure or other, 
but to tackle the fundamental issue and answer 
the question of whether or not Europe in fact 
offers genuine possibilities in this field, since I 
think it is high time that the peoples of the 
Member States knew what they can expect from 
the European Community in a matter of this 
kind and what they cannot. At all events, we 
cannot just continue giving the machine a bit 
of oil here and there when things go wrong. That 
is not a European policy! It keeps the engine 
ticking over, no more. 
What we urgently need in the case of employ-
ment too is a radical approach. The represent-
ative of the Council said that, for the time being, 
employment was still a prime concern of the 
governments of the Member States. True, but if 
matters stay this way, we will simply not get 
a European policy off the ground in this field 
either. It is just a vicious circle. The governments 
of the Member States say: 'The international 
aspects of this problem are such that we can no 
longer approach it individually', while the Coun-
cil says: 'Employment is still mainly a national 
concern and we can therefore do very little in 
practice.' 
Mr President, in view of the shortage of time I 
should like to leave it at these two specific points. 
I hope, however, that we shall receive a clear 
and specific answer explaining what is feasible 
in this field, and what might prove impossible. 
Than at least we will know where we stand. 
President. - I call Mr Gibbons to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Gibbons. - Mr President, we are dealing 
with a problem that unfortunately is very com-
mon these days. Industrial firms suffering from 
a fall in demand for their products due to world-
wide economic decline and faced with increasing 
costs due to soaring inflation have to take serious 
measures to cope with that situation. This in-
variably means making a certain number of em-
ployees redundant. The necessity for these 
measures and their extent varies from firm to 
firm and from place to place. However, , in all 
cases, we must agree that the situation must be 
carefully studied by workers' representatives 
and by governments, and, above all, by this Par-
liament and by this Community. It is particular-
ly true where large numbers of redundancies take 
place at one time. At the present time, the Com-
munities have a very high rate of unemployment 
and in the interests of keeping employment as 
high as possible, every measure that can be devis-
ed must be resorted to. In this respect, it is good 
to see that the Community has made progress 
through the adoption of the directive on mass 
dismissals. Unfortunately, this directive does not 
have to be implemented by Member States until 
February 1977. The Commission and this Parlia-
ment have previously stated that they would 
like to see this directive fully operational as soon 
as possible, and I should like to remind our 
Member States that there is nothing to prevent 
them from bringing forward the implementa-
tion of legislation that is necessary. 
The early implementation of such legislation has 
acquired a new importance, both in the interests 
of establishing workers' rights and in the 
interests of maintaining employment. The oral 
question being debated refers specifically to two 
multinational enterprises whose subsidiaries are 
planning mass redundancies. 
The fact that multinational firms are involved 
raises special problems. The operations of mul-
tinational firms have been criticized in this Par-
liament on previous occasions, and I have no 
doubt that they will be examined again by this 
Parliament, and I would like to say that they 
should be examined in greater detail and with 
greater effect in the future. But we must now 
consider how the operations of these multina-
tional undertakings affect employment in the 
countries where their subsidiaries exist and 
operate. The ready ability of multinational 
companies to switch their factories and opera-
tions from one country to another is very rele-
vant here. Admittedly, it can be very attractive 
for an enterprise to switch a labour-intensive 
factory from a high-wage to a low-wage ~ountry, 
and in this way to reduce its wage-bill and 
production costs, which is then reflected in 
higher profits. However, maximization of profits 
is no longer acceptable as the sole goal of in-
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dustrial enterprise. The rights of workers must 
also be given equal consideration. When dealing 
with multinational enterprises and their subsid-
iaries, it is always more difficult to protect the 
rights of employees, as decisions taken in one 
part of the world have serious effects on em-
ployment in countries very remote from the 
point of control. This type of situation must be 
brought under control. In my own country we 
have a substantial amount af foreign investment, 
which has created a significant level of in-
dustrial employment in our agriculturally dom-
inated economy. All in all, it can be said that 
relations between these firms and the workers 
have been harmonious, but the two multination-
al firms mentioned in the question have sub-
sidiaries in my country, and the workers are, 
very naturally, highly concerned about the fu-
ture of their jobs. I would like to remind the 
Minister and the Council that the urgency of 
protecting jobs, especially in areas of high un-
employment within the Community, is vital. 
President. - I call Mr Marras to speak on 
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Marras. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, it has been becoming more and more 
obviOUB for some time that no part-session of 
this Parliament goes by without a debate on 
social problems in which many Members take 
part. We must thank for this the Committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment, the initiative 
of some departments of the Commission, and 
also the present crisis in this sector in the 
Community. 
I shall, like Mr Albers and Mr Van der Gun, 
be extremely critical in my remarks. And if 
those who have tabled this question will permit 
me, I shall add to the problems of Philips and 
AKZO that of Leyland-Innocenti which current-
ly, as far as Italy is concerned, is becoming one 
of the most worrying: 1500 proposed dismissals 
in a work force of 4 500. As you all know, this 
is the Italian subsidiary of the great Jl).Onopol-
istic concern, British Leyland, which dominates 
the car industry in the United Kingdom. Mr 
Albers asked if the Commission was prepared 
to support the international trade union move-
ment in using its influence, and at the same 
time discuss the problem with governments in-
volved. The case of Leyland-Innocenti, which is 
a subsidiary of a state-controlled company, 
offered ideal conditions for intervention by the 
Commission, so that the Italian and British 
governments and the Leyland board could have 
met around a table to consider a Community 
approach to the problem. 
We pointed this out to the Commission as long 
ago as July, but it wriggled out of it with this 
answer: the future of this plant depends on an 
improvement in the economic situation, and 
also on the solutions which the Leyland board 
will devise, poSsibly with its private or public 
associates. In other words, the Commission, like 
Pilate, washed its hands of the matter. When 
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment asked for action in this particular case, 
which has been evident for some time, the 
answer was: let the employers and the workers 
see to it! 
So much for Leyland. But let me now say a few 
words on that giant of European and world trade, 
Philips, which is established in the homeland of 
two of those, who have spoken today. Philips 
is also powerful in Italy; it is enough to say 
that it has taken over one of the largest manu-
facturers of electrical appliances in Italy, Ignis, 
· well known all over Europe. Well, around Milan 
Philips has factories with thousands of workers 
-and what has it been doing for years? Let 
me give an example: after setting up a depart-
ment for the manufacture of integrated circuits, 
Philips suddenly decided to transfer the work 
to Formosa. I could give other examples like 
this. The electrical appliance side of Philips, 
especially as regards refrigerators, has trans-
ferred production from Italy to Brazil or Spain. 
Our country has been deprived of a highly tech-
nological form of production and has not been 
allowed to re-adapt. And it is obvious that this 
basic industry will grow in the next few decades 
in other countries. 
I second the requests and the criticisms of the 
other Members and call for a study of suitable 
action by the Council of Ministers and the Com-
mission as regards control of these multi-
nationals, such as the two mentioned in, the 
question and also Leyland-Innocenti, which I 
have included because of its topicality. 
President. - I call Mr Battaglia. 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) Mr President, I am no less surprised by 
the outcome of this discussion than I was about 
the debate which we had earlier. 
It is true, as Mr Gibbons said, that redundancy 
is common. Whoever is aware of the situation 
in the Community knows that there are more 
than five million unemployed and, if the situa-
tion does not change, this figure will probably 
increase. 
Well then, what is the Parliament's answer to 
this problem? A few motions, a few questions 
to the Council, disapproval for the 'inadequate 
and unacceptable' answers which the Council 
can give to these problems, which are quite 
beyond its scope. Quite frankly, I do not feel 
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that this is a very constructive way to tackle 
the problem. 
Sometimes the Members of this· House seem to 
forget that the Council acts on proposals from 
the Commission, and if there are no proposals 
from the Commission, Mr Van der Gun, it is 
difficult for the Council to act. At other times 
it is said that the Commission and the Council 
do not act because of the differences of opinion 
which prevent them from reaching agreement. 
When it appears that no agreement could be 
reached, the shafts are aimed at the Commis-
sion or the Council. Why has there been no 
agreement on this occasion? Perhaps because 
the Council and the Commission do not get 
together and work? Perhaps there is no agree-
ment, nothing done, because the Council and 
the Comission do not want to do anything, 
beca'U.Se the problems do not interest them, 
because they do not consider, for example, that 
the problem of redundancy is a great problem? 
Perhaps there is no general recognition of the 
importance of these problems? 
Of course this is not the case. 
But why, then, is there no agreement at the 
Council or the Commission~ Is it because the 
members of the Council are-how shall I put 
it-not entirely up to the job? Well, perhaps. 
It is a theory; personally I should be inclined 
to exclude it. I can understand, however, that 
people may sometimes feel this way. But what 
is behind this sense of uneasiness which you 
reflect when you answer like this? There is a 
political fact which we all neect to consider if 
our discussions are to have a more constructive 
outcome than they have had today. It is a very 
simple political fact, and it is this: the differ-
ences between the interests of the Member 
States are stronger than their common interest 
and the Community interests. Are you sug-
gesting that the Council and the Commission 
are to blame for sentiments of nationalism 
developing within each of the nine States of 
the Community? Are you suggesting that 
the Council and the Commission are to blame 
for the fact that within each State national 
interests prevail over Community interests? 
However, the Commission and the Council 
in particular provide the political arena where 
these very interests, national and nationalistic, 
are revealed. The problem, then, lies not with 
the Council, which reflects this basic fact; the 
problem is the very existence of the fact. Until 
you tackle it, it is pointless to take it out on 
the physical manifestation of the fact within the 
Council. This is only the tip of the iceberg. The 
truth is that the task of the Council, in the 
present difficult situation of the Community, is 
not, as I see it, that of withdrawing into a stub-
born defence of its own actions, although these 
are often, I must confess, insufficient, for the 
fundamental and political reasons I have given. 
The task of the Council is to make few speeches 
to Parliament, but to supply it with a great 
deal of accurate and precise data and complete 
and broadly based information, so that Parlia-
ment does not run into a bank of fog, and can 
instead carry out action which is not piecemeal 
but shrewd, varied and capable of overcoming 
the obstacles and the difficulties which dominate 
the present situation in the Community. But 
these problems will not be overcome while there 
exists between the Council and Parliament this 
odd atmosphere in which the Council's replies 
are described with high-sounding but empty 
adjectives, nor until the Council for its part-
this I admit-provides Parliament with accurate, 
precise, realistic and honest data on the situation 
in the Community. 
President.- I call Mr Normanton to speak on 
behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Normanton.- Mr President, may I preface 
my remarks in this debate by expressing my 
deepest and permanent sympathy with any indi-
vidual or group of people who find themselves 
unemployed. No one, I venture to say, who lived 
through the 1930s-the most hideous period 
in world economic history-could fail to be 
influenced by the haunting misery which is 
created among society when unemployment 
occurs. 
Here, of course, we are talking of two individual 
cases. I do not know the actual details of the 
situations, but what I really cannot agree with 
is the inclusion in the wording of the question 
of the reference to 'multinational undertakings'. 
The very inclusion of these words introduces a 
highly political, a highly emotive and, in my 
judgment, a totally irrelevant aspect to our con-
sideration of the problem. 
There are a number of facts which this House 
will certainly be aware of, and which I am sure 
it will place firmly on the records and accept. 
Firstly, all companies are and should be, I and 
my group believe, subject to the same rules, the 
same regulations throughout the length and 
breadth of the Member States, whether these 
companies are large, medium or small, whether 
they are part of a national group, whether they 
are part of any international grouping. If this 
is not so, then the fault lies entirely with the 
parliamentarians of that Member State. That 
certainly is the situation in a number of the 
Member States. If it does not apply in the case 
of these two companies, then the fault, to my 
mind, lies with the Parliament of the country 
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concerned. Secondly, any politician who believes 
that any undertaking, large, medium or small, 
can ever continue in business, regardless of the 
state of trade, will have to wake up and recog-
nize the facts of life. No undertaking can con-
tinue in business without making a profit or at 
least minimizing losses and spreading them over 
a period until profitability returns. 
Thirdly, we must recognize that the bulk of 
international trade in manufactured goods is pro-
moted, maintained and expanded by internatio-
nal companies. 
Fourthly, the resources, the technology, the tech-
nical and commercial expertise of these major 
international companies is responsible for sti-
mulating expansion in world manufacturing 
capacity, and long may that be the case. This 
process cannot be the subject of governmental 
action, it is highly specialized and one in which 
international companies play a very influential 
part. 
The point made by Mr Van der Gun, if I may 
say so, is a very valid one. One of the two com-
panies which is referred to in the question is a 
textile company. We know very well, we have 
had it repeated frequently in this House, that 
the textile industry the world over has been and 
still is going through one of the worst economic 
recessions that industry has ever known. And 
although we in the Community have become 
aware of the situation our failure as a Commun-
ity to deal with it is indeed a sad indictment. 
I would agree with Mr Albers when he said that 
these are matters for the Community to deal 
with, not for the Member State, and that, Mr 
President, means-if we carry this argument, 
which I support, through to its logical conclusion 
-Economic Union, a common legislative system 
throughout the Community, a common social 
policy, a common pension policy and the like. 
I am prepared to move in that direction and so 
is my group, but ironically, some of the severest 
critics of such industrial practices as have been 
referred to are against all moves towards Com-
munity unification in any sector. 
I must also take up the point raised by Mr 
Marras. He referred to the monopolistic firm 
of Leyland. Far be it from me to take upon my 
sh9ulders resP,onsibility for speaking on behalf 
of that large organization, but the facts are that 
361'/o of all the cars bought in the United King-
dom-at least according to a statement on the 
radio this morning-are imported into our coun-
try, and that includes a large number from Fiat 
in Italy. Leyland is not a monopolistic company, 
nor has it the slightest chance of becoming a 
monopolistic company, and it does great disser-
vice to truth when Mr Marras makes that kind 
of emotive remark. 
President. - I call Mr Ellis. 
Mr Ellis. - Mr President, I first tried to catch 
your eye before Mr Battaglia spoke because I 
had been so disappointed at the way the debate 
had gone on this particular issue, and indeed I 
found myself criticizing Mr Battaglia's first 
remarks. But I am happy to say now that having 
listened to his response, I have entirely changed 
my view on the debate, because I believe he has 
brought to the attention of the House the real 
issues. 
Now the question itself is concerned with short-
term issues and ameliorative measures for deal-
ing with the symptoms that Mr Battaglia spoke 
about. Of course, I welcome anything that can 
be done in the short term to deal with what-
ever particular illness afflicts us. But the real 
issues are much deeper, as Mr Battaglia pointed 
out. I have been struck by one thing in the 
debate, namely the fact that right across the 
Chamber, from all political points of view, there 
has been an acceptance of one cardinal fact, 
and that is that the demands of technology are 
leading us to more ·and more planning and 
greater interventionism from governments, and 
in due course European interventionism. For 
example, just to quote Mr Van der Gun-and 
I was rather surprised to hear this coming from 
a Christian Democrat-he spoke about the deci-
sive action needed from governments at Euro-
pean level. Mr Gibbons spoke about the rights 
of workers and about control of multinational 
companies and so on. This all reflects a subcon-
scious assumption that the technological demands 
lead inevitably by a kind of determinism to a 
truly integrated European Community applying 
genuine control and intervention over the whole 
issue of the European economy and our standard 
of living. 
When Mr Marras spoke about the particular 
factory manufacturing the printed circuits being 
transported to Formosa, what he was really 
saying was that if we are to maintain our stan-
dards and to improve them in Europe, then we 
are bound to concentrate more and more on the 
field of high technology, because the kind of 
operation involved in the manufacture of printed 
circuits will go to parts of the world which at 
the moment tend to be behind us. But they are 
catching up,. and we have to work harder and 
harder and run faster and faster in this region 
of high technology, and it seems to me inevit-
able that we are only going to be able to do this 
on a European basis. The message going out 
from this debate to the various Member States 
is that quickly and seriously they should get 
together to achieve economic and monetary 
union and ultimately a genuine federal Europe 
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run by a European Parliament and a European 
government. 
President. - I call Mr Albers. 
Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, I should like 
to bring a few more points to the closer atten-
tion of this House. 
The President-in-Office of the Council has 
accused us of a certain emotionalism, a reproach 
which, in my view, is not justified. The Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment is con-
sidering this issue, has observed that difficulties 
relating to the consultation between industry and 
the trade unions are increasing, naturally looks 
forward with interest, like the President-in-
Office of the Council, to the tripartite conference 
of 18 November at which these matters will 
doubtless be discussed, but nevertheless finds it 
necessary to table this question here, not only 
because the Commission, which will indeed have 
to make proposals is responsible, but also 
because the Council shares a certain degree of 
responsibility; if a directive which has not yet 
come into force is in fact too national in cha-
racter, and if after consultation it should prove 
necessary to give it a more international cha-
racter, this could well, in my view, be a suitable 
matter for a meeting of the Council, particularly 
the Ministers of Employment and Social Affairs, 
who are involved in these matters. If they then 
in fact came to these conclusions, they could 
pass our question on to the Commission with a 
request that it adjust the directive to fit the 
international context. 
I do not believe that Parliament has gone beyond 
its terms of reference in putting this question, 
as claimed by the President-in-Office of the 
Council. In my view, Parliament has kept com-
pletely within its sphere of competency in this 
matter. I might point out that I have received 
no answer whatsoever to the three supplement-
ary questions I put orally in connection with the 
written questions from the Committee for Social 
Affairs and Employment. I have some sympathy 
for the Council's explanation that Parliament can· 
put such a large number of questions. I would 
have thought, however, that the three ques-
tions I put could in fact have been answered 
here today since this will have a bearing on the 
position which the Committee on Social Affairs 
and Employment will adopt. It might, for exam-
ple, prove necessary for our Parliamentary Com-
mittee to take some action in order to obtain 
an answer to these questions, if it emerges that 
the Council is not prepared to include them on 
the agenda. 
I repeat my questions once more. Is the Council 
prepared to consider whether the directive on 
collective redundancies is excessively geared to 
national enterprises and does the Council recog-
nize the · need for this directive to be revised 
and made more applicable to international enter-
prises? Does the Council feel that the inter-
national trade union movement has a role to 
play in questions of collective redundancies 
w!ithin large firms and is it prepared to 
support the international trade union movement 
in carrying out this role? Have there been 
developments within the European Community 
since the adoption of the action programme 
which make it necessary to revise the latter in 
certain respects and to provide the necessary 
financial means, apart from the appropriations 
in the 1976 budget? 
Those are the three specific questions which I 
put here today in somewhat different words 
but in the same spirit, and I believe Parliament 
has a right to an answer. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Battaglia. 
Mr Battaglia, President-in-Office of the Council. 
- (I) I should like to point out to the questioner 
that if a written question contains three separ-
ate queries, I prepare myself to answer these 
three, and not the other few dozen which may be 
put orally. However, if he wishes me to return 
to questions which I have already partly answer-
ed, I will be glad to give my personal opinion. 
Should the directive on collective redundancies 
be expanded? As far as I am concerned, yes. But 
this is not the job of the Council and we are 
waiting for someone to do it. 
Secondly, does the problem of the European 
trade union movement exist? It certainly does. 
It obviously exists, Mr Albers. However, if the 
Community or one of the Member States were 
to declare that a European trade union must be 
set up, the national trade unions would undoub-
tedly react by asserting their claims to auto-
nomy. This is not a problem for the European 
Communities, it is a trade union problem. The 
Council hopes, together with every sensible 
person in Europe, that a European trade union 
will be formed, but the problem of the trade 
unions is not the Community's problem nor, I 
feel, the Council's problem. 
Thirdly, does the Social Action Programme need 
revising? In my view, the appropriations for 
the Social Fund are in particular need of revi-
sion, and this is something for which I have 
argued strenuously in the Council. It also 
depends to a great extent on the work of the 
European Parliament, and I hope something will 
be done on this. 
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Finally, I hope the Council will not now receive 
dozens of new questions in connection with the 
ones I have just answered. 
President. - I have no motion for a resolution 
on this debate. 
The debate is closed. 
11. Oral question with debate: United States 
protectionist measures 
President. - The next item is the oral question 
with debate, pursuant to Rule 47 of the Rules 
of Precedure, by Mr Couste on behalf of the 
Group of European Progressive Democrats to 
the Commission of the European Communities 
(Doc. 348/75): 
Subject: Protectionist measures taken or planned 
by the United States 
The Commission is asked to state what protec-
tionist measures have so far been taken or are 
planned by the United States. 
Is not the Commission particularly concerned 
about the developments which have been brought 
to the attention of the public in the following 
four fields: 
- inquiries into the imposition of compensatory 
duties, 
- inquiries into the imposition of anti-dumping 
duties, 
- requests for the application of safeguard 
clauses to certain imports, 
- inquiries into practices by third countries 
allegedly infringing Section 301 of the Trade 
Act. 
I call Mr Kaspereit. 
Mr Kaspereit. - (F) Mr President, when we 
observed how slowly the United States was 
adjusting the Trade Act and when we became 
acquainted with the text itself, there were many 
of us in this House who expressed concern, or 
even serious misgivings. 
Would the Trade Act make it possible for the 
GATT negotiations to start in a favourable 
atmosphere or would it, on the contrary, be the 
source of further difficulties between the United 
States and its partners, particularly its Euro-
pean partners? The question has undeniably 
arisen again. True, we should derive the 
_ required solace from the statements made by 
Ambassador Dent, who said that the aim was to 
continue to make progress in trade on the basis 
of general reciprocity and within the frame-
work of a market economy system guarantee-
ing comparable advantages. He also said we 
were moving towards negotiations aimed at 
removing barriers to trade and ensuring a more 
efficient utilization of world resources. 
And yet, in spite of repeated declarations by the 
United States, we obviously cannot react with 
indifference to the four provisions of the Trade 
Act which authorize the introduction of new 
import barriers. We are fully aware that this 
law was basically intended to contribute to 
greater freedom of trade. But at a time when 
the world economic crisis has not yet shown 
a real sign of improvement, one is inclined to 
wonder whether the United States is not once 
again being tempted by the devil of protec-
tionism. One might even wonder whether it is 
the Act itself which is pushing America's leaders 
in this direction, even if the American Govern-
ment is aware of the extent of its drawbacks 
and the seriousness of its consequences. 
I think we should quickly take stock of what 
has been happening and examine whether the 
new import barriers provided for in this docu-
ment and which seem to confirm our misgivings 
are really justified. 
As you know, there are four of them. The first 
is the safeguard clause. We do, of course, agree 
with its inclusion in principle. This clause is 
provided for in the rules of international trade 
and empowers a country to take protective 
measures when a flow of imports seriously dis-
turbs its domestic market. We hope that the 
International Trade Commission will be object-
ive in its assessment of the evidence of actual 
harm. As far as we are concerned it is quite 
clear that the application of this clause, in cases 
of real harm, will never be met with protests. 
The second barrier takes the form of a rule 
regarding the imposition of compensatory 
duties on products of foreign origin benefiting 
from export subsidies granted by the exporting 
countries. The American Treasury now recog-
nizes that the reimbursement of European value 
added tax on exports is not a subsidy. 
We naturally welcome this decision since it 
puts an end to a long-standing difference of 
opinion between the United States and the Euro-
pean Community. 
The third barrier, the section on unfair prac-
tices, is of a much more worrying kind. It sti-
pulates that the President of the United States 
shall be competent to take retaliatory measures 
if he considers foreign trade practices of any 
kind unreasonable and unjustifiable. Is there not 
a danger here that protectionism may be un-
leashed? I for my part fear that the answer to 
this may well be yes. 
The fourth barrier, relating to the problems of 
dumping, merits very careful attention. The con-
• 
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sequences of the Trade Act emerge most clearly 
in the motor industry, in which the United States 
accuses the European Community of dumping. 
In fact our disagreement on this issue is due 
to the contradiction between on the one hand 
the interpretation of the Trade Act by the Amer-
ican Treasury and the International Trade Com-
mission and on the other the rules contained 
in the GATT anti-dumping code, to which the 
United States is a signatory. 
According to Article 5 a) of this code, an inquiry 
can only be instituted in two cases. Firstly, in 
normal circumstances, at the request of a parti-
cular industry. Now, in this particular case-
the motor industry-the request was made by 
a trade union and by a member of the American 
Congress. 
Secondly, Article 5 authorizes the opening of 
an inquiry when the Government, though it has 
not received a request from a particular indus-
try, is in possession of evidence of both dumping 
and harm resulting from it. The International 
Trade Commission, however, has replied to the 
Treasury that it has considerable doubts about 
whether any harm was actually caused in this 
way. I should add that Article 5 b) of the code 
stipulates that the evidence of both dumping and 
harm must be examined simultaneously. 
Finally Article 3 a) lays down that the author-
ities commissioned to make the inquiry must be 
satisfied that the dumped imports are manifestly 
the principal cause of appreciable harm and 
must establish that the goods concerned contri-
bute more than all the other factors likely to 
have an adverse effect on production. 
To sum up, while the American Administration 
cannot be blamed for enforcing American law, 
one might ask whether the United States fully 
respects its international obligations. It is quite 
clear, without any analysis in depth, that the 
provisions of the Trade Act and those of GATT 
differ, and this means that the GATT regula-
tions are being violated. Nor can we claim to 
be reassured by Mr Denter's statements. He 
recently denied that the new law showed that 
the United States was indulging in protectionism 
and declared that it was, on the contrary, con-
sistent with the traditional American policy of 
removing barriers to trade. 
We can only receive this statement with scepti-
cism. The proposed imposition of compensatory 
duties at the beginning of the year on exports 
of Community cheeses, the inquiry in progress 
regarding the imposition of compensatory duties 
on canned ham exports, the US Steel affair, and 
today the motor industry affair, are all things 
we should like to interpret as an attempt by 
the American Administration to try out new 
laws and to flex its muscles, although these laws 
contain, I repeat, certain contradictions of GATT 
regulations. And we sincerely hope that the 
United States will draw the appropriate con-
clusions .. and adopt the measures necessary for 
the enforcement of the GATT anti-dumping code 
or request that it be amendetl if they consider 
it necessary. 
For the time being it is to be feared that the 
Trade Act, which was originally intended to be 
the instrument ensuring the success of the Tokyo 
Round, will in fact be used by lobbies in the 
United States as a weapon against foreign pro-
ducts. If the complaints currently being 
examined succeed, we must realize that the 
management of the common agricultural policy 
may be jeopardized, since the result would be 
that complaints would be made about imports 
levies on egg albumen or about export subsidies 
on malt barley. 
This then, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, is 
the full extent of the problem. How does the 
Commission intend to react to this situation? I 
thank the Commission in advance for its answer. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission. 
Mr President, I welcome Mr Couste's question, 
and the opportunity it gives us to clear our 
minds on the important issues that it raises. 
Although the honourable Member is asking spe-
cifically about protectionism in the United 
States-and I shall deal with his specific points 
in a moment-! do not think that anyone in this 
House will doubt that these issues must be seen 
in a wider perspective. All over the world it is 
plain that the malign effects of international 
recession and in particular unemployment, 
underused resources and unsatisfactory profits 
will continue for a considerable time to come. 
This will be so even if the beginnings of eco-
nomic recovery are now visible in the United 
States and perhaps just around the comer in 
some at least of our Member States. We all 
know, certainly every Member of this House is 
in a position to know, that one of the inevitable 
and quite understandable results of the situation 
in which the world finds itself has been the 
re-emergence of pressures for protection in many 
important quarters, both in the Community and 
abroad. Those honourable Members who heard · 
the exchanges on the textile industry or on steel 
during Question Time at some of the recent part-
sessions of this House will understand what I 
mean. And so we are bound quite frankly to 
admit that the question of protectionist pres-
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sures is not one that arises only in relation to 
the United States. It is a problem for all of 
us, a problem that challenges not only the Amer-
ican commitment to the concept of an open world 
economy, but also our own commitment to that 
concept here in the Community. 
The honourable Member asks what protectionist 
measures have so far been taken or planned by 
the United States. ·1 should like to draw the 
attention of the House to an important, indeed 
crucial, distinctioJ!: the distinction between pro-
tectionist measures and protectionist pressures. 
So far, both in the United States and in the 
Community, those responsible for deciding policy 
have, on the whole, been. able to avoid the adop-
tion of protectionist measures. We are all, how-
ever, facing great pressure. Our task is to ensure 
that these pressures are not translated into con-
crete protectionist measures. In this common 
task we are all responsible-the Community and 
its Member States as much as the United States 
itself. 
Looking at the situation in the United States, 
the Commission is, of course, very concerned 
about what has been happening over the past 
few months on the trade front. It is indeed true 
that the Trade Act which has been enacted for 
the purposes of carrying through the multilat-
eral trade negotiations carries provisions which 
can be used to further protectionist interests. We 
have been given some reason to fear that, in 
the United States at present, the road that leads 
from the exercise of pressure to the implementa-
tion of protectionist measures is dangerously 
open; and this cannot but have the gravest 
implications for us in the Community in view 
of the volume of our trade with the United States 
that is being threatened by these pressures. 
Europe, being so dependent on foreign trade, 
naturally, in the situation I have tried to des..:. 
cribe, finds itself in a very vulnerable position 
-a'nd in a more vulnerable position than the 
United States even if its dependence on foreign 
trade is increasing. The basic fact is that, until 
the recent American decision on· steel, over 
$4 500m worth of Community exports, ap-
proaching one-quarter of the value of every-
thing we exported to the United States in 1974, 
was the subject of complaint under the Trade 
Act. Even today well over $3 OOOm worth of 
our trade is potentially at risk. And all this 
is happening, paradoxically, at a time when the 
United States is enjoying a record surplus with 
the Community amounting to more than $3 OOOm 
in the first six months of this year. 
Let me now take in turn the specific points 
raised by the honourable Member. First, there 
is the question of compensatory duties. So far 
this year, the United States Treasury has ini-
tiated countervailing duty investigations into 
twelve cases affecting the Community. Six of 
these cases are still pending. They concern, first, 
a question of export refunds and exports of 
canned hams from Denmark and the Nether-
lands. $265m worth of Community trade ·is 
involved in this investigation. Secondly, they 
concern the question of regional aids allegedly 
affec.ting exports of float-glass from Germany, 
Belgium and Italy. The value of trade here 
amounts to some $2 OOOm. And thirdly, they 
concern the question of special production and 
export subsidies affecting exports of capscrews 
from Italy. The sum involved here is $5m. 
The second point raised by the honourable 
Member relates to the possible imposition of 
anti-dumping duties on Community exports. 
Four cases concerning Community exports are 
so far under investigation by the American 
Treasury. By far the most important case is that 
which concerns the alleged dumping of motor-
cars from Belgium, France, Germany, Italy and 
the United Kingdom. In this matter, $2 530m of 
Community trade is involved. The other cases 
concern water circulating pumps from the 
United Kingdom involving $500 000, ski-bindings 
and parts from Germany worth $1 700m, and 
knitting-machinery from Itruy worth $2 OOOm. 
Then there is the question of the application of 
safeguard clauses. The United States Adminis-
tration has been petitioned by American firms 
to impose import quotas or other import 
restraints on Community exports of shoes to 
the value of $324m, industrial fasteners, special 
steel, stainless steel, table flatware, slide faste-
ners, gloves, mushrooms-all amounting to more 
than a further $5m. The majority of these cases 
will come up for decision early next year. 
Finally, the honourable Member asks about the 
en<iuiries being pursued in the United States 
into alleged restrictions on foreign trade by 
third countries in infringement of Section 301 (a) 
of the Trade Act. Up to now, there have been 
two cases of this kind affecting us: they con-
cern egg albumen and canned fruits and veget-
ables. I can assure you that all these cases are 
being closely watched by the Commission; and 
I can equally assure you that we have, with the 
support of the Member States and the Council, 
made our views on these matters perfectly clear 
to the American authorities at the highest pos-
sible level In particular, in the case of anti-
dumping investigations into motorcars, we have 
drawn the attention of the American authorities 
to the fact that the initial opening and subse-
quent conduct of the investigation appears to 
us to be inconsistent with the GATT anti-dump-
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ing code, of which the United States is a signa-
tory. 
What conclusions are we to draw from all this? 
It is certainly true that the pressures for pro-
tective action have been mounting in the United 
States, and they are formidable pressures 
advancing on a wide front. But at the same time 
it is true that so far, with the notable exception 
of cheese, on which I shall say a further word 
in a minute, the American administration itself 
has not surrendered to these pressures. In other 
words, the very significant figures to which I 
have referred indicate an area of danger, not an 
area of actual loss. 
In the field of cheese, which is the only area 
where things have actually gone wrong, we 
were forced to remove export refunds on certain 
types of cheese: Danish Blue, Danish block 
cheese, Emmenthal and Cheddar type cheese-
with the result that our export of cheeses to the 
United States over the first eight months of this 
year have been reduced by 25°/o, which is unac-
ceptable in view of the fact that exports of 
cheese from other sources in the world using 
other mechanisms to support their exports have 
been increasing. This matter, too, will again be 
brought up with the American authorities. 
Leaving this unfortunate incident aside, there 
is no sign that the American Government's 
commitment to a liberal world trading order is 
slackening. Indeed, only a few months ago, the 
Americans renewed their support for the OECD 
trade pledge against beggar-my-neighbour pro-
tectionist policies. Ambassador Dent's further 
assurance on this point, to which the previous 
speaker referred, during his recent speeches and 
during his visit to the Community last month 
were very welcome. Even more important, and 
just as welcome, was the aruiouncement that the 
American Government was dismissing the com-
plaints concerning rolled steel. This is evidence 
indeed that the American Administration is 
putting new vigour into its efforts to resist the 
pressures that have been :building up. The moral 
we must surely draw from the present situation 
is that, in a period of exceptional economic dif-
ficulty, governments everywhere must be especi-
ally active, not only in resisting protectionist 
pressures, but also in explaining to the citizen 
exactly why the protectionist soft option must 
be resisted. And this applies as much to our-
selves in the Community as it does to the United 
States, for if we succumb to these pressures in 
our trading policies, how can we help to per-
suade others to hold the line? 
Let me add, that in our type of world economy, 
classical trade measures cannot always be seen 
in isolation from economic and monetary poli-
cies. For example, changes in exchange rates 
which do not correspond to cost differences act 
in t,.he same manner as export subsidies or import 
taxes. The Commission consequently continues 
to insist on the necessity of dealing more intens-
ively with these broad econotnic issues both at 
Community level and a broad, multilateral level. 
The case we are confronted with is simple: the 
interdependence of the different elements of 
the world economy today is far greater than 
it was in the 1930s, when the world-wide retreat 
into protectionism did such great harm to all 
our economies and indeed to the very basis of 
our political life. But the damage which we did 
to one another then, inadvertently and in ignor-
ance, is as nothing compared with what we 
should do to ourselves if we were now to take 
that road again. When I visit the United States 
next week to conduct the Commission's regular 
consultations with the Americans, I shall be con-
cerned to make this point and to drive it hotne. 
And I shall be strengthened in the knowledge 
that, in these matters, I can speak for the Com-
munity as a whole and, I believe with the 
support of this House. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lord Castle to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Lord Castle. - I think the . whole House will 
have been made most aware of the quality of 
representation the Community has had in the 
United States from the strong and exceptionally 
well-informed and, if I may say so, politically 
philosophical speech of the Commissioner. I think 
it was his own modesty-and, of course, we 
must accept that as a virtue-which prevented 
him from telling us how great has been his 
influence on our behalf so far. Some of us know 
that in June and July the Commissioner was 
in the United States, and it was very obvious 
that he was saying what we wanted to be said 
to the authorities there. It is due to this that the 
41 applications which have been made to the 
government to enforce some kind of restriction 
on imports from this area, have been so greatly 
reduced. I believe that we want to wish him 
every success next week in carrying out his job. 
What his statesmanship and Sense of respons-
ibility prevented him from underlining, I fear, 
was the fact of the new situation in America, 
which has produced a new type of government, 
not the government we knew a year or eighteen 
months ago, but a government subjected to the 
most diabolical of pressures, that of- the well-
heeled lobby which employs considerable sums 
of money to ensure its representation in 
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Washington, and presses-against the interests 
of the country-in favour of sectional interests. 
We know that 41 applications have been made 
and that so far only one has succeeded. We wel-
come particularly the fact that only three weeks 
ago the Treasury was able to resist the tre-
mendous pressure which, as we know from 
history, can be exerted by the American Steel 
Corporation. 
On the other hand, of course, there is this awful 
problem of cheese. I always believe that as soon 
as you place restrictions upon certain items of 
trade, you produce anomalies which are utterly 
illogical. In the case of cheese, we have diffi-
culties placed in the way of the sale of Emmen-
thal, Cheddar and Danish block cheese. What an 
extraordinary distinction to make. And upon 
what basis is it made? Is it made because of 
the eclectic palate, the unsophisticated palate 
of some person near the Treasury? What is the 
justification for the exclusion of Cheshire, 
Double Gloucester, Leicestershire, Lancashire 
from my country, Pont-L'Ev~ue from France, 
Gorgonzola from Italy? What is the justification 
for America exercising this extraordinary select-
ivity? But this is the kind of anomaly that exists. 
What we are grateful for this afternoon is the 
fact that we have been made aware of the 
spectre, the real spectre, which haunts the world 
today, which is the resurgence of nationalism, 
industrial nationalism and protectionism. This to 
me has a frightful sound about it because I am 
old enough to remember the talk of trade war 
in the very earliest years of this century and 
in the twenties and thirties. Trade war not only 
caused financial disaster: sometimes, especially 
in the last century and in this, it led to real 
war. For God's sake let us kill this bogey of 
protectionism while we can, because we on this 
side of the House, and I am sure on the other 
side of the House, are basically democrats. We 
are naturally suspicious of the growth of power 
of privately sustained industrial giants. I do not 
want unnecessarily to elevate or over-emphasize 
the importance of this discussion, but this ques-
tion and the threat of widespread retaliatory 
protectionism which it highlights gives us as a 
group, the Socialist Group, and I hope as a Par-
liament, the opportunity to reassert the primacy 
of the politics of principle, against the politics 
of the pressure groups. We are glad, and if I may 
say so personally, even proud of what Mr Gun-
delach's negotiations have produced so far, and 
have prevented so far. And we hope that the 
moderation so far shown by the US Treasury 
will continue and that experience will reinforce 
them in their resistance to the narrow industrial 
nationalism which has appeared in recent 
months to become so clamant. 
President. - I call Mr Scholten to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Scholten. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, Mr Couste's question, which was 
introduced by Mr Kaspereit, bears witness to 
a certain amount of anxiety, and this afternoon 
Mr Gundelach has added fuel to the flame. 
In the opinion of my Group there are indeed 
grounds for anxiety about developments in the 
trade relations between Europe and the United 
States. I shall begin, however, by saying that I 
wholeheartedly agree with Mr Gundelach that 
we must see this question in a somewhat broader 
setting and not confine ourselves to examining 
our relations with the United States. We must be 
fully aware of the fact th·at the situation both 
in other parts- of the world and in our own 
countries is such that there is every reason to 
issue repeated warnings about the danger of 
protectionism, especially at a time of economic 
recession. 
Another remark in passing. My interpretation of 
the situation in the United States differs mark-
edly from that of the distinguished previous 
speaker on behalf of the Socialist Group. I 
think it is wrong to lay so much stress on the 
influence of pressure groups and lobbies, which 
after all constitute a perfectly normal feature 
of American society and politics. These pressure 
groups and lobbies do, of course, exert an 
influence, but I think that there is a quite 
different reason for the present trend, namely 
a certain shifting of power in American politics 
from the Administration to Congress. This power 
shift is quite recognizable. Our delegation which 
was in America two weeks ago noticed it in 
other areas too. I am thinking, for example, of 
the current discussions on the review of the 
international monetary system. It seems to me 
that the attempt by the American Congress 
to achieve greater power in the area of trade 
policy is definitely a factor influencing the mat-
ters we are now discussing. This applies in 
particular this year in view of the nearness 
of the important elections in the United States. 
A third point I should like to draw attention 
to is that American industry has taken a certain 
number of initiatives which give rise to some 
concern. Several times during this debate refer-
ence has been made to the request of the United 
States Steel Corporation in connection with the 
refund of VAT on exports. I think Mr Gundelach 
was right in saying that the American Govern-
ment's decision to turn down this application 
was an extremely important one. In view of the 
present situation it was an extremely important 
decision of principle and one we can mention 
with gratitude in this debate. 
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That does not mean, of course, that there is no 
longer any cause for alarm. I certainly do not 
wish to imply that. But on the other hand 
we must not act as if we were already facing 
great difficulties in all sorts of areas. 
Cheese is a substantial problem. I am pleased 
that the arrival of the British Socialists in this 
Parliament incidentally provides them with an 
opportunity of widening their knowledge of 
European cheeses. Dutch cheese is also concern-
ed in this affair. In this connection I have a 
question to ask Mr Gundelach. He said that if 
we succumb to American pressures in this area 
we shall get nowhere in subsequent discussions. 
But I feel bound to point out to him that in view 
of the wide range of stances adopted on the 
cheese question, I am not so sure that we have 
not at some point given in. I would ask Mr 
Gundelach whether he can provide us with 
further information in this debate concerning 
the standpoint adopted by the Commission on 
this matter. Why has the Commission accepted 
this situation and this proposal at this particular 
juncture? I recall what my fellow Socialist, 
Mr Klepsch said on 18 .June about the vital 
importance not only of tariff barriers but also 
of non-tariff barriers in trade negotiations be-
tween the United States and Europe. He refer-
red to such problems as the American Selling 
Price, the Domestic International Sales Corpora-
tion and the Buy American Act. I think these 
are indeed particularly vital issues in the over-
all context of relations between Europe and 
the United States. 
In the area of agriculture the Americans have 
quite frequently expressed the view that it is 
the European agricultural policy which con-
stitutes an invitation to resort to certain trade 
barriers. Let me draw your attention to some-
thing I read on 26 October in 'Welt am Sonntag', 
where it is reported as a matter of simple 
fact that total American exports of agricultural 
products rose 4°/o last year while its exports 
to Europe rose fYJ/o •. The arguments used by 
the Americans are therefore in my view dif-
ficult to accept. 
Mr President, there are disturbing portents in 
the sky. We are grateful to Mr Gundelach for 
conveying our disquiet to the United States 
Government at the highest level, because my 
Group believes that it is of the utmost import-
ance, not only from the economic but also 
from the political point of view, that there 
should be no trade war of any kind between 
Europe and the United States. 
President. - I call Mr Guldberg to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Guldberg. - (DK) Mr President, may I first 
of all thank Mr Couste for having put down this 
question and then go on to say that, although 
I appreciate the Commission's answer, I fear 
it is more courteous and diplomatic than real-
istic. We can all agree about protectionism, but 
I think the question raised here goes much 
further. 
It is not simply a question of trade policy. The 
fact of the matter is that, for two years, we 
have been on the verge of a world economic 
crisis, and that those countries with which we 
have cultural, industrial, economic and defence 
links still do not seem able to bring the situa-
tion under control. 
There is good reason for stressing this imme-
diately before the Rambouillet meeting. We are 
aware that, if one or more countries succumbs 
to the temptation of protectionism, we may un-
leash a catastrophe which would jeopardize not 
only our economic and employment situation, 
but also the very form of society which we 
treasure, but which others would like to see 
destroyed. This is a game of poker, and it is 
doubtful whether Europe is good enough at the 
game. 
The United States still prefers floating exchange 
rates. Up till now, this has resulted in a weaken-
ing of the European economy and a transfer of 
credit and employment opportunities away from 
Europe. 
I therefore hope that those countries which 
realize the importance of a stable and peaceful 
Europe will not overestimate our economic and 
political powers of resistance. The EUropean 
Community cannot continue to exist unless its 
internal exchange rates are fixed. If, for eco-
nomic reasons, we are forced to have floating 
exchange rates vis-a-vis our major trading part-
ners, this also forces us to use all means avail ... 
able to ensure our internal stability. 
If we cannot agree on a monetary policy which 
will ensure that the Community continues to 
exist as an econom1c entity, the solution can 
in practice be found only in the trade sector. 
It cannot be emphasized enough that other coun-
tries' recourse to trade restrictions against the 
Community, or attempts to subvert the con-
tractually agreed system in the Community, 
constitute a dangerous policy which may land us 
against our will in a situation with which we 
cannot cope. And this does not just concern 
individual sectors-cheese or other agricultural 
problems or motorcars or footwear or whatever 
-it is of more general significance. 
It must therefore be emphasized-and this is of 
relevance to the meeting to be held in Ram-
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bouillet-that we must avoid an aggravation 
of the situation through further restrictions. 
What we need is the opposite-a constructive 
monetary policy to reduce the pressure and the 
need for everyone to try to go it alone. 
I fully recognize the Commission's firm resolve 
-particularly after the reply we have just heard 
-and call upon it to work on this problem in 
the wider context to which I have tried to 
draw attention. 
President. - I call Mr Spicer to speak on behalf 
of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Spicer. - Mr President, may I first of all 
thank the Commissioner, particularly for broad-
ening the whole basis of this discussion and 
making it quite clear that in his view this is 
not a matter that concerns only our relations 
with the United States, but each and every one 
of us within and outside the Community. 
A quick word about the United States. The 
Commissioner did speak quite rightly of the 
pressure which the United States' Administration 
is under at the moment. Would it be right to say 
that that pressure upon the Administration will 
grow as they come closer to their elections next 
year? Their position may become more difficult, 
and they may in fact move back from the 
strong position that, as I understand, Ambassa-
dor Dent and many others during the visit to 
America two weeks ago adopted in this respect. 
There was a point made by our Ambassador 
Krag the other day, who stated quite dearly 
that US measures call into· question the useh!-
ness of pursuing further efforts in multilateral 
trade negotiations. I would like, if we could 
have it, an assurance lrom the Commissioner 
that that point will be rammed home very 
ha!d when he visits Washington next week. 
Mr President, I am a great believer in the 
domino theory; so I will, if I may, tum away 
from the United States and deal with the prob-
lems that we face in Europe, both inside and 
outside the Community. 
One event which should cause us particular 
concern is the way in which the Swedes have 
acted in violation of their agreement with the 
Community in putting a ban on the import of 
shoes into Sweden. It is not merely the matter 
of the ban, which might have been dealt with in 
another way; they used as a basis for that 
ban Article 21 of their agreement with the EEC, 
which says: 'In case of war or international 
crisis .. .' It seems to me that this is the breach 
which we must avoid at all costs, and I wonder 
if the Commissioner would in his reply say 
that we do not accept that, we will not carry 
on negotiations on this basis, and that action 
will be taken to see that this is stopped. 
I was glad, Mr President, that Lord Castle made 
it quite clear that although there may be some 
weaker brethren within the Community who 
are calling for import controls in respect of 
their own countries, he is not to be numbered 
amongst them. I hope that all of us will stand 
firm, as. I am certain that you will when you 
speak for 1.4S in Washington, to avoid any breach 
in the agrEements that we have made both 
inside and outside the Community. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Leonardi to speak on 
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Leonardi.- (I) I share the sense of concern 
shown in the speeches of many honourable 
Members and of Commissioner Gundelach. In 
times of crisis, there may be a certain tendency 
to protectionism not only in the USA, but in 
other countries as well. Even so, I would like to 
remind Members that the position of the USA 
is different from that of other countries. The 
means available to the USA for implementing a 
protectionist policy differ considerably from any 
which the Community countries, either individu-
ally or together, might have. In particular, on 
the financial and monetary front and with 
regard to raw material prices, it has instruments 
at its disposal which affect the competitive 
potential of the Community countries. In view 
of this, the USA can in fact behave fairly in the 
commercial sector and still achieve the same 
results in other fields. I feel that this point needs 
to be stressed especially in view of Commis-
sioner Gundelach's forthcoming visit to the 
United States. 
In other words, we believe that the situation 
is one of serious imbalance, which the United 
States can undoubtedly use to protect herself 
in periods of crisis, probably without realizing 
the very grave consequences to which this can 
give rise. This is more or less the crux of what 
I have to say. 
Besides, the figures speak for themselves. During 
the past two or three years, 'the United States 
has completely reversed its external balance of 
payments position on current account. The first 
nihe months of 1975 show a record surplus, 
whereas three years ago it was in deficit on the 
trade balance. The fact is that the United States, 
whose situation three years ago prompted influ-
ential American figures to make declarations of 
trade war, has since then managed to reverse 
that situation. We must remember this. 
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The balance in economic strength has been dis-
turbed and the EEC's position vis-a-vis the 
United States is today very different and far 
weaker than it was some years ago. In my opin-
ion, this situation does not merely involve the 
field of trade relations which Mr Couste touched 
upon in his question: it goes much deeper than 
that. 
President. - I call Mr Gundelach. 
Mr Gundelach. - Mr President, I shall be very 
brief, but I do wish to express my deep satisfac-
tion and gratitude to the House for what I can 
only qualify as a unanimous sentiment backing 
up the positions which I have tried to outline to 
you as being those of the Commission and those 
which I shall once again present to the American 
authorities during our biannual consultations 
next week. It is quite evident that my position 
in these consultations will be tremendously 
strengthened by the fact that I have not only 
the support of the European Communities' 
Council, but also the unanimous support of the 
European Parliament, and I am grateful for the 
way in which the debate has developed. 
A few additional questions have been put to 
me to which I should like to answer. The con-
sultations we are to have next week with the 
United States authorities do indeed cover other 
problems as well as straightforward questions. 
In this sense I can reply to those Members who 
have been underlining-as, indeed, I did in my 
speech-that, important as they are, trade 
measures are not in a modern, complex world 
the only element to be taken into account. Other 
elements- the way we deal with raw materials, 
the way we deal with industrial problems, devel-
opment problems, monetary problems and 
general economic policy problem~ll have 
their increasing significance and must therefore 
be brought into the consultations and into co-
operation at an international level. We can no 
longer progress toward a more open and more 
liberal world trade unless the necessary condi-
tions have been provided through closer coopera-
tion in a number of other fields in the broad 
spectrum of economic policies. On this point, 
therefore, I am in total agreement with what 
has been said by Members of this Parliament 
this afternoon. 
Some mention has been made in this same con-
nection of the importance of non-tariff barriers. 
I need not assure the House of the importance 
I personally attach to this issue: I have discussed 
these matters with the House often enough so 
that you will know that I give them a very 
high priority indeed in any internal or external 
discussions of trade questions. I was asked: 
how did this cheese question, to which reference 
has been made by others and myself, come 
about? I should like to make it clear that the 
Commission did not enter into any agreement 
with the United States Government in the spring 
concerning cheese refunds. We were faced, 
however, with a situation where we had the 
choice between two evils, the one obviously 
greater than the other. Either we took unilateral 
action to remove our refunds in regard to the 
cheeses I have mentioned, or we would be faced 
with a situation where taxes would be imposed 
on all cheese exports from Europe to the United 
States. In that situation, we decided not to enter 
into any agreements but to choose the lesser 
evil: we removed the refunds--at some cost to 
our trade- for three cheeses in order to avoid 
the imposition of a tax on all our cheese exports 
to the United States. ·It was by no means a 
satisfactory solution, but the choice of a lesser 
evil. We shall have to return to the subject in 
our conversations with the American authorities. 
Why precisely these cheeses were chosen by the 
American authorities is something of a mystery: 
to a large extent it seems to have been a 
question of their conception of prices, but what 
subsequently happened in the way of cheap 
exports of cheese from other countries puts this 
argument very much in doubt. 
It has been remarked-and I am happy about 
this-that we must look upon these problems 
not only in the light of European-American 
relations, however important these are to both 
sides, both economically and politically, but also 
in a wider perspective, that of our own policies 
within Europe. 
Here reference was made to the recent action 
taken by the Swedish Government in regard to 
imports of shoes. The Swedish Government in-
voked, as stated, Article 21 of the Free Trade 
Agreement, which refers to 'situations of war'. 
'imminent threat of war' in order to justify the 
imposition of import restrictions on footwear. 
Let me state quite clearly and firmly that this 
position assumed by the Swedish Governement 
is not acceptable to the Community. We have 
made it quite clear in the relevant bodies of the 
free trade area organization that this position 
is not acceptable and cannot be made so to the 
Communities, as we have learned that it is not 
acceptable to Sweden's partners in GATT, in 
the OECD or even in the European Free Trade 
Area. 
So far as the Community is concerned, the in-
evitable consequence will be that the free trade 
area agreement will be implemented in accord-
ance with the rules, which means that as of 12 
o'clock yesterday the ceilings on imports of 
paper which previously had not triggered off 
higher duties on imports from Sweden, have 
done so. It is regrettable, it is deplorable, but 
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this is the inevitable consequence when coun-
tries take unilateral action at the cost of their 
neighbours. Each time it happens it is going to 
have these consequences, and I am happy that 
this example has been brought forward in order 
to drive home the point that unilateral action 
by individual countries at the height of an inter-
national economic crisis is just too dangerous. 
Mr President, with regard to the American 
situation and to the forthcoming presidential 
elections, the question has been raised whether 
the threats to which I have referred and which 
have been discussed this afternoon will manifest 
themselves in specific decisions, or whether 
there is hope that they will recede. Economic 
reasoning, apart from the type of political 
reasoning we have been advancing this after-
noon, should indicate that the pressure will 
recede. There is a clear upswing-or the begin-
ning of an upswing-in the American economy; 
the United States has, as I have indicated, a 
growing surplus in its balance of payments with, 
among others, Europe. And so there is no real 
economic justification for an escalation of deci-
sions by the American administration in regard 
to the various subjects to which reference has 
been made. Whether political factors will work 
in the opposite direction, one can only speculate; 
but I do not think that the American Adminis-
tration, even in the face of approaching elec-
tions, has shown or will show indications of 
abdicating its responsibility in holding the fort 
against pressures which are sectoral. I do not 
think that the American Administration will 
yield to these pressures but obviously it is our 
duty to exert as much influence as we possibly 
can, in the name of political interest and in the 
name of economic interest, to sustain the will 
of the American Administration to withstand 
these pressures, just as it is our duty to with-
stand, as we have been withstanding, pressures 
from inside our own Community. 
At this point I would like to say that when we 
speak about the serious economic crisis in which 
we are living, it is the most serious crisis since 
the Second World War. Nevertheless, both the 
international economic community and our own 
European Economic Community have been able 
to withstand the protectionist pressures so far. 
We have ourselves maintained our internal 
markets, and basically we have maintained free 
trade internationally. And therefore, in the face 
of predictions of chaotic and tragic develop-
ments, I would nevertheless like to inject into 
the discussion this notion of guarded optimism 
in that so far, throughout nearly 18 months of 
crisis, we have withstood, and this is no small 
achievement, in particular as far as the Euro-
pean Community is concerned. Thus, there is 
still reason to look upon the future both inside 
the Community and between the Community 
and its trading partners, with a reasonable 
degree of confidence. I would not like this after-
noon to draw the conclusion that our concern 
over the pressures in the United States should 
now lead us to believe that multilateral trade 
negotiations have to be abandoned. I believe 
now, as before, that such international trade 
negotiations in themselves constitute one of the 
most important defences against unwanted and 
serious backlashes into protectionism. I would 
therefore certainly not draw that conclusion 
here this afternoon. On the contrary, I would 
hope that we, together with our trading part-
ners, including the United States, could give new 
credibility and new life to the ongoing trade 
negotiations to the benefit of our economies and 
to our political life as a whole. 
(Applause) 
President. - I have no motion for a resolution 
on this debate. 
The debate is closed. 
12. Change in the agenda 
President. - The last item on the agenda was 
to have been a debate on the report drawn up 
by Mr Dondelinger on behalf of the Committee_ 
on· Social Affairs and Employment on a proposal 
from the Commission of the European Commu-
nities to the Council for a regulation amending 
Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 on the extension of 
trade union rights to workers moving within 
the Community (Doc. 354/75). In view, however, 
of the decision already taken to close this sit-
ting at 7.15 p.m., I propose that this item be 
placed immediately after the vote on the budget 
tomorrow, Thursday. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
13. Agenda for next sitting 
President. - The next sitting will be held 
tomorrow, Thursday, 13 November 1975, with 
the following agenda: 
10.00 a.m. and 3.00 p.m. 
- Vote on the motion for a resolution contained 
in the Aigner report on the draft amending 
and supplementary budget No 3 of the Com-
munities for 1975; 
- Vote on the motion for a resolution contain-
ed in the Flesch report on Parliament's 
estimates for 1976; 
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- Vote on the motion for a resolution con-
tained .in the Flesch report on Sections II 
and IV of the draft general budget of the 
Communities for 1976; 
- Vote on the draft general budget of the Com-
munities for 1976 and on the motion for a 
· resolution contained in the Cointat report; 
- Dondelinger report on the extension of trade 
union rights to workers moving within the 
Community; 
- Artzinger report on the annual report on the 
economic situation in the Community; 
- Schwabe report on a system of bracket tariffs 
for the carriage of goods (without debate); 
- Giraud report on the Community quota for 
the carriage of goods; 
- Carretoni Romagnoli report on the education 
of migrant children; · 
- Mitterdorfer report on Community transit; 
- Mitterdorfer report on the elimination of 
technical barriers to trade; 
- Pintat report on investment projects of 
interest to the Community. 
The sitting is closed. 
(The sitting was closed at 7.15 p.m.) 
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Questions which could not be answered during Question 
Time, with written ·answeTs 
Question by Mr Spicer 
can the Commission report on the current state of negotiations for the continuance 
of the Dragon project? 
AnsweT 
The Coreper meeting tomorrow is to consider a proposal from the German 
delegation for the renewal of the Agreement for a period of nine months, that 
is, from 1 April to 31 December 1976. 
This extension would be used to consider the possibility of other countries, 
like the United States and Japan, acceding to the Agreement, thereby reducing 
the share of the costs borne by the U~ited Kingdom, which has raised the most 
serious objections to the project. 
The Commission considers the three months' extension proposed by the United 
Kingdom unacceptable, since it would not allow for any negotiations. It believes, 
moreover, that the project has a future, especially in the context of research 
on alternative energy sources, particularly on the production of hydrogen. 
For these reasons, the Commission will recommend acceptance of the proposal 
to Coreper. 
Question by Mr Zeller 
When does the Commission expect to be able to submit its second action programme 
on the environment for the period 1976-1980 and, in this connection, what specific 
measures does it propose putting forward to extend the durability of products offered 
to Community consumers with a view to combating the wastage of resourceS? 
Answer 
The Comniission intends to submit to the Council its second action programme 
on the environment at the beginning of next year. 
It has not yet finally decided on the precise measures which it intends to propose 
in order .to increase the durability of products offered to Community consumers. 
Nevertheless, the Commission can assure the European Parliament that the 
second programme will give greater priority than the first to actions aimed 
at economizing on natural resources, especially by means of provisions relating 
to salvaging and recycling waste, to the composition and durability of products, 
and to the national utilization of energy and raw materials. 
At its 364th session on 16 October last, during the discussions on the Commis-
sion's 'initial reflections' on the principles and aims of the second programme, 
the Council agreed that Community action in the context of its environmental 
policy to combat the wastage of resources should be intensified. 
Question by Mr Marras 
Has the Commission received from the Italian Government the draft law of the 
Einnia-Romagna Region on the adaptation of Community directives on agricultural 
structures, and if so, what are its views on it? 
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Answer 
Article 17 of Council Directive 72/159/EEC, Article 8 of Council Directive 72/ 
160/EEC and Article 10 of Council Directive 72/161/EEC state that Member 
States shall forward to the Commission the drafts of the regulations which 
they plan to adopt pursuant to these same Directives. The Commission, after 
consulting the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures, is required to 
give its opinion within two months after receiving such communication. 
On 4 July 1975, the Italian Government forwarded to the Commission the draft 
law of the Emilia-Romagna Region in application of the Community directives 
for the reform of agricultural structures. 
The Italian Government subsequently asked the Commission by telex to 
postpone examination of the aforementioned draft. 
For this reason, the Standing Committee on Agricultural Structures has not 
yet been consulted on the draft law in question. Consultation of this committee, 
as stipulated in the articles quoted above, is mandatory before the Commission 
can give an opinion on plans to implement the socio-structural directives. 
Question by Mr Couste 
Can the Commission tell us what arrangements are being con,sidered, under the 
negotiations, for imports of crude oil and oil products from the Maghreb countries, 
Algeria in particular? 
Answer 
Within the framework of the negotiations with the three Maghreb countries 
the Commission has been requested by the Council to propose: 
1 - that crude oil and other oil products from the Maghreb countries should 
be allowed duty-free entry without quantitative restrictions; this amounts to 
a formalization of the current customs situation; 
2 - that refined oil products should be allowed duty-free entry up to a certain 
annual ceiling, fixed at 900 000 t for Algeria and 150 000 t for each of the other 
two countries; 
and in addition that for Algeria exemption of customs duties should be extended 
beyond this ceiling provided that the opening of the Community market does 
not result in a reduction of the Community's potential supply of Algerian crude 
oil; 
3 - that the preference thus proposed for refined oil products may be restricted, 
until 31 December 1979, by a unilateral decision of the Community within the 
framework of Community decisions in the area of common trade policy or on 
the establishment of a common energy policy; in the event of such a restriction 
compensation would have to be offered; 
4 - that the usual safeguard clauses should in any case be applicable for both 
crude and refined products, either by application of the general provisions 
resulting from the Treaty of Rome or in accordance with a special article in 
each of the three agreements relating to 'serious disturbances in a sector of 
the economy' and 'serious deterioration of the economic situation in a region 
of the Communi~; 
5 - that the ~ontracting parties should undertake 'not to impede the honouring 
of supply contracts for hydrocarbons concluded between operators'; 
6- and finally that cooperation on energy should be established between the 
parties concerned in order to promote the cooperation of European operators 
in exploration, production and processing programmes and all activities aimed 
at maximizing returns on such resources locally, and also to promote the 
honouring of long-term contracts. 
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IN THE CHAIR: MR S~NALE 
President 
(The sitting was opened at 10.15 a.m.) 
President. - The sitting is open. 
1. Approval of the minutes 
President. - The minutes of proceedings of 
yesterday's sitting have been distributed. 
Are there any comments? 
The minutes of proceedings are approved. 
2. Texts of treaties forwarded by the Council 
President. - I have received from the Council 
of the European Communities certified true 
copies of the following documents: 
- Agreement between the European Economic 
• Community and the People's Republic of 
Bangladesh on trade in jute products; 
- Agreement in the form of exchanges of con-
fidential letters between the European Eco-
nomic Community and the People's Republic 
of Bangladesh on trade in jute products; 
- Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters between the European Economic Com-
munity and the People's Republic of Bangla-
desh on trade in hand-made products (handi-
crafts); 
- Agreement in the form of an exchange of 
letters between the European Economic Com-
munity and the People's Republic of Bangla-
desh on trade in fabrics of silk or of waste 
silk other than noil or of cotton, woven on 
handlooms; 
-Notice of the completion by the Community 
of the procedures necessary for the conclusion 
of two agreements in the form of an exchange 
of letters between the European Economic 
Community and the People's Republic of Ban-
gladesh, one on trade in fabrics of silk or of 
waste silk other than noil or of cotton, woven 
on handlooms, and the other on trade in 
hand-made products (handicrafts); 
- Notion of the completion by the Community 
of the procedures necessary for the entry into 
force of the agreement between the European 
Economic Community and the People's Repub-
lic of Bangladesh on trade in jute products. 
These documents will be placed in the archives 
of the European Parliament. 
3. Tabling and inclusion in the agenda of two 
motions for resolutions 
President. - I have received from Mr Giraudo, 
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, a 
motion for a resolution, with request for debate 
by urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of 
the Rules of Procedure, on the Resolution of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations on 
Zionism (Doc. 376/75). 
Are there any objections to the request for 
urgent procedure? 
The adoption of urgent procedure is .agreed. 
In accordance with the decision arrived at 
yesterday by the enlarged Bureau, I propose 
that this motion for a resolution be placed on 
the agenda immediately after the vote on the 
budget and that speaking-time in this debate be 
limited to a maximum of two minutes for one 
speaker from each political group. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I have received from Mr Durieux, on behalf of 
the Political Affairs Committee, a motion for a 
resolution, with request for debate by urgent 
procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of 
Procedure, on the award of the Nobel Peace 
Prize to Andrei Sakharov (Doc. 377/75). 
Are there any objections to the request for 
urgent procedure? 
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed. The 
debate on this motion, due immediately after 
that on the motion tabled by Mr Giraudo, would 
normally be governed by the same conditions 
regarding speaking-time; but, in view of the 
latest developments concerning this problem, I 
have received a request from the Christian-
Democratic Group that each political group be 
allowed to speak for five minutes. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I call Mr Fellermaier on a point of order. 
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Mr President, I wish to 
inform ·the House that, in view of the Soviet 
Government's latest state~ent, my group has 
decided to table an amendment to the motion 
for a resolution put down by the Political Affairs 
Committee, referring specifically to the refusal 
of an exit visa for Mr Sakharov. We hope it will 
be technically ·possible to supply the other groups 
with this text as soon as possible. 
4. Budgetary procedure 
President. - Before passing to the vote on the 
different sections of the Budget, I would remind 
you briefly of some of the points contained in 
the relevant procedure. 
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In accordance with the provisions of the resolu-
tion adopted by Parliament during the October 
1975 part-session and those contained in the 
handbook on budgetary procedure, which has 
been distributed, the voting procedure will be 
as follows. 
Appropriations on which neither draft amend-
ments nor proposed modifications have been 
tabled will automatically stand adopted. 
All proposed modifications and all draft amend-
ments will be put to the vote in plenary sitting 
unless withdrawn by their authors. 
The. order in which draft amendments and pro-
posed modifications are called will be that of 
the budgetary nomenclature and of the appro-
priations to which they refer. 
If several proposed modifications or draft amend-
ments to the same article are identical in content, 
they will be called a.nd their texts put to the vote 
in the chronological order of their tabling. 
You are reminded that the Treaties require us 
to distinguish between draft amendments and 
proposed modifications: proposed modifications 
concern compulsory expenditure, while draft 
amendments concern non-compulsory expend-
iture. To be adopt~, proposed modifications 
require a majority of the votes cast, while draft 
amendments require the votes of a majority of 
the current Members of Parliament. Voting on 
proposed modifications will be by a show of 
hands, and on draft amendments by sitting and 
standing. 
After voting on the various articles, chapters 
and sections, we shall proceed to vote on the 
consequent modifications of revenue. 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
(A) Expenditure 
In order to facilitate the counting of the votes, 
persons who are not Members of Parliament but 
whose duties require their presence in the 
Chamber are urgently requested to avoid stand-
ing among the benches reserved to Represent-
atives during the voting. 
Finally, since about 150 draft amendments and 
proposed modifications have been tabled, we 
must adhere rigorously to the arrangements we 
laid down on Monday if we are to complete 
our work within a reasonable length of time. 
This means that, when the various draft amend-
ments and proposed moidfications are called, 
only the rapporteur will be entitled to speak 
if he wishes to do so. The authors of these texts 
will not be given the floor, save for the purpose 
of withdrawing them. 
5. Draft amending and supplementary budget 
No 3 for for 1975 (vote) 
President. - The next item on the agenda is 
the vote on draft amending and supplementary 
budget No 3 of the European Communities for 
1975 (Doc. 279/75) and on the motion for a reso-
lution contained in Mr Aigner's report (Doc. 
364/75). The general debate on this report took 
place on ~esday. 
Before the motion for a resolution, we must 
consider a draft amendment and a proposed 
modification to the draft amending budget. 
On Title 4, Chapter 40: 'Aids', I have draft 
AJmendment No 1, tabled by the Committee on 
Budgets: 
Enter a new Article 402 - Aid to beekeepers 
Enter an appropriation of 2.5 million u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
During the debate on the 1975 general budget of the European Communities, the 
European Parliament presented a proposal for the deletion of the premiums for the 
denaturing of sugar (which the Council also approved) subject to the presentation 
by the Commission of a proposal for a regulation on direct aid to European bee-
keepers, in view of the importance of beekeeping for the ecological balance of the 
earth. 
The Commission promised at the time to examine the matter and subsequently 
presented a proposal for a regulation. The expenditure for the present financial 
year required to initiate this action should be entered in the present supplementary 
budget. 
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What is ~e rapporteur's view? 
Mr Aigner rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
your Committee on Budgets voted unanimously 
in support of this draft amendme~t. 
P:resident. - I put draft Amendment No 1 to 
the vote. 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 652 - Other expenditure 
Item 6522 - Premium for restocking 
Increase appropriations by 62 500 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 62 500 000 u.a. 
Draft Amendment No 1 is adopted by 105 votes 
to 0, with 7 abstentions. 
On Title 6, Chapter 65: 'Beef and veal', I have 
proposed Modification No 1, tabled by Mr Scott-
Hopkins on behalf of the Commitee on Agricul-
ture, on which the Committee on Budgets has 
delivered a favourable opinion: 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Commission has sought to transfer part of the cost of restocking premiums. 
This entails modifying Regulation 464/75/EEC adopted by the Council on 27 February 
1975, on which the European Parliament had given its opinion. 
The rewriting of proposals in order to allow for a transfer to fit the requirements 
of the moment cannot be accepted. 
In addition, the result of this proposal will be to reduce expenditure from the 
Guidance Section of the EAGGF on individual projects, which have made a valuable 
contribution to restructuring Community agriculture. 
The Council has refused to allow 500fo of appropriations required by these pre-
miums to be entered under the Guarantee Section until it has taken a decision 
on the proposed modification of Regulation No. 464/75/EEC. Consequently, 500/o of 
expected expenditure on these premiums is not covered by appropriations entered 
in the 1975 budget. A supplementary budget will therefore be required. 
In order to avoid a reduction in expenditure under the Guidance Section, and to 
provide the required budgetary resources for these premiums to producers of bovine 
animals, the Committee on Agriculture believes that a further 62 500 000 u.a. should 
be entered under Item 6522. 
I put proposed Modification No 1 to the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 1 is rejected. 
Draft amending and supplementary budget No 3 
of the European Communities for the financial 
year 1975, so amended, is adopted. It will be 
forwarded to the Council of the European Com-
munities. 
On the motion for a resolution contained in 
Mr Aigner's report, I have Amendment No 1, 
tabled by Mr Aigner and Mr Lange: 
Paragraphs 4, 5 and 6 to be replaced by a new 
paragraph as follows: 
'4. Proposes to approve amending and supple-
mentary budget No. 3 of the European Com-
munities for 1975 provided the Council makes 
an appropriate statement on paragraph 3 to 
the Delegation from the European Parliament 
at the latest in the next round of consultations 
and, with this reservation, authorizes the 
President of the European Parliament at the 
appropriate time to declare amending and 
supplementary budget No. 3 of the European 
Communities for 1975 adopted.' 
President. - What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Aigner,rapporteur.- (D) Mr President, this 
was withdrawn, as being without foundation, at 
the last meeting of the committee. 
President. - Amendment No 1 is therefore 
withdrawn. 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
1 OJ c 280 of a. 12. 19'711. 
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6. General budget oj the Communities for 1976 
(vote) 
President. - The next item on the agenda is 
the vote on the draft . general budget of the 
J!iuropean Communities for 1976 (Doc. 306/,75) 
and on tl;le motions for resolutions contained in 
the reports by Mr Cointat (Doc. 361/75) and 
Miss Flesch (Docs 366/75 and 367/75). 
have been tabled which, if they are adopted, 
will have repercussions on revenue, the vote on 
the 'Revenue' section as a whole will be defer-
red until after the vote on the individual 
sections. 
We begin with Section I: 'Parliament'. 
On Title 1, Chapter 11: 'Staff', I have draft 
Amendment No 80,. tabled by the Committee on 
Budgets, which also concerns Chapter 98: 
With regard to the draft general budget, since 
proposed modifications and draft amendiD:ents 
(A) Expenditure 
Reduce this appropriation by: 
Chapter 98 - Non allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 1 972 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Own resources 
Title 4 - Deductions from staff remunerations 
2 294 390 u.a.t 
Chapter 40 - Proceeds of taxation on the salaries, wages and allowances of officials 
and other servants 
- Parliament 
Reduce these resources by: 
Chapter 41 - Staff contributions to the pension scheme 
- Parliament 
Reduce these resources by: 
General revenue 
Adjust general revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
35000 u.a. 
14000 u.a. 
The intention is to adapt the appropriations for e]!:penditure relating to staff to 
the method applied by the other Institutions. 
1 In Chapter 11, modify the appropriations as follows: 
A7'ticle 110 - Oft1c1als and temporary staff hold1ng a post provided for in the list of posts. 
Item 1100 - Baste salaries m 500 u.a. 
Item 1111 - I'IIDilly allowances 35 '120 u.a. 
Item noz - Expatriation allowances M 850 u.a. 
Item 1103 - Temporary fixed allowances 5 050 u.a. 
A7'ttcle 111 - Otber staff 
Item 1110 - Auxlllary staff 
Arlfcle 110 - Toted: 
A7'ttcle 111 - Total: 
Article llJ - ~clmess and accident· insurance and occupational d1seases 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Aecldent insurance and occupational diseases 
518120 u.a. 
30700 u.a. 
30700 u.a. 
-+ 73 830 u.a. 
+ .8200 u.a. 
Arlfcle lU - T-otal: + 78 830 u.a. 
A7'ttcle 118 - Welghttngs: - 1 as coo u.a. 
ChGp&e7' u - Total: - 2 2M 380 u.a. 
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I put this draft amendment to the vote. On Title :2, Chapter 27, Article 270: 'Official 
Journal', I have draft Amendment No 78, tabled 
by the Committee on Budgets: Draft Amendment No 80 is adopted by 127 votes 
to 0. 
(A) Expendiure 
Increase this appropriation by 21 500 u.a. 
/ 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
In consideration of the European Parliament's obligations as regards the texts to 
be published in the Official Journal and of the principle of budgetary austerity, 
the Committee on Budgets proposes this figure. 
I put this draft amendment to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 78 is ad!)pted by 128 votes 
to 0. 
(A) Expendiure 
Reduce appropriations by 3 894 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Adjust revenue accordingly 
On Title 3, Chapter 37, Article 374: 'Share of 
the expenditure of the Audit Board', I have draft 
Amen<fn?.ent No 75, tabled by Miss Flesch on 
behalf of the Committee on Budgets: 
JUSTIFICATION 
Half the funds for the Audit Board were entered in Parliament's estimates and 
the other half in the Council's estimates. The purpose of this draft amendment 
is merely, following the establishment of the budget of the European Communities, 
to bring the funds entered in Parliament's estimates in line with those entered 
in the Council's estimates. 
I put this draft amendment to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 75 is adopted by 127 votes 
to 0. 
(A) Expenditure 
On Title 3, Chapter 37, Article 375: 'Share of 
the expenditure of the ECSC Auditor', I have 
draft Amendment No 76, tabled by Miss Flesch 
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets: 
Title3 - Expenditure resulting from the Institution carrying out special 
functions 
Chapter 37 - Expenditure relating to certain institutions and bodies 
I 
Article 375 - Share of the expenditure of the ECSC Auditor 
Reduce appropriations by 3 653 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Own resources 
Reduce own resources as follows: 
Title 4 - Deductions from staff remuneration 
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Chapter 40 - Proceeds of taxation 9n the salaries, wages and allowances of offi-
cials and other servants 
- ECSC Auditor 
Reduce these resources by: 
Chapter 41 - Staff contributions to the pension scheme 
- ECSC Auditor 
Reduce these resources by: 
General revenue 
Adjust general revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
450 u.a. 
100 u.a. 
Half the funds for the ECSC Auditor were entered in Parliament's estimates and 
the other half in the Council's estimates. The purpose of this draft amendment is 
merely, following the establishment of the budget of the Communities, to bring 
the funds entered m Parliament's estimates in line with those entered in the Council's 
estimates. 
I put this draft amendment to the vote. I have two draft amendments: 
Draft Amendment No 76 is adopted by 128 votes 
to 0. 
On Title 4, Article 419: 'Other subsidies and fi-
nancial contributions towards inspection costs', 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert two new items under Article 419: 
- draft Amendment No 77, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
Item 4190 - Subsidies and financial contributions to the cost of receiving groups 
of visitors 
Enter the appropriation of 420 000 u.a. already entered against Article 419 
· Item 4191 - Subsidies towards costs incurred in receiving important visitors from 
the Member States 
Make a token entry 
(B) Revenue 
Revenue unchanged 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Committee on Budgets recognizes the necessity of creating Item 4191. Until 
such time as Parliament defines general guidelines for the allocation of these 
subsidies, only a token entry will be made against this item. 
-draft Amendment No 94, tabled by Mr 
Aigner, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Bangemann, Mr 
Scott-Hopkins and Mr Yeats, on which the 
(A) Expenditure 
Committee on Budgets has delivered a 
favourable opinion: 
Increase the appropriations of 420 000 u.a. by 80 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
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JUSTIFICATION 
The further development of the European Community and the anticipated direct 
election of Members of the European Parliament call for measures to provide the 
public with more information on the work of the European Parliament. One of the 
ways of doing this would be to invite more groups of visitors. In this connection 
attempts should be made to ensure that the visitors are people in a position to 
pass on their impressions. 
Ladies and gentlemen, since the attendance in 
the Chamber is stable, I propose that we vote 
by a show of hands where there is no danger 
of misunderstanding. 
Are there any objections? 
It is so decided. 
I put draft Amendment No 77 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 77 is adopted by 127 votes 
to 0. 
I call Miss Flesch to speak on draft Amendment 
No 94. 
Miss Flesch, rapporteur. - (F) With regard to 
draft Amendment No 94, I should like to inform 
the House that it was approved yesterday by 
the Committee on Budgets. 
At the same time, the Committee asked me to 
state that it would like to see stricter standar~ 
applied in future in order to ensure that groups 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by 100 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
of visitors are better selected and are more 
representative. This does not mean that we 
should confine our visitors here to certain ca-
tegories; we want to see visitors who are 
genuinely interested in the European Parlia-
ment and its activities and in the construction 
of Europe. If this amendment is adopted - and 
I hope it will be - I would ask the Parliament's 
services to take account of this sum of 80 000 u.a. 
in the motion for a resolution, for this is not 
yet the case. 
President. - I put draft amendment No 94 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 94 is adopted by 125 votes 
to 0, with 2 abstentions. 
On Title 9, Chapter 98, Article 980: 'Non-
allocated provisional appropriations', I have 
draft Amendment No 79, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
• 
JUSTIFICATION 
This amount is intended for Item 2710: 'General Publications'. 
Although the Committee on Budgets recognized that the arguments put forward 
(see Secretary-General's memorandum - PE 42.311) could in certain cases lead 
to increased expenditure being charged against the abovementioned item, it felt 
that these appropriations should nevertheless be entered in Chapter 98 so that their 
exact utilization could still be discussed if necessary. 
I put this draft amendment to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 79 is adopted by 128 votes 
to 0. 
The whole of Section I, as amended by the votes 
that have just taken place, is adopted. 
Establishment plan 
We pass to Section II: 'Council'. 
On Annex I. 'Economic and Social Committee', 
I have draft Amendment No 81, tabled by the 
Committee on Budgets: 
Modify the establishment plan by the following conversions of posts: 
Category A + 2 A3 
-1 A4 
,.-- 1 A5 
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Category Bt + 1 Bt4 
Category C - 1 C2 
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JUSTIFICATION 
The Bureau of the Economic and Social Committee had requested the conversion. 
of certain posts in order to adapt the structure of its secretariat to the Committee's 
actual needs. This request was refused by the Council. It is obvious that the 
Committee's work is increasing constantly in view of the growing number of 
obligatory and optional consultations. If the Committee's output capacity and 
functioning are to be maintained, the organization of the Committee's secretariat 
must be adapted to the requirements imposed by this gradual change. The staff of 
the secretariat being very small, the situation could be improved by converting 
certain posts, namely: 
- two principal administrator posts into head of division posts 
- two head of translation section posts into head of division posts 
- one clepcal officer post in.to a technical assistant post. 
Since the Committee has agreed to effect these conversions only towards the end 
of the 1976 financial year, there is no need to modify the apPropriations under the 
budget items affected by these conversions. 
I put this draft amendment to the vote. of promoting commercial relations between the 
Community and non-associated developing 
countries. Draft Amendment No 81 is adopted by 128 votes 
to O: 
The whole of Section II: 'Council', thus amended, 
is adopted. 
We pass to Section III: 'Commission'. 
I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Before the vote 
commences, Mr President, I have the honour of 
informing the House that on 6 No~ember 1975 
you received a letter of amendment from Mr 
Rumor, President-in-Office of the Council. The 
purpose of this third letter of amendment is to 
add, under Article 490, the sum of 12m u.a. to 
cover the interest on loans granted to Portugal 
by the European Investment Bank and, under 
Article 901, the sum of 3.5m u.a. for the purpose 
I wanted to make this preliminary statement, 
Mr President, since the letter I refer to neces-
sitates a slight modification of the preamble to 
the motion for a resolution insofar as a reference 
to this letter must be incorporated in it. 
President. - I hope we shall be in possession 
of the modified version of the motion for a reso-
lution when the moment comes to vote on it. 
On the Establishment plan, l have two draft 
amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 4/rev., tabled by Mr 
Cointat, Mr Durand, Mr Gibbons, Mr Pintat 
and Mr Yeats, on which the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered an unfavourable opi-
nion: 
Add to the Commission's establishment plan the following posts under the heading 
of 'Structural requirements': 
Category B: 5 B posts 
Category C: 50 C posts 
(A) Expenditure ~ 
Increase the Commission's appropriations by 740 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 740 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The object of this amendment is partially to introduce the appropriations requested 
by the Commission in its preliminary draft for 1976, for B and C Category staff to 
fill the structural shortage in the Commission's establishment plan. 
President 
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These requests were explained by the increase in tJJ.e activities ansmg from the 
implementation and administration of Community policies, entailing additional work 
in the Commission's departments. 
The situation was even more difficult in that in the case of the Commission it had 
been noted that the number of Category C posts was already markedly lower than 
the total number of A and LA posts1• 
The authors of the amendment consider that, in the interests of economy, the re-
introduction of these posts should be spread over- three :tears. 
The Commission has stated that these posts would be broken down as follows: 
1 B1 
4 B3-2 
6 C1 
38 C3-2 
6 C5-4 
Breakdown of staff (as a percentage) on the basis of the Commission's establishment 
plan for 1975 
Number of posts 
Catego:cy A and LA ± 410/o 2 018 A + 1120 LA 
Category B ± 20"/o 1566 
Category C ± 34°/e 2547 
Category D ± 50/o 381 
100"/o 7 636 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the 
budget as follows: 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 
- Expenditure relating to persons working with the Institution 
Chapter 11 - Staff 
Increase this appropriation by 323 000 u.a. • 
Chapter 12 - Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the service and 
on transfer 
· increase this appropriation by 201 600 u.a.• 
1 category A ± 26"/o (i.e., :a 018 A). 
• I~ 9hapter 11, moc:Uty the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 11: 
Item 1100 - Basic salaries 
Item 1101 - Family allowances 
Item 1102 - Expatriation allowances 
Item 1103 - Temporary :fixed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
,IUI!n 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
·rtem 1141 - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 116 - Salary weight1ngs 
• In Chapter 12, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 12: 
Chapter 11 - Total: 
I~ 1211 - Staft travel expenses (including members of the :family) 
Item 1231 - Statf installation, resettlemeot and transfer allowances 
I~ 1231 - Statf removal expenses 
_Item 1341 - Statf temporary daily subsistence allowances 
Chapter 12 - Total: 
+ 163 400 u.a. 
+ 17400 u.a. 
+ 21100 u.a. 
+ 5800 u.a. 
+ 7400 u.a. 
+ 1700 u.a. 
+ 8800 u.a. 
+ 18300 u.a. 
+ 323 000 u.a. 
+ 9900 u.a. 
+ 64700 u.a. 
+ -ffl 7110 u.a. 
+ 49300 u.a. 
+ ll01 800 u.a. 
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Title 2 - Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure 
Chapter 21 - Rental of buildings and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 118 443 u.a.1 
Chapter 22 - _Movable property and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 49120 u.a.2 
Chapter 23 - Current administrative expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 19 680 u.a.3 
Title 9 - Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 28 200 u.a. 
- draft Amendment No 90, tabled by Mr Couste 
on behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats, on which the Committee 
on Budgets has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion: 
Add to the Commission's list of posts 40 C posts under the heading of 'Structural 
requirements'. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase the Commission's expenditure by 550 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
This amendment is designed partly to restore the appropriations requested by the 
Commission in its preliminary draft budget for 1976 for Category B and C staff 
in order to cover the Commission's structural staff requirements. 
These requests are justified by developments in the Commission's administrative 
activities and by the application of multilinguism to the Commission's services. The 
situation at present gives particular cause for concern because the Commission's 
staff structure is unsuitable. The quantitative imbalance between administrative 
and supervisory staff (Category A) on the one hand and executive staff (Categories 
1 In Chapter 21, modify the appropriations as fo}Jows: 
Chapter 21: 
Article 210 - Rent 
Article 211 - Insurance 
Article 212 - Water, gas, electricity and heating 
Article 213 - Cleaning and maintenance 
Article 21f - Fitting out of premises 
Article 219 - Other expenditure 
o In Chapter 22, modify the appropriations as :follows: 
Chapter U: 
Item 2200 - New purchases (ottl.ce machinery) 
Item 2203 - Maintenance, use and repair 
Item 2210 - New purchases (furniture) 
Item 2220 - New purchases (technical equipment) 
Item 2223 - Maintenance, use and repair 
a In Chapter 23, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 23: 
Item 2300 - Stationery and office supplies 
Item 2310 - Postage 
Item 2311 - Telephone, telegraph, telex, etc. 
Item 2310 - Miscellaneous insurance 
Chapter 21 - Total: 
Chapter 22 - Total: 
Chapter 23 - Total: 
+ 68060 u.a. 
+ 1217 u.a. 
+ 8805 u.a. 
+ 17023 u.a. 
+ 20700 u.a. 
+ tMB u.a. 
+ 119 ..a u.a. 
+ 11300 u.a. 
+ 1020 u.a. 
+ 23080 u.a. 
+ 5112 u.a. 
+ 888 u.a. 
+ G120 u.a. 
+ 7 8110 u.a. 
+ 3300 u.a. 
++ 7 159- u.a. 
1380 u.a. 
+ 19680 u.a. 
~ 
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B, C and D) on the other results in a depreciation, and hence a major drop in the 
output and quality of the work performed by Category A staff. 
According to the Commission of the European Communities, the posts could be 
broken down as follows: 
5 C1 
30 C3-2 
5 C5-4 
Breakdown of staff (in °/,) on the basis of the Commission's list of posts for 1975 
No. of staff 
Category A + LA ± 410fo 2 018 A + 1120 LA 
Category B ± 20"/o 1566 
Category C ± 340fo 2547 
Category 0 ± 5'/o 381 
100"/o 7 636 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force this draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Expenditure relating to persons working within the Institution 
Chapter 11 - Staff 
Increase this appropriation by 235 800 u.a. 
Chapter 12 - Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the service 
and on transfer 
Increase this appropriation by 150 200 u.a. 
Title2 - Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure 
Chapter 21 - Rental of buildings and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 86 400 u.a. 
Chapter 22 - Movable property and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 35 800 u.a. 
Chapter 23 - Current administrative expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 14 300 u.a. 
Title 9 - other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 20 500 u.a. 
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Since these two draft amendments are mutually 
exclusive, they must be considered jointly. 
ment put to the vote is adopted, the second is 
not put to the vote. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat,rapporteur.- (F) Mr President, you 
say that these two draft amendments are mu-
tually exclusive; but in fact it seems to me that 
they should both be put to the vote. 
President. - Describing them as mutually 
exclusive means that if the first draft amend-
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Thank you, Mr 
President. I suppose that you will first put to 
the vote draft Amendment No 4/rev., which 
departs furthest from the draft budget. 
The Committee on Budgets has delivered an 
unfavourable opinion on this amendment by 11 
votes to 7. 
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President. -·I call Mr Cheysson. Draft Amendment No 4/rev. is rejected. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. - (F) 
The Commission reaffinns its need for structural 
modifications ensuring an adequate number of 
- executive staff. It therefore asks the House to 
adopt draft Amendment No 4/rev. or, failing 
that, draft Amendment No 90. 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 4/rev~ 
to the vote. 
I put draft Amendment No 90 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 90 is rejected. 
On the Establishment plan, I have draft Amend-
ment No 64, tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of 
the Committee on Budgets: 
Add to the Commission's establishment plan 2 Category A posts and 3 Category C 
posts for the Commission departments· responsible for the implementation of the 
Convention of Lome. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase the Commission's appropriations by 50 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 131 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The object of this draft amendment is to re-introduce in part certain of the requests 
for staff shown in the preliminary draft budget. The posts requested would sU.pple-
ment the Commission departments responsible in particular for implementing the 
Convention of Lome, which, in view of the substantial increase in- the number of 
the Associated States, entails considerable extra administrative work for the 
Commission. 
The Commission has stated that these five posts would be broken down as follows: 
1 A5/4 
1 A7/6 
30 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Article 110 - Officials and temporary staff holding a post provided for in the list 
of posts 
Article 113 - Sickness and accident insurance 
Article 114 - Miscellaneous allowances and grants 
Article 116 - Salary weightings 
Title 1-..:... Chapter 12 -Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the 
service and on transfer 
Article 121 - Travel expenses (including members of the family) 
Article 122 - Installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 
Article 123 - Removal expenses 
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Article 124 - Temporary daily subsistence allowances: 
Increase this appropriation by 47 300 u.a.1 
Title 9 - Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 2 500 u.a. 
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President.- What is the rapporteur's view? Draft Amendment No 64 is adopted by 127 votes 
to 0. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) The Committee on 
Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion on 
this draft amendment. 
On the Establishment plan, I have two draft 
amendments: 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 64 to 
the vote. 
- draft Amendment No 2/rev., tabled by Mr 
Cointat, Mr Durand, Mr Gibbons, Mr Pintat 
and Mr Yeats: 
Add to the Commission's establishment plan seven Category A posts for staff for 
the EAGGF, the European Regional ·Development Fund and external relations 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase Commission appropriations by 110 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 110 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The object of this draft amendment is. to re-insert at least in part certain reque,sts 
for staff and appropriations that appeared in the preliminary draft budget. The 
staff requested would be employed in particular: 
- in extending the system of on-the-spot checks, taking more effective action 
against frauds and irregularities and improving estimates of its expenditure, 
- exercising the financial control provided for by the regulation establishing the 
Regional Development Fund, 
- the development and expansion of external relations. 
It should be pointed out that these requests, in the interests of economy, were 
kept to a minimum in 1974 and 1975. Moreover, they relate to activities of a specific 
nature. 
The Commission has stated that these seven Category A posts would be broken 
down as follows: 
1 A2 
2 A3 
2 A4 
2 A5 
1 This appropriation 1s broken down in Chapters 11 and 12 es follows: 
Chapter ll: 
Item 1100 - Baste salaries 
· Item 1101 - Famlly allowances 
Item 1102 -Expatriation allowances 
Item 1103 - Temporary fixed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
Item 1141 - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 118- Salary wetghtlngs 
Chclpter u: 
Chapter ll - Totat: 
Item 1211 - Staff travel expenses (including members of the famlly) 
Item 1221 - Staff 1nstallatlon, resettlement and transfer allowances 
Ite!n 1231 - Staff removal expenses 
Item 1H1 - Staff temporary dally subsistence allowances 
+ 14800 u.a. 
+ 1800 u.~ 
+ 1800 u.a. 
+ 400 u.a. 
+ '100 u.a. 
+ 100 u.a. 
+ 800 u.a. 
+ 81100 u.a. 
+ 21100 u.a. 
+ 1100 u.a. 
+ . 41100 u.a. 
+ '1800 u.a. 
+ 4400 u.a. 
Chclpter tZ - Total: + 18 100 u.a. 
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FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Article 110 - Officials and temporary staff holding a post provided for in the list 
of posts 
Article 113 - Sickn'ess and accident insurance 
Article 114 -Miscellaneous allowances and grants 
Article 116.- Salary weightings 
Title 1 - Chapter 12 - Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the 
service and on transfer 
Article 121 - Travel expenses (including members of the family) 
Article 122 - Installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 
Article 123 - Removal expenses 
Article 124 - Temporary daily subsistence allowances 
Increase these appropriations by 65 500 u.a.1 
Title 9 -Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 3 500 u.a. 
Title 2 - Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure 
Chapter 21 - Rental of buildings and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 28 157 u.a.2 
1 In Chapters 11 and 12, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chaptet' ll: 
Item 1100 - Basic salaries 
Item 1101 - Family allowances 
Item 1102 -Expatriation allowances 
Item 1103 - Temporary fixed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
Item 1141 - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 116 - Salary weightings 
+ 20800 u.a. 
+ 2200 u.a. 
+ 2800 u.a. 
+ 1100 u.a. 
+ 200 u.a. 
+ 1100 u.a. 
+ 12500 u.a. 
Chaptet" 11 - Total: + 40 100 u.a. 
Chaptet' 12: 
Item 1211 - Staff travel expenses (including members o:t the family) 
Item 1221 - Staff installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 
Item 1231 - Staff removal expenses 
Item 1241 - Staff temporary daily subsistence allowances 
+ 1200 u.a. 
+ 61100 u.a. 
+ 11100 u.a. 
+ 8200 u.a. 
Chaptet' 12 - Total: + 25 400 u.a. 
• In Chapter 21, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapt81' 21: Rental o:t buildings and associated expenditure 
Article 210 
Article 211 
Article 212 
Article 213 
Article 214 
Article 219 
+ 15 '150 u.a. 
+ 283 u.a. 
+ 1575 u.a. 
+ 3937 u.a. 
+ 5400 u.a. 
+ 1212 u.a. 
Chapt81' 21 - Total: + 28 157 u.a. 
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Chapter 22 - Movable property and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 9 840 u.a.1 
Chapter 23 - Current administrative expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 40 657 u.a.2 
- Draft Amendment No 65, tabled by Mr Coin-
tat on behalf of the Committee on Budgets: 
Add to the Commission's establishment plan seven category A posts for staff for 
the EAGGF and the European Regional Development Fund. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase Commission appropriations by 110000 u.a. and freeze them3 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
The object of this draft amendment is to reinsert at least in part certain requests 
for staff and appropriations that appeared in the preliminary draft budget. The 
staff requested would be employed in particular: 
- in extending, within the context of EAGGF interventions, the system of on-the-
spot checks, taking more effective action against frauds and irregularities and 
improving estimates of expenditure, 
- in exercising the financial control provided for by the regulation setting up the 
Regional Development Fund. 
It should be pointed out that these requests, in the b;lterest of economy, were kept 
to a minimum in 1974 and 1975. Moreover, they relate to activities of a specific 
nature. 
The Commission has stated that these seven category A posts would be broken 
down as follows: 
1 A2 
2 A3 
2 A4 
2 A5 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
• In Chapter 22, modi~ the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 22: Movable property and associated expenditure 
Item 2200 
Item 2203 
Item 2210 
Item 2220 
Item 2222 
1 In Chapter 23, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter U: CUrrent administrative expenditure 
Item 2300 . 
Item 2310 
Item 2311 
Item 2390 
+ 300 u.a. 
+ 20 u.a. 
+ 8 200 u.a. 
+ 1208 u.a. 
+ 112 u.a. 
Chapter 32 - Total: + 9 840 u.a. 
+ ll'fOu.a. 
+ GO u.a. 
+ 910 u.a. 
+ 360 u.a. 
Chapter 23 - Total: + 2 880 u.a. 
1 This appropriation to be unfrozen only with Parliament's agreement. 
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SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Article 110 - Officials and temporary staff holding a post provided' for in the list 
of posts 
Article 113 - Sickness and accident insurance 
Article 114 - Miscellaneous allowances and grants 
Article 116 - Salary weightings 
Title 1 - Chapter 12 - Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the 
service and on transfer 
Article 121 - Travel expenses (including members of the family) 
Article 122 - Installation, resettlement' and transfer allowances 
Article 123 - Removal expenses 
Article 124 - Temporary daily subsistence allowances 
Increase these appropriations by 65 500 u.a.l 
Title 9 - Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
. Increase this appropriation by 3 500 u.a. 
Title 2 - Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure 
Chapter 21 :..:.. Rental of buildings and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 28157 u.a.2 
ChaPter 22 - Movable property and associated expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 9 840 u.a.s 
• In Chapters 11 ~d 12, modity the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 11: 
Item 1100 - Baste salaries 
Item 1101 - Family allowances 
Item 1102 - Expatriation allowances 
Item 1103 - Temporary :tlxed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
Item 11U - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 118 - Salary wetghtings 
+ 20800 u.a. 
+ 2200 u.a. 
+ 2 800 u.a. 
+ 900 u.a. 
+ 200 u.a. 
+ 1100 u.a. 
+ 131100 u.a. 
Chapter ll - Totat: + tO 100 u.a. 
Chapter l2: 
Item 1211 - Staff travel expenses (including members of the famlly) 
Item 1221 - Staff installation, resettlement and transfer allowances 
Item 1231 - Staff removal expenses 
+ 1200 u.a. 
+ 8800 u.a. 
+ 11100 u.a. 
+ 8200 u.a. Item lUI - Staff temporary daily subsistence allowances 
• In Chapter 21, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 21: Rental of buildings and associated expenditure 
Article 210 
Article 211 
Article 212 
Article 213 
Article 21t 
Article 219 
• In Chapter 22, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 2!: Movable property and associated expencnture 
Item 2200 
Item 2203 
Item 2210 
Item 2220 
Item 2223 
Chapter 12 - Totat: + :t5 a u.a. 
+ 15 'ftiO u.a. 
+ Z83 u.a. 
+ 1575 u.a. 
+ 3937 u.a. 
+ sau.a. 
+ 1m u.a. 
Chapter 21 - Totat: + 28 15'1 u.a. 
+ SOO u.a. 
+ · ·20·u.a. 
+ ···\I.a. + 1108 u.a. 
+ 112 u.a. 
Chapter ~~ - Totat: + 8 MO u.a. 
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Chapter 23 - Current administrative expenditure 
Increase this appropriation by 40 657 u.a.1 
Draft Amendment No 2/rev. i:s rejected. 
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President. - What i:s the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat,rapporteur.- (F) The Conunittee on 
Budgets approves the content of these draft 
amendments. By tabling draft Amendment No 
65, however, it proposes that these appropria-
tions be frozen, a point not contained in draft 
Amendment No 2/rev. Consequently, the Com-
mittee on Budgets advocates rejecting draft 
Amendment No 2/rev. ·and adopting draft 
Amendment No 65. 
I put draft Amendment No 65 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 65- is adopted by 123 votes 
to 0, with 4 abstentions. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 2/rev. 
to the vote. 
On the Establishment plan, I have two draft 
amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 1/rev., tabled by Mr 
Cointat, Mr Durand, Mr Gibbons, Mr Pintat 
and Mr Yeats, on which the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered an unfavourable opi-
nion: 
Modify the establishment plan by the following conversions of posts: 
Category A: + 23 A4- 23 A5 Category C: + 119 C1 
Category B: + 31 l31 
66 C2 
53 C3 
- 6 B2 + 6 C4 
-25 B3 6 C5 
+ 5 l34 
- 5 B5 Category D: + 15 Dl 
15 D2 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase Commission appropriations by 259 600 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 259 600 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The breakdown of posts is the result of a compromise between the Commission's 
requests in the preliminary draft budget for 1976 and the rapporteur's desire to 
ensure a proper and reasonable career structure while at the same time restricting 
expenditure. 
The comparatively large number of posts to be converted is justified by the following 
considerations. 
In the interests of economy, the Commission restricted its requests for new posts in 
1974 and 1975 and again in 1976; in addition, staff turnover was extremely low 
mainly because of the low average age of officials - resulting in particular from 
operations arising from the merging of the executives and the enlargement of the 
Communities. 
The Commission, appreciating the need to establish a proper staff policy which 
would no longer be dependent on the fluctuations in the establishment plan, has 
also asked a group of experts to study the problem; their conclusions will not, 
however, be available before the final adoption of the 1976 Budget. 
The Commission considers that its request: 
- is of a provisional character, pending a general proposal by the Commission, 
1 In Chapter 23, modify the appropriations as follows: 
Chapter 23: Current administrative expenditure 
Item 2300 
Item 2310 
Item 2311 
Item ZUO 
+ 1170 u.a. 
+ Qlu.a. 
+ 110 u.a. 
+ 380 u.a. 
Chapter 23 - Total: + 2 880 u.a. 
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- is a purely budgetary operation, as was always the case in the past, and its 
budgetary effects will be comparatively limited, 
- is based on an assessment of the various parameters affecting staff movements 
(vacant posts, turnover, etc.) that is as objective as possible, 
- specifies a maximum percentage for the promotions the Commission considers 
· appropriate in each grade, so that opportunities will no longer be left to chance 
(number of new posts, number of resignations) as in the past, and thus provides 
the basis for a staff policy, 
- insures that the system will operate in both directions since it provides for the 
adjustment of grades when the number of vacant posts exceeds promotion 
requirements. 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, the draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Article 110 - Officials and temporary staff holding a post provided for in the list 
of posts 
Article 113 - Insurance against accidents and occupational diseases 
Article 114 - Miscellaneous allowances and grants 
Article 116 - Salary weightings 
Increase this appropriation by 230 500 u.a.1 
Title9 - Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 29 100 u.a. 
-Draft Amendment No 89, tabled by Mr 
Couste on behalf of the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered an un-
favourable opinion: 
Modify the list of posts by the following conversions: 
Category A: + 23 A4- 23 A5 Category C: + 84 C1 
+ 31 B1 
-66 C2 
Category B: 
-18 C3 
-22 B2 + 19 C4 9 B2 
-19 C5 
+ 4 B4 
4 B5 Category D: + 15 01 
-15 02 
1 In Chapter U, modify appropriations as follows: 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Item 1100 - Basic salaries 
Item 1101 - Family allowances 
Item 1102 - Expatriation allowances 
Item 1103 - Temporary fixed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
Item 11U - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 118 - Salary weightings 
Chapter ll - Totat: 
+ 122 500 u.a. 
+ 13100 u.a. 
+ 15800 u.a. 
+ 5 500 u.a. 
+ 1300 u.a. 
+ 72200 u.a. 
+ 230 500 u.a. 
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(A) Expenditure 
Increase the expenditure of the Commission by 225 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
This amendment is designed to give reasonable prospects of promotion to the 
staff of the Commission in 1976. 
Under the present system promotion can result only from a vacancy for a new 
post created in the budget, from a post released as a result of the departure of its 
holder (death, retirement) or from the conversion of a post authorized by the 
budgetary authority. 
Since the average age of officials is at present very low in view of the voluntary 
retirement measures connected with the enlargement of the Communities and since 
the Commission did not request any new posts in 1974 and in 1975 (except in the 
technical and linguistic sectors), it is clear that there will be scarcely any pro-
motions in 1976 unless Parliament adopts the proposals made by the Commission 
in its preliminary draft budget as regards the careers of its officials. 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Pursuant to the provisions in force, the present draft amendment has the following 
implications for the budget: 
SECTION III - COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Article 110 - Officials and temporary staff holding a post provided for in the list 
of posts 
Article 113 - Sickness and accident insurance 
Article 114 - Miscellaneous allowances and grants 
Article 116 - Salary weightings 
Increase this appropriation by 200 000 u.a.1 
Title9 -Other expenditure 
Chapter 98 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations 
Increase this appropriation by 25 000 u.a. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
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Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) The Committee on 
Budgets recognizes that there is a problem con-
cerning promotion and the normal development 
of careers, but it has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion becau_se it considers that we must await 
completion of the revision of the Staff Regula-
tions before taking any further measures. It has 
therefore adopted a negative attitude to draft 
Amendment No 1/rev. by 13 votes to 3 and to 
draft Amendment No 89 by 16 votes to 6, even 
though the latter amendment constitutes a com-
promise. 
1 Within Chapter 11, the appropriations are modified as follows: 
Title 1 - Chapter 11 - Staff 
Item 1100 - Basic salaries 
Item 1101 - Family allowances 
Item 1102 - Expatriation allowance 
Item 1103 - Temporary fixed allowances 
Item 1130 - Sickness insurance 
Item 1131 - Insurance against accidents 
Item 1141 - Travel expenses on annual leave 
Article 118 -Salary weightings 
Total Chapte7' 11 
+ 108 000 u.a. 
+ 10000 u.a. 
+ 13000 u.a. 
+ 4000 u.a. 
+ 1000 u.a. 
+ 84000 u.a. 
+ 200 000 u.a. 
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President.- I put draft Amendment No 1/rev. 
to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 89 is rejected. 
Draft Amendment No 1/rev. is rejected. 
I put draft Amendment No 89 to the vote. 
On the Establishment plan, I have draft Amend-
ment No 51, tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of 
the Committee on Budgets: 
Add to the Commission's establishment plan two category A posts to ensure the 
permanent representation of staff. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase expenditure by 33 300 u.a., to be broken down as shown overleaf 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
This draft amendment is similar to an amendment already adopted by Parliament 
at its first reading of the 1975 budget, although the amount proposed this time reflects 
a greater desire to economize. The aim is to create two category A posts to cover the 
staff's need for permanent representation at the Commission's administration. By 
their very nature, these posts must be considered temporary. 
The European Parliament created such a post in 1975 and it seems only natural that 
staff as numerous as that of the Commission should be represented on a permanent 
basis by two senior officials. The Commission has stated that these posts would 
consist of: 
1 A5 
1 A7 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
Under the provisions currently in force, this draft amendment will affect the budget 
as follows: 
SECTION III- COMMISSION 
Expenditure 
Title 1 - Expenditure relating _to persons working with the Institution 
Chapter 11 -Staff 
Items 
1100 ..................................................................... . 
1101 ..................................................................... . 
1102 ......•............................................................... 
1103 ..•....•.........................•.................................... 
1130 ............•......................•.......................•.......... 
1131 .........•.•....•.....................•.....•..............•.....•..•. 
1141 .................................•.•..••......•........•...•.•........ 
Article 116 ..........................................•...... : . ............ . 
u.a. 
11950 
1300 
1550 
600 
150 
350 
8100 
TOTAL ................................... ··-·•···· ..• ;...................... 24000 
Chapter 12 - Allowances and expenses on entering and on leaving the service and on 
transfer 
Items 
1211 
1221 ..........................•............................................ 
1231 
1241 
....................... ·········-··········••'••························ 
u.a. 
400 
2650 
3500 
2750 
TOTAL .................................. : .. · ....... .'....................... 9 300 
Chapters 11 and 12 - Total 33 300 
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President. -What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion 
on this draft amendment by 17 votes, with 4 
abstentions. 
Draft Amendment No 51 is adopted by 127 votes 
to 0, with 3 abstentions. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 111 - Other staff 
Item 1112 - Local staff 
Freeze an appropration of 200 000 u.a.1 
(B) Revenue 
Unchanged 
We pass to Title 1. 
On Chapter 11, Article 111, Item 1112: 'Local 
staff', I have draft Amendment No 93, tabled by 
Mr Fellermaier ·on behalf of the Socialist Group: 
JUSTIFICATION 
Until Parliament pronounces definitively on the Information Bureau in Santiago de 
Chile, it is inconceivable that the Commission should increase from 6 to 9 the number 
of local staff intended for this Bureau. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) This draft amend-
ment relating to local staff would require the 
Commission to abstain from increasing from 6 
to 9 the number of local staff intended for 
Santiago de Chile. The Committee on Budgets 
has delivered an unfavourable opinion on this 
draft amendment by 16 votes to 10, with 1 
abstention. 
(A) Expenditure 
Title 1- Chapter 14 
Insert an Article 145 - Building loans 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 93 is rejected by 72 votes 
to 52, with I abstention. 
On Title 1, Chapter 14: 'Expenditure on social 
welfare', I have draft Amendment No 66, tabled 
by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on 
Budgets: 
Reinstate the appropriation of 2 million u.a. provided for in the preliminary draft 
budgel 
(B) Revenue 
Reinstate Article 994 (revenue chapter) : 
'repayment of building loans; proceeds from interest on these loans'. Enter an 
appropriation of 125 016 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Committee on Budgets considers that an appropriation of 2 million u.a. should be 
included in the budget with effect from 1976 for a period of five years for the purpose 
of granting building loans to officials of the Institutions of the European Com-
munities. 
The ECSC funds made available to officials have proved inadequate to meet a large 
number of applications for loans (450 applications are currently in abeyance) although 
extremely strict criteria have been applied in order to preserve the social character 
of this scheme. 
1 To be unfrozen only with Parllament's agreement. 
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This operation is particularly useful in the present economic conditions because it 
can be integrated in the measures adopted by the Member States themselves to 
provide incentives for investment, particularly investment in property. 
The cost of this operation for 1976 must be assessed in the light of the fact that the 
amounts arising from amortization and interest are entered in the budget as revenue; 
this would not, therefore, constitute non-recoverable expenditure, but would be an 
interest-producing loan which would be restored to the budget in its entirety within 
25 years at the most. 
This request was already submitted last year by the Committee on Budgets. It is now 
corroborated by the similar suggestions put forward by an inter-institutional group 
set up to study this matter. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) This amendment 
aims at increasing by two million u.a. building-
loans offered to officials. In 1975, this Parlia-
ment voted a similar amendment, but the sum 
involved was rejected by the Council because 
on that occasion the Commission had made no 
propsals to this effect in its preliminary· draft 
budget. This year, the Commission has made 
such proposals, and for this reason the Com-
mittee on Budgets asks you to adopt this draft 
amendment, on which it has delivered a very 
favourable opinion by 20 votes, with 2 absten-
tions. 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 210 - Rent 
Item 2100 - Rent 
Reduce appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Reduce revenue by: 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. · 
Draft Amendement No 66 is adopted by 122 
votes to 0. 
We pass to Title 2. 
On Chapter 2, Article 2, Article 210, Item 2100: 
'Rent', I have draft Amendment No 91, tabled 
by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist 
Group, on which the Committee on Budgets has 
delivered an unfavourable opinion: 
1 U.&. 
1 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Information Bureau of Santiago de Chile will have to be transferred to another 
Latin-American country which can guarantee the undisturbed progress of the specific 
information work of the Bureau. Until the European Parliament takes a final decision 
on this Bureau, the appropriations intended for rents should be reduced by a symbolic 
1 u.a. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) This draft amend-
ment is similar to the one that has just been 
rejected on the question of the Information 
Bureau at Santiago de Chile. Consequently, the 
Committee on Budgets has also delivered an 
unfavourable opinion on this draft amendment. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
(A) ExpendittJ:re 
Draft Amendment No 91 is rejected by 69 votes 
to 54, with 1 abstention. 
On Chapter 22, Article 222, Item 2221: 'Replace-
ments', I have draft Amendment No 82, tabled 
by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Committee on 
Budgets: 
Enter an appropriation of 150 000 u.a. against this item in 
Section III - Commission 
Annex II to Section III - Official Publications Office 
President 
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(B) Compensation 
Reduce the appropriations entered in Chapter 98 by 150 000 u.a. in 
Section III - Commission 
Annex II to Section III - Official Publications Office 
(C) Remarks 
Item 2221: In Section III - Commission - amend the third paragraph accordingly 
In Annex II - Official Publications Office - amend the second paragraph 
accordingly 
(D) Remarks 
Chapter 98 - Section III - Commission - Delete subparagraph (2) 
Chapter 98 - Annex II - Official Publications Office - Delete the second indent 
JUSTIFICATION 
At the time of the establishment of the estimates of the Official Publications Office 
and of the preliminary draft general budget for the 1976 financial year, a technical 
study was in progress with a view to replacing the existing photocomposition equip-
ment at the Official Publications Office. An appropriation of 150 000 had been provi-
sionally entered for this purpose in Chapter 98. 
At its meeting of 10 October the Administrative Board of the Official Publications 
Office decided on the basis of the results of the abovementioned study to purchase 
the equipment in question. 
Under the circumstances it is no longer necessary to maintain the 150 000 u.a. entered 
under Chapter 98: this appropriation should therefore be transfered to the appropriate 
budgetary heading (Item 2221). 
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What is the rapporteur's view? President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The purpose of 
this draft amendment is to transfer an appro-
priation from Chapter 98 to Article 222 in order 
to make possible the immediate purchase of 
photocomposition equipment for the Official 
Publications Office. The Committee on Budgets 
has delivered a unanimously favourable opinion 
on this draft amendment. 
(A) Expenditure 
Draft Amendment No 82 is adopted by 124 votes 
to 0. 
On Chapter 25, Article 254: 'Campaigns on 
behalf of young people', I have draft Amend-
ment No 26, tabled by Mr Suck on behalf of 
the Committee on Oultural Affairs and Youth, 
on which the Committee on Budgets has deliver-
ed a favourable opinion: 
Enter an appropriation of 190 000 u.a. in this Article. 
(B) Compensation 
Reduce the appropriations entered in Article 980 by: 100 000 u.a. 
(C) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 90 000 u.a. 
(D) Remarks 
In the remarks on Article 980, delete Item 3: Campaigns on behalf of young people. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its preliminary draft general budget for 1976, the Commission asked for 190 000 u.a. 
under this Article. The Council accepted a token entry against Article 254 and entered 
100 000 u.a. for it under Chapter 98 (non-allocated provisional appropriations). 
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Since the Council started discussing the recommendation for a decision. ·setting up a 
Committee on Youth Affairs and a Youth Forum in the middle of 1975, and since the 
patience of European youth organizations should be tried no longer, the Committee 
on Cultural Affairs and Youth considers that the appropriations should be increased 
to the figure originally entered, so as to get the Youth Forum off to a good start. 
What is the rappbrteur's view? On Chapter 25: 'Expenditure for formal and 
other meetings', I have three draft amendments: 
Mr Cointat, TapporteuT. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion 
on this draft amendment by 12 votes to 9. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 26 is adopted by 120 votes 
to 0, with 5 abstentions. 
(A) Expenditure 
-Draft Amendment No 43, tabled by Mr 
Adams, Mr Albers, Mr Albertsen, Mr Ber-
mani, Mr Carpentier, Mr Dondelinger, Mr 
Glinne, Mr Kavanagh and Mr Stewart on 
behalf of the Socialist Group: 
Title4 - Buildings, equipment and miscellaneous administrative expenditure 
Chapter 25 - Expenditure for formal and other meetings 
Insert an Article 256 - Expenditure on pre-consultation meetings of trade unions 
Increase appropriations by: 200000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 200000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The sum of 200 000 u.a. represents the reinstatement of appropriations entered in 
the Commission's preliminary draft budget (Article 256) (for the second year running). 
The appropriations were intendecl to facilitate and develop regular contacts at all 
levels with trade union organizations. In particular their purpose was to allow the 
European trade union movement to formulate its ideas and proposals before the 
final decision-making stage is reached. 
The introduction by the Commission of this budgetary entry has given practical 
expression to the commitment given at the Paris Summit Conference whereby the 
two sides of industry were to be given increasing participation in the major economic 
and social decisions of the Community. 
In view of the .importance attached by the ETUC to the building of Europe and 
especially its social evol]Jtion, it is imperative that this entry should appear in the 
1976 budget. 
- Draft Amendment No 88, tabled by Mr 
Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist Group: 
(A) Expenditure 
Add an Article 256 - Expenditure for preliminary trade-union consultations. 
Appropriations to be increased by: 200000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Revenue to be increased by: 200000 u;a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 100 000 u.a. accepted by the Committee on Budgets seems quite inadequate for 
the achievement of the objective of involving the trade-union movements more 
closely in European decisions. 
The reason given by the Committee on Budgets, ie. the need to make savings, are 
not sufficient justification for reducing the meagre appropriations set aside for an 
activity considered essential by the Paris Summit Conference. 
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- Draft Amendment No 52, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert an Article 256 - Expenditure on preconsultation meetings of trade unions 
Increase appropriations by: 100 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 100000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The sum of 100 000 u.a. represents the reinstatement of half the appropriations 
entered in the Commission's preliminary draft budget (Article 256) (for the second 
year running). The appropriations were intended to facilitate and develop regular 
contact at all levels with trade union organizations. In particular their purpose was 
to allow the European trade union movement to formulate its ideas and proposals 
before the final decision-making stage is reached. 
The introduction by the Commission of this budgetary entry has given practical 
expression to the commitment given at the Paris Summit Conference whereby the 
two sides of industry were to be given increasing participation in the major economic 
and social decisions of the Community. 
In view of the importance attached by the ETUC to the building of Europe and 
especially its social evolution, it is imperative that this entry should appear in the 
1976 budget; in view, however, of the desire to economize which characterizes the 
1976 budget, the Committee on Budgets feels that the appropriations proposed by 
the Commission under this Article should be reduced by half. 
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What is the rapporteur's opinion? Mr Fellermaier, does the Socialist Group 
maintain draft Amendment No 88? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) I would first point 
out that draft Amendments Nos 43 and 88 are 
identical and propose increasing by 200 000 u.a. 
appropriations for expenditure on pre-consulta-
tion meetings of trade unions, while draft 
Amendment No 52, tabled by the Committee on 
Budgets, proposes to increase these appropria-
tions by only 100 000 u.a. 
The Committee on Budgets has decided against 
draft Amendments Nos 43 and 88, and recom-
mends the adoption of draft Amendment No 52. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 43 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 43 is rejected by 70 votes 
to 55, with 1 abstention. 
(A) Expenditure 
Freeze an appropriation of: 
(B) Revenue 
unchanged 
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) No, Mr President. 
President.- Draft Amendment No 88 is there-
fore withdrawn. 
I put draft Amendment No 52 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 52 is adopted by 108 votes 
to 18. 
On Title 2, Chapter 27, Article 272, Item 2720: 
'Expenditure on the dissemination of informa-
tion, on popularization and on participation in 
public events', I have draft Amendment No 92, 
tabled by Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the 
Socialist Group: 
200 000 u.a.1 
JUSTIFICATION 
Until the European Parliament takes a decision on the Information Bureau in San-
tiago de Chile, the Commission is requested to freeze the work of this Bureau. 
1 To be unfrozen only with Parliament's agreement. 
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What is the rapporteur's view? We pass to Title 3. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) This draft amend-
ment, too, concerns the Information Bureau at 
Santiago de Chile. The Committee on Budgets 
recommends you to reject it. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 92 is rejected by 63 votes 
to 54, with 1 abstention. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
On Chapter 30, Article 304: 'Measures in support 
of, and with the participation of, movements 
which could increase the effectiveness of the 
social policy of the Community', I have draft 
Amendment No 19, tabled by Mr Alfred Bertrand 
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs 
and Employment, on which the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion: 
95 000 u.a 
JUSTIFICATION 
The figures given in the remarks on this Article clearly show that, in view of the 
importance and the extent of Community measures to help migrant workers and 
handicapped persons, no effective policy can be pursued with the appropriations 
proposed by the Council. 
This year account must also be taken of the two new sectors resulting from the 
decisions taken within the context of Women's Year. 
The appropriations proposed by the Council will mean a cutback on 1975 of current 
activities by at least 30 000 u.a. or more if measures for women are also deducted 
therefrom. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The opmwn of 
the Committee on Budgets is favourable. 
President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 19 is adopted by 110 votes 
to 14. 
(A) Expenditure 
On Chapter 30, Article 305: 'Community 
measures under the employment policy', I have 
two draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 20, tabled by Mr Alfred 
Bertrand on behalf of the Committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment: 
Insert an Item 3051-a1 - Contribution to pilot project on better housing for migrant 
workers 
The token entry proposed by the Commission to be entered in the budget. 
(B) Revenue 
Revenue to be increased accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment feels it would be wrong, in the 
present socio-economic situation, to exclude even the possibility of the Community 
making appropriations available in 1976 for this purpose; this would be incompatible 
with the concern increasingly evinced by the Community with regard to the problems 
of migrants. 
Another factor is that at the moment, the bulding sector is one of the economic 
sectors most threatened by unemployment; stimulation of this sector would also 
benefit many other workers. 
1 Item 3052 1n the Commission's preliminary draft budget. 
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-draft Amendment No 67, tabled by the 
Committee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert a new Item 3052- Contribution to pilot projects on better housing for migrant 
workers 
Reinstate the token entry proposed by the Commission. 
Item 3052 of the draft budget becomes Item 3053. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Committee on Budgets adopts the justification given by the Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment (Doc. 306/20/PdA). 
I draw your attention, in passing, to the fact 
that the text of Part B: 'Revenue' is to be deleted 
in both draft amendments, since the entries are 
token entries. 
Since both these amendments pursue the same 
object, they must be considered jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets took the view that it was more 
correct to create an Item 3052 instead of an Item 
3051-a, but so far as the substance goes, it is 
entirely in agreement with Mr Bertrand. 
I take the liberty of asking Mr Bertrand whether 
he would not agree to withdraw his draft amend-
ment in favour of draft Amendment No 67, 
which is more correct from the financial point 
of view. 
(A) Expenditure 
Enter an appropriation of: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
President. - Mr Bertrand, do you maintain your 
draft amendment? 
Mr Alfred Bertrand.- (NL) We withdraw our 
amendment at the rapporteur's request. 
President.- Draft Amendment No 20 is there-
fore withdrawn. 
I put draft Amendment No 67 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 67 is adopted by 125 votes 
to 0. 
On Chapter 30, Article 307: 'Community 
measures for the participation of both sides of 
industry in the Community's economic and 
social decisions-Operations of the European 
Trade-Union Institute', I have draft Amendment 
No 21, tabled by Mr Alfred Bertrand on behalf 
of the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, on which the Committee on Budgets has 
delivered an unfavourable opinion: 
500000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The importance of the expenditure envisaged for this Article, i.e. to increase the 
participation of trade unions and in particular to create a European Trade Union 
Institute, is self-evident. Moreover, this objective is supported by the Tripartite 
Conference which since 1974 is held at least once every five years. 
If, as was decided at the 1972 Summit Conference, Europe is to be given concrete 
form for its citizens, the creation of a European Trade Union Institute must be 
considered as one of the most efficient means of achieving this aim. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) This draft amend-
ment was the subject of a long discussion. In 
the end, the Committee on Budgets delivered 
an unfavourable opinion by 8 votes to 7, with 
4 abstentions, taking the view that it was un-
necessary to set up a European Trade-Union 
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Institute since the trade unions are represented 
on the Economic and Social Committee. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 21 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 21 is rejected by 65 votes 
to 10, with 31 abstentions. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
On Chapter 31, Article 311, Item 3110: 'Health 
measures in respect of intra-Community trade 
in fresh meat', I have draft Amendment No 40, 
tabled by Mr Frehsee, Mr Hansen, Mr Hughes, 
Mr Laban and Lord Walston, on which the 
Committee on Budgets has delivered an un-
favourable opinion: 
3 000 u.a. 
3000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council has reduced the appropriations proposed by the Commission from 
10 000 to 7 000 u.a., although 1975 expenditure in this field amounted to 10 000 u.a. 
Since inspections are made by veterinary experts when infringements of the rules 
governing the products in question (fresh meat, poultrymeat) are suspected and when 
such infringements could create difficulties in intra-Community trade, appropriations 
should be increased by 3 000 u.a. to enable these inspections, which are necessary 
to ensure the smooth functioning of intra-Community trade, to be continued on about 
the same scale as in 1975. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee on 
Budgets has delivered an unfavourable opinion 
because the amendment concerns trade within 
the Community. Member States might well pay 
their own officials! 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Draft Amendment No 40 is rejected. 
On Chapter 31, Article 311, Item 3112: 'Veterin-
ary inspection in non-member countries', I have 
draft Amendment No 41, tabled by Mr Frehsee, 
Mr Hansen, Mr Hughes, Mr Laban and Lord 
Walston, on which the Committee on Budgets 
has delivered a favourable opinion: 
7000 u.a. 
7 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Under the Council Directives·on imports of bovine animals, pigs and fresh meat from 
non-member countries, appropriate inspections are to be carried out by veterinary 
experts of the Member States, and the Community finances the expenditure involved. 
The Commission proposed the same amount as the previous year, i.e. 80 000 u.a., but 
the Council reduced this amount by 7 000 u.a. To maintain the smooth functioning 
of these imports, the appropriations should be reinstated and the inspections conti-
nued on the same scale as last year. 
What is the rapporteur's opinion? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) The Committee on 
Budgets is very much in favour: since it is here 
a matter of trade with third countries, it is 
legitimate that the experts should be Community 
officials. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amedment No 41 is adopted by 125 votes 
to 0. 
On Chapter 31, Article 314, Item 3141: 'Research 
Programmes', I have draft Amendment No 42, 
tabled by Mr Frehsee, Mr Hansen, Mr Hughes, 
Mr Laban and Lord Walston, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion: 
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(A) ExpendituTe 
Increase appropriations by: 115 000 :u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 115000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
By decision of 22 July 1975, the Council approved joint and coordinated research 
programmes in the fields of animal leucoses, effluents from intensive stock farms, 
the production of beef and veal and the improvement of vegetable proteins. The 
Commission estimated the cost of this programme for 1976 at 3 354 000 u.a.: 'This 
estimate was worked out by a group of national experts, with the assistance of the 
departments of the Commission, appointed by the Standing Committee on Agricul-
tural Research, on the basis of the average costs of research in the Member States'. 
Although the Council endorsed these remarks, it has reduced these appropriations 
by 115 000 u.a. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, TappoTteur.- (F) The Committee on 
Budgets takes the view that this amendment is 
without foundation since it concerns what is in 
fact an error committed by the Commission in 
its calculations. What the draft budget presented 
by the Council does, in fact, is merely to rectify 
· these figures. I therefore ask Mr Frehsee to 
withdraw his amendment. 
President. - Mr Frehsee, do you maintain your 
amendment? 
(A) ExpendituTe 
Mr Frehsee.- (D) I explained this point the day 
before yesterday. This is also connected with 
draft Amendment No 84: if that is accepted, then 
this amendment loses its foundation anyway. 
President. - Draft Amendment No 42 is accord-
ingly withdrawn. 
On Chapter 32, Article 322: 'Projects in the 
hydrocarbons sector', I have draft Amendment 
No 53, tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets: 
Make provision against this Article for commitment appropriations and payment 
appropriations in two separate columns. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its preliminary draft, the Commission made provision, under Remarks, for com-
mitment appropriations against Articles 322 and 323. The projects to be financed in 
the sectors in question (hydrocarbons and uranium) will require the expenditure to 
be staggered over several years; provision should therefore be made for commit-
ment appropriations for the following financial year. For clarity's sake, these com-
mitment appropriations should be entered in a column parallel to that of the pay-
ment appropriations rather than under Remarks only. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) In my oral pre-
sentation, I had occasion to point out that the 
Committee on Budgets sees a need for creating 
the idea of commitment appropriations for 
certain projects requiring expenditure to be stag-
gered over several years. 
Hence this draft Amendment No 53, tabled by 
the Committee on Budgets, which considered it 
necessary to create this idea of commitment 
appropriations for the hydrocarbons sector, 
particularly as, according to the Council's obser-
vations, 50m u.a. were envisaged for the two 
years, while 42m u.a. are already committed and 
another 44m u.a. are planned-i.e., 86m u.a. 
altogether. Consequently, it is desirable to create 
the concept of commitment appropriations in 
order to give the budget greater clarity and 
transparency. 
President. - I call Mr Cheysson. 
Mr Cheysson, member of the Commission. - (F) 
Mr President, the Commission warmly recom-
mends this and the two following amendments, 
which would make it possible to launch a project 
in the energy sphere. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
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Draft Amendment No 53 is adopted by 118 votes 
to 0. 
the hydrocarbons sector', I have draft Amend-
ment No 47/rev., tabled by the Committee on 
Energy, Research and Technology, on which the 
Committee on Budgets has delivered a favour-
able opinion: 
On Chapter 32, Article 322, Item 3220: 'Com-
munity technological development projects in 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by 10 million u.a. in payment appropriations and 50 million 
u.a. in commitment appropriations. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 10 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
On 9 November 1973, the Council adopted Regulation (EEC) No 3056/73 on the support 
of Community projects in the field of hydrocarbons. The payment appropriation of 
25 million u.a. entered by the Council in its draft is totally inadequate to finance 
the numerous projects which are submitted to it and which are of the utmost impor-
tance for the Community energy policy. 
What is the raporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) As you pointed 
out, Mr President, the opinion of the Committee 
on Budgets is favourable. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Draft Amendment No 47/rev. is adopted by 118 
votes to 0. 
On item 3221: 'Joint projects in connection with 
prospecting for hydrocarbons', I have draft · 
Amendment No 44, tabled by the Committee on 
Energy, Research and Technology, on which the 
Committee on Budgets has delivered a favour-
able opinion: 
Increase appropriations by 1 million u.a. in payment appropriations and 50 million u.a. 
in commitment appropriations. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 1 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
On 29 November 1974, the Commission submitted to the Council a draft regulation 
on financial support for undertakings engaged in prospecting for oil. 
The need to implement this draft, which is part of a wider plan of action, is dictated 
by the 1985 target for the Community energy policy, set by the Council itself. The 
primary aim is to reduce the Community's dependence on energy to 500/o, and if 
possible 400/o, by 1985. 
This intention should now be carried out by implementing a certain number of 
projects, including this draft regulation, as soon as possible. The payment appropria-
tion of 1 million u.a. is to allow for an initial application of this regulation as from 
1976. The commitment appropriation of 50 million u.a. is intended to ensure the 
stepping up of this project in 1977. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The opinion ex-
pressed by the Committee on Budgets on this 
draft amendment is extremely favourable. 
President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 44 is adopted by 117 votes 
to 0. 
After Article 322, I have two draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 68, tabled by Mr Coin-
tat on behalf of the Committee on Budgets: 
President 
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(A) Expenditure 
Insert an Article 323 - Prospecting for uranium deposits 
Make provision against this Article for commitment appropriations and payment 
appropriations in two separate columns. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its preliminary draft, the Commission made provision, under Remarks, for com-
mitment appropriations against Articles 322 and 323. The projects to be financed in 
the sectors in question (hydrocarbons and uranium) will require the expenditure to 
be staggered over several years; provision should therefore be made for commit-
ment appropriations for the following financial year. For clarity's sake, these com-
mitment appropriations should be entered in a column parallel to that of the pay-
ment appropriations rather than under Remarks only. 
- draft Amendment No 46 tabled by the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology: 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert an Article 232 - Prospecting for uranium deposits 
Enter an appropriation of 1 million u.a. in payment appropriations and 5 million u.a. 
in commitment appropriations. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
JUSTIFICATION 
1 000 000 u.a. 
The insertion of this new budgetary line complete with the necessary appropriations 
should be seen in the light of the 1975 target set by the Council in the energy sector. 
The aim is to reduce the Community's dependence on energy to 500/o, and if possible 
400fo, by 1985. The appropriations of 1 million u.a. are to cover initial Community 
financial assistance for uranium prospection on the territory of the Member States, 
pursuant to Article 70 of the EAEC Treaty. The necessity of this prospection is mainly 
dictated by the supply and price situation on the world uranium market. 
2Q3 
Since these two amendments are not mutually 
exclusive, _we shall begin by considering draft 
Amendment No 68, on the establishment at this 
point of two separate columns. 
What is the rapporteur's view on draft Amend-
ment No 46? 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) This amendment 
is of the same type as Amendment No 53, which 
has just been adopted: it aims at establishing 
the concept of commitment appropriations for 
prospecting for uranium deposits. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 68 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 68 is adopted by 117 votes 
to 0. 
(A) Expenditure 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets takes a very favourable view. 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 46 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 46 is adopted by 113 votes 
to 0. 
After Article 328, I have draft Amendment No 6, 
tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Durand, Mr Gibbons, 
Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered a favourable 
opinion: 
-insert a new Article 329: 'Community loans for the financing of nuclear power 
stations' 
- introduce a token entry. 
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(B) .Revenue 
Title 9 
Chapter 94 - borrowing and lending 
-insert a new Article 944: 'yield from Community borrowing for the financing of 
nuclear power stations' 
- introduce a token entry. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The EUropean Parliament agrees with the Commission that Euratom loans should be 
included in the budget. 
In its resolution on 19 June 1975 I, it states that, in its view: 
'in line with the relevant legal rules, an entry should be made in the annual budget 
to cover Community borrowings and !endings, which should be subject to the bud-
getary procedure applicable to all Community revenue and expenditure and that the 
Commission must therefore be empowered by the budgetary authorities to borrow 
funds and to approve loans of sums to be accurately defined and set out in the 
budgetary documents.' 
Until it is decided exactly how these items are to be entered in the budget, a token 
entry should be made for the financial year 1976. 
These loans should be shown in the 1976 budget, although the Council has not yet 
reached a final decision on the matter, in order that the budget should be an accurate 
reflection of the estimates. 
What is the rapporteur's view? President. - I put draft Amendment No 6 to the 
vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) In my oral pre-
sentation, I drew the attention of this House to 
the need for including, at least in part, loans in 
the budget. We shall have a number of amend-
ments pursuing this aim, of which No 6 is the 
first, relating to Community loans for the financ-
ing of nuclear power stations. The Committee 
on Budgets recommends the House to accept this 
amendment, to which it gave its approval by 
14 votes, with 1 abstention. 
(A) Expenditure 
Draft Amendment No 6 is adopted by 114 votes 
to 0, with 6 abstentions. 
On Article 330, Annex I, Title 3: 'Joint program-
me- headquarters and indirect action', I have 
three draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 50, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology,; 
Increase appropriations by 57 457 589 u.a. (payment appropriations) and 230 533 529 u.a. 
(commitment appropriations). 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 49 003 514 u.a. (payment appropriations) 
(C) Compensation 
Reduce appropriations under Title 8 (miscellaneous activities) Chapter 810 (head-
quarters and indirect action) by 8 454 075 u.a. (payment appropriations) and 8 454 075 
u.a. (commitment appropriations). 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 57 457 589 u.a. are to be broken down as follows in Annex I to Volume 4 of the 
draft budget (statement of revenue and expenditure relating to research and invest-
ment activities): 
• Doc. '19/'15, OJ No c 15'1/'15. 
President 
Sitting of Thursday, 13 November 1975 
Title 3 ~Joint programme- headquarters and indirect action 
Chapter 320 - Thermonuclear fusion 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 330 - Biology and health protection 
(radiation protection) 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 331 - Biology a.nd health protection 
(medical and agricultural 
research) 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 340 - Dragon Agreement 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 351 - Reference materials and methods 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 352 - Protection of the environment 
Increase 
Total 
Commitment 
Appropriations 
token entry 
162089 664 
162089 664 
token entry 
20 496937 
20496 937 
token entry 
12 284 622 
12 284 622 
257 771 
24902 362 
25160133 
token entry 
991992 
991992 
token entry 
9 767 952 
9 767 952 
Payment 
Appropriations 
1824088 
38 350 724 
40 174 812 
481037 
5 566937 
6 047 974 
token entry 
1866 622 
1866 622 
456395 
6902 362 
7 358 757 
626 079 
566992 
1193071 
1454969 
4 203952 
5 658921 
The additional appropriations entered under Title 3 are intended to ensure £ontinuity 
in certain research activities undertaken by the Community. In the six areas in 
question, the multiannual programmes will expire at the end of 1975. These should 
be succeeded by the implementation of six new programmes currently being 
considered by the Council. Any interruption of these research activities in the 
absence of a Council• decision and thus of the necessary appropriations, would cause 
irreparable damage to Community research. 
- draft Amendment No 84, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology: 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by 40 million u.a. in payment appropriations and 222 079 454 
u.a. in commitment appropriations. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by 40 million u.a. in payment appropriations. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 40 million u.a. are· to be broken down as follows in Annex I to Volume 4 of the 
draft budget (statement of revenue and expenditure relating to research and invest-
ment activities): 
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Title3 - Joint programme- Headquarters and indirect action 
Chapter 320 - Thennonuclear fusion 
Chapter 330 - Biology and health protection 
(radiation protection) 
Chapter 331 - Biology and health protection 
(medical and agricultural re-
search) 
Chapter 340 - Dragon Agreement 
Chapter 351 - Reference materials and methods 
Chapter 352 - Protection of the environment 
TOTAL: 
Commitment 
appropriations 
157 671773 
17731950 
12 017 318 
24450913 
750243 
9457 257 
222079454 
Payment 
appropriations 
27 923327 
1929 622 
1306822 
5 369 327 
236 396 
3 234 506 
40000~00 
The additional appropriations entered under Title 3 are intended to ensure continu-
ity in certain research activities undertaken by the Community. In the six areas in 
question, the multiannual programmes will expire at the end of 1975. These should 
be succeeded by the implementation of six new programmes currently being consi-
dered by the Council. Any interruption of these research activities in the absence of 
a Council decision and thus of the necessary appropriations would cause irreparable 
damage to Community research. 
- draft Amendment No 54, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase payment appropriations by: 40 000 000 U.ll. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 31 545 925 u.a. 
lC) Compensation 
Reduce payment appropriations under Title 8 (miscellaneous activities) 
Chapter 810 (headquarters and indirect action) by: 8 454 075 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The amount given under (A) Expenditure is to be broken down into payment appro-
priations as follows in Annex I to Volume IV of the draft general budget (statement 
of revenue and expenditure relating to research and inve~tment activities): 
Title 3 -Joint programme- Headquarters and indirect action 
Chapter 320 - Thermonuclear fusion 
Increase 
Total 
Chapter 330 - Biology and health protection - radiation protec-
tion 
Increase 
Total 
Payment 
appropriations 
1824088 
26680000 
28504088 
481037 
3880 000 
4 361037 
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Payment 
appropriations 
Chapter 331 - Biology and health protection - agricultural and 
medical research token entry 
1280 000 Increase 
Total 
r.hapter 340 - Dragon Agreement 
1280 000 
456 395 
4 800 000 
5 256 395 
Chapter 351 - Reference materials and methods 626 079 
440000 Increase 
Total 
Chapter 352 - Protection of the environment 
Increase 
Total 
1066079 
1454 969 
2 920 000 
4 374969 
Commitment appropriations remain the same as in the draft budget. 
As regards the justification, the Committee on Budgets has adopted the justification 
given by the Committee on Energy, Research and Technology (Doc. 306/50/PdA). 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) This is a very 
important subject, concerning, as it does, prob-
lems of research. In its draft Amendment No 50, 
the Committee on Energy, Research and Techno-
logy originally proposed increasing payment 
appropriations--for it is, above all, a matter of 
payment appropriations--by 57m u.a. and, by 
way of compensation, reducing staff appropria-
tions by about 8.5m u.a. The Committee on 
Budgets agreed with this reduction in appropria-
tions by 8.5m u.a., but, referring to a statement 
by Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission, that 
the minimum requirement was of the order of 
40m u.a., it tabled Amendment No 54 calling 
for an increase in payment appropriations by 
40m u.a., which results in a need to increase 
revenue by 31.5m u.a. after reducing payment 
appropriations by these same 8.454m u.a. 
Faced with this situation and believing there 
was a misunderstanding, Mr Springorum and the 
Committee on Energy, Research and Technology 
tabled a further amendment, No 84, under the 
impression that Mr Brunner had asked for 40m 
u.a. without the 8.5m u.a. as compensation. 
Deprived of any opportunity of going into the 
matter any further, the Committee on Budgets 
was virtually obliged to declare draft Amend-
ment No 84 groundless. There may be a mis-
understanding here: perhaps Mr Brunner would 
clear it up. 
President. - I call Mr Brunner. 
Mr Brunner, member of the Commission.- (D) 
I wish to confirm what has just been said by 
the rapporteur. It is indeed important that draft 
Amendment No 84, tabled by the Committee on 
Enery, be adopted: and this amendment-that 
is, the approval of these 40m u.a.-will enable 
us to make progress in thermonuclear fusion 
with the construction of the JET, this big plasma 
machine. Otherwise, a cut of 35°/o in our funds 
would seriously hamper our programmes. 
President. - I call Mr Lange on a point of order. 
Mr Lange. -(D) After what Mr Cointat has just 
said, I would urge-and I hope I have his agree-
ment in doing so-that we vote first on No 84. 
President. - I consult the House on Mr Lange's 
proposal. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I accordingly put draft Amendment No 84 to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 84 is adopted by 115 votes 
to zero. 
Draft Amendment Nos 50 and 54 therefore 
become void. 
On Article 330: 'Exenditure on research and 
investment', I have draft Amendment No 48, 
tabled by the Committee on Energy, Research 
and Technology, on which the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion: 
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(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriation by: 1 300 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenui! 
Increase revenue by: 1 300 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 1 300 000 u.a. are to be broken down as follows in Annex I to Volume 4 of the 
draft budget (statement of revenue and expenditure relating to research and invest-
ment activities): 
Title 8 - miscellaneous activities 
Chapter 820 - Staff awaiting assignment to a 
post (Joint Research Centre) 
Chapter 820 is subdiVided as follows: 
Category 11. Expenditure on staff 
Category 95. Use of scientific divisions 
Increase 
Total 
Commitment 
Appropriation 
26000000 
1300000 
27 300 000 
1300000 
26 000 00 .. 
Payment 
Appropriation 
26000000 
1300 000 
27 300000 
1300000 
26000000 
The 1 300 000 u.a. appropriation is intended to cover expenditure on staff currently 
employed in the JRC and recognized as necessary !or the implementation of the 
multiannuaJ research programme. This appropriation is included under Title 8 and 
not under Titles 3 and 4 (relating to direct action) because the endowment for the 
multiannual research programme has already been used up. It should be pointed 
out that this endowment, decided on by the Council in 1973, has never been reviewed 
despite inflation. 
What is the rapporteur's view? President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) The Committee on 
Budgets strongly favours this amendment and 
strongly recommends its adoption, for the staff 
of the Joint Research Centre has to be paid until 
the end of the year. If we still have no multi-
annual programme, we must at least pay our 
staff and trust that there will at least be some 
people who understand if we pay a staff that 
has no programme of work. 
(A) Expenditure 
Draft Amendment No 48 is adopted by 119 votes 
to zero. 
On Article 330, Annex I, Title 8: 'Miscellaneous 
activities', I have draft Amendment No 49, tabled 
by the Committee on Energy, Research aild 
Technology, on which the Committee on Budgets 
has delivered a favourable opinion: 
Increase appropriations by 1 464 303 u.a. (payment appropriations) and 4 532 800 u.a. 
(commitment appropriations). 
(B) Compensation 
Reduce appropriations under Title 9 (provisional appropnations), Chapters 931 and 
934, by 1 224 303 and 240 000 u.a. (payment appropriations) and 4 292 800 and 
240 000 u.a. (commitment appropriations). 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 1 464 million u.a. in payment appropriations and 4 532 million u.a. in commitment 
appropriations are to be broken down as follows in Annex I to Volume 4 of the 
draft budget (Statement of revenue and expenditure relating to research and 
investment activities): 
President 
Sitting of Thursday1 13 November 1975 
Title 8 - miscellaneaous activities 
Chapter 820 - Staff awaiting assignment to a 
functioning of the JRC1 
Chapter 831 - H.F.R.2 
Commitment 
Appropriation 
4 292 800 
. 240 000 
4 532 800 
Payment 
Appropriation 
1224 303 
240 000 
2 464 303 
In its draft budget for 1976, the Council has blocked the appropriations needed for 
the proper functioning of the JRC by entering them under Title 9 'provisional 
appropriations'. Our committee and the European Parliament know by experience 
that the main effect of such a decision would be to make the administration of the 
JRC less efficient and thus diminish the value and effectiveness of Community 
research. Our committee therefore proposes that these appropriations should be 
included under Title 8 in order that they can be used directly. 
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What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) Extremely favour-
able. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
On Article 3310: 'Research objective: Biology-
Adaptation of nuclear techniques to agricultural 
and medical research', I have draft Amendment 
No 16, tabled by Mr Frehsee on behalf of the 
Committee on Agriculture, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered ~ unfavourable 
opinion: 
Draft Amendment No 49 is adopted by 119 votes 
to zero. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
12 313 728 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The proposed appropriations correspond to those entered by the Commission in the 
preliminary draft budget to finance the above research objective but which appear 
in the draft general budget only as token entries. They are intended to finance, 
inter alia, the fourth research programme on biology and health protection. This 
programme for the period 1976-1980 will follow on directly from the research 
programme expiring on 31 December 1975. One of the purposes of this research 
programme is to continue work on the application of nuclear techniques to agri-
cultural research. Besides the research aspects of this work, which is farmed out on 
a contractual basis, there is also the question of safeguarding the jobs of a large 
number of scientists financed by these funds and· of the staff required in the 
national establishments. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) The Committee on 
Budgets rejected this amendment because it 
is a matter of commitment appropriations and 
not of payment appropriations. Moreover, these 
appropriations are covered by Amendment 
No 84, which we have just voted on. I therefore 
take the liberty of asking Mr Frehsee to with-
draw his amendment. 
1 Re-insertion of budgetary chapter. 
• Creation of budgetary chapter. 
President.- Mr Frehsee, do you maintain your 
amendment? 
Mr Frehsee.- (D) On behalf of the Committee 
on Agriculture, I must point out that it does not 
correspond to the facts to say that the Committee 
on Budgets turned the matter down any more 
than the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology did. Quite the reverse. On behalf of 
the Committee on Agriculture, I must thank these 
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two committees for lending their support to the 
continuation of this radiobiological research and 
for placing their knowledge at the disposal of 
the Committee on Agriculture for the purpose 
of reducing as far as possible the application of 
pesticides and antibiotics. Now that we have 
unanimously adopted draft Amendment No 84, 
in which this matter is included, we can, while 
thanking the committees and the Parliament, 
declare draft Amendment No 16 to be ground-
less. 
President.- Draft Amendment No 16 is there-
fore withdrawn. 
On Article 350: 'Radiation protection', I have 
draft Amendment No 10, tabled by Mr Willi 
Muller on behalf of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion: 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 20000 u.a. 
(B)_ Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 20000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
This Article serves to finance specific activities in the field of radiation protection 
which are the responsibility of the Commission under Articles 30 to 39 of the EAEC 
Treaty. The Commission has requested for 1976 appropriations amounting to 
245 000 u.a. as proposed to 209 500 u.a. authorized by the Council for 1975. 
In its financial analysis (Volume 7, page 93), the Commission rightly points out that 
appropriations had to be increased in view of the increase in requirements in the 
field of radiation protection following developments in the nuclear energy sector. 
It is incomprehensible that the Council should have reduced the appropriations 
requested by 25 000 u.a. to 220 000 u.a. The Council draft gives no reason for this. 
The committee therefore insists that these appropriations should be increased not 
by 25 000 u.a., as requested by the Commission, but by 20 000 u.a. 
The committee's decisions not to support fully the Commission's proposal is based 
on its own discussions and the desire to economize. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) Generally speak-
ing, the Committee on Budgets has taken an 
unfavourable view of all proposals to increase 
by less than 10 per cent appropriations included 
in the draft budget. This draft amendment on 
radiation protection is a case in point, and it 
was turned down by the Committee on Budgets 
by 13 votes to 3. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 10 is rejected. 
On Article 351: 'Health and safety in respect of 
air and water', I have draft Amendment No 11, 
tabled by Mr Willi Muller on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Public Health and the Environment, 
on which the Committee on Budgets has deliver-
ed an unfavourable opinion: 
20000 u.a. 
20000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
This Chapter relates to expenditure for the improvement of human living conditions 
by combating pollution affecting the air, water and soil, including noise pollution-
one of the objectives of the Communities' environmental action programme. The 
action comprises the preparation of studies by experts, the organization of pro-
grammes to compare sampling and analysis, and of meetings of experts, scientific 
seminars and conferences. 
President 
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The Commission requested 425 000 u.a. for this purpose. In 1975, the Council had 
authorized 385 000 u.a. for this Article. As the Commission rightly points out, the 
Community's actual contribution for this modest additional amount will remain 
unchanged in view of the reduction in purchasing power. 
The Council, however, has reduced these appropriations to 400 000 u.a. without 
giving any reasons. With such a reduction, it is no longer possible to guarantee 
that the Communities' environmental action programme will be carried out pro-
perly. 
The committee therefore feels that appropriations should be increased by 20 000 u.a. 
to 420 000 u.a., almost the amount requested by the Commission. 
The committee's decision not to support fully the Commission's proposal is based 
on its own discussions and a desire to economize. 
Wha~ is the rapporteur's view? Draft Amendment No 11 is rejected. 
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Mr Cointat, rapporteur. (F) For the same reason 
-it is a matter here of a very small appropria-
tion representing less than 5 per cent-the Com-
mittee on Budgets invites the Parliament to 
reject this amendment. 
On Article 352: 'Health and safety measures at 
the place of work', I have draft Amendment 
No 12, tabled by Mr Willi Miiller on behalf of 
the Committee on Public Health and the Envi-
ronment, on which the Committee on Budgets 
has delivered an unfavourable opinion: 
President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
200000 u.a. 
200 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The considerable increase in appropriations under this Article from 180 000 u.a. in 
1975 to 520 000 u.a. in 1976 arises from three important Community programmes: 
- the environmental protection programme of 22 November 1973, and in particular 
the 'improvement of working conditions' section, 
- the social action programme of 21 January 1974, and 
- the guidelines for a Community programme for safety, hygiene and health 
protection at work. 
In the social action programme, the Council qualifies the introduction of a first 
action programme for health and safety at work as a priority project. The appro-
priations are intended in particular for surveys and joint actions to improve safety 
at work by means of regulations, preventive measures and appropriate training of 
workers. Corresponding action will be planned and implemented in cooperation 
with the Advisory Committee on S~ety, Hygiene and Health Protection at Work, 
set up by Council decision of 27 June 1974. 
It is therefore incomprehensible that the Council should have drastically reduced 
the appropriations requested by the Commission by 200 000 u.a. to 320 000 u.a. The 
committee feels that these appropriations should be fully reinstated if the three 
Community programmes are to be properly carried out. 
The committee also insists that this decision be respected because th~ Community's 
credibility as guarantor for social progress in Europe depends to a considerable 
extent on the effectiveness of the measures envisaged. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) The Committee on 
Budgets bore in mind the fact that, while the 
sum appropriated for 1975 under this article 
dealing with health and safety measures at the 
place of work was 120 000 u.a. for 1976 the Com-
mission proposed 520 000 u.a., which is a very 
great increase; moreover, the Council decided 
upon 320 000 u.a. which, whatever one says, 
constitutes an increase of 77 per cent. This is 
what prompted the Committee on Budgets to 
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reject the amendment, even though it was well 
aware of the importance of the problem. I should 
add that the rejection resulted from a ballot of 
10 votes to 10. 
President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Having obtained 67 votes, with 46 votes against 
and 1 abstention, draft Amendment No 12 is not 
adopted. 
I call Mr Aigner on a point of order. 
Mr Aigner. - (D) The interpretation-at least 
that from the German cabin-suggested that 
something has been wrongly heard. You will 
f"Orgive me for quoting the figures once more: 
they were, after all, the reason given for the 
rejection. The sums devoted to this purpose in 
the budgetary years 1974, 1975 and now 1976 
are respectively 103 000, 180 000 and 320 000 u.a. 
and we took the view that the Commission could 
not spend such sums. 
I had to correct these figures because, in the 
German version at least, they had become 
distorted, if not already wrongly given by the 
rapporteur himself. 
President. - I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) We are in com-
plete agreement on the figures quoted by Mr 
Aigner. 
President. - I call Mr Hamilton on a point of 
order. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Mr Hamilton.- I think this underlines not the 
point that has just been made, but the whole 
procedure of voting in this Chamber. I do not 
know whether this is the point at which to raise 
it, but when there is a narrow vote there is no 
means, so far as I can gather, of challenging that 
vote or asking for a recount. I have the impres-
sion that one or two votes have been either 
wrongly counted, or there have been mistakes, 
and there is no redress or remedy. Quite honest-
ly, I thought that the vote on the last amendment 
had gone the otber way, irrespective of its 
merits. What kind of redress do we have in these 
matters? ' 
President. - Mr Hamilton, I am quite prepared 
to go through the voting again, but I would 
remind you that if a draft amendment is to be 
adopted it must have obtained 100 votes. That 
is why, although it had received a majority of 
the votes cast, I said that the draft amendment 
had not been adopted. 
If you nevertheless wish us to proceed to a fresh 
vote by sitting and standing, I am prepared to 
accede to your wish. 
Mr Hamilton. - Mr President, quite clearly my 
group seems to think it unnecessary. 
President. - On Article 353: 'Studies and 
research on medicine and public health', I have 
draft Amendment No 13, tabled by Mr Willi 
Muller on behalf of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion: 
120 000 u.a. 
120 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
This new Article provides for appropriationi totalling 380 000 u.a. intended in 
particular for medical research to be carried out within the framework of the 
action programme relating to scientific and technological policy adopted by Council 
resolution of 14 January 1974. This research is intended to back up the work of 
the Scientific and Technical Research Committee in fields which are of major 
interest to the public (epidemiology, medical biology, the bio-medical field, road 
accidents, deafness, monitoring of patients suffering from serious illnesses). 
In 1975, the Council had allocated 200 000 u.a. to this Article (part of Article 391 of 
the 1975 budget). The additional 180 000 u.a. are based on the abovementioned 
Council resolution and are in the interest of public health. 
It is illogical that the Council should have deleted the appropriations requested in 
their entirety, thereby reducing its resolution of 14 January 1974 to a dead letter. 
The committee considers the allocation for this purpose of 120 000 u.a. justified and, 
unlike the Commission, it feels that such an amount is sufficient to enable the 
necessary surveys and research to be continued. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
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Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee on 
Budgets took the view that this draft amend-
ment was without foundation, since the appro-
priations proposed by Mr Willi Muller already 
exist in Article 391. The only question for the 
Committee on Budgets was. whether these appro-
priations should be transferred from Article 391 
to Article 353, and the committee decided that 
the present situation was satisfactory. Since this 
amendment has been declared to be without 
foundation, I would ask Mr Muller to withdraw 
it. 
Mr Willi Muller.- (D) After what has been said 
and if the transfer is possible, I naturally with-
draw the amendment which I tabled on behalf 
of my committee. 
President. - Mr Muller, do you maintain your 
amendment? 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Presidenl- Draft Amendment No 13 is accord-
ingly withdrawn. 
On Article 356: 'Organization and "humanizing" 
of work', I have two draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 14, tabled by Mr Willi 
Muller on behalf of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment: 
1000 u.a. 
1000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 150 000 u.a. entered under this Chapter are intended for one of the priorities laid 
down in the social action programme of 21 January 1974: the humanizing of par-
ticularly unpleasant jobs. In this connection the Commission plans the following 
three types of action: 
- a general, Community-wide survey of action already taken on assembly-tine work 
with this aim in view, 
- an evaluation of any current projects on job enrichment, 
- support for selected pilot projects. 
As the Commission points out in its remarks, these activities will help to provide 
a basis for a short--term Community policy in this field and for the formulation 
of the long- and medium-term policy of the European Foundation for the Improve-
ment of Living and Working Conditions. 
The Council has deleted the appropriations requested in their entirety. The Com-
mittee on Public Health and the Environment understands the Council's efforts to 
economize, but feels that a token entry of 1 000 u.a. under this Article is indispensable 
if progress is to be made in these activities once the budget situation has improved. 
- draft Amendment No 55, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
JUSTIFICATION 
1 u.a. 
1 u.a. 
The Committee on Budgets adopts the justification given by the Committee on 
Public Health and the Environment (Doc. 306/14/PdA). 
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Since these two draft amendments are mutually 
exclusive, they must be considered jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) These amend-
ments concern the organization and humaniza-
tion of work, and are of a symbolical nature. 
The Committee on Public Health and the EnVi-
ronment wants to incr:ease the appropriation by 
1000 u.a. We are in complete agreement on the 
essential point, but the Committee on Budgets 
proposes the classical practice of increasing by 
1 u.a., which seems to be more orthodox. 
Consequently, the Committee on Budgets asks 
the House to reject draft Amendment No 14 and 
adopt draft Amendment No 55. 
(A) Expenditure 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 14 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 14 is rejected. 
I put draft Amendment No 55 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 55 is adopted by 112 votes 
to zero. 
On Article 392: 'Expenditure on educational 
measures', I have three draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 27, tabled by Mr Suck 
on behalf of the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs and Youth: 
Allocate an appropriation of 800 000 u.a. to this Title 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 800 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its preliminary draft, the Commission proposed 1 500 000 u.a. for educational 
measures. The Council replaced this by a token entry. The Commission needs 
800 000 u.a. to cover implementation "Of the Educational Committee's proposals, 
education of children of migrant workers, encouraging education in the environ-
mental ·sector, and developing the idea and system of the European schools. 
The Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth considers that the appropriations 
necessary for the above projects, which are regarded as a minimum programme to 
implement the Council decisions of 6 July 1974, must be allocated without delay. 
- draft Amendment No 56, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Enter a frozen appropriation of 800 000 u.a. against this title1 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
JUSTIFICATION 
800000 u.a. 
The Committee on Budgets adopts the justification given by the Committee on 
Cultural Affairs and Youth (Doc. 306/27/PdA). 
It considers, however, that this appropriation should be frozen. 
- draft Amendment No 15, tabled by Mr Willi 
Muller on behalf of the Committee on Public 
Health and the Environment: 
1 To be unfrozen only with the European ParUament's agreement. 
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(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 1000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 1000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The 1 500 000 u.a. entered under this Article include appropriations to encourage 
education in the field of environmental protection pursuant to the resolution 
adopted by the Council of Ministers of Education at its session of 6 June 1974 on 
cooperation in the field of education (OJ No. C 98 of 20.8.1974, p. 2). 
The Council has deleted the appropriations requested in their entirety. The Com-
mittee on Public Health and the Environment insists that a token entry of 1 000 u.a. 
should be made for this important sector, so as to ensure that the projects envisaged 
will be started when the time comes. 
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Since these three draft amepdments are mutual-
ly exclusive, they have to be considered jointly. 
President.- Mr Muller, do you maintain your 
amendment? 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, I 
understood that draft Amendment No 15 would 
be withdrawn by Mr Willi Miiller in favour of 
one or other of the other two amendments. 
Substantially we are in agreement with the 
Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth, which 
proposes .an appropriation of 800 000 u.a. for 
educational measures, but the Committee on 
Budgets would like to see this appropriation 
frozen, since we are not yet in possession of all 
the information required on this subject. 
Consequently, the Committee on Budgets advo-
cates the withdrawal of Amendment No 15, the 
adoption of Amendment No 56 and the rejection 
of Amendment No 27. 
(A) Expenditure 
Mr Willi MUller. - (D) No, Mr President. 
President. - Draft Amendment No 15 is 
accordingly withdrawn. 
I put draft Amendment No 27 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 27 is rejected. 
I put draft Amendment No 56 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 56 is adopted by 123 votes 
to zero. 
On Chapter 39: 'Other expenditure on specific 
projects undertaken by the Institution', I have 
two draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 29, tabled by Mr Suck 
on behalf of the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs and Youth: 
Insert an Article 393 - Expenditure on cultural projects (token entry) 
(B) Revenue 
Revenue remains unchanged 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its preliminary draft, the Commission had added the above Article for cultural 
projects, intended to finance measures for the cultural preparation for European 
union, cultural exchanges for young workers and the preservation of the archi-
tectural heritage. The Council deleted this new Article. 
The Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth strongly urges that this Article be 
reinstated so as to enable the Commission to carry on activities in cultural areas and 
thereby promote European integration. 
- draft Amendment No 57, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
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(A) Expenditure 
Insert an Article 393 - Expenditure on cultural projects (token· entry) 
(B) Revenue 
Revenue remains unchanged 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its p~ary draft, the Commission had added tile above article intended to 
finance measures for the cultural preparation for European union. The Council 
deleted this new article. 
Since these two draft amendments are mutually 
exclusive, they must be considered jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The problem is 
exactly the same in both cases: the proposal is 
to insert an Article 393 for expenditure on 
cultural projects and treat it as a token entry. 
The difference between the position taken up 
by the Committee of Budgets and that by the 
Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth is 
that the Committee on Budgets wishes to limit 
appropriations entered at a later date under 
this article to the cultural preparation for Euro-
pean Union. 
It rejects the idea of the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs and Youth that these appropriations 
should also finance cultural exchanges for young 
workers and the preservation of the architec-
tural heritage. The Committee on Budgets has 
a quite different idea of the problems concerned, 
(A) Expenditure 
and so it proposes that the House reject draft 
Amendment No 29 and adopt draft Amendment 
No 57. 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 29 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 29 is rejected by 69 votes 
to 55, with 2 abstentions. 
I put draft Amendment No 57 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 57 is adopted by 119 votes 
to 0, with 1 abstention. 
We pass to Title 4. 
On Chapter ·40: 'AidS', I have two draft amend-
ments. 
- draft Amendment No 95, tabled by Mr 
Aigner, on behalf of the Christian-Demo-
cratic Group, Mr Lange, on behalf of the 
Socialist Group, and Mr Cointat, on which 
the Committee on Budgets has delivered a 
favourable opinion: 
Insert a new article 420: 'Aid for beekeepers' 
Enter: 5 000 000 u.a. -
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
JUSTIFICATION 
An appropriation of 2.5m u.a. was proposed for the 1975 supplementary budget. 
The same amount has been proposed for the financial year 1976. 
To avoid having to carry this appropriation forward in view of the late date and 
to simplify the budgetary procedure for 1975, it would seem appropriate to include 
the two proposals in the 1976 budget. 
- draft Amendment No 58, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert an Article 402 - Aid to beekeepers 
Enter an appropriation of: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly 
2 500 000 u.a. 
President 
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JUSTIFICATION 
During the debates on the general budget of the European Communities for the 
financial year 1975, the European Parliament had proposed the abolition of denatur-
ing premiums for sugar (a proposal which was approved by the Council) on condition 
that the Commission should submit a proposal for a regulation providing for 
direct aid to European beekeepers as beekeeping was indispensable to the earth's 
ecological balance. The Commission had promised -at the time to examine this 
question and to submit a corresponding proposal for a regulation; this it has in the 
meantime done. 
The difficulties still being experienced by beekeepers make it necessary in the 
opinion of the Committee on Budgets to continue this action (a· similar proposal was 
made by the rapporteur on the draft supplementary and rectifying budget No. 3 
for 1975 during the debate). 
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What is the rapporteur's view? ask Mr Aigner and Mr Lange if they agree 
to -withdraw it. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets first examined draft Amendment 
No 58 and approved it by 16 votes to 1. It there-
fore recommends that the House adopt draft 
Amendment No 58. 
On the ot:qer hand, draft Amendment No 95, 
tabled by Mr Aigner r Mr Lange and myself, was 
put forward in case the appropriations amount-
ing to 2.5m u.a. intended for the benefit of 
farm-workers and proposed for draft supple-
mentary budget No 3 were not adopted and in 
such a way as to combine the two proposals 
in the 1976 budget. Since, however, Parliament 
has just adopted the appropriation of 2.5m u.a. 
in supplementary budget No 3, I consider, for 
my part, that draft Amendment No 95 should 
be withdrawn and that the House should vote 
solely on draft Amendment No 58. I therefore 
(A) Expendi~ure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Compensation 
President. - I call Mr Aigner. 
Mr Aigner. - (D) We withdraw the amendment. 
President. -- Draft Amendment No 95 is ac-
cordingly withdrawn. 
I put dr~ft Amendment No 58 to the vote. ) 
Draft Amendment No 58 is adopted by 118 votes 
to 0, with 5- abstentions. 
On Article 410:_ 'Subsidies to institutions of 
higher education', I have two draft amendments: 
- draft Amendment No 30, tabled by Mr 
Vandewiele, Mr Aigner, Mr Seefeld, Mr Pre-
moli and Mr Delmo~te, on which the Com-
mittee on Budgets has delivered a favour-
able opinion: 
38000 u.a. 
Reduce the appropriations entered- in Article 419 by: 38 000 u.a. 
(C) Remarks 
Add the following text to the remarks: 
... 'of these appropriations, 50 000 u.a. are earmarked for the College of Bruges'. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In paragraph 3 of the resolution adopted on 22 September 1975, the European 
Parliament: 
'3. Shares the Commission's view that aid must primarily take the form of incentives 
but that the budgetary authorities may decide to allocate grants to certain 
existing institutions;' 
The College of Bruges, which celebrated its twentieth anniversary last year, has 
so far only received a subsidy of 12 000 u.a. to finance the Robert Schuman Chair. 
This establishment, which is one of the finest institutes of higher European studies, 
must be given the possibility of further develo~nt; for this- purpose a higher 
amount must be entered in Article 4-10 (12 000 u.a. + 38 000 u.a.). 
In compensation, the appropriations in Article 419 are reduced by 38 000 u.a. 
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- draft Amendment No 28, tabled by Mr Suck 
on behalf. of the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs and Youth, on which the Committee 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
on Budgets has delivered an unfavourable 
opinion: 
10 000 ·u.a. 
10000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
In its resolution of 22 September 1975, the European Parliament declared that the 
Commission of the European Communities could contribute to the financing of insti-
tutions of higher education but that this aid must be increased in order to lend 
credibility to the Community's efforts. The appropriations initially requested by the 
Commission should therefore be reinstated until such time as it has drawn up more 
substantial aid programmes. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
your indication of the situation is perfectly cor- · 
rect: the Committee on Budgets is favourable 
to draft Amendment No 30 and opposed to draft 
Amendment No 28. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 30 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 30 is adopted by 115 votes 
to 4, with 4 abstentions. Draft Amendment No 28 
accordingly becomes void. 
I call Mr Aigner to speak on a point of order. 
Mr Aigner. - (D) Mr President, please excuse 
me if I am mistaken, but I thought we ought 
nevertheless to vote on No 28, since No 30 does 
not render it void. The two are justified on dif-
ferent grounds. 
(A) Revenue 
Title 9 - Chapter 94: 
- insert a new Article 945: 
President. - Mr Cointat, do you not consider 
that the adoption of draft Amendment No 30 
renders draft Amendment No 28 void? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
both these draft amendments concern Arti-
cle 410, and since you have put to the vote 
the draft amendment that departs furthest from 
the text, draft Amendment No 30 excludes draft 
Amendment No 28. 
President. - I call Mr Aigner. 
Mr Aigner.- (D) Mr President, I beg to differ, 
but if the House shares your view and raises 
no objection, then I shall not either. 
President. -Finally, I have draft Amendment 
No 7, tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Durand, Mr 
Gibbons, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats: 
'yield from Community borrowing to provide aid for Member States experi-
encing balance of payments difficulties as a result of the rising prices of 
petroleum products' 
- introduce a token entry 
(B) Expenditure 
Title 4: aid, subSidies·and financial contributions 
- insert a new Chapter 48: 
'Community loans to provide aid for Member States experiencing balance of 
payments difficulties as a result of the rising prices of petroleum products' 
- introduce a token entry 
President 
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JUSTIFICATION 
The European Parliament agrees with the Commission that Community loans should 
be included in the Budget. 
In its resolution of 19 June 19751, it states that, in its view: 
'in line with the relevant legal rules an entry should be made in the annual budget 
to cover Community borrowings and !endings, which should be subject to the 
budgetary procedure applicable to all Community revenue and expenditure and that 
the Commission must therefore be empowered by the budgetary authorities to 
borrow funds and to approve loans of sums to be accurately defined and set out 
in the budgetary documents.' 
Until it is decided exactly how these items are to be entered in the budget, a token 
entry should be made for the financial year 1976. 
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What is the rapporteur's view? President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) A short whiJe ago 
the House accepted, at least in part, the inclusion 
in the budget of Euratom loans. Pursuing the 
same lines, the Committee on Budgets unanim-
ously proposes that Community loans should 
also, at least in part, be included in the budget. 
Chapters 50, 51 and 52 
Draft Amendment No 7 is adopted by 120 votes 
to 0. 
We pass to Title 5. 
First of all, I have draft Amendment No 61, 
tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
Amend the headings of these chapters to read as follows: 
Chapter 50 - New social fund expenditure under Article 4 of the Council decision 
of 1 February 1971 
Chapter 51 - New social fund expenditure under Article 5 of the Council decision 
of 1 February 1971 
Chapter 52 - New social fund pilot schemes and preparatory studies 
Chapters 53 and 54 
Amend the headings of these chapters to read as follows: 
Chapter 53 - Old social fund expenditure provided for under Article 125(1) (a) 
of the EEC Treaty 
Chapter 54 - Old special fund expenditure provided for under Article 125(1) (b) 
of the EEC Treaty 
JUSTIFICATION 
The .purpose of this draft amendment is to simplify and clarify budgetary nomen-
clature while at the same time emphasizing the distinction between the old and . the 
new Social Fund. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The purpose of 
draft Amendment No 61 is to introduce a little 
more clarity into the budgetary nomenclature 
as regards the Social Fund by emphasizing the 
distinction between the old and the new S-ocial 
Fund. What the Committee on Budgets here 
proposes to the House is, therefore, an amend-
ment of a technical nature, a matter of orthodox 
budgetary procedure. 
1 Doc. 79175, OJ c 157175. 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 61 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 61 is adopted by 123 votes 
to 0. 
On Chapter 50: 'New Social Fund expenditure 
under Article 4 of the Council Decision of 
1 February 1971', I have Amendment No 59, 
tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
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(A) Expenditure 
Insert a 'commitment appropriations' column 
JUSTIFICATION 
According to the financial regulation, a distinction is to be made for Social Fund 
expenditure between payment appropriations and commitment authorization to 
enable operations whi.ch, by their very nature, take place over several years to be 
adequately financed. These authorizations currently figure in the 'remarks' column 
of the budget. 
For clarity's sake, geQuine commitment appropriations should be entered on the 
actual budgetary line alongside the payment appropriations. 
The same system was in fact recently adopted for regional fund appropriations 
(Chapter 55). Thus the object of this amendment is to rationalize the procedure 
with regard to commitment appropriations. 
What is the rapporteur's view? President. - I put this draft amendment to 
the vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) A short while 
ago, the House agreed to. establish the concept 
~f 'commitment a.ppz:opriations~ for hydrocar-
bons and for prospecting for· uranium. In the 
same way, the Committee on Budgets, for con-
sistency's sake, proposes to the House the idea 
of 'commitment appropriations' for the Social 
Fund since, here too, it is a matter of multi· · 
annual projects. 
(A) Expenditure 
Draft Amendment No 59 is adopted by 122 votes 
to 0. 
On the same chapter, I have draft Amendment 
No 9/rev., tabled by Mr Cointat, Mr Durand, 
Mr Gibbons, Mr Terrenoire and Mr Yeats, on 
which the Committee on Bud~ts has delivered 
q. favourable opinion: 
- Replace Article 500 by the following five new articles: 
Article 500 - 'Aid to the agricultural and textiles sectors' 
Article 501 - 'Aid to young people' 
., ' 
Article 502 - 'Aid to handicapped persons' 
Article 503 - 'Aid to migrant workers' 
Article 504 - 'Aid to sectors and regions affected by the crisis'· 
JUSTIFICATION 
It appears that the budgetary item in which appropriations under Article 5 of the 
new Social.Fund are entered makes insufficient distinction between the Commis-
sion's various sectors of activity in this field. 
To give the budgetary authority a clearer idea of the amount of the appropriations 
allocated to each of these activities, the budgetary nomenclature should be broken 
down into more detailed headings. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) This is a matter 
of ensuring budgetary clarity. Having noticed 
tl}at, with regard to radiation protection, which 
has an appropriation of 2211 000 u.a., there are 
six items where one would have sufficed, while 
the 200m u.a. allocated to the Sqcial Fund are 
covered by a single article, the Committee on 
Budgets, for the sake of introducing a little 
more clarity and enabling Parliament to exercise 
a better control of expenditure, proposes the 
establishment of five articles iristead of one. 
~is will not, by the. way, hamper the Com-
mission in its d~ties, since it will be able to 
make transfers from one to another 'of these 
articles. 
President.- I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 9/rev. is adopted by 125 
votes to 0. 
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Still on Chapter 50, I have eight draft amend-
ments: 
- draft Amendment No 17, tabled by Mr Alfred 
Bertrand on behalf of the Committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 500 - Expenditure under Article 4 of the Council Decision of 1 February 
1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Increase appropriations by: 70 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 70 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The European Social Fund is the sole Community instrument for combating the 
present day problems on the employment market. Appropriations under Article 4, 
with which we are concerned here, are intended for 
i. those leaving agriculture 
ii. migrant workers 
iii. the handicapped 
iv. young people1 
v. projects to be determined by the Council in December next. 
It is self-evident that these are the categories most at risk in the present socio-
economic situation. 
It would therefore be almost grotesque in the present circumstances to cut back 
on this budget item, especially since clear promises on this subject were made at 
the Paris Summit Conferences in 1972 even before the current situation in the 
employment market arose. 
- draft Amendment No 31, tabled by the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 500 - Expenditure under Article 4 of the Council Decision of 1 February 
1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Increase appropriations by: 70 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 70 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Because of the economic situation prevailing at present throughout the Community, 
rapid inflation, economic depression and unemployment, one wonders what the 
Council's logic is in cutting expenditure in this important area. 
The proposed amount is well below what is required in view of the present economic 
and social crisis in the Community. 
- draft Amendment No 85, tabled by Mr Couste 
on behalf of the Group of Progressive 
Democrats: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 500 - Expenditure under Article 4 of the Council Decision of 1 February 
1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Enter 340 million u.a. in commitment appropriations 
(B) Revenue 
unchanged 
1 Council Decision 75/459, OJ No L 199/75, p. 36. 
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JUSTIFICATION 
In order to clarify long-term budgetary operations, the Committee on Budgets 
had proposed the creation of a commitment appropriation column; the object of this 
amendment is to express Parliament's determination that the Commission's pro-
gramme be fully implemented. This is all the more necessary as we are at present 
passing through a period of crisis. 
The commitment appropriations for which we ask include: 
- the 1976 payment appropriations requested by the Commission: 220 million u.a. 
-the commitment appropriations requested by the Commission for 1977: 80 mil-
lion u.a. 
-the commitment appropriations requested by the Commission for 1978: 40 mil-
lion u.a. 
- the following draft amendments tabled by 
the Committee on Budgets: 
Draft amendment No 62 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 500 - (new article): Measures to aid the agricultural and textile sectors 
Enter the following appropriations: 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment payment 
Article 500 ... 100 75 
JUSTIFICATION 
(a) Payment appropriations 
The Committee on Budgets proposes the following increase in Social Funds payment 
appropriations: 
Chapter 50 
(expenditure Article 4) 
Chapter 51 
(expenditure Article 5) 
(in million u.a.) 
Preliminary 
draft 
budget 
220 
280 
Draft 
budget 
150 
250 
Committee on Budgets 
+ 40 i.e. 190m u.a. 
+ 30 i.e. 280m u.a. 
The Committee on Budgets having already proposed that Chapter 50 be broken 
down into five separate articles and Chapter 51 into two separate articles, the 
increases of 40 and 30m u.a. should be distributed among these new articles. For 
this distribution, the Committee on Budgets has followed the proposals made by 
the Commission in its general introduction to the preliminary draft budget (Volume 7, 
pages 88 and 89); however, the Committee felt that there should be no increase in 
the appropriations for the new Article 504 (anti-crisis measures) in respect of which 
the Council has not yet adopted a regulation: since the Committee on Budgets has 
reinstated only in part the appropriations proposed by the Commission for Chapter 
50, the appropriations for Article 504 are in fact reduced by half in relation to the 
general introduction to the preliminary draft. 
(b) Commitment appropriations 
In a separate amendment, the Committee proposes that commitment appropriations 
should be entered against the Social Fund. 
The present draft amendment proposes that commitment appropriations for Chapters 
50 and 51 be calculated as follows: 
President 
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The commitment appropriations include: 
(1) The total payment appropriations provided for in 
the draft budget ................................. . 
(2) The increase in payment appropriations proposed 
by the Committee on Budgets ................... . 
(3) The 'commitment authorizations' proposed by the 
Commission in its preliminary draft (remarks) for 
the years 1977 and 1978 ......................... . 
TOTAL ............... . 
Chapter 50 
150 
40 
120 
310 
Chapter 51 
250 
30 
150 
430 
The Committee on Budgets having already proposed that Chapter 50 be broken down 
into five separate articles and Chapter 51 into two separate articles (see above), the 
commitment appropriations must therefore be distributed among these new articles; 
this distribution has been effected taking account of the Commission's proposals and 
of the Committee on Budget's position as regards a new Article 504 (anti-crisis 
measures). 
(c) Summary 
The following table sums up the proposals of the Committee on Budgets: 
1976 appropriations (in million u.a.) 
Chapter 50 (expenditure Article 4) 
(new) Article 500: Measures to aid the agricul-
tural and textile sectors ....................... . 
(new) Article 501: Measures to aid young workers 
·(new) Article 502: Measures to aid handicapped 
workers ..................................... . 
(new) Article 503: Measures to aid migrant wor-
kers ......................................... . 
(new) Article 504: Measures to aid sectors and 
regions hit by the crisi~ ..................... . 
TOTAL ............... . 
Chapter 51 (expenditure Article 5) 
(new) Article 510: Measures to improve the em-
ployment situation in certain regions, economic 
sectors or groups of companies ............... . 
(new) Article 511: Measures to help handicapped 
persons not eligible to receive aid under Article 4 
TOTAL ............... . 
Commitment 
100 
90 
25 
35 
60 
310 
380 
50 
430 
Payment 
75 
40 
20 
25 
30 
190 
250 
30 
280 
(d) Postulated breakdown of the changes in appropriations proposed by the Com-
mittee on Budgets 
Since no provision is made in either the preliminary draft or the draft budget for 
a breakdown of appropriations into five articles (for Chapter 50) and two articles 
(for Chapter 51) - and since no provision is made either for commitment appropria-
tions for 1976, one can only postulate the possible breakdown of the changes in 
appropriations proposed by the Committee on Budgets. This breakdown could be as 
follows: 
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Preliminary Draft budget Amended draft budget draft budget 
CA1 PA2 CA1 PA2 
(Post. (General (Post. (Post. CA1 PA2 
breakd.) In trod.) breakd.) breakd.) 
Chap. 50 
Art. 500 100 75 95 70 
Art. 501 90 40 87 37 
Art. 502 25 20 24 19 
Art. 503 35 25 34 24 
Art. 504 90 60 
Total 340 220 240 150 
Chap. 51 
Art. 510 380 250 345 220 
Art. 511 50 30 40 30 
Total 430 280 385 250 
Draft amendment No 63 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 501 - (new article): Measures to aid young workers 
Enter the following appropriations: 
100 75 
90 40 
25 20 
35 25 
60 30 
310 190 
380 250 
50 30 
430 280 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment 
Article 501 . , ....... . 90 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATIONS 
Draft amendment No 69 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 502 - (new article): Measures to aid handicapped workers 
Enter the following appropriations: 
·payment 
40 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment payment 
Article 502 ......... . 25 20 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATIONs 
1 Commitment appropriations. 
• Payment appropriations. 
• See justification of draft Amendment No 82/PdA. 
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Draft amendment No 70 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 503 - ·(new article): Measures to aid migrant workers 
Enter the following appropriations: 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment payment 
Article 503 ......... . 35 25 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATIQNl 
Draft amendment No 71 
(A) E:x;penditure 
Article 504 - (new article): Measures to aid sectors and regions hit by the crisis 
Enter following appropriations: 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
•• 
commitment payment 
Article 504 ......... . 60 30 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATION! 
I call Mr Yeats. 
Mr Yeats. - Mr President, on behalf of my 
group I wish to withdraw Amendment No 85. 
President. - Amendment No 85 is accordingly 
withdrawn. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat. - (F) Discussion of this series of 
amendments is a little difficult. In fact, there 
are two problems: the problems of payment ap-
propriations and the problem of commitment 
appropriations. Some amendments propose an 
increase in payment appropriations of 70 million 
u.a., others an increase of only 40 million. Con-
sequently, the Committee on Budgets proposes 
rejecting the increase of 70 million and approv-
ing an increase of only 40 million. 
That having been said, the committee proposes 
concentrating on the commitment appropria-
tions and increasing their total to 310 million. 
If, as the committee proposes, the Parliament 
rejects the 70 million u.a. and approves the 
40 million u.a., Amendments Nos 62, 63, 69, 70 
and 71 will be approved, for these merely con-
cern the distribution of this sum among the 
various articles which we have just established. 
I think, Mr President, we should begin by voting 
on the amendments that depart farthest from 
the budget-that is to say, Amendments Nos 17 
and 31, which are identical and have both been 
turned down by the Committee on Budgets-
and then on Amendments Nos 62, 63, 69, 70 and 
71, which carry the increase of 40 million u.a. 
distributed among the various article-;. Here, I 
think, we could have a single vote on the five 
amendments put down by the Committee on 
Budgets, since in fact they are all concerned 
with the same thing. 
President.- We shall begin by voting on draft 
Amendment No 17. If this is adopted, Amend-
ments Nos 31, 62, 63, 69, 70 and 71 will become 
void. If it is rejected, we can put the amend-
1 See justification of draft Amendment No 82/PdA. 
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ments tabled by the Committee on Budgets to 
a single vote, as the rapporteur has just sug-
gested. 
you have just decided to establish, I can put 
the five draft amendments tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets to a single vote. 
I put draft Amendment No 17 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 17 is rejected by 101 votes 
to 23, with 7 abstentions. Draft Amendment 
No 31 accordingly becomes void. 
Since they are concerned with the distribution 
of appropriations among the five articles which 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert a 'commitment appropriations' column. 
Draft Amendments Nos 62, 63, 69, 70 and 71 are 
adopted by 124 votes to 0, with 1 abstention. 
On Chapter 51: 'New Social Fund expenditure 
under Article 5 of the Council Decision of 
1 February 1971', I have draft Amendment 
No 60, tabled by Mr Cointat on behalf of the 
Committee on Budgets: 
JUSTIFICATION 
According to the financial regulation, a distinction is to be made for Social Fund 
expenditure between payment appropriations and commitment authorizations to 
enable operations which, by their very nature, take place over several years to be 
adequately financed. These authorizations currently figure in the 'remarks' column 
of the budget. 
For clarity's sake, genuine commitment appropriations should be ente~:ed on the 
actual budgetary line alongside the payment appropriations. 
The same system was in fact recently adopted for regional fund appropriations 
(Chapter 55). Thus the object of this amendment is to rationalize the procedure with 
regard to commitment appropriations. • 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) A short while 
ago, Parliament, in Amendment No 59, ac-
cepted the idea of commitment appropriations 
for Chapter 50. Here the Committee on Budgets 
is making exactly the same proposal with regard 
to Chapter 51, and the committee asks you to 
approve this amendment. 
(A) Expenditure 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
Draft Amendment No 60 is adopted by 122 votes 
to 0. 
Still on Chapter 51, I have draft Amendment 
No 8/rev.II, tabled by Mr Cointat on behaif of 
the Committee on Budgets: 
Replace Article 510 by the following two new articles: 
Article 510 - Aid to improve the employment situation in certain regions, economic 
sectors or groups of companies 
Article 511 - Measures to help handicapped persons not eligible to receive aid under 
Article 4. 
JUSTIFICATION 
It appears that the budgetary heading under which appropriations under Article 5 
of the new Social Fund are entered makes insufficient distinction between the Com-
mission's various sectors of activity in this field. 
To give the budgetary authority a clearer idea of the amount of the appropriations 
allocated to each of these activities, the budgetary nomenclature should be broken 
down into more detailed headings. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The amendment 
is the same as we had earlier for Chapter 50. 
In order to give Chapter 51 a higher degree of 
budgetary transparency, we are proposing two 
articles-Nos 510 and 511-instead of one. 
President. - I put this draft amendment to the 
vote. 
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Draft Amendment No 8/rev.II is adopted by 
123 votes to 0. 
- draft Amendment No 18, tabled by Mr Alfred 
Bertrand on behalf of the Committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment: 
On Chapter 51, I have another five draft amend-
ments: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 510 - Expenditure under Article 5 of the Council Decision of 1 February 
1971 on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Increase approP.riations by: 30 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
-Increase revenue by: 30 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Apart from the different viewpoint set out in Article 5, the justification given for 
Article 500 applies here too. 
To this it must be added that requests under Article 5 have so far invariably exceeded 
the available funds by a considerable amount. According to the European Social 
Fund's annual report, requests submitted in 1974 totalled some 350 millions u.a., that 
is to say, 40% more than the appropriations provided by the Council for 1976. 
- draft Amendment No 32, tabled by the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 510 - Expenditure under Article 5 of the Council Decision of 1 February 1971 
on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Increase appropriations by: 30 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 30 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Because of the economic situation prevailing at present throughout the Community, 
rapid inflation, economic depression and unemployment, one wonders what the 
Council's logic is in cutting expenditure in this important area. 
The proposed amount is well below what is required in view of the present economic 
and social crisis in the Community. 
- draft Amendment No 33/rev., tabled by the 
Group of European Progressive Democrats: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 510 - Expenditure under Article 5 of the Council Decision of 1 February 1971 
on the reform of the European Social Fund 
Amend the last paragraph under 'Remarks' as follows: 
'Furthermore, the Commission has been authorized to enter into commitments for 
the two subsequent financial years, pursuant to Article 104 of the Financial Regula-
tion of 25 April1973, up to the following amounts: 
1977: 
1978: 
(B) Revenue 
None 
100 000 000 u.a. 
50 000 000 u.a. 
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JUSTIFICATION 
Article 16 of the Financial Regulation of 25 April 1973, in paragraph C, states that 
the remarks contained in the budget are of a binding nature. 
Our Assembly therefore has the power to amend these remarks partly or in their 
entirety. 
The object of the present amendment is therefore to increase the commitment appro-
priations under Article 510 by 10 million u.a. 
The sum of 100 million u.a. seems to be the most appropriate to the requirements of 
the Community's social policy and the crisis the Community is undergoing. 
-:- draft Amendment No 72, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 510 - (new article): Measures to improve the employment situation in certain 
regions, economic sectors or groups of companies 
Enter the following appropriations: 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment payment 
Article 510 ......... . 380 250 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATION1 
- draft Amendment No 73, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
(A) Expenditure 
Article 511 - (new article): Measures to help handicapped persons not eligible to 
receive aid under Article 4 
Enter the following appropriations: 
1976 appropriations (million u.a.) 
commitment payment 
Article 511 .......... 50 30 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATIQNl 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Everyone is in 
agreement on the substance-tha.t is, on an 
increase of 30 million u.a. in payment ap-
propriations and on commitment a.ppropriations 
amounting to a total of 430 million u.a. The 
two draft Amendments Nos 72 and 73, put down 
by the Committee on Budgets, simply aim at 
distributing th~se expenditures between the two 
new articles; and because of this, I would ask 
Mr Bertrand and the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats to withdraw their 
respective draft amendments-No 18 on the one 
• See justWcation o:f draft Amendment No 62/PdA. 
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hand and Nos 32 and 33/rev. on .the other-in 
favour of draft Amendments Nos 72 aa1d 73. 
President. - Mr Bertrand, do you maintain your 
draft amendment? 
Mr Alfred Bertrand. - (F) No, Mr President. 
President.- Mr Yeats, ·does your group main-
tain its draft amendments? 
Mr Yeats.- No, Mr President. 
President. - Draft Amendments Nos 18, 32 and 
33/rev. are accordingly withdrawn. 
I put to the vote the draft amendments tabled 
by the Committee on Budgets. 
Draft Amendments Nos 72 and 73 are adopted 
by 126 votes to 0. 
On Article 550: 'European Regional Develop-
m~t Fund', I call the rapporteur. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
may I say a brief word on the subject of the 
Regional Fund in order that there should be 
no misunderstandings in the House. 
D,raft Amendment No 37, tabled by the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats, has been 
withdrawn, but another ·amendment, draft 
Amendment No 74, has been tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets with regard to Chapter 98, 
and· this will be voted on in a few minutes 
when we come to consider the draft amend-
ments conceming Title 9. In this, the Commit-
tee on Budgets proposes allocating the additional 
appropriation of 150 million u.a. to Chapter 98. 
President.- We pass to Title 6. 
I call Lord Bruce on a point of order. 
Lord Bruce of Donington. - Mr President, I 
should just like to clear up a technicality. It 
would seem that inadvertently we have already 
voted in favour of Amendment No 59. Of the 
45 amendments which Mr Cointat has asked that 
we should vote upon, the last is No 59, and as 
I understand it we have already voted in favour 
of an Amendment No 59 earlier. Perhaps an 
error has been made somewhere. 
President. - I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) May I draw Lord 
Bruce's attention to the fact that there are two 
series of 'modifications': there are the proposed 
modifications, which concern obligatory expend-
iture, and the draft amendments, which c0111cern 
non-obligatory expenditure. Consequently, drait 
Amendment No 59, which has been voted upon 
and to which Lord Bruce refers, has nothing 
to do with proposed Modification No 59. 
Since I have the floor, Mr President, may I say 
a few words before the voting on agricultural 
expenditure. 
In my oral presentation, I acquainted the House 
with the results of the prolonged and, on occa-
sion, animated discussions that has taken place 
in the Committee on Budgets. I described the 
different conceptions confronting one another. 
Today I think it is my duty to add the final 
touch to this account before we vote on the 
proposed modifications, because I think this 
voting procedure can be somewhat simplified. 
We _are now confronted with 52 proposed 
modifications reflecting different approaches. 
First of all, there is the technical approach 
adopted by the Committee on Agriculture, which 
is proposing five modifications, some of them 
aimed at reducing the appropriations allocated 
to a number of chapters, others at increasing 
the total appropriations allocated to the 
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF by 7 million 
u.a. In addition, the Committee on Agriculture 
proposes the transfer of 45.3 million u.a. from 
the Guidance to the Guarantee Section to cover 
premiums for building up livestock herds. 
A second approach is that adopted by a number 
of our colleagues in presenting two proposed 
modifications symbolically diminishing by one 
unit of account the appropriations allocated to 
two specific chapters--concerning cereals and 
milk-as indication of a desire to effectuate 
economies in the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF. 
The third approach: some of our Socialist col-
leagues have put down 45 proposed modifica-
tions designed to reduce the level of budgetary 
appropriations to that of 1975 and transfer the 
difference to Chapter 98 in the form of frozen 
appropriations. The result would be not only to 
transfer the sum of 1 821 000 million u.a., or 
35G/o of the EAGGF total for 1976, to Chapter 98, 
but also to reduce the level of liquid appropriat- . 
ions below the 1975 level by 901 million u.a., 
or 21 Gfo, · the authors of these modifications 
having taken account of the increases in ap-
propriations for 1976 in relation to 1975 but not 
of certain reductions that had taken place, 
amounting to a total of 900 million u.a. 
Finally, there is a fourth approach which can-
not be expressed by tabling any proposed modi-
fications: this consists in regarding the 
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF as an artificial 
budget which scarcely bears relation to any 
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estimates, which takes account neither of the 
1976 price-review nor even of the results of the 
1975 harvest, with the result that to modify it 
would be to make it even more artificial. Tlte 
adherents of this view further bear in mind 
the fact that it is here a matter of obligatory 
expenditure, in respect of which our powers are 
confined to proposing modifications, and that in 
any case the Commission has already made pro-
posals which the Council adopted without 
modifying them. Not wishing to be more Catholic 
than the Pope, the holders of this view see 
no reason for modifying the draft budget so far 
as the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF is con-
cerned. 
This last approach is the one that has been 
adopted by the Committee on Budgets, which 
proposes that the House approve the appropria-
tions allocated to the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF as they stand in the draft budget 
presented by the Council. In this way, there 
would be no conflict of views between the Com-
mission, the Council and the European Parlia-
ment. 
And so, Mr President, I think the first modifica-
tion due for discussion might constitute a test 
for all the rest: if it is rejected, as advocated 
by the Committee on Budgets, this would signify 
that the House had no desire to modify the 
budget as regards the Guarantee Section of the 
EAGGF and that one would be justified in asking 
the authors of the other proposed modifications 
to withdraw them. 
To wind up, Mr President, the Committee on 
Budgets rejects all the proposed modifications 
that have been put forward and asks that a 
consistent stand be taken on the chapters refer-
ring to appropriations for the Guarantee Section 
of the EAGGF. 
President. - I think the rapporteur has given 
the House a fully adequate explanation of a 
(A) Expenditure 
Item 6000 - Refunds 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
proposal which is. of great importance for the 
rest of this debate. 
If the first group of proposed modifications is 
rejected, I shall ask the authors of the other 
proposed modifications whether, as the Com-
mittee on Budgets suggests, they are prepared 
to withdraw them. 
I call Mr Lange on a point of order. 
Mr Lange.- (D) Mr President, we must make a 
distinction between the modifications proposed 
by the Committee on Agriculture and those 
aimed at transferring funds from the EAGGF to 
Chapter 98. These are two quite different 
matters. Voting on the modifications proposed 
by the Committee on Agriculture is one thing: 
but if we vote on the other proposed modifica-
tion and if it is rejected, then all the others 
become void. Perhaps we could proceed, Mr 
President, by voting in the way Mr Cointat has 
suggested: that seems to be a clearer way of 
going about things, and then we should know 
whether we should go on to deal with the other 
proposed modifications or not. 
Mr Cointat has proposed, in accordance with a 
majority decision in the Committee on Budgets, 
that we make no changes to the EAGGF 
Guarantee Fund. If the House were to accept 
this proposal, all proposed modifications concern-
ing the EAGGF would become void. In my view, 
that would be the simplest procedure. 
President. - On Titles 6 and 7, Chapter 60, 
Article 600: 'Refunds on cereals', I have three 
proposed modifications: 
- proposed Modif~cation No 14, tabled by Mr 
Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce 
of Donington, Mr Corterier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs 
Dunwoody, Mr FHimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr 
Lange, Mr Lautenschlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr 
Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff: 
38 672 000 u.a. 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council's draft was based on estimates by the Commission which were not 
founded on the actual situation. It is therefore justified to enter the amount of the 
estimates, i.e. the difference between the 1975 budget (including amending and sup-
plementary budget No 3) and the draft general budget for 1976; under Chapter 98 
(non-allocated provisional appropriations) and thus make it necessary for the Com-
mission also to demonstrate in detail to the European Parliament - in the frame-
work of the consultation procedure - that the appropriations it proposes are actually 
used. 
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- proposed Modification No 15, tabled by the 
same authors: 
(A) Expenditure 
Item 6001 -Refunds in connection with Community measures involving the supply 
of food gifts under the 1976 programme 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 33 860 000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council's draft was based on estimates by the Commission which were not 
founded on the actual situation. It is therefore justified to enter the amount of the 
estimates, i.e. the difference between the 1975 budget (including amending and sup-
plementary budget No 3) and the draft general budget for 1976, under Chapter 98 
(non-allocated provisional appropriations) and thus make it necessary for the Com-
mission also to demonstrate in detail to the European Parliament-in the framework 
of the consultation procedure-that the appropriations it proposes are actually used. 
-proposed Modification No 12, tabled by Mrs 
Dunwoody, Mr Frehsee, Mr Hansen, Mr 
Hughes, Mr Laban and Lord Walston: 
(A) Expenditure 
Reduce appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Reduce revenue by: 
1 u.a. 
1 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Expenditure in .the cereals sector is increasingly sharply every year: 457 000 000 u.a. 
in 1974, 577 000 000 u.a. in 1975 and 715 000 000 u.a. in 1976. Refunds on cereals are 
an important contributory factor: 76 000 000 u.a. in 1974, 289 000 000 u.a. in 1975 and 
328 000 000 u.a. in 1976. 
The Council must therefore take a closer look at the effects of the policy so far 
pursued in this sector. 
These three texts may be considered together. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -(F) The Committee 
on Budgets asks the House to reject these 
proposed modifications to the appropriations to 
the Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. If the 
attitude of the Committee on Budgets is ap-
proved--:that is to say, if the~e proposed 
modifications are rejected-we can, I think, 
consider this vote as a test-case bearing on the 
rest of this debate, and you will then be enabled 
to ask the authors of the following proposed 
modifications to withdraw them. 
President. - I call Mr Lange. 
Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, I must ask you 
to tell me precisely which proposed modifications 
you want us to discuss. I proposed a moment 
ago that the House should decide whether it was 
prepared to accept the proposal adopted by a 
majority in the Committee on Budgets, that 
nothing should be changed with regard to the 
EAGGF. If this decision on a matter of principle 
is adopted along the lines desired by the major-
ity of the Committee on Budgets, all proposed 
modifications relating to the EAGGF can be 
declared void. We should be careful at this point 
to avoid embarking on an ambiguous course: 
that is why I pointed out that these are two 
different matters. 
(Applause from various benches) 
President. - I think, Mr Lange, that we are 
agreed on the essential issue, but it is precisely 
the vote on the first proposed modification that 
will provide a test of the House's attitude. I 
am not, in fact, in a position to put to the vote 
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an amendment proposing to withdraw these pro-
posed modifications as a whole. 
We shall therefore put Modification No 14 to the 
vote on the understanding-! give the House due 
notice--that we shall draw our conclusions from 
the result with regard to the rest of the voting. 
I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) I wish to avoid 
all misunderstandings, in particular between Mr 
Lange, the chairman of my committee, and 
myself. Mr Lange and myself are agreed on the 
essential points, but I do not think it is possible 
to vote on a matter of principle as Mr Lange 
would wish. Here we are faced with a problem 
on the legal plane. Consequently, I think, Mr 
President, that it is correct for you to put 
proposed Modification No 14 to the vote, since 
this is the one that would normally be voted 
on first. · 
The Committee on Budgets is opposed to this 
proposed modification, it is opposed to any 
modification of the appropriations to the 
Guarantee Section of the EAGGF. 
If this proposed modification is rejected, as 
recommended by the general rapporteur and by 
the Committee on Budgets, I think I have 
already said that you coUld ask the authors 
of the following proposed modifications, to with-
draw them. Then our procedure would be legally 
correct. 
President.- I put proposed Modification No 14 
to the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 14 is rejected by 78 
votes to 46. 
As a result of this vote and of the discussion 
that took place immediately before, I ask the 
authors of the following proposed modifications 
if they are prepared to withdraw them and to 
consider the result of the vote that has just 
taken place as signifying that Parliament adopts 
Titles 6, 7 and 8 as they figure in the Council's 
draft budget. 
Are there any objections? 
I call Mr Laban. 
Mr Laban.- (NL) Mr President, I much regret 
that I cannot meet your wishes in as much as 
I attach importance to a vote on the two pro-
posed modifications tabled by members of our 
group concerning a symbolic reduction by 1 u.a. 
for the cereals and milk sectors. We want to 
draw the Council's attention specifically to the 
situation in these sectors, and I should like to 
hear from the chairman. of the Committee on 
Agriculture whether he would not like to have 
a vote on the proposed modifications tabled on 
behalf of the Committee on Agriculture on the 
denaturing premium and similar subjects. 
President. - If · the author of a proposed 
modification or a political group asks me to put 
one or another proposed modification separately 
to the vote, I cannot refuse. 
I call Mr Lange. 
Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, on behalf of 
the group that tabled the series of proposed 
modifications of which No 14 was the first, I 
wish to state formally that all other proposed 
modifications tabled by this same group have 
now been rendered without foundation. 
President. - Does that mean that all the pro-
posed -modifications tabled by the Socialist 
Group are now withdrawn? 
Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, proposed 
Modifications Nos 14 to 59 were tabled by a 
particular group of Representatives, not on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
President. - Then which proposed modifications 
does Mr Laban wish to be put to the vote? 
Mr Laban. - (NL) Mr President, they are Nos 
12 and 13. Mr Lange has just pointed out that 
the big series of , proposed modifications 
beginning with No 14 were tabled, not by the 
Socialist Group, but by a part of the Socialist 
Group. I am not one of these, but I am co-author 
of proposed Modifications Nos 12 and 13 and 
I wish these to be put to the vote. 
President. - In view of the result of the vote 
on proposed Modification No 14, we may regard 
as withdrawn all other proposed modifications 
tabled by Mr Lange and others 1• 
We still have to consider proposed Modifications 
Nos 12 and 13. What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) On this point, 
I should like to give the opinion of the Com-
mittee on Budgets. I said just now that three 
groups o_f propesed modifications had been 
tabled: a series of proposed modifications of a 
technical nature put down by the Committee on 
Agriculture; two proposed modifications tabled 
by Mr Laban and others; and 45 proposed 
modifications tabled by Mr Lange. 
1 See Annex. 
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The two proposed modifications I have just 
mentioned are of a symbolical nature inasmuch 
as they would reduce the appropriations pro-
posed by 1 u.a. only. The Parliament might well 
be tempted to accept this reduction, but the 
Committee on Budgets has rejected these pro-
posed modifications and asks the House to reject 
them for political reasons: if you reduce the 
budget of the EAGGF Guarantee Section by 
1 u.a., there is no longer any question of a 
blanket vote and this would mean that the 
discussion on the budget could be renewed at any 
moment. That is the reason why the Committee 
on Budgets asks you to reject proposed Modifica-
tions Nos 12 and 13. 
President. - I call Mr Lange. 
Mr Lange.- (D) Mr President, I am sorry but 
I must here put in a word as Chairman of the 
Committee on Budgets. I have the impression 
that Mr Cointat was a little mistaken in his 
explanation. After the Committee on Budgets 
had decided not to touch the EAGGF but to 
(A) Expenditure 
Reduce appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Reduce revenue by: 
leave it· as it was, I stated that the proposed 
modifications tabled by the Committee on Agri-
culture-and at that time also by the political 
groups~ould accordingly not be dealt with 
either. For this reason, no further decision of 
a practical nature was reached on the subject 
of these proposed modifications. That was the 
reason-not that this might lead to difficulties 
and prompt renewal of the whole discussion. 
There was no difference of opinion on that 
point, l'4r Cointat. 
President.- I put proposed Modification No 12 
to the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 12 is rejected by 70 
votes to 49, with 3 abstentions. 
On Article 621, Item 6214: 'Public storage and 
special sales-disposal procedures', I have pro-
posed Modification No 13, tabled by Mrs 
Dunwoody, Mr Frehsee, Mr Hansen, Mr Hughes, 
Mr Laban and Lord Walston, on which, as the 
rapporteur has just told us, the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered an unfavourable opinion: 
1 u.a. 
1 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
Guarantee Section expenditure on the storage and disposal of skimmed milk is 
expected to increase from 56 million u.a. in 1975 to 470 million u.a. in 1976. It thus 
accounts for over one-third of the increase in the total Community budget, which 
will increase from 6.2 to 7.3 thousand million u.a. from 1975 to 1976 despite severe 
cuts in appropriations for development aid and social and regional policy. 
The Council must therefore take a closer look at the effects of the policy so far pur-
sued in this sector. 
I put proposed Modification No 13 to the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 13 is rejected by 69 
votes to 46, with 3 abstentions. 
Titles 6, 7 and 8 are adopted. 
(A) Expenditure 
We pass to Title 9. 
First of all, I have two draft amendments. 
- draft amendment No 39, tabled by the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats: 
Re-insert a new chapter with two token entries. 
Chapter 90 - Financial and technical cooperation with non-associated developing 
countries 
Article 900 - Financial cooperation with non-associated developing countries (token 
entry) 
Article 901 - Promoting trade between the Community and the non-associated 
developing countries (token entry) 
(B) Revenue 
None 
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JUSTIFICATION 
·A general decision on the granting of financial and technical aid to the non-associated 
developing countries by the Community was contained in the Council resolution of 
16 July 1974. 
The Commission introduced a new chapter (Chapter 90), 'financial and technical co-
operation with the non-associated developing countries', and created two new articles, 
Article 900 (financial cooperation with the non-associated developing countries), with 
an appropriation of 100 million u.a., and Article 901 (promoting trade between the 
Community and the non-associated developing countries), with an appropriation of 
5 million u.a. 
The Council deleted this chapter and Articles 900 and 901, taking the view that the 
Commission was presuming on later decisions by the Council. 
In the light of the Council resolution of 16 July 1974, the inclusion of these token 
entries in the 1976 budget would have the advantage of confirming the Community's 
political resolve without prejudicing subsequent Council decisions on the subject. 
- draft Amendment No 22, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation: 
(A) Expenditure 
Insert a Chapter 90 - Financial and technical cooperation with the non-associated 
developing countries 
Insert an Article 900 - Financial cooperation with the non-associated developing 
countries 
Enter an appropriation of: 40 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 40 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
On 22 January 1975, the Council adopted guidelines for financial cooperation with the 
non-associated developing countries. Proposals were submitted by the Commission on 
15 March 1975. On 20 May 1975, the European Parliament requested the Council and 
Commission to fix as soon as possible the level of the various amounts for financial 
and technical aid to non-associated developing countries taking account of both the 
Community's resources and the needs of the non-associated developing countries. 
The appropriations are intended to finance agricultural development and food pro-
duction. They are also intended to promote regional cooperation between the deve-
loping countries. The ·countries concerned here are countries like Bangladesh, Pakis-
tan and India, which suffer from chronic food shortages and are among the world's 
poorest countries. 
Taking into account inter alia the statements made by the President-in-Office of the 
Council on 2 September 1975 at the Seventh Special Session of the United Nations 
General Assembly and the statements made on behalf of the Community at the 
World Food Conference held in Rome in November 1974, your committee believes 
that, if the Community is not to lose its image as a reliable partner, it must keep itS 
word and commence giving the aboye aid at the earliest opportunity. Bearing in mind 
the very great need of the developing countries concerned, and above all the economic 
resources of the Community, your committee believes that an initial appropriation of 
40 million u.a. for the above form of cooperation is well justified. 
In view of the fact that I have just been 
informed by the Council that it is decided to 
insert a Chapter 90 with a single article on 
promoting trade with the non-associated develop-
ing countries and to enter an appropriation of 
3.5m u.a., draft Amendment No 23, tabled by 
the Committee on Development and Cooperation, 
has been withdrawn. 
Since they are. mutually exclusive, these two 
draft amendments must be considered jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) As regards draft 
Amendment No 39, I had the impression that 
the Group of European Progressive Democrats 
had withdrawn it in committee. 
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Mr Yeats. - No, Mr President. Before going any further, I should like to have 
confirmation of this withdrawal, for the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats gave its 
support to Amendment No 22, which proposes, 
not a token entry, but an appropriation of 40m 
u.a. The Committee on Budgets asks the House 
to vote in favour of Amendment No 22, which 
was adopted in committee by 15 votes, with 1 
abstention. 
President.- Draft Amendment No 39 is accord-
ingly withdrawn. 
President. - Mr Yeats, does your group 
maintain its draft amendment? 
(A) Expenditure 
I put draft Amendment No 22 to the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 22 is adopted by 122 votes 
to 0. 
On Title 9, I have proposed Modification No 11, 
tabled by the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats: 
Insert a Chapter 91 - Financial and technical cooperation with the Maghreb coun-
tries and Malta 
Insert an Article 910 - Financial and technical cooperation with the Maghreb coun-
tries and Malta (token entry) 
(B) Revenue 
None 
JUSTIFICATION 
Financial and technical cooperation with the Maghreb countries and Malta represents 
a new project. The Commission had introduced a new Chapter (Chapter 91) for 
financial and technical cooperation with the Maghreb countries and Malta and a 
budgetary Article 910 (even given a heading) allocated 10 million u.a. 
The Council deleted Chapter 91 and Article 910; however, the inclusion of these 
projects in the 1976 budget as a token entry would be proof of the Community's 
political determination to help these countries (Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco and Malta) 
without interfering y.rith the subsequent development of these projects. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets is unanimously favourable. 
President.- I put proposed Modification No 11 
to the vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by the same amount 
Proposed Modification No 11 is adopted by 116 
votes. 
On Article 920, Item 9201: 'Food aid: cereals-
1976 programme', I have proposed Modification 
No 6, tabled by the Committee on Development 
and Cooperation, on which the Committee on 
Budgets has delivered a favourable opinion: 
48 050 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Commission proposed an appropriation of 146 020 000 u.a. for supplies of 
1 014 350 tonnes of wheat and 50 000 tonnes of rice, the minimum quantities provided 
for in the triennial programme for the period 1975-1977 (see memorandum on food 
aid policy, Doc. 37/74). 
The Council has cut the appropriations for this item to 97 970 000 u.a. (corresponding 
to 707 850 tonnes of cereals), and the Community's share is thus increased from 50 
to 550fo 
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On 12 July 1974, the European Parliament approved the Commission's proposals on 
future Community policy with regard to food aid. On that occasion the European 
Parliament, among other thingsl, 
- approved the overall political conception of the memorandum and supported in 
particular the proposals for the first indicative three-year programme (1974/1975 
and 1976/'17), since this was to be carried out entirely in the form of Community 
aid; 
- requested the Commission to include in the Community budget the funds necessary 
for implementing the planned indicative programme in the time limit set; 
- pointed out that the minimum and maximum amoun~ laid down in the indicative 
programme represented only a fraction of what was needed by the developing 
countries to cover food shortages and therefore appealed urgently to the Commu-
nity to extend aid further in the coming years; 
- took the view that increased aid also had political advantages since it would 
become part of a general European development and peace policy and thus 
enhance the Community's moral stature in the world and contribute to the ful-
filment of the obligations and objectives of the second development decade. 
In view of the need for food aid in the developing countries and also in view of the 
Community's resources (including in particular a stock of 1 million tonnes of skim-
med milk powder), your committee considers it politically justified and economically 
possible to carry out the minimum Commission proposals on food aid for 1976. For 
the same reasons it also considers that the above mentioned appropriations should 
be entered in the 1976 budget. 
What is the rapporteur's view? President. - I put proposed Modification No 6 
to the vote. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. (F) Proposed 
Modification No 6 and the following items con-
cern food aid, an important subject which was 
dealt with during the general debate. I shall say 
no more about it except to state the position of 
the Committee on Budgets on each proposed 
modification. 
On proposed Modification No 6, the Committee 
on Budgets is unanimously favourable. 
(A) Expenditure . 
Increase appropriati<·ns by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Proposed Modification No 6 is adopted. 
On Article 921, Item 9211: '1976 programme for 
skimmed-milk powder', I have two proposed 
modifications: 
--: proposed Modification No 10, tabled by the 
Group of European Progressi"!'e Democrats: 
50 000 000 u.a. 
50 000 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Community has more than 1 million tonnes of skimmed milk powder in stock. 
The absorption capacity of the world market is virtually nil, with the exception of 
ration demand for some 100 000 tonnes. 
In any case, the sale to Russia of 100 000 to 120 000 tonnes of skimmed milk powder 
for a minimum price would not solve the problems raised by this enormous stock 
Instead of spending not inconsiderable amounts to obtain a minimum profit· by trans-
forming this milk powder into fodder for cattle, the Community will do better to 
increase its food aid programme in milk products and to distribute this powdered· milk 
to the hungry. 
1 See OJ No C 83 of T. 8. 187t. 
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- proposed Modification No 7, tabled .by the 
Committee on Development and Cooperation: 
(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by the same amount. 
17 210 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council proposes that 36 350 000 u.a. be earmarked for this item (this will buy 
55 000 tonnes of skimmed milk powder). On the basis of its minimum programme, the 
Commission proposed an appropriation of 53 560 000 u.a. (which will buy 80 000 tonnes). 
Community stocks stand at about 1 million tonnes (see proposed modification to 
Item 9201). 
Since these two proposed modifications are 
mutually exclusive, th~y must be considered 
jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. -:-- (F) I thought that 
proposed Modification No 7 had been withdrawn 
in favour of proposed Modification No 10. 
Perhaps Lord Reay would tell me whether he 
agrees with my interpretation. 
President. - I call Lord Reay. 
Lord Reay. - I think Proposed Modification 
No 7 should be held back until a vote has been 
taken on Proposed Modification No 10. If Pro-
posed Modification No 10 is adopted, Proposed 
Modification No 7 can be withdrawn. 
(A) Expenditure 
Item 9221 - 1976 programme 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by the same amount. 
President.- I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) Thank you, Lord 
Reay. 
The Committee on Budgets is unanimously in 
favour of proposed Modification No 10. 
President.- I put proposed Modification No 10 
to the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 10 is adopted. Pro-
posed Modification No 7 accordingly is without 
foundation. 
On Article 922: 'Food aid: sugar', I have pro-
posed Modification No 8, tabled by the Commit-
tee on Development and Cooperation: 
1 490 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council proposes an appropriation of 2 330 000 u.a. for this item (corresponding 
to 6 100 tonnes of sugar), whereas the Commission had proposed supplying 10 000 
tonnes of sugar (estimated cost 3 820 000 u.a.) in line with its minimum programme. 
(See proposed modification to Item 9201.) 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets declared itself in favour of this pro-
posed modification by 12 votes to 2, with 1 
abstention. 
President. - I put proposed Modification No 8 
tQ the vote. 
Proposed Modification No 8 is adopted. 
On Article 923: 'Food aid: other commodities' 
I have proposed Modification No 9, tabled by the 
Committee on Development and Cooperation: 
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(A) Expenditure 
Enter an appropriation of: 20 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by the same amount. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The Council has only a token entry for this item. Under the minimum programme, 
the Commission has calculated that 20 000 000 u.a. would be needed to cover expen-
diture for other food aid commodities (processed cereal products, dehydrated eggs, 
etc.) which could ensure balanced nutrition. (See proposed modification to Item 9201.) 
What is the rapporteur's view? Proposed Modification No 9 is adopted. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets is unanimously in favour. 
President. - I put proposed Modification No 9 
to the vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
On Chapter 93: 'Special measures for financial 
and technical cooperation with the developing 
countries', I have draft Amendment No 24, 
tabled by the Committee on Development and 
Cooperation: 
Insert an Article 938 - Aid for cooperation projects with the developing countries 
carried out by non-governmental organizations 
Enter an appropriation of: 2 500 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 2 500 000 u.a. 
JUSTIFICATION 
These appropriations are to help finance specific projeets, principally in the social 
and humanitarian fields, carried out by private charitable organizations in the various 
Member States to help developing countries. 
The projects concerned, although undeniably useful and beneficial, are generally too 
limited to be undertaken by public authorities. If they are undertaken by private 
organizations, this avoids the high administrative costs which public authorities would 
have to bear if they participated directly in such projects. 
In its resolution of 20 May 1975, the European Parliament urged the Commission 
to submit proposals on this point. In its explanatory memorandum on the draft 
general budget for 1976, the Council states that it 'did not consider it necessary to 
create a budgetary item for aid for cooperation projects with the developing coun-
tries carried out by non-governmental organizations. The Commission had not, in 
fact, made any proposals regarding such projects.' 
Although the Commission subsequently submitted proposals, the Council was unable 
to reach a decision on 13 October 1975. The Commission drew up its proposals after 
having duly consulted with 35 non-governmental organizations from the 9 Member 
States. Your committee believes that, in accordance with the Eu:ropean Parliament's 
resolution of May 1975, 2 500 000 u.a., i.e., half the amount propos'ed by the Commis-
sion,· represents a minimum appropriation for such projects, the usefulness of which 
has been underlined on many occasions by the European Parliament. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets is unanimously in favour. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 24 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 24 is adopted by 113 votes 
to 0. 
On Article 980: 'Non-allocated provisional ap-
propriations', I have draft Amendment No 86, 
tabled by Mr Couste on behalf of the Group 
of European Progressive Democrats, on which 
the Committee on Budgets has delivered an 
unfavourable opinion: 
President 
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(A) Expenditure 
Increase appropriations by: 
Increase revenue by: 
JUSTIFICATION 
2 500 000 u.a. 
2 500 000 u.a. 
In its resolution of 15 July 1974, the Council came out in favour of Community 
guidelines for policies to promote data-processing. On 5 March 1975, the Commission 
forwarded to the Council the first proposals for priority projects to cost 4 million u.a. 
In its preliminary draft budget for 1976, the Commission therefore proposed the 
allocation of 4 million u.a. to Item 3211 (research projects in the data-processing 
sector). 
The Council did not accept this proposal. Instead, it made a token entry against Item 
3211, and put in reserve under Chapter 98 the amount of 1.5 million u.a. 
The Council's choice of Chapter 98 is acceptable, but the amount it proposes seems 
entirely inadequate. This is why our amendment seeks to increase by 2.5 million u.a. 
the appropriations proposed for this project in Chapter 98 to 4 million u.a. 
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What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) This concerns an 
appropriation to promote data-processing. The 
Committee on Budgets asks the House to reject 
this amendment, as it did itself by 14 votes to 8. 
Draft Amendment No 86 is rejected by 67 votes 
to 32. 
President.- I put draft Amendment No 86 to 
the vote. 
(A) Expenditure 
Specify: 
Again on Article 980, I have two draft amend-
ments: 
- draft Amendment No 74, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Budgets: 
'Appropriations intended for Article 550: European Regional Development Fund' 
Increase appropriations by: 150 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Modify revenue accordingly. 
JUSTIFICATION 
The purpose of this amendment is to reinstate the appropriations requested by the 
Commission (450 million u.a.) for Regional Fund payments. 
However, the Committee on Burgets felt that the additional 150 million u.a. thus 
proposed should be put in reserve - i.e. entered under Chapter 98 - to be used only 
if necessary and by means of the transfer of appropriations procedure; this would 
avoid paving to submit a supplementary budget and would at the same time involve 
Parliament (which must be consulted on transfers from Chapter 98) in the financial 
operations of the Regional Fund. 
- draft Amendment No 25, tabled by the Com-
mittee on Regional Policy and Transport: 
(A) Expenditure 
stipulate 
'appropriations to be allocated to Article 550; European Regional Development 
Fund' 
Increase appropriations by: 75 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 75 000 000 u.a. 
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JUSTIFICATION 
1. The Council, in its explanatory memorandum on the European Regional Develop-
ment Fund (volume 7, page 24): 
- 'felt that the amount for payment authorizations proposed by the Commission 
for 1976 (450 million u.a.) was too high; 
- 'pointed out that no payment bad as yet been made for 1975 and considered 
that· the rate of payments envisaged by the Commission for 1976 would not 
be feasible; · 
- 'in view of this experience, feels that the requirement for payments to be 
charged to the 1976 appropriations can be catered for with 300 million u.a. in 
payment authorizations under Article 550'. 
2. The E!$timates by the Council and Commission had been submitted before the 
Fund had commenced its operations; a significant number of decisions had been 
taken at the first meeting of the Fund's Management Committee on 14 and 
15 October 1975. 
The first instalment of the aid allocated on that. occasion amounted to 160.6 million 
u.a., of which 93.9 million u.a. constitued payment authorizations for 1975. The 
second instalment of aid will be decided on in December. It is therefore likely 
that the payment authorlzations provided for in the 1975 budget (150 million u.a.) 
will be spent at the end of the year. 
3. In the light of the applications submitted to the Fund, the Committee on Regional·. 
Policy and Transport therefore considered it advisable to correct the initial 
estimates by the Commission and the Council. · 
In the light of the experience gained at the end of 1975, 
- the rate of payments in relation to commitments proposed by the Commission 
in the preliminarY draft budget (600/o of commitment appropriations) should 
be reduced. 
The Commission bas recognized that in 1976 a greater effort will have to be 
made to enable the Regional Fund to extend aid for new projects extending 
over several years; 
- however, the percentage of commitments covered by the payment appropria-
tions provided for by the Council will have to be increased (3{11/JJ of the com-
mitment appropriations). 
In fact, contrary to the Council's estimates, the payment appropriations included 
in the 1975 budget will be spent and the present slowing-down of economic 
activity-which is particularly affecting the least-favoured regions of the 
Community, mainly because of the decline in investments-makes an immedi-
ate payment flow a necessity. 
These payments, to the regions which have derived the least benefit from the 
economic growth resulting from the development of the Common Market, must 
be substantial if they are to be effective. 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Transport therefore proposes to include . 
the sum of 375 million u.a. in the budget for payment appropriations (i.e., 45% of 
the commitment appropriations). 
4. In the event of the payment appropriations proving insufficient at the end of 
1976, the Council has undertaken, however, to draw up a supplementary draft 
budget if necessary in order to cover the payments. 
The European Parliament has always been opposed to the idea of drawing up 
supplementary budgets in the course of the financial year. 
In the light of the information available, it is difficult to make an objective 
assessment of the Fund's financial requirements in 1976 and therefore to judge 
whether the sum of 375 million u.a. corresponds exactly to its needs. · 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Transport therefore proposes that 75 mil-
lion u.a. should be included in Article 98, stipulating that these are provisional 
appropriations 'to be allocated to Article 550; European Regional Development 
Fund'. 1 
5. With this figure of 75 million u.a., Parliament's possibilities of increasing non-
compulsory expenditure, which are confined to 78 million u.a., are thus exhausted. 
Other sectors, such as energy, research, social affairs and development aid, are 
also of priority importance. It is therefore important to avoid allocating the 
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78 million u.a. to too many different purposes since this is prejudicial to the 
effectiveness of the aid 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Transport therefore suggests that the 
increase in the expenditure of the Regional Fund should be combined with the 
total increases in expenditure which will have to be negotiated between Parlia-
ment and the Council in order to fix a new rate of increase for non-compulsory 
expenditure. ' 
Since these two draft amendments are mutually 
exclusive, they must be considered jointly. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) With regard to 
the Regional Fund, the Committee on Budgets 
voted on two separate issues. 
The first was a question of principle namely, 
whether additional appropriations should be 
entered under Chapter 98. Here the majority of 
committee members decided that they should. 
The second question was whether the increase 
in appropriations should amount to 75 million 
or 150 million units ilf account under Chapter 98. 
(A) Expenditure 
The Committee on Budgets recommends the 
House to adopt draft Amendment No 74, pro-
viding for an increase in appropriations of 150 
units of account, and to reject draft Amendment 
No 25, which would limit this increase to 75 
million units of account. 
President. -I put draft Amendment No 74 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 74 is adopted by 107 votes 
to 0, with 2 abstentions. 
Amendment No 25 accordingly becomes inap-
plicable. 
On Chapter 98: 'Non-allocated provisional ap-
propriations', I have draft Amendment No 83, 
tabled by the Committee oh Budgets: 
Insert an Article 981 - Non-allocated provisional appropriations for the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section 
Make a token entry 
JUSTIFICATION 
To avoid having to resort regularly to the supplementary budget procedure every 
year to cope with the financial consequences of the review of agricultural prices, 
a special Article should be created for this purpose. 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The committee 
advises the House to adopt this amendment, 
which it adopted itself by 12 votes to 1, with 1 
abstention. 
Its purpose is to encourage the Commission to 
make provision in future for the review of agri-
cultural prices. 
President. - I put draft Amendment No 83 to 
the vote. 
Draft Amendment No 83 is adopted by 107 
votes to 2, with 1 abstention. 
Section III, thus amended and qualified by pro-
posed modifications, is adopted. 
We pass to Section IV: 'Court of Justice', on 
which no draft amendments or proposed modi-
fications have been tabled. 
Section IV is adopted. 
We now proceed to the deferred consideration 
of 'Revenue'. 
I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat,rapporteur. - (F) I merely wanted 
to point out to the House that the proposals of 
the Committee on Budgets amounted to an 
increase in non-obligatory expenditure of 313m 
u.a. and that the votes taken this morning 
increase this expenditure by 321m u.a. 
President. - The revenue is adopted, on the 
understanding that it shall conform to the votes 
taken. 
No proposal for a total rejection of the draft 
general budget has been submitted. Consequent-
ly, I put to the vote, as a whole, the draft general 
budget of the European Communities for the 
financial year 1976 as amended and qualified 
by proposed modifications. 
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The draft general budget for the financial year 
1976 is adopted by 112 votes to 3, with 1 absten-
tion. 
Pursuant to the internal rules of procedure for 
consideration of the draft general budget, this 
document will be annexed to the minutes of 
proceedings of the present sitting and forwarded 
to the Council. 
Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to thank you for 
your attention and for your hard work. I am 
gratified that this House once more has met 
its budgetary obligations so conscientiously. I 
am infinitely grateful to you. 
(Applause) 
We shall now proceed to vote on the motions 
for resolutions contained in the reports by Miss 
Flesch and Mr Cointat. 
I put :to the vote the motion for a resolution 
contained in the report by Miss Flesch on 
Section I: 'Parliament' (Doc. 366/75). 
The resolution on Section I is adopted. 1 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution 
contained in the report by Miss Flesch on 
Sections II: 'Council' and IV: 'Court of Justice' 
of the general budget (Doc. 367/75). 
The resolution on Sections II and IV is adopted. 1 
I thank Miss Flesch and offer her my con-
gratulations. 
(Applause) 
We shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion contained in the report by Mr Cointat on 
Section III: 'Commission'. 
I call Mr Cointat. 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur.- (F) Mr President, the 
following should be added to the preamble: 
'having regard to the Council's letter of amend-
ment to the draft budget adopted by the Council 
on 5 November 1975 and forwarded on 6 Novem-
ber 1975'. 
President. - Subject to this insertion, I put to 
the vote the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 25. 
The preamble and paragraphs 1 to 25 are 
adopted. 
After paragraph 25, I have Amendment No 1, 
tabled by Mr Gerlach and worded as follows: 
'After paragraph 25, insert a new paragraph as 
follows: 
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"25a. Nevertheless calls on the Commission to 
review the staff structure together with 
representatives of the Institutions and 
organs of the Communities, trade unions 
and the Staff Regulations Committee, in 
order to ensure the rational and efficient 
employment of staff at all levels and in all 
departments; also calls for efforts to be 
made, if necessary, to review the staff 
regulations in order to bring the system 
of remuneration and salaries into line with 
present and future factors and require-
ments;".' 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets is favourable to this amendment. 
President.- I put Amendment No 1 to the vote. 
Amendment No 1 is adopted. 
I put paragraphs 26 to 28 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 26 to 28 are adopted. 
' After paragraph 28, I have Amendment No 2, 
tabled by Mr Cipolla and worded as follows: 
'After paragraph 28, insert the following new 
paragraph: 
"28a. Considers it advisable to charge part of 
the expenditure of the EAGGF Guarantee 
Section to the national budgets of the 
countries which produce agrj.cultural sur-
pluses in order to transfer the responsibil-
ities to these countries and stimulate EEC 
policy in the other sectors;".' 
What is the rapporteur's view? 
Mr Cointat, rapporteur. - (F) The Committee 
on Budgets asks for the rejection of this amend-
ment, which it itself rejected by 18 votes, with 
2 abstentions. 
President.- I put Amendment No 2 to the vote. 
Amendment No 2 is rejected. 
I put paragraphs 29 to 38 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 29 to 38 are adopted. 
I call Mr Cipolla for an explanation of vote. 
Mr Cipolla.- (I) Mr President, on behalf of the 
Communist Group it is my duty to state that we 
shall vote against the motion for a resolution as 
a whole. I do not wish to waste the Assembly's 
time, particularly since my colleague Mr Fabbri-
ni explained during the general debate the 
reasons that prompted us to vote against the 
draft budget as presented by the Commission 
and, even more so, against this draft as modified 
by the Council of Ministers. 
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It is nevertheless necessary to add a few words 
after the votes that have taken place in the 
course of this sitting, particularly as regards the 
agricultural sector of our budget. I should like 
to say to Mr Cointat, who evinces a certain 
degree of arrogance when treating the amend-
ments tabled by my party, that to refuse to 
accept even a symbolical reduction of one unit of 
account, as proposed by our colleagues of the 
Socialist Group, was a sign of profound weakness 
on the part of the majority of members of the 
Committee on Budgets and also of a majority of 
this House. 
This is a demonstration, not of strength, but of 
weakness. You, Mr Cointat, who belong to a 
country and a political group that bear responsi-
bility for the absurdities of the present common 
agricultural policy, are well aware that the day 
the common agricultural policy is subjected to 
close examination, it will have to be profoundly 
modified. 
I. would go so far as to ask, Mr Coin tat, why, 
smce, as you well know, there is no longer ·a 
single market for agricultural products one 
must insist upon complete financial solidarity 
with regard to expenditure of the Guarantee 
Section and nothing else. Why must expenditure 
in this section be borne entirely by the Com-
munity while all other kinds of expenditure-
expenditure on research, expenditure from the 
Guidance Section, from the Social Fund or from 
the Regional Fund-have to be treated different-
ly? 
Mr Cointat, your position is one of extreme 
weakness, as is that of the Parliament when it 
refuses to discuss modifications concerning the 
Guarantee Section, because this demonstrates 
that it is, very far from wishing to make progress. 
This is a millstone round the neck of the Euro-
pean Community which hampers the proper 
development of other policies and of all other 
projects. 
That is why, ladies and gentlemen, we confirm 
what has been said by our colleague Mr Fab-
brini and why we shall vote against the motion 
presented by Mr Cointat. 
President. - I put to the vote the motion for a 
resolution as a whole and as modified by the 
amendment that has been adopted. 
The resolution, thus amended, is adopted. 1 
The proceedings will now be suspended until 
3.00 p.m. 
The House will rise. 
1 OJ C 280 of 8. 12. 1975. 
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(The sitting was suspended at 1 00 p d . .m. an 
resumed at 3.20 p.m.) 
President. - The sitting is resumed. 
7. United Nations resolution on Zionism 
President. - In accordance with this morning's 
decision, a vote will now be taken on the motion 
for a resolution tabled by Mr Giraudo on behalf 
of the Political Affairs Committee, with request 
for debate by urgent procedure pursuant to 
Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, on the resolu-
tion of the General Assembly of the United 
Nations on Zionism (Doc. 376/75/corr.). 
I would remind the House that only one repre-
sentative of each Group and one non-attached 
Member may speak for a maximum of two 
minutes each. 
I call Mr Giraudo to speak on behalf of the 
Political Affairs Committee. 
Mr Giraudo.- (I) Mr President, I rise to speak 
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee and 
if I may be permitted, on behalf of the Christian~ 
Democratic Group to state my Group's full 
agreement with the motion for a resolution put 
forward by the Political Affairs Committee 
which accepted and approved it by a very larg~ 
majority. This full agreement thus reflects our 
total condemnation of the resolution passed by 
the General Assembly of the United Nations. 
Two minutes are not enough to express at any 
length the basic characteristics and the profound 
and obvious differences which exist between 
Zionism and racism. I shall only say that we in 
particular, the people of Europe, have-unfortun-
ately-had direct experience of the cost in blood 
and tears of the tragic confrontation between 
Zionism and the most merciless racism. For this 
re~son, ladies and gentlemen, I feel that any 
cla1m to equate Zionism with racism is ·unthink-
able and completely unacceptable. We reject it 
utterly, in the profound belief that in so doing 
we are acting in a manner consistent with the 
efforts of this Parliament and the governments 
of the Community to further discussions with all 
the Mediterranean nations and, in keeping with 
other resolutions passed by the General As-
sembly of the United Nations, to contribute in 
the best possible way to the attainment of a 
peaceful solution for that part of the Middle 
East, in which we hope that the rights of all 
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those involved, including the Palestinians, may 
be safeguarded and guaranteed. · 
It is in this spirit, Mr President, that while 
tnaking known ou:r; protest and our condemnation 
of the United Nations' decision, we express also 
the desire and the hope that this event will not 
create a further obstacle to the swift achieve-
ment of a fair peace in the Middle East. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Broeksz to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Broeksz. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, immediately following the announce-
ment of the result of the United Nations vote 
on the Zionism resolution our Group issued a 
press release denouncing. it as scandalous. We 
are gratified that Parliament now has the 
opportunity to express i1s condemnation of a. 
resolution which has been justly described as 
incomprehensible and absurd. I am certain that 
there is no need in this House to explain the 
difference between racism and Zionism, and the 
two minutes allotted to us are therefore 
sufficient. We wholly approve of this motion for 
a resolution, and agree that it should be for-
warded to the President of the United Nations. 
President. - I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf 
of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Sandri. - (I) Mr President, our Group is 
in decided disagreement with the resolution of 
the United Nations, to the extent to which 
Zionism is quite incomprehensibly associated 
with racism. Nevertheless, Mr President, we do 
not believe that we can support the motion for 
a resolution tabled by Mr Giraudo because we 
do not feel it is correct to say that the General 
Assembly of the United Nations, indeed the 
United Nations itself, its threatened with a loss 
of all respect for its universal vocation in the 
service of world peace. We feel that this 
criticism, dictated solely by the fact that the 
United Nations has passed a resolution which is 
displeasing to us, is without foundation or 
justification, and is based on ulterior motives. 
In our opinion it would be much more useful 
to react to the United Nations' resolution, of 
which we also disapprove, by expressing again 
the hope that the problem of the Middle East 
may be solved on the basis of the right of Israel 
and of the Palestinian people to have each their 
own state and their own homeland. 
For these reasons, and since we cannot accept 
the arguments underlying the motion for a 
resolution tabled by Mr Giraudo, the Communist 
Group will abstain from voting. 
President. - I call Mr Terrenoire to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Terrenoire. :-- (F) Mr President, honourable 
Members, the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats wishes to express its severe con-
demnation of and grave concern at the United-
Nations resolution equating Zionism with racism. 
This resolution is all the more regrettable in that 
it will do nothing to promote, indeed quite the 
contrary, a peaceful settlement of the Middle 
East question. 
Our Group has no qualms in condemning this 
resolution, for in the past it has always made 
clear its desire to see the swift impl~mentation 
of the United Nations Resolutions 242 and 338, 
which were adopted after the wars of 1967 and 
1973. 
It is our view that peace in the Middle East will 
only be attained by an agreement among all the 
parties, by the liberation of the occupied 
territories, and by taking into account the 
legitimate rights of the Palestinian people. For 
this reason we consider that this resolution is 
in conflict not only with the sentiments one 
must naturally feel for a people which has 
suffered persecl,ltion, but also with the need for 
agreement and peace. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, my group 
supports the resolution moved by Mr Giraudo 
on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee. We 
condemn the stupid action which in obr view 
has been taken by the General Assembly, and I 
would like to underline that what is happening 
in the General Assembly is bringing the United 
Nations into disrepute. The United Nations was 
originally intended to· bring peace and settle 
matters at international level, and we believe 
that what has happened recently has not 
enhanced its reputation in any way whatever. 
We wish to point out quite clearly that such 
actions do nothing to further the cause of peace, 
and while we must also bear in mind that we 
in this House must take account of both sides 
of all arguments, in this particular case we 
support the motion for a resolution tabled by the 
Political Affairs Committee and condemn the 
action of the United Nations General Assembly. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Hougardy to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
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Mr Hougardy.- (F) Mr President, I ha'Ve little 
to add to what has just been said, except to say 
that we, too, deplore the resolution in question, 
which is indeed incredible. It is a terrible burden 
for those who experienced what happened before 
the war and who fought against racism in the 
reasonable hope that such a thing would never 
recur to have to fight yet again for the same 
cause. The UN resolution must be condemned, 
and for this reason the Liberal and Allies Group 
will support the present motion submitted on 
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee. 
President. - I call Mrs Ewing. 
Mrs Ewing. - Mr President, may I just add my 
voice and say that I, too, wi:ll support this 
resolution. I do not think that it is appropriate 
. for organizations such as the United Nations, 
which is meant to be of assistance in solving 
problems, to be too free in throwing out words 
that are based on hatred. It is my observation 
that when one such word is used by one organ-
ization, it is very often followed by more of the 
very thing it is seeking to prevent, and it seems 
to me that if words such as 'racism' are bandied 
·about there will be less hope of reaching peace 
in the ~ddle East. It also appears to me that 
some of the countries who cast their votes for 
the United Nations resolution have aspects of 
their own national law and their own internal 
affairs that might merit condemnation if one 
were to start issuing condemnations. Some even 
have vestiges of racialist policies 'of their own. 
I think that the degree of selectivity that was 
shown by the United Nations is really insulting 
to our intelligence. I certainly do not equate 
Zionism with racism, and I wonder a little if 
there is not an overtone of anti-Semitism on the 
part of some of those who cast their votes as 
they did. So I shall have no hesitation for my 
own part in voting for this resolution. 
(Applause) 
President. - This item is closed. 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
I call Mr Prescott on a question of procedure. 
Mr Prescott. - Mr President, I am informed 
that the Rules of Procedure of this House permit 
Members to gi'Ve an explanation of vote. I 
appreciate that this could be abused, but I feel 
strongly about the point in view of the fact that 
one or two Members have abstained and I 
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believe an expla ation of vote is called for. Can 
you tell me whe er that is in order? 
President. - M Prescott, this morning, when 
these items wer added to the agenda to be 
dealt with by rgent procedure, the House 
unanimously dec ded to allow the Group spokes-
men to speak fo two minutes each and to take 
the vote immedi tely afterwards. 
Mr Prescott. - J st for the record, you gave me 
permission to go back to the United Kingdom 
yesterday, which is why I was not here his 
morning. I apologize, but I was an hour late for 
the vote. You tell me, then, that the Members 
of this House are not entitled in any way to 
claim what I thought was their right to give an 
explanation of vote. Whether political group 
chairmen agree on that or not is somewhat 
irrelevant to the rights of individual Members of 
this House. If I am wrong about the individual 
right of Members, namely to give an explanation 
of vote-and you suggest this is not allowed in 
this case-then I do not feel I can proceed. But 
is it absolutely true to say that the procedure 
of this House does not accord the right to give 
explanations of vote, which clearly must come 
after a vote and not before it, I would have 
thought? 
President.- You are certainly aware, Mr Pres-
cott, that Parliament is at all times sovereign in 
its own affairs. You were not here this morning; 
that cannot alter a decision adopted unanim-
ously. · 
This morning we decided that we could only 
include these questions on the agenda on con-
dition that only one speaker per Group should 
be allowed to speak for two minutes. We are 
now merely making sure that our own decision 
is adhered to. 
8. Resolution on Nobel Peace Prize for Sakharov 
President.- The next item is the motion for a 
resolution tabled by Mr Jean Durieux on behalf 
of the Political Affairs Committee, with request 
for debate by urgent procedure pursuant to Rule 
14 of the Rules of Procedure, on the award of 
the Nobel Peace Prize to Andrei Sakharov (Doc. 
377/75). 
I would remind the House that only one 
representative of each Group may speak for a 
maximum of five minutes each. 
I call Mr Alfred Bertrand, deputizing for Mr 
Durieux, rapporteur. 
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Mr Alfred Bertrand.- (NL) Mr President, Mr 
Durieux has asked me to take his place as he 
has had to leave early. I should point out that 
when the Political Affairs Committee gave its 
approval yesterday afternoon to the motion for 
a resolution published under NoPE 42.615 it was 
not aware of the decision which had just been 
taken by the Soviet authorities to forbid Mr 
Sakharov to go to Oslo in December to receive 
his prize. In view of this new development, and 
follo~ing agreement with the chairmen of five 
of the groups, the Political Affairs Committee 
has tabled an amendment to the motion for a 
resolution which it approved yesterday. 
I would therefore draw your attention to the 
fact that under this amendment the text of para-
graph 1, which reads: 'express the hope that 
Andrei Sakharov should be enabled to accept 
the Nobel Peace Prize in person' should· be 
replaced by two new paragraphs, the text of 
which has been distributed in all languages and 
reads as follows: 'Condems · the refusal of the 
Soviet authorities to grant Mr Andrei Sakharov 
a visa enabling him to go to Oslo to receive the 
Nobel Peace Prize in person; considers that this 
refusal is manifestly at variance with the under-
taking resulting from the final act of the Helsin-
ki Conference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe.' 
This is the amended motion which we now 
submit to Parliament for approval. There is no 
need for me to add any comments to this; the 
text speaks for itself. It puts forward two 
opinions: firstly, it condemns the lack of respect 
for human rights by a government towards one 
of its subjects and secondly it notes that, as we 
feared from the outset, the third basket of the 
final act of the Helsinki Conference is a dead 
letter for the Soviet authorities, and they do 
not intend to live up to it, despite their calls for 
detente and cooperation. When it comes to com-
plying with something which is not to their 
taste they just do not do it. That is what this 
motion for a resolution is about. I urge the 
House to adopt it. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Hamilton to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Hamilton. - It gives me little pleasure, but 
it is a very great honour_ to have to speak to 
such a motion officially on behalf of the Socialist 
Group, and I think it a duty to do so. It is our 
duty to condemn the Soviet Government for the 
action it has now taken in defiance of the basic 
principles of human rights and to speak out 
fearlessly and unequivocally in favour of the 
maintenance of these rights throughout the 
world. We now know, as Mr Bertrand says, that 
the USSR has decided to refuse Mr Sakharov 
permission to go to Norway next month to 
receive his Nobel Peace Pri_ze. For a long period, 
Mr Sakharov's actions and words have been 
watched and read with admiration by all those 
who value the basic right of men to speak freely, 
even to criticize their own governments, without 
fear of punishment of any kind. Any society 
which denjes those rights must be condemned 
by all free men. The Government of the Soviet 
Union, by this action against Mr Sakharov, has 
defied those principles and has made a mockery 
of both the letter and the spirit of the Helsinki 
agreements. 
The USSR bases its decision on specious argu-
ments: one, that Mr Sakharov has in his know-
ledge state secrets resulting from his work as 
a nuclear scientist, and the other, that criticism· . 
such as is being made in this Assembly today 
is tantamount to an interference in the internal 
affairs of the Soviet Union, and therefore in 
itself violates the spirit of the Helsinki agree-
ments. I believe that this Assembly should reject 
these arguments as spurious and specious. 
Ever since the award was announced, Mr Sakha- _ 
rov has been attacked in the Soviet press as a 
reactionary, paid hack and a traitor to his native 
country. Any government attacking one of its 
citizens in this way must, by definition, be weak 
and fearful of even the mildest of criticism of 
itself. 
This European Parliament is an exciting experi-
ment in the practice of international coopera.:. 
tion, tolerance and, above all, freedom of speech. 
The Soviet Union, by its action, has spat in the 
face of all that we stand for here. On any 
grounds its action is reprehensible and indefens-
ible. All free men must express loudly and 
clearly their sense of outrage, and I hope that 
the unanimous condemnation by this Assembly 
of this recent action of the Soviet Union will be 
forthcoming very soon. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Bertrand to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Bertrand.- (NL) Mr President, the Chris-
tian-Democratic Group is deeply shocked and 
disappointed by the refusal to grant a visa to 
Mr Sakharov, the Nobel Peace Prize winner, 
especially in view of the reason given by the 
authorities that 'state security' is at stake! This 
will be seen as sheer hypocrisy by anyone who 
is at all familiar with the situation of the Nobel 
Prize winner in his country; is it not common 
knowledge that he has not been admitted to 
scientific research centres since 1968? He has 
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been barred from them since that time because 
he opposed the invasion of Czechoslovakia. For 
over seven years he has had no further access 
to scientific documents and top secrets in scien-
tific research in the Soviet Union, so it is really 
quite impossible for him to jeopardize state 
security. We are deeply concerned at this con-
travention of human rights, particularly at a 
time when we hoped that the Soviet Union, 
after taking such pains to bring the Conference 
on Security and Cooperation in Helsinki to a 
successful conclusion, and after solemnly signing 
the final act, would be making great efforts to 
promote freedom of movement, and freedom of 
expression and contacts. We are, however, com-
pelled to observe that its government and autho-
rities have no respect for their own signature 
and have no intention of living up to it. This is 
of such enormous importance for us that we as 
Christian-Democrats also venture to express the 
hope that the nine Member States will take due 
note of this development and will, at an appro-
priate time, draw the necessary conclusions from 
the facts observed. 
At the same time I express the hope, on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group, that our 
Communist colleagues in this House will prove 
to us today that they are free men who can also 
criticize things which are not consistent with 
certain principles to which they seem so attach-
ed. If they cannot do this today, I shall infer 
that they are no more than robots jumping to 
the commands of a foreign state, and we should 
be very disappointed to learn that, seeing that 
they claim to be willing to cooperate with us 
in this House for the construction of Europe. 
Finally, Mr President, we as Christian-Demo-
crats hope that the nine member governments 
will react unanimously to this violation of the 
Helsinki agreement, especially at the Council 
session on political cooperation to be held in 
Rome on 1 and 2 December, and that in view 
of these events they will continue to monitor 
developments in East-West relations very closely 
and draw the necessary conclusions from them. 
The Christian-Democrats therefore wholeheart-
edly support this motion for a resolution. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Hougardy to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Hougardy.- (F) Mr President, there can be 
no doubt that the Helsinki Conference, which 
was the subject of such long and careful prepar-
ation, had raised great hopes among all those 
who hoped that bringing the peoples of the 
world closer together would ensure the defence 
of human rights and freedom of expression. In 
deciding to forbid Mr Sakharov, who is after all 
a leading citizen of his country and a great 
scientist, to go and receive his Nobel Prize the 
Soviet Union has profoundly disappointed and 
shocked all democrats who believed that the 
Helsinki agreements would prove to be of real 
significance. 
All those democrats, all those who desire free-
dom of expression to be respected throughout the 
world, irrespective of political, philosophical or 
religious beliefs, all those who believed in the 
sincerity of the signatories at, Helsinki must 
now question the value of the agreements. Mr 
President, for the Liberal and Allies Group this 
attitude defies description but we hope, like 
Mr Bertrand, that the motion submitted to you 
will be adopted unanimously, thereby showing 
that the Members of this House are all free men 
who fervently desire peace and the reconcilia-
tion of men. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scott-Hopkins to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Scott-Hopkins.- Mr President, not a great 
deal remains to be said, except that my group 
fully supports the amendment to the original 
resolution tabled by Mr Bertrand. We are equal-
ly shocked by the decision of the Soviet Union. 
When I first saw the initial resolution, I wonder-
ed whether it was worth debating in this House, 
whether it would in fact help Mr Sakharov, but 
that is all in the past, because the Soviet 
Government has quite arbitrarily decided to 
refuse him permission to go and receive his 
prize. And the grounds, as the member of the 
Socialist Group has said, are absolutely spurious. 
Lord Bethell, who happens to be a friend of 
Mrs Sakharov, spoke to her on the telephone 
this morning, and she assured him that there 
was absolutely no basis at all for the claim that 
Mr Sakharov had access to secret information 
of a scientific nature. He had not had access to 
such information since 1968. I therefore entirely 
agree with the words used by Mr Hamilton in 
condemning that particular ground on which the 
Soviet Government has refused Mr Sakharov 
permission to go and accept his well deserved 
reward. 
I think little else remains to be said, Mr Presi-
dent, on behalf of myself and my group, other 
than that we support the amendment which Mr 
Bertrand has tabled and I sincerely hope this 
House will give it its wholehearted support. · 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Bordu to speak on behalf 
of the Communist and Allies Group. 
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Mr Bordu.- (F) Mr President, ladies and gent-
lemen, I should like to inform you of the views 
of the Communist Group on the problem under 
discussion. I would remind the House that on 
21 October of this year the Bureau of the Euro-
pean Parliament rejected a proposal urging the 
liberation of Luis Corvalan and 9 other Chilean 
political leaders. I would also remind you that 
the majority of the Members of this House 
refused to adopt an opinion on the serious viola-
tion of civil liberties implied in the barring of 
certain persons from particular occupations in 
West Germany, that communists and progres-
sives are rotting away in prisons throughout the 
world without the European Parliament ever 
making much of a protest, and that Parliament's 
information office has remained open in Santia-
go de Chile. 
We are obliged to confess that all this casts 
doubt on the sincerity of this unilateral initia-
tive in the Sakharov affair. It seems all the more 
dubious to us, Mr Hougardy, in that Mr Achen-
bach is a member of the Liberal Group which 
bears a share of the responsibility for this 
motion ... 
I can say all these things with a perfectly clear 
conscience since everyone knows-if he takes 
the trouble to find out-that our views on free-
dom of expression, movement and opinion are 
totally unequivocal. As I have said before, we 
regard these freedoms as indivisible. 
Communists are indeed free, Mr Bertrand, and 
with this in mind they will not fail to dissociate 
themselves from groups or representatives 
whose intention here is to exploit this political 
event, irrespective of the opinion they may have 
on the matter. 
(Laughter) 
Let us be honest about this: for months now 
there has been one resolution after another 
defending a one-way kind of freedom, with the 
same people attacking the same targets. Today, 
with the last resolution, they have gone even 
further, condemning the United Nations and 
thus ignoring the real problem of peace and the 
rights of the Palestinian people. 
I think one can detect a political thread in these 
attitudes, to which we have tried to draw your 
attention. That is our opinion on the matter. It 
naturally means that we shall refuse to vote in 
favour of this unilateral resolution. 
President. - We shall now consider the motion 
for a resolution. 
I put the preamble to the vote. 
The preamble is adopted. 
On paragraph 1 I have Amendment No 1, tabled 
by Mr Durieux on behalf of the Liberal and 
Allies Group, Mr Alfred Bertrand on behalf of 
the Christian-Democratic Group, Mr de la 
Malene on behalf of the Group of European 
Progressive Democrats, Mr Scott-Hopkins on 
behalf of the European Conservative Group and 
Mr Fellermaier on behalf of the Socialist Group: 
'Delete paragraph 1 of the motion for a reso-
lution and replace it by the following new 
paragraphs 1 and 2: 
"1. condemns the refusal of the Soviet autho-
rities to grant Mr Andrei Sakharov a visa 
enabling him to go to Oslo to receive the 
Nobel Prize in person; 
2. Considers that this refusal is manifestly 
at variance with the undertakings result-
ing from the final act of the Helsinki Con-
ference on Security and Cooperation in 
Europe;".' 
I call Mr Alfred Bertrand. 
Mr Alfred Bertrand. - (NL) Mr President, I 
have already explained these paragraphs in my 
introduction. I do not think that I need add 
anything more. They. are clear, and so an im-
mediate vote can be taken. 
President.- I put Amendment No 1 to the vote. 
Amendment No 1 is adopted. 
I put paragraph 2 to the vote. 
Paragraph 2 is adopted. 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution as 
a whole incorporating the amendment adopted. 
The resolution so amended is adopted.1 
9. Regulation on the extension of trade union 
rights 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Dondelinger on behalf of the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment on the 
proposal from the Commission of the European 
Communities to the Council for a regulation 
amending Regulation (EEC) No 1612/68 on the 
extension of trade union rights to workers 
moving Within the Com,munity (Doc. 354/75). 
I call Mr Dondelinger. 
1 OJ c 280 of a. 12. 1875. 
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Mr Dondelinger, rapporteur.- (F) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, I am very pleased. Instead 
of being considered last night at the end of the 
agenda, this report is now the first report of the 
day. I am reminded of a certain book which says 
that the last shall be first. 
Article 8 of the Council Regulation of 15 October 
1968 on freedom of movement for workers 
within the Community contains the following 
very important provision: 'A worker who is a 
national of a Member State and who is employed 
in the territory of another Member State shall 
enjoy equality of treatment as regards member-
ship of trade unions and the exercise of rights 
attaching thereto, including the right to vote; 
he may be excluded from taking part in the 
management of bodies governed by public law 
and from holding an office governed by public 
law.' A little further on, the. Regulation states: 
'This Article shall be reviewed by the Council 
on the basis of a proposal from the Commission 
which shall be submitted within not more than 
two years.' 
But this amendment was not proposed within 
the promised time limit. In. fact, it was not until 
15 September 1975 that the Commission sub-
mitted to the Council the proposal for a regula-
tion. The Council, for its part, decided to consult 
this House a week later, namely on 22 Sep-
tember 1975. 
But what a surprise there was for the Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment when 
we came to consider the proposal. You will 
recall, ladies and gentlemen, that in September 
at the last part-session held in Luxembourg, this 
Parliament unanimously approved a directive 
concerning an action programme in favour of 
migrant workers, which was presented by Mr 
Albers. 
In this directive the rights of migrant workers 
are well defined, including that of eligibility for 
bodies governed wholly or in part by public law. 
But the Commission's proposal, although it dates 
from the same month of September, disregards 
this right of eligibility. Firstly, it considers 
only workers from the Member States; and then 
in the second paragraph it states, 'The exercise 
of trade union rights under the same conditions 
as those of national workers does not, however, 
automatically entitle him to take part in the 
management of a body governed by public law 
or to hold an office governed by public law.' 
It was at this point that the Social Affairs Com-
mittee gave Mr Albers and myself the task of 
pointing out the omission and asking the Com-
mission to consider its own proposal for an 
action p,rogramme in favour of migrant workers. 
The text which you can find under paragraph 2 
of the motion for a resolution was unanimously 
adopted by all the members of the Committee 
on Social Affairs and Employment present at a 
meeting attended by members of all the political 
groups. 
In fact, in our view, it is unacceptable for the 
Commission in Brussels not to go so far in this 
proposal for a regulation as it does in its direc-
tives. The result is a lack of consistency in the 
social sector which is damaging in more ways 
than one. 
Having said this, I should nevertheless like to 
add that during the same meeting of our Com-
mittee on Social Affairs and Employment, we 
met reJ?resentatives of the European Trade 
Union Confederation, and I may say that we 
found they were in unanimous agreement on 
the very point which we are discussing here and 
now. They congratulated us on the step we were 
taking, expressing unequivocal support for equal 
trade union rights for nationals, Community 
migrants and third-country migrants. 
The Economic and Social Council took a similar 
point of view so that if this resolution, and in 
particular paragraphs 2 and 3, is adopted, Par-
·liament will be acting in harmony with its 
earlier thinking and voting. 
As regards the application of this regulation in 
the nine Member States, it appears that it should 
meet with no great difficulties in eight states 
and that only France will have to amend its 
relevant social legislation. 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, my Group, 
the Socialist Group, has asked me to say that 
it will vote in favour of the motion for a reso-
lution, with particular emphasis on paragraphs 
2 and 3. 
(ApplatLSe) 
IN THE CHAIR: MR BORDU 
Vice-President 
President.- I call Mr Santer to speak on behalf 
of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Santer. - (F) Mr President, I have little to 
add on behalf of the Christian-Democratic 
Group to Mr Dondelinger's detailed and tho-
rough report on this proposal for a rather 
limited· regulation. 
The regulation is limited, firstly, because it is 
simply a legal sanction for a situation which 
alreapy exists. Consequently it is of a more or 
less formal nature. Indeed, the formal recogni-
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tion, in Article 8 of Regulation No 1612/68 on 
freedom of movement for workers within- the 
Community, of the right of workers from a 
Member State employed in the territory of 
another Member State to take part in the mana-
gement and administration of trade unions, 
represents the essential and logical complement 
to the right, recognized since 1968, of such 
workers to join a trade union and to exercise 
their union rights, including the right to vote. 
Further, this proposal which is really a confir-
mation by the Community of the existing situa-
tion in the Member States, is not merely in line 
with the provisions of Article 48 of the Treaty. 
It in fact implements the provision on the free-
dom of movement of workers, which provides 
for the immediate abolition of all discrimination 
based on nationality between workers of the 
Member States as regards employment, remu-
neration and other conditions of work and em-
ployment. The Commission itself recognizes the 
formal nature of its proposal by saying in the 
explanatory statement: 'despite the fact that 
Article 48 of the Treaty has been adjudged to 
be directly applicable, steps should be taken, 
in order to assure legal certainty for those per-
sons affected, to consolidate at Community level 
what Member States have already acknowledged. 
and to amend Article 8 of Regulation 1612/68 by 
putting an end to the ambiguous situation resul-
ting from its present wording.' So much for the 
formal nature of the regulation. 
Moreover, the content of the proposal is limited 
owing to the fact that in two respects it falls 
short of the social action programme outlined in 
the Council Resolution of 21 January 1974. 
First of all, the proposal relates only to Com-
munity workers and takes no account of non-
Community wage earners, although the resolu-
tion clearly called for measures 'to achieve 
equality of treatment for Community and non-
Community workers and members of their fami-
lies in respect of living and working conditions'. 
In our view the present proposal continues the 
discrimination /against non-Community wage 
earners. 
Further, I should like to point out that the prob-
lem of eligibility for posts in the management 
and administration of trade unions has been 
separated from that of the participation of 
foreign workers in the management of public 
law bodies and in the exercise of public law 
office. Now, the action programme in favour of 
migrant workers, which we recently discussed in 
this House, provides for the elimination of 
'obstacles that still exist in certain Member 
States with regard to the exercise of trade 
union rights, including the right to participation 
as a trade union representative in the manage-
ment of public law bodies and to the exercise 
of public law office'. 
On this point then, the proposal also falls short 
of the social action programme proposed by the 
Commission. We consider that the aims of the 
action programme, as well as those relating to 
the exercise of civil and political rights, :must 
reach practical realization as quickly as possible 
in formal proposals from the Commission to 
the Council. · 
Mr President, having given our op1mon, we 
welcome the proposal for a regulation and sup-
port the motion for a resolution submitted by 
the Committee ·on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Liogier to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Liogier. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats feels duty bound to contribute to the 
discussion prompted by Mr Dondelinger's excel-
lent report. Our position on this subject is, in 
fact, slightly different from that of the rappor-
teur. 
Naturally, we are in favour of the proposal, 
which will permit a harmonization at Com-
munity level of the opportunities for migrant 
workers-no matter where they come from-
to attain positions of responsibility in trade 
unions. As these opportunities are already 
offered by each of our Member States, it goes 
without saying that the relevant provisions may 
be incorporated in Community law. However, 
we cannot share the rapporteur's opinion as 
regards paragraph 3 of the proposal for a reso-
lution. He calls upon the Commission, in fact, 
to include the right of migrants who are union 
members, to participate in the management of 
public bodies and to hold office in such bodies. 
I should like to point out to this House that 
under present French legislation-! do not know 
how the law stands in the other Member States 
-trade unions are legally represented in official 
bodies. If we accept the rapporteur's report, we 
shall be allowing foreigners to sit on the Econo-
mic and Social Council, the Planning Committee, 
the National Budget Committee, on the boards 
of public undertakings and who knows what 
else! 
But French law demands that only workers of 
French nationality may be admitted to these 
posts. Our Group has no quarrel with the fun-
damental principle. It is simply pointing out 
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that in paragraph 3 the resolution is not in line 
with French law. Many years will undoubtedly 
be needed before it can be changed in this 
respect. 
In addition, we believe that the task we have 
before us .of constructing a European community 
suggests and indeed implies the existence of 
a European spirit. How can we expect migrants 
who do not necessarily share the same cultural 
values to share this spirit right away? 
The Group of European Progressive Democrats 
will consequently abstain as far as paragraph 3 
is concerned, but will vote in favour of, the 
other paragraphs of the motion for a resolution. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Normanton to speak on 
behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Normanton. - Mr President, the European 
Conservative Group certainly welcomes the 
Commission's proposals to extend to all workers, 
regardless of where they come from, the right 
to vote and hold office in any trade union based 
in the Community. We see this as an essential 
accompaniment to the measures which will be 
brought forward progressively under the mi-
grant worker action programme. 
But there is, we feel, an inconsistency in this 
propQsal. In bringing it forward, the Commis-
siori i~ admitting that it is undesirable to bar 
Community migrant . workers from holding 
trade-union office. But surely this judgment 
applies equally, if not more so, to migrants from 
third countries-a point, incidentally, which Mr 
Santer made just two speeches ago. We there-
fore support Mr Dondelinger in his request 
that the Commission should bring forward a 
proposal to cover third-country migrants. It may 
be that the Commission is unable to accept 
this proposal. I hope they will accept it, and 
try and produce the right sort of answer to this 
appeal. If they don't, we shall certainly want 
to know their reasons. 
All the Community schemes to help migrant 
workers are surely each forming part of a 
major comprehensive approach to the problem. 
Migrant workers will thus only be able to take 
a full part in trade-union activities if they can 
speak the language of the host country. Simi-
larly, it will be true in some places that they 
can only hope to become elected as officers of 
the union if they can win the full acceptance 
of their fellow workers regardless of their ethnic 
origins. Otherwise, they are bound to be subject 
to a feeling that they are outcasts, a different 
and, indeed, inferior category of worker. The 
migrant workers' action programme aims to 
improve living and working conditions of all 
migrants regardless of where they come from, 
and it includes schemes to provide linguistic and 
vocational training. Certainly we feel that the 
Commission is asking for trouble if it is then 
prepared to allow the situation to exist in which 
a Greek or a Turkish migrant, say, in Germany, 
cannot hold trad~-union office there, while an 
Italian migrant worker can. 
The draft regulations and the Dondelinger re-
port both refer without naming names to a 
Member State where in 1968 a migrant worker 
even from another Member State was not 
allowed to hold trade-union office. It then notes 
that this state has since changed its legislation 
on the subject. Now I understand that a few 
years ago this was the situation in France, 
where in the late 1960's immigrants could not 
join trade-unions and faced active official dis-
couragement if they wished to organize their 
own unions. Frankly, Mr President, I am sure, 
indeed I know, my group would regard any 
move which stimulated the establishment of mi-
grant-worker unions independent and separate 
from the established unions in any Member 
State as being highly undesirable and indeed the 
surest way of building up long-term antipathies 
and social and industrial problems. I should be 
grateful if the Commissioner, when he comes to 
reply, could tell us whether he is waiting upon 
changes in French law to be able to introduce 
this particular new regulation; if so, whether 
migrant-workers have now gained acceptance 
within French unions as officials and, if this is 
the case, on what scale. 
Clearly, it is of grea~ advantage to migrants 
from all countries to be elected to trade-union 
office, because this puts them in a much better 
position to cultivate good relations with indi-
genous workers. But surely they should not be, 
in my judgement, entitled to election solely and 
exclusively by virtue of their ethnic origin. It 
is as members of a working community playing 
a role in that community that they should 
eventually and, one hopes, at an early date win 
· the cooperaiton and support of workers of the 
host couhtry. These situations can lead to great 
disruption and unhappiness, and the presence of 
migrant-workers amongst union officials, we 
believe, would go a long way to resolving the 
dangers which may well lie ahead. 
We shall certainly give our full support to the 
Dondelinger report and hope that the Commis-
sioner will respond in the manner which is 
recommended in that report and has been indi-
cated on the floor of the House this afternoon. 
(Appla1Lte) 
President. - I call Mr Bermani. 
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Mr Bermani. - (I) Mr President, honourable 
Members, I am speaking in a personal capacity 
since I wish to repeat some comments, or rather 
criticisms, which I have already made in the 
Social Affairs Committee. I add, of course, my 
congratulations to those which have been offered 
to my friend, Mr Dondelinger. It is impossible 
not to support a motion calling for the abolition 
of a significant discrimination, as in the case of 
trade union rights, in the treatment of workers 
moving within the Community. The same may 
be said of the request to the Commission to 
extend equality of union rights to workers from 
third countries, or to amend the proposal for a 
Council regulation so that it also covers the 
right to participate as a trade union represent-
ative in the management of public bodies, or to 
hold public office. 
One can only agree with this. Public opinion, 
as well as this House, is now so aware of these 
problems that their incorporation in a Commis-
sion proposal for a regulation is reason enough 
for satisfaction, even if one's first reaction is one 
of relief that something has finally been done. 
Indeed, as has unfortunately been the case with 
many other proposals on social policy within the 
Community, this draft regulation has been 
submitted only after considerable and regrettable 
delays. 
It is difficult to understand how such delays can 
be possible in a Europe to which the Paris 
Summit gave the epithet 'social', delays which 
occur precisely in the sphere of social policy and 
which, moreover, appear to be becoming almost 
chronic. 
This morning, during the" approval of the budget, 
it took considerable effort to reinstate, at least 
in part, the cuts made in the social budget. We 
were told that we are going through a period 
of crisis and that the necessary units of account 
are not available. I can understand the present 
financial difficulties, but as far as the problem 
we are now discussing is concerned-! address 
my remarks also to the Members of the Commis-
sion-no units of account are required, just as . 
none were required in previous years. Con-
sequently, as Mr Dondelinger pointed out, it is 
incomprehensible that the proposal should have 
been submitted fully five years after the limit 
laid down in the 1968 regulation, which 
envisaged 1970 as the latest date for submission. 
Ladies and gentlemen, in the part of Italy where 
I was born and still live, there was once a 
famous tram, which we called 'Wooden Leg', 
because it travelled slowly, like a person who 
has had the misfortune to have a leg amputated. 
Today, of course, that tram is no longer there. 
However, it would be very distressing to see 
it back again here in the form of our social 
policy, trundling along at a snail's pace, at a 
time when we should be trying to eliminate 
everything which moves slowly, and to get our 
social policy moving faster. No one, of course, is 
asking for supersonic speeds, but we expect 
at least the pace of an ordinary train. In future, 
we must be adamant on this point. 
Having said this, and in spite of the delay, I too 
welcome the proposal for a regulation which has 
been submitted. I hope that the next time I 
shall not have to precede my vote in favour 
with a song of woe, as I have had to do this 
evening. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Brunner. 
Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission.- (D) 
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the Commis-
sion joins with you in describing the present 
situation as unsatisfactory with regard both to 
participation in the management of public under-
takings and to the exercise of trade union rights. 
It would be desirable if there were no differ-
ences in Europe between workers from the 
Member States and other workers. The difficulty 
is that we have legal provisions which limit 
the change which both we and you want to see. 
The aims which we set ourselves with the draft 
regulation are the same as yours. 
They are the following: 
Firstly, we want to abolish discrimination with 
regard to eligibility for administrative posts. 
Secondly, we should like to see the rights laid 
down by national legislation rooted in Com-
munity law so that they apply to everyone. 
Thirdly, we should like to remove the un-
certainty with regard to the possibility of invok-
ing Community law, and in so doing establish 
the legal position applicable to everyone. 
How can we make progress? We have proposed 
a regulation which must be based on Community 
law, on Articles 48 and 49. Legally, we are 
unable at present to go beyond this. But what 
can we do? We can try to overcome this unsatis-
factory state of affairs in the process of European 
Union. Have we done this? Yes. We have 
incorporated the aims which you yourselves have 
defined into the Commission's action programme. 
Thus we have stipulated in the action programme 
that migrant workers and their families are to 
have the same rights as workers from Member 
States of the Community. In this way we hope 
to be able to arrive step by step at the state 
of affairs you want to see. 
I 
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We have also included in the action programme 
a passage-based on Article 235 of the Treaty-
to the effect that we are striving to achieve 
equality of treatment for all migrant workers in 
respect of living and working conditions, as well 
as in respect of the attainment of trade union 
rights. 
Is there more we can do? Is it right to adopt 
a recommendation which would be adopted toge-
ther with the Council's regulation? The Commis-
sion believes not, for three reasons. 
Firstly, we are afraid it will cause delay. 
Secondly, we are of the opinion that such a 
recommendation would not be equally binding 
in all Member States. This would bring about 
an unsatisfactory state of affairs: for workers 
from the Member States a regulation, that is to 
say a ruling of high legal status, and for the 
others only a non-binding recommendation. We 
feel this is wrong. 
Thirdly, we are of the opinion that migrant 
workers' participation rights might possibly be 
blocked at a later date if we adopted this recom-
mendation at the same time. 
They might be blocked because it would be 
argued that we do not need a new regulation 
similar to that for workers from Member States, 
since this recommendation already exists. There 
are thus also tactical considerations. If we want 
to help these workers, and of course we do, 
then we must avoid mistakes. 
The Commission's opinion is therefore: let us 
continue along the road indicated by the action 
programme, let us expedite the regulation, which 
will bring considerable improvement, and then 
do what is necessary to ensure that migrant 
workers are really given the same legal status as 
Community workers. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Dondeliriger. 
Mr Dondelinger, rapporteur. - (F) Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, firs:t of all I should 
like to thank all the Members of this House who 
have taken part in the debate. 
I must confess, Mr Liogier, that I do not quite 
follow your reasoning just as I do not quite 
understand the point of view of Commissioner 
Brunner. 
In my earlier speech I drew attention to the 
lack of consistency which may exist between the 
directive on migrant workers, which we adopted 
unanimously in this House two months ago, and 
the regulation which is now before us. I fully 
appreciate that there is a difference between 
a direct~ve and a regulation, but our Committee 
on Soclal Affairs and Employment has also 
studied [the problem carefully and reached the 
unanimous conclusion that the Commission 
should ~t least endeavour to avoid any lack of 
consistep.cy between this directive and the 
regulatipn which we are considering. 
I therefore invite you, on behalf of the Com-
mittee, to approve this proposal for a regulation 
and to adopt at the same time paragraphs 2 and 
3 of th~ motion for a resolution. 
President. - Does anyone else wish to speak? 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
10. Annjual report on the economic situation in 
the Community 
President. - The next item is the debate on 
the repe))rt drawn up by Mr Artzinger on behalf 
of the Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs on the proposal from the Commission 
of the European Communities to the Council con-
cerning the annual report on the economic 
situation in the Community (Doc. 362/75). 
I call Mr Artzinger. 
Mr ArU!inger, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, is it not my function as 
rapporteur for the Economic and Monetary 
Affairs 'Committee to repeat the details of the 
annual report. However, I should like to reiterate 
the prajise I expressed for the report in com-
mittee, as I consider it to be an extremely worth-
while document and a concise and cogent state-
ment on a very complex set of circumstances. 
NevertHeless, I should like to request the Com-
mission, and more particularly Mr Haferkamp; 
to present the annual report on the economic 
situation sufficiently early next year for it to be 
taken ihto account, for instance, in the budget 
debates!in the Netherlands. Although we accepted 
the p~ition this year, you are aware of the 
provis~ that were made. 
Mr President, I consider it the task of the rap-
porteur to comment on the motion for a resolu-
tion submitted to the House by the Economic 
and Monetary Affairs Committee. We are in full 
agreement with the Commission's presentation 
of the unsatisfactory economic trend for 1975. 
The Cdmmission describes it as the severest 
recession since the war. 
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We also agree with the cautious forecast that the 
turning point for the overall economic develop-
ment will probably come at the beginning of 
next year. The Commission sees .the realization 
of this forecast as dependent on two precondi-
tions: firstly, that the interaction of the economic 
pump-priming measures in the Member States, 
the spontaneous expansionary factors and the 
recovery in external demand will have a 
mutually strengthening effect and, secondly, that 
there will be a speedy restoration of the con-
fidence of industry and consumers in the future 
of the economy. 
Against this background, both the general and 
the specific guidelines proposed by the Com-
mission for the individual Member States appear 
logical, and we approve them. I should like to 
point out at this juncture that the German 
wording of paragraph 3 of the motion for a 
resolution, contains the word 'abgebaut' which 
is open to possible misinterpretation. It could 
be understood to mean that the budgetary 
deficits would be wiped out, whereas what is 
intended is that they could be reduced. I should 
like to make this clear in order to avoid any 
misunderstandings. 
The motion for a resolution then refers to a 
previous resolution of this House, viz. of March 
of this year, on the economic situation and 
reiterates the general objectives of that resolu-
tion. In this respect there is no need for us to 
change our position. This list of general object-
ives does not constitute an order of priority, but 
exemplifies the well-known magic polygon of 
economic policy. I should personally like to 
place great emphasis on combatting inflation. 
Although at present I accord top priority to 
reducing unemployment, this must not be done 
by inflationary means. 
In this context I should like to quote from an 
interim report of the study group set up by the 
Commission under the chairmanship of the 
Belgian Commissioner for Planning, Mr Malda-
gue, as reported in a VWD communique: 'States 
and governments become involved in inflation 
as a way of escaping from a deteriorating situa-
tion, since it obscures specific structural prob-
lems and temporarily reduces certain tensions, 
which will, however, eventually result in a 
greater social and political crisis'. I am grateful 
for this clear statement that the political author-
ities also have a hand in inflation and would 
add that to adopt the line of least resistance, to 
ride the crest of the wave of inflation, is the 
wrong policy, precisely because in the long run 
it creates more problems than it solves. 
In paragraph 5 the committee criticises the 
Council for responding to the onset of the reces-
sion with less, rather than more willingness to 
take Community action. Although each govern-
ment stated that no effective remedies were any 
longer possible at national level, there was only 
faltering· progress towards concerted action. It 
ought to have been clear from the outset that 
an imported recession could only be countered 
by Community action. 
In paragraphs 6 and 7 the motion for a resolu-
tion refers to the importance of the. medium-
term aspects, particularly as regards the allevia-
tion of the present difficulties. The prevailing 
opinion is that economic policy is confronted with 
difficulties of a structural as well as of a purely 
cyclical nature. In the committee's view the time 
has now come to say what these structural 
weaknesses are, to identify them clearly and to 
find ways of surmounting them. You yourself, 
Mr Haferkamp, have occasionally drawn back 
the veil from the future a little. You have, for 
instance, pointed out the non-monetary con-
sequences of the increased price of oil which 
the return flow of petrodollars onto the Euro-
pean money market has not been able to elimin-
ate, consequences which by way of a deteriora-
tion in the terms of trade lead to a reduction in 
the surplus available for distribution. You have 
stated that we must accept lower growth rates, 
that a greater proportion of this reduced growth 
than hitherto must go to investment, that 
although it may not perhaps be necessary to cut 
consumption we will have to manage with 
reduced growth rates. You concluded from this, 
quite rightly, that agreement between the two 
sides of industry would become increasingly 
important. We simply cannot afford an inten-
sification of the struggle for bigger slices of the 
cake if the present living standard of Euro-
peans is to be maintained, let alone further 
improved. 
The Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee 
feels that these comments of yours have been 
very valuable, Mr Vice-President, and we should 
like to urge you to go on and be even more 
specific. For instance, we look forward to hearing 
in the foreseeable future the results of the discus-
sions concerning the 'Europe + 30' project. These 
are, however, long-term considerations. Although 
the committee has not yet been able to discuss 
the question, I personally am in favour of the 
proposal for a Commission regulation on the 
establishment of an economic analysis and 
research institute. The committee's intention in 
paragraphs 6 and 7 is to ensure that medium-
term Community objectives are worked out in 
good time, i.e. that there is a plan for lean 
years. The sooner these are worked out and 
accepted by Europeans, the better, since un-
certainty and uneasiness about the future 
remain, despite developing hopes of a renewed 
upturn in the economy. The reluctance of entre-
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preneurs in the private sector to invest is a 
striking symptom of this. Private investment is, 
however, essential if we are to overcome un-
employment, which is not only a pressing social 
question but also an acute economic problem. 
Millions of unemployed constitute an enormous 
wastage of limited resources. 
Finally, in the final paragraphs of the motion 
for a resolution the committee stresses the 
responsibility of the European Communities 
with regard to world monetary and economic 
matters and urges the need for Community 
action in this field also. By way of comment on 
this I should like to single out one point relating 
to the world monetary system. A fortnight ago 
Mr Witteveen, the Managing Director of the 
International Monetary Fund, stated in Frank-
furt: 'In the three years between 1970 and 1972 
the total world money supply increased by 
approximately 3SG/o. This excessive monetary 
expansion was probably one of the contributing 
factors in the subsequent world-wide surge of 
economic activity and the inflationary explo-
sion'. This led him to conclude, and again I 
quote: 'It is high time to put on the agenda 
for -discussion the regulation of the growth of 
the international money supply and to seek 
seriously to find solutions to this pressing prob-
lem'. It is indeed high time, and the European 
representatives on the Interim Committee, who 
are to have their next meeting in January, should 
give their full support to Mr Witteveen in these 
endeavours, since all European efforts to stabilize 
the value of money could be swamped by world-
wide trends. 
Mr President, I hope I have explained the Eco-
nomic and Monetary Affairs Committee's inten-
tions in submitting ·this motion for a resolution, 
and move its adoption. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Leenhardt to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Leenhardt. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, I should like to preface my remarks 
by expressing to our rapporteur, Mr Artzinger, 
our high opinion of the quality of his report and 
the suggestions which are the fruit of his wide 
experience and which were accepted by our 
committee. 
As he stated, the European Commission has 
been cautious in its assessment of the economic 
data and the prospects of recovery. It estimates 
for next year an increase of 3.5°/o in the gross 
domestic product against a reduction this year 
of approximately 2.5G/o, and a 5°/o increase in 
the volume of international trade which this 
year, for the first time since the war, showed 
a clear • drop. However, the Commission has 
emphasi~ed that its forecast depends on the co-
ordinatic:m of reflationary policies, a recovery 
in external demand and spontaneous expansion-
ary factors. 
What does the Commission mean by 'spontane-
ous expansionary factors'? Does it mean the 
rebuilding of stocks which have fallen to a 
hitherto unprecedented level, a change in the 
attitude of investors who are reluctant to 
purchase equipment or of households which, 
faced With future uncertainty, are primarily 
concern~ with saving? Whatever the case may 
be, the Commission has aptly stressed the fact 
that the crisis has traumatized the various eco-
nomic groups-plunging them into a state of 
gloom-and that recovery depends on restoring 
the confidence of industry and consumers in the 
future of the economy. It was appropriate to 
emphasi:te the psychological aspect of the crisis 
since this is all too often neglected by our 
governments. 
It must be recognized that although the Com-
mission has been cautious in its analysis, it has 
been courageous in defining the broad guidelines 
of economic policy. Having established that some 
success had been achieved in combatting infla-
tion ancl in absorbing the balance of payments 
deficits, 'and furthermore that the Community 
had passed the lowest point of the recession, the 
European Commission did not hesitate to 
encourage Member States to use budgetary 
policy to support economic activity and to follow 
an expansionary monetary policy. It has thus 
aptly given priority to reflation, i.e. to combatting 
the recession and unemployment. As emphasized 
in the motion for a resolution submitted by Mr 
Artzinger, such a course of action goes hand 
in hand with the recommendation to reduce 
budgetary deficits in the event of an appreciable 
economic improvement and to avoid an excessive 
increase in the money supply. 
' 
The Member States do not seem to have waited 
for the ' Commission's recommendations, since 
it is clear from Table 5 appended to the report 
that this year the budgets of all the Member 
States without exception show a deficit. 
The situation is less clear with regard to 'the 
trend of the monetary situation described in 
Table 6. The European Commission should be 
thanked,for having appended to its report seven 
tables ~hich are all extremely interesting. The 
most striking of these is undoubtedly the table 
which sets out the figures for the Member 
States with regard to the drop in industrial 
productipn, figures which we hope never to see 
again. Only one of these tables, Table 2, sets 
out the Member States' forecasts of the gross 
domestic product consumer prices, unemploy-
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ment rates and the percentage of the gross 
domestic product for the coming year. This very 
interesting table sets out forecasts that in some 
points diverge considerably from those supplied 
by our own governments. 
There are those who will say that the Euro-
pean Commission has looked at things through 
rose-tinted spectacles and that its report is too 
optimistic. This would be an unfair criticism, 
since the Commission has openly stated on Page 
11 that as the recovery of expansion will 
initially entail 'an increase in the number of 
hours worked per person employed with less 
part-time working, ( ... ) the number of persons 
unemployed in the Community could well 
increase by half a million compared with 
the average for 1975'. The Commission has 
also affirmed that the balances of payments 
should begin to worsen once again in 1976. 
If we really wish to pull out of the reces-
sion we shall have to resign ourselves to this. 
Finally, on Page 10, the Commission has noted 
that 'with so many firms running below or well 
below capacity, there is little chance that private 
investment will substantially boost demand in 
the months ahead'. The report adds that 'the 
reluctance of managements to implement invest-
ment programmes will probably be overcome 
only when there is definite evidence of a recovery 
in final demand'. I wish to draw attention to 
this statement in passing. There is no shortage 
of European experts who share the Socialists' 
view that reflation will always be effected 
through the medium of consumption followed 
by investment and not vice versa. 
Up to this point, Mr Vice-President, I have paid 
you a great many compliments and would have 
liked to continue on this note to the end of my 
speech. There are two reasons why I am unable 
to do so. Firstly, if we refer to Page 1, we find 
in the foreword to the report that it is stipulated 
that the Council of the European Communities 
shall set guidelines to be followed by each 
Member State. However, by 15 October, which 
is the publication date of your report, the 
governments of all the Member States had 
already decided on their budgetary guidelines. As 
a result of your delay your report loses its 
point. In order to have any effect on the 
guidelines of Member States it would have had 
to be available by 1 September. You may answer, 
that, despite the delay, your guidelines may 
induce Member States to take specific measures, 
but can you assure us that pressure will be 
exercised in bilateral discussions between the 
Commission and a particular Member State to 
ensure that your guidelines are observed? 
The second reason is that the report disregards 
the problems posed by growth at the present 
time. It refers solely to growth rates. The Com-
mission is, of course, aware that the era of 
growth at all costs is past and the problem 
now is to guide growth towards improving the 
quality of life. Each Member State is faced 
with this problem and cannot decide in isola-
tion to alter the course of its economy. Can the 
European Commission stand aloof from this 
great problem? 
Despite these reservations, the Socialist Group 
will vote in favour of the motion for a resolution 
submitted by Mr Artzinger. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Notenboom to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, the an-
nual report on the economic situation in the 
Community is a gloomy one this year. Not only 
are external factors, such as the growth of 
world trade, uncertain; so are the ·reactions of 
the various economic groups, so are the political 
opportunities and courage of the governments-
although they are not the only bodies with a 
power of decision in the social and economic 
sector; the peoples and in particUlar the organi-
zations representing them must also cooperate. 
Many passages of this annual report indicate 
that there is often only a choice between two 
evils, and that one has to steer a careful course 
between two extremes_ which both present dan-
gers. In this respect I agree with Mr Artzinger 
who in his most valuable introduction said that 
the Commission's annual reports were generally 
extremely well-presented and thought-out, but 
laid rather too much emphasis on the short ... 
term economic situation and too little on medium 
and long-term prospects. 
An expansionist budgetary policy, such as is 
widely advocated, can lead, for example, to a 
temporary increase in expenditure but also to 
an increase in structural expenditure, and this 
kind of expenditure cannot be cut back ·later, 
except with tremendous difficulty. This may be 
what is meant by 'flexible budgetary policy', 
but I find the term very vague. 
I think the following statement hits the nail 
right on the head: 'Any over-stimulation of 
domestic demand or excessive monetary finan-
cing might well produce a new bout of infla-
tion which would cut short a nascent recovery.' 
This is a highly accurate description of the un-
stable situation in which we find ourselves. 
We must not forget that even before the oil 
crisis we had a severe inflation problem which 
led to our making greater demands on our 
national products than they were able to bear. 
The tremendous increase in the price of oil can 
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be regarded as an adaptation of oil prices to 
the inflation affecting the West, including the 
European Community. And it does not look as if 
we have since altered the behaviour which gave 
rise to that inflation. My Group therefore whole-
heartedly supports paragraph 7 of Mr Artzin-
ger's motion for a resolution, in which he calls 
for solutions for the structural components of 
the recession. These structural components in-
clude inflation. The motion states extremely 
cautiously that in order to combat this inflation, 
which is to a great extent considered in con-
junction with the fight against struct4ral unem-
ployment, it will be necessary to make sacrifices 
and accept a lower level of annual increase in 
individual incomes and public expenditure than 
has been customary in the Community in recent 
years. It will cost great efforts to achieve or 
regain resonable growth rates, which will pro-
vide us again with the funds required for certain 
necessary jmprovements-which may well be 
much more modest than before. The develop-
ment aid policy too-and probably our environ-
ment policy-imply that our economic growth 
must be smaller. But it will not be easy to get 
people to accept such sacrifices in a democracy. 
It will be. necessary, for the purposes of eco-
nomic recovery, to improve the average pro-
fitability of undertakings. How can this be done 
unless the trend in wages and related trends 
in other private income contribute significantly 
to this lower level of increase? And some degree 
of solidarity is required, because the rich must 
bear a heavier share of these sacrifices than the 
poor. Mr Haferkamp has often referred to the 
solidarity which is necessary to make the reduc-
tion in the demands on the national product 
really acceptable. Mr Artzinger has already 
mentioned it today and we fully share the Com-
missioner's views on this. But we also feel that 
the citizens of Europe will be better off when 
they are told the plain truth about the causes 
of the evil and where the main cause of inflation 
and consequently of unemployment lies. 
At the beginning of this month an award was 
made in the Netherlands by the Minister for 
Economic Affairs. It was the two-yearly prize 
of the Netherlands Centre for Directors, for aid 
to enterprises in difficulty. A Dutch newspaper 
asked Mr Veenstra, the recipient of the award, 
what message he had for Dutch industry in 
these difficult times. And Mr Veenstra made 
a statement which he said was directed at those 
responsible for the growing pessimism in our 
country. I shall quote a part of this message 
because I think it is relevant to the European 
situation. Mr Veenstra wrote: 
'Governments and parties still think they can 
manipulate the people, but the latter no longer 
react to catchwords-they have become apathetic. 
How qan their confidence be won back? The 
answeJt is by telling them the truth. That's all 
they want to hear. Compare the situation in 
indust~. You know that I have been very active 
in the Jreorganizing of companies. It is a wretched 
busine~ this, climbing aboard a train which has 
come Qff the rails. The staff have given up hope; 
there iS a complete lack of confidence. A company, 
after ~. is not a building full of machinery, it is 
an organism consisting mainly of human beings. 
An organization cannot function without con-
fiden~, yet here you have the staff watching 
sceptic!ally from the sidelines to see what this 
latest smart alec's got to say for himself. What 
you h•ve to do then is restore their confidence 
in the !COmpany by laying your cards on the table. 
As soob as they know how things stand and what 
has toi be done they come off the sidelines, roll 
up th~r sleeves and get down to helping you get 
things ~traightened out. They begin to enjoy their 
work "'gain and regain their self-respect. Poli-
ticians! should confront our citizens with the 
unvar~ished tTuth in the same way, without wor-
rying •bout their followings or their jobs. Perhaps 
then we shall be able to halt the slump and con-
tinue ~he work of building up our industry. Then 
we sh ll be able to· make serious attempts to 
achiev, a fair distribution of our prosperity.' 
Mr Prej3ident, these words were spoken by a 
man who has received an important award. The 
question of the distribution of wealth must 
really not be left untackled until growth has 
returned to satisfactory proportions. Subsequent 
reports and guidelines from the Commission 
should ~n our view indicate what is wrong in 
rather ~ss veiled language. More restraint does 
not ne¢essarily imply less human happiness, 
though ithe word can easily be misunderstod. I 
know t~at I come from a country in which the 
average! citizen is better off than those living in 
certain fother Member States and these differ-
ences dust be reduced. In this connection we 
also re$'ret that the issue of Community loans, 
as an e~pression of financial solidarity, has not 
yet proTed possible this year. 
Mr Pre~ident, my Group will support the motion 
for a r~solution introduced so competently by 
Mr A~inger. Finally I should like to express 
the hope that the Council will not, for reasons 
of mutual political solidarity among the minis-
ters, further adapt the guidelines, in which too 
many things are already glossed over, to the 
policy •ctually being conducted or planned by 
the Member States. 
(Appla'!4se) 
President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on 
behalf e~f the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Bedmouwer. - (NL) Mr President, my 
Grot,!p has asked me to take part in this debate 
at the !last moment, so I shall have to speak 
off the! cuff, without having the advantage, or 
disadv~tage, of being an economist. This is not 
necessarily a bad thing since at the moment the 
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world seems to be in a situation in which even 
the economists are at a loss. Mr Notenboom is 
shaking his head but there are people who say 
this. Apparently neither the teaching of Marx 
nor that of a great economist like Keynes can 
find adherents any more. 
There are people with heavy political respon-
sibilities in Europe who have said that our 
present position can be compared with the situa-
tion in the thirties. 
I do not, however, accept this comparison. Thank 
God I don't need to! MilliQns of people were out 
of work then and, to put it bluntly, people were 
dying like flies. This time there are some people 
without work and that is a terrible thing, but 
thank God people are not dying and that is the 
big difference between today and that period. 
Perhaps we have reached a turning point. Per-
haps getting rich, making money by the sweat of 
one's brow is no longer regarded as the only 
goal in life. PerhaP,s we shall now all start 
working less and have more time to devote to 
the things which make life worth living. 
Perhaps this is one of the challenges facing us. 
We do not know how many challenges are facing 
us at the moment. Not so long ago a number of 
people, whose goodwill I do not doubt, argued 
in favour of zero growth. But what do those 
people think now? Now we are all worried that 
there will be no more growth. I do not think 
that the world can do without g!owth, but we 
must use part of this growth to combat its 
adverse side-effects. If there is a lesson to be 
drawn from our current situation it is that we 
cannot do without growth, if only because of 
all that remains for us to do for those people in 
this world who are less favoured than ourselves. 
In the third world and in ·the ba(!kward areas 
of our own Community there is a crying need 
for growth and expansion. 
Recently there has been widespread criticism of 
the multinationals, sometimes couched in emo-
tional language. Now let me say clearly that I 
do not identify myself with any multinational 
concern. Nor am I saying that the multinationals 
are perfect. What is perfect in this life? But is 
there not perhaps nowadays a tendency to poli-
tical envy against the multinationals because 
they have made greater progress in the techno-
logical and organizational sphere than we have 
at the political level? Is it not surprising to hear 
from time to time in certain countries that the 
multinationals should be combated on a national 
scale? It is not possible to fight the multina-
tionals in this way at national level. Inasmuch 
as there are European multinationals, they can 
only be controlled at a European level. I am not 
in favour of any power in the world remaining 
uncontrolled: that is one of the articles of my 
liberal faith. If we want to have any impact on 
the multinationals we can only do so at Euro-
pean level because the national set-ups are too 
small for this purpose. 
I have already mentioned the unemployed, the 
five million unemployed which we shall soon 
have in the Community. This situation is a chal-
lenge to our resourcefulness in finding solutions 
of which we were not aware before. Recently 
we lost two great Europeans, Saint-John Perse, 
the man who gave Briand the idea of the Kellog 
pact and was behind the proposal Briand 
made in Geneva in 1930, and the great philo-
sopher and scholar Arnold Toynbee. He said 
that civilization is doomed if it can no longer 
face up to the great challenges with which it is 
confronted at any given moment. I think that at 
this moment we are not just faced with an 
economic crisis; our whole Western civilization 
is being challenged. 
At the moment this challenge consists of infla-
tion, unemployment and the energy problem. I 
am not a pessimist; I think that we are capable 
of accepting this challenge. 
A number of fundamental issues are therefore 
involved and I have spoken as a politician rather 
than as an economist. The founding fathers of 
the European Community worked on the 
assumption that if we pooled certain things at 
the economic level this would automatically lead 
to political cohesion. We must perhaps now 
admit that this is not the case and that on the 
contrary it is precisely the wide range of poli-
tical interests which thwarts economic integra-
tion. For what is happening now? Although the 
current situation is not the same as in the 
thirties, the same methods as were applied t~en 
are unfortunately being applied in some areas 
now! I say unfortunately because to escape from 
the present crisis we are again resorting to na-
tionalism and protectionism. 
Here and there frontiers are being closed. Here 
and there we can observe certain trends going 
in a completely wrong direction. I am thinking 
for example of the 'Buy British' drive and cer-
tain import controls. My British friends know 
that I hold them in esteem. We all fought to 
get the United Kingdom into the Community. 
But such developments, which are incidentally 
not confined to the United Kingdom, are, I 
repeat, ruinous. 
We can think of the Community as a row of 
nine shops, all dependent on one another. If I 
have understood the situation correctly, 800fo of 
the articles from each of the nine shops go to 
the other eight. Thus if we close each other's 
shops we harm our own shop. That is the point 
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and that is why we must not resort again to the 
methods of the 1930s. You know what they led 
to. God forbid that the same should happen 
again! Hence we must oppose the closing of 
national shops and avoid falling back into na-
tional protectionism. 
It is also apparent that various separate clubs 
are growing up in Europe. There is an energy 
club, to which eight of the nine Member States 
belong. The ninth does not belong to it. Some 
people have got high on oil: They have a kind 
·of OPEC mentality. They want separate repre-
sentation in discussions on energy problems. But 
imagine us Dutchmen with our enormous gas 
reserves saying that we want separate status 
in discussions on energy problems. God forbid 
that I should ever advocate that, for I speak 
here not as a Dutchman but as a liberal Euro-
pean. 
Did we not score our first successes in the ECSC 
in the fifties by pooling certain raw materials. 
Are we now only a community for apples, pears 
and figs? I do not mention wine because 'in vino 
veritas' does not apply any longer. Are not the 
three great challenges, inflation, unemployment 
and the energy problem a challenge ·to us as a 
Community? Is it not true that we can only 
accept it by acting together? 
At the end of this week a meeting is apparently 
going to be held in Rambouillet. In today's 
'Figaro' I read that this meeting will be the 
'economic summit of the Six ,as seen by Tokyo'. 
Just imagine: Rambouillet-Tokyo! A meeting of 
the 'Big Six'. Who are these six? To begin with, 
France, the Federal Republic of Germany and 
the United Kingdom. Apparently Canada applied 
to participate but is not being admitted. Then 
there are America and Japan and finally ano-
ther, sixth country. Which country? Italy no 
less! We asked what Italy is doing there! If 
you did not already know: Italy currently holds 
the Presidency of the Council of the summits 
and so on and so forth. We then asked whether 
Italy would be speaking on behalf of the Com-
munity. No, was the reply given by Mr Rumor 
or Mr Moro, we are going there because ours 
is an important country. And monetary problems 
are on the agenda of the Rambouillet meeting. 
If I understand correctly, each of the big 'Six' 
will be responsible for a particular subject, Mr 
Giscard d'Estaing for one, the Japanese Prime 
Minister for another and so on. 
If this continues it is the beginning of the end 
of the European Economic Community! Who 
after all are conspicuous by their absence at 
Rambouillet. Where is the Benelux, where are 
the Netherlands, Belgium and Luxembourg, 
where is Ireland, where is Denmark? What deci-
sions ca~ be taken. there which will be binding 
on the cduntries not represented at Rambouillet? 
Must w~ not as the representatives of the Euro-
pean peoples take the opportunity provided by 
this eco~omic debate to speak out against this 
kind of ~ing. I shall conclude by observing that 
not a si gle decision taken at Rambouillet can 
be bindi g on us, that there can be no follow-
up to t is and that the Community cannot be 
put in ajn awkward situation in respect of any 
matter }vhatsoever. In particular nothing can 
be deciqed at this meeting which will harm 
relations between the Community and GATT. 
Let us t~· erefore simply assume that Rambouillet 
will be o more than a fireside chat. Let us hope 
in parti ular that the Japanese wish that 'co-
operatio~ between the Six should be given a 
regular character in future' will not come true. 
There mhst be no question of the 'economic sum-
mit' bei.ilg repeated. This must not happen, be-
cause th~ European Community does not consist 
of big a~d small countries. 
I 
i 
Which of Europe's countries is still big when 
consider~d on its own? There are, of course, still 
a few cj:>untries which cannot forget the glory 
of the J>Fist, but the aim of the European Com-
munity is precisely that these countries should 
forget $1Ch past glory! And that we should 
build a J!.ew glorious era together. 
I 
Mr President, I fully support the motion for a 
resolution submitted to us by Mr Artzinger and 
protest $trongly against the so-called 'economic 
summit :of the Six at Rambouillet', because the 
Europe~ Community does not consist of first 
and sec<J~nd class passengers. We are all travel-
ling eco111omy class! 
(Applause) 
Preside~t. - I call Mr Nyborg to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Nybl>rg. - (DK) Mr President, my colleague 
Mr Cow;te is unfortunately unable to be here 
this afthnoon, and I have been asked instead 
to present my Group's contribution to this 
debate.' 
This year we are a month late in discussing the 
annual report on the economic situation in the 
Community. 
While regretting the belated arrival of the 
economic guidelines, we nevertheless appreciate 
the difficulties of assembling the latest data on 
the ecoaomic situation. But in a difficult period 
like thei present, we should not lose sight of the 
need fot joint economic action in both the long 
and meaium term. 
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Right from the start, we were surprised at the 
unblinking resolution with which the Commis-
sion selected a growth rate of 3 to 3.50/o. · 
With so many wrong forecasts in the past one 
must question the need and, in particular, the 
value of such precise forecasts which may well 
prove to be mere guesses. Actually one should 
be rather cautious about giving a figure and a 
date for the expected upswing in view of the 
many imponderables such as developments in 
world trade, the spontaneous upturn factors and 
the more general restoration of confidence. 
More specifically, we must admit that activity 
in the European Commumty as a whole still 
shows no real evidence of an upturn. Investment 
is still hesitant, and the falling demand still 
shows no sign of recovery-this will probably 
not happen until the latter part of the year. 
On the other hand, the upward trends in the 
United States and Japan are not enough to dispel 
the prevailing atmosphere of uncertainty. In· 
any case, any economic upswing in those coun-
tries can only have a vecy slight direct effect 
on the Community trend. The recession which 
started in 1974, and which the Commission 
expected to disappear during 1975, is thus still 
a feature of the economy, and no one can say 
when it will end. 
Obviously, we would very much like to see an 
upswing in 1976 such as the Commission envi-
sages. Here again, however, we are surprised 
at one of the Commission's statements on the 
most important problem of all-that of employ-
ment. The Commission states that the employ-
ment situation will not improve until the second 
half of 1976, thereby assuming that the reaction 
of the labour market to the economic trend 
will be delayed. This means that unemployment 
will continue to rise for some months, reaching 
a peak next spring. No politician can accept this, 
knowing that the unemployment figure in Eu-
rope has now passed five million. It must be 
pointed out that such a trend is at variance 
with the Commission's general analysis, which is 
based on a normalization of private demand. 
Not to beat about the bush-and as can be 
seen from the Commission's annual report and 
from Mr Artzinger's report-the situation in the 
Community will still be vulnerable in 1976. It 
will be vulnerable because inflation will still be 
running at an alarming level-strenuous efforts 
will be needed even to keep the average rate of 
inflation in the Community down to 100/o, vul-
nerable with a balance of trade situation in 
which the improvement is intermittent due to 
rising imports and falling exports, and with a 
vulnerable balance of payments situation be-
cause of the unfavourable trend in the terms 
of trade, with the improvement coming to a 
halt in the summer because of increases in 
import prices resulting from a rise in the dollar 
and a boom in certain raw materials-and, 
finally, vulnerable because of our public finan-
ces, when we see public expenditure increasing 
everywhere, as are the deficits in the budgets 
of most of the Member States. The programmes 
introduced in most member countries to sti-
mulate the economy only serve to aggravate this 
trend. 
How does the Conu:nission propose to remedy 
this situation? First and foremost by providing 
some very general guidelines. Mr Haferkamp 
stated recently that the Community's economic 
policy aini.ed at supporting the trend towards 
an economic upswing and creating the condi-
tions for lasting growth and an improvement in 
the employment situation without creating new 
risks of inflation. A fine declaraiion of intent! 
Let it be said straightaway, however, that 
although we were surprised at the Commission's 
boldness in making a precise forecast of the 
growth rate, in view of the extremely low 
increase in activity in 1976, the 30/o rate fore-
cast by ~he Commission will only enable us to 
get back to the average level for 1974! This is 
far too little, since if industry is to be able to 
take on more workers again, production must 
exceed the 1974 level. This means there can be 
no real improvement in the employment situa-
tion unless production is 7 to ffJ/o up on the 
average for 1975. The 3 or 3.5•/o growth in 1976 
is thus tantamount to continuing unemployment 
and continuing inflation. 
To deal with this situation the Commission 
proposes, in a second phase, a number of mea-
sures for each individual country. These are in 
fact-and this is something we have often criti-
cized-nothing more than a repetition of the 
decisions on economic policy recently taken by 
the Member States themselves. 
Of France's monetary policy, for instance, the 
Commission says: 
'Monetary policy has not been restrictive during 
the recession. Ceilings on bank lending have not 
been reached. The money supply in 1975 has risen 
at a higher rate than GDP in value terms. Interest 
rates have tended to fall substantially. In 1976 
developments in the monetary aggregates should 
be watched closely to avoid any appearance of 
inflationary pressures later in· the year.' 
We are aware that the Commission only has 
limited powers in this field, but we repeat that 
these guidelines should be more systematic and 
based on an economic logic which ha:s unfor-
tunately not been in evidence for some time. 
Some maintain that the Commission's reports 
are always dictated by circumstances. But, in 
fact, the estimates have proved to be quite 
wrong, since they frequently consist only of 
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simple, short-term extrapolations and take no 
account of the medium and long-term problems. 
We also get the impression that this report 
completely sidesteps the question of guidelines 
for an international monetary policy. However, 
only last month we pointed out in this House 
that we cannot allow a monetary free-for-all 
since the regulating mechanisms would become 
disarrayed and ultimately lead to the complete 
destruction of the economic and social order. We 
are now dangerously close to this situation, and 
may simply not realize that, in the long run, 
inflation is so far from contributing to economic 
growth or ensuring full employment, that it 
carried the seeds of an economic crisis. 
We therefore hope that the monetary summit to 
be held in Paris will not only do all it can to 
spell out a new economic order, but will put 
the world economy in order so that monetary 
and economic problems are no longer tackled 
separately. 
Once the international framework has been laid 
down-this is something we have already dis-
cussed, and we regret that it is not expressed 
more clearly in the report-we must try to 
finance the economic upswing, not inflation. 
Progress towards this will require strict disci-
pline as well as resources commensurate with 
the measures needed to restore confidence. 
There must also be plenty of cooperation on 
economic policy-there seems to be no lack of 
this in Europe at the moment. This is one 
positive aspect, and although I would say in 
conclusion that it may be possible to adapt the 
guidelines in this report to meet the require-
ments of economic development, we rely impli-
citly on the Commission and Council's ability to 
carry out their job. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Sir Brandon Rhys Williams 
to speak on behalf of the European Conservative 
Group. 
Sir Brandon Rhys Williams. - Mr President, 
the debate this afternoon on the economic situa-
tion in the Community has been remarkably 
unanimous and I think that we owe it to our 
rapporteur to congratulate him on listing in his 
excellent report all the points which really have . 
to be made. He makes the point in the first 
paragraph of his motion for a resolution that 
we are suffering the severest recession since the 
war. I would like particularly to refer to his 
paragraph 6, where he points to the lack of 
medium-term economic policy objectives; and 
to his paragraph 10, where he calls on the Com-
munity to act increasingly as a single entity. 
I have the feeling that economic historians, look-
ing back; at the way in which the Community 
has han~ed its economic affairs in the 1970's, 
will blame us, just as we look back and blame 
the monetary and economic authorities of the 
1930's foJi the way in which Europe conducted 
its affair$ then. Some things have not gone too 
badly: I !believe that the transition from fixed 
rates to floating rates has in fact gone better 
than might have been expected. But much has 
been handled far worse than it should have 
been, and many mistakes are still being made. 
Obviously, the relationship between the cluster 
of Euro:Pean Community currencies and the 
dollar haS been dangerously unstable, and this 
has darnnged confidence in trade in recent 
months. then we have allowed increasing suspi-
cion between the two sides of industry as unem-
ployment has worsened and the outlook has 
become grimmer. Political intervention has not 
always b~en wise. In general, speaking of the 
Commun~ty as a whole, we have failed to main~ 
tain prodUction and investment just at the very 
time when they were most desperately needed. 
And as we have so many times reflected, we 
are allowing inflation to race almost out of 
control, and seem to have no clear idea of the 
remedies ithat ought to be applied. 
What will be said of the European Community 
in retrospect is that we did not act together at 
the very !time when unity was most needed. We 
failed to clarify our long-term objectives and we 
allowed short-term considerations to override 
the consistent pursuit of a rational and profi-
table putpose. I am not speaking here of the 
danger that Britain may be on the verge of 
introducing import controls, to which Mr Berk-
houwer :r:eferred. I would have hoped that the 
currency ·adjustment of recent months was suffi-
cient to ntake that unnecessary. 
As we look at the economic situation of the 
1970's, what do we see? The continuing world 
populatioln explosion: two hundred thousand 
more peC>ple in the world every day, all of 
them ~uiring the very goods and services 
which tne European Community can provide; 
a rise in: oil revenues which is still leading to 
enormous accumulations of unspent funds in 
the han~ of people who also desperately need 
the good~ that we can provide: and, of course, at 
home th~ continuing revolution of rising expect-
ations as! our own population within the Com-
munity &¢customs itself to a higher standard of 
living and demands that it should be spread 
throughout the Community. All these things 
require a rapid rise in production and a shift 
from consumption into investment; but what 
in fact have we achieved? A general loss of 
momentuim, lower production, lower employ-
ment, lower investment, and social unrest. And 
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all of these things are the . consequences of 
national governments attempting to apply ortho-
dox economic remedies to the present state of 
affairs. We are wasting our resources in the 
European Community, and above all we are 
wasting t~e. Time is running out. 
We have to see our problems not only as eco-
nomic problems but in the light of the world 
political situation as well. I wonder what would 
have happened if we had achieved an economic 
and monetary union in the Community by, let 
us· say, the end of the 1960's, before the Nixon 
shock of 1971 and before the rapid rise in com-
modity prices of the early 1970's, in particular 
the rise in the price of oil. There would have 
been the same flow of funds from the industrial 
countries to the Middle East; but I believe the 
Community's trade would not have been too 
seriously out of balance, taking the countries 
that are still in surplus and the countries that 
are in deficit. Taking the trade situation of the 
Community overall, had we had an economic 
and monetary union, we might have avoided the 
need for the bitter conventional remedies for 
balance-of-payments deficits, the induced defla-
tion, the unemployment, the stagnation in the 
majority of Member States, and the tragic loss 
of confidence which we are in fact witnessing. 
I believe that the structural weaknesses of 
European industry would have become obvious 
sooner. Perhaps we might have begun sooner 
to apply the remedies which are going to be 
inevitable in the end. And of course had we 
begun the 1970's as an economic and monetary 
union, the regional inequalities would have 
become more glaringly obvious even than they 
are at the present time. The need to increase 
investment and employment opportunities 
would have been most obvious in precisely 
those countries-! am thinking of Britain and 
Italy, of cours~which are now required to 
cut back most severely as independent national 
economies. 
I believe too that with an economic and mone-
tary union we should have had the necessary 
central authorities to guide the Community con-
fidently through this crisis, which indeed, at 
the present time, we have not. All of us feel the 
lack of confident central guidance. 
We shall not achieve Community solidarity 
overnight, but we can draw some lessons from 
considering what might have been achieved 
.by the Community as a genuine economic and 
monetary union. One lesson is the urgent need 
for a single Community monetary unit which 
can be trusted and accepted universally as 
a store of value and as a standard of value. 
Such a currency is desperately needed, so that 
management in industry and finance can hope 
to take decisions which prove right. Our present 
monetary instability is not just a cause of social 
disaster, but is one of the major contributory 
factors to the loss of confidence in industry 
which is holding back investment. 
Then, I think, a lesson which would have 
become obvious is the need to establish a per-
manent relationship of trust with the oil-
exporters of the Middle East. When I spoke at 
our plenary session in Strasbourg I made a 
reference to an idea that we should try to 
encourage the Arab countries, in particular the 
oil-exporting countries, to join the Snake. I 
want to repeat that and elaborate it very briefly. 
For the most part, the oil-exporting countries 
of the Middle East formerly belonged to the 
sterling area-to their immense benefit-and 
it certainly would suit these countries now to 
belong to a world economic system in which , 
they could have absolute confidence. It wo'uld 
also suit the European Community if they did, 
because it would enable us to encourage the 
return of funds, not just for ultra-short-term 
investment, which is what we are suffering at 
the moment, but for long-term investment in 
Community assests. I look forward to the time 
when we create Community medium-term and 
long-term debt as a practical means of recyc-
ling the funds which have left the Community 
for the Middle East and which have to come 
back to be made fruitful again. Now, having 
withdrawn, as you might say, or drawn apart 
from the sterling area, the OPEC countries have 
the choice of belonging either to the dollar 
area or to the Community. And I do not think 
that the United States offers the same advan-
tages to them as the European Community if 
we set out to give them what they need. It is 
America's policy to become self-sufficient in 
energy, and also under Mr Simon we know 
that the idea of continuity and stability· in the 
exchange-rate is taldng second place. This situ-
ation presents the Commission and the Euro-
pean Community as a whole with a special 
challenge, and we must lose no more time. We 
must seek to build the Euro-Arab dialogue into 
a continuing, confident economic relationship. 
Now, Mr President, in all the gloom, the Annual 
Report from the Commission is one of caution, 
indecision and restraint. I think that inevitably 
it has to be so. Because we have not made the 
most of our opportunities in the past,· we cannot 
now rise to the challenges of the present. We 
have no choice but to battle on, suffering the 
muddles and miseries and waste of the long, 
unnecessary depression. But what of the future? 
Surely it must be clear that the small nation-
state is no longer the appropriate form in which 
to organize the production and distribution of 
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wealth. If we were in any doubt before, surely 
we know the truth now. The remedies for our 
present economic difficulties can only be found 
in structural change, and that may be a slow 
process; but we shall not find remedies in 
monetary devices or stop-gap measures or 
freakish subsidy schemes or in import controls. 
We must build an economic and monetary union 
while we still can, or face political instability 
within the Community and a painful, unneces-
sary economic decline. The more time we waste, 
the higher the price of our eventual recovery. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Leonardi to speak on 
behalf of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Leonardi. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen. After reports which raised hopes of 
an economic recovery within ·a fairly short time, 
the Commission, in its latest annual report, 
finally acknowledges the seriousness of the pre-
sent crisis, describing it as the severest since 
the war, and on page 27 it admits that the 
Community should not count too much on a 
boost to economic activity from third countries, 
since its weight in international trade forces it 
to contribute directly to the recovery in the 
world economic situation. I feel this is a step 
forward in assuming responsibility. 
In spite of the gloomy figures given in the 
Commission's report-the familiar 5 million un-
employed and still rising, the continuing serious 
rise in prices, low investment, low utilization 
of capacity, savers cheated by inflation and 
yet forced to save because of the uncertainty 
of the situation, so that one may well ask oneself 
how long they can put up with this sisyphean 
task-I think that this is a more realistic and 
more detailed analysis than in the past. How-
ever, neither in the Commission's report nor 
in Mr Artzinger's motion for a resolution is 
there any recognition of what we feel is an 
essential point-that we are facing not just the 
most serious recession since the war, · but a 
recession profoundly different from the previous 
ones. To put it differently, this is not a quan-
titative but a qualitative question. We have 
reached a turning point in the history of our 
countries and of the Community as a whole. 
For the first time, the percentage increase in 
intra-Community trade has fallen compared 
with the increase in trade with third countries. 
This means that the Member States are increas-
ing the percentage of their trade with third 
countries, instead of with the other Community 
countries, and this is something which has 
never happened before in the history of our 
Community. We know the reasons for it, but it is 
neverthell.ess a fact. 
The trend towards a divergence between the 
economic situations-already very strong-has 
b.ecome even more pronounced, and is continu-
ing to qo so, because of the great disparities 
in the r~tes of inflation-which, as you know, 
range f~om 60fo to 23G/o. These differences in 
the rateS of inflation affect not only the for-
mation of income, but also its distribution-and 
hence tile social situation in the various coun-
tries, w~ose structures are being transformed 
through ! increasing public intervention, which 
function$ in a different way and for different 
purposes in each country. The result of this is 
that, structurally, our countries are becoming 
increasingly different from each other. 
Outside lthe Community, there is a fundamental 
change ~n attitude towards the raw materials 
producing countries. This has different effects 
in the cjiifferent countries and aggravates the 
trend ~owards differentiation between the 
Member States. We need only look at what is 
happening in those countries which have domes-
tic sources of energy, compared with what is 
happening in those which have none at all. 
Yesterday, we spoke about the fundamental 
changes which are taking place in relations 
with the United States. In the course of only 
a few years, the United States has managed 
to reverse its position, and in the first nine 
months of this year its balance of payments 
surplus on current account was the highest ever, 
whereas the opposite has happened in the Com-
munity.' Here again, we cannot speak of the 
Commu:bity as a whole, since there are wide 
variations within the Community. In monetary 
and energy policy, and in other fields as well, 
the individual Member States have different 
positions with regard to the United States. 
Neither 1the Commission nor Mr Artzinger seem 
to be aware of these qualitative changes, which 
involve , a transformation of the basic assump-
tions upon which this Community has been 
built and under which we are accustomed to 
working. We must get used to working on a 
new aQd different basis, and we must make 
a serious effort to do this if we are to avoid 
disaster(· 
In the trade, monetary and credit policies, we 
have nothing but the same old recommend-
ations, except for a belated recognition of the 
fact that the proposals have not been followed 
and that the situation has developed differently 
from what had been forecast. There is, however, 
no commitment to common policies which, 
while tltey obviously require political and eco-
nomic dbligations and the transfer of substantial 
resources within the Community, nevertheless 
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represent the only chance to give consistency 
to the Community and to ensure its outward 
identity. 
One thing I have learnt in my several years in 
this Parliament is that there is an increasing 
discrepancy between forecasts and facts. . 
The motion for a resolution calls for cooperation 
between all the economic groups, as this is a 
decisive factor if confidence in the future of the 
economy is to be restore4, but it does not go 
into the reasons why this cooperation has been 
lacking before or why it is essential now. What 
guarantee is there that the sacrifices demanded 
of the workers will be transformed into invest-
ments aimed at creating more employment and 
improving the quality of life? 
Paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolution notes 
with regret that the CommUnity economic policy 
instruments have not been adequately utilized, 
but the reasons for this are not given. I have 
repeatedly asked the Commission to state what 
new instruments it possesses, and why these 
new instruments have not been used, but it has 
remained silent up till now. In paragraph 7 the 
solution is sought in the development of 
medium-term economic objectives. However, 
either these objectives are the result of political 
decisions, in which case there must be institu-
tions for drawing them up and instruments for 
implementing them--.,.-in our case, as I said 
before, this would require an ability to work 
out common policies by democratic means and 
to make adequate funds available for imple-
menting these policies-or else these medium-
term objectives are combinations of trends 
governed by internal and external forces beyond 
our control, as at present, in which case they 
are hardly likely to get us out of our present 
difficulties. 
To sum up, we feel that neither the Commission 
report nor the motion for a resolution goes 
beyond recognizing the seriousness of the situ-
ation, that they do not investigate the reasons 
for this and, above all, that they do not acknow-
ledge the qualitative difference from past situ-
ations. They propose no instruments or com-
mitments which would be adequate to overcome 
the difficulties, and for this reason we shall 
vote against Mr Artzinger's motion for a reso-
lution. 
President. - I call Mr Schworer. 
Mr Schworer. - {D) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, I should like to thank Mr Artzinger 
for his excellent report and make one or two 
supplementary points. 
First of all it seems to me an undisputed fact 
that inflation is mainly to blame for the severest 
recession since the war, but chiefly because this 
inflation was tackled too late and with insuf-
ficient seriousness. That is why the counter-
measures had to be so drastic that they in-
evitably led to new difficulties. Above all a 
dangerous decline in investments further exa-
cerbated structural weaknesses in our economy. 
In my opinion the most important ~. apart 
from efforts to achieve economic recovery, is to 
avoid the recurrence of the difficulties from 
which we are suffering today and which, if they 
were to recur, might possibly lead to even 
worse troubles. I know that it is no easy task 
on the one hand to promote economic activity 
while on the other hand avoiding these new 
dangers to stability. I feel, therefore, that in 
the first place further price rises must be 
avoided. This applies particularly to the public 
sector, whether administrative costs or state 
contributions are concerned. Secondly, we must 
see to it that wage settlements remain as far as 
possible within the range of productivity 
growth. Concerted action and improved chan-
nels of commwrlcation ought to be of help in 
achieving this. 
I feel that in this connection the plans for wor-
ker participation in the formation of assets 
should also be revived. This could reduce ten-
sion in the conflict over the distribution of 
wealth and promote cooperation between all 
who work in an undertaking. This seems to me 
to be a far better thing for everyone than any 
quarrelling. 
Thirdly, entrepreneurs must exercise restraint 
in price formation. They must refrain from 
imposing in every case the maximum price 
increase authorized, and I _feel that in this the 
State, in those areas in which it functions as an 
entrepreneur, must set a good example. 
Fourthly, confidence in healthy economic deve-
lopment must be restored. To achieve this, State 
deficits must be reduced-not through tax 
increases but by cutting expenditure. 
There must be no doubt that in future, when 
economic recovery has been achieved, the eco-
nomy will be unmistakabiy set on an anti-
inflation course. 
The prime objective is-obviously-to get rid of 
unemployment, but then-and that must be 
equally obvious-the course must be directed 
towards stability. That means there must be a 
medium-term programme to eliminate structural 
weaknesses. 
Greater efforts must be made in the fields of 
research, development and innovation, new mar-
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kets must be opened up, above all through 
increased aid to developing countries. In this 
way healthy economic growth must be restored 
and should also be supported in the national 
economies by tax measures. Opportunities for 
long-term credits must be created, and in this 
the Commission should, in my opinion, act as 
coordinator to see to it that these measures 
run approximately parallel in the various Mem-
ber States. 
Ladies and gentlemen, these are medium and 
long-term prospects which should be realized 
under the Commission's guidance. They can 
contribute to the return of the European eco-
nomy towards a state of healthy growth un-
hampered by inflation. Then we shall be able to 
achieve again the most important aim of the 
moment, namely full employment, and give it 
long-term security. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Normanton. 
Mr Normanton. - Mr President, I certainly have 
no wish to extend this debate unduly, but the 
interest shown and the comments made in con-
tributions to this debate make it very clear to 
me that the House regards it as an extremely 
important one. 
There are just a few points I would like to make, 
perhaps by way of underlining, perhaps by way 
of repeating what I have said and what has been 
said consistently in the past. The economy of 
Europe has been unhealthy for a very long time. 
It is not a case of Europe's suddenly waking up 
in September 1973 to a highly dangerous situa-
tion. Europe economically has been in a grievous 
state for a very long time. The difference is that 
today the situation can only be described as 
critical. At best, I venture to suggest, this situa-
tion may continue in its present critical state 
for some time to come before there is any visible 
evidence of the traditional upturn of the' 
economy which we have been familiar with in 
the past. But at worst, I would also suggest, the 
economy of Europe may well slide still further 
down the slippery slope on which we, all the 
Member States, are hanging most perilously. If 
we do slide further down the slope then it must 
be, as Sir Brandon Rhys Williams himself said 
a moment ago, because Europe remains divided. 
We are divided. This is a fact, a dangerously 
grievous fact, which we must all face. We are 
divided on the diagnosis of the troubles which 
have caused the state of the European economy 
today. And since we are divided on the diagnosis, 
it is quite logical and inevitable that we shall 
be divided on the cure which ought to be 
applied. Inflation and unemployment are symp-
toms of ~he trouble, not the causes. I mU.st say 
that I took very much to heart two comments 
made by Mr Notenboom, who put ·his finger 
right on1the real political truth, that is, that the 
peoples pf Europe have either become immune 
to the truth, have been conditioned not to 
recognize it, or worst of all, if they do, they 
are unw!lling to face it. That is indeed a political 
danger, Ia fault for which we may well pay a 
grievous price. But the responsibili~y for that 
condition lies not just with the people en masse; 
it lies with the politicians, with the leaders of 
political action and thought in this House and 
in all ilie Member States' parliaments. And this 
I regar~ as a damning indictment of those poli-
ticians )vho do not have the courage of their 
convictions and the tenacity of purpose to do 
something positively and urgently about it. 
Mr Berkhouwer apologized for not being an 
expert, ~ great economist, or a highly experien-
ced thedretician. Quite frankly, he need not make 
any apology by presenting himself with all these 
caveats., You do not need to be an expert. What 
you need to be is a realist. I believe that politi-
cians should be aware of what every single 
housewife of necessity knows-the very simple, 
fundamental fact that the cause of our domestic, 
of our qational, of our European economic prob-
lems is :our failure to cut our coat according to 
our cloth. We have been' spending money we 
do not have on objectives we cannot afford. To 
achieve this, we have being doing one of two 
things: .either we have been deflecting money 
from capital account into consumer account, 
eating tomorrow's corn that is tastier today, 
leaving: tomorrow to take care of itself, or-and 
this is fl:lr worse-we have been printing money. 
And though it is recognized increasingly by 
Member States and by economists and by poli-
tical leaders, this behaviour and this practice 
still lingers on. 
As to tlie cure which we ought, and indeed must, 
apply today, I again state that I think it is quite 
simple. ; But simple things are sometimes un-
palatab~e and sometimes extremely painful to 
recognU:e: we should pool our resources. Of that 
there can be no doubt. We must measure the 
cloth we still have left and cut our coat accord-
ing to it. If we continue to go it alone, may I sug-
gest that-picking up the analogy of European 
fashion&-the fashions would range from the 
wel1-h~led, full-cut, fur-trimmed luxury suits, 
which imay well be worn by some Member 
States, to the barest of bikinis indecently and 
inadequately covering up our political naked-
ness. There is no substitute, Mr President, for 
a Comzpunity approach to Community problems. 
The loJilger each or any Member State attempts 
to go ~t alone, the worse the situation will be 
for eaqh and every Member State. No nation 
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can ever hope to insulate itself from the hard 
economic realities of the world at large. A 
Community approach means pooling resources. 
It also means pooling responsibilities, not draw-
ing out more than one has put in, and it is the 
lamentable lack of a due sense of public res-
ponsibility displayed in some Member States 
more than in others which is helping to perpe-
tuate the critical economic condition Europe is 
facing. 
The great and growing danger for the future, I 
see as other honourable Members have seen in 
the course of this debate, is isolationism and 
protectionism. We referred to this when we 
debated the item on the agenda relating to the 
United States yesterday. But far worse, far more 
serious, far more indictable in my judgement, 
would be a situation where Member States, 
individually or collectively, introduced physical 
controls in restraint of trade. Such measures 
can only serve the purpose of a drug, a drug 
which leaves the patient happy today and in a 
deeper and more lasting state of gloom tomor-
row. 
To conclude, may I add my support for the 
Commission's report on the economy, because 
I think it is a modest, very modest, but painful 
presentation of some of the truths. To Mr 
Artzinger, I offer my congratulations and com-
pliments on his clear, forthright and consistent 
recognition of the truths and presentation of 
them to this House. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Lange. 
• Mr Lange. - (D) Mr President, I should first 
like to apologize for a speech which would not 
really have been necessary if I had been able 
to attend the discussions of the Committee on 
Economic and Monetary Affairs. However, my 
responsibilities in connection with the Commit-
tee on Budgets made this impossible. This apo-
logy is therefore directed to the Chairman of 
the Committee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs and to the rapporteur. 
In connection with paragraph 3, I should like 
to ask the rapporteur whether he could not 
amend in accordance with his interpretation the 
phrase he referred to in his introductory 
remarks, viz. 'in the event of an appreciable 
economic improvement the budgetary deficits 
could be reduced in 1976', to read: 'in the event 
of an appreciable economic improvement it 
would be possible to start reducing the budget-
ary deficits in 1976'. If the text were left un-
amended, this would imply that 1976 would 
witness an economic upswing unprecedented 
even at the previous peak periods of activity, as 
well as an inflationary spurt of unimaginable 
proportions. 
For these reasons, I feel we cannot let the 
present wording stand, as it is still open to mis-
interpretation, despite the rapporteur's explana-
tory comments. 
I should also like to add an observation in con-
nection with paragraph 5. The resolution 
assumes that we will refrain as far as possible 
from constantly repeating comments that have 
already been made frequently in the past. For 
the nth time, however, reference is made in this 
point to the Council's unwillingness to take the 
required decisions. At this precise juncture I 
should like to have the attention of the Vice-
President and of the Chairman of the Committee 
on Economic and Monetary Affairs for a few 
moments. 
The recurring use of the phrase 'the Council's 
unwillingness to take the required decisions' 
may lead to the creation of an alibi for the other 
institutions of the Community. I am perfectly 
aware that Vice-President Haferkamp has no 
need of any such alibi. In this context, however, 
I should like to make a recommendation. We 
have already discussed several times in the past 
how rarely the governments of Member States 
have abided by the decisions of their own 
representatives on the Council. 
We know that such matters, such decisions are 
not readily actionable and, Mr President-! beg 
your pardon, Mr Vice-President, I was promot-
ing you prematurely, as you of course still have 
a President above you-1 feel you should con-
sider whether it might not be advantageous to 
make full use of every available personal contact 
between the competent persons in the Commis-
sion, the governments of the Member States and 
indeed also the representatives on the Council. 
After all, the most important thing is surely to 
advance matters by means of other contacts and 
opportunities for discussion apart from the offi-
cial contacts at institutional level. Such activity 
is not prohibited by the Treaty, it is permitted; 
not, it is true, in so many words, but since it 
is not expressly ruled out by the Treaty, every 
such avenue of possible activity should be ex-
plored. 
I should therefore appreciate it, Mr Vice-
President, if you could comment on this point 
and particularly on the possibility of making 
use of personal contacts between the responsible 
and competent persons in order to further devel-
opments in the field in question. 
I should like to add another comment. Speakers 
have, as it were, been bemoaning delays of 
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various kinds. It has been stated that the meas-
ures taken were not the correct ones, but no 
indication was given of what would have consti-
tuted the correct measures in specific circumst-
ances. I am unimpressed by hindsight and 
lamentations of this type. On the other hand, 
however, I am pleased that some people, who 
are also responsible for such matters in the 
Member States, took independent initiatives on 
the fringe of the Helsinki Conference. I am also 
pleased that attempts are being made, with 
regard to these world-wide problems, to induce 
the industrial nations to adopt common 
approaches-this is the crux of the matter. 
If the Americans, the Japanese and also the 
Canadians can be persuaded to adopted an 
approach similar to the European one, then there 
is no call to deplore the fact that this or that 
particular Community Member is involved in 
such discussions. The important thing-and I 
must emphasize this expressly-in this context 
is that the Community must not suffer any mis-
haps in the process. This is vital and I am con-
vinced that we can all cooperate to ensure that 
this does not occur. 
I wish to stress that while I was away, during 
the September sitting of this House, attending 
the Atlantic Assembly in Copenhagen in my 
capacity as General Rapporteur for that assem-
bly's Economic Committee, I spoke out in favour 
of the extension of these contacts to include 
Japan, etc. Since most of the members of our 
Community are also members of this North 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, there can, in my 
view, be no objection to such attempts, provided, 
as already said, the Community as a whole is 
kept in the discussions. 
I should like to make one last comment in this 
connection. In the light of paragraph 9 of the 
motion, we must be prepared to take further 
action on our own initiative. This paragraph, in 
effect, states quite simply that everything should 
be done-how was it put-to ensure that Europe 
makes a major contribution to the reorganiza-
tion of the world monetary and economic 
system. First of all, of course, we must have a 
clear idea of what we understand by reorganiza-
tion of the world economic system. 
True, we have the United Nations Charter, 
which was adopted by a majority decision, just 
as was the declaration on zionism; of course, 
the majority in favour of the economic rights 
and responsibilities of states looks somewhat 
different. ·At all events, this charter is on first 
sight a document concerned with the distribu-
tion of poverty. This cannot be the intention of 
the industrialized nations, the European Com-
munities or their constituent elements. 
In othel! words, we must first try to discover 
what t~ · actual objective 'of the initiators is. 
Since we know how long it takes for such inter-
national exchanges to produce clear answers, I 
dare say in the circumstances that as regards 
the wonid economy and economic policy, and 
indeed world politics, we shall remain on com-
pletely uncertain ground for some years to come. 
It is in ~act impossible for us to anticipate how 
the countries of the third and fourth world will 
act in this context. We must all, and that 
includes this Parliament, make a concerted 
effort to discover this; and the Parliament must 
develop some ideas of its own that go beyond 
a mere ~struction to the Commission. 
This Parliament has issued a variety of opinions 
on the 'lporld monetary system, and the different 
positioJ¥1 are clearly known. However, I can:Qot 
at pre~nt envisage how this concept of a 'new 
world economic system' is to be given practical 
form. 
If we ate to avoid the risk of aiding and abetting 
those powers which in actual fact wish to distri-
bute pdverty and which do not wish the poor 
nations: to emerge from poverty to a state of 
modest ~but increasing prosperity, then I feel we 
must also advocate a completely free world 
econo~ which must not be subject to the 
control of syndicates or cartels. This also applies, 
of cou e, to the national context, and we must 
therefore reject any measure whatsoever which, 
in the ~vent of economic difficulties of any kind 
arising: in the limited area to which it applies, 
might J!esult in social problems and consequently 
in prot~ctionism. 
Discussions between the competent persons 
should, in my view, ensure that protectionist 
measures of a type that we will not permit the 
Americans to adopt are not taken by sections 
of the Communities. 
In disdUssing the economic rights and duties of 
states )With the third and fourth world we can 
retain our credibility only if we reject such 
measutes-measures which the others are, in 
effect, eager to use. 
The others, thus, are disposed to repeat the 
mista:kes made by Europeans over several 
decadels during their industrialization. But these 
mistakles must simply not be repeated. On the 
basis c>f our own very painful experiences, we 
must tjherefore do what we can to prevent this. 
We shpuld also take particular care to see that 
positiqns of great strength are not exploited or 
abuse<f; on the other hand, as regards the final 
custoniter, we must ensure that our policy objec-
tives are directed towards the creation of a 
buyers' market, rather than towards preserving 
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ables in all important sectors. This applies ·at 
all three levels, national, European and inter-
national. 
Ladies and gentlemen,· my intention in contri-
buting these thoughts was to point out that we 
are confronted by a number of problems which 
must be solved through cooperation with others 
if economic policy is to be restored to a sound 
basis in three or five 'years' time. · 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Haferkamp. 
Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commis-
sion.- (D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, 
I should first like to thank the rapporteur, Mr 
Artzinger, and the other members who have 
taken part in the debate. I am afraid I must 
admit that since the eight-hour debate we held 
on ·the same topic in Strasbourg in October I 
have not discovered any new miracle cure for 
our ills and have no patent medicine to offer 
you this evening. Nor is it likely that we shall 
find one by holding the same debate every four 
weeks, however useful it may be. 
I shoUld like to mention something which has 
already been referred to here and which is 
somewhat more positive than many of the 
experiences to which we are otherwise accust-
omed. In the last 12 to 18 months we have in 
fact enjoyed some successes. I do not wish to 
go over. the currency question again, but I 
would just draw your attention to two signi-
ficant trends: the improvement in our balance 
of payments situation and the decrease in the 
rate of inflation in certain countries. This is not 
to say that what we have achieved in these 
areas is adequate. But if we are honest, we must 
recognize that as far as these two items are 
concerned the situation in our Member States 
is better than it was a year ago and that Com-
munity measures and coordination have had 
some effect. 
I should like to repeat a point which I have 
mentioned here in many debates on the economic 
situation and in committee and which has already 
been raised by several speakers in today's 
debate, namely that it is of vital importance 
for proper preparation for the ~ture and for 
finding a way out of the crisis that confidence 
should be restored. We refer to this on two 
occasions in our report, firstly in connection 
with the confidence of consumers and secondly 
that of investors. I am referring here to cyclical 
difficulties. I shall deal with the other matters 
later. 
We note that in recent years saving ratios have 
increased steadily in all countries. For example, 
in comparison with the 'preceding year we can 
expect the saving ratio to increase to 1641/o in 
Denmark, 160/o in Germany, 1?JJ/e in France, 
1941/o in Ireland, 2f1l/o in Italy, 841/o in the Nether-
lands, 1841/o in Belgium and llOfo in the United 
Kingdom; if the saving ratio in the four largest 
Community countries, the Federal Republic of 
Germany, France, Italy and the United King-
dom, had not deviated this year from the aver-
age for the last three years, private consump-
tion in these four countries would have been 
7 500 million dollars greater this year than it 
actually was. That is more than 141/o of total 
private consumption. These figures show how 
important it is for confidence to be restored 
in this area. It will doubtless be necessary to 
hold a special debate to determine what the 
causes of this situation are and what should 
be done. But the order of magnitude of the 
problem should not be overlooked. To quote 
just one more figure in this connection, in the 
Federal Republic of Germany the higher saving 
ratio for 1975 represents a drop in consumption 
of approximately DM 12 500 million, i.e. 1.2!'/e 
of the gross domestic product. That means that 
the tax relief which came into force at the 
beginning of the year has been almost entirely 
cancelled out by the trend in the savings of 
consumers. 
Another reason for my commenting on these 
points is that in the debate on ways of over-
coming this crisis voices are heard here and 
there--and we shall hear :r.nore of them in the 
near ~ture-in favour of increasing consump-
tion so as to release a huge spate of demand. 
I should like to sound a strong warning against 
this fallacious theory, which will have only 
two results. It will increase the saving ratios 
and will also give a ~er boost to inflation. 
It is a solution which I adamantly reject, and I 
would like to say to those who infer from such 
figures and such trends that a policy of that 
type would be the solution to our problem, that 
they either do not understand the situation or 
do not want to understand it. 
My second point concerns investors. How can 
investments revive when such trends prevail and 
when there is such universal instability as 
regards other factors bound up with world trade 
and cost trends in individual countries? In para-
graph 4 on pages 14 and 15 of our report we 
state unequivocally that it is necessary for both 
sides of industry to show self-discipline and 
devote their efforts to analysing our difficulties 
and devising ways of overcoming them together. 
I shall not go over this again now, you can read 
it for yourselves. We have tried to find a 
balanced solution; this implies that manufact-
t ' f 
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urers must show self-discipline in their price 
fixing, that the unions must show equal restraint 
in their wage demands and that we can no 
longer demand more than the economy has to 
give. 
An important point which I should like to stress 
is that if the confidence to which I referred is 
to be restored, it is particularly important that 
there should be cooperation between both sides 
of industry and the state. If we achieve that we 
shall probably inspire more confidence among 
consumers and investors than is at present the 
case. 
I know that this is very difficult since all those 
involved are being asked to some extent to alter 
attitudes which over the years have practically 
become a way of life, which for years have 
borne the stamp of tradition and which often 
have their roots in unfortunate experiences with 
the other partner, or in less than complete 
trust· by one or both partners in the promises 
and actions of the State. But it will not help 
to cling to the mistrust of the past. We must 
escape from it and we can only do so if we 
initiate a new era of confidence and co-
operation. 
This is a time of important opportunities for 
this Community. Next Tuesday the first tri-
partite conference on economic and social 
questions will be held. I hope that this will 
mark the start of joint action by the Com-
munity and that the delegates at this conference 
will not spend their time in mutual recrimin-
ation and be content to pass resolutions, as has 
so often happened at summit conferences, but 
that they will make practical decisions and 
practical contributions with the intention, of 
course, of implementing them jointly. It is in 
my view of the utmost importance that this 
should be achieved. There is also something I 
should like to be quite frank about and it relates 
to a point raised by Mr Leonardi. He asks: how 
can we expect people to make sacrifices, what 
guarantees are there? Well, we must work 
together to find these guarantees. Over a year 
ago I said in this House that the rise in the 
price of oil and other events would mean a 
loss of real wealth, which would have to be 
compensated in terms of goods and services, 
and that the growth rates of the past, includ-
ing those in living standards, were over, that 
sacrifices would have to be made which could 
only be derived if every member of our society 
felt that they were being apportioned fairly and 
equally. This is surely something which we all 
acknowledge. But even here nobody has a cut-
and-dried solution as to how this fairness and 
equality can be guaranteed right down to the 
last inch, to the last cent, to the last lira or to 
the last pfennig. Nevertheless, we have to start 
looking for these solutions and we have to look 
for them together. 
We at ~e Commission have tried to make a 
series o~ proposals to this effect and yesterday 
even ~k a decision concerning a particularly 
importaJllt document. This document is intended 
to stimulate wide-ranging discussions about 
worker participation in the Community and we 
hope that a political consensus will be rached 
and that practical decisions will also be taken 
in the nj:!ar future. We feel that such discussion 
and progress with regard to general information 
and participation, ranging from simple coopera-
tion to co-determination, are absolutely essen-
tial, because the people who will have to make 
sacrifices in the coming years need to be sure 
that the~ are not being deceived. They all need 
to be sure that they have been given the facts 
and must be able to infer from those facts that 
things are going smoothly and that the national 
authorities are taking steps to create order and 
justice by means of appropriate fiscal, social 
and employment policies. All these processes 
involve far more than economies in the narrow 
sense. 
I shoul~ like to emphasize a third, also very 
important point which has been raised here 
today and was also mentioned yesterday in 
a different context, namely, that we must at 
all cos~ shun any tempation to take the 
perilouS! road to protectionism, both within and 
outside 1 the Community. We cannot afford to 
make blunders of this kind. If we isolate our-
selves, •we shall only be doing one another 
harm af!d those who think they can afford to 
isolate themselves will do themselves the most 
harm. Even if they feel nothing straightaway, 
they wUl do so very quickly when they have 
set in motion the spiral of counter-measures. 
I sound 1 the same warning against protectionism 
that I sounded before this House in January 
1974, when I explained the emergency measures 
which the Commission had proposed at that 
time. 
' I am very glad that in the past two years we 
have avoided these dangers. We should do 
every thing in our power to continue to avoid 
them. 1 
It has been said that in this annual report on 
the economic situation we have not taken suf-
ficient ¥lccount of medium and long-term pros-
pects. ~hat, however, is not the purpose of this 
report. :we shall, I hope, soon be submitting to 
you the fourth medium-term programme. 
We have on many occasions debated problems 
in this !House which are relevant in the present 
context~ but I must again confess to you that 
we do bot have the solutions to them. 
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Mr Leonardi has just said that the situation 
confronting us at the moment has a new look 
about it. He is right. The solutions cannot there-
fore be found in cut-and-dried form in text-
books .. There is no precedent for this situation. 
All we can do at the moment is to observe 
certain trends, monitor them very closely and 
draw the relevant conclusions. 
Everywhere, at international gatherings and in 
other quarters, there is talk of the need to re-
organize the world economic system. But I have 
never met anyone who was able to put into 
concrete terms what he meant by that. Everyone 
wants everything at the same time. We must 
combat the recession, but we must simultane-
ously combat inflation. We must earn more to 
offset the higher oil prices we are having to 
pay. We must spend more on energy, investment, 
alternative jobs. We must do all this. And at 
the same time we are told that we must stimu-
late demand in order to boost economic activity. 
This is something I have already mentioned. 
At the same time, though, we have responsibil-
ities towards the developing countries. All these 
things must be done at the same time and are 
equally important! Everyone is shouting: I want 
this or I want that, but it does not occur to 
anyone that they are demanding 200fo or 500/o 
more than we can produce. In reply to individual 
demands of this type I am inclined to ask in 
each case: are you not asking us to give more 
than the 1000/o we all earn? And I also ask to 
be told what the solutions are. I hope this will 
also contribute to bringing about more joint 
consultation. I repeat, we have no option but 
to engage in joint consultation, with you, at 
the tripartite conference and at all other times 
and places, in order to find solutions to our 
current problems. 
However, this is something which cannot be 
done overnight. It will probably keep us busy 
for years. But we can do it if we do it together. 
Mr Lange asked me my opinion on the value 
of personal contacts. All I can say is that the 
personal contacts which I helped to establish 
over a year ago in connection with sessions of 
the Council of Finance Ministers have in my 
view produced extremely positive results. I 
have already had the opportunity of reporting 
on this to you. But I have the impression that 
Mr Lange's question relates to a higher level. 
In that case I coud like to make the general 
comment that I think it is a good thing for those 
-who hold posts of responsibility to engage more 
frequently in joint discussion and consultation. 
Surely no one will contest that and I think Mr 
Berkhouwer, who was the first to raise this 
point explicitly, will agree too. The vital thing 
-and here I take up something that Mr 
Lange said-is that developments in this area 
should not contravene the rules of the Com-
munity or weaken it, and it would be a good 
thing if both before and after such consultation 
full information were supplied to those who, 
perhaps for purely practical reasons, are not 
able to take part, by those who do participate, 
though this is perhaps something which is 
often done without our being aware of it in each 
individual case. 
I have been asked many questions arising from 
certain doubts about our hypotheses, our figures 
and our forecasts. Well, we all have this prob-
lem; it is easy for mere mortals to be wise 
after the event, but not befor~. And I would 
add that there is no such thing as experts on 
the future and there are very few experts even 
on the past. So we do not claim to provide all 
the answers to all the questions. 
With your permission, Mr President, I should 
at this point like to quote a few sentences relat-
ing to structural problems. 
'The maintenance of adequate growth depends 
on structural changes in the Member States' 
economies, supported or indeed launched by active 
measures of structural policy. 
It would be wrong if structural change was 
impeded in the interest of keeping low-
productivity sectors or enterprise& going. Restruc-
turing will necessitate substantial investment in 
the fields with a future. 
This investment must at the same time enable 
workers rendered redundant in the other sectors 
to be reabsorbed here. I must be in line with 
the new demand arising out of the change in 
relative energy prices. It must make possible the 
development of new forms of energy production. 
It must meet the new outside demand. The prob-
lems which must be faced by the Community are 
the more serious and their solution the more 
difficult owing to the previous existence of serious 
internal disequilibria. The persistence of infla-
tionary trends has brought a distortion in the 
distribution of income and wealth, thus provoking 
a climate of social friction. At the same time, 
investment has often been badly directed and 
marginal enterprises or sectors artificially main-
tained in existence. Despite their seriousness, the 
problems facing the Community and the Member 
States are soluble, but require closer solidarity 
between social groups within countries, between 
the Member States within the Community and 
also between the Community and the rest of the 
world.' 
The catchword 'solidarity' is as relevant today 
as it was the day we submitted this document 
to the Community's institutions. I mention it 
because that was exactly one year ago tomorrow. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Artzinger. 
Mr Artzinger, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President; 
it is very tempting for me to use my notes to 
-, 
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answer the Members who have spoken. But in 
view of the late hour I shall refrain from doing 
so. I should just like to thank those who praised 
my report and also those who did not praise it; 
perhaps they will do next time. 
Mr Lange asked me a specific question about 
the new world economic system and I am all the 
more willing to an'SWer this question since Vice-
President Haferkamp declared, to my great sur-
prise, that he did not know and had not yet 
been able to discover what the new world 
economic system is. Mr Haferkamp, on 3 May last 
year the United Nations passed a resolution on 
the new world economic system. This is a list of 
demands and wishes addressed by the world to 
the industrialized countries. That is the origin of 
the expression and that is how I should like para-
graph 9 of the motion for a resolution to be under-
stood. I fully realize, Mr Lange, that we shall have 
many negative things to say about it since the 
Charter of the Economic Rights and Duties of 
States which you quoted goes in much the same 
direction. However, I believe that we should not 
be content with saying no to this, but that we 
have a positive contribution to make on behalf 
of Europe in the dialogue with the third world. 
And I think we agree that we should discuss 
the clarification of the European point of view 
in the Committee on Economic Affairs too and 
perhaps also in other committees. I hope too that 
it will be possible to hold this dialogue with the 
Commission, since the Commission has certainly 
examined this matter in much greater detail 
than we ourselves. In short, Mr Lange, I would 
ask you to be sympathetic on this point. 
You also asked me about the drafting of para-
graph 3. I have since been informed by col-
leagues of other languages that in their languages 
the text does not give the same impression as 
the German version. I therefore hope you will 
understand, Mr Lange, if I only amend the 
German text, in the manner you propose. That 
I am quite willing to do. 
President. - Does anyone else wish to speak? 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
11. Regulation on a system of bracket tariffs 
for the carriage of goods 
President. - The next item is the vote without 
debate on the motion for a resolution contained 
in the report drawn up by Mr Schwabe on 
behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport on the proposal from the Commission 
1 OJ No C 280 of 8. 12. 1975. 
of the European Communities to the Council 
for a regulation amending Council Regulation ' 
(EEC) No 3255/74 of 19 December 1974 extending 
and amending Council Regulation (EEC) No 
1174/68 ~f 30 July 1968 on the introduction of a 
system of bracket tariffs for the carriage of 
goods by road between Member States (Doc. 
349/75).' 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The re,lution is adopted. 1 
12. Regulation on the Community quota for the 
carriage of goods 
Preside~t. The next item is the debate on 
the report drawn up by Mr Giraud on behalf 
of the Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port on : the proposal from the Commission of 
the European Communities to the Council for 
a regulation on the Community quota for the 
carriage of goods by road between Member 
States (l)oc. 350/75). 
I call Mr Albers. 
Mr Albers, deputy rapporteur.- (NL) Mr Pre-
sident, liadies and gentlemen, I was asked this 
afternoon by Mr Giraud, who is unable to be 
present, : if I would introduce his report. I do 
so with great pleasure, particularly as it con-
tains a proposal relating to the cm;nmon traffic 
and transport policy, which is a matter of no 
small signi.ficance for the European Community. 
The agenda for this part-session includes a 
number , of proposals relating to this common 
transport policy, such as that dealt with in the 
report b~ Mr Schwabe on extending the period 
of application for bracket tariffs. Tomorrow we 
will discuss Mr Gerlach's report on reciprocal 
recognit~on of navigation licences for inland 
waterway vessels, and now we are about to 
discuss the report by Mr Giraud on behalf of 
the Co~itttee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port. The report I am about to introduce deals 
therefore with one of a number of minor pro-
posals qtade by the Commission. This report 
is scheduled for submission to the Council in ' 
December so that the necessary decisions may 
be taken. 
The Committee on Regional Policy and Trans-
port is pleased at these developments since they 
mean that the exceptional efforts made by Mr 
Seefeld and Mr Mursch in the Committee for 
Regional Policy and Transport to get things 
moving in the common traffic and transport 
policy ~ve met with a modicum of success. 
Although we are still dealing with small mat-
ters, the scope of which is by no means com-
mensurate with the overall concept of the 
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regarding a common policy in this field, they 
are nevertheless small steps in the right 
direction. Mr Giraud's report deals with goods 
transport and Community authorizations. It 
contains a table showing the way in which 
the Community quotas have been allocated 
since 1939 together with the proposals for 
1976. I must add a few words shortly regard-
ing these figures, since they contain some 
errors. This apart, the figures give reason for 
optimism, but we must understand that this 
only represents 6°/o of the total carriage of goods 
over the borders-i.e. a small proportion-which 
will be considerably increased now that it will 
be possible to double the number of authoriza-
tions issued. The Commission proposes to do 
this in two sections, firstly by means of an 
across-the-board 5('/J/o increase of the number 
of authorizations issued in 1975, and secondly 
by allocating further authorizations on the 
basis of the rate of use of those issued in 
1973. This method is open to debate. However, 
although other methods leading to different 
results are possible, this system is nevertheless 
one which the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport can approve, since it takes ac-
count of past performance, and the extent to 
which advantage was taken of the possibilities 
offered. We cannot ignore performance-which 
is why our Committee reached agreement on 
this system. 
In order to avoid any misunderstanding, I should 
like to explain the corrections which should be 
made to the table contained in the report. It is 
stated that the number of authorizations is to 
be doubled, but the table shows that 4 726 
authorizations are to be allocated for 1976 as 
against 2 285 for 1975. That is more than double. 
The Secretariat will, however, distribute the 
following corrections; for Belgium, 1975, read 
265 authorizations; the figure of 169 for Den-
mark is correct; the figure for Germany should 
be 427; for France 403; the figure of 50 for 
Ireland is correct; for Italy 319; for Luxem-
bourg 70; for the Netherlands 382; and for the 
United Kingdom the figure of 272 is correct. 
If we add these figures up we come to 2 363, 
which is in fact half of the proposed twofold 
increase for 1976. A I said before, therefore, the 
system of allocation is naturally open to discus-
sion, but after some consideration our Commit-
tee decided that it could give its support to the 
Commission's proposals. 
Mr President, our committee also agrees to the 
proposal for an automatic annual increase of 
200/o from 1978 onwards if the Council fails to 
reach a decision in good time. We welcome this 
proposal since it would in effect gradually lead 
to complete liberalization. When the number of 
authorizations exceeds the demand, complete 
liberalization will have been achieved, and then 
there will automatically be an end of all the 
existing agreements which contain nothing but 
restrictions. 
One small point in conclusion. Our committee 
regards the abolition of record sheets for cross-
frontier transport operations as a reduction of 
bureaucratic obstacles and the business sector 
will no doubt welcome this move for the same 
reason. Therefore although these are merely 
small steps, Mr President, our conmiittee, for 
which I have been acting as spokesman on 
behalf of Mr Giraud, can give its support to 
the Commission's proposals. I hope, therefore, 
that Parliament will adopt the motion for a 
resolution contained in this report. 
President. - I call Mr Nyborg to speak on 
behalf of the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats. 
Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, I should first 
like to take the opportunity of thanking the 
rapporteur, Mr Giraud, for the work he has put 
into preparing this report on the Community 
quota for the carriage of goods by road between 
Member States, and hope that, in his absence, 
Mr Albers will convey these thanks to him. 
The aim of the r~rt and the Commission's pro-
posal is a commendable one: complete liberaliza-
tion of the Community road haulage industry 
with the doubling of the number of authoriza-
tions as the first step. I am therefore able to 
give my warmest support to the Commission's 
efforts in this direction. 
However, I must add one or two critical com-
ments to the debate on this report in Parliament. 
At the last meeting of the Committee on Regional 
Policy and Transport I was unable to obtain 
satisfactory information from the Commission 
with regard to the allocation of the authoriza-
tions to the different countries. It is therefore 
necessary to take this matter up now for further 
discussion and examination. Even with the Com-
munity quota- covering at present only SG/o of 
road transport within the Community-a figure 
which it is hoped to increase to 12%-difficulties 
have often arisen in connection with the alloca-
tion of the authorizations. · 
It would therefore be profitable to unravel some 
of the entangled strands of this situation. 
The present proposal of the Commission con-
cerning the allocation of authorizations for 1976 
falls into two parts: 5('/J/o of the increase is to 
be allocated between the Member States on an 
across-the-board basis and the remaining 500/o 
is to be allocated according to the rate of the 
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use of the Community authorizations issued in 
1973. Mark the date 1973. The Commission's 
proposal uses these two distinct criteria to derive 
the allocation of the quota for 1976 shown in 
the report. The latter criterion, which is based 
on the degree of use, should be rejected. It is 
derived from the number of transport operations 
and consequently does not take into account that 
the countries on the geographical periphery of 
the Community, e.g. Ireland, where the speed 
of operations is slow and where therefore a lot 
of time is lost, cannot perform as many trans-
port operations per authorization as the more 
c~ntrally situated Member States. In this con-
nection it must also be borne in mind that the 
weight of the goods carried is not always com-
parable because of the great variations in 
volume. This is particularly evident with regard 
to the carriage of agricultural and similar pro-
duce which pccupies a disproportionately large 
area for its weight. 
A further example of the unsuitability of this 
criterion is the selection of 1973 as the base 
year for calculating the degree of use, since 
that was the year in which the United Kingdom, 
Ireland and Denmark joined the Community. 
Consequently, it was impossible for these coun-
tries to attain as high a degree of use of the 
authorizations as the original Member States, 
since, as might be expected, a large part of the 
allocations in actual fact only came into effect 
during the first half of 1973. 
Finally, the new Member States should be ac-
corded a certain introductory period which 
would, inter alia, provide the opportunity for 
them to familiarize themselves with the system 
and to develop the necessary contacts with the 
new market on the Continent. 
A further criterion ignored by the Commission is 
that of basing the calculation of the 1976 figures 
on the tonnage transported per kilometer. Such 
a criterion might be considered more relevant 
than that used by the Commission. 
The only valid comment that can be made about 
these different criteria is that the statistical ma-
terial is too unreliable and was not sufficiently 
reliably processed. It is therefore inadvisable to 
take it as the basis for the allocation of the 
authorizations, since such an allocation will be 
unrealistic and imperfect. To avoid a lopsided 
allocation of the Community quota, one should 
therefore start by assuming that the Member 
States have completely exhausted their quota; 
this would facilitate allocation on an acrosS-the-
board basis, so that all the Member States would 
receive twice the 1975 figures. 
This motion for a resolution would therefore 
have to be amended accordingly by inserting in 
the motipn a clause to the effect that the 1976 
allocation should be on an across-the-board 
basis. On behalf of the Group of European Pro-
gressive Democrats, I should like to recommend 
that hoqourable Members support the present 
motion 'fith this amendment, since the increase 
in the Community quota must be seen as a major 
step alolilg the road to a freer organization of 
the transport market. 
I would tnerely like to state in conclusion that it 
is vital for the decisions to be taken before the 
end of t:be year, as otherwise development in this 
field will be held up. 
Preside~. - I call Mr Osborn to speak on 
behalf o~ the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Osbqrn. - Mr President, I should like to 
add to the comments made by Mr Nyborg, with 
particular reference to the amendment which we 
have before us. When Britain, Denmark and 
Ireland :entered the Community nearly three 
years agp, Conservative ministers, and particu-
larly th~ Rt. Honourable John Peyton, made it 
quite ch~ar that they hoped we would move 
away frQm the quota system and towards freer 
competition. Reference is made to this in Mr 
Giraud's report and in the Commission's report. 
The industry, not only in Britain, Ireland and 
Denmar~, but in the other Member States as 
well, welcomes this increased liberalization. That 
the ComPrlssion's report and Mr Giraud's report 
refer to: this is therefore welcomed by the 
industry~ because it should not be held back by 
restricti~ns which are hard to impose, and a 
quantitative licensing system should be replaced 
by a qufilitative system. This is being pressed 
on the ~ommission from all sides, and we in 
Parliam~nt should reflect that view. 
I 
Mr Gi~aud's report is an excellent one. 
Unfortu!jl.ately, owing to air transport troubles, 
I was u:p.able to attend the. committee meeting 
at whicl:i this was discussed, but I welcomed the 
first twq proposals, that is, paragraph 3 of the 
motion, : which concerns a programme for 
achievin~ free competition in the carriage of 
goods by road between Member States-and my 
group ~adily agrees that carriers should no 
longer ~e required to keep record sheets for 
transport operations-and paragraph 7, which 
refers to a significant improvement in the 
functioning of the transport market within the 
Commwbty. As a representative of Britain and 
the road haulage indust'ry there and the other 
newer cC>untries, I weleome these proposals and 
this reso[ution. 
In the explanatory statement, as has already 
been sa~d in this debate, reference is made to 
the syst~matic increase in the Community quota 
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going hand in hand with a :r;eduction in bilateral 
quotas. I also recognize that the increase in the 
general or multilateral quota is only from 6 to 
12% of the whole. When I checked the figures 
given to me by the road associations-and I 
am glad that it has been referred to--I found 
that the figures for 1975 were incorrect, and I 
am very glad that the deputy rapporteur has 
felt inclined to concede that we had some false 
figures. But even in these false figures, the 
unfortunate feature is that the newer countries 
-Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom- · 
have far less than double and some of the older 
countries of the Community have far more than 
double. That is why we tabled an amendment 
asking for a doubling for each country. I very 
much hope that the Socialist Group will support 
this, because it is reasonable and fair for the 
new countries, who have obviously got to adjust 
themselves to this new method of quota licences, 
to continue with a trial period, as Mr Nyborg 
has mentioned. There are customs problems, but 
of course in the case of Denmark, Ireland and 
the United Kingdom, operators are further from 
the centre of Europe and should therefore be 
given every encouragement. I believe that the 
Commission and the Ministers have persuaded 
the British Government to go along with this 
original recommendation, but I also believe that 
Members from the newer countries should 
ensure that when a rapporteur says doubling, 
he gets his figures right-and I thank the 
honourable Member for getting the figures right 
-and that they should be doubled fairly for all 
three countries. I therefore hope that the 
Members of this Assembly will agree to a linear 
doubling for each country, and therefore agree 
to this amendment, and that we can have the 
figures corrected in the rapporteur's report 
before this goes to the Council of Ministers. I 
very much hope therefore that honourable 
Members will support this amendment, so ably 
moved by Mr Nyborg. 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, last year the Commission undertook 
to submit proposals relating to the organization 
of the transport markets before the end of 
1975. This it succeeded in doing despite con-
siderable difficulties: in October it submitted 
eight proposals and these are now being exam-
ined by the European Parliament. Two of these 
proposals were urgent: the one which has been 
approved without debate, and the other which 
is the subject of Mr Giraud's report, which has 
been presented by Mr Albers as deputy rap-
porteur. 
I feel it my duty, Mr President, to thank the 
European Parliament and, in particular, the 
chairman of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport for understanding the delicacy of 
the situation and examining so promptly the 
two items which are being debated today. This 
has made possible not only today's vote, but 
also the examination which the Council will 
undertake at its meeting on 10 and 11 December. 
Having said this, I should like to thank Mr 
Giraud for preparing his report and Mr Albers 
who deputized for him today, and also Mr 
Nyborg and Mr Osborn, although I disagree 
with the approach of the latter two Members 
on this issue. 
As we are currently in a transitional period we 
feel that, until Community traffic is liberalized, 
it should take into account the needs of the 
carriers of the nine Member States. This is why 
we thought of doubling the number of authori-
zations, but not on a linear or across-the-board 
basis as requested in an amendment now before 
Parliament, because if we issue authorizations 
to all who apply for them, we shall in effect 
be penalizing the better applicants vis-a-vis the 
poorer ones. 
In fact, if all the carriers applied, they would 
all have to be treated alike, but it seetned more 
useful to us to divide this new quota into equal 
parts so that half would be granted on a linear 
basis, i.e. to everyone, while the other half 
would be granted on the basis of assessment of 
the authorizations, as was the case in the past. 
This would avoid the risk of authorizations 
perhaps remaining partly unused or-and this 
is even more serious-favouring those whose 
performance in the past was poor. · 
Although I appreciate Mr Nyborg and Mr 
Osborn's arguments, I must oppose the two 
amendments which have been tabled. The first 
affirms the need for a linear method and more 
or less contradicts paragraph 6 of the same 
motion for a resolution; as for the second, · I 
doubt whether Parliament can adopt a resolu-
tion subject to reservations. 
Therefore, Mr President, grateful as I am to 
Parliament and the parliamentary committee for 
their good work and for their collaboration with 
the Commission, and although I undertake to 
submit the other proposals necessary for 
establishing the organization of the transport 
market, when the time is right, I oppose the 
two amendments because they are in conflict 
both with the spirit of this motion for a resolu-
tion arid with the aims which the Commission 
is pursuing by means of these proposals. 
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President.- I call Mr Nyborg. 
Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, I am sorry, 
but I did not fully understand the Commission's 
remark about penalizing the better applicants 
vis-a-vis the poorer ones. In my view it is 
totally irrelevant in the present context. 
Perhaps I might just be allowed to recap a little. 
I won't bore you by repeating everything I said 
in my previous speech, but will limit myself to 
pointing out that, if one uses the allocation 
figures proposed by the Commission for the dif-
ferent Member States, this will be to the detri-
ment of the new Member States, and I have 
therefore tabled two amendments, in con-
junction with Mr Osborn and Mr Corrie of the 
European Conservative Group and Mr Yeats of 
the Group of European Progressive Democrats. 
In rejecting the Commission's proposal it is not 
the intention of the proposed amendments to 
establish the principle of linear increases in 
the Community quota for all time, but only for 
1976. Consequently, we have tabled Amendment 
No 1, which states that the increase in the 
quotas for 1976 should be on a linear basis, for 
insertion following paragraph 2 of the present 
motion for a resolution. This also entails replac-
ing the word 'accordingly' by 'subject to these 
reservations' in paragraph 8 of the motion for 
a resolution. In order to achieve a reasonable 
allocation of the Community quota for 1976 
which is not to the detriment of any particular 
country, I therefore urge you as joint signatory 
to vote in favour of this amendment. 
President. - I call Mr Albers. 
Mr Albers, deputy rapporteur. - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, the Committee for Regional Policy and 
Transport has discussed this question. It is, of 
course, regrettable that the available. figures 
were not completely accurate. One should not, 
however, conclude from this that the corrected 
figures for 1975 provide an argument against 
acting in accordance with the Commission's 
proposals and for accepting the proposals con-
tained in the amendments. That would. be com-
pletely misguided. It is without question un-
fortunate that the figures were incorrect, but 
the new, correct figures only mean that the 
1975 situation has become more acceptable. It 
can. be seen from the new figures that the num-
ber of authorizations allocated to the new 
Member States has not increased. The figures 
shown in the original table were correct in the 
case of the new Member States. However, the 
number of authorizations allocated to the other 
six Member States in 1975 was in fact higher. 
The difference between 1975 and 1976 has 
merely been found to be smaller,· and therefore 
more acceptable. We should not forget either 
that the efforts mentioned in the explanation to 
paragraphs 7 and 8 cannot be left out of ac-
count, since it would hardly be acceptable to 
the business sector if those who made less use 
of the possibilities offered in the past were put 
in a better position than those who did make 
efforts to use these possibilities. This, therefore, 
is why the Committee on Regional Policy and 
Transport unanimously, with two abstentions, 
supportep the resolution and explanatory state-
ment, thereby declaring itself in favour of the 
system proposed by the Commission. 
I therefQre propose that the two amendments be 
rejected.! 
President. - Does anyone else wish to speak? 
We shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion. 
I put the preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 to 
the vote. 
The pr~amble and paragraphs 1 and 2 are 
adopted.· 
After p•ragraph 2 I have Amendment No 1 
tabled ~y Mr Nyborg, Mr Osborn, Mr Corrie 
and Mr Yeats: 
'Paraglraph 2a (new) 
Insert !the following new paragraph: 
"2a. ltequests that for 1976 the increase in 
quota~ should be on a linear basis;'". 
This am~ndment has been moved by Mr Nyborg. 
I would
1 
remind the _House that the rapporteur 
rejected it. 
I 
I put thi~ amendment to the vote. 
I 
Amendnjlent No 1 is rejected. 
I put patagraphs 3 to 7 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 3 to 7 are adopted. 
On par~raph 8 I had Amendment No 2 tabled 
by Mr ~yborg, Mr Osborn, Mr Corrie and Mr 
Yeats: 
'Para~raph 8 
Repla~ 
"accOitdingly" 
with 1 
"subjttct to these reservations".' 
However, since Amendment No 1 has been 
rejected~ this amendment becomes void. 
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I put paragraph 8 to the vote. 
Paragraph 8 is adopted. 
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole 
to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
13. Directive on the education of migrant 
children 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mrs · Carettoni Romagnoli on behalf of 
the Committee on Cultural Affairs and Youth 
on the proposal from the Commission of the 
European Communities to the Council for a 
directive on the education of the children of 
migrant workers (Doc. 375/75). 
I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. 
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoll, rapporteur.- (I) Mr 
President, before beginning my introduction, I 
should like to ask honourable Members, espe-
cially those who intend to speak, to bear two 
things in mind. 
The first is this: we have here a Commission 
docwnentt which, although of great significance, 
is still very general in its ·approach. Any at-
tempt, therefore, to read too much into it and 
to find many details in it is doomed to failure, 
~a~ this is a doctUilent wbj.cq permits us for 
the first time-and with our full agreement, as 
I shall shortly explain-to make a choice of 
principle; we are asked, that is, to decide how 
we wish to tackle the problem.of educating the 
chndren of migrant workers and the European 
citizens of tomorrow. 
The second recommendation that I would make 
to those who intend to speak is that they should 
also consider, along with the report which I 
have the honour. of presenting on behalf of the 
Committee on Cultural· Affai:rs and Youth, the 
opinion dra~ up on behalt of the Social Affairs 
Committee· by Mr Albers, I say this because 
I feel that the two documents must be con-
sidered as two parts of the same general report. 
It will be seen, in fact, that some parts of 
Mr Albers' report are incorporated in the 
motion for a resolution. 
What, then, are the basic points of this docu-
ment, and what are the aspects of particular 
importance which lead us to give it our full 
approval? 
1 OJ No c 280 of 8. 12. 1975. 
Firstly, there is a fundamental fact which we 
cannot ignore. Until now ·very little has been 
done in this Community for these young people. 
The experiments which have been carried out 
have been few, and unfortunately have not 
always given positive results. The data-Mr 
Albers mentioned this also-are still unreliable, 
so unreliable that even the number of children 
to be educated is widely disputed. We have 
various figures: a million, or one million two 
hundred thousand, more or less, -we are still 
not sure. We must also recognize the fact that 
opening the schools to the children of migrant 
workers has done little to ensure that they 
receive a full education. And as Mr Pisoni has 
pointed out on a number of occasions, irregular 
school attendance is still a major problem in the 
Community. 
The Commission commendably faces up to this 
unsatisfactory situation by presenting a funda-
mental choice to which I believe Parliament 
must give its full support. The Commission 
urges us to reject the type of school which will 
place the children of migrant workers on the 
fringes of society, and emphasizes the need to 
avoid at all costs the risk of establishing a 
ghetto in the host country and possibly of creat-
ing further feelings among these children of not 
belonging when they return to their native 
country. As I said, the Commission offers us a 
choice of principle, and if we wished ·to sum it 
up simply, ladies and gentlemen, we should have 
to say that we are dealing with the quintes-
sentially cultural problem of safeguarding the 
cultural identity of these children, even as we 
encourage their integration into other countries. 
You will agree that this is a question of vital 
importance which engages us not only politi-
cally but also culturally. 
Thirdly, the Commission invites us to consider 
two eventualities: either the young person 
remains ·in the host country or he has to return 
to his native land. This problem is all the more 
important at the present time because we are 
passing through a period in which we have not 
only seen and are seeing, but .indeed may 
unfortunately continue to see even more children 
of school age returning to their home countries. 
And here, in my opinion, we have the crux of 
the problem. Workers' migration is a feature of 
the European Community, and is the result of 
a certam type of development which we have 
created. We may approve or disapprove; never-
theless, it cannot be denied. But this does not 
alter the fact, Members of the Commission, that 
the European citizen has in fact been born. And 
so we must provide for this European citizen, 
the child of foreign parents who is born or 
arrives very young in the host country, and we 
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must try to derive a beneficial result from his 
difficult situation, which has undoubtedly meant 
much pain and sacrifice. 
In my opinion, this benefical result can be the 
setting up of a type of bilingual school which 
will thus tend to become increasingly bicultural. 
This requirement, set out in paragraph 8 of the 
motion for a resolution, was extensively discus-
sed in committee, and is essentially an expres-
sion of our duty to find a solution for this 
tremendous economic and social problem. 
We are agreed therefore that we must work 
towards a type of school which will be open 
to all the citizens of Europe, whether they are 
the children of migrant workers or not, and 
which furthermore will occupy its proper place 
within the European Schools system. It must 
not be solely a temporary stop-gap; it must 
become part of a more general system. I should 
like to remind certain honourable Members 
who share many of our views but whose 
experience of Europe is perhaps less, that if we 
build a new Europe all our European structures 
must inevitably change; nothing can remain as 
it is. As we steadily move forward, things are 
bound to change; and so we must examine this 
pluricultural society which is developing and 
shape it not only for today's needs-for practical 
solutions to some of our present problems are 
still lacking-but also and especially for the 
needs of tomorrow. 
We do not wish, at the present time, to impose 
a specific type of school-on anyone. Neither we 
nor the Commission can do this. Nevertheless 
we must not forget that if we wish to provid~ 
the society of the future with a viable cultural 
response, we must create the structures for a 
pluricultural type of school now. 
I fully agree, Mr Albers, with a comment in 
your report on the very great difficulties 
involved in this task. It may 11eem strange to 
you that a Member on this side of the House 
should also point out to the Commission the 
extremely complex nature of the undertaking. 
And yet I agree entirely with you on this 
point. Indeed, if we consider carefully, we 
cannot ignore the seriousness of these problems 
·' not must we underestimate the difficulties. 
Otherwise we run tlie risk of making fine 
speeches and achieving nothing. 
For example, Mr President, I confess quite 
openly that we are faced with one very awkward 
problem: although it is not too difficult to con-
ceive of a school- for the children of migrant 
workers from the nine countries of the Com-
munity, since we already have examples in 
Denmark and the Netherlands, we find ourselves 
in a very difficult situation-and why should 
we not a~mit it?-when we consider the children 
of immigrants from third countries. 
We must not ignore these problems. This is 
true, bu~ as someone asked during the discus-
sion in committee, must we then think of a 
pluricultural, biiingual school for two Japanese 
as soon las they appear in a European city? 
The answer is obYiously 'no'; these are things 
which have to be done slowly. To start with 
we haYe i this nucleus of the European Schools; 
after that we shall see what can be done for the 
extreme cases. 
It is for this reason that the Committee on 
Cultural Affairs and Youth, although in agree-
ment wi~h the Commission, spe<:ifically asks 
for the letting up of an educational institute 
because, , quite frankly, it is not possible to 
imagine !solutions to this problem without a 
strong p~dagogical and scientific back-up. There 
are prob~rns concerning the children of Turkish 
and Greek workers, but tomorrow they will be 
followed i by the Spaniards and the Tunisians, 
who will bring with them a new series of 
problems, which we cannot solve without a 
strong cuil.tural back-up. 
But eveJl now our committee, along With the 
Social .Ai£fairs Committee, has something to 
say on the educational aspects. We can_ say, ·for 
example,; that this type of teaching process 
must begF, in the nursery; we can say ~hat the 
teaching ; ~f the mother tongue must not be a 
minor P¥t of the curriculum, regarded as just 
another *ubject for the ·children. Furthermore, 
our conuhittee is already able to make specific 
recomme~dations on the recruiting and training 
of teachers and on the need to define their legal 
status. ~ also stre~ the fact that the participa-
tion of p~rents in this type of school should b~ 
viewed npt only as desirable in itself, but also 
as a factpr making for -greater democracy and 
a closer I link with society. These were the 
general qriteria which guided our committee in 
the prep.ation of its report. 
i . 
I should llik~ at this point to consider briefly a 
number [.' f ,paragraphs in the motion for a 
resolutio . · 
As I sai~ before, paragraph 5 of the motion 
was lifte~ bodily from Mr Albers' report, and 
raises t~ problem of the urgent adoption of 
special n!leasures for the children of migrant 
workers. !We have to have· recourse to Article 
235, which once again highlights the limitations 
of the T1aty. 
The othet basic need is to approve Community 
provisionS for immigrant children without 
distinctio~, although we realize that such an 
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approach will involve problems of a technical 
nature. But I hope that after suitable initiatives 
by Parliament more accurate data will become 
available to help us solve these problems. We 
hope to have information on reception classes, 
the length of time spent in them, the criteria 
for acceptance, the status of the teachers, and 
so on. 
Finally, we state that it is essential to accept 
the children of migrant workers in the European 
Schools, even if-and we say this again-the 
European Schools will not solve all their 
problems. But it is not right that these should 
be privileged schools not open to all citizens 
of the Community. 
In paragraphs 9 and 10 we stress the points I 
mentioned earlier: commencement at the nursery 
stage, efforts to make sure that all migrant 
children attend school and complete their 
secondary education and that education in their 
own country is recognized by the host country. 
But this raises the problem of the recognition 
of certificates. 
These are the basic points which we feel this 
debate should deal with. Among other things, 
we wished to stress the need to establish 
equality-of opportunity as regards scholarships. 
Ladies and gentlemen, with its proposal for a 
directive, the Commission has set both itself 
and us here an extremely important and delicate 
task. Frankly, if we are realistic, we must admit 
that we are today still far from realizing such 
aims. But if we really wish to set this pro-
gramme in motion, we $ould first of all stress 
the need for an increased budget. And it must 
be fully adequate, for otherwise-even if we 
draw on the Social Fund-we shall not be able 
to go. through with the programme. 
I do not know if all the Members of this House 
realize the significance of this document, its 
idealogical importance-if I may be allowed to 
describe it thu~and the tremendous tasks, 
financial, organizational, and of cultural inquiry, 
which follow from it. For these reasons, if we 
vote in favour of this proposal, as I hope we 
shall, we must know also that we are ·taking 
on, as a Community and as an institution of the 
Community, an enormous task; and we cannot 
disappoint the hopes of so many families with 
children of school age who find themselves in 
a foreign country and who have the right-! 
repeat, the right-not to be outcasts of society 
but to be citizens like everyone else. 
For these reasons I urge the House to approve 
this proposal for a directive from the Commis-
sion. 
(Applause) 
IN THE CHAIR: MR BORDU 
Vice-President 
14. Change in the agenda 
President. - I call Mr Fellermaier for a pro-
cedural motion. 
Mr Fellermaier.- (D) Mr President, yesterday 
the House decided to close today's sitting at 
8.30 p.m. Since there are seven speakers listed 
for this report-and it is worth debating-and 
since the two reports by Mr Mitterdorfer and 
Mr Cointat are also down for consideration on 
today's agenda, I feel that the House must decide 
whether it wants to close the sitting at 8.30 p.m. 
regardless of how much parliamentary business 
has been dealt with, whether items are to be 
postponed till tomorrow's sitting or whether 
today's sitting should be prolonged. I am· raising 
this matter because I know that a number of 
colleagues have engagements this evening and 
will be in difficulties if they do not know now 
whether the remaining items on the agenda are 
to be dealt with this evening or tomorrow morn-
ing. I should therefore be grateful, Mr President, 
if you could settle this question now. 
President.- I call Mr Mitterdorfer. 
Mr Mitterdorfer.- (D) Mr President, I should 
just like to tell you that I unfortunately cannot 
be present tomorrow morning. I would ask you 
to take this into consideration when deciding 
which items are to be dealt with this evening. 
President. - In fact the House decided on 
Monday to close today's sitting at 8.30 p.m. 
In view of the comments made by Mr Feller-
maier and Mr Mitterdorfer, I consult the House 
as to whether it wishes to uphold its decision, 
it being understood that it would in any case 
finish considering the item on which the debate 
has just started. 
I take note of the fact that the House is in 
favour of closing the proceedings this evening 
after the vote on the report by Mrs Carettoni 
Romagnoli. 
15. Directive on the education of migrant 
children 
(Resumption) 
President. - I call Mr Albers to speak on behalf 
of the Socialist Group. 
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Mr Albers. - (NL) Mr President, I am extremely 
glad that it is possible to discuss this vital report 
this evening in spite of the restrictions to which 
we are subject. I should like to say on behalf 
of my Group that we attach the greatest import-
ance to this draft directive and the report relat-
ing to it. 
I shQuld also like to thank Mrs CarettQni Roma-
gnoli fQr having devoted so much attention in 
her report to the work done by the Committee 
on Social Affairs and Employment. The fact that 
the Committee has devoted so much attention 
to this pmblem is of course connected with the 
fact that it is such a shmt time since we were 
working on the action programme for migrant 
workers and their families. We are extremely 
pleased that the Commission has not been con-
tent just to talk about the problem, but has 
made proposals which will make possible some 
implementation of this action programme. 
The present proposal must be regarded as being 
of exceptional importance, since it concerns the 
future of children of groups of people in the 
European Community who have particular dif-
ficulties to face. It directly affects the living 
conditions of millions of migrant workers. As 
we have clearly pointed out in the past, a con-
comitant of our economic development must be 
an increase in the efforts we make for these 
people. 
It is indeed true that certain groups of migrant 
workers have been forced by unemployment to 
return home, but the numbers of migrants have 
in fact increased, considerably in some cases, 
over the last few years. This is because more 
families have entered the Community. For some 
years the population of migrant workers has 
shown substantial increases, and after some 
initial hesitation, the tendency to allow the 
families to come too has been steadily increas-
ing. Thanks to child allowances, these migrant 
workers are frequently better off economically 
if they have their children with them in the 
country in which they are working than if they 
leave them behind in their country of origin. 
The present directive is also completely in keep-
ing with the arguments put forward at a con-
ference organized by the Council of Europe in 
November 1974 and the recommendations of the 
Joint Parliamentary Committee of the Associa-
tion with Turkey. 
I agree with the rapporteur that this proposal 
is based on the results of rather limited research. 
In the Commission's explanatory statement 
figures obtained fmm research institutes are 
quoted which appear to show that only 30°/o of 
the children concerned complete a course of 
elementary education. This is an appalling figure. 
And as i~ it were not appalling enough in itself, 
there is ;even doubt as t<> whether it is correct 
or not! '11he real figure might be even worse. The 
problem is made all the more serious by the fact 
that if these people do not complete their · ele-
mentary 1 education, it is simply not possible for 
them t<> ;go on to vocational training, at lower 
or intemediate levels. This must be regarded 
as a par~icularly grave problem, since it is these 
children,, whose parents are working in our 
Community, in our trade and industry, who are 
most in need of opportunities for training, . so 
that they will be able t<> get good jobs within 
the Eurqpean Community or return to their 
country of origin equipped with the knowledge 
they ha\1-e acquired and play a significant role 
in the f"tlture development of economic life in 
that country, which is something of which we 
are stroqgly in favour. 
This all begins of cotirse with elementary educa-
tion, and the Committee on Social Affairs and 
Emplo~ent has stressed that training really 
starts e'{en earlier, i.e. in reception classes or 
even in ~he kindergartens. The earlier children 
are given the opportunity of overcoming 
language difficulties the better, since it is these 
difficultfs which represent the greatest obstacle 
on the road to development. But that is not the 
end of the st<>ry. It must be obvious that if the 
children: are given the opportunity of receiving 
instructipn, and they are taught in the language 
of the country in which they are living, there 
is a rislt that to a certain extent they will 
become !alienated from their parents, even if 
they als<ll receive instruction in the language of 
their country of origin. This is a risk which only 
expert social guidance will be able t<> prevent. 
My Group, therefore, is particularly pleased that 
the direqtive provides for the gradual adaptation 
of educ~tion and social activities with a view 
to maintaining the linguistic and cultural links 
with th~ mother country, by means of free 
reception f.acilities, intensive instruction in the 
languages of the host country, free instruction 
in the $Qther tongue and the culture of the 
mother country during the period of compulsory 
educatiop and, in particular, a study of the 
training ·of teachers, including some from out-
side the 'host country. We regard these as signi-
ficant sttps in the right direction. 
We regr~t, however, that certain other objectives 
mentiQntd in the action programme for migrant 
workers; and their families, which have been 
discussed here in Parliament and received firm 
support, have not been included in this directive. 
I know there are specific reasons for this. The 
directive deals with the possible, and it has been 
designed with a view t<> avoiding delays. I 
should like, however, to urge the Commission to 
keep thiis matter in mind and, in consultation 
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with the representatives of the Member States, 
to endeavour to develop channels for the ex-
change of information and teaching aids as part 
of research and pilot. projects on teaching . 
methods. Extra-curricular guidance should be 
provided by social workers. We should work 
towards eliminating discrimination between the 
children of migrant workers and those of nation-
als in the provision of study grants and other 
subsidies. These matters were mentioned in the 
action progt'amme, but there are few traces of 
them, if any, in the draft directive. The Socialist 
Group can, of course, see the reasons for this, 
but nevertheless urgently requests that these 
items be maintained and that work continue in 
this direction. Effective solutions, particularly 
to the question of social guidance, must be found 
as quickly as possible. We attach particular 
importance to that. We also find the procedure 
chosen, i.e. a directive based on Articles 49 and 
235 of the Treaty, an excellent solution .• By 
virtue of Article 49, we must do everything 
possible to ensure that workers of other Member 
States enjoy, as far as possible, equal oppor-
tunities and rights, while Article 235 enables 
us to provide equal opportunities for workers 
from third countries, i.e. the Turks, the people 
from the countries around the Mediterranean, 
the Greeks, Algerians and Moroccans, all of 
whom are playing a part in the economic life 
of our countries and should, therefore, have 
equal opportunities. 
However, if we are to ac:gieve this aim, there 
must be a more fundamental study as a basis 
for future directives. This is why it is so remark-
able that the appropriation under item 98 in 
1975, i.e. 400 000 u.a., half of which was specially 
earmarked fur this purpose, has been excluded 
from this year's budget. I should therefore like 
to draw particular attention once more to the 
:fiact that the vast majority of this Parliament 
voted in favour of 800 000 u.a. for item 98 next 
year. I urge the Commission to give. its closest 
attention to this point, since it clearly holds the 
key to the future solution of these problems. 
I should be grateful for your attention on one 
more point. My Group is wondering about the 
possibilities of legal problems being encountered 
in the implementation of this directive in the 
Member States, since, according to the directive, 
all children have the right to bicultural educa-
tion, and this means that a single child from a 
tiny state must have this right too. How can 
this be achieved in practice? In addition, of 
course, it must be borne in mind that in some 
situations instruction is given in special schools, 
such as denominational schools, which are inde-
pendent. To what extent could a ·directive of 
this kind be enforced in such cases? What are 
the Commission's views on this subject, and is 
it prepared to allow for a certain degree of 
flexibility in the application of the directive so 
as to prevent unnecessary difficulties leading to 
further obstacles, and hence delays, when the 
Council discusses and takes decisions on this 
matter. I am not saying this because the Socialist 
Group has any criticisms to make about the 
substance of the directive or wishes to introduce 
restrictions on the education of children of 
migrant workers. I am merely saying it because 
this is a matter about which we feel greatly 
concerned, since we hope some progress will be 
made and because any time lost is particularly 
unfortunate in view of the seriousness of these 
problems. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Meintz to speak on behalf 
of the Liberal and Allies Group. 
Mr Meintz. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, after congratulating Mrs Carettoni 
Romagnoli on her report and expressing the 
support of my Group for the motion for a resolu-
tion, which is of capital importance, I should 
like to emphasize a few points, sound some 
warnings and refute the suggestion that little 
has been done in this field up to now. 
First of all, however, let me say how gratifying 
it is to see Community action in the field of 
education at all levels: this shows clearly that 
the Community has to take a hand in tackling 
problems concerning education and cannot leave 
them solely to initiatives on the social front. 
As regards the proposal for a directive as such, 
I would first like to express my regret that there 
has been no comprehensive study on the situa-
tion as it stands in our respective countries to 
give us a more solid basis for proposing effective 
measures. 
In June 1975, for example, the Statistical Office 
of the European Communities did not even have 
full statistics for the year 1972/73 on the migrant 
children in our respective countries. 
Moreover, the introductory part of the directive, 
somewhat pompously entitled: 'Memorandum on 
the education of migrant children', contains a 
large number of brief statements which, made 
in this form, are quite inaccurate. 
Let me quote just two examples. Firstly, it is 
stated that 'in the Federal Republic of Germany 
and in Denmark, the mother tongue of migrant 
children is taught at primary and secondary 
levels'. What does this statement mean? Does 
this apply to all classes in all Lander, or merely 
to a few fortunate classes? 
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Secondly, it is stated that reception classes are 
currently being introduced in France, the 
Netherlantis and Luxembourg. Let me tell you 
that these have been in existence in Luxembourg 
for at least ten years. 
It would therefore be in the interests of all con-
cerned-as has indeed just been requested-to 
have precise data on what has already been 
achieved, instead of hearing only about what 
needs to be done. A first step in this direction 
has been taken by the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs and Youth in the Annex to the report 
by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. The first ~easure 
proposed by the Commission in the directive 
concerns the preparation of a reception service. 
I have no _need to stress how important the 
child's first contact with his new cultural 
environment is, and I think that it is here that 
the most rapid progress can be made. But, as 
the various explanatory texts and the various 
statements which we have heard tend to give 
the impression that little has been done up to 
now, I would like to give an example by quoting 
an extract from a ministerial text of my own 
country. It is dated May 1968 and is therefore 
already more than seven years old. It states 
quite categorically that: 'a reception class for 
pupils of foreign nationality is imperative in 
all large localities in which foreign pupils live'. 
And, in Luxembourg, when we speak of large 
localities, we mean those having more than 3 000 
inhabitants. 
The reception class is governed by a few very 
simple rules. Firstly, the number of pupils must 
be small and exceed 15 only under exceptional 
circumstances. 
Secondly, teaching must, as far as possible, be 
on an individual basis and be adapted to the 
intellectual level and capacity to assimilate of 
each pupil. 
Thirdly, with certain exceptions, no pupil should 
remain in the reception class for more than one 
year. At the end of this period, the pupil should 
be in a position to follow teaching in a normal 
class suited to his age and educational level. 
Fourthly, the reception class is aimed only at 
enabling the pupils to understand one of the • 
languages used in our schools-either French or · 
German-and to express himself intelligibly in 
that language. 
In order to accelerate progress, ample use is 
made of audio-visual aids in the reception 
classes. Moreover, since 1971 there have been 
special courses for migrant children isolated in 
a small commune. All this does not mean that 
we have a ready-made solution, but that a 
variety of experience has, after all, already been 
obtained in a number of countries. 
The sec<)nd measure envisaged by the directive 
is the inclusion in the school curriculum of 
tuition ip the mother tongue and culture of the 
country pf origin. 
Althoug~ we recognize that this is the goal to 
be reacllted, there are, nevertheless, a number 
of problems which have to be taken into account. 
In post-primary teaching, this inclusion is rela-
tively easy to achieve by means of an optional 
languagf course, but this is not the case in the 
primary and nursery school. Obviously, the 
aspects iof the problem vary from country to 
country ·and in accordance with the number of 
children of migrant workers. 
But I wOuld like to refer to a concrete example, 
that of tny own country, where there is hardly 
a primary or nursery class which does not con-
tain foreign children. 22°/o of our schoolchildren 
are for~ign, and if we add the pupils of the 
Europealn School and the other international 
schools, this proportion rises to over 250/o, which 
means that one in every four schoolchildren is 
foreign.' This obviously makes the problem a 
very injlportant one. In some classes, up to 
80 Ofo of the children are non-Luxembourgers. 
For exaJnple, nine out of the 15 children in one 
nursery' class in my own commune are foreign 
and represent six nationalities. Yet this nursery 
class runs successfully and presents no major 
problem. 
Inciden1!ally, I would like to welcome the fact 
that t~ Community's aim in this directive, too, 
is to provide equal treatment for Community 
and non-Community workers and their children. 
If we bear in mind that there are thirty or so 
nationalities present in the country, then it is 
clear tqat the problem is not merely financial, 
as the report tends to suggest, but an actual 
pedagogical problem which has yet to be solved 
in our cpuntries. 
We should, for instance, know whether tuition 
in the language and culture of the country of 
origin i~ in fact included in the normal school 
curricul~m and how many lessons this tuition 
involve.. These are all issues which have not 
yet bee* solved or even broached. 
The concept of bicultural education, which has 
so ofte~ been referred to, also remains to be 
defined) In fact, there are countries in our Com-
munity ! whose normal school organization is 
already bicultural. Once, again, I quote the 
examplt! of my own country, where children 
learn bpth French and German as soon as they 
start school. This makes it difficult to introduce 
yet a third cultural environment without risking 
-in th~ medical sense of the word-a schizo-
phrenic' reaction, unless it is done by means of 
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supplementary courses which should be com-
pletely optional. 
I agree with the Economic and Social Council 
which states in its opinion on the action to be 
taken in the field of education in the European 
Community that we must ensure that special 
provisions for migrant children have no adverse 
effects on the progress of the children of the 
host country. 
I also have some reservations about the third 
measure proposed, which concerns teacher 
training, and am concerned abOut the difficulties 
facing the European School if, as recommended 
here, it opens its doors to a larger number of 
children of migrant workers. Its present struc-
ture could not cope with this and needs to be 
reorganized. 
But I do not want to take up any more of your 
time or give the impression that I oppose this 
directive on too many points. Far from it. 
My intention, Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, was merely to illustrate that a legitimate 
desire to improve the educational opportunities 
of migrant children can only be fulfilled if it 
takes account of the facts of educational life 
and that we must therefore follow educational 
problems closely if we want to avoid working 
in the dark. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Nolan to speak on behalf 
of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats. 
Mr Nolan. - Mr President, I should like to take 
this opportunity of complimenting the rap-
porteur on this report and also on the contribu-
tion she has made here this evening. Possibly, 
her interest and mine, from an individual point 
of view, is that we come from two countries in 
the Community that have had an emigration 
problem in the past. 
Publication of the report should be seen as an 
extremely constructive step, since it cannot be 
said that problems relating to the education of 
migrant workers' children have in the past been 
given serious consideration. In the past, as far 
as I am aware, the Member States felt that they 
had done enough if they allowed the children 
of migrant workers to attend their state schools. 
This, however, is not sufficient, because 
statistically and in other ways it has been proved 
that these childen suffered from an educational 
point of view. Coming, as I said, from a country 
that has had a problem of emigration in the past, 
I often think of migrant workers who have been 
educated in their country of origin, have received 
a technical or university education, remain in 
their home countries possibly for as little as one 
year, get married and then emigrate. The 
children then grow up in the country they have 
emigrated to. Their country of origin, poor as it 
may have been, has educated these people to 
make their technical and educational qualifica-
tions and their labour available to the states 
where they have now made their home, and for 
this reason I think it is the duty of Member 
States of the Community, indeed of any state 
in the world-I come from a country from which 
people have emigrated to America, to Canada, 
to Australia-it is the duty of any country in 
that situation to provide a specialist education 
for the children of migrant workers in return 
for these people's labour. 
The procedure followed so far is too slow. In 
its resolution of 21 January 1974, the Council 
stated that the education of migrant workers' 
children should have priority in its action pro-
gramme to promote the free movement of 
workers. 
The children of migrant workers are at a dis-
advantage when compared with the children of 
citizens of the host country, mainly because of 
their families' social and economic situation. 
Surely this needs no explanation to this House, 
so far as Italians cf't Spaniards are concerned, if 
only because of the language difficulty. In the 
case, for example, of Irish people who emigrate 
to England, there is no laguage barrier but there 
is a cultural barrier, and therefore the Com-
munity must do everything in its power to 
ensure that something is done so that these 
children will preserve their cultural background. 
In time, this would mean sending teachers from 
the country of origin and-to go even further-
during holiday-time when some parents may 
not be in a financial position to offer their 
children holidays in the country of origin, pro-
viding them with the means to do so. This would 
enable them to give their children a cultural 
education by arranging visits to their country 
of origin as well as employing teachers from the 
country of origin. Because whilst we are a Com-
munity, and we want to develop as a Commun-
ity, I know that every nation of the Nine wants 
to preserve its own culture. We even may go 
as far as to say that we want a common defence 
policy when we have the Europe that we desire, 
but above all, we want to preserve our own 
culture. And we can only do that if our children, 
even though they have to emigrate, are educated 
in the culture of their own country. 
Mr President, you have asked us to be brief. I 
therefore will be brief; I have no hesitation in 
saying that the Group of European Progressive 
Democrats firmly supports the proposals of the 
rapporteur. 
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President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - Mr President, on behalf 
of the European Conservative Group I should 
like to give a qualified welcome to the proposal 
which has been submitted by the Commission, 
at least to the spirit in which it has been brought 
forward, if not to the attention which the Com-
mission has paid to the details involved. This 
is a point which has been raised by virtually 
every speaker. 
Education, we are all agreed, is a vital part of 
the process of fully integrating the migrant 
workers whom we have within the Community 
into the life of the country where they live and 
work, either for a limited period or, as is almost 
always the case in my country, permanently. I 
should like to start by referring to the amend-
ment which is being proposed to Article 3 of 
the directive. This is in fact a very mild amend-
ment, as the House will be aware, which takes 
from page 4 of the Commission's explanatory 
statement virtually word for word the provision 
that the parents or guardians of a migrant child 
should be regarded as responsible for the deci-
sion as to whether or not that child should be 
educated in the language and culture of his 
country of origin. I am extremely glad that the 
committee agreed by a substantial majority to 
this amendment, after changing it slightly to 
take account of the views expressed by Socialist 
colleagues on the committee. I believe that with 
its inclusion the directive would take into 
account those cases where the parents are 
migrants but may wish that their child should 
achieve as soon as possible complete integration 
into the host country by concentrating entirely 
at school on learning the language and the 
culture of the host country. It is particularly the 
case in the United Kingdom that our migrants 
may not want, even if they were able, to return 
to their country of origin, to India, to Pakistan 
or to Bangladesh. The parents of such migrant 
children will want their children to do as well 
as possible at school, and this means that they 
may positively reject the idea that their children 
should compulsorily spend part of their school 
time learning the language and culture of their 
country of origin. 
I agree very strongly with Mr Nolan that it 
would be sad if the children of parents who 
come to the United Kingdom from a Common-
wealth country were brought up without 
knowing anything of their original country and 
its culture. But I wonder how many people here 
realize that the people of Pakistan, for example, 
engage and train their OWn priests to give their 
children a very full education in the language 
and culture of their native land on Sundays, so 
that th~ in no way detracts from the time 
devoted 1 to their general education, on which 
they ar~ extremely keen and exert a tremendous 
amount ~of effort. I bear very much in mind, too, 
the remarks made in the Committee on Cultural 
Affairs ; and Youth by Mr Stewart, of the 
Socialist Group, who was a trifle critical of the 
categoriFal and compulsory nature of this 
directiv,. He said that a good teacher should 
be able: to teach such migrant children about 
their CO!\lntry of origin in a way which would 
be intel')esting to English children as well as to 
immigr~nt children, and I know that in many 
English! schools this kind of teaching is already 
taking place. Clearly, however, a quite different 
situatioJII. will arise where an Italian migrant 
family ~s living temporarily in, for example, 
Luxembourg or Germany, where they are 
obviously very well served, with the full inten-
tion of returning to their home country, perhaps 
at fairly frequent intervals. In such cases, 
parents 1 may well be extremely desirous that 
their children should receive tuition in the 
Italian language and culture. They should there-
fore be 1 able to opt for this on behalf of their 
children, and this amendment provides sufficient 
flexibiliity to meet all situations of all migrant 
familie~. 
I now come to some criticism of the motion for 
a resolution. With regard to paragraph 3, I feel 
that the rapporteur may be over-enthusiastic 
about the Commission's proposals. We in the 
European Conservative Group approve in 
principle the idea that there should be a 
directive on the education of migrant _children. 
But we feel that the directive is lacking in 
detail about the size of the problem, which in 
our view, and as other speakers have said, is 
vast. The directive is also a little vague about 
the resC:>Urces needed to tackle it-and the reso-
lution is even more vague-and about where 
those resources will come from. As Mr Albers 
puts it-in his opinion, on page 3, there is already 
a very wide gap between legal entitlement and 
reality.' In fact, he goes on to say on page 4 
that the matter would be absurd if we tried to 
have a completely equal education in both 
langua.es. Although the Social Fund finances 
half the expenditure to facilitate the basic and 
advanced training of social workers and teachers 
who are responsible for teaching immigrant 
childreh, the fund has been slashed in the cur-
rent bQ.dget, so one wonders where exactly the 
money !is going to come from, since all national 
excheqhers are equally strained. 
The directive is also silent about the problems 
which [may arise in the individual education 
systemf and individual Member States, a 
probletp. to which Mr Laban drew attention in 
the cmpmittee on a number of occasions. It is 
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not, for example, stated whether a rrummum 
number of migrant children is ·to be required 
for the provision of bicultural education. The 
rapporteur dismissed this matter, I thought, 
rather lightly, but if this directive becomes law, 
then we cannot afford to dismiss it quite so 
lightly. If a small Belgian town, for example, 
has a small number of Turkish, Greek, Italian 
and Yugoslav migrants, does that mean that that 
town would, under this directive, have to 
provide bicultural facilities for those children in 
all the languages and all the cultures? How 
much tuition does the Commission regard as 
desirable in the mother tongue and culture of 
the country of origin of immigrant children? 
This, again, is left very vague. If it is to be 
more than a generalized course available from 
time to time in European schools, the the teacher 
resources needed for it will be very large indeed. 
The background information to· this directive 
states, on page 5 of Annex II, that none of the 
Member States at present has at its disposal 
enough teachers capable of teaching the lan-
guage and culture of origin of all the migrants. 
It may therefore be necessary to have recourse 
to foreign teachers, who in their turn must be 
initiated into the language, educational system 
and teaching methods of the host country. 
This raises three very. important problems. In 
the first place, the Community's migrant popu-
lation is inevitably fluctuating. Yet a teacher-
training programme may take years to develop 
itself fully. Unless this directive is interpreted 
flexibly, Member States will find themselves 
involved in a teacher-training programme and 
recruitment programme for migrant children 
who may or may not exist by the time the 
teachers reach the schools. They will, in other 
words, be trying to board a bus that has already 
left the bus-stop. 
Secondly, we must bear in mind that the 
teachers' organizations in our Member States 
guard very closely their professional qualifi-
cations, and it would be necessary, if foreign 
teachers were to be imported, to implement 
bicultural education in order to ensure that the 
standard of teaching in our schools did not 
deteriorate. Indeed, it is interesting to note that 
in my country immigrant teachers who qualify 
to teach in the United Kingdom-and this very 
often entails obtaining further qualifications-do 
not choose to go to those areas where there is a 
high concentration of people of their own race 
and culture, and problems might well arise in 
this respect also. 
Thirdly, of course, and I think this is extremely 
important, the migrant's country of origin would 
be deprived of scarce and much-needed teacher 
resources. This was referred to obliquely by my 
friend Mr Nolan. 
The proposed directive is also inadequate in any 
figures that it gives for the number of migrant 
children in question. This may be because up-
to-date figures are not available in any Member 
State, and Members have had reason on many 
subjects and on many occasions to criticize the 
inadequacies of our Statistics Office. I have 
received from the United Kingdom Department 
of Education and Science a letter stating that 
the last published figures for the number of 
migrant children in the United Kingdom's 
schools were for January 1972, when the total 
was 280 000 children, of whom 12 000 were from 
Italy, 6 000 from other European countries, 
including Poland and Spain, and one wonders 
where the other 262 000 came from. No more 
specific details for EEC member countries are 
apparently a'\railable. I suspect that the same 
sort of situation prevails in many Member 
States, and certainly the figures given in 
Annex I of the proposed directive do not attempt 
to break down the figures for the Member States 
into countries of origin. Those figures which 
were given to the Committee on Cultural Affairs 
and Youth included specific details for Spain, 
Greece, Yugoslavia, Portugal, Turkey, Algeria, 
Morocco ·and Tunisia, but in some cases these 
were estimated 1971 figures, and each country 
included a number of migrant workers of 
unspecified nationality. We are therefore dealing 
with a very large and complicated problem, and 
I feel · the proposed directive really fails to 
grapple with the complexities. 
With regard to paragraph 5 of the motion for a 
resolution, I regret that the rapporteur has 
included references to harmonizing the curricula 
in the schools. This presents particular dif-
ficulty in the United Kingdom, since the central 
government never has had, and I hope never 
will have, power to direct the curriculum, with 
the exception of religious education, and even 
here it is only the subject that is compulsory 
and not the content, which at times is extremely 
bizarre. Apart from religious instruction, the 
curriculum is entirely a matter for the head 
teacher-subject, of course, to the scrutiny of 
Her Majesty's Inspectors. Although this is the 
case in the United Kingdom,_ I appreciate the 
difficulty referred to by Mr Albers in· his 
opinion, that if there is no harmonization of 
curricula political indoctrination might well be 
the result: this is clearly a matter to which 
further thought should be given. 
Finally, I turn to paragraph 7 of the motion for 
a resolution, which I regard as an entirely 
unrealistic request, as did a previous speaker. 
We recently debated the European Schools ques-
I 
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tion in this Parliament, and at that time my 
colleague, Mr Corrie, made the point that to 
attempt to place migrant children in the exist-
ing European Schools, which are already very 
overcrowded, would be quite impossible, and 
not necessarily in the interests of the migrant 
children themselves, given the rather academic 
curriculum of the schools and the system of 
division by attainment. It seems a great pity 
to include this request in a resolution which 
otherwise concentrates upon the real and 
genuine bicultural needs of migrant children. 
Subject to those reservations, Mr President, my 
group supports this motion for a resolution. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Lady Fisher of Rednal to 
speak on behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Lady Fisher of Rednal.- I crave the indulgence 
of the House, since this is my maiden speech in 
this Chamber. 
I shall be speaking, Mr President, from a very 
practical point of view. I come from the city of 
Birmingham, a city known in Great Britain as a 
receiver of many immigrants, immigrants from 
our own Commonwealth countries and ·from all 
over the world. They come to Birmingham because 
it is a place where they can get employment 
and so, with regard to some of the comments 
. that have been made this afternoon, I should 
like to say that Birmingham has had to live with 
the problem of the immigrant child for the last 
fifteen to eighteen years. We have therefore had 
to be practical about it, and what I would say 
this evening, Mr President, is that it is all very 
fine for us to have directives and fine talk, but 
what we have to take cognizance of and what 
we have had to do in the city of Birmingham 
is to face the practical fact that these children 
needed education. 
Our first reception centre--not class, but recep-
tion centre--was opened in the city fifteen years 
ago. We have at the present moment three recep-
tion centres-! repeat again, these are not classes 
-and each week into the city we have twenty 
new children coming from various parts of the 
world. We have to cater for them through the 
centres by giving them fast training in the 
English language; we then have to give them, 
after these crash courses, the tests necessary 
to place them in the right kind of schools accord-
ing to their abilities. This has been a constant 
programme, and I deprecate the idea that the 
Member States have not been facing up to their 
problems. All I can say from my practical 
experience in the city of Birmingham is that we 
have been facing up to ours. 
Courses jfor teachers have been going on for a 
consider~ble number of years; the teaching 
methods! found to be the best have been the 
infant-sc:jhool methods of teaching languages; 
there hajve been visits to all countries that are 
giving 1lhe feed children to us, not only by 
admin~trators but also by teachers; and it was 
only within the last six or seven weeks that a 
deputation went to Washington to make sure 
that so~e new techniques they had would be 
incorpor~ted in the programme if this proved 
possible.! We have an after-school placing service, 
and the~e is a teachers' liaison group that visit 
the hom s of these children. Their responsibility 
is to ex lain the school's educational policy to 
the par nts and to encourage parents to help 
their ch ldren by entering into the activities of 
the par nt-teacher association. This is particu-
larly di ficult in some instances: the difficulty 
regardi the Asian mother is especially great 
because hese women form a very distinct group 
whose ~eligious and family culture cut them 
off fro the rest of their family and friends. A 
nursery school means nothing at all if you have 
got already overcrowded nursery schools in your 
city; so lwe have tried to find some other solu-
tion, and. we now have in the city double-decker 
buses converted into what we call play-mobiles, 
which go into the areas where the deprived 
children: of immigration groups live. 
So we have had to face up to the practicalities 
of the situation. I am not suggesting that we 
have aclltieved complete success, but I do say to 
you that in the sixth forms of comprehensive 
schools fu the city there are as many immigrants, 
we are i finding, as there are children of the 
indigen~us population, for although some British 
immigrants are subject to quota-controls, the 
policy of Great Britain is to assimilate its immi-
grant p~pulation and treat them as permanent 
citizens. I With regard to one of the points Mr 
Albers rpade, it seems a strange set of circum-
stances+if we are going to integrate these 
migrant 1 workers into our midst-if we try to 
impose upon the children the dual difficulty of 
having 1o fit into a strange country and adopt 
the atti*des of the schoolchildren in that coun-
try and: then accepting the burden of having 
to retaizl their own language, which places them 
in extr~e difficulty in many of the schools. 
So the policy of integration has been an impor-
tant on~, and what we have tried to do is give 
equality. of educational opoprtunity to migrant 
workers: children so far as this is possible. 
And thi$ has been very very necessary, Mr Pre-
sident, 'tiecause this issue in Great Britain is also 
an emotional one: many of our immigrants are 
coloure~ and particular attention has to be paid 
to the ra~ial problems that arise from discrimina-
tion. Th' question this Parliament has to answer 
I 
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is: are we adopting these directives this 
afternoon as a long-term measure for educating 
the children of migrants, or are we accepting 
them as a temporary measure to help them for 
a little while until they go back to their home 
countries? That, I think, is the decision that Par-
liament has to make: is it a long-term measure, 
or is it only a short-term measure that we are 
adopting? 
Being again purely practical, I fail to understand 
~ow you would compile a school timetable that 
must have a bicultural educational basis founded 
on Community principles. I am being very 
practical about that: I really do not know what 
would be the kind of lesson procedure if you 
put that into operation. When we talk about the 
language of the immigrant being carried over, 
we should remember the difficulties that are 
imposed. Many of the immigrants coming into 
the city of Birmingham and to other parts of 
Great Britain come from the Asian countries, 
from the Indian sub-continent, where it is not 
one language that is involved but a number of 
languages, as many as seven or eight. We have 
Pakistanis, Chinese, Greeks, Cypriots, Spaniards. 
How on earth is the headmaster, the organizer 
of a school, going to fit in all those different 
language facilities? I think we are asking for 
impossibilities, especially when we say, on page 
3 of the directive, that 'the aim of the directive 
is to give equality of e&ucational opportunity 
with the children of the host country.' I would 
have said that if we ask them to carry over their 
language and their culture into the host country, 
bearing in mind that they are going to live there 
for a long time, we are putting those children at 
a particular disadvantage, because the educa-
tional system will not be geared to Asian or any 
other of the foreign languages concerned. 
The other thing I wanted to point out, and I 
think my colleague Mrs Kellett-Bowman has 
said this, is that there is a problem regarding 
teachers and the standard of teaching which is 
expected. Immigrant teachers, when they come 
to Great Britain, have the same facilities offered 
to them, if they are qualified, as the national 
teachers enjoy, and I am not in favour of 
tightening up the word 'option' to 'obligation' 
regarding the use of foreign teachers. We have 
a Race Relations Act which operates in Great 
Britain, and it would be incompatible with that 
Act to direct foreign teachers to a particular 
place. They have the same freedom of movement 
as British teachers have. I would also agree with 
Mrs Kellett-Bowman that, by this same process, 
we are asking those countries that are already 
underprivileged to denude themselves of their 
qualified teachers and send them over to us. 
My final comment, Mr President, is that the aim 
of the directive-and the aim of the directive is 
quite clearly stated-is to provide migrant 
workers' children with equality of opportunity 
with the children of the host country. That is the 
essential aim, and the Member States have a 
responsibility to put that aim into practice. But 
I think they should be given an option in the 
way they work for those aims; they should be 
enabled to interpret them according to their 
own educational institutions and the culture of 
the children that they adopt. And I would say 
that, to me, education is not a rigid discipline 
as some people in this House perhaps would 
feel: I think it is important that the member 
countries should be allowed flexibility when 
interpreting the aim of 'equality of educational 
opportunity.' 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Liogier. 
Mr Liogier. - (F) Mr President, ladies and 
gentlemen, one of the fundamental tasks of our 
Community, which in spite of the economic 
situation is still short of workers, at least for 
some jobs, is to allow men, women and children 
who have left their native countries to find liv-
ing conditions which are at least as good as-and 
indeed better than-those they have come from. 
This means, of course, wages equal to those of 
the native workers in the country they have 
come to, as well as equal housing opportunities. 
But I am afraid that even in this respect we are 
often hard put to it to satisfy their needs. What 
better proof can we give of our desire to afford 
equality of opportunity to foreign workers and 
our own citizens than to allow their children to 
have the same education as we give our own? 
And, of course, this is all the more important 
when we are considering migrant workers and 
their children from another country in our Com-
munity. For this reason we support Mrs Caret-
toni Romagnoli's report on the proposal for a 
directive on the education of the children of 
migrant workers. 
The implementation of this directive, which is 
essential if we wish to create a fairer and more 
human Community, will certainly not be without 
problems. We do not wish to dwell on these, but 
there is no doubt that in our countries, where 
the education of our own children entails all 
kinds of problems, it may seem risky to try to 
educate, on the basis of equal opportunities, 
children from countries which have not yet suc-
ceeded in completely eliminating illiteracy. 
Nevertheless, we must try. 
In view of the many difficulties involved in 
educating these children, we believe that we 
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must start from the basics, namely instruction in 
the language of the host country. Of course, these 
children must not forget the language and the 
culture of their own country. But if we do not 
want them to be imprisoned in veritable ghettos 
when they arrive in our countries, it is 
absolutely essential that they understand and 
be understood as quickly as possible. We there-
fore believe that the widespread use of reception 
classes, where the migrant child can learnt the 
language of the host country and become 
capable, in as short a time as possible, of joining 
the classes of the native children, is a funda-
mental and urgent necessity. 
At a later stage, there is no doubt that the teach-
ing of the migrant child's own language and cul-
ture is of importance, and for very good reasons 
which have already been explained in the House. 
But if we want to be effective, we must first of 
all make sure that these children know the 
language of the host country. 
We fear, indeed, that the suggestions or stipula-
tions in the second part of the Commission's pro-
posal for a directive may encounter difficult, if 
not insurmountable, problems of implementa-
tion, at least in schools where there are small 
numbers of children from the same country of 
origin. The. families of migrant workers must 
surely be free to settle anywhere, and not only 
gather together, as is all too often the case, in 
or around the edges of large cities which are 
already overpopulated. But the envisaged 
measures will be of little value if we do not 
support them by means of information to 
migrant workers and their families when they 
arrive in their new country. 
For this reason we believe, as the rapporteur 
states in paragraph 13 of her motion for a resolu-
tion, that there is a need for cooperation between 
the authorities of the country of origin and those 
of the host country, so that, even before they 
move to their new country, the migrant workers 
are aware of their rights and their duties as 
regards the education of their children. 
(Applause) 
President.- I call Mr Brunner. 
Mr Brunner, Member of the Commission. - (D) 
Mr President, it is late in the evening and we 
are all impatient, but this debate shows that we 
have touched upon a subject which is of some 
importance for the citizens of the Community. 
I think this has been a very useful debate-not 
least for the criticisms which have been made, 
and from which we can learn something. I feel 
it would be good if this were not the last time 
we were to speak about this subject. In the 
further !procedure for the implementation of 
this dir~ctive we shall frequently be discussing 
the matiler, and I think we shall all benefit from 
this. 
I should like to thank both the rapporteur and 
Mr Alb~rs. They have produced an excellent 
report, 1\nd I think they have helped to clarify 
the pro~lems facing us today. What is in fact 
involved!? What is involved is a question of 
fundam$tal justice-not simply a question of 
justice for·others, but also a question of welfare 
and social order in this European Community. 
Just loo~ at the costs these questions are going 
to involve in the next few years-and it is not 
only a c!tuestion of costs, but also of political 
resolve. ~n the five years from 1968 to 1972, for 
instanceJ the number of foreign children in the 
Feredal !Republic of Germany doubled. Can we 
afford-~t the very time when we are in a reces-
sion-to , do without the skills of the people, 
simply ~ecause, through no fault of their own, 
they hlno opportunity to get so much as their 
school 1 aving certificate when they were chil-
dren? M President, ladies and gentlemen, if we 
do no · g now, what the rapporteur said will 
come true-we shall have ghettos, we shall have 
social tensions, and we shall be unable to cope 
with the situation. 
Is there ~nything the European Community can 
do to pljevent this? I think there is-and this 
directivd is the result. It is an attempt, a start. 
It is by no means perfect-but should we have 
done no~hing at all, simply because we did not 
have enCi)ugh data, and because some Member 
States all'e still not sending us these data? I am 
sure no-$ne in this House would take that view. 
We are g~ing to make the first tentative attempts 
-for inStance with reception classes-and these 
attempts are nothing new. Let us not deceive 
ourselves into thinking this is a great new 
discovery. These attempts have been going on 
for some time, and all we want to do is to help 
them to !progress. The Community was already 
active b~ore this directive existed. The Commis-
sion is promoting the exchange of experience 
between the experts of the Member States. There 
have recently been three such meetings-in 
October 1974 on the question of the reception 
classes, last April on bicultural education, and 
last mon~h on teacher training problems. Start-
ing next1 year, the Commission would also like 
to prom4te pilot schemes in selected schools in 
the Member States. What do we expect from 
this? We expect new educational findings, pro-
grammes of instruction, teaching aids, and we 
would then like all these to be used in all the 
Member :States. 
' 
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I should point out, furthermore, that we also 
have an opportunity to achieve something 
through the Statistical Office. If this Community 
is to be properly organized, it must also provide 
centralized services, and these can help to make 
this whole field more transparent, to clarify the 
problems and to give the governments an op-
portunity to find solutions. I feel a lot of this 
work could be done through the Statistical Office 
of the European Communities. 
The European Social Fund has been in existence 
since June 1974. Resources are available from 
this fund, and we intend to use these resources 
for these purposes. Again, this is nothing new. 
May I point out to those ladies who spoke of 
their experience in the United Kingdom that 
4lh million u.a. were provided from the Social 
FUnd for this purpose in the second half of 1974. 
Most of this money went to the United Kingdom. 
This year we shall probably be spending 13 mil-
lion u.a! Again, most of this money will be going 
to the United Kingdom and the Netherlands. 
May I take this opportunity of asking Members 
from the other Member States to ensure that 
we get more applications for aid from the Social 
Fund. I think it is to the credit of the United 
Kingdom and the Netherlands that they are 
active in this field and are submitting applica-
tion. However, I think it would be a good thing 
if the other Member States were also to make 
an effort. If we have the money, let us go ahead 
and spend it. 
All these are only ancillary measures. The 
central point in our programme is this draft 
directive, which concentrates on three aspects-
reception classes, instruction in the mother 
tongue and teacher training. 
What are the aims of this directive? Firstly: all 
children should be given the same opportunities. 
I know the difficulties there are everywhere. I 
know it is not easy to maintain children in their 
culture if they come from cultures for which 
there are no teachers. Despite this, I think this 
must be our aim, although we must be as flexible 
as possible. While respecting the right of the 
parents to decide what path the child should 
take, I still feel that we should allow nothing 
irrevocable to happen. Children are individuals 
with human rights. Nothing should b'e allowed 
to happen which cannot be made good later on 
in life. We must allow them a fundamental 
alternative, a freedom of choice on their further 
development. This is the essential thing. 
Secondly: we intend to concern ourselves with 
all foreign children. The fact that they come 
from a different country is immaterial. Ladies and 
gentlemen, these children's needs are the same 
everywhere. The figures speak for themselves. 
In the school year 1974, there were 370 000 
foreign children in primary education in France. 
330 000 of them were nationals of a country 
which is not a Member State of the European 
Community-i.e. a third country. If we had 
excluded these children from our measures, I 
think it would have been a glaring social 
injustice. The Community cannot afford to do 
such a thing. 
Thirdly: in the educational sector, at least, we 
want to use a bicultural education to ensure that 
the children still have an opportunity-although 
this opportunity will not always be fully imple-
mented-to decide later whether they want to 
return to ·their country of origin. I regard this 
as a soCial obligation. These people help· to .keep 
production in our countries going. They make 
an important contribution towards the gross 
national product. No-one, I think, would like. 
to be responsible for deciding to discriminate 
against them in a way that might enduringly 
affect their development. 
The important thing in all this is to choose 
flexible methods. We intend to develop educa-
tional structures, but these structures must be 
suitable and adequate. We speak of intensive 
language instruction, we speak of the language 
of the host country, we speak of instruction in 
the mother tongue, but we are not telling the 
Member States specifically: 'You must organize 
your curricula this way and no other way'. I 
think this Community is well advised to remain 
a Community of cultural variety. This Commun-
ity is also well advised to maintain this funda-
mental tolerance in its educational policy. 
And now to conclude, Mr President. We must 
take up the proposals of this Parliament also 
as regards the teachers, and in the discussions 
with the Council we shall work towards ensuring 
that Article 4 is formulated as an obligation to 
make use of foreign teachers if necessary. How-
ever, we can see no possibility of proposing a 
blanket statute for these foreign teachers, since 
the civil service regulations of the countries of 
origin and the host countries are simply too 
different. 
Mr President, I should again like to emphasize 
how useful this debate has been. You have 
helped us greatly. I think we should now try to 
transfer the knowledge gained in this debate to 
the Member States. Arouse public interest in 
these people! In this way you will be not oniy 
doing something for these children, but also 
doing something which is in the spirit of the 
constitutions of all our Member States and in 
the spirit of human rights. 
(Applause) 
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President. - I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. 
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, TappoTteuT. - (I) Mr 
President, rather than make a long speech, I 
should like to limit my§elf to replying briefiy 
to the honourable Members who spoke. It wor-
ries me to see that all the opposition to this 
directive came from the representatives of the 
United Kingdom. I should like to tell these 
Members, especially Lady Fisher of Rednal-
whom I congratulate on her maiden speech in 
this Parliament-that there does exist a Com-
munity logic which makes it possible to solve 
some of these problems. I remember that when 
I first became a Member of this Parliament, we 
Italians maintained that Italian schools should 
be set up in Germany for our fellow citizens who 
had emigrated there. Today we no longer hold 
that view, because we have come to realize that 
this solution would have been mistaken. Our 
colleague from Luxembourg, for example, has 
described certain experiences which we will bear 
in mind when making our future proposals. As 
for the United Kingdom's previous experience, 
this is due to historical reasons and cannot be 
compared to that of the Community, in which 
the fundamental principles, the political implica-
tions and the kinds of migrant workers are quite 
different. We cannot take over the experience 
of the Commonwealth, but we can certainly take 
certain difficulties into account. This is the 
fundamental point which I wanted to stress. 
Ladies and gentlemen, a dynamic view of the 
schools and the society of our Community is 
needed. A static view will get us nowhere, as 
Commissioner Brunner quite rightly stated. Con-
sequently, while not ignoring previous experi-
ence, we must realize that we are in the process 
of creating something new, precisely because this 
is what our Community needs. Lastly, I should 
like to thank the President of Parliament and all 
those who commented on my report. 
{Loud applause} 
President.- I call Mr Scott-Hopkins for a pro-
cedural motion. · 
Mr Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, may I 
request that we vote on this motion for a resolu-
tion paragraph by paragraph, at least from the 
preamble to paragraph 8? 
President. - I have a request for a separate vote 
on the preamble and on each of the first eight 
paragraphs. 
I put the preamble to the vote. 
The preamble is adopted. 
I put pa~graph 1 to the vote. 
Paragraph 1 is adopted. 
I put paragraph 2 to the vote. 
ParagraRh 2 is adopted. 
I put pmtagraph 3 to the vote. 
Paragraph 3 is adopted. 
I put pa~agraph 4 to the vote. 
Paragraph 4 is adopted. 
I put paragraph 5 to the vote. 
Paragrarlh 5 is adopted. 
I put pa~agraph 6 to the vote. 
Paragra~h 6 is adopted. 
I put parrgraph 7 to the vote. 
Paragra~h 7 is adopted. 
I put paragraph 8 to the vote. 
Paragraph 8 is adopted. 
I put palagraphs 9 to 17 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 9 to 17 are adopted. 
I put the motion for a resolution as a whole to 
the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
1. Tabling of a motion joT a Tesolution and 
TejeTence to committee 
PresidenJ. - I have received from Mr Brugger 
a motio~ for a resolution, pursuant to Rule 25 
of the R les of Procedure, on the Community of 
stability .and growth. 
This mo~ion for a resolution has been printed 
and distfibuted as Doc. No 381/75 and referred 
to the <fommittee on Economic and Monetary 
Affairs. · 
17. Petitions Teceived 
President. - I have received from Mr Virgile 
Barel a petition on the protection of the Mediter-
ranean. 
This petition has been entered in the register 
under No 8/75 and referred to the Committee on 
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for con-
sideration. 
1 OJ No c 128o of a. 12. 1975. 
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I have received from Mr Kowal, Mr Auverdin 
and 27 other signatories a petition on the libera-
tion of the Ukrainian women detained as 
political prisoners in the USSR. 
This petition has been entered in the register 
under No 9/75 and referred to the Committee on 
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for con-
sideration. 
I have received from Miss Unagh Hartnett, Miss 
Boder and 11 other signatories a petition on the 
amendment to be made to the directive on equal 
pay for men and women. 
This petition has been entered in the register 
under No 10/75 and referred to the Committee 
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for 
consideration. 
I have received from Mr Grussendorf, Mr Bo-
rodkine, Mr Schmidt, Mrs Richter and 26 other 
signatories a petition on the failure to respect 
basic rights. 
This petition has been entered in the register 
under No 11/75 and referred to the Committee 
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for 
consideration. 
18. Change in the agenda 
President. - I call Mr Notenboom for a pro-
cedural motion. 
Mr Notenboom.- (NL) Mr President, as vice-
chairman of the Committee on Economic and 
Monetary Affairs, I propose that the report by 
Mr Mitterdorfer, Documents Nos 323/75 and 
343/75, should not be placed on tomorrow's 
agenda but postponed to the December part-
seSsion. Tomorrow there will be nobody to 
defend these reports. Moreover this would mean 
that the whole of Mr Mitterdorter's report, Doc. 
No 343/75, including the chestnut puree etc., 
would then be complete, which would in turn 
make it easier to deal with it. The problem 
which came up on Monday would thus be 
solved. 
President • .:.... Mr Notenboom proposes that the 
two reports by Mr Mitterdorfer on Community 
transit (Doc. 323/75) and on the elimination of 
technical barriers to trade (Doc. 343/75) should 
be postponed to the December part-session. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
19. Submission of 4 document and decisioa 
on UTgency 
PresideDt. - I have received frQm Mr Gerlach, 
on behalf of the Committee on Budgets, a sup-
plementary report on the giving of a discharge 
to the Commission of the European Communities 
in respect of the implementation of the .budget 
of the European Communities for the financial 
year 1971, with request for debate by mgent 
procedure pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of 
Procedure. 
I consult Parliament on the adopt~on of urgent 
procedure. 
The adoption of urgent procedure is agreed. 
This item Win be placed on tomorrow's agenda 
as the last item but one. 
20. Delegation of the EuTopean PaTliament to the 
ACP..!EEC pTepaTatoTy meeting 
President. - In accordance with the proposals 
of the enlarged Bureau, the European Parlia-
ment's delegation to the ACP-EEC preparatory 
meeting on 26-28 November 1975 in Luxem-
bourg will be composed as follows: 
Mr Spenale, President, the 35. members of the 
Committee on Development and Cooperation, 
and the following 11 members appointed by the 
political groups: Mr Baas, Mr Alfred Bertrand, 
Lord Bethell, Mr Fellermaier, Mr Jahn, Mr 
McDonald, Mr de la Malene, Mr Knud NielSen, 
Mr Pianta, Mr Radoux and Mr Vetrone. 
The political groups have also appointed the 
following deputies: Mr Achenbach, Mr Artzin-
ger, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Mr Couste, Mr 
D' Angelosante, Mr Delmotte, Mr Dykes, Mr 
Liicker, Mr Premoli and Mr Vemaschi. 
This delegation will meet in Luxembourg on 
25 November at 2.30 p.m. 
21. Change in the agenda. 
President. - I have a request for joint considera-
tion of the reports by Mr Jahn on an environ.:. 
mental research programme (Doc. 328/75), by 
Mr Meintz on a research programme on biology 
and health protection (Doc. 336/75) and by Mr 
Osborn on a research programme on reference 
materials (Doc. 363/75), which are on tomorrow's 
agenda. The request was made by the rap-
porteurs. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
Sitting of Thursday, 13 November 1975 191 
22. Agenda joT next sitting 
President. - The ·next sitting will be held 
tomorrow, Friday, 14 November 1975, :with· the 
following agenda: 
9.30 a.m. 
- Pintat report on investment projects of interest 
to the Community; 
-Joint debate on 
- Jahn report on an environmental research 
programme 
- Meintz report on a research programme on 
biology and health protection 
- Osborn report on a research programme on 
reference materiala and methods; 
- Laudrin report on social security schemes; 
- Adams report on measures to aid vocational 
adaptation operations; 
- Alfred Bertrand report on the textile and 
clothing sectors; 
- GliQ.ne report on the World Food Conference; 
- Bourdelles report on systems of premiums for 
the.producers of bovine anbnals; 
- Bednani report on sorbitol (without debate); 
- Corrie report on the suspension of CCT duties 
on products from Malta; 
I 
- Albtrtsen report on cocoa and chocolate 
(without debate); 
- Dyktes report on the Customs Cooperation 
Coupcil (without debate); 
- Dy}(es report on the simplification of customs 
pro¢edures (without debate); 
- Ho\fell report on the suspension of CCT duties 
on ~gricultural products; 
- Gerlach supplementary report on the Commis-
siori's disch~rge for the 1971 budget; 
- Gerlach report on navigation licences (without 
debilte). 
The sit~g is closed. 
(The siffing was closed at 9.00 p.m.) 
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Proposed modifications withdrawn as a result of the vote on proposed Modifi-
cation No 14. Section ill- Commission 
Proposed modification No 3 
tabled by Mr Kofoed on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture 
(A) Expenditure 
Title 6 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee 
Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6010 - Denaturing premiums for wheat mixed in cattle food 
Reduce appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Reduce revenue by: 
Proposed modification No 16 
25 000 000 u.a. 
25 000 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington., Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6010 - Denaturing premiums for wheat mixed in cattle food 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 17 
25 100 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6013 - Aid for durum wheat 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entere,d under Article 980 
93 200 000 u.a. 
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Proposed modification No 18 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lordtruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr G rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr alkhoff 
' 
(A) ExpendituTe 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and duarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6014 - Carry-over payments 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 19 
24 000 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord 1 Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr ~rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, '!4t Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr ""~lkhoff 
(A) ExpendituTe 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and quarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6015 - Storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
' i 
I· 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 20 
8 700 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord: Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr Gtrlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe; Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and MrWalkhoff 
(A) ExpendituTe 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 60 - Cereals 
Article 601 - Intervention in respect of cereals 
Item 6016 - Specific intervention measures 
'Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
3 000 000 u.a. 
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Proposed modification No 21 
tabl1td by .Mr~  Mr ~t, Mr Bebrendt, Lord Bruce of Domington, Jlr Col'• 
teri~, Mr Dalyell,. Mrs Dunwo¢Y, Mr ~g, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr La1.l~:­
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr See.teld and Mr W~ff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - ~opean Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 61 - Rice 
Article 611 - Refunds on rice 
Item 6100 -Refunds 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 22 
20 510 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adall'ls, Mr Barnett,· Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier; Mr Dalyell, Mrs Duitwoody, Mr FIJmig, Mi Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhotf 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Sectioh 
Chapter 61 - Rice 
Article 611 - Intervention in respect of rice 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 23 
500000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Flimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 620 - Refunds on milk and milk products 
Item 6200 - Refunds 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
337 500000 u.a. 
Sitting of Thursday, 13 Novem't$- 19'15 
Proposed modification No 24 
tabled by Mr Adams,· Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord~ruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Flimig, Mr Ge lach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schniidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr alkhoff 
1 
(A) Expenditu1'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and ~arantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section i 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 620 - Refunds on milk and milk products 
Item 6201 - Refunds in (:onnection with Commu~ty measures involving the 
supply of food gifts under the 1976 prograpune 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 89 390 000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 25 
' tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord !Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Flimig, Mr Getlach, Mr Laiige, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff · ' 
(A) Expenditu1'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and ajuarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 621 - Intervention in respect of skimmed milk · 
I 
Item 6210 - Aid for skimmed milk powder for animal; feed 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 26 
10 000 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lor~ruce of. Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dun~oody, Mr FIAmig, Mr tach, Mr Lange; Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, 'Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr alkhoff 
(A) Expenditu1'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Ait-icultural Guidance and Gjuarantee Fund . 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products I 
Article 621 - Intervention in respect of skimmed milk i 
Item 6211 - Aid for skimmed milk liquid for animal fked 
Appropriations to be reduced by: I 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 98Q 
3 000 000 u.a. 
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Proposed modification No 27 
tabled by·Mr AdaJns, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 -. European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 621 - Intervention in respect of skimmed milk 
Item 6212 - Aid for skimmed milk processed into casein 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 28 
12 400 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr AdaJns, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
ferier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 621 - Intervention in respect of skimmed milk 
Item 6214 - Public storage and special sales disposal procedures 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 29 
413 600 000 u.a. 
tabled by, Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr .Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 622 - Intervention in respect of butter and cream 
Item 6220 -Private storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
7 000 000 u.a. 
Sitting of Thursday:, 13 Noveml)er 1975 
Proposed modification No 30 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Doningtdh, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig; Mr Gerlach. Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr /Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and ~uarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 622 - Intervention in respect of butter and cream 
Item 6221 - Public storage and special measures f~r the disposal of public stocks 
of butter 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 28 000 000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 31 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr ~~lach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlagex:, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance andjGuarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 622 - Intervention in respect of butter and cream 
Item 6223 - Special measures for absorbing surplus~ of butter fats 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 32 
7 000 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lof' Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr erlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and M Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
I 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 62 - Milk and milk products 
Article 623 - Intervention in respect of other milk products 
Item 6230 - Storage of cheese 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article ~80 
1 900 000 u.a. 
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Proposed modification No 33 
tabled by 1llr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Doningtoo, ·llr Cor-
terier, Jrlr Dal7eB, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Ftiimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr t.ange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, :Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkboff · 
(A) Ezpenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 63 - Oils and fats 
Article 631 - Intervention in respect of olive oil 
Item 6310 - Production aid 
Appropriations to. be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 34 
299 300 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams. Mr Bam~tt, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs DunwoOdy, Mr Fliimlg, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
scblager, Mr Sch'Wabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Ezpenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 63 - Oils and fats 
Article 631 - Intervention in respect of olive oil 
Item 6311 - Storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 35 
500000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Dontngton, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr FU1mig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, 1\IIr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Ag7;icultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 63 - Oils and fats 
Article 631 - Intervention in respect of olive oil 
Item 6319 - Other interventions 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980. 
. 
500000 u.a. 
Proposed modification No 36 
tabled by Mr Adanis; Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord! Bruce of Doningtotl, Mr Cor-
terier,, Mr· Dalyen, Mrs Dun'WOO<ly; Mr FUimig, Mr Gtrlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Scliinidt, Mr·Seefeld and Mr l'lalkhoff . 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance· and duarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 63 -Oils and fats 
Article 632 - Refunds on oil seeds 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 98p 
Proposed modification No 37 
2 500 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lordi Bl'lice of Donington, Mr Cor-
te~r, Mr. Palyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig. Mr ~rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
~e~, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr 1Walkhoff . · . 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural G1,1idance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 63 - Oils and fats 
Article 633 - Intervention in respect of oil seeds 
Item 6330 - Production aid 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 9$0 
Proposed modification No 38 
36 500 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lor~ Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, .Mrs Dunwoody, Mr· Fllimig. Mr ~ch, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and MriWalkhoff · 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 64 - Sugar 
Article 641 - Refunds on sugar 
Item 6401 - Refunds bl connection with Communi~ measures involving the supply 
of food gifts under the 1976 programme· 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 390000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article ~0 
-
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Proposed modification No 39 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Broce of Doniligton, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, ~r Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) E:z:penditu7'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 64 - Sugar 
Article 641 - Intervention in respect of sugar 
Item 6412 - Reimbursement of storage costs 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 40 
31 600 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Broce of Donmgton, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) E:z:penditu7'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 65 - Beef and veal 
Article 651 - Intervention in respect of the storage of beef and veal 
Item 6510 - Private storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 41 
19 600 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Broce of Donington, :Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) E:z:penditu7'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 65 - Beef and veal 
Article 651 - Intervention in respect of the storage of beef and veal 
Item 6511 - Public storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
95 500 000 u.a 
Sitting· of Tbufldey, l3 Novem~r 19'75 
Proposed modification No 4 . 1 
i 
tabled by Mr Kofoed on behalf of the Committee on Ag1culture 
(A) Ezpenditure I 
I 
Title 6 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee 
Section 
Chapter 65 - Beef and veal 
Article 652 - Other expenditure 
Item 6520 - Aid for social purposes 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Proposed modification No 5 
tabled by Mr Kofoed on behalf of the Committee on Agrlculture 
(A) E:cpenditure 
30 000 000 u.a. 
30 000 000 u.a. 
Title 6 - ]l:uropean Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund, Guarantee 
Section 
Chapter 65 - Beef and veal 
Article 652 -Other expenditure 
Item 6522 - Premiums for restocking 
Increase appropriations by: 
(B) Revenue 
Increase revenue by: 
Proposed modification No 42 
45 300 000 u.a. 
45 300 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr FUimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) E:cpenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Gp.arantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 66 - Pigmeat 
Article 660 - Refunds on pigmeat 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to. be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 43 
26 000 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord l3ruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr Getlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Ezpenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
801 
I• Chapter 67 - Eggs and poultrymeat 
Article 671 - Refunds en poultrymeat:. ~ 
Appropriations to be reduced by: ,.,., 8,000 000 u.~ . 
. L, ' 
(B) Com~ 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 44 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr. Cor-
tetier, Mr' :aa~yen, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr GerlaCh; Mr Lange, :Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) E~itut'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
Article 680 - Refunds on fruit and vegetables 
Item 6800 - Refunds on fresh fruit and vegetables 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compemation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 45 
7 800 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr FUimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff · ' 
(A) E~itut'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - iluropean Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
Article 680 - Refunds on fruit and vegetables 
Item 6801 - Refunds on processed products 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 ' 
Proposed modification No 46 
4 900 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff : . : 
(A) Expetaditut'e 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural GUidance and Guanui~ Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
Article 681 - Intervention in respect of fruit and vegetables 
,\_ 
Item 6810 - Withdrawar compensation and buying-~ 
Appropriationa to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 47 
400.000 .u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lor~ ruce of DoniJ18ton, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Flimig, Mr · rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr . alkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
Article 681 - Intervention in respect of fruit and vegetables 
I 
I~ 6811 -Processing and distribution operations 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 98b 
Proposed modification No 48 . 
4 300 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, ~ Bruce of .Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr ~rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
, I 
Article 681 - Intervention in respect of fruit and vegetables 
Item 6812 - Compensation for promotion of Comm'Qllity oranges and mandarins 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 10 100 000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 49 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr. Behrendt, Lor~Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fllimig, Mr rlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr . 8lkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and <Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables 
Article 681 - Intervention in respect of fruit and vegetables 
Item 6813 - Compensation for orange processing 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
3 400 000 u.a. 
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Proposed modification No 50 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr Fliimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 68 - Fruit and vegetables-
Article 682 - Intervention on processed products 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 51 
2 400 000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody, Mr· FUimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
~ Guarantee Section 
Chapter 69 -Wine 
Article 691 - Intervention in respect of wine 
Item 6910 -Aid for private storage 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
Proposed modification No 52 
500000 u.a. 
tabled by Mr Adams, Mr Barnett, Mr Behrendt, Lord Bruce of Donington, Mr Cor-
terier, Mr Dalyell, Mrs Dunwoody; Mr FUimig, Mr Gerlach, Mr Lange, Mr Lauten-
schlager, Mr Schwabe, Mr Schmidt, Mr Seefeld and Mr Walkhoff 
(A) Expenditure 
Titles 6 and 7 - European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund 
- Guarantee Section 
Chapter 69 - Wine 
Article 692 - Other expenditure 
Item 6920 - Obligatory distillation of secondary products of wine making 
Appropriations to be reduced by: 4 700 000 u.a. 
(B) Compensation 
These appropriations to be entered under Article 980 
I 
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IN THE CHAIR: MR BERKHOUWER 
Vice-President 
(The sitting was opened at 9.30 a.m.) 
President. - The sitting is open. 
1. Approval of the minutes 
President. - The minutes of proceedings of 
yesterday's sitting have been distributed. 
14. Decision on the simplification and har-
. monization of customs procedures -
Report drawn up by Mr Dykes on be-
half of the Committee on External 
Economic Relation$ (Doc. 373/75): 
Adoption of resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328 
15. Regulation on temporary suspension of 
CCT duties on certain agricultural 
products- Report drawn up by Mr 
Howell on behalf of the Committee on 
Agriculture (Doc. 370/75): 
Mr Scott-Hopkins, deputy rapporteur 328 
Adoption of resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 328 
-
16. Discharge in respect of implementation 
of the Communities' budget for 1971 -
Supplementary report drawn up by 
Mr Gerlach on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Budgets (Doc. 378/75): 
Mr Gerlach, rapporteur . . . . . . . . . . . . 329 
Adoption of resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329 
17. Directive on inland waterway vesaels 
- Report drawn up by Mr Gerlach 
on behalf of the Committee on Re-
gional Policy and Transport (Doc. 359/ 
75): 
Adoption of resolution . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329 
18. Next time limit under the budgetary 
procedure . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 329 
19. Statement on action taken on two mo-
tions for resolutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 329 
20. Dates of next part-session . . . . . . . . . . 330 
· 21. Adjournment of session . . . . . . . . . . . . 330 
22. Approval of minutes . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 330 
Are there any comments? 
The minutes of proceedings are approved. 
2. Documents submitted ,.,. 
President. - I have received 
(a) from the Council of the European Com-
munities, requests for an opinion on : 
- the proposals from the Commission of 
the European Communities to the Coun-
cil for: 
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I. a regulation extending the term of 
validity of Regulation (EEC) No 346/75 
concerning the importation into the 
Community of certain fishery pro-
ducts originating in Tunisia 
II. a regulation extending the term of 
validity of Regulation (EEC) No 347/75 
concerning the importation into the 
Community of certain fishery pro-
ducts originating in Morocco 
(Doc. 379/75); 
· This document has been referred to the 
Committee on External Economic Rela-
tions as the committee responsible and 
to the Committee on Agriculture and the 
Committee on Budgets for their opinions; 
- the proposal for the transfer of appro-
priations between chapters in Section 
IV-Court of Justice-of the. General 
Budget for the financial year 1975 (Doc. 
380/75). 
This document has been referred to the Com-
mittee on l3udgets; 
(b) a motion for a resolution from Sir Brandon 
Rhys Williams, pursuant to Rule 25 of the 
Rules of Procedure, on a Community soci'al 
security system (Doc. 382/75). 
This document has been referred to the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment. 
3. Regulation on investment projects 
of interest to the Community 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Pintat on behalf of the Committee 
on Energy, Research and Technology on the 
proposal from the Commission of the European 
Communities to the Council for a regulation 
amending Regulation No 1056/72 on notifying 
the Commission of investment projects of 
interest to the Community in the petroleum, 
natural gas and electricity sectors (Doc. 338175). 
I call Mr Bourdelles. 
Mr Bourdelles, deputy rapporteur. - (F) Mr 
President, ladies and gentlemen, the Commis-
sion has submitted to the Council a proposal 
for increasing and widening the scope of the 
information which must be made available to 
it on investment projects in the sectors of hydro-
carbons, production of nuclear electricity arid 
electric power transmission, to enable it to draw 
up, on the basis of the procurement plan of 
individual undertakings, a Community pro-
gramme. 
In prop~sing that it should be compulsorily 
notified pf the principal investment projects in 
these fiejlds, the Commission expects to obtain, 
from th~ information that it receives, an overall 
view of !investment at Community level. 
' 
The protision of this information is at present 
covered !by Council Regulation No 1056 of 18 
May 197~. 
It shoulq be noted that the principles on which 
the new provisions are based belong to a 
different! context from those of Regulation No 
1056. The latter stemmed from the need to 
institute 'a Community energy policy, while the 
nature of the information to be submitted under 
the term$ of the draft regulation reflects another 
concern, ; that of simultaneously protecting the 
environ~ent. 
The proposal before us aims at filling these 
gaps in the regulation. Under its terms, the 
Member • States will, for the nuclear elec;tricity 
sector, have to notify investment projects for 
power stations of 200 MW or over five years 
before the commencement of work, if necessary 
in the f1>rm of provisional projects subject to 
revision. 
The information at present notified to the Com-
mission lilnder Council Regulation No 1056 con-
tains no reference to projects for the production 
of electricity by nuclear reactors, so that this 
type of ' information is not processed unde~ 
existing arrangements. 
The Commission must also be able to decide, 
for each , investment project, whether. it is con-
sonant with the Community's nuclear policy, 
since the Community needs to be able to meet 
the req111irements for electromechanical and 
nuclear ~quipment necessary for attaining the 
objectiveS of the new energy strategy. 
But to be able to optimize the necessary invest-
ments, this equipment industry will have to 
have a $tailed picture of market prospects for 
ten year$ and more and some guarantee of the 
continuity of demand for this equipment. 
The tex:t before us provides also for the 
notificatibn, three years in advance, of projects 
relating to desulphurization installations in oil 
refineries, which at present are not subject to 
compuls9ry notification and which are going 
to beco~e increasingly important in the pro-
tection qf the environment. Desulphurization 
plants i~ the oi.l-refining sector are huge con-
sumers df energy and in that respect it can be 
said that investments consequent on the imple-
mentation of these measures will necessarH.y 
have an ~ffect, although quantitatively not very 
important, on the CommWl'ity energy po'licy. 
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Finally, as regards investment projects for high-
voltage transmission lines, the entry into the 
Community of three new Member States 
increased the complexity and importance of this 
problem. It is obvious that information on the 
major links in the national and international 
electricity systems must be as complete as 
possible. Projects for lines with a voltage above 
100 kilovolts will now have to be notified three 
years before completion. 
Our Parliament is all in favour of a European 
energy policy. The text before us gives con-
siderable powers to the Commission, and we 
can therefore give our agreement in principle 
to these proposals for the amendment of some 
of the articles of Council Regulation No 1056. 
President. - I call Mr FHimig to speak on 
behalf of the Socialist Group. 
Mr Flimig. - (D) Mr President, the Socialist 
Group welcomes this document. The obligation 
to notify the Commission, which is given legal 
weight in this document, is a necessary pre-
condition for the constructive forward planning 
so essential in the energy sector, and indeed, 
as the previous speaker said, as regards not 
only the production but also the distribution of 
energy. For this reason the Socialist Group will 
vote in favour. 
President. - I call Mr Memmel to speak on 
behalf of the Christian-Democratic Group. 
Mr Memmel.- (D) Mr President, I am speaking 
in place of my colleague, Mrs Walz, who was 
appointed to speak on this report by my group, 
but cannot be here today. 
The report deals with an extension of the 
requirement calling on the nine Member States 
to notify the Commission of important invest-
ment projects, because this obligation to notify 
the Commission is an. essential factor in shaping 
Community policy in the oil, natural gas and 
electricity ·sectors. The Commission's proposal 
stresses the necessity for changes in the Council 
regulation in force at the present time. The 
Council decisions of 17 December 1974 and 13 
February 1975 both pointed out in plain terms 
how tremendously important it was for inform-
ation on investment projects in the energy 
sector to be as accurate as possible and to be 
received in good time. I feel that the Council 
must adopt this proposal, if it wishes to live 
up to its proper role in the energy pdlicy 
sector, something which it has frequently failed 
to do in the past months. 
In the document addressed to the Council the 
Commission points out that its experience so far 
in implementing the present Council regulation 
has been that not enough advance notice is given 
of investment plans. This is particularly true of 
information on the nuclear sector, which must 
be communicated pursuant to Articles 41 and 
42 of the Euratom Treaty. The vital change 
introduced in the new regUlation lies. in the fact 
that it obliges the nine Member States to inform 
the Commission in due iime of the latest position 
with regard to the most important investment 
projects in the oil, natural gas and electricity 
sectors, but also in the field of nuclear power-
stations. These data are the only sure foundation 
for effective action in the forward planning 
needed to secure the Community's ep.ergy sup-
plies and are therefore a necessary precondition 
for a successful energy policy at Community 
level. 
The period of advance notice required is 
extended. to five years in the electricity sector 
and three years in the hydrocarbons sector. 
A period of advance notice of five years has 
also been fixed for nuclear power stations with 
a generating capacity of 200 MW or more. 
Earlier and more accurate information to the 
Commission should enable a clearer picture of 
future needs to be formed. This would mean 
that the investment that would have to be 
carried out in the light of energy policy 
objectives for 1985 could be more accurately 
planned. There would also be a clearer picture 
of what would be needed in electrical, 
mechanical and nuclear equipment, which must 
certainly lead in turn· to better profitability in 
this sector. 
To sum up, the Christian-Democratic Group 
welcomes the changes to Council Regulation 
No 1056/72 along the lines indicated by the 
rapporteur. We feel that this will close certain 
gaps, wich would have considerably hampered 
the implementation of an effective Community 
energy policy if they had been allowed to con-
tinue. We hope that the Council also recognizes 
this fact and is prepared to up-date the legal 
machinery at the Commission's disposal as soon 
as possible, so that the Commission can finally 
implement Council decisions in the energy 
sector. 
President. - I cal( Mr Normanton to speak 
on behalf of the European Conservative Group. 
Mr Normanton.- Mr President, the European 
Conservative Group strongly supports the 
principle which is stated in the Pintat report, 
presented by Mr Bourdelles. 
There are four points which I should like to 
make very briefly. Firstly, in this report and 
in the Commission's proposals there is a 
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requirement that the ·period of advance notice 
of investment projects should be of the order 
of five years. There has always been a con-
tinuous dialogue between the electricity-
generating organizations on the continent of 
Europe, and we should like to see this period 
of five years extended. 
There must be a continuous dialogue, other-
wise we can never achieve what must be the 
ultimate objective of the Commission and of 
this Parliament, and that is to establish a com-
prehensive, totally integrated system of power 
production throughout the Community. Such 
a system, when finally completed, would cover 
not just electricity, but all sources of energy, 
whether oil, gas, electric, nuclear or thermal. 
The third pmnt I would like to make ds that 
there are still a number of organizations in the 
energy field which are private companies not 
publicly owned, and we must be quite satisfied 
that the plans and forward thinking. of these 
operating companies can be kept confidential 
by the Commission. 
My last point is that although the Pintat pro-
posals refer to nuclear power generation, I 
think that we should move even further in this 
matter of the provision of information. Nuclear 
power generation involves nuclear fuels; that 
means fuel processing and uranium enrichment 
plants, and the location of such establishments 
. must be the subject of close, continuous dialogue 
with the Commission. 
We strongly support the proposals. 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, I would like 
first of all to thank Mr Bourdelles, who has 
presented the report for Mr Pintat, as we]l as 
all the speakers who have expressed their 
support for the Commission on this proposal. 
I, too, would like to mention, as others have done, 
that the proposal in no way alters the spirit 
and aims of the regulation; on the contrary, 
it takes account of experience acquired in recent 
years. Thus, for example in electricity it is 
proposed that advance notice should be given 
of nuclear power stations, since their omission 
creates a gap in the situation at present. I 
would like also to say that in our view Articles 
41 and 42 of the Euratom Treaty are not 
meaningless as the rapporteur has suggested. 
We believe that the notice given pursuant to 
these articles is particularly useful. 
As regards electricity, we are requesting that 
the period of notice be increased from 3 to 5 
years, b~cause we believe that 3 years is too 
short. However, to those who have asked for 
a period i of more than 5 years, I would like to 
point out that five years can be considered as 
a normaJ period. In any case, it will always 
be possible to find adequate solutions in time in 
this context. We also wished to include in the 
electricitjr sector underground and underwater 
cables bdcause their importance to this sector is 
clear. F'titally, in the oil sector, we propose to 
include· desulphurization plants. 
This, b:rjefly, is what the Commission has 
decided to do, Mr President. We bellieve that 
our intellltions have been correctly interpreted 
not onlyi by the rapporteur, but also by those 
who ha"te taken part in the debate, and I 
thereforEj thank Parliament for the positive 
statements they have made today and for the 
positive vote which I hope it will deliver. 
PresidenJ. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put th~ motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
4. Multiatmual Community research programmes 
President. - The next item is the joint debate 
on 
- the report drawn up by Mr J ahn on behalf 
of the Committee on Public Health and the 
Environment on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the 
Countil for a multiannual environmental 
reseatch and development programme of the 
European Economic Community-indirect 
actiorJ, (1976-1980HDoc. 328/75); 
I 
- the report drawn up by Mr Meintz on behalf 
of the Committee on Public Health and the 
Envillonment on the proposal from the Com-
missi~n of the European Communities to the 
Council for a multiannual Community pro-
gramme on bidlogy and health protection 
for the period 1976-1980 (Doc. 336/75); 
- the r~port drawn up by Mr Osborn on behalf 
of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
TeclUI.ology on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the 
Council for a multiannual research and 
deveh>pment programme of the European 
Economic Community for reference materials 
and m~ethods-indirect action (1976-1980)-
(Doc. 363/75). 
I call Mr J ahn. 
1 OJ No cl280 of s. 12. 1975. 
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Mr Jahn, rapporteuT.- (D) Mr President, ladies 
and gentlemen, let me begin by explaining 
briefly the issues involved in the Commission 
proposal on environmental research (indirect 
action), which is before us for our consideration. 
Its principal objective is to provide for the 
acquisition of the scientific and technical know-
le<:lge necessary for the execution of the Euro-
pean Community's action programme in the· 
environmental sector. It includes the following 
four research areas: firstly, research aimed at 
·the establishment of criteria (exposure-effect 
relationsJ:iips) for pollutants and environmental 
chemicals; secondly, research and development 
and environmental information management, 
essentially · on environmental chemicals (the · 
ECDIN .project); thirdly, research and develop-
ment on the reduction and prevention of pol-
lution and nuisances, including the application 
of 'clean' technologies; fourthly, research and 
development on the protection and improvement 
of the natural environment. 
We are all well aware that the research needs 
arising from environmental policy can be met 
more effectively and at less expense if there is 
close cooperation between specialized research 
institutes throughout the Community. This 
makes it possible to initiate coordinated pro-
jects at Community level and to avoid unneces-
sary overlapping as well as gaps. Epidemiolo-
gical surveys can cover large sectors of the 
population living under widely differing envi-
ronmental conditions, and highly specialized 
laboratories throughout the Community can 
work together on particularly difficult problems. 
It is planned to invite countries which are not 
Member States of the EEC Community, but 
have in the past taken part in certain pro-
grammes under the auspices of COST, to co-
operate in these research projects. 
The proposed second multiannual environmen-
tal research programme is a natural follow-up 
to the first. The Commission points out that as 
yet most of the individual projects have yielded 
only provisional results. I might mention some 
examples: 
An epidemiological survey on the effect of air 
pollution on respiratory diseases is in progress; 
it involves more . than 2() 000 schoolchildren in 
the Community and ·iS expected to provide 
valuable data towards the establishment of 
quality objectives .. 
A pilot study on a data bank for environmental 
chemicals (ECDIN project) has begun; data on 
production, use, physical and chemical proper-
ties, toxicity, length of time in the atmosphere 
and ecological effects were assembled for several 
thousand synthetic chemicals. Storing these data 
in the computer will make it possible to supply 
quickly and efficiently all the information 
needed by the competent authorities on environ-
mental matters and by the chemical industries. 
A number of laboratories are working on the 
development of systems for the remote sensing 
of air pollution by using lasers and other optical 
processes; they have taken part in a project to 
carry out field measurements to compare the 
capabilites of the instruments they have deve-
loped. 
Several German, Belgian, French and Luxem-
bourg institutes are cooperating in intensive 
studies of pollution in streams in the Lorraine-
Luxembourg-Saarland region, thus helping to 
establish quality objective for these water-
courses. 
For administrative reasons all research contract.. 
under the first multiannual environmental pro-
gramme must terminate on 31 december of this 
year. Since, however, a number of these pro-
jects will not have been completed by this time, 
the Commission proposes, and in our view 
rightly so, that these projects should be conti-
nued within the framework of the second 
research programme. The financial statement 
. presented by the Commission expressly state$ 
that there is no question here of a new initiative, 
but only of a second multiannual . programme 
that may be seen as a follow-up to the first 
programme, which ran from 1973 to 1975. 
It is all the more difficult, therefore, to under-
stand,-and this brings me to the part of the 
whole question thet concerns budget policy-
why the Council has, as far . as we can see, 
only approved expenditure for staff, but not 
the greater part of the resources, amounting to 
a total of 18.5m u.a., which is intended for the 
actual research projects that are the subject of 
the research contracts. The Council will have 
no alternative but to approve these resources, 
unless it wants to leave the entire research 
programme suspended in mid-air. 
It is quite clea~. that the Council intends to do 
what it has done in many similar cases, namely, 
to resort once more to the supplementary budget 
procedure, which has been repeatedly critized 
by Parliament. .We strenuously oppose this 
intention, since it is absolutely essential that. the 
continuity of the research in question should 
be maintained at all costs. We insist, therefore, 
in paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution, 
that the Council ~hould approve, without any 
cuts, this research and development programme, 
which is to run from 1976 to 1980, by the end 
of 1975. 
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· I should also like to mention the fact that the 
second research programme was examined and 
approved by the Advisory Committee on Pro-
gra:m.me Management . for Environmental 
Research. The committee recommended, how-
ever, that research efforts in the chosen areas 
should be sufficiently broad-based and intensive 
to yield significant results. The Committee on 
Public Health and the Environment agrees with 
this recommendation and says so in paragraph 2 
of the motion for a resolution. It wonders, 
however, whether the financial backing that 
the Community intends to provide, 18.5m u.a., is 
sufficient for this comparatively far-reaching 
programme. If it is not, then we insist that the 
Commission should apply for additional appro-
priations sufficiently far ahead to ensure con-
tinuity in Community environmental research. 
As you can see, we have incorporated this 
request in paragraph 3 of the motion for a 
resolution. 
The Commission has informed us that it will 
shortly issue a document on the main outlines 
of the multiannual research programme for the 
Joint Research Centre, which is to commence in 
1977. It. is quite obvious that the responsible 
eommittees of this House also have an interest in 
~cquiring a copy of this document, which is 
intended for the CoUncil. I should like to ask 
Vice-President Scarascia Mugnozza if he is pre-
pared to comply with this wish and when we 
·may expect these 'main outlines' to be sub-
mitted, as they are a preparatory document 
for the actual second multiannual research pro-
gramme (direct action). Tlie main reason that 
we m~ke this avow~. ot our interest in this 
matter is that we feel-and here no doubt we 
are . in agreement with the Commission-that 
the environmental research covered by the 
direct action programme, which is to. be carried 
out mainly at the lspra research establishment, 
will form an effective complement to the 
environmental research ·and development pro-
gramme (indirect action) which we now have 
before us. · 
It would appear that the committee responsible 
is not in agreement on this point with the 
Committee ·on Energy, Research and Techno-
logy, which was asked for its opinion. The latter 
committee has strong reservations on the Com-
mission's intention to supplement this pro-
gramme of direct action to be carried out by the 
Joint Research Centre. In contrast, the Commit-
tee on Public Health and the Environment takes 
the view-I would refer you to paragraph 18 
of the explanatory statement-that it is essential 
. that this programme be complemented along 
reasonable and ·optimum lines by direct action. 
It is a question of making the best possible use 
of the available structures-of the Joint ReseaTch 
Centre ~t up under Article 8 of the Euratom 
Treaty. We have made a request to this effect 
in para~aph 6 of the motion for a resolution. 
We feel, !therefore, that the Committee on Public 
Health ~d the Environment should have an 
opportwnty to go to Ispra to see how far this 
Community research centre is in a position to 
carry ou~ this direct programme, and we appeal 
to the Bureau to afford the Committee on Public 
Health ~nd the Environment an opportunity to 
visit Ispra for this purpose. 
In conclusion allow me to thank very sincerely 
the Committee on Budgets and the Committee 
on Energy, Research and Technology for their 
opinions! and their cooperation. These opinions 
are atta~hed to the report. ·As. you can see, we 
have gope into the content of these opinions 
in great1 detail in our report: I would refer you 
to paragraphs 16 to 21 of the explanatory state-
ment. With the exception of the differences of 
opinion . with the Committee on Energy, 
Research and Technology with regard to eom-
plement.ng the research programme by direct 
action, we can report wide-ranging agreement 
between1 the views of both the committees 
concerned. 
I shoulq like therefore to recommend to the 
House tJjlat it adopt our motion for a resolution. 
I 
Mr Pr~ident, I should like to say just one 
more w rd, and it is this: the Christian-Demo-
cratic roup will vote in favour of all three 
motions
1
for resolutions. · · . 
Preside~t. - I call Mr Meintz. 
Mr Me~tz, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, 
ladies *d gentlemen, the third 'biology and 
health protection' programme will be coming 
to an e~ on 31 december 19'15. The Commission 
has therefore submitted to the Council a new 
five-ye' research programme, which is J?efote 
us now, In this programme the Commission 
propose. to concentrate research activity in two 
areas: r~diation protection and the development 
of nucl~ar techniques applicable in agricultural 
research. · 
The aim of radiation .protection is to study 
and as~s the risks associated with ionizing 
radiatiop. The research proposed in this field 
is conc~rned with establishing a scientific and 
technic~! basis for laying down radiation pro-
. tection ;-standards and. ensuring the a~qllat-e 
protection of workers and of the population at 
large against radiation, but also with the biolo-
gical ahd ecological . impact of the :nuclear 
industry and of the use of nuclear energy and of 
• 
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ionizing radiation, with the aim of protecting 
the various components of the environment. 
The target, therefore, is a very broad one, com-
prising three areas, the importance of which is 
no longer in dispute either in social or in 
environmental and energy conservation terms. 
The particular aim of the development of 
nuclear techniques applicable in agricultural 
research is to give support to two sectoral 
policies: first, agricultural policy-in view of its 
direct relevance to agricultural research and, 
secondly, environmental policy insofar as the 
research programme aims to limit pollution. 
Mr President, in view of the large number of 
reports that have to be dealt with this morning, 
and of the fact that the present report, following 
thorough examination by several committees, is 
an exhaustive one, I hope you will permit me to 
omit the details and to say nothing either about 
the methods of contracting out the various 
research projects or about the distribution of the 
contracts. I should merely like to stress the 
importance of the two research subjects. The 
fact that there are at present over 250 000 
workers in the Community directly involved in 
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and that 
this number will certainly increase in the future, 
justifies, I think sufficiently, the need for the 
programme. 
I shall only touch briefly on the importance of 
this programme for the Community's overall 
research policy in reminding you that all the 
committees consulted, that is ·the Committee on 
Budgets and the draftsman of its opinion, Mr 
Yeats, the Committee on Agriculture and its 
draftsman, Mr Frehsee and the Committee on 
Energy, Research and Technology and its 
draftsman, Mr Lautenschlager, have given a 
favourable opinion. Nevertheless, at the request 
of the Committee on Energy, Research and 
Technology our committee has drawn up for 
your consideration a new text for Article 3 
which provides-in accordance with the wishes 
of several committee~for the review of the 
programme during its implementation. The 
proposed Article 3 reads: 
'The Commission shall exereise permanent super-
vision over the execution of the programme in 
order to see whether there has been effective 
coordination, and whether changing circum-
stances or unexpected research results are making 
modifications necessary. To this end, it shall 
report to the Council and to Parliament before 
30 June 1977, and propose any modifications 
that may be needed.' 
I hope that the Commission will feel able to 
accept this amendment. 
In concluding, I should like to follow Mr J ahn in 
pointing out to you that even if our motion 
for a resolution is· adopted, it will be devoid of 
meaning unless the Council agrees to restore 
appropriations as voted yesterday in an amend-
ment here in Parliament. For it is precisely for 
this programme that only token appropriations 
were entered this time-which is all the more 
surprising when this would imply interrupting 
a programme that is being renewed for the 
fourth time and one that has considerable conse-
quences. On this point, too, therefore, the Coun-
cil should review its position. Consequently, in 
view of the importance of the programme in the 
biology and health protection sectors and in 
the light of the opinions delivered by the various 
committees, we ask the House to adopt the 
proposal before it.· 
Mr President, I should like now to speak on 
behalf of the Liberal and Allies Group. We 
support the three resolutions, all of them con-
cerned with areas of research, but we await 
with great interest Mr Brunner's statement on 
the Commissions's research policy. 
President. - I call Mr Osborn. 
Mr Osborn, rapporteur. - Mr President, ·this 
report concerns the authorization of the second 
programme, the first having been started in 
1973. Basically, it is about uniform measurement 
as a prerequisite for the removal of technical 
barriers to international trade and thus for the 
achievement of a common market. It is impos-
sible uniformly to measure and define materials 
unless reference materials are available, against 
which measuring instruments can be calibrated 
and on the basis of which they can be tested 
periodically. In order to coordinate and, where 
necessary, initiate research and development 
leading to the manufacture of certified reference 
materials in the Member States, the Community 
started an excellent programme in 1973. 
The purpose of this report is to recommend the 
expenditure of a small amount of money to 
continue this work, and this expenditure has 
been supported by CREST and other bodies. I 
should explain that in examining this work I 
have had inuch help from the Commission, but 
that the recommendations are mine as rap-
porteur, following discussions with those inter-
ested in this work outside the direct influence of 
the Commission. Reference has been made to 
some 40 subcommittees there and the work of 
the Advisory Committee on Programme Man-
ment. These subcommittees may contain 
scientists, representatives from various govern-
ments and representatives from industrial labo-
ratories, and therefore this catalytic work, if I 
may put it that way, has started well and should 
be encouraged. This is the type of work that goes 
! . 
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on quietly, which no one knows much about, 
but which can have a great impact on our 
standard of living by creating the basis for 
standards. I have had the opportunity of meeting 
members of the British group in particular, and 
they have put ideas to me about this work as 
they have been involved in it. They regret that 
there are two programmes, a direct programme 
carried out in the JRC laboratories, mainly 
Ispra, and an indirect programme, which tend 
to be looked at separately. I have, as your rap-
porteur, tried to look at the whole problem of 
setting standards for our industrial activities and 
the protection of the consumer. I have tried to 
assess how each country has dealt with this and 
have gone into what is going on in Britain in 
some detail. I have obviously referred to the 
work of the ISO, but perhaps I should have 
referred to the work of other organizations such 
as SEN and SENELAC, which are operating in 
this field. But the unfortunate feature has been 
the Community split in the approach to this for 
administrative, monetary and perhaps political 
reasons. I regret that I am reporting on one 
programme and not the whole programme. 
Turning to my report, there is a need for 
standard reference materials and standards from 
which to carry out calibration. This must be 
coordinated with what goes on internationally. I 
have also referred to the work of the BCR as 
well as that of the Advisory Committee on Pro-
gramme Management. The · BCR, however, is 
mainly concerned with the indirect programme, 
although supervision comes from the other body, 
the ACPM. I should like the Assembly, therefore, 
te endorse my view that in future the direct 
and indirect programmes should be looked at 
together, and here it is important to establish 
what should be done and how it is done. 
There is some reference in· the document from 
the Commission and in my own report to what 
has been done since 1973 in fields ranging from 
ferrous metallurgy to environmental analysis. 
New fields such as food, cosmetics and pharma-
ceutical products also have to be reviewed. Con-
tracts are given to laboratories in the Member 
States, and certainly a fairer proportion has been 
given to Britain in recent years. What should 
be looked at is the relationship between the 
setting of standards and the need for some 
kind of Community bureau of standards. I am 
well aware that the British definition of 
'standard' leads to different translations, and in 
my report I have used the British definition, 
however the term may be translated. The 
experts have different views on what should 
or should not be set up, and I have deliberately 
left the decision and definition as to what is 
required to the Commission, requesting it to 
report back to this Assembly. In the USA there 
is, of co~rse, the National Bureau of Standards, 
but the :work is carried out by the ASTM, the 
Americah. Society for the Testing of Materials. 
In Britain we have the British Standards Insti-
tute. Tht work required is carried out ih differ-
ent labotatories, including the National Physical 
Laboratqry. France has its very excellent 
structurf to do the same work. Anything done at 
Commuqity level must be related to the work 
of the iJilternational organizations. 
I 
Mr Presfdent, the money involved is 3.9m u.a. 
CREST has made its recommendation, and I com-
mend the fact that ·because industry is making 
su{!h a contribution, because industry is defining 
what it wants and working together, this 
catalytic and :coordinating work is so successful 
I have tperefore looked at the question of sta!f 
increaselF. The indirect programme is small, and 
there must he sufficient staff to carry it out. 
My con1:lusions, Mr President; are that this 
expendi~re should be approved. I hope t'hat the 
Comm~ion, as a result of ~!:he resolution, will 
look at !the question of setting up a standards 
bureau. 1 I emphasize that the Assembly must 
look ati1both programmes tog.ether when next 
conside ng the Commission's report, not one 
indepen ently of the other. 
On behailf of the European Conservative Group I 
recommfnd all three reports to the House. 
Preside .. t. - I call Mr Frehsee, drafsman of 
the opin~on of the Committee on Agriculture. 
Mr Frebsee. - (D) Mr President, the Com-
mittee on Agriculture welcomes the fourth 
extensiop of this multiannua:l programme that 
has been proposed by the Commission. 
I have been asked to refer briefly here to the 
significance of this programme for agriculture 
and alsp for the consumer. All the research 
propose<,ll in these reports has as its objective the 
improvejment of the quality of agricultural pro-
duction ·and at the same time, as is expressly 
stated, • level olf production that is consonant 
with ec~nomic and social needs. 
Behind lthis form of words, 'that is consonant 
with ecionomic and social needs', there is a 
wealth ~f hidden meaning. For instance the use 
of radiqbiological research on food production 
is not dnly designed to raise the level of food 
productton, but is also linked with the endeavour 
to limit! as far as possible the use of pesticides, 
antibioti~, other anabolic substan'Ces and further 
substan¢es with duibious effects on human 
health, so that the consumer may be offered 
healthier products. We feel that it is our dwty 
to point this out by way of addendum to this 
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excellent repoct, ·On which we congratulate the 
r~porteur. 
This radiobiQlogical research is carried out in 
the intere$t of plant cultiva·tion, animal rearing, 
pest control and conservation by means of pro-
tection against radiation. In the case of research 
on plant cultivl¥tion, for instance,· we a!l'e con-
eemed with the use of these x:adiobiological 
methods to explain certain genetic pro·cesses, to 
actuate certain mutations or to overcome certain 
barriers to reproduction, in order to improve 
the quantity and quality of proteins in cereals 
and vegetables-! stress this because, as you 
all know, we suffer from a protein shortage 
throughout the workl-to in:crease the resistance 
to 'disease of certain edible plants and thereby 
to reduce the use of ·pesticides, and for many 
other purposes. One eould ·say much the same 
thing about the use of radiobiology in research 
on ammal rearing. But I shall conlfine myself 
to making a few remarks on the effect of this 
~esearch in the area of pest control. 
rt ~ ~ustomary in agriculture to use insecticides 
to combat harmful insects, but we all know that 
!>Jten ·these insecU.cides are not without the~r 
dangers for the consumer. Every year the Medi-
terranean fruit fly causes enormous damage to 
the orange and lemon groves of the Mediterra-
nean countd$ NQw, however, with the aid 
of radiobiology a new method of combating these 
i~sects bas ·been developed, which makes it 
poss!ble to keep the use of insecticides to a strict 
minimum. This method consists in subjecting 
insects to radiation, so that their mating will 
produce no viable progeny, and then r-eleasing 
them in· the fruit plantations. Mter some time 
this reduces the nmnber of pests to such an 
extent that the damage they do is not very con-
siderable. This method therefore limits the use 
of insecticides and is at the same time completely 
selective, since it attacks onJy the one insect. 
Basic research on the Mediterranean fruit fly 
led to a trial of this meth<Jid on the island of 
Ptocida near Naples. This trial was so successful 
that the method can now be used on a large 
sca•le in all areas with large acreages under 
citrus fruits. 
I was anxious to put this example on public 
record on the occasion of this debate. With that 
I wi11 conclude my remartks. On behalf of the 
Socialist Group I should like to say that we are 
delighted to vote for a continuation of this 
research programme and that we offer Mr Brun-
ner our best wishes for every success in his 
intensive efforts to gain financial backing for 
this prog·ramme with the help of the European 
Parliament, though lar.gely in the face of 
resistance :firom the Council; this must be pointed 
out once again. We convey to him an our good 
wishes for the forthcoming negotiations with 
the CouiliCil on the 'budget, about which we 
spoke yesterday. 
President. - I call Mr FHimig. 
.. , . . 
Mr Flimig.- (D) Mr President, I should like to 
make a few brief remarks on the ~port just 
presented by Mr Jahn on behalf. of th~ CommitWe! 
on Public Heallth a~d the Environment. H~ 
expressly mentioned a. difference of opinion 
between his committee and the Committee .on 
Energy, Research and Technology with regald 
to direct and indirect actions in .. the environ-
mental programme. 
We appreciate that the Committee on Public 
Health and t!he Environment has a particular 
interest in the Research Establishment in Ispra, 
and we would certainly be the last to grudge 
this committee a journey to lspra in order to 
looik at thlngs there for themselves. However, 
they will find very little to see there in the 
matter Olf environmental protection, as we know 
from praCtical experience, because Ispra after 
al!l was set up as a nuclear research centre. The 
staff that ibatVe been employed and trained 
there aTe nuclear research personnel with 
everything that goes with that, reaetor, safety 
measures and so on. It was only when this 
programme broke down, for reasons for which 
lspra was not responsible, that people began to 
wonder what to do with Ispra. What was to 
be done with this staff ? Knowing that radio-
biology was certainly capahle of analyzing air 
pollution and futhering research in this matter, 
it was decided that they should carry out so:t;ne 
research into envi.ronmental protection. How-
ever, we cannot e:x~pect too much from this in 
the way of results. For one thing there is a 
shortage of staff and also of suitable material, 
and indeed there may also be a lack of com-
mitment; itt may indeed be a question here of 
what the chairman of the Committee on Budgets 
once called in a discussion 'occupational therapy 
while marking time'. 
I should Iitke to stress that we are not in any 
way opposed · to environmental research. ·We 
feel that it is a very important matter, and we 
also take the view that it is the duty of the 
European Community to provide infortmation, to 
coordinate action and to analyze results in the 
form of suitable regulations and guidelines. We, 
that is to say, the Committee on Energy, 
Research and Technology, for which I have the 
honour to speak as deputy chairman, feel, how-
ever, that this task can be better and more 
effectivtllly carried out in the form of indirect 
action. This coordination itself could possibly 
be eMected better in Brussels, because there 
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they have better means of· information and 
communication. Brussels is a real centre. It is 
a real thinlk tank, and this is a point that should 
be considered in depth and very carefully, where 
something so practical and so useful · is in· 
question. We woulld ask, therefore, that the 
reservations e~ressed in the opinion of the 
Committee on Energy, Research and Techrtology 
should be understood in this sense and not as 
a suggestion that less shoUild be done in the 
matter of en~ironmenta!l protection. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Brunner. 
Mr Brunner, member of the Commission. 
(D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the 
programmes we are considering concern the use 
of nuolear techniques in agriculture for protec-
. tion against radiation, on which Mr Frehsee has 
just spoken, improvement of the environment, 
on which Mr Flliiming has made some ref!larks, 
and the establishment of common reference 
methods and reference materia:ls. 
These programmes are a continuation of cur-
rent prograllUlles and are before you now for 
your approva'l. There are three programmes of 
indirect research; that is to say, we pursue 
them Jin coJllaboration with national laboratories 
and national research institutes. The latter play 
an important part in coordinating the Com-
munity's research projects. 
We have chosen these programmes in such a 
way that we meet the needs of our citizens. 
This is particularly true of the :research pro-
gramme on radiation protection and environ-
mental research. I do not need to tell you what 
great danger to health can be caused by radio-
active emissions and what damage they can 
do to the environment. We must act as a Com-
munity to work out common safety standards 
in this matter, and to evolve these safety 
standards, we must a!lso pool our experiences. 
It is not sufficient for us to gather the findings 
of the various Member States and then work 
out common standards on the basis of such 
coordination. Environmental research has as its 
objective the recognition of· nuisances in good 
time and to m~nimize and, where posSible, 
eliminate them altogether. In the Member 
States we are sti'll on:ly taking the first steps 
in this matter. We have only a few years' 
experience, but as a Community we cm say 
that we have recognized the dangers from the 
very beginning and got to grips with the prob-
lems in good time. 
The Community was working on its environ-
mental research programme as far back as 1973. 
> 
I believ~ that we recognized the signs of the 
times in~this matter. And you, ·the European 
Parliam t, have helped us a great deal in thls 
respect. Today, you find before you a new 
environnjlental research programme, wh~ch sup-
plemen~ the old programme. Whereas pre-
viously ~e were . mainly concerned with the 
effect of!dangerous substances on human beings 
and witJl. the establishment of a data bank for 
enviro~enta1 chemicals, we now wish to add 
to this y developing. 'clean' techndlogies, for 
instance ~n the matter of waste disposa:l and 
treatrnen/t of l~quid sewage. Second1y, we wish 
to work: for the improvement of the naturai 
environ~ent; this involves such matters as the 
reclama!ton of waste land, waste-dumps and 
marshes.! 
You have also given much thought to the 
research ; programme on reference materials 
and refe~ence methods. In this connection we 
are faced with the question of how we can 
gradually arrive at a European system of 
referenet:i materials and reference methods. We 
must wotk out such a system, because it is play-
~ng an e~er-increasing role in trade. If we wish 
to elimiliate obstacles to trade, then we must 
carry o~ the necessary technical surveys 
through he Community's Reference Office. At 
the mom t we have 120 research contracts in 
this are~ As you can see, there is a real need 
here, ana. useful and practical work is being 
done with relatively modest resources. 
We should Hke to thank you for your coopera-
tion, particularly the rapporteurs, Mr Metntz, 
Mr J ahn :and Mr Osborn. I should like to thank 
yott esp~cially for taking such a positive 
approachi to the financial implications of this 
matter. At a time like this it is particularly 
importan~, as I do not need to tell you, that 
Parl~ame~t should make its voice heard vis-d-
vis the douncH. I can assure you that the Com-
mission irfl.1 see to it in future that you get the 
necessacyt documentation in good time, so that 
you havt:t time to study the financiaQ require~ 
ments ~so that you can give us your sugges-
tions and! also your criticisms, which are equally 
valuable.! 
The Coohnission will take up the suggestions 
made by i the C9mmittee on Public Health and 
the En~onment and will include a review 
clause ~ the proposal for a decision on the 
biology 1· rogramme, as you have asked. We 
shan a1s make provision in the environmental 
research programme for an annuat report to 
Parliame t. These are matters which Mr Meintz 
in partict.ilar expressed a wish to have done. We 
share his view that they are necessary. We 
should 1!i~e to say at the same time to the Com-
mittee ozi Publ~c Health and the Environment 
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that we shall continue to act together with it 
in dealing with questions of research needs and 
that we shall also cd11.aborate with the Advisory 
Committees on Programme Management con-
cerned. If there should be any changes, or if, 
say, an extension of the radiation protection 
programme or the environmenta1 research pro-
gramme should prove to be necessary, we shaU 
not hesitate to submit suital:l.le proposals to you. 
I should like to say quit~ frankly-and here I 
am touching on a topic dealt with by Mr 
Osborn,-that I have certain doubts as to 
whether we can in the near future establish a 
Commun!ity 'institution comparable to the 
United States' National Bureau of Standards. I 
feel that we sh&Jil achieve this only by degrees 
and that it is only by gradual and coordinated 
activity that we can arrive at this goal. 
However, we do not intend to stand still, and 
I can give you one concrete example of what I 
mean. Together with the Member States we 
are conSidering the construction and operation 
of a joint 1arge calibration centre for gas flow 
meters, such as are used in the European gas 
pipeline network. We also share your view 
that there should be no expansion of the biology 
group in Ispra at the present time, something 
which was also mentionJed by Mr Meintz. 
Permit me now to make a few remarks on the 
multiannual programme for the Joint Research 
Centre. Mr Jahn mentioned this matter. We are 
now engaged in working out a programme 
strategy, on which you will be receiving 
further mformation in the next few days. We 
have drawn up a document, and it is to be 
hoped that the Council of Ministers will deal 
with this matter on 4 December. It is our 'inten-
tion to have a preliminary debate on this 
occasion, on the baSis of which we shall'!. then 
draw up a streamlined programme for the 
future, clearly set out according to the various 
key points. 
I feel that it is a good thing your Parliament 
is going to take up this matter, especially your 
committees, which have done very valuable 
work so far, especially in the matter of Ispra, 
through the hearings organi2Jed by the Com-
mittee on Energy, Research and Technology. 
We shall have a chance later "to speak about 
this matter in greater detail. What is now godng 
forward to the Council of Ministers is, after all, 
o~ly a strategy blueprint. It is not as yet a draft 
programme. We shall have to draw up this 
programme on the baSis of the debates which 
wiH ensue. 
It is our intention a1so to carry out our own 
surveys, including surveys in an area which 
plays a particularly important part in regard 
to rererence methods, that is to say, in an area 
where pressure is exerted by industry and 
certam interested parties. 
I should like to ask you, therefore, to regard 
the proposals that we have made on reference 
methods and reference materials-and here I 
am going back to a topic that I have deaU with 
before-as necessary to keep such influence and 
such pressure to a minimum. I have nothing 
against cooperation with industry, but I feel 
that in a matter which goes to the very heart 
of the development of the domestic market, it 
must ~n the end be the Community itself that 
sets the standards. I believe that you are doing 
a very wise thing lin giving us an opportunity 
to acquire the necessary experience through 
research. I am very grateful to you for this. 
It wouiJd not be a good thing if, at this research 
stage, we were to find ourselves m a certain 
position of dependence in this matter and then · 
not be al:l.le to work out objective standards. I 
feel that this would be doing no service at all, 
:least of all to the internal development of the 
market. 
Mr Osborn also raised the question of coordinat-
ing direct and indirect actions. This is something 
on which we place the greatest emphasis. 
I do not want to get invOlved at this time in 
the controversial question as to how far certain 
projects such as these environmental projects 
should be carried out by means of ind!i.rect 
action, as suggested by the Committee on 
Energy, Research and Technology, or by a 
combination of indirect and direct action, as 
suggested by the Committee on Publlic Health 
and the Environment. 
We in the Commission feel that a certain 
amount of direct action involving the Joint 
Research Centre will always remain necessary. 
At any rate, we shall continue to keep in touch 
about our programme strategy, and in the 
course of these contacts the matter is sure to 
be cleared up. 
I feel that the important thing lis that the two 
types of action should go hand in hand, as Mr 
Osborn requested. It is not so much a question 
of making one exclusive of the other and say-
ing: we are going to do this by indirect action 
and that by direct action. It is rather a question 
of using the two methods together in conjunc-
tion with the Advisory Committee on 
Programme Management. This lis certaWy true 
of environmental research and of the program-
mes on reference materials and reference 
methods. 
I th'ink that we have thus covered this vast 
field. I should J!ike to thank you once again. You 
have helped us very much.. At a time when the 
i 
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financing of these programmes is encountering 
very serious difficulties, you have shown that 
you appreciate th:e need for these projects in 
the interests of all citizens of our Community. 
(Applause) 
President. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put to the vote the motion for a resalution 
contained in the report by Mr Jahn. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution 
contained in the report by Mr Meintz. ·' 
The resolution is adopted.1 
I put to the vote the motion for a resolution 
contained in the report by Mr Osborn. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
5. Regulation on the application 
of social security schemes 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Laudrin on behalf of the Committee 
on Social Affa~rs and Employment on the 
proposal from the Commission of the European 
Communities to the Counci~ for a regulation 
amending Regulations (EEC) No 1408/71 and 
No 574/72 on the application of social security 
schemes to employed persons and their families 
moving within the Community (Doc. 356/75). 
I have been informed by the rapporteur that 
he has nothing to add to his report. 
Since no one wishes to speak, I put the motion 
for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
6. Decision on vocational adaptation 
operations 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Adams on behalf of the Committee on 
Social Affairs and Employment on the proposal 
from the Commission of the European Com-
munities to the Council on European Social 
Fund measures to aid vocational adaptation 
measures (Doc. 357 /75). 
I call Mr Adams. 
Mr Adams, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, at its sitting of 9 May of 
this year the European Parliament discus-
1 OJ No c 280 of B. 12. 1975. 
sed the i>roblems that we are considering here 
in conn~tion with the proposal from the Com-
mission ito the Council for a decision on the 
involve~ent of the European Social Fund in 
structur41 adaptation measures. 
In the ;resaluijon adopted on that occasion, 
regrets were again expressed that the rules 
govern~g th-e European Socia[ Fund at the 
present ~ime do not permit the Commission to 
take theiinitiative itself in committing this fund 
to measures in accordance with Article 4 of 
the basic decision. Furthermore, the majority 
of the House then felt that in V'iew of the 
deteriorating situation and the continual 
increase . in unemployment the Commission 
should, pursuant to the instructions given at 
the Pari$ Summit Conference of December 1974, 
imp1-emept vigorous and coordinated measures 
in the labour market as quickly as possible and 
submit suitable proposals on the matter to the 
European Parliament. 
At that 1time the Committee on Soci.al Affairs 
and Employment concluded that this was a 
very po~tive initiative on the part of the Com-
mission, l but that the scope and the effect of 
this m-easure would be very limited, especially 
in 1975. The committee considered it necessary 
to urge that further measures be planned to 
extend ~nd strengthen this first step along the 
road to ~ Community solution in f·avour of the 
unemplo~ed. It wondered in particular whether 
measure$ for the direct support of workers' 
incomes : during their retraining might not be 
more important and more effective. 
It ~s gratifying that the aforementioned 
proposalS by Parliament have been taken into 
account . in the supplementary proposal fror, 
the CoiJl.mission to the Council for a decision 
on the !involvement of the European Social 
Fund iQ recesSi.on~inked measures for voca-
tional adaptation, which has been put before us 
today, eteh if rather belatedly. It is particularly 
gratifying that the view expressed in paragraph 
6 of tha~ resolution has been taken into account. 
This rai$ed the question as to whether the Com-
mission'1 policy of fact1itating the transfer of 
workers ~from sectors affected by the economic 
crisis to sectors connected with the restructuring 
of the energy sector and meeting public priority 
needs, as well as their redeployment in develop-
ment s~ctors, was not too restrictive, and 
whether; the Commission should not in fact be 
aiming ~t improving the movement of workers, 
particul~rly in regard to the re-employment of 
women ~nd young workers, towards any sector 
in wmclil the unemployed could find work. 
In view 1of the fact that there has been no drop 
in the unemployment figures and that the out-
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look for the Community's economic situation 
continues to be very unfavourablle, I regard 
the present decision as an urgent piece of Com-
munity legislation. However, the measures 
proposed by the Commission in this connection 
should not, we feel, be regarded merely as 
short-term measures to influeace movements 
on the labour market. What we are trying to 
do-and I should like to stress this in particular 
-is to work out mechanisms which will help 
in the medium and long term to ensure a stable 
employment situation. 
It must therefore be pointed out forcibly to 
the competent institutions of the nine Member 
States that they williJ. have to get away from 
the ad hoc policies they have been pursuing so 
far and work out and put into effect an 
adequate employment policy, which wil[ be 
well coordinated and harmonious and in line 
with modern requirements. 
In this sense the present Commission proposal 
is perhaps not sufficiently comprehensive and 
radical. In our view, however, and in the view 
of the comm'ittee, it is to be welcomed in 
principle as the first stage of a Community 
employment policy. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, I think the 
speaker has correctly interpreted the Commis-
sion's thoughts, and I am particularly grateful 
for his words of thanks for the work of the 
Commission and the proposal} it has presented. 
We are deeply concerned by the possible 
consequences of the present recession, and we 
are trying to intervene on the labour market 
wtith all the means at our disposal to relieve 
the worrying situation of workers, both by 
the adaptation of their professional qualifica-
tions and by intervention on incomes. 
A'll this clearly costs money, but I believe that 
the Commission must fulfiiJ. its duty of solidarity 
at a time when so many of its citizens need 
help in thlis sector. 
Moreover, in the consideration of the budget, 
during th!is part-session, account was taken of 
the need for the social policy to be endowed 
wtith greater resources, and I hope that before 
work on the Community's budget is over, 
figures wiJ!l be fixed whlich will permit us to 
put into action the solidarity I mentioned. 
(Applause) 
President. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
7. Decision on the textile 
and clothing sectors 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Alfred Bertrand on behalf of the 
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment 
pn the proposal from the Commli.ssion of the 
European Communities to the Council for a 
decision in regard to the intervention of the 
European Social Fund in favour of persons 
occupied in the textile and clothing sectors 
(Doc. 358/75). 
I ca11 Mr Bertrand. 
Mr A. Bertrand, rapporteur. (NL) Mr Pre-
sident, thlis is one of the rare short resolutions 
that have been put before this Parliament. It 
consists of only one paragraph, but has a very 
wide scope and may have very considerable 
consequences for the future of one of the 
hardest htit sectors of industrial life in the Com-
munity. It dea<ls wtith a proposal from the Com-
mission to the Council for a decision on aid 
from the Social Fund for people working in 
the textile and clothing sector. 
In the last few weeks in this House we have 
had qU!ite a number of debates, particularly on 
the economic situation in the Communities. 
Yesterday, you yourself, Mr President, deiJ.iver-
ed an interesting speech on this topic. And 
during these debates there have always been 
great arguments on conjunctura'l and structural 
aspects. What we are dealing W'.ith now lis an 
industrial sector affected by far-reaching 
structural changes, making the changing of 
jobs and retraining absolutely essential. 
In the textile sector, for instance, including the 
chemical fibre sector, 320 000 people have been 
made completely redundant in the last four 
years. Yesterday and during Question Time, 
when the Council was here, we heard about 
a number of multinationals who are going to 
sack so and so many thousand because they, 
too, wish to put a complete stop to their 
activities in the chemical fibre sector. We ar"' 
therefore facing a structural change wh'ich will 
result in reconversion in the textile industcy 
on a scale that can best be compared with the 
structural problems over the 11ast 15 years in 
the coal industry. 
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The Commission has rightly made use this time 
of the possibility open to it under Article 4 of 
the new European Social Fund of not restricting 
aid from the fund to workers and employees 
in the textile sector, but extending it to the 
clothing sector, which lin the last year has also 
dismissed 125 000 people and is therefore also 
facing profound structural change. Looking at 
this recession, and particularly thinking what a 
spectacular turnround there has been in the 
balance of trade over the rrast three years in the 
textirre and clothing sectors, then we must, 
however painful it may be, come to the conclu-
Sion that we have lost once and for all a 
number of traditional overseas markets. Not 
only have we rrost them: these traditional 
markets have now become competing countries, 
exporting their textile produ<:ts to our market 
and competing with us on our own market. This 
is the first reason for this structural develop-
ment. 
Furthermore, our texti'le !industry is facing such 
sharp competition on the markets of third coun-
tries that it has become almost impossible to 
maintain its outlets in those areas. 
Finarrly, this problem is par1Jl.y our own fault, 
since we have given our approval to the gradual 
opening of our markets to the developing coun-
tries. One need only think of the Lome Conven-
tion and the generalized preferences. 
This aTl means that our textne industry will 
expe:rience a further consideraMe decline in 
the next two or three years, so that we can 
approve without any reservations the Commis-
sion's proposal to extend the interventions 
under Article 4 to the clothing sector and 
replace the three-year vaiJ.idity period of the 
initial decision of 9 November 1972 by an 
unlimited period. 
One llast tiling I regard as very important for 
.videning the social policy, is the fact that these 
new Commission proposals are not confined to 
wage earners, but are also applicable to self-
employed people leaving the clothing industry. 
They may a:lso apply for assistance under 
Article 4. This is therefore a genuine Widening 
of the general view hithedo held in this House 
on social policy. The Committee on Social 
Affairs and Employment therefore welcomes 
this directive, now submitted to the Council 
for its approval. We hope that the Council will 
adopt tit in December. 
The question of course arises as to the finan-
cial possibilities when it comes to applying this 
new directive, on the basis of the appropriations 
earmarked for the European Social Fund in the 
draft budget. The appropriations for which 
proVISion i is made at the moment, will not 
a1low thi~ broad-based campaign of aid, recon-
version apd structural adjustments to be sup-
ported ~inancially in this sector. 
More fin~ncial resources must be made avail-
able. ExJ>Prience over the 1last three years has 
shown th~t retraining and the organization of 
geographical mobility in the textile sector cost 
670 u.a. rier person. According to the Commis-
sion, an ~pplication will be submlitted this year 
for a me~sure in favour of 16 500 persons from 
the textil~ industry, and for 1976 measures are 
expected to be required for 17 000 to 20 000 
people in, the texti1e sector alone. On the basis 
of costs o1 670 u.a. per person, it is immediately 
apparent I that the total expenditure wi'lil be 
large. 
In the cloithing sector, also covered by the deci..: 
sion, it is !expected that some 14 000 people will 
require aid in 1976. It is difficult to draw up 
forecasts bf the number of self-employed people 
that wi11 leave the sector, but in any case total 
expenditujre of some 38m u.a. wil'l be necessary 
for 1976, !for which no funds are provided in 
the bud~t. Recourse will be had to the entry 
for combating crises, to which 60m u.a. has been 
all'located. 
1 
The day ~efore yesterday I again said to this 
Assembly: that unemployment among young 
people also comes under the heading of combat-
ing cris~. According to the information we 
have rece ved, there have arrready been applica-
tions fro the Member States for 320m, all for 
the fight ; against unemployment among young 
people. It jis clear from this that the expenditure 
is out of /proportion to the financia•l resources 
available ito implement the po'licy. However, 
the Comrhittee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment feels it must ask Parliament to give 
convincin' approv~l to this new directive, since 
it at a9y rate constitutes an openmg in 
principle. : The means will have to fOllow by 
themsellves once the principle has been accep-
ted. 
(Applause' 
IN THE CHAIR: MR SANTER 
Vice-President 
President.: - I call Mrs Dunwoody. 
Mrs Dun'foody. - Mr President, on behalf of 
the Sooi~ist Group I warmly welcome this 
report, even if, looking at the extent of the 
problems we are faced with today in the textHe 
industriesj we may, unfortunately, be en-
deavouri* to do too little and far too late. 
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I am always worried when economists use 
words Uke 'restructuring' and 'slimming down' 
and other euphemistic phrases, which somehow 
or other do not seem to take account of what 
is rea!lly meant in terms of persona~ misery to 
workers in an industry undergoing as dramatic, 
as intensive and as worrying a change as the 
textile industries of the EEC countries are 
undergoing today. We have on the one hand, a 
traditional, highly skillled, labour-intensive 
industry, using almost exclusively 'large num-
bers of women workers, many of whom are 
not receiving the same benefits of equal· pay 
and of proper rates for the job that they might 
do elsewhere, and young people who are 
already, as we have heard this morning, facing 
considerable employment difficu1lties. The 
extent of the change can be seen by simply 
looking at the fall in the United Kingdom 
labour force. In 1970 there were 131 000 people 
employed in the clothing industry; at the begin-
ning of 1975 this had fallen to 124 000, and we 
have since lost a further 11 000 jo,bs. In my 
own area of the North-West, which is a highly 
industrialized region, it 'is largely women who 
are emp'loyed in the clothing industry, using 
skills which have contributed very greatly in 
the past to Britain's exports. 
The expiosion of imports from the low-salary 
countries of knitted garments into the EEC 
countries has posed a very real problem for 
workers in the traditional industries. Inevitably, 
where it is possible for countries Uke Taiwan, 
South Korea or Hong Kong to re-equip their 
textile industrres with very efficient modern 
machinery, and at the same to pay much lower 
wages than the Common Market countries, 
there are going to be considerable differences 
in pricing. Although, of course, the GATT 
multifibre agreement, which came into opera-
tion in the summer, is expected to make a very 
conSiderable difference in this :flield, there is 
sti'll a great deal of pressure on the traditional 
suppliers in Great Britain and elsewhere in the 
Common Market. 
There are other implications. For examp:Ie, in 
the United Kingdom I understand that the 
majority of the projects for which Her Maj·esty's 
Government has sought assistance have been in 
Northern Ireland, and the Assembly will not 
need to think very long about the implications, 
over and above the straightforward industrial 
implications, to realize that anyt~ing in an area 
like Northern Ireland which contributes to an 
even greater job loss will have repercussions 
on more than just the textiles and clothing 
sector. So I think we can say this morning 
with who'le-hearted acclaim that this report is 
one of the most constructive that we have seen 
put before the Parliament during this part-
session. I only wish that when dealing with 
assistance to people in industrial sectors like 
textiiJ.es we were able to ta:Ik about the same 
sums as we discuss in relation to the agri-
cultural budget. Until that day comes, this 
proposal is, I think, a very sma'll step in the 
dark, but at least in the right dlirection. We 
welcome this proposal and we hope that during 
the period in which it is in operation we shaH 
see some constructive and positive moves to 
assist the textile industries. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. -(I) Mr President, Mr Bertrand 
has expressed clearly the position of the Com-
mittee on Social Aff·airs and Employment on 
this matter both as its chaizman and as its 
rapporteur. I would lilke to thank ihim, and to 
thank, too, the spea•ker fullowing him, who said 
that in practice this Commission proposal on 
which Parliament otoday is expressing a favour-
able opinion takes its place in a perspective for 
the future which started with the Council's 
decision of 1972. That decision, however, con-
cerned textiles exclusively, wihereas after the 
success of that experience, and bearing in mind 
the clear lin:k •between •the textile sector and 
the clothing sectur, today's proposal concerns 
clothing, too. 
As has .been mentioned, this initiative by the 
Commission is aimed at easing the situation in 
a sector, the textile sector, which is causing 
enormous problems i!n certain regions and coun-
tries of the European Community. I .shoukl add 
that if the Co:mtlli.$ion has dealt with the prob-
lem Off textiles and clothing on a social level, 
as it had to do to meet the anxieties of the 
workers and their families, it has paid no less 
attention to the economi'C aspects, especially in 
the agreements that have been or are being 
negotiated with the countries which have been 
mentioned and which produce textiles at very 
competitive prices, because of their low labour 
costs. 
We must therefore see this action on two levels: 
not only the social level, which we are consi-
dering today, but also the other, commercial 
aspect, W'hlch is also a sou:rce of grave anxiety. 
Mr President, I would like to thank Mr Bertrand 
once more and the European Parliament for the 
favoura!ble vote which I am sure it will deliver. 
President. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted.1 
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8. W oTld Food ConfeTence, 
5-15 NovembeT 1974 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Glinne on beha!lf of the Committee ~on • 
Development and Cooperation on the outcome 
of the World Food Conference (Rome, 5-15 No-
vember 1974) and on the Community's position 
as ·regards a world food policy_ (Doc. 326/75). 
I call Mr Glinne. 
Mr Glinne, TappoTteuT. - (F) Mr President, 
ladies and gentlemen, during the discussion in 
committee we wondered whether the prepar-
atory wonk for this conference at Community 
level had been sufficient and sufficiently 'Com-
munity' in character. 
Once the World Food Conference bad begun in 
Rome, it became obvious, as a result of a 
question put 1by Mr Brewis, that certainly more 
could have been done to eiliSure greater soli-
darity among the Community countries. 
It has also been asked whether there has been 
culpable, or at least reprehensible, procrastina-
tion on the paTt of the Community and of the 
Member States. I shall refer to this reprehens-
ible slowness in connection with some crucial 
decisions taken by the World Food Conference. 
One of the decisions was for the establishment 
of an IJJJternationl Fund for Agricultural 
Development, to be set up at once to finance 
agricultural projects, mainly for developing 
countries. This proposal, which was put forward 
mainly by the oil-producing countries of the 
Mildd!le East and Venezuela was warmly 
supported at the conference by two Member 
States af the Community, the Netherlands and 
the United Kingdom. It is all the more im-
portant for the Community to take a positive 
attitude to this International Fund for Agricul-
tural Development because in some debates on 
the amount of food aid we told the Third 
World-and with some justification-that while 
it was important for them to receive food aid, 
the qualitative and quantitative improvement 
of their own food production was also of capital 
importan'Ce. · 
Some af the declarations made by the Com-
munity itself have put us in a position now 
where we have to take a clear stand. And yet 
the attitude of the Community and of the 
Member States towards the International Fund 
for Agricultural Development is not yet very 
clear. I should like to try .to obtain both from 
the Commission and the Council the maximum 
amount of information on the present position 
on this matter. 
There is, irst, the question of· the very principle 
of Comm ity parti'Cipation in the International 
Fund for Agrieultural Development. lit appears 
that at east one Member State still ·has 
reservati on this. What is more, the raising 
of funds t Community level is the subject of 
divergent opinions which are being extensively 
ventilate in the lobbies of both the natiO'.nal 
parliamen and of the European Parliament. 
We knowl that it is the view of the Commis-
sion and pf some Member State Governments 
that the '¢ommunity' nature of the eontribution 
which thd International Fund expects from us 
would be ~ more clearly rnal'lked if the con-
tr-ibution was charged to the Community budget, 
whi:ch, of ~ourse, would not prevent any Member 
State frollt making an additional contribution 
of its o\fn. Other delegations, most unfor-
tunately, ~re definitely in favour of the Com-
munity cqntribution being charged directly to 
the national •budgets according to a specifl.c-
and I em~asize this woro 'specific'-sharing 
scheme wtuch has not so far been worked out. 
Another uestion in connection with the Inter-
national nd for Agricultural Development is 
the size o the proposed . Community contribu-
tion. Wha is the attitude to the Commission's 
proposal at the Community should guarantee 
about 17 special drawing rights, or one-sixth 
of the tatet size of the· International Fund 
whi>ch ov r a period of three yeam is to rise 
to 1000m DR? It appears that quite importaDJt 
di:llferenc~ of opinion subsist on this among the 
Governmehts af our Member States. 
Finally, ~d we be informed on the functioning 
of the ~ternational Fund for Agricultural 
Developmtnt? What would the Commission 
consider to be the best constitutional rules for 
this . bodyf What are the Commission's views 
on the fup.d's seat, the voting system, and so 
on? These are rather urgent questions. In the 
motion fo~ a resolution before you we, in fact, 
call for a !rapid and favourable decision on the 
Internatimlral Fund for Agricultural Develop-
ment. 
unity has also adopted, both collec-
at national level, a constructive 
attitude t the Information and Early-warning 
System pr posed at the World Food Conference. 
Paragraph 9 of the >motion for a resolution 
therefore ecords the Community's constructive 
approach this probllem. 
Another c ntroversial subject was the extremely 
low level of world food stodks, especially of 
cereals, which, as we know, means that the 
populatio$ of many countries are at the mercy 
of weathet conditions. It w.as agreed at Com-
munity le~el that the Community would confine 
itself for tile present to the international com-
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mitments arranged at the World Food Confer-
ence, leavihg untill· later more detailed negoti-
ations on storage commitments to be carried out 
on a multilateral !basis in the framework of 
international agreements for individual products. 
At a cemain point in our committee work we 
were glad to note that the Community and the 
Member States ha'd undertalken to participate 
actively in the future work of the F AO on the 
preparation of a dratft international scheme. 
The object is, at national level, to establish 
policies and programmes for production and 
storage, and, at world level, to negotiate an 
international agreement on cereals. We have 
noted with interest that the EEC has submitted 
to GAT!' a proposed scheme of agreement on 
cereals which provides for a system of stocks. 
I should, however, like to draw the attention 
of the House to the significance of a commitment 
the Community entered into during the Seventh 
Special Session of the United Nations General 
Assembly. 'IIhe Community stated that in view 
of the importance of food aid as an interim 
measure, all countries should accept the 
principle of the aim of minimum food aid and 
the idea of planned food aid. I shall return in a 
moment to the implications of this statement. 
The improvement of food aid policy and the 
target of 10m tonnes of cereals from 1975 
onwards which the World Food Conference has 
set itself, were also discussed. Much was said 
about the fluctuations in the food requirements 
of the countries least well endowed in food. 
~at is important, Mr President, is that a num-
ber of non-European countries have taken the 
lead, for example Australia, Canada and the 
United States, and in Europe I would parti-
cularly refer to Sweden. 
It is important for the Community and its 
Member States, ranking as they do in second 
place among the world's suppliers of cereal food 
aid, also to commit themselves to a 'larger con-
tribution in attaining this overall target of 10m 
tonnes per year. 
We know of the controversy which arose on this 
subject between the Commission and the Coun-
cil. I must say that the Council's attitude here 
is all the more blameworthy because the current 
drop in world prices makes it possible to finance 
a greater volume of food aid than last year. In 
other words, even if the Council was not willing 
to spend more than in 1975-which in itself 
would be regrettable-it would still be possible 
to supply a greater amount. 
Paragraph 3 of the motion for a resolution takes 
up the Commission's proposals, which the Com-
mittee on Development and Cooperation consi-
dered as the very minimum that would be 
acceptable. I should like, Mr President, in the 
light of the budgetary debate which Parliament 
has just been holding, to suggest that you put 
to the Assembly. the amendment to paragraph 3. 
• One of the proposals for the increase in aid is 
25 000 tonnes, which, according to the Commis-
sion, should be raised to 80 000 tonnes. In its 
budget proposals this week Parliament has 
happily gone beyond the Commission's proposals, 
suggesting that the aid should be raised to 
130 000 tonnes. I would therefore suggest 
that the reference to aid in dairy products 
should be deleted and a paragraph worded as 
follows added: 
'and the need to increase the aid in dairy 
products by 75 000 tonnes, bringing the total 
aid to 130 000 tonnes as suggested by Par-
liament in its budget proposal.' 
Another problem which exercised the committee 
very much was that of the Community represen-
tation in the World Food Council. 
I have been referring to the present and poten-
tial importance-hoping that in future it may 
become even greater-of the EEC's contribution 
to food aid. It is highly deplorable that the 
World Food Council, consisting of 36 members, 
includes representatives of only eight Member 
States without the Community as such being re-
presented. This is an anomaly which must be 
put right as soon as possible and which must 
also be corrected in the World Food Council's 
constitution. This is stated explicitly in one of 
the paragraphs of the motion for a resolution. 
To these four fundamental points I should like 
to add the following: 
First, it is quite certain that whatever the past 
and future feats of agricultural technology, 
whatever the miracles that the 'green plan' 
can bring, no stabilization is possible, no security 
can be achieved in this area so long as world 
population continues to increase at the present 
uncontrolled, galloping pace. Correctives are 
absolutely indispensable in this area if the 
efforts made 'in food production and food aid 
are not to b~ constantly vitiated because they 
are outstripped by growing needs. 
Another factor of the situation, which is also 
mentioned in our resolution, is the undoubtedly 
censurable attitude of two major states, that 
is the People's Republic of China and the Soviet 
Union, who are still objecting to the supply of 
information to the Worldwide Food and Agri-
culture Information and Early-warning System. 
These two countries consider that national 
sovereignty might be jeopardized by the supply 
of such information and that its availability 
might promote speculative dealings·by multina-
tional concerns. 
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Even if one can sympathize with some of these 
anxieties, it is nevertheless regrettable that 
these two states insist on putting obstacles in the 
way of the genuine and effective operation of 
the Worldwide Information and Early-warning 
System. 
Our committee also found that it was extremely 
likely, though not yet certain, that the recent 
mass purchases of cereals by the Soviet Union 
from the United States will result in a rise of 
world prices. At any rate, the danger exists and 
has .been noted by the committee in the docu-
ment before you; it must certainly be recognized 
that if five-year agreements for the purchase 
of 6 or 8 million tonnes of cereals can be conclu-
ded between a supplier and a consumer country, 
then the planning, production and consumption 
problems on a world scale will also require 
much more detailed and active attention. 
I should like to express here a personal regret: 
before the last vote in the parliamentary com-
mittee there was embodied in the motion for 
a resolution a condemnation of one government, 
that of the United States which, according to 
many indications, seems to regard food aid as a 
political weapon which can be used for asserting 
its power. Mention was made in the report of a 
study carried out in the United States for the 
CIA on this very subject. 
I should not like to put myself in the embar-
rassing position of quoting sensationalist press 
reports, but there are official United States 
Government documents which, citing the words 
of the Secretary of State for Agriculture and 
of the President of the United States himself, 
indicate' that at least at one period that govern-
ment regarded bilateral or multilateral food aid 
as a political weapon. In the past the gun-boat 
was the tool of power politics; it is deplorable 
that today the big stick should be hidden in 
bushels of grain. 
In renewing my plea for classification on the 
problem of IFAD (International Fund for Agri-
cultural Development) I will conclude by saying 
that allthough the Community cannot, by itself, 
save the world, it is nevertheless important that 
nothing should be done to impede the continuous 
improvement of the Community's internal and 
external image. That is what is at stake, and 
this is why I feel that Parliament is perfectly 
right in insisting on increasing the volume of 
aid and on a clear stand being taken by the 
Community on IFAD. 
(Applause) 
President. - I call Mr Sandri to speak on behalf 
of the Communist and Allies Group. 
Mr Sant,. ri. - (I) Mr President, I would simply 
like to e plain why we shall be abstaining in the 
voting n this subject. 
The mo ion for a resolution submitted today 
by Mr Glinne to this Assembly has had a 
peculiar history, first of all because it is being 
discusse approximately one year after the 
World ood Conference, and secondly-and I 
believe this is more important-because during 
the disctissions in committee the spirit behind 
it has 1lo a large extent been destroyed. We 
believe ~hat this destruction can be seen by 
comparibg the written report· presented by the 
rapporteur with the motion for a resolution on 
which we are asked to vote. Not everyone may 
share thje opinions expressed in the report, but 
it canncilt be denied that it is far-seeing in 
the rem,dies it proposes for this dramatic world 
food si~uation and that it is honest and 
couragequs in denouncing the various reasons, 
not onl~ technical but also political, which are 
directly flinked with the present world situation 
and whfch make the problem of food all the 
more acpte. · The motion on the other hand-as 
Mr Glinpe mentioned, though in a conciliatory 
manner-thas been changed out of recognition 
compar~ to the explanatory statement, and is 
one-side~ in its judgements and in the criticisms 
it level~ at a certain part of the world. 
We belihe, ladies and gentlemen, that the food 
problem~which is certainly serious and tor-
tuous-is on the one hand a question of aid 
but on the other hand, and above all, a question 
of the development of farming in the Third 
World countries, since farming is at the root 
of the ;independence and sovereignty of the 
country, besides being a means of feeding its 
own ci,izens. But precisely because of tlie 
breadth: and gravity of this food problem, we 
believef.hat it requires, throughout the world, a 
greater pirit of cooperation between states, a 
constru ive spirit which certainly does not 
exclude discussion and dissent but which must 
not be ~a further occasion, as it seems to us 
with th s resolution, for renewing facile one-
sided p lemics, which do not help to· solve the 
proble~ and only serve to reinforce political 
prejudic s dating from the cold war and are 
therefor in no way relevant to the solution 
of the p oblem. For these reasons, we abstained 
in com ittee together with other members, and 
we will 1 continue to abstain now, stressing the 
positive: aspects of the resolution, and the fact 
that we support in general the explanatory 
statemelltt drawn up by the rapporteur. By 
abstaining we wish once more to draw the 
attentiOJp. of Members to the need for preventing 
these gl!eat, dramatic problems from becoming 
a pretext for second-rate polemics. 
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President.·- I call Mr Zeller to speak on behalf 
of the Christian-Democatic Group. 
Mr Zeller.- (F) Mr President, I should like to 
begin by thanking Mr Glinne most warmly for 
insttigating this report on the World Food 
Conference and on the attitude of the Com-
Jn\Jllity and I do it all the more eagerly 
becaqse we believe that it is the European 
Community's mission to participate in a con-
sistent ~er in a world debate on the institu-
tion of a genuine world food policy. We believe 
also that in a world that was not topsy turvy 
but was willing to order its affairs, it is in this 
area that the earliest and most effective action 
should be taken. 
I should like to recall here a few figures which 
illustrate the seriousness of the world food prob-
lem. The food output of developing countries 
has been growing at the rate of 2.f1'/o per annum 
for the last 10 years and the FAO believes 
that the trend will continue for the following 
decade. Their requirements have increased by 
3.80/o. In the developed countries the situation 
is as follows: Production has increased by 2.f§Jfo, 
while demand has increased only by l.f1'/&. The 
result is very simple: the food deficit of develop-
ing countries taken altogether is growing at a 
rate equivalent to l.'JfJ/& of their output. In the 
short term this obviously does not matter very 
much but if we extrapolate over 10 years, say 
to 1985, we can predict that the food deficit 
of the third world will amount to 80 million 
tons or one-quarter of these countries' present 
output which will be equivalent to one and 
a half times the Community's output of cereals. 
It is obvious that if nothing changes in this 
field we can expect the worst to happen. Per-
haps even we should be considering at this 
moment whether it will be possible to maintain 
the rich countries' present food patterns. It 
should be recalled that today we are consuming 
over a thousand kilogrammes of cereals per head 
per annum while the developing countries con-
sume only 200 kilos. But this 1 000 kilo figure 
for the developed countries is increasing at the 
rate of very nearly 3/J/o per annum while the 
200 kilos are diminishing, and the decrease 
would be even greater if from the statistics 
for the third world we excluded China which, 
as everybody recognizes, has been able to win 
its battle for feeding the population. 
I do not want to recapitulate in detail the points 
raised by Mr Glinne, but, like him, I regret 
that Europe which has already achieved inde-
pendence because of the advanced degree of the 
integration of the common agricultural policy 
cannot here speak with one voice. While wel-
coming the positive attitude of the Community 
in respect of the exchange of information and 
in the area of market organization I must all 
the more vigorously condemn the reluctance 
manifested by some of its Member States as 
regards membership ol the International ~'und 
for Agricultural Development. I believe, there-
fore, that this makes it all the more appropriate 
for our Parliament to point at this moment to 
this defect which we sincerely hope the EUro-
pean Council will be able to remedy at its 
December meeting and so allay our ami::ieties. 
On behalf of the Christian Democratic Group we 
solemnly request Mr Scarascia Mugnozza to 
ensure that that debate is not shirked. 
As regards food aid I should not like to renew 
a discussion which has already been excellently 
conducted this week both in the budgetary 
debate and by Mr Glinne just now, but we 
want to recall that as far as we are concerned 
food aid must not become an appendage to our 
policy on surpluses or a result of our inability 
to control our own markets. 
I believe that food aid policy should become an 
integral part of the common agricultural policy, 
for it iS only in this way that the countries 
which are most disadvantaged today can be 
effectively helped. 
Finally, I should like to stress one rather special 
point. I have shown ·how important it was to 
increase agricultural production ·in developing 
countries. Europe does not have an unlimited 
supply of foreign exchange to put into the Inter-
national Fund for Agricultural Development and 
we understand perfectly that the Community 
must negotiate the amount of its contribution, 
especially in the light of what it is doing already 
under the Lome agreement. But Europe does 
possess one boundless wealth: knowledge. These 
are a kind of riches which have the special 
characteristic of not decreasing when they are , 
shared. Perhaps, therefore, the Commission 
should consider ways of participating more 
actively than heretofore in the transfer of tech-
nological know-how and scientific research on 
food production on a world scale. There exist 
here possibilities for action which are not exorb-
itantly costly and which give the Community 
opportunities for channelling really usefully its 
ambitions and its riches. 
One last word on the problem of the 'big stick' 
and of some countries' use--or the possible 
temtation to use-food aid, that is the wealth 
represented by stocks of cereals, as a tool of 
power politics. We wish to say very solemnly 
that we condemn any dealings and any conceal-
ment of information, in whatever quarter; I 
believe that on this point our position must 
be as clear-cut and as impartial as the traditions 
of Christian Democracy dictate. 
Zeller 
In concluding I should like to say that basically 
we support the motion for a resolution tabled' by 
Mr Glinne without necessarily sharing his 
regrets on one particular point since we con-
demn generally any dishonourable deal~gs in 
an area as sensitive as that of providing htiman-
ity with food. 
(Applause) 
Pr~sident. - I call Lord Walston. 
Lord Walston. - Mr President, I do not want 
to delay the House at this late hour in our 
prOceedings; but I should- be unhappy _to let 
the occasion pass .without congratul~ting Mr 
Glinne and' endorsing everything that he has 
said. 
This is a problem of stupendous importance. It is 
unfortunate in the first ·place that it is now 
12 months -since the Rome Conference and we 
have not properly disc~ssed the subject and we 
have not discussed his rejx>rt before now. It is 
also unfortunate that .his report should come 
up at the very end of this part-session. We must 
never forget not only the present shortage of 
food in the world, the present degree of mal-
nutrition, the fact that over 60 per cent of the 
people who live in this world _today do not 
have enough food to eat; we must also remember 
that every day there are 200 000 chiidren being 
born into this world,. mouths which must be 
fed, mouths of babies who in the present circum-
stances have a very short expectation of life. 
And, perhaps even worse, very many of them 
are condemned to a life that will not permit 
them to develop the capabilities which are their 
right, but condemn them to a half-life because 
as babies they will not receive the right sort of 
food that they should have for their full deve-
lopment. In particular, all medical evidences 
makes it clear to us that a shortage of animal 
protein during the early years of life impedes 
both physical and mental development. That is 
a fact we cannot avoid. Nor must we forget 
that we have here in this rich Community of 
ours over a million tonnes of milk powder, 
which is an embarassment to us. The storage is 
difficult: the costs, as we- heard earlier on in 
this part-session, are very high indeed, and what 
are we doing with it? We are keeping it here in 
the stores. 
We are making provision for 55 000 tonnes out 
of those 1100 000 to be distributed in the coming 
year as food aid. Can that really be something 
in which we can take any pride? Surely we 
should find somewhere the will, as well as the 
money, to make at least half-a-million tonnes 
of that embarrassing surplus available to those 
people, and above all those children, who need 
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that food= order to develop to the full. We must 
be hear y · ashamed of our attitude in this, 
and our erallack of interest, our lack of care. 
We . talk i about· these things. We make fine 
speeches. i Simone Weil, the Freneh Minister of 
Health, Jllade a stirring speech on this subject 
in Rome ~s week. But the French Government 
-and otll.er governments; I am not picking on 
the Frer¢h, but she happened to be the one 
who made the speech that was reported in the 
Figaro thje other day-are not taking the action 
which tliey could take if they had the ·will, 
which th~ people could take if they were pre-
pared to! make some modest sacrifice which 
w()uld ne,\rertheless make a substantial contribu-
tion to is matter. I do urge upon the Commis-
sion, the ouncil and our own respective govern-
ments t at the time has now passed for fine 
words, t e time is long overdue for real action 
in this r spect. We can take action today, not 
only in e longer term and in the most impor-
tant are s of food production· by helping the 
poor coutJ.tries to grow more food of their own. 
We can ~ctually combat the malnutrition and 
the dise~, the hardships and the waste which 
go with !them, by releasing some of the stocks 
that we pave today in this Community. 
Presiden~. ~ I call Mr Scarascia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scar,scia Mugnoua, Vice-President of the 
Commissjon. - (I) Mr President, I listened with 
great atitention and extreme interest to the 
speech qy Mr Gli.Iine, rapporteur, and I was 
naturall~ appreciative of the extensive data he 
provided! for the Assembly and the arguments he 
produced. I also listened carefully to the 
speeches! by Mr Zeller, Mr Sandri and Lord 
Walston,! and I must say that the Commission 
fully sh~res the anxiety which has been expres-
sed an*Parliament's desire to see more com-
plete ac on to help the peoples who are suffer-
ing fro starvation. 
I think J .... at if we are to justify the aims of the 
common T~gricultural policy we must reflect on 
the nec~ity for this policy to be aimed not 
only at protecting agricultural producers in the 
CommuQity and meeting the requirements of the 
Community population, but also at meeting the 
require~ents, through food or other aid, of the 
poorest nations. 
Having !!laid this, and stressing once more the 
interest ~e Commission has in the points raised 
by the ,rapporteur and the other speakers, I 
would !pte to deal briefly with four aspects 
of the !foblem which have been identified this 
mornin~ 
First ofi all the question of the International 
Agricul*ral Development Fund on which Mr 
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Glinne has represented a: series of questions. 
I am not at present in a position to deal with 
all the questions raised by him because, since 
this matter is still at the development stage, 
my answer would clearly be incomplete. But 
I would like to say tha·t the Commission is 
making every effort to get the Council to fol-
low up the proposal for -participation by the 
EEC as such in the International Development 
Fund. We believe that conditions are favourable 
and we feel that the meeting in January 1976 
at which the desire not only of the Community 
countries but also of other countries to estab-
lish this fund will be expressed, could be deci-
sive. As regards Mr Glinne's ·anxieties I would 
like to answer that there is hope for the solution 
which he and we desire. 
As regards security of food supplies, the Com-
munity and Member States are participating in 
an information system and, as Mr Glinne rightly 
pointed out, the Commission believes that efforts 
to identify and evaluate production shortages 
will be effective only if all producer and con-
sumer countries take part. The Commission 
believes that this security will be guaranteed 
only through the setting up of coordinated food 
reserves at international levels. 
I firmly believe that we must make efforts to 
this end and I share the view of certain speakers 
that in spite of the delay with which the resolu-
tion is being considered by the European Parlia-
ment, it still comes at an appropriate time to 
make public opinion in the Member States un-
derstand the nature of the policy, and to ensure 
that the aims to be pursued can be clearer and 
more certain. 
As regards food aid, Mr Glinne provides inte-
resting information which is in line with the 
Commission's information. It is a question of 
expenditure, and I can only repeat what Mr 
Cheysson said in the past few days on the 
consideration of the budget of the Communities 
for 1976. 
We hope that a thorough reconsideration of bud-
getary problems will allow action on food aid 
on a much greater scale than has hitherto been 
seen. 
Finally, there is the important problem of the 
World Food Council. We believe that the Com-
munity should participate as such in the work 
of the World Food Council and we believe that 
the conclusions of the working party to be 
presented in March 1976 should lead to the 
adoption of a positive position. 
These, Mr President, are the points I wish 
to deal with, and in thanking the rapporteur 
once more, I would confirm that the Commis-
sion's action is along the lines he has requested. 
(Applause) 
President. - Since no one. else wishes to speak, 
we shall now consider the motion for a resolu-
tion. · 
I put the preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 
to the vote. 
The preamble and paragraphs 1 and 2 are 
adopted. 
On paragraph 3 I have an amendnient tabled 
by the rapporteur, which aims at deleting the 
second indent and adding the followj.ng: 
(b) and the need to increase the aid in dairy 
products by 75 000 tonnes, bringing the total 
aid to 130 000 tonnes as suggested by Parlia-
ment in its budget proposal; 
Pursuant to Rule 29 ·of our ·Rules of Procedure, 
I ask the House if it agrees to consider this 
amendment, which has not been printed and 
distributed in the official languages. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
I put the amendment to the vote. 
The amendment is adopted." 
I put paragraph 3 so amended to the vote. 
Paragraph 3 so amended is adopted. 
I put paragraphs 4 to 13 to the vote. 
Paragraphs 4 to 13 are adopted. 
I put to the vote the whole of 'the motion for a 
resolution incorporating the amendment that has 
been adopted. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
9. Regulation on a system of premiums 
. for the producers of bovine animals 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Bourdelles on behalf of the Committee 
on Agriculture on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the 
Council for a regulation modifying Council 
Regulation No 464/75/EEC of 27 February 1975, 
establishing systems of premiums for the ·pro-
ducers of bovine animals (Doc. 340/75). 
I call Mr Bourdelles. 
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Mr Bourdelles, rapporteur.- (F) Mr President, 
dear colleagues, in submitting this proposal for 
a regulation to the Council, the Commission is 
asking for your opinion on the transfer from the 
'Guarantee' to the 'Guidance' Section of the 
EAGGF of 500/o of the amount for premiums 
for producers of bovine animals for the retention 
of cows on holdings and for the birth of calves. --
The amount of the transfer would be 62 500 000 
u.a. The proposal caused a lively discussion 
in the Committee on Agriculture which rejected 
it unanimously with one abstention. It is dif-
ficult to imagine how, in the few months that 
have elapsed since the entry into force of Regul-
ation No 464/75, sufficiently important develop-
ments could have taken place to justify such 
a radical change of the original decision-which 
was approved at the time by Parliament and 
the Council-that all premiums for producers of 
bovine .animals should be charged to the EAGGF 
Guarantee Section. The Committee on Agri-
culture considers, moreover, that no appropri-
ation whatsoever should be withdrawn from the 
EAGGF 'intervention' budget in view of the fact 
that the total of subsidies requested from the 
Fund for individual projects for laying down 
roads, bringing in a water supply, reallocation 
of land, etc., very considerably exceeds the 
available appropriations. 
For the year 1975, 842 applications representing 
368 million u.a. of aid have already been sub-
mitted and they will not all be granted. On the 
basis of certain reports the Commission expects 
this year a total of 1 067 applications, represent-
ing a total of 454 million u.a. of aid. The appro-
priations under the individual projects heading 
amount to only 145 million u.a. We consider 
that this is not the right moment to reduce an 
already extremely inadequate budgetary item. 
I should like to add, in concluding, that the 
Committee on Budgets has delivered the same 
opinion on this proposal as the Committee on 
Agriculture. 
President. - I call Mr Scanscia Mugnozza. 
Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Commission. - (I) Mr President, I thank the 
Rapporteur, Mr Bourdelles, but I must say on 
behalf of the Commission that we do not agree 
with the conclusions which the Parliament's 
Committee on Agriculture and its Committee on 
Budgets have reached. Therefore with all due 
reservations, the Commission does not agree with 
the position expressed by the rapporteur, Mr 
Bourdelles. 
President. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
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1q. Regulation on the classification 
1 of certain types of sorbitol 
I 
Preside t. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by r Bermani on behalf of the Committee 
on Exte nal Economic Relations on the proposal 
from t e Commission of the European Com-
munitie to the Council for a regulation amend-
ing Re lations (EEC) No 1059/69, (EEC) No 
1060/69, (EEC) No 2682/72, (EEC) No 120/67, 
(EEC) o 3330/74, (EEC) No 765/68 and (EEC) 
No 950)68 as regards the classification in the 
Common Customs Tariff of certain types of 
sorbitol: (Doc. 341/75). 
Since n9 one wishes to speak, I put the motion 
for a rE!ISOlution to the vote. 
The resplution is adopted. 1 
11., Regulation suspending CCT duties 
on c~rtain products originating in Malta 
Preside t. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by r Corrie on behalf of the Associations 
Commi tee on the proposal from the Commission 
of the uropean Communities to the Council for 
a regul tion suspending Common Customs Tariff 
duties n certain products falling within Chap-
ters 1 ito 24 of the Common Customs Tariff 
and ori~nating in Malta (1976) - (Doc. 342/75). 
I call Mr Spicer. 
Mr Spi~er, deputy rapporteur. - Mr President, 
I can l:Je very brief in introducing this report. 
The p:rioposal concerned calls for generalized 
preferehces only, and follows exactly the same 
pattemi as established last year. It has the full 
support' of the Committee on External Economic 
Relatio~ and of the Comml.ttee on Agriculture. 
I woul~ just . draw attention to the final page 
of the !pinion of the Committee on Agriculture, 
which think is of some importance and might 
produc some comment from the Commission. 
The Cqmmittee on Agriculture wishes to point 
out th t the agricultural products to which 
Malta scribes the greatest importance as ex-
ports t the EEC are potatoes, tomatoes, onions, 
flower plant cuttings, strawberries, wine and 
pigmea . None of these products enjoy prefer- . 
entia! eatment, either under the existing regul-
ations qr, as has already been pointed out, under 
the existing Association Agreement. The pro-
ducts l.sted in the present proposal are of minor 
import.nce as regards quantity or value, and I 
would ~sk the Commission if it will be submit-
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Spicer 
ting a proposal during the next year- for nego-
tiations with the Maltese to extend the range 
of preferential tariffs. I believe that such pro-
posals would command the support of this House: 
W".ith that short comment I commend- this pro-
~ to the House. 
President. - I call Mr $carascia. Mugnozza. 
Mr Searaseia Mugnozza, Vice-President of the 
Comynission. - (I) ·Mr Pr~ident, I thank the 
rapporteur but would like· first of all to make 
two points: the first is that since all the products 
which can interest Malta . are already included 
in the list, an extension or revision of the list 
is · not foreseeable in the near future. Bitt as 
regards the anxieties expressed in committee 
about the possible negative reactions from 
Turkey, for example, or other Mediterranean 
states. enjoying certain benefits, we will, as we 
have done in the past, take steps to ensure 
that the overall position is balanced for all 
concerned. 
To summarize, for the Mediterranean countries, 
a balanced situation through the new provisions; 
as regards Malta and the r~pporteur's questions, 
confirmation that we will'not take new decisions 
since we believe that all the products which 
interest Malta are already included in the list. 
President. - Since no one .else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion 'for a resolution to the vote .. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
12. Directive on the appro~fn!Ltion 
of laws relating to cocoa and chocolate 
PresiQnt. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Albertsen on behalf of the Committee 
on PUblic Health and the Environment on the 
l>roposal from the Commission of the European 
Communities- to the Council for a· directive 
amending for the fourth -~ Directive No 
73/-241/EEC on the a:ppro:ximation of· the laws of 
the Member States relating'to cocoa·and choco-
late products intended f()r human ·consumption 
(Doc. 322175). · 
Since no one wishes to speak, I put. the motion 
for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
13. Decision on the Customs Cooperation 
Council 
President. - The next item is the vote without 
debate on the report drawn up by Mr Dykes on 
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behalf of the Committee on External Economic 
Relations on the proposal from the Commission 
of the European Communities to the Council for 
a ·decision accepting the Customs Cooperation 
Council's recommendation of· 1 January 1975 
{SITCJBTN Rev. 2) - (Doc. 372/75). -
Since no one wisbes to speak, I put the motiQn 
for- a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
14. Decision on the 'simplifidttion 
and harmOnization of Customs prdtedures 
President. - The next .item is the vqte without 
debate on the report drawn up by . Mr Dykes 
on behalf of the Committee on External Eco-
nomic Relations on the recommendation from 
the Commission of the European Communities to 
the Council for a decision accepting on· behalf 
of the Community several annexes tQ the Inter-
national Convention on the Simplification and 
Harmonization of Customs Procedures (Doc. 
373/75). 
Since no one wishes to speak, I put the motion 
for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
15. Regulation on temporary suspension 
of CCT duties on certain agricultural products 
President. - The next item is the report drawn 
up by Mr Howell on behalf of the Committee 
on Agriculture on the proposal from! the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the 
Council for a regulation temporarily suspending 
the autonomous Common Customs Tariff duties 
on a certain· number of agriculturld products 
(Doc. 370/75). 
I call Mr Scott-Hopkins. 
Mr Scott-Hopkitls,- deputy rapporteur. - 'Mr 
President, tl;ds is a very technical . matter and, 
I think, completely non-controversial. The pro-
posal went through the committee without any 
dissenting voices. Should anybody 1 wish any 
questions to be answered I will most certainly 
do so, but I 8uggest that the- :ijouse should 
approve .the report without further ado. 
(Applause) 
President. - Since no one else wisheS to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
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16. Discharge in respect of implementation 
of the Communities' budget for 1971 
President. - The next item is the supple-
mentary report drawn up by Mr Gerlach on 
behalf of the Committee on Budgets on the giv-
ing of a discharge to the Commission of the 
European Communities in respect of the imple-
mentation of the European Communities' budget 
for the financial year 1971 on the basis of the 
report of the Audit Board (Doc. 378/75). 
I call Mr Gerlach. 
Mr Gerlach, rapporteur. - (D) Mr President, 
I hope that there will be no need to discuss 
this matter. There is only one remark that I 
have to make about it. When working my way 
through the Council document on the discharge 
in respect of the 1971 budget, I failed to notice 
that the text did, in fact, contain a proposal 
•)."1 . for a discharge in respect of the 1971 budget. 
:--· ... : · I must say, however, that it was in very small 
print, and even with my very strong glasses 
I failed to see it. At any rate, I did not notice 
it, and I must apologize to Parliament for this. 
In submitting this motion for a resolution I 
mer.ely wish to correct this error and to ack-
nowledge that the Council did, in fact, grant a 
discharge in its document. We acted on this dis-
charge, so that there has been no change in our 
decision; as I say, it is simply that an oversight 
on my part has been put right. I should merely 
like to add that when it came to the vote, the 
Council could have pointed out my mistake-
another sin of omission on the part of the Coun-
cil! That makes us quits. I request that this 
motion be adopted. 
President. - Since no one else wishes to speak, 
I put the motion for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
17. Directive on inland waterway vessels 
President. - The next item "is the vote without 
debate on the report drawn up by Mr Gerlach 
on behalf of the Committee on Regional Policy 
and Transport on the proposal from the Com-
mission of the European Communities to the 
Council for a directive on reciprocal recognition 
of navigation licences for inland waterway ves-
sels (Doc. 359/75). 
Since no one wishes to speak, I put the motion 
for a resolution to the vote. 
The resolution is adopted. 1 
1 OJ No C 280 of 8. 12. 1975. 
18. ~ext time limit under the budgetary 
! JWOcedu1'e 
Presideqt. - Pursuant to Article 5(4) and Article 
6(1) of ifle Internal Rules of Procedure for con-
sideratiQn of the draft general budget of the 
Comm~ties for the 1976 financial year, the 
first ti~e limit for tabling draft amendments 
to the Qouncil's modifications and proposals for 
rejectio~ of the budget as a whole and for for-
wardin~ opinions of the committees concerned 
to the committee responsible is set at 9 December 
1975. ' 
I 
I wouldj remind the House that after the report 
has bee~ submitted, a second time limit will be 
set, and~ that in the meantime amendments can 
be dra$ up and forwarded to the Committee 
on Budgets. Howeyer, such amendments will 
only be :made public after the report has been 
submitt~d. 
19. Statement on action taken on two motions 
for resolutions 
Preside~t. - The Committee on Agriculture 
has infotmed me that it has examined the motion 
for a r~olution tabled by Mrs Ewing on agri-
cultural !Surpluses, which had been referred to it. 
The co~ittee has unanimously decided that the 
proble~ raised by Mrs Ewing in this document 
will of necessity be discussed in connection with 
the fixiitg of agricultural prices for the next 
markettilg year. The chairman of the committee 
has as~d me to inform the House of the 
advisabi).ity of these problems being discussed 
when Parliament considers the new agricultural 
prices. 
He also: informs me that the Committee on 
Agricult~re has examined the motion for a 
resolutiqn tabled by Mr Scott-Hopkins and 
others dn the incomes of the fishing industry, 
which hlld been referred to it pursuant to Rule 
25 of thf Rules of Procedure. 
The Co~mittee on Agriculture has unanimously 
decided ~o suggest to Parliament that the prob-
lem raised in this motion for a resolution be 
discussectl in detail when Parliament is called 
upon to examine concrete proposals on the fish-
ing sect0r. 
However, should the Commission find itself un-
able to ~ubmit such proposals in the very near 
future, the Committee on Agriculture reserves 
the right, in agreement with the authors of the 
motion or a resolution, to bring this text up 
again fo discussion. 
Note is herewith taken of the communications 
from th~ Committee on Agriculture. 
( 
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Under Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure and 
the texts relating to its application, the Commit-
tee on Agriculture will express its views on these 
motions for resolutions in its reports on these 
subjects. 
20. Date of the next paTt-session 
President. - There are no further items on 
the agenda. 
I thank the representatives of the Council and 
Commission for their contributions to our work. 
The enlarged Bureau proposes that Parliament 
hold its next part-session in Strasbourg from 
15 to 19 December 1975. 
Are there any objections? 
That is agreed. 
21. Ad;ou.mment of the session 
Preside1;1t. - I declare the session of the Euro-
pean Parliament adjourned. 
22. AppToval of the minutes 
President. - Rule (17(2) of the Rules of Pro-
cedure requires me to lay before Parliament, 
for its approval, the minutes of proceedings of 
this sitting, which were written during the de-
bates. 
Are there any comments? 
The minutes of proceedings are approved. 
The sitting is closed. 
(The sitting was closed at 12 noon.) 
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